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THE OBJECTS OF THE WORK.

In writing this book, I have endeavored to trace, in a

manner which I trust will be intelligible to the general reader,

the interior course of the long controversy, sometimes active,

and again much subdued, but never absolutely at rest, be-

tween the North and the South. It was my purpose to make

known whatever the facts of the case should of themselves

indicate, without any regard to party interests or preposses-

sions. As the negro was, at the beginning, more or less con-

spicuously concerned in the question, and on considerations

relating chiefly to the master rather than to the slave, either

personally or morally ; so he is still left in an uncertain con-

dition, after a war which has destroyed more than half a mill-

ion of men who were fellow-citizens, and probably twice as

many of those who were made the occasion of the contest.

This contest also placed the free institutions of the coun-

try in a state of peril still furnishing grounds of just appre-

hension. I have discussed negro-slavery in its own special

relations, and the future which apparently awaits the negro

race itself in this country, without consciousness of any prej-
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udice, and only so far as those points were inevitably con-

nected with the order of the narrative. If it should appear

that the antislavery agitation, leading to such terrible public

and private evils, was actually factitious in its origin and

character, so far as its positively efficient agents have pur-

sued it, and was, in reality, the fruit of a struggle for political

power, instead of a moral or philanthropical demonstration,

a very grave question is thus presented for the consideration

of the American people. For, whatever contentment they

might feel at the result, in one view of the subject, they may

not be so well satisfied with the demoralization of their civil

fabric, in subserviency to merely factious motives and parti-

san ends. If it should seem, indeed, to be a logical con-

clusion that the doctrine of negro equality and negro suffrage

should follow, even upon the present deplorable condition

of the colored population—the question may thence arise,

whether the premises themselves were Avell laid down which

could lead to consequences so much out of the order of nature

and practice. Certainly, whether the past can be repaired

or not, the future ought to be taken care of, for the common

welfare, by an intelligent people, conscious of their own dig-

nity and responsibilities. "Nov ought they to allow politicians,

for personal or party purposes, to make extreme theories the

means of future and unknown ills, upon an insincere hypoth-

esis, which cannot endure the light of either philosophy or

experience.

In thus presenting a sketch of the progress of those causes

which led to the Southern revolt, it will be seen that slavery,

though made an occasion, was not, in reality, the cause of the

war. Antislavery was of no serious consequence, and had

no positive influence, until politicians, at a late period, seized
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upon it as an instrument of agitation ; and they could not

have done so to any mischievous effect, except for an alleged

diversity of interests between the sections, involving the

question of political power. Wise and patriotic citizens for

a long time kept those interests at the proper balance, or the

passions which were thus stimulated under just control. As

those great men passed away, self-seeking and ambitious

demagogues, the pest of republics, disturbed the equilibrium,

and were able, at length, to plunge the country into that

worst of all public calamities, civil war. The question of

morals had as little as possible to do with the result. Phi-

lanthrophy might have sighed, and fanaticism have howled

for centuries in vain, but for the hope of office and the desire

of public plunder, on the part of men who were neither phi-

lanthropists nor fanatics.

It is the misfortune of Republican institutions that many

who have paid little attention to matters of state policy, and

some scarcely competent to understand it, must pass judg-

ment upon men of superior ability and high attainments, who

have made such topics the study of their lives. Hence, it

has happened, in this turmoil of parties, that the latter

have been too frequently set aside for inferior persons,

and their better considered opinions disregarded, in favor of

those of transient Congressmen, often incapable by nature,

and sometimes disqualified for calm judgment by personal

habits, and of Governors of States, who ought to have re-

mained among the governed.

The policy pursued might well be considered matchless

in a certain direction, if, in opposition to those rights of the

South, in which the interests of the North were equally con-

cerned, and in repugnance to by far the most prevalent
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wishes of the North itself, and without regard to official en-

gagements, repeatedly made, of the representative and ex-

ecutive departments of the Government, the country was

led along into an unnecessary and unnatural war. Es-

pecially would this be the case, if, besides other conse-

quences, the country has thus not only lessened mate-

rially, but substantially cut off, for a time at least, its chief

source of permanent prosperity; and that which made it

unrivalled in this respect, and by which it was becoming

more and more supereminent among the nations of the earth.

And the singularity of this course of action would more

strikingly appear, if, in doing this, the policy had wrought

an irreparable injury, if not the absolute ruin of the unhappy

race which it professed thus to serve ; in a word, if it has so

crippled itself and made the object of its professed sympa-

thies its victim, for a party end, and in derogation of every

interest on every side, and of every dictate of reason and

lesson of experience.

Another object of this work has been to place in its true

light the intelligent and patriotic conduct of conservative

men of both the great parties, which took a leading part in

the affairs of the country, until incidental causes deprived

them of their due influence. The supposition that Northern

gentlemen, who had no connection whatever with slavery,

as an institution, no personal relations with it, as a matter

of domestic economy, or of individual interest ; who were

actuated in all the ordinary affairs of life by principles of

justice and by sentiments of honor, humanity, and generos-

ity, maintained their public positions simply in order to up-

hold slavery for its own sake—is on the face of it too prepos-

terous for the belief of any rational and candid mind. Their
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motive in reality was not merely to render justice to the

South, but to see to the common safety of the whole body

politic, as involved in maintaining the Constitution, which,

if broken in an essential part, was no longer a safeguard in

any of its provisions ; in observing fidelity, in respecting

law, and in upholding freedom, civil and religious, according

to the spirit of the Great Charter intended to perpetuate

both.

It will be observed that much prominence has been al-

lowed to the State of Massachusetts, in the progress of the

discussion. The fact is, that the course of national politics,

in one of the principal Northern States, affords a sort of clew

to its operation in them all. It would have been equally im-

possible, with any regard to space, and useless, also, to give

any thing like a detailed account of local j)olitics in the sev-

eral States. In addition, it may be remarked that Massachu-

setts presents, perhaps, the most striking example among

them all ; since no State has been more conspicuous in press-

ing the claims of State rights from the earliest period. Who-

ever may read the history of Massachusetts, since the forma-

tion of the Union, as well as before that event, will scarcely

fail to be convinced that no State has been at times more

exclusive and sectional. Large numbers of its people have

looked upon themselves rather as men of Massachusetts than

as American citizens ; and their boast has been of their State

quite as much as of their country. It is easy to see how,

from any excessive indulgence of this sentiment (and cer-

tainly there has been much in the annals of Massachusetts

to foster peculiar pride), consequences might flow tending

seriously to the prejudice of the general welfare.

In order to show the relations of the present situation of
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affairs to the fundamentalprinciples of the republic, it seemed

necessary to devote considerable space to preliminary details.

The preparation of this part of the work, especially, required

much more research and labor than I had anticipated ; ren-

dered oftentimes embarrassing by the absence of dates in

not a few of the many authorities consulted, particularly in

pamphlets. This defect I have endeavored to supply, and

trust I have been able to bring within reasonable compass a

great variety of facts otherwise to be sought for in many

different sources. The work was not contemplated until

after the close of the war, when the occasion seemed to pre-

sent itself for a review of the national condition. The claim

for this service demanded also its speedy accomplishment.

So brief a period, therefore, has been allotted to the work,

that, though I believe it will not be found liable to the charge

of inaccuracy, yet I can only hope that I have performed a

task which it seemed to me the duty of some one to under-

take, in a manner which may, perhaps, serve in a degree

to lighten the pains of the future historian.

GEORGE LUNT.
Boston, December ItJi, 1865.
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CHAPTER I.

Statement of the Question.—General Sentiment of the Country, in regard to Slavery, be-

fore the "War.—Condition of the Negroes in the North and in the South.—The Slaves

of Jonathan Edwards.—The Declaration of Independence, and Mr. Jefferson's Com-
ment.—A Provision of the Constitution, and Votes of Northern Members of the

Convention.—Alexander Hamilton in '"The Federalist" upon the Mixed Character of

Slaves.—Washington, in regard to a Fugitive Slave.—The Ordinance of 1787.—The
Kesolution of Congress in 1790.—Views of Southern Members at that Time.—Article

X. of the Constitution.—Memorials to Congress for Abolition in the District of Co-

lumbia.—J. Q. Adams on the Subject.—Virginia and other States early for Emanci-

pation by Gradual Process, but set back by Abolition Movements in the North.

It has often been remarked that slavery was merely

the occasion, not the cause, of the late civil war. This is

true in the sense that slavery was but the incident, out of

which grew questions of State rights, and the rights of Terri-

tories seeking to become States, in their various relations

and modifications. If it can be shown, however, that the

war could not have taken place except for the passions ex-

cited by opposition to negro slavery in the country, and in

its defence, the proposition in question amounts to a distinc-

tion without a difference. Slavery, in the popular sense, Avas

the cause, just as property is the cause of robbery. 1 Right-

1 In a stricter sense the Constitution, which provides for representation

and taxation, partly based on slave labor, and for the restoration of fugitive

slaves, was the cause. Without those provisions, there could have been no civil

war on this accouut. The point is stated by the Apostle :
" For sin, taking

occasion by the commandment, deceived me, and by it slew me What
$hall we say, then? Is the law sin? Godforbid, ' Rom. vii., 1, 11.

1
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fully or wrongfully in the country at first, it was here under

the protection of the law, and not subject to be taken away

by violence, or by any insidious device of abstraction. The

motive for the allegation springs from a desire to throw the

blame for the tremendous conflict upon one section alone, and

to excuse the other. The object is, to make it appear that

the country would have remained at peace, had it not been

for the ambitious instigators of rebellion at the South.

Upon this ground, although the Southern chiefs are made

directly responsible for whatever mischief has befallen their

domestic institution, the North deprives itself, at the same

time, of the benefit of any argument derived from moral ob-

ligation in respect to slavery. It thus seems that the latter

would have consented to allow slavery to remain undisturbed

in the South, but for the agitation of the question in that

part of the country where it existed. According to this

theory, therefore, those whose manifest interest and supposed

personal security depended upon keeping the matter quiet,

voluntarily and causelessly made it a subject of dispute,

which gathered additional vehemence until it terminated in

open war. Reason, it is certain, does not always control the

action of men, either in their public or private relations; but

it must be admitted that conduct like that imputed to the

South is without example in the history of nations.

Beyond question, popular information on this whole sub-

ject is indistinct and incomplete, both in the United States

and in Europe. Its important bearings upon the future may
render an effort to afford the public mind some light in

regard to it both justifiable and valuable. Ordinarily, it is

thought, the story of recent events cannot be written with

entire regard to impartiality, nor a just estimate be formed

of their results by contemporary judgments. On the other

hand, not a little of the uncertainty of history is due to the

want of contemporary narration. Much of the present vol-

ume, however, will relate to a period some time past, and

we have not yet reached absolute results. These, whether

for good or ill, will depend very much upon the deductions
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we make from the character of events already transacted

:

and to be of any real service, now is the time for the history

of those events to be written.

It was the sentiment of a large majority at the North,

before the war began, that slavery, in itself considered, was
neither right nor wrong. It was a question of policy and of

law, not of morals. Probably, most would neither have

desired to hold, nor to see any human being held in bondage,

if freedom were consistent with his welfare. As it respected

the negroes in this country, the whole question at the North
turned upon that point ; but practically, it was one with

which the people of the free States conceived they had
nothing whatever to do. In parts of the country not pecu-

liarly fitted for the beneficial use of negroes in that relation,

their gradual liberation and removal to their native land was
thought desirable. In other sections, better adapted to the

laborious employment of black men than of white, and from

which the North and the South alike derived advantage, it

was held that the well-being of the colored race, equally with

the common good, required the subjection of that race and

its enforced labor. In no case, except where their numbers

were so comparatively insignificant as to make it a matter of

no real consequence, was it thought advisable that negroes

should be admitted to any of the civil privileges of the white

man. A different policy would seem useless, if not mis-

chievous, to them as well as to their superiors, and degrading

to the latter without being of any moral advantage to the

former. The instance cannot be shown in the country of

equal social station accorded to the blacks with the whites.

It is a condition against which Nature itself rebels, and, being

the strongest, conquers. In those States which have mani-

fested the most earnest enthusiasm for liberating the slaves

of their fellow-citizens, no disposition has been heretofore

shown to place the black man upon any terms of actual

equality with the white.

This anomaly is especially marked in Massachusetts, at

last the most forward of all the States in promoting the
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cause of anti-slavery, although equality of civil and social

rights logically follows from the acquisition of freedom. Yet,

notwithstanding the absence of any statute forbidding it, no

negro in that State has been a member of its Legislature,
1 has

served upon the jury, or in the militia, or has been appoint-

ed to any office beyond one of a menial grade. Hence, his

social relations may be readily inferred. To prohibit a whole

race from the ordinary privileges of freedom, in a free coun-

try, is not to make them really free. In what is the condition

of a pariah better than that of a slave ? To talk of the boon

of liberty to a captive, freed from his shackles but turned out

into a desert to perish, is a profanation of a sacred name.

Yet such is and must be the practical operation of freedom

to the negro in this country. In this contingency, he is

brought into direct collision with the interests, the senti-

ments, and the instincts of the more numerous and more

powerful race, to which he was not at all exposed in his

dependent condition. In the North, his kind has constantly

dwindled, and, but for occasional accessions by immigration,

would soon disappear like the original inhabitants of the

soil. In the South, where the race has multiplied to such an

extraordinary degree, while in the condition of slavery, the

freedom conferred by the advance of our armies has brought

them only misery and death. The same natural law which
has prevailed at the Xorth will exert similar force at the

South, should a system of competition between the white

man and the black take effect. The weaker will fade away
before the stronger species.

It is difficult to understand what consolation any honest

and intelligent philanthropy can find in such a melancholy
reflection. Doubtless, there are those who will consider that

a system of slavery, which in this country, after all, was, in

general, a condition of mutual dependence between master
and servant, borne with cheerfulness by the inferior, and ex-

hibiting that surest sign of comfort, the vast increase of the

1 A negro was elected to a Town Committee in a place near Cape Cod
within a few years
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species, is poorly compensated by a scheme of cold and spec-

ulative humanity, which can only end in the fiual destruction

of a whole subordinate people.

Indeed, philosophy would seem to teach us that, since the

state of human affairs at best is by no means perfect, and

since questions of political and social import are, and always

have been, points of dispute, so serious a matter as the sud-

den and enforced reorganization of a race could hardly be

warrantable, except upon the clearest and most unquestion-

able grounds of equitable claim. A mere experiment to this

end could be hardly justified; especially if all former expe-

rience in a similar direction tends to discountenance it. To

impose upon an inferior and degraded race a new series of rights

and attendant obligations, for the proper exercise of which it

may be doubted if a steady course of training renders those

long in the enjoyment of education and freedom any too well

qualified, might look on the face of the project likely to prove

only prejudicial to both parties. The right to institute such

a change ought to result, at least, from the distinct complaint

and demand of those chiefly interested. It need scarcely be

said that here was nothing of the sort. The negroes were

perfectly contented with their lot. In general, they were

not only happy in their condition, but proud of it. Their

hardships were such as are inherent in the state of those who
labor at the will of others for their daily bread. On the

other hand, they were nursed in. sickness, and cared for in

old age. If any individual among them displayed superior

abilities or qualities, he could easily obtain his freedom if he

desired, it. There were many free negroes in each of the

slave States, and not a few who were prosperous in business,

had acquired no inconsiderable possessions, and held persons

of their own race as slaves. To the whole South, at least,

the tender mercies which would disturb this state of things

seemed cruel ; but their people chiefly resented any such in-

terference, because it was unjust to them, as being in viola-

tion of the laws of the land.

The anti-slavery movement at the North was based upon
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a denial of the obligation of those laws. It was alleged by

the advocates of the movement, that man could not rightfully

hold property in man. Hence, they aimed from the first at

the abrogation of the Constitution; or, in the alternative of

failure in that object, at the dissolution of the Union. There-

was no concealment of either of those purposes. The right

which they denied was one of very ancient standing in prac-

tice. It never seems to have occurred to them, or, if it did,

they soon learned to disregard the obligation, that this right

is expressly recognized in the Moral Law. The injunction:

" Thou shaft not covet thy neighbor's man-servant, nor his

maid-servant," can no more cease to be binding, so long as

that relation exists under the law of the land, than either of

the other commandments of the Decalogue. A civil commu-
nity may lawfully authorize a condition of bondage for a por-

tion of its population which is unsuited for the exercise of

civil rights, if the apparent well-being of the whole requires

it. Under ordinary circumstances, and in a state of ad-

vanced civilization, it is obvious that the public welfare de-

mands no such condition to be maintained. Wherever such a

system of bondage exists, however, although no citizen is under

any obligation to hold either man-servant or maid-servant, ac-

cording to the unquestionable Scriptural sense of those terms

;

yet so long as one jot or one tittle of the Moral Law remains

to be fulfilled, his neighbor cannot interfere with his legal

rights without sin. And he who destroys his neighbor's

property, or deprives him of it in any unlawful manner,

though not appropriated to his own use, nevertheless covets

it. He who burns another's dwelling, without intending

theft, is equally guilty of arson with him who sets it on fire

for the express purpose of plunder.

The Abolitionists, indeed, declared that human slavery,

so far as it had received Scriptural sanction, had only been

permitted to former ages, for inscrutable reasons, just as po-

lygamy was then allowed. The Republican Convention,

which nominated candidates for the support of its party in

1856, denounced slavery and polygamy together, as " twin
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relics of barbarism." Omitting all inquiry into the funda-

mental distinction between a social institution, which may
have been beneficial and even unavoidable in certain stages

of society, and a practice of merely individual import, it

may be remarked that polygamy can make no claim to di-

vine warrant. On the contrary, the original sanction to the

marriage of our first pareuts was :
" And they twain shall

be one flesh." That same series of holy commandments,
also, which forbids us to covet any thing that is our neigh-

bor's, restricts our relation to the opposite sex within the sin-

gular number, namely :
" Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's

wife.'''' No distinction could be broader, therefore, than that

drawn by Scripture between the condition of bondage which

it allows, and under fitting circumstances protects, by the

solemn injunction of the Divine Law, and a practice which

it explicitly prohibited, from the period of the very origin

of our species.

Until the American Revolution of 1775, the attention of

the world had scarcely been drawn to slavery or the slave

trade. The reduction of Christians to a state of servile and

cruel bondage by the Barbary powers was suffered to con-

tinue until more than thirty years after the war of the Rev-

olution was ended. The traffic in negroes was profitable

to European and American traders, and conscience slept.

Slavery, in fact, had been an indiscriminate custom of the

world, wherever convenient and remunerative, for nearly six

thousand years. At a very early date, measures had been

taken in certain of the Southern provinces of America, of

which South Carolina, in 1760, was conspicuous, to prevent

the introduction of negro slaves into those colonies. But
their remonstrances were unheeded by the mother country.

At the period of the war of the Revolution, slavery existed,

nominally, in every one of the American colonies. So lately

as 1759, the legal representatives of no less eminent a divine

and moral philosopher than Jonathan Edwards, of Connecti-

cut, transferred the title to two negroes, denominated " the
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proper goods of said Jonathan Edwards," for a valuable con-

sideration, by a bill of sale.'

At the settlement of the Constitution, however, slavery

in most of the Northern States was the merest name. The

colored population within their jurisdiction was inconsidera-

ble, and the race was practically a burden rather than a

help. Here and there relics of them remained upon the

farms of the masters in whose service they were born. In

towns where they were found in any numbers, their settle-

ments had been pushed to the outskirts of the territory.

The competition of white labor had driven them to take up

with casual and hand-to-mouth occupations, generally of the

very humblest character. They were waiters on convivial

1 The following is the deed of conveyance of two negroes once owned by

the great New England theologian :

"Know all men by these presents that we, Timothy D wight, Jr., of North-

ampton, and Timothy Edwards, of Stockbridge, both of the county of Hamp-

shire, and the province of Massachusetts Bay, in New England, executors of

the late will and testament of Si. rah Edwards, late of Stockbridge, in the

county aforesaid, deceased, who was executrix of the will and testament of

Rev. Jonathan Edwards, late of Stockbridge aforesaid, deceased, for and in

consideration of the sum of twenty-three pounds lawful money to us in hand

paid by John Owen, of Simsbury, in the county of Hartford, and colony of

Connecticut, in New England, the receipt whereof we hereby acknowledge,

have sold, conveyed, and in open market delivered two negro slaves, viz. : the

one a negro man named Joseph, the other a negro woman named Su, and is

wife to the said Jo, which slaves were lately the proper goods of said Jonathan

Edwards, deceased, and were by him bought of one Hezekiah Griswold, of

Windsor ; and we, the said Timothy Dwight, Jr., and Timothy Edwards, do

covenant to and with the said John Owen, his heirs and assigns, that we have

good right in ourselves to sell and convey the said negroes, Jo and Su, to him

as above, and that he shall and may hold them as his own proper goods from

and after the date hereof.

" In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals this 4th

day of Aixgust, in the 33d year of his Majesty's reign, Anno Dom. 1V59.

" T. DWIGHT, Jr. [l. s.]

" TIMO. EDWARDS, [l. s.]

" Signed, sealed, and delivered in the presence of us.

"Ebenezer Hunt.

"Seth Pomeroy."
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occasions, boot-blacks, sellers of cakes and ale, on a small

scale ; often wandering fiddlers, though, sometimes, certainly,

they followed more steady callings. They were, in some
sense, the gypsies of the New World. .They were, in fact,

what they must ever be by the side of the white race> ind

when not engaged as a body in some regular occupation it,*.

which they are especially suited, the outcasts of society.

Yet they were tolerated without prejudice, and, in general,

both pitied and petted by their superiors. For example,

until the question between the white man and the negro

assumed bearings of novel importance, at a much later date,

the children of the latter attended the ordinary public schools,

without thought of objection on the part of any one. Af-

terwards it became a point of serious difference. Indeed, a

bright negro lad was then always a special favorite among
his white school-mates. The relative condition of both was
considered so settled that there could be no question on the

subject ; and there was little room for prejudice, until as-

sumptions were made for the one from which the nature and
reason of the other revolted.

Such was the domestic experience of the North in regard

to an inferior race, which had avowedly been brought into

the country from their own barbarous home, for the sake of

the use to which they could be put by their superiors. It

was certainly never imagined by the latter, at the period

just referred to, that the time could ever come, when their

descendants would contemplate the project of instituting a

civil equality between the separate races, at the expense of

all reason and experience, and in opposition to the plainly-

written ordinances of Nature itself. Yet such is, or ouo-ht

to be, the aim and the result of abolition.

The plan now proposed in certain influential quarters is,

to confer the right of suffrage upon liberated negroes, lately

slaves. Suffrage is the symbol and the instrument of self-

government in a commonwealth. Self-government presup-

poses the most perfect possible exercise of the intellectual

and moral powers. The possibility of such intelligent and
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conscientious action must depend upon capacity, knowledge,

and association ; that is, the inspiration of the past, the pres-

ent, and the future. If the distinction of color were the only

one between the white man and the black, some of the ob-

jections in the way of this notable project might be got over.

But the color, resulting from positive constitutional differ-

ences, is only the sign of those distinctions which are them-

selves radical and immutable. Indicated also by form,

features, and manners, they consist of that diversity of apti-

tudes, habits, and capacities, which have placed the white

man at the top of the scale of human existence, and the black

man at the bottom. The one has impressed the image of his

being upon the ages. He has a history constituting the for-

tunes of the world. The other, except in connection with

his brethren of Caucasian origin, has none whatever. That

the inferior being, in his low estate, is susceptible of im-

provement, is indisputable ; and every thing about him

which may serve to that end ought to be fostered. But, to

take this man and brother by the hand, in order to lift him
to a level which he is not by his proper vigor qualified to

reach or to hold, can but prove a mere violent conflict with

insuperable obstacles, in which the contestants must suffer

much harm, and the object of their solicitude perish, without

the chance of gaining any useful end.

The relation between master and slave had practically

continued in every one of the American provinces, until the

close of the Revolution in 1783. Immediately after that

event, it was decided by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts

that slavery had been, in fact, abolished in that State by the

operation of its State Constitution, adopted in the year 1780.

In all of the other original thirteen provinces north of Mason
and Dixon's line, except Delaware (namely, Xew Hampshire,

Connecticut, Xew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and
Xew York), legislative measures were taken, shortly after the

Revolution, for either the immediate or gradual extinction

of slavery. To these was added Vermont, upon its admis-

sion to the Union in 1791. The sum total of the slaves in
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all these Northern States in 1790, was 49,240. Of these only

3,886 were to be found in New England, then consisting ofNew
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Ehode Island

;

but inclusive of the territory of Maine and Vermont, before

the admission of those States to the Union. The rest of the

slaves in the States, amounting to 648,657, were distributed

between Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Caro-

lina, and Georgia, except 8,887 in Delaware. It is manifest,

therefore, where the direct interest in preserving slavery

would be most felt at that period. It is well worthy of note

here, however, that notwithstanding the emancipation meas-

ures of the Northern legislative bodies, as it respected the

States they then represented, no objection appears to have

been taken, on the score of slavery, to the Constitution of

the United States, when proposed to the Conventions of their

several States, While on the one hand it is clear that the

subject itself was fully on their minds, attested by their cor-

respondent action, so far as they saw lit to deal with the

matter, it is equally evident that they did not deem them-

selves authorized to meddle with it outside of their several

State jurisdictions.

Mr. Jefferson, indeed, gave a reason for this reticence,

imputing it to the indirect interest of the Northern maritime

States, in the transportation of African slaves to the Southern

States. In his original draft of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence he had inserted an article unqualifiedly reprobating

the foreign slave trade, and urging the protection afforded

to it by the King as one powerful motive in justification of

the rebellion. He finally withdrew this clause from the doc-

ument, and his reason, recorded by himself, appears in ex-

planation of his conduct. After alluding to the disposition

of some of the Southern States to keep up the slave trade,

he continues

:

" Our Northern Brethren, also, I believe, felt a little tender under those

censures, for though their people have very few slaves themselves, yet they had

been pretty considerable carriers of them to others." 1

1 Jefferson's Works, I., p. 15.
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The article of the Constitution which provides for the res-

toration of fugitive servants to their masters could hardly

have been considered a concession to any particular section,

since slaves were then held in every State of the Union ex-

cept Massachusetts, though insignificant in numbers at the

North compared with those at the South. The rights of the

smaller body of owners in one part of the country were as

clear as those of the more numerous class in the other. The

actual question at that time was not in regard to the contin-

uance of slavery, but how to make the apportionment of di-

rect taxes and representation between the Northern and

the Southern States. The solution of the difficulty was

reached by compromise. It was agreed to consider the

slaves as both persons and property, and that three-fifths of

their number should be added to the enumeration of free

persons in the apportionment. There was no other way of

determining this point. By reckoning the slaves as mere

property, the South would have lost largely in representa-

tion ; by considering them persons only, the burden of taxa-

tion would have fallen unequally upon the North. There

can be no doubt that the permission for the slave trade to

continue twenty years longer entered into the final agree-

ment as an important consideration.
1 To show how this

question was regarded in the several sections, it is only ne-

cessary to cite the vote upon its determination by the Con-

vention of 1787. The history of this matter is curious. The
provision on this point, as finally inserted in the Constitu-

tion, is as follows

:

" The migration or importation of such persons as any of the States now
existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress,

prior to the year one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a tax or duty

may be imposed on such importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each per-

son."—Art. I, sec. 9."

This provision was duly ratified, with the other clauses

of the Constitution, by all the States in turn. It was not

1 See remarks of Hamilton (Elliott's Debates) on the compromise between

Northern navigation and the Fugitive Slave law.
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that, however, which was originally proposed to the Conven-

tion by the committee appointed to draft that instrument.

This committee consisted of Messrs. Rutledge of South Caro-

lina, Randolph of Virginia, Gorham of Massachusetts, Ells-

worth of Connecticut, and Wilson of Pennsylvania. It will

be observed that, of this committee of five, three members

were from the Northern States. The following is the prop-

osition submitted by them upon this point

:

" No tax or duty shall be laid by the Legislature [meaning Congress] on

articles exported from any State ; nor on the migration or importation of such

persons as the several States shall think proper to admit ; nor shall such mi-

gration or importation be prohibited "

This clause was subsequently referred to a special com-

mittee, consisting of one member from each State repre-

sented in the Convention. Mr. Livingston, of New Jersey,

reported from this committee the following proposition, by
way of substitute for the clause recommended by the com-

mittee of five

:

" The migration or importation of such persons as the several States now

existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Legislature

[meaning Congress] prior to the year 1800 ; but a tax or duty may be imposed

on such migration or importation at a rate not exceeding the average of the

duties laid on imports."

When this report came up for consideration, a motion

was made to substitute the year " 1808 " for the year " 1800."

This amendment passed in the affirmative by the following

vote, which deserves consideration :

Yeas—New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland, North Car-

olina, South Carolina, Georgia—7.

Nats—New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware—4.

The three New England States which were represented

in the Convention, therefore, voted for the extensiou of the

slave trade to the longest proposed period. Rhode Island,

the other New England State, was at that time largely en-

gaged in the traffic, and hence what would have been the

action of its delegates, had any been present from that State,
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may be inferred.
1 The proceedings of the Convention upon

this clause are also interesting, as a manifestation of scruples

about a word, by men who permitted and sanctioned the

thing clearly signified by that word. The question had been

before the Convention in the following shape :

" The importation of slaves into such of the States as shall permit the

same shall not be prohibited by the Legislature of the United States until the

year 1808."

This measure was lost in the vote taken upon it, which

stood thus

:

Yeas—Counecticut, Virginia, Georgia—3.

Nays—New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Delaware, North

Carolina, South Carolina—6.

The delegation of Maryland was divided. From this

statement it will be seen that, while the Connecticut mem-
bers thought it as well to have the name with the thing, and

those of Virginia, who had stood out against the extension

of the traffic, had no objection to calling things by their

right names, South Carolina exhibited scruples upon this

point. The matter wTas finally adjusted by agreeing to the

circumlocutory language retained in the standing clause of

the Constitution, in lieu of using the word " slaves ;
" and

the measure passed in the affirmative by the votes given be-

low, the New England States assenting, and Virginia return-

ing to its first position, namely

:

Yeas—New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland, North Car-

olina, South Carolina, Georgia—7.

Nats—New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia—4.

In fact, it must have appeared clear to the minds of those

sagacious gentlemen, that the rhetoric, if not the argument,

of the Declaration of Independence would remain a stand-

ing protest against the word slaves, as applied to the subject

1 Rhode Island adopted the Constitution May 29, 1790, nearly two years

after the ratification of the Constitution by the number of States prescribed

as requisite to the formation of the new Union.
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race, if introduced into the body of the Constitution. Un-
der a multitude of circumstances, permitting the use of more

passionate phraseology than could be employed in an instru-

ment so solemn as that manifesto, they and their associates

had been in the habit, during the struggle for independence,

of denominating the contest a mighty effort to free them-

selves and their compatriots from the burden of slavery.

As a jubilant, poetical utterance of a period, when the senti-

ments and feelings of the revolutionary struggle -were fresh

in the popular heart, expressed it

—

" The British yoke, the Gallic chain,

Were urged upon our necks in vain

;

All haughty tyrants we disdain,

And shout, ' Long live America !
'
"

But the whole contemporaneous and subsequent action

of our ancestors shows conclusively, that the negro race was

never even thought of as coming within the somewhat broad

compass of the elementary principle of the Declaration,

namely, " that all men are created equal ; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights;

that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ness." That Declaration was promulgated on the fourth

day of July, 1776. But it was based in essential respects

upon the "Declaration of rights made by the Representa-

tives of the good people of Virginia," unanimously adopted

in Convention, June 12, 1776, more than three weeks earlier.

Of the latter instrument the first article reads

:

" That all men are by nature equally free and independent, and have cer-

tain inherent rights, of which, when they enter into a state of society, they

cannot by any compact deprive or divest their posterity ; namely, the enjoy-

ment of life and liberty, with the means of acquiring and possessing property,

and pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety."

But at the very time that Bill of Rights was unanimously

adopted by the Convention of Virginia, the number of slaves

held under the jurisdiction of Virginia amounted to not far

from two hundred and fifty thousand. 1 The inference, there-

1 Slaves held in Virginia in 1790 293,427.
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fore, is inevitable, that negroes were not contemplated at

all in the several declarations. But objection might well

occur, under the circumstances, to the insertion of the term

slave into the phraseology of the Constitution about to be

submitted to the consideration of the several States; as well

those in which the slaves were few, and where the institution

was evidently dying out, as those in which the negro popu-

lation was rapidly multiplying and slave labor was becoming

more and more profitable. Undoubtedly, many persons of

that day apprehended a certain political inconsistency be-

tween the sentiments of liberty, vindicated by the freedom

from foreign domination just achieved by the young republic

about to be created, and a system of bondage maintained

for any portion of its inhabitants. It is well known, also,

that there were those who entertained vague ideas of the

eventual abrogation of the system. These ideas took no
practical turn, however, except as some benevolent master

occasionally liberated his slaves by his final testament—
always, in such case, making some suitable provision for

their support when aged or helpless, and for their start in

life when more able to secure their own maintenance. But,

there was the fact of the existence of the slaves themselves in

large numbers, dependent and needing oversight, as well as

bound to perform the labor required ; and, as time went by,

the thought of liberating so vast a body as they had become,

which seemed scarcely less than an abandonment of them
to want and misery and crime, passed also away, except

as economical considerations began, at length, to have their

influence in certain of the border slave States.

In this connection the remark may be permitted, that the

language of the Virginian Bill of Rights is much more philo-

sophical, and in accordance with fact, than the correspondent

phraseology of the Declaration of Independence. That all

men in a state of nature, could such a state exist for a moment
where even not more than two persons live side by side, are

equally entitled to the personal rights defined by the Virginian

Declaration, is indisputable. But the freest commonwealth
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neither is nor can be a state of nature. Under the most

favorable circurastauces it can only be alleged in the vaguest

and most inconsequential sense that " all men are created

equal." At their entrance into the world, all human beings

are so far on a level, that they are uniformly incapable of

exercising or enjoying any right for which they are not

entirely dependent on the will of others. Upon quitting the

world, the proudest king is stripped to the indiscriminate

nakedness of the meanest beggar. Between the two condi-

tions, society in its best estate can recognize no fixed law

able to do more than to regulate, in some convenient and

useful manner and measure, the infinite diversities and in-

equalities of human life—its chances and changes, its capaci-

ties and dispositions. And superior to all the decrees and

ordinances of man, will forever stand the immutable laws of

Nature, which he must implicitly obey, or suffer and make
others suffer with him the consequences of resistance.

It is also to be remarked, that, at the period of the Revo-

lution, there was a generally more tender sentiment in regard

to slavery and its subjects at the South, than at the North.

Leading persons in the slave States, in Virginia especially,

among whom were Washington, Jefferson, and Madison, ex-

pressed earnest hopes for the abrogation of the slave system,

on both humane and political considerations. They saw that

it had its evils, and they desired to remoATe all evils from the

face of the country and the earth. Without proposing any

specific remedy for this particular phase of mortal ill, those

great men still hoped that a time would come, when white

labor could be usefully substituted for that of the blacks,

and the country could be relieved from an ostensible incon-

sistency between the principles of its institutions and its

practice, though one for which it was itself in no wise re-

sponsible. But while in the North the negro was in a con-

dition of unqualified degradation, whether he was nominally

bond or free, his general state in the South was bettered by
many alleviating circumstances. In the one case he had no

relation whatever with the white population, except as a
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mere drudge, for often precarious hire. In the other, he and

his progenitors had been the dependants of some one family,

oftentimes for several generations. Local associations, a

congenial climate, and the bonds of interest and attachment,

exerted at the South a prevailing influence over the mass of

the colored population. Doubtless, there were exceptional

cases of hardship, ill-usage, and sometimes of extreme cru-

elty. It is certain that the majority of mankind are by no

means qualified to exercise any great responsibility of con-

trol over others, even when that control is limited and re-

strained by law, as this soon came to be, by all reasonable

requirements, in every Southern State. Even the instances

of uniformly moderate and well-disposed monarchs have not

been too common or praiseworthy upon the earth.

But without instituting any comparison between the sev-

eral sections, as to the operation in each of the common at-

tributes of humanity, and the motives of ordinary self-inter-

est which affect the actions of men more or less everywhere,

the astonishing increase of the black population in the South,

and the other familiar and favorable evidences of their con-

dition, in a state of servitude, afford the surest reply to every

allegation of general ill-treatment.
1 And if the superior

race, under all the advantages which higher intelligence,

better capacity for education, instinctive self-respect, tradi-

tional memories, generous emulation, and mutual example

should inspire, has hardly yet been seen to perfect the exper-

iment of self-government into a tested and established fact

—

the inducement seems small to look for a happier result, by

calling in a race of inferior capacities, sentiments, and possi-

bilities of progress, to share in a task of such weighty duties

and grave responsibilities. And if a resort to such degrada-

tion should prove to be the sense of the American people, it

1 This statement could be readily confirmed by a variety of impartial testi-

mony. The travels of Sir Charles Lyell in this country may be referred to
;

those of Miss Murray, one of the Queen's maids of honor, discharged upon the

publication of her volume, it was alleged, for her views on this subject; and

numerous other works of foreign writers. See Appendix I.
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may be safely asserted, that it will be found not in accord-

ance with the sense of Nature, which will refuse to obey it,

and will break out in some other way.

It has been asserted, that of four several compromises

between the two sections of country, since the Revolutionary

war, each has been kept by the South and violated by the

North. These four are the settlement of the Constitution,

that one specifically styled the Missouri Compromise, the

adjustment of the nullification trouble with South Carolina

and the States in concert with it, and the various legislative

measures of the year 1850. Two of these compromises re-

late to the subject of slavery ; the others have no direct con-

cern with it. The settlement of the Constitution, for exam-

ple, can scarcely be reckoned, in any sense, a compromise

between those who held slaves and those who held none.

Slavery existed at the formation of the Union in every State

but one. Slavery was then universally held to be exclusively

under the control of State jurisdiction. The National Leg-

islature was bound to afford the citizen of the South equal

protection for his property in slaves, which it guaranteed to

the citizen of the North, in regard to other kinds of prop-

erty. Very little more than half a century before the Revo-

lutionary war (1713), the twelve judges of England, Chief-

Justice Holt, a venerable name, at the head of the list, had

replied to a question of the Crown in council, in the follow-

ing terms :

u In pursuance of his Majesty's order in Council, hereunto annexed, we do

humbly certify our opinion to be that negroes are merchandise."

It has been already shown, without adverting more par-

ticularly to the universal practice of New England, under

the law, that an illustrious clergyman and philosopher of

Connecticut held slaves which were sold for a valuable con-

sideration so recently as 1759. The actual view in which

the slave was regarded by the provisions of the Constitution

is determined by the language of Hamilton, in the Federal-

ist (No. 54), as follows :
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" The Federal Constitution, therefore, decides with great propriety on the

case of our slaves, when it views them in the mixed character of persons and

property."

While this passage, therefore, and correspondent expres-

sions in the context of the article referred to, leave no stand-

ing-ground for the fallacious assertion of certain conspicuous

political philanthropists, to the effect that the Constitution

does not recognize slavery, it indicates also the absence of

any marked disagreement in the constitutional Convention

in regard to slavery itself. In fact, the frame of government

did all it could in providing for the return of fugitive slaves

who bad fled from one State into another, and refused to

meddle with the rightful jurisdiction of the several States

over a subject exclusively within the legislative control of

each. If compromise there were, therefore, in relation to this

general subject, it wTas simply one between the slaveholder

and slave-trader ; that the runaway servants of the first

should be returned to him, on the one hand, and that twenty

years further should be allowed for pursuing the traffic, on

the other. That the contract was observed in the latter

respect is certain; how faithfully the alternate obligation

was regarded in the end, may in part appear as this inquiry

proceeds. Indeed, at least one piece of evidence exists to

show that in some parts of the country the people, at a verj

early period, were not well disposed toward this provision
;

since Washington himself, in the latter part of his life, stated

the difficulties which might attend the pursuit of a fugitive

slave into Pennsylvania. 1 The law, however, was faithfully

executed, in general, for the many years that fugitives were

few, and until systematic efforts to entice the negro from his

1 In a published letter, dated Nov. 20, 1786, addressed to Hon. William

Drayton, one of whose slaves absented himself from his master on a journey

and went to Mount Vernon. Washington sent him " under the care of a

trusty overseer," on the way to Mr. Drayton, but he afterwards escaped.

Washington writes :
" The gentleman to whose care I sent him has promised

every endeavor to apprehend him, but it is not easy to do this, when there are

numbers who would rather facilitate the escape of slaves than apprehend them

when runaways."
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master had become common enough, to give a violent breach

of the law the semblance, at least, of popular warrant and

support. The other " compromises " specified will come up

for consideration in their appropriate places.

One other adjustment of this sort, however, demands

particular attention at this point. This is the celebrated Ordi-

nance of 1787, the provisions of which excluded slavery from

the territory northwestward of the Ohio River, which had

just been ceded by Virginia to the States under the old Con-

federation, for the common benefit. The cession of this vast

tract, comprehending more than two-thirds as much territory

as was contained within the limits of the original thirteen

States, was made by the Legislative Assembly of Virginia in

the year 1783, in order to aid in the discharge of the public

debt incurred by the war. The first of the two Ordinances

proposed to the Congress on this subject was introduced in

the following year by a committee of three, of which Mr.

Jefferson was chairman. This contained a clause prohibiting

slavery after the year 1800 in the territory ceded, or in other

territory to be ceded, the latter yet remaining under the

jurisdiction of North Carolina and Georgia. The clause in

question was stricken out, and the Ordinance, thus amended,

passed.

It is impossible not to perceive, upon examining Mr.

Jefferson's plan, that it was intended to prepare the way for

complete eventual emancipation ; for the line proposed by

him began on the parallel of thirty-one degrees north lati-

tude, and would have included the territory of the States

now known as Alabama and Mississippi, but then claimed by

Georgia, and have extended below the southern boundary of

that State. The Ordinance of 1787, which took the place of

the preceding, prohibited slavery only in the territory north-

westward of the Ohio River ; comprehending, therefore, only

the immense tract ceded by Virginia, and including the ter-

ritory of the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wis-

consin, and a part of Minnesota. If the project, which it

may be supposed was entertained by Mr. Jefferson and some
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others, could have been carried out, the slave States would

have been either encircled by a cordon of free States, or the

question between the two would have come to some issue at

a much earlier period. Taking into consideration the natural

features of the territory, or the larger part of it, not made
subject to the proviso, and the actual course of events follow-

ing its settlement, the probabilities are that the result would

have been otherwise than that contemplated by its supporters.

The question, it may be believed, would have been conclu-

sively determined by experiment; so that by common consent,

at an early period, the restriction would have been removed,

as inconvenient and burdensome, from the southern portion

of the territory in question. In such an event, the direful

evils which have since befallen the country might have been

averted.

As it was, the Ordinance of 1787 passed the Congress of

the Confederate States by a nearly unanimous vote. It seems

not at all difficult to conceive of the motives which produced

such general concurrence. The action of the Northern mem-
bers is readily accounted for ; but the measure was an appar-

ent Southern triumph, supposing sectional feeling could then

have run high enough to warrant the expression, as applied to

patriotic men who had been so recently and victoriously de-

voted to a grand common cause. The proviso did not affect

the slaveholding section at all, since its operation was re-

stricted to a part of the country in which experience had
showrn that slaves could not be held and employed to advan-

tage. Besides, it is not unlikely that Southern members
may have thought, in view of rights then held to be open to

no question whatever, that here was a concession, which,

though barren, perhaps, of actual fruits to the others interest-

ed, yet involved a certain generous sacrifice to opinion, or

to prejudice, on their own part. And Virginia, holding such

supereminently important relations to the Confederate

States, and which had just placed a gift so munificent and
unexampled upon the altar of the common country, to re-

lieve it from almost irretrievable burdens and embarrass-
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merits, may have imagined that she was thus laying a stable

foundation for public gratitude and future security; and that

her heart would never bleed by the strokes of shaft after

shaft from the full quiver, which, for the mutual defence and

welfare, she had herself so unhesitatingly bestowed.

But making every acknowledgment of the honest and

generous motives which undoubtedly prompted those who
projected and those who assented to this procedure, it does

not necessarily follow that the Ordinance itself was a judi-

cious measure. Mr. Jefferson was a politician as well as

a humane man. He was ambitious, and sensible that his

desire could not be immediately gratified ; but it could hard-

ly have failed to occur to him that conciliation of his North-

ern fellow-citizens in a matter of sentiment, which is so much
more influential with the populace than reason, might prove

an important step towards his own political success. The

Ordinance, as has been remarked, was futile as to any pres-

ent practical result ; but it was the fruitful source of future

evils. It was the first actual sectional measure which ob-

tained legislative sanction in the country. It was an inci-

dental blow at a great fact in the habitual practice of a large

portion of the inhabitants of the country. It was an imputa-

tion, having its moral and political bearings, against a do-

mestic institution, in which the admitted rights and the sen-

timents and feelings of a large proportion of the people were

involved. It was, in effect, a virtual separation of one class of

fellow-citizens from another, with which they did not agree in

one essential respect. It was, in a word, the foundation of a

sort of moral barrier between the North and the South, upon

which it was easy to build some substantial and offensive

work by and bye. When Washington, in his farewell ad-

monition to his countrymen, warned them against the indul-

gence of sectional prejudices, and even the use of language

tending to promote anti-national feeling, he might well have

had the well-intended, but surely " sectional " Ordinance of

1787 in his mind. 1 In a word, if the eventual abolition of

1
It will be seen at a subsequent point in this -volume that Mr. Clay, in
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slavery, a matter not within its province or its power, bad
been the purpose of the Congress, the instrument in question

was well designed to render efficient aid in due time towards

the fulfilment of that object.

But if, on the other hand, slavery was viewed, according

to the fact, simply as a State institution, absolutely within

the power of each State to regulate and control, to preserve

or to abrogate as it saw fit, then to exercise national legisla-

tion upon it, in respect to the territory ceded by Virginia,

out of which future States were avowedly to be formed, was
an indirect attack upon the institution in States where it al-

ready existed by law, and a direct interference with popular

right and liberty. The seed of discord thus flung down, and

deemed for the moment worthy of no further thought by either

party, was sure to spring up finally in a harvest-field of fu-

ture contention. And as it would have been in conformity

with the well-understood, indeed, the manifest relations of

the General Government to slavery, as a merely local institu-

tion, so it would have been far more expedient to leave the

question to be determined by the inhabitants of the territory,

guided by the light of reason and nature, whenever they

should come to form their several State constitutions. The
same end would then have been attained, without danger of

future disagreement. In fact, the spirit which prompted the

passage of the Ordinance was soon afterwards made evident,

by an attempt to induce Congress to take certain action in

regard to the slave system within the States. This was set

at rest, however, by a resolution passed in 1790, as follows:

" Resolved, That Congress has no authority to interfere in the emancipation

of slaves, or in the treatment of them within any of the States ; it remaining

with the several States alone to provide any regulations therein which human-

ity and true policy may require."

This resolution was passed in consequence of the presen-

tation of two petitions to Congress, both of them on the part

1850, took substantially the same view of the general subject ; and Mr. Jeffer-

son also, at an earlier period, as appears by various extracts from his writings,

quoted in subsequent pages.
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of certain citizens of Pennsylvania, in February, 1790. The
first of these was a memorial of Quakers, asking only for the

abolition of the slave trade ; the other came from a body of

persons calling themselves " The Pennsylvania Society for

promoting the abolition of slavery, the relief of free negroes

unlawfully held in bondage, and the improvement of the

African race." The latter, singularly enough, was signed

by Dr. Franklin, as President, and, presenting the objects

comprehended within the title of the association, also specifi-

cally requested of Congress that it would " step to the very

verge of the power vested in you, for discouraging every

species of traffic in the persons of our fellow-men."

If Dr. Franklin had reexamined, or reflected upon the

provisions of the Constitution, which, shortly beforehand, he

had taken so active a part in framing, he would have per-

ceived that Congress had no authority whatever in any one

of the premises contemplated by those memorials. The
limit of the further continuance of the slave trade was fixed

by that instrument, and could only be changed by a formal

amendment of it. Congress could not move a hair's breadth

towards " discouraging " it, therefore, either lawfully or hon-

estly. The powers of Congress being defined and bounded

by the frame of government, all it could do in regard to any

specific subject was to act upon it, if within its province

;

and if otherwise, " to touch not, taste not, handle not." He
must also have understood, that the emancipation of the ne-

groes was equally out of the range of national legislation.

As a philosopher and man of science, he ought not to have

countenanced vague experiments with forces, the elements

and conditions of which forbade the possibility of success
;

and this the more especially, if the agencies employed were

of a disturbing, and not of a useful character. Besides, the

moral obligation to abstain from interference was superemi-

nent. That he and his associates were prompted by the

most benevolent motives, there can be no doubt ; but, per-

haps, nowhere so much as in benevolent movements is it re-

quisite that zeal should be according to knowledge. Not-

2
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withstanding the spirit of patriotism and magnanimous con

cession, which so signally animated the Constitutional Con-

vention, all its members must have been aware that the sub-

ject of slavery, if offensively introduced into it, would have

been a fatally disturbing element. They must have been

equally conscious that there was quite as much implied as

expressed, in the general understanding reached in relation

to it. It might also have seemed obvious, that honor and

good faith, of superior obligation to any merely philan-

thropic emotions, demanded strict avoidance of indirect in-

terference with a system, which it had been thought prudent

to leave unassailed by direct means, and which was so left,

as being an indispensable condition of the original bargain.

Of the light in which these memorials were viewed, it is

easy to judge by the temperate, yet pointed, expressions of

certain of the members of Congress, in the debate which

took place. One Southern gentleman objected to the com-

mitment of the memorials, as containing " unconstitutional

requests," and remarked that he feared the commitment

would be a very alarming circumstance to the Southern

States ; for, if it was to engage Congress in an unconstitu-

tional measure, it would be considered an interference with

their rights, makiug " t7iem uneasy under the Government,

and causing them to lament that they had ever xnit additional

power into its hands;" that is, by exchanging the former

Confederation for the Union under the Constitution. Another

member declared that " the States icould never have entered

into the Confederacy, unless their property had been guaran-

teed to them ; " and that " we look upon this measure as an

attack upon the palladium of our property "—meaning the

Constitution. Another leading member showed, in the clear-

est manner, by his remarks, upon what sentiments he relied

for the future security of himself and those similarly situa-

ted. He said " he lived in a State which had the misfortune

of having iu her bosom a great number of slaves ; he held

many of them himself, and was as much interested in the

business as any man. If he was to hold them in eternal bond-
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age, he would feel no uneasiness on account of present men-

ace, because he would rely upon the virtue of Congress, that

they would not exercise any unconstitutional authority"

The result of this first attempt to obtain legislative ac-

tion in regard to slavery, was the passage of the resolution

of Congress, already cited, disavowing any authority in

Congress to interfere with slavery, and declaring that all

power in relation to it rested with the several States. Within

three years, therefore, after the adoption of the Constitution,

we obtain this definite exposition of the limitations of its

powers, in this respect, from the most competent source.

It thus appears that the anti-slavery movement began, at

so early a period, at the North, that is, in Pennsylvania, a

State which had instituted a system of gradual emancipation

for the slaves within its own territory, in 1780, not finally

operating with full effect, however, until more than fifty

years afterwards. The Anti-Slavery Society, of which Dr.

Franklin was President, appears to have been formed at

about the close of the Revolutionary War. All petitions as

to this subject, for many succeeding years, seem to have

sprung from Pennsylvania, instigated, it is to be presumed,

by the same sect, irreverently styled by Mr. Carlyle " anar-

chic Quakers."

The impression made upon the Southern members of Con-

gress by the movement, at the earliest period, is also signifi-

cant. Although evidently considering it of no practical

importance, at the moment, they yet clearly made it known

that they regarded such action as in violation of the Consti-

tution, ard that without the guaranty for their rights of

property in slaves, permitted by that instrument, the

States which they represented would not have assented to

it, and hence the plan for the Union must have failed. No
one can doubt, that if they had deemed the guaranty afforded 4

insufficient, they could have obtained pledges of a still more

precise character, either then or at a later period, since the

object of the Union was one of paramount interest to all.

But neither they nor their Northern compatriots entertained
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any question of the fidelity of their successors to engage-

ments so solemnly undertaken, both expressed and implied.

It is of vital importance, in considering the subsequent

political history of the country, to bear in mind this contem-

poraneous exposition of the powers of the General Govern-

ment, and of the rights of the States. It recognized a fact,

in law, which, by right, admitted of no dispute. It estab

lished a principle of inherent and inestimable virtue, in

reference to the future well-being of our political system. It

determined the point that the system should be republican

in reality, as well as in profession, instead of a practical des-

potism under the shadowy guise of a republican name. The

original Confederation had been nothing more than a league

between sovereign and independent States, for their mutual

protection and welfare. The Constitution created a General

Government—legislative, executive, and judicial—conferring

upon it certain powers which could not be exercised con-

veniently and wisely, by the States in Congress, under their

earlier compact. Those powers were defined and restricted

by the terms of the frame of government, and all which were

not expressly granted by that instrument remained with the

several States, under their separate constitutions and laws,

in all their original vigor and extent. The object of the

Union was the more effectual administration of the common
interest. The design of the Constitution was to protect the

people, the source of power, against the Government, that is,

the agents of the people, to whom that power was periodically

intrusted ; so that the written record should be a continual

protest against every possible assumption of arbitrary au-

thority.

The Southern States, in becoming members of the Union,

no more yielded, therefore, any control over their domestic in-

stitution, than the Northern States granted power to the Gen-

eral Government to regulate the almshouses within their

several jurisdictions. To prevent all misapprehension, how-
ever, on the part of those who either were ignorant of the pur-

pose of the Constitution, or who disregarded its provisions, the
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resolution of 1790, already cited, declared a principle, which,

in its general application, must have been well understood

throughout the country ; for, without that reservation of their

original rights to the States, contained in the amendments to

the Constitution (Art. X.),
J the struggle which ensued, upon

the proffer of that instrument to the acceptance of the States,

would have ended in its rejection.

The introduction of that article was the turning-point

with the Convention of Massachusetts, which had previously

given decided indications of a majority averse to the proposed

Union ; and this principle, no matter what might be its spe-

cific application, in one section of the country or another, was

of as vital value to the North as to the South. For it restrained

the exercise of central authority within specific limits, and,

by opposing diverse local barriers to arbitrary encroachments

upon public liberty, it maintained the spirit and the form of

popular independence. The question was not of the personal

bondage of the blacks, but of the political freedom of white

men. The former was an existing fact, and uncontrollable,

except at the option of those with whom were the legal right

and the special concern. The other was a point in which the

masters of slaves, and those who declined to assume any such

mastery, had an equal interest as citizens. The one was not

within the purview of the constitutional problem at all, except

as an incident of the relations of the individual slaveholder,

not of his State, to the system of government. But, by the

determination of the other, the individual citizen remained a

republican and a freeman. He was thus personally divested

of no one of his existing social or political rights, while the

congregated freemen of the several States recognized a gov-

ernment representative of themselves, collectively and sever-

ally, as citizens both of the national and local system. To

the authority of the latter they had been long accustomed,

1 " The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor

prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to

the people."
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and it enjoyed the popular approbation. They made the

former also answerable to the sovereign will of the people
;

granting it powers necessary to its own action, but not in

conflict with any which were necessary to the administration

of the appropriate State authority.

In short, it was this clause alone which would prevent a

political party in office, and able to find a pretext for the

assemblage of a sufficient military force, from converting its

power into a perpetual usurpation, upon that pretext, or any

other invented for the occasion. When such an event takes

place, public liberty is at an end. Every movement towards

interference with the rights reserved to either State was a

step in the line of such a catastrophe. Every such move-

ment each and all the States were profoundly interested to

check and to avert. Hence, the fundamental objection to

any anti-slavery organization, because revolutionary in its

tendency, and which, when used for political purposes, be-

comes such in action. In striking at the rights of slave-

holders, it violates equally, in principle, those of citizens who

are not slaveholders, and endangers the whole civil system

by undermining the basis of all constitutional security.

It was not, therefore, because they were slaveholders

—

the mere accident of their condition—but in regard to their

capacity as citizens and freemen, that the most enlightened

and liberal statesmen of the country have refused, from the

beginning of the government, to engage in a moral or politi-

cal crusade against the inhabitants of the South. The strug-

gle to effect the emancipation of the negro was a violent

breach of the guaranty afforded to the master by the Consti-

tution. If that charter was broken in regard to one section, it

could have no vital force to secure protection to another.

The defence of the Constitution in every particular, there-

fore, was the common cause of all who desired to uphold the

Government in its integrity ; and until a comparatively recent

period, this was a cause which actively engaged the general

public sympathy. Under the old articles of " Confederation

and Perpetual Union," agreed upon July 9th, 1778, the first
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section, after that declaring the name of the Confederacy, is

the following

:

" Art. II.—Each State retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence,

and every power, jurisdiction, and right which is not by this confederation ex-

pressly delegated to the United States, in Congress assembled."

No similar provision was contained in the Constitution

agreed upon by the General Convention of the several States

;

but the article already cited, and well deserving frequent

repetition, was proposed by Congress among other amend-

ments, and was made part of the Constitution when that was

adopted by the several State Conventions or Legislatures,

as follows

:

" Art. X.—The powers not delegated to the United States by the Consti-

tution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respect-

ively, or to the people."

Upon the main point under consideration, therefore, there

could exist no tegal doubt. Slavery itself was purely an

affair of State jurisdiction, over which the nation had no pre-

tence of control. The rendition of fugitive slaves was, on

the other hand, a matter of national obligation, for the dis-

charge of which Congress made such provision as was

deemed adequate for the purpose. In this view the whole

nation acquiesced, with the exception of here and there an
" anarchic " philanthropist ; and the magistrates in every

State continued for many years to administer the statute of

rendition, in the comparatively few cases which came before

them. This quiet state of things continued undisturbed until

mobs, encouraged by State legislation, had begun to set

aside constitutional obligations ; and men who excused their

fanaticism, under the pretext of a higher law, of which they

conceived, than the actual laws of their country, which were

to be seen and read of all men, secretly enticed such negroes

as they could reach to flight, and surreptitiously conveyed

them to some secure asylum.

Indeed, the general question of slavery appears scarcely

to have been introduced into Congress earlier than the year
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1836. Memorials had been occasionally presented to one or

other branch of that body, during the interval between 17CQ

and the latter period. But they had uniformly confined their

requests either to the abolition of the African slave trade, or

of that carried on between the States ; or, at a later date, to its

exclusion from the territories ; taking the latter turn, after a

convention of the inhabitants of Indiana, part of the tract

included within the Ordinance of 1787, had petitioned Con-

gress for the suspension of that restriction in regard to its

own domain, as yet in the condition of a territory.

As early as 1827, a memorial was offered in favor of the

gradual abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, all

consideration of which was refused in the House by a large

majority. In 1831, Mr. John Quincy Adams presented a

number of petitions of a similar tenor from inhabitants of

Pennsylvania. But he declared that he deemed it his duty to

say that he would not support the prayer of the memoralists
;

saying, also, that he hoped the subject would not be dis-

cussed in the House, and that whatever might be his opinion

of slavery in general, or of slavery in the District, yet, " the

most salutary medicine, unduly administered, was the most

deadly poison."

The committee to which these petitions were referred

was discharged from further consideration of the subject at

its request. In thus presenting a petition, with the object

of which he did not agree, Mr. Adams evinced opinions on

that point, which he so signally vindicated in 1844, and

which had previously guided the conduct of his illustrious

predecessor, Fisher Ames. 1 In 1792, that gentleman had of-

1 The occasion which brings the names of these distinguished persons to-

gether recalls the high tribute paid by the one to the extraordinary powers of

the other. Mr. Adams had had the good fortune to listen to the great orators

of the British Parliament at its most brilliant period—to Burke and Pitt and

Sheridan and Fox—indeed to the speeches of the ablest men of the day in

Europe and at home ; and he pronounced the opinion: "There could be no

doubt of it ; of all that he had ever heard, Mr. Ames's speech on the British

Treaty was surely the most eloquent."
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fered a memorial from a Pennsylvania fellow-citizen, " one

of the people called Quakers," in relation to the African slave

trade, and looking to an improved treatment of slaves in the

United States. Upon some objection taken to his action,

Mr. Ames, defending the general right of every citizt to

petition Congress, stated that he had no idea of supportiL

the prayer of the petition ; but had made up his mind long

since that it was inexpedient to interfere with the subject.

In this case, by order of the House, the petition was returned

to its author.

It was evidently the earnest desire of the Southern mem-
bers from the first moment, to keep this subject out of Con-

gress. Whatever seemed like tampering with their settled

rights under the Constitution, was manifestly unjust, and would

naturally provoke resentment. Naturally enough, too, they

would regard in this light any of those side issues, occasion-

ally introduced, which might have a tendency to affect un-

favorably their domestic institutions. Their jealousy on this

point was likely to become much more active, when they

found, after the lapse of a few years, that slavery had be-

come strictly confined to their own portion of the country

;

and that, in consequence of it, they occupied a somewhat

anomalous position in the eyes of the civilized world.

Doubtless, all men similarly situated would resist every

seeming encroachment upon their own position ; and none the

less so, if they perceived themselves subjected to moral impu-

tations for the exercise of a right to which the whole country

had assented, and which it had solemnly pledged itself to

uphold.

So little, however, had slavery become a political ques-

tion, and so certain is it that the Southern States had not at

an early period become banded together in support of the

system, that after the years 1820-21, during which that

great struggle which resulted in what is called the Missouri

Compromise was most active and came to its conclusion, the

States of Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee were earnestly

engaged in practical movements for the gradual emancipa-

2*
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tion of their slaves. This movement continued until it was

arrested by the aggressions of the abolitionists upon their

voluntary action. This action was prompted by economical,

rather than moral reasons. The abolitionists, however, re-

fused to accept an impending fact, and insisted upon con-

victing as criminals those who were so well disposed to

bring about the very result at which they themselves pro-

fessed to aim. The consequences were such as might have

been reasonably expected. Promised emancipation refused

to submit itself to hateful abolition. Those three border

States placed themselves at once upon the Virginia and Ken-

tucky resolutions of 1798, and, resenting as an insult the in-

terference of the Northern intruders, abandoned the scheme

which a calm view of considerations, tending to their own
future welfare, had induced them to form.
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The lamentable spirit of sectionalism, leading, finally, to

such disastrous consequences, at first distinctly revealed it-

self in the presentation of successive petitions to Congress

for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia.

These memorials continued to pour into both Houses from

the North, session after session, for a series of years, and

gave rise to a great deal of heart-burning among the South-

ern members, until the matter culminated in a scene of un-

paralleled excitement in the Representative Hall, in the year

1837. The comparatively slight consideration which at first

they received, in either branch of Congress, was given almost

entirely to the question of receiving them at all. Sometimes

they had been sent back to the petitioners ; or the commit-

tees to which, on other occasions, they were referred, had

asked to be discharged from further attention to them; or

else a brief report or resolution had been adopted, expressive

of an entirely adverse view to that of the prayer. Precluded

by absolute constitutional limitations, which were supported

by the general sense and sentiment of the people, from at-

tacking slavery in the States, the uneasy spirits who assumed

to be legislators for the nation, at home, devoted themselves

assiduously to the manufacture of petitions, in reference to the

internal policy of the seat of government. It probably never
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occurred to them that those upon the spot, in the discharge

of their legislative duties, might be better qualified to judge

about such a point than the men, and often the women and

children, of remote country towns.

But the absence of knowledge and experience is not al-

ways a check to presumption. It is said that "the hand

which could not build a hovel may destroy a temple ;
" and

if the structure reared by our great forefathers were fated to

topple over, nothing was so likely as this continual picking

from below to be the primary cause of its destruction. The
question of the treatment due to those petitions, and that

which involved the powers of Congress touching the topic

urged upon it by them, were both matters of no little nicety.

The right of petition, under every well-administered govern-

ment, should be theoretically unlimited, and yet practically

subject to all reasonable control in special cases. Such a

case is that, in which the public authorities are as well in-

formed upon the subject, and are presumably as well dis-

posed to do all which can reasonably be done, in the prem-

ises, as their constituents. The extreme value of the right

of petition exists under governments in which the source of

power is liable to be kept ignorant of the wrongs of the sub-

ject.
1 In a republic, the popular voice is paramount, and

the remedy for every wrong is in the public hands, at the

stated seasons appointed for the expression of the popular

will. It seems almost a solecism for the sovereign people to

complain that their servants deprive them of the right of

petition.
2

1 Frederick II. of Prussia, for instance, received such petitions into his

own hands.
9 In the Legislature of Massachusetts, some twenty years ago, a gentleman

happened to be on a standing committee to which had been referred a petition

for the dissolution of the Uuion. A time and place of hearing were appoint-

ed, whereupon this member of the committee declined to attend in his place.

The worthy chairman remonstrated against such contumacy, urging the sacred

right of petition, and the duty of hearing what might be said upon every sub-

ject proposed. This gentleman requested to be informed, in reply, if the

chairman would grant a sitting in case, for example, of a petition for a rail-
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As to the authority of Congress over the District, it was
legally exclusive. It often happens, however, that certain

moral considerations, going to show intention, give the actual

color to law. The public, for example, may acquire a right

of way over a parcel of land, which the owner has neglected

to seclude to his special use, for a certain number of years.

The public title would be the more free from any question,

if the mansion of the proprietor were close at hand, so that,

being conveniently situated, he seemed purposely to avoid

seizing upon any opportunity of objection. In the year 1790,

Congress formally accepted the cession, previously made by
Virginia and Maryland, of the tract, ten miles square, consti-

tuting the District. It included the city of Alexandria, and

slavery existed there, and in other parts of the territory. No
provision was made in regard to slavery on this tract intend-

ed for the peculiar uses of the Government, and for its seat;

nor was any memorial received by Congress for the emanci-

pation of the slaves in the District, until more than forty

years after Virginia and Maryland had relinquished title to

it. It must be admitted that, being exclusively under the

legislative control of Congress, the power existed to abolish

slavery within the District. The right to do so, whether

legal or equitable, may be thought much more questionable.

Power, employed by a representative body, except under the

specific requirements of law, is always presumed to be equhV

ably exerted. In this instance, there was the original ac-

ceptance of the territory with slavery existing upon it, and

long acquiescence in the claims of the inhabitants, without

any question raised in regard to it. New interests connected

with the domestic system had grown up there, extending into

every one of the slave States. By implication, certainly, here

were long established rights, Avith which it would be injuri-

road to the moon. The head of the committee thought he would ; where-

upon the member suggested that such indulgence might be a waste of time,

and that in the case in hand it was so clearly out of the power of the Legisla-

ture of Massachusetts to dissolve the Union, and contrary to its duty to coun-

tenance such a treasonable project, that he should stay away.
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ous, at least, if not illegal as well as inequitable, to interfere.

It was evident, also, that of all mortals on the face of the

earth, the colored population of Washington was the most

easy-going, and, so far as such a population can be, the most

comfortable in its condition. All complaints and petitions

for their benefit came from persons at a distance, who, as

the eyes of members of Congress daily testified to them, were

profoundly ignorant of every fact essential to the rightful

expression of either judgment or feeling upon the subject.

Long before this matter came to a point, however, the

severe and protracted struggle upon the question of admit-

ting Missouri into the Union had taken place. That State

was formed out of part of the territory of the Louisiana pur-

chase. Louisiana was made a State in the year 1812, with-

out objection on the score of slavery. Earnest opposition to

its reception was indeed offered, in which Mr. Quincy, of Mas-

sachusetts, took a conspicuous part ; but this was based upon a

denial of constitutional authority to create new States out

of territory not originally within the limits of the United

States. In the whole of the ancient territory of Louisiana,

slavery had been fixed from the time of its settlement. That

part of it out of which it was proposed to create the new
State of Missouri occupied the same relations to the United

States, which the entire domain did as soon as Louisiana was
admitted. There was now the advantage, however, that no

question of constitutional authority remained. That point

had been already passed upon, wrongfully as many thought,

yet so determined inevitably, in obedience to the require-

ments of the case.

It is interesting, at this time, to notice those limitations,

by which many of the Northern members of Congress, in

1811, conceived that the General Government was hedged
in. Several propositions, conformable to the views of Mr.

Quincy, just referred to, received considerable support in the

Senate. One of them demanded that the consent of each of

the State Legislatures be obtained, before the act admitting

Louisiana should be held valid. Another asked that a con-
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stitutional amendment, as a preliminary condition, should be

first procured, to empower Congress to admit new States

formed of territory outside of the original boundaries of the

Union. Both the Senators of Massachusetts voted for these

motions, as did the other New England members, with the

exception of one from Rhode Island, and another from Ver-

mont. And this condition of mind is the more worthy of

remark, because the party which held such State right views

of the relations between the Union and the several States,

under various phases, at that earlier period, made no objec-

tion to any stretch of power by the officers of the General

Government, at a later date, if exerted against their politi-

cal opponents, though affecting directly the property and

lives of fellow-citizens.

The controversy which arose upon the application of the

inhabitants of the Missouri territory, to be received into the

Union, began in December, 1818, and continued with various

fortunes, until the final determination of the question in Feb-

ruary, 1821. In February, 1819, the bill reported by the

committee, for the admission of Missouri " on an equal foot-

ing with the original States," having come up for considera-

tion, an amendment was submitted by a member of the

House from New York, providing against the further intro-

duction of slavery, and for the freedom of all children of

slaves born in the State after its admission ; but allowing the

latter to be held to service until the age of twenty-live years.

This amendment was acted upon by separate clauses, and

the first clause was adopted by a vote of 87 against 76, and

the second by a vote of 82 against 78. All of the majority

were Northern representatives, but ten members from North-

ern States voted with the minority. In the Senate, the

amendment was stricken out, and no agreement having been

reached by the two branches during that session, the bill was

lost.

In the mean time, a memorial from the people of Maine,

asking to be admitted into the Union on an equal footing

with the original States, had been presented in the House,
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and a bill in conformity with the prayer of the petition was

passed (January, 1820) and sent to the Senate. The com-

mittee of that body, to which it was referred, reported in

favor of the bill, coupling with it amendments, which pro-

vided for the admission of Missouri also, but containing no

clause in regard to slavery. To this position the Senate ad-

hered, but the House refused to agree.

At length, after much counter-voting, from session to ses-

sion, and correspondent debate, a committee of conference

was appointed in the Senate, February 28, 1820, and on the

next day a similar committee on the part of the House. By
the recommendation of this joint committee, the bill for the

admission of Maine was discharged from those amendments

added to it by the Senate, which provided for the admission

of Missouri; so that now the bill stood upon its own footing,

and was separately acted upon. The committee at the same

time recommended a bill to authorize the people of Missouri

to form a constitution and State government, striking out

the clause which prohibited slavery within the State to be

thus formed, but excluding slavery from " all that territory

ceded by France to the United States, under the name of

Louisiana, which lies north of 36° 30' north latitude, not in-

cluded within the limits of the State of Missouri." The vote

was first taken in the House, on striking out the clause which

prohibited slavery in Missouri, and was decided in the af-

firmative by—yeas, 90 ; nays, 87. On this question, fourteen

members from the Northern States voted with the majority.

The main question was taken upon concurrence with the

Senate, in the provision which inhibited slavery in the rest

of the territory, north of 36° 30' north latitude, and the vote

showed—yeas, 134; nays, 42.

It may be useful briefly to analyze and compare the votes

of the two Houses on this important subject. Upon finally

adopting the clause which prohibited slavery in territories

north of latitude 36° 30', the count in the Senate had been

34 in the affirmative, to 10 in the negative. From the slave

States there were 1-1 votes in the majority upon this question,
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and 8 in the minority. The question then was upon the

adoption of the bill before the Senate. This bill provided

for the admission of Maine, and contained certain amend-

ments providing also for the admission of Missouri. It ex-

cluded slavery from all of the Louisiana territory north of

36° 30', except that part included within the limits of Mis-

souri. The bill was agreed to by the vote of—yeas, 24

;

nays, 20. Of the members from slave States who thus

voted, there were 20 in the affirmative, to 2 in the negative.

In the House, upon the chief question, which was the prohi-

bition of slavery in the Louisiana territory lying north of

36° 30' north latitude, the vote of members from the slave

States stood—yeas, 39; nays, 37. Of the nine votes of

South Carolina, it may not be irrelevant to remark, five were

given in the affirmative. The bill, as finally passed, was ap-

proved March 6, 1820.

Intense excitement was stirred up in the country, during

the long protracted and warm discussion of this question in

Congress. In the mean time, the matter had been debated in

the Legislatures of the Northern States, many of which had

passed resolutions and sent them to Congress, in opposition

to the admission of Missouri as a slave State. It is plain,

however, that, whatever deductions may be justly drawn
from the votes of the majority of Northern members of Con-

gress, who represented, doubtless, the supposed tendency of

opinion among their constituents, the question of promoting

what has more lately been called "the slave power" had not

assumed any sectional aspect in the South. A majority of

Southern Senators and Representatives had voted, on the re-

cent occasion, to extend the terms of the Ordinance of 1787

to the territory west of the Mississippi. To be sure, they

insisted upon receiving Missouri into the Union with slavery
;

but it was already slave territory, and to refuse the request

of its inhabitants would be to deprive them of their prop-

erty and accustomed rights. As to that part of the territory,

to which the prohibition was in fact applied, it was as yet

only the haunt of the savage and the habitation of doleful
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creatures. But it comprehended Kansas and Nebraska ; and

the line of 36° 30' north latitude, ran along the southern

boundary of the former immense tract, which became the

occasion and the scene of a struggle so fierce and prolific of

results, after the lapse of another generation.

The dispute in regard to Missouri, however, was not

ended by the passage of the act empowering the territory to

form a constitution and State government. A new cause of

disagreement sprang up, when the frame of government

adopted by the territorial convention was presented for the

approval of Congress, preparatory to the transformation of

the territory into a State. That constitution contained a

clause, requiring the future legislature to forbid, by law, the

immigration of free persons of color into Missouri. In view

of this " restriction," as it was called, the contest of preced-

ing years was renewed, and raged with increased animation.

It would be tedious to recapitulate the several steps by
which the final result was reached. Of the temper of the two
Houses, some judgment may be formed from the fact, that

Mr. Clay, then a member of the lower branch, and subse-

quently chairman of the House Committee of Conference,

felt it necessary, as matters approached a crisis, " earnestly

to invoke a spirit of harmony and concession." In the same

spirit, Mr. Barbour, of Virginia, also of the committee, on

the part of the Senate, when the question was on the eve of

a vote in that body, urged " the expediency of harmony and

concession on this momentous subject."

On the 26th of February, 1821, Mr. Clay, from the joint

committee, reported a joint resolution, which was adopted

by both Houses, and by virtue of which the admission of

Missouri into the Union was consummated. The resolution

provided that the restrictive clause, which had been the oc-

casion of so much heat, should never be so construed as to

authorize the passage of any law, nor should any law be

passed, by Avhich a citizen of any other State should be ex-

cluded from the enjoyment of any of the privileges and im-

munities to which he would be entitled under the Constitu-
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tion of the United States. In this resolution, no reference

was made to the act of March 6, 1820, which coupled the

exclusion of slavery from the Louisiana terrirory, north of

36° 30' north latitude, with the permission to the people to

form a constitution retaining slavery within the limits of the

proposed State. Of the legal effect of this omission, it is

not, perhaps, worth while, at this late day, particularly to

inquire.

At all events, the act of March, 1820, did, in fact, nullify

its own spirit and general purport, by its provision against

slavery in the whole of the Louisiana purchase, north of the

line of 36° 30', while, at the same time, it admitted Missouri

as a State, which was a part of the Louisiana purchase,

lying north of that line. " In principle and in substance,"

therefore, it established a rule, equitably applicable, at least,

to all the territory of the Louisiana purchase on the same

line of latitude with Missouri ; a rule afterwards applied to

Utah, and still more reasonably applicable to Kansas, lying

between Missouri and Utah. Above that region, as in the

case of Iowa and Minnesota, and the wide extent of coun-

try, including Nebraska and the Pacific territories, in the far

West, slavery was already excluded without human legisla-

tion, by the inexorable laws of Nature. The principle of the

lines of demarcation, therefore, was completely violated, and

its effect made null and void, by the very terms both of the

act of 1820 and the resolution of 1821. Yet, it can scarcely

be doubted, upon a candid examination of the whole sub-

ject, that Missouri, a part of the great Louisiana territory,

was as fairly entitled to admission into the Union in 1821,

retaining slavery if its inhabitants so willed it, as had been

Louisiana itself to be received as a slave State, in 1812, or as

Iowa, in 1846, without slavery, for which it was unsuited,

and which did not exist within its jurisdiction.

Thus was finally compromised this first grand controversy,

under the settlement of which the country at large had rest

for many succeeding years. The analysis of votes in Con-

gress, already given, shows conclusively that the contest had
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not been carried on peculiarly with reference to slavery itself,

as an existing institution. It was, nevertheless, a struggle

on the part of the North to impose restrictions upon that

enlargement of political power, which, it feared, the South

might gain by increasing the number of States allied to it in

interest and sympathy. The fact of its own superiority in

strength was disregarded, and the certainty that this advan-

tage would improve with time, was unforeseen. It was the

earliest open demonstration of organized jealousy to this end,

which was manifested in the National Legislature.

The condition of political parties, which had just enjoyed

" an era of good feeling," at the period of Mr. Monroe's ad-

ministration, happily tended to control this sectional spirit

at the time ; but it was, in reality, by no means of recent

origin. On the contrary, after the close of Washington's

administration, the state of party feeling between the two
sections had been quite as much embittered as at any later

period, though scarcely ever approaching the verge of the

disastrous crisis more recently experienced. At that early

date, the Federal party was the most powerful at the North,

especially in New England, and the Republican party at the

South. The Constitution, mainly by the influence of the

former party, was formed as nearly as was consistent with s

republican system of government, on the principles of tha

of Great Britain ; while the latter party, under the lead of

Mr. Jefferson, inclined more to the political doctrines then

popular in France. The absolute personal, as well as civil

equality of all men, was the new republican theory; and

accordingly, citizen This or That looked with little favor

upon those at a distance, who held even black human being?

subject to their own will. Having washed the outside of

their platters, they peeped into the windows of their neigh-

bors, to see if the table-furniture within was in an equally un-

exceptional condition. Their outcries against an alleged na-

tional sin and shame, wrhich they had committed and endured

themselves with entire complacency, so long as they remained

in a colonial condition, seemed more like objurgations against
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foreign enemies, than appeals to fellow-citizens. Indeed,

their language was sometimes as fierce and uncharitable as

that of the most ardent modern converts, lay and clerical, to

the ultraisms of abolition, which, when less popular, they

had denounced with such ready zeal.
1

It would be apart from the object of this work to discuss

the various sources of disagreement between the Federal and

Republican parties. The fundamental cause appears to have

been the alleged inclination of the former to establish mon-
archical institutions in the country, and of the latter to imi-

tate the example of France, by the introduction of popular

elements, to excess, into the administration of public affairs.

Neither accusation was, in fact, just; and in commenting

upon the condition of parties, it is necessary to remember
that they are seldom or never homogeneous. Moderate men
will generally be mingled, on both sides, with those who are

disposed to carry measures to extremes. But it is only under

very extraordinary circumstances that the chiefs of any great

party, and then only when those unworthy of eminent posi-

tion have obtained it, become so intolerant as to sacrifice the

principles and sentiments which become them as men, to the

demands of reckless and malignant faction. There can be no

question, that both the Federalists and the Republicans of

that early period, were actuated, in general, by the most

patriotic motives and considerations. The control of the

Government by the former, ceased with the close of the admin-

istration of the elder Adams. Nor did they, or their succes-

sors, continually organized under a variety of party designa-

tions, and exerting great public influence, regain their lost

preeminence, after the accession of Mr. Jefferson to the Pres-

idency, in 1800, until that of General Harrison, in 1840, and

then only for a very brief period.

The various public measures leading eventually to the

War of 1812 with Great Britain were extremely distasteful

to the Federal party, and particularly to its members in New
England. Those measures had been adopted by the Demo-

1 See Ormsby's " History of the Whig Party."
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cratic administrations of Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Madison, both

of them Virginians; were supported by leading statesmen of

the South, and inflamed the prejudices of the North against

that section. The great party, which had acted a predomi-

nant part in laying the foundation of the Government, and

had controlled it during the administrations of its first and

its second President, had now been deprived of this authority

for a period of twenty years. It would be not unlikely, there-

fore, to seize upon any plausible pretext for the recovery of

its power. Measures for this purpose might seem to it just,

which it would have rejected under different circumstances;

and, although it cannot be alleged that the opposition to the

Missouri Compromise was confined to the Federal party, yet

that party was chiefly responsible for it.

Unhappily, it assumed a sectional, instead of a party

aspect ; not literally, as has been shown by analysis of some
of the ballots upon the subject, but in effect. The state of

sentiment in the extreme North is indicated by the vote of

New England, upon the question of striking out the clause

which prohibited slavery in Missouri. It stood in the House

—yeas, 1 ; nays, 33. It has also been seen, that upon the

correlative question, of inhibiting slavery in the territory

north of 36° 30' north latitude, the vote of Southern members
stood—yeas, 39; nays, 37. The vote of Massachusetts, upon
the first proposition, was 16 in the affirmative, to 4 in the

negative; that of South Carolina, upon the latter motion,

was 5 in favor, to 4 against it.

A striking comment upon the changes of human affairs

and opinions is afforded by a glance at another contempora-

neous cause of discord. This was the Tariff Act of 1816,

which had been advocated by Southern statesmen, of whom
Mr. Clay, then, and ever afterwards, the devoted supporter

of domestic manufactures, was the most able and conspicuous.

This legislative action was warmly opposed by the North,

and especially by the New England members of Congress.

By this act, the whole tariff system was remodelled, though
afterwards more thoroughly revised and adapted to the
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object of protection, by the act of 1824. It was contended

by the leading statesmen of New England, that the commer-

cial interests of that section—that is, the profits derived from

the importation of foreign manufactured goods, would be

seriously imperiled by this legislation for the encouragement

of home industry. The object of Mr. Clay and his associates,

on the other hand, was to stimulate the production of the

great Southern staple, by building up the Northern manu-

factures, which were to be sufficiently protected by law to

enable them to compete successfully with foreign productions

of this kind.

It is needless to say which policy proved the soundest in

the end. In fact, the opponents of the measure reaped the

chief advantage from the system, which changed the waste

and barren places of New England into thrifty towns and

cities ; so that the North, by a complete reversal of condi-

tions, far outstripped the South in point of material pros-

perity, and derived immense profits from its manufactures, at

the same time that its commerce became largely benefited and

extended. Eventually, it happened, that a total change of

its original views took place on this subject in the South

also, and already a similar revolution of opinion had occurred

generally at the North. The former changed front, and

began to oppose its protective policy ; doubtless, out of re-

taliation towards the increasing strength and virulence of the

abolition movements against a system of labor, from the

fruits of which, raised upon Southern soil, the vast fortunes

of the North were growing up. This opposition, fostered by
accumulating resentments, keenly felt in the one section, but

generally deemed petulant and needless by the other, finally

culminated in the South Carolina Ordinance of Nullification.

This movement was set at rest, through the interposition of

Mr. Clay once more, by the measure commonly called the

Compromise Act of 1833; which was intended to effect a

gradual reduction of duties, until, at the expiration of ten

years, twenty per cent, ad valorem should be established as

the uniform rate. The bill for this purpose was opposed by
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the manufacturing interest, and was, doubtless, in its effects,

highly prejudicial to them. No change was made in this

law during its prescribed term, but the whole system was
reversed by the act of 1842, which essentially, and, as it ap-

peared, improvidently raised the rates of duty.

This legislation was complained of by the South, as a

violation of the terms and intents of the Compromise Act of

1833. Mr. John Quincy Adams and twenty-four Northern

Democrats, doubtless principally influenced by this view of

it, voted with the Southern members against the passage of

the bill of 1842. There can scarcely be a question of the

right of Congress to alter the rate of duties, however, at the

termination of the period fixed for the operation of a previ-

ous act. It would be unreasonable to' hold men forever to

one point, in a matter so subject to caprices. It would be

like nailing the weathercock. In 1846 it was thought judi-

cious to pass an act .reducing the rates of duties ; and upon

this occasion, there appears to have been no sectional feeling

engaged, since members from all parts of the country were

mingled miscellaneously on the one side and the other.

Among the names of those who voted against the proposed

reduction, appear those of Mr. Davis of Kentucky, Mr. Gra-

ham of North Carolina, and Messrs. Stephens and Toombs
of Georgia, in company with Mr. J. Q. Adams and Mr. Win-
throp of Massachusetts, and Mr. Hunt 1 of New York. On
the other side are ranged the names of Mr. Davis of Missis-

sippi, Mr. Cobb of Georgia, and Mr. Andrew Johnson of

Tennessee, with those of Mr. Hamlin2 of Maine, Mr. Preston

King 3 of New York, and Mr. "YVilmot
4 of Pennsylvania. It

was, on that occasion, the antagonism of Whigs and Demo-
crats, not of sectional partisans.

Up to the year 1820, certainly, no " aggression," as it has

been styled, had been attempted by the South upon the

1 Afterwards Governor of New York.
2 Vice-President during Mr. Lincoln's first term.

3 Afterwards Senator of the United States.

* Author of the " Wilmot Proviso."
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North. For any thing of the sort there had been neither

motive nor occasion, of any general nature. The people of

both sections were of one nation, and the South claimed to

be animated by a spirit of the broadest patriotism. The

North had its peculiarities ; the relics, at least, of the old

Puritan character, manner and temper. But, except in the

display of a somewhat uneasy disposition, which had not

seldom attracted observation, it furnished nothing to render

it open to special attack, so far as national relations were

concerned. The ancient quarrel about non-intercourse, the

embargo, and the war with Great Britain, was with the Hart-

ford Convention and other things of the past. From the

very earliest period of the Union, certain persons had felt it

their mission to tease Congress in regard to one phase or

another of the subject of slavery ; but for many years their

memorials had their origin solely among the " anarchic " sect

of Pennsylvania.

It seemed to give pleasure to certain Northern members

of Congress to promote the views of those persons, so far as

was in their power ; but the people of the North, in general,

were profoundly indifferent on the subject. The South was

none the less sensitive to every touch, that it was conscious

of standing in a somewhat abnormal position, on this ac-

count. But desiring, for many obvious reasons, to avoid

discussion of an acknowledged evil, for which there was no

apparent remedy, the South endured it as an inexpugnable

fact, and defended it when attacked, as an unavoidable ne-

cessity. They were disposed to do the best they could with

it ; and thought that there was neither wisdom, charity, nor

justice in the external and supererogatory concernment of

others. The others could render no service by interference, but

could certainly inflict injury, if they did not convert a now
peaceable, and, under due regulation, industrious kind of pop-

ulation, clearly imposing its burdens, if bringing also its ad-

vantages, into a source of serious alarm and danger. It was

to this very point that Mr. Jefferson, at the period now un-

der consideration, and near the close of his life, thus ex-

3
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pressed himself, in relation to the action of the North on the

Missouri Compromise question

:

" They are wasting jeremiads on the miseries of slavery, as if we were ad-

vocates of it. Sincerity in their declamations should direct their efforts to

the true point of difficulty, and unite their counsels with ours in devising some

reasonable and practicable plan for getting rid of it."

No expedient suitable for this purpose, however, appears

to have occurred to his own mind, enlightened as it was by
the teachings of philosophy and experience, and close as the

idea of emancipation had always lain to his own heart. Nor
has any such plan been devised by others. It was reserved

for our own day to witness the summary means employed to

effect a result, which may prove to have left the question in

a far more troublesome condition, than during all those years

in which fanatics, enthusiasts, and politicians have devoted

themselves to bring it about. Unless that result is appar-

ently beneficial to the nation, and the subject, or perhaps

victim of the enterprise, no man is bound, stupidly and un-

conscientiously, to accept it for the best. On the contrary,

every intelligent, humane, Christian and patriotic citizen will

feel that new and more weighty obligations have, thereupon,

reverted to him. As a slave, the negro was nothing to the

Northern man ; as a freedman, he is the charge of every cit-

izen. What are the negroes the better for emancipation ?

is the great problem, with roots striking deep into the future

of this world and the next. If, with a really honest motive,

in the exercise of reason and humanity, we have sought the

welfare of the dependent being by means rightfully at our

command, then our action was virtue, whether it secure the

end, or fail. If not, it was crime, and of stupendous magni-

tude.

Could any real question remain as to the point, upon which
side of Mason and Dixon's line " aggression " actually be-

gan, it would derive much elucidation from a comparison of

the action of Northern members of Congress, in 1820-'21,

with the course adopted at previous sessions of that assem-

bly, in regard to the admission of new States. In the year
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1791, Vermont came into the Union, and Kentucky in 1792,

without the submission of any Constitution to Congress by
either. Upon the application of the inhabitants of Tennes-

see, in 1796, some objection was made to its constitution, by

a member from South Carolina, on the ground that it con-

tained a clause repugnant to the Constitution of the United

States. To this it was replied, that the latter was paramount,

so that the objectionable clause was of no consequence, and

Tennessee became a State without farther inquiry.

In 1802, Ohio had framed a constitution, which was laid

before the Senate, referred to a committee, and never re-

ported upon. Indeed, the act of admission, passed in Feb-

ruary, 1803, simply recites the fact, that, whereas, by the

law of Congress, approved April 30, 1802, the people of the

Territory of Ohio had been authorized, to form a constitution

and State government, therefore, the said State of Ohio had

become one of the United States of America. The Territory

of Indiana, following Louisiana, to which reference has been

made already in this volume, next applied for admission ; and

the proceedings thereupon, concluded in December, 1816,

were conducted as in the case of Ohio. Mississippi was en-

rolled among the States, in 1817, by virtue of an act author-

izing the people of the territory to form a constitution and

State government, and for the admission of the State into

the Union ; thus coupling in one act provisions to expedite

the process, which had heretofore been considered separately
;

except in the cases of Vermont and Kentucky, in regard to

which no particular formalities were observed. In the year

1818, the constitution of Illinois was presented to Congress,

whereupon objection was taken to it by a member from New
York, because slavery was not sufficiently prohibited by it.

But the joint resolution for admitting the new State passed

the House by a vote of yeas 117, nays 34, and the Senate

without a division, and was approved by the President.

When the bill had been reported to the Senate for the admis-

sion of Mississippi, in 1817, objection was made to the vast

extent of territory included within the limits of the proposed
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State. Thereupon, the domain was divided, and the eastern

portion was named the Territory of Alabama. No mention

was made of slavery in the act passed for this purpose ; nor

was the subject referred to in the act of March, 1819, au-

thorizing the inhabitants to form a State government. In

December of that year, Alabama was admitted as a State,

on the same terms, by unanimous consent of the Senate, and

without division by yeas and nays in the House.

Accordingly, it appears that the action of Congress up to,

and in the very midst of the period of the Missouri contro-

versy, had been conformable to the wishes of the people of

the several territories, in all other cases, upon their applica-

tion to become members of the Union. Slave States and

free had been admitted indifferently, either with or without

State constitutions. No test in regard to slavery had ever

been proposed for territory south of the Ohio and west of the

Mississippi Rivers. The situation of Missouri corresponded

with the latter of these conditions; and, perhaps, if the line

of the Kansas River, running conveniently enough along the

tract of Central Missouri, and extending through the middle

of the present State of Kansas, had been adopted as the

boundary between slave and free territory, the whole future

contest might have been saved. The line of 36° 30' north

latitude, on the other hand, coursed along the southern border

of Virginia and Kentucky, and was objectionable, in every

respect, as an arbitrary and irrational bound of demarcation,

if the wish or the hope were felt to maintain the peace.

In order to show how the South regarded this " aggres-

sion," on the part of the North, of which Missouri was the

topic of dispute, the opinions of Mr. Jefferson, expressed in

the midst of the contest, and afterwards, are of more value

than those derived from any other source. This eminent

statesman, then at an advanced period of life, an ardent

friend of emancipation, whenever any practicable way for its

accomplishment could be presented, and living totally apart

from all the interests, embarrassments, and excitements of

politics, gives this account of his habits of life and thought:
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"Although I had laid down as a law to myself never to write, talk, or

even to think of politics—to know nothing of public affairs—and had, there-

fore, ceased to read newspapers, yet the Missouri question aroused and rilled

me with alarm."

Such extracts from his various writings on this subject, as

those below, are well deserving of attention, in illustration

of the views already herein expressed in regard to it, and as

explanatory of constitutional obligations, by an eminent con-

temporary of the Constitution. He further remarks :

" The question is a mere party trick. The leaders of Federalism, defeated

in their schemes of obtaining power by rallying partisans to the principle of

monarchism * * * are taking advantage of the virtuous feeling of the

people to effect a division of parties by a geographical line ; they expect that

this will insure them on local principles the majority they could never obtain

on principles of Federalism.

" Our anxieties in this quarter are all concentrated in the question, What
does the holy alliance in and out of Congress mean to do with us on the Mis-

souri question ? * * * Are our slaves to be presented with freedom and

a dagger ? For if Congress has the power to regulate the condition of the

inhabitants of the States within the States, it will be but another exercise of

that power to declare them all free.

" The coincidence of a marked principle, moral and political, with a geo-

graphical line once conceived, I feared would never more be obliterated from

the mind ; that it would be recurring on every occasion, and renewing irrita-

tions, until it would kindle such mutual and mortal hatred as to render sepa-

ration preferable to eternal discord.

"The Missouri question, by a geographical line of division, is the most

portentous one I ever contemplated. is ready to risk the Union for any

chance of restoring his party to power, and wriggling himself to the head of

it ; nor is without his hopes, nor scrupulous as to the means of fulfilling

them.

" The people of the North went blindfold into the snare, and followed

their leaders for awhile with a zeal truly moral and laudable, until they be-

came sensible that they were injuring instead of aiding the real interests of

the slaves ; that they had been used merely as tools for electioneering pur-

poses, and that trick of hypocrisy then fell as quickly as it had been got up.

" I envy not the present generation the glory of throwing away the fruits

of their fathers' sacrifices of life and fortune, and of rendering desperate the

experiment which was to decide ultimately whether man is capable of self-

government. This treason against human hope will signalize their epoch in

future history as the counterpart of the model of their predecessors.

" I regret that I am to die in the belief that the useless sacrifice of them-
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selves by the generation of 1776 to acquire self-government and happiness

for themselves is to be thrown away by the unwise and unworthy passions of

their sons, and that my only consolation is to be that I live not to weep

over it."

How accurately this venerable statesman foresaw the

operation of the doings which he thus deplored, has been

only too closely demonstrated by the course of subsequent

events. To what absolute extent, either literally or in their

spirit, his sad reflections and gloomy auguries have been ful-

filled, need now be scarcely the object of inquiry. It may be

justly remarked, that, if the seed of national dissension was
sown, at the establishment of the first geographical line drawn
in 1787, it was in the compromise measures of 1820-'21 that

the root of bitterness, growing out of that seed, was nurtured,

from which sprang the future ills of the American Republic.

For the Missouri Compromise was practically a shift to the

future of a present embarrassment, by a bargain which either

did not contemplate, or else did not regard the remote, but

natural results likely to ensue, when affairs were ripe ; and

sure, in that event, to prove the occasion of a still more ag-

gravated quarrel.

The North had made a practicable breach in that ordi-

nary and equitable condition for the admission of States into

the Union, that they be received " on an equal footing with

the original States, in all respects whatever." Slave States

and free States
1 had originally formed the Union. For new

States, therefore, an equal footing with the original States,

in all respects whatever, could but be their admission, whether

with or without slavery, indifferently. Southern men who
voted for the measure, less provident of the future than Mr.

Jefferson, can only have done so for the sake of quiet. But
peace founded on expediency is not in its nature lasting. The
Ordinance of 1787, though a violation of the principles of the

Constitution, was of no real import in its merely practical ap-

plication to the territory subject to its provisions. Nature

1 Massachusetts and others, which had provided for emancipation.
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bad originally established an ordinance paramount to it, but

with which it coincided.

In the other case it was different. Into a part of the

national territory, in which slave labor was thought indis-

pensable, and lying contiguous to slave States, under the

same line of latitude, immigrants with their domestic train of

laborers would be sure to find their way. Their arbitrary

exclusion, therefore, was by the enforced application of a

doctrine, which competent and judicious statesmen have

generally held to be quite outside of constitutional powers.

Looking at the question from that point of view, it is cer-

tainly difficult to see how considerations founded upon mere

moral sentiment, or arguments derived from policy alone,

could be entitled to weight. In such a case, the funda-

mental law of the land can be the only rightful criterion.

While that remained in force, legislative action in contra-

vention of its provisions could be but sectional and unpa-

triotic ; and, therefore, hostile to that section of the Union

which rested under the ban of its restriction.

One other quotation from the correspondence of Mr. Jef-

ferson should be added to the passages already given. It is

of striking interest, and appropriately leads to a suggestion

or two upon certain relations, other than political, which ex-

isted at the period of the latter compromise between the

North and the South. In a letter to a friend, he says

:

" The line of division lately marked out between the different portions of

our Confederacy is such as will never, I fear, be obliterated, and we are now
trusting to those who are against us in position and principle to fashion to

their own form the minds and affections of our youth. If, as has been esti-

mated, we send three hundred thousand dollars a year to Northern seminaries

for the instruction of our own sons, then we must have five hundred of our

sons imbibing opinions and principles in discord with those of their own coun-

try. This canker is eating on the vitals of our existence, and, if not arrested

at once, will be beyond remedy." *

In this particular respect, however, the views of the

venerable writer were far less sound than on some other

1 Letter to General Breckinridge, Feb. 11, 1821.
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occasions. There was very little danger that the sons of

Southern families would imbibe any prejudice against the

slave system at their homes, among the young men with

whom they chiefly associated at the colleges of the North.

In those institutions, at the period in question, and in the

existing condition of public sentiment among the better edu-

cated classes at the North, it may be doubted whether such sub-

jects of speculation had many charms for the youthful mind.

Probably, the students from the free States knew little, and

thought little, on the subject of slavery. It appears by the

annual catalogue of Harvard College, that, in the year 1820,

there were no less than fifty youths from various Southern

States in its list of undergraduates, amounting altogether to

two hundred and eighty-six. It is not improbable that they

would be found in, at least, a similar proportion at Yale and

Princeton, since the seminary at Cambridge was situated so

much farther North. If Mr. Jefferson's computation were

correct, the proportion must have been still greater in those

two colleges, or the distribution may have been more ex-

tensive.

The effect of the temporary residence of these young per-

sons in such institutions of learning was just the reverse of

that which he imagined. Many of the dearest ties of friend-

ship which earth affords were there formed, between them
and their Northern classmates, which afterwards withstood

all the mutations of diverse ways, and the chilling effect of

time and distance, and lasted unaltered during their common
lives. Doubtless, the sectional tendencies of many at the

South, who held back during the late war, were more or less

repressed by the influence of their early associations with

New England college life; and doubtless, also, the national

patriotism of many at the North, who reverenced their whole

country, was warmed and invigorated by the remembrance
of their Southern friends, in days before worldly thoughts

and things had subdued the freshness of generous sentiment

and feeling. Many of those young men, from both depart-

ments of the land, were sure to exert no little influence, in
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concert, upon future public affairs. Those from the South
were even more likely than the others to take a leading part

in politics, for they were generally the sons of men of fortune,

and frequently of those already known in political life, and
were less subject to general competition for office than 'ere

their contemporaries in the Northern States.

There were other causes at work, tending strongly to

promote a better state of feeling among the widely diffused

population of the country. The Roman historian tells us of

a primitive people, remote from the imperial city, to whom
every thing which was unknown seemed wonderful. Owing
to some peculiarities of character and education among the

inhabitants of the extreme North, and to a total ignorance

of the condition of things at the South, whatever was not

familiar to them, and which they did not understand at all,

appeared to them simply and unqualifiedly objectionable.

Whatever home instruction they had received upon the sub-

ject was calculated still further to influence their prejudices.

There had been a vast deal of enthusiastic declamation

against " chains and fetters," during the Revolutionary War,
and upon many anniversaries after it ended ; and the com-

mon mind at the North found it difficult to discriminate be-

tween the metaphorical enslavement of white men, though

now released from that thraldom, and the practical, still-

existing, bondage of the blacks. They forgot, that during

the whole war for freedom, negro slavery had been kept up,

as usual, by the champions of liberty, and remained in the

same coudition after the deliberate establishment of a free

constitution.

In a word, hating the abstract idea of slavery, they con-

ceived that all mankind were entitled to, and qualified for

the enjoyment of liberty. Assuredly, this was a radical

error. Those who mistake liberty for an end, instead of a

means, leave out of the reckoning its true aim, and the whole

body of its uses. They forget that it is a good only, as a

sign of order, safety, and the opportunity of improvement.

They are like those who should cheat themselves with the
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idea, that outward union with a Christian church answers all

the purposes of religion. But civil liberty, unless it finds men

fitted for it by character and capacity, so that it can make

them wiser and nobler, better citizens and better neighbors,

is mere license. Liberty, in fact, is but the embryo of a

thing to grow ; a seed, the thriftiness and value of which de-

pend altogether upon the nature of the soil in which it is

sown. And when it has once sprung up, it needs steady

nurture, or it will run to waste, and pine and die. It were

poor husbandry to look to weeds for the fruit of wholesome

plants. The first may have their uses ; but all the culture in

the world could never draw a rose out of the stalk of a nettle.

The people of the North had mainly forgotten all about

the negro bondage of the preceding generation, in its lan-

sniishino; state, amongst themselves : and that of the Abori-

gines, at an earlier period, had passed quite out of recollec-

tion. Their notions of the servitude at the South were very

vague. In the maritime towns there was experience, for

several years after the beginning of the present century, of

the cruel slavery to which American seamen were occasion-

ally subjected, after capture by the rovers of Algiers, Tunis,

and Tripoli. At the same period there were traditions from

times not very remote, .throughout New England, of the

surprisal of block-houses near the outskirts of civilization by

the Indians, and of the march to Canada of those captives

whom the tomahawk had spared, principally women and

children, by toilsome and painful stages, and of their sale to

the French inhabitants.

A very affecting narrative of the sufferings of several

women with their young families thus taken prisoners and

sold, in the year 1755, while France and Great Britain were

at war, appears in a school book, " The American Preceptor,"

once in extensive use, of which the stereotyped edition now
referred to was published in Boston in 1815. It is gratifying

to observe that those unhappy persons received kind treat-

ment from the French families, into whose hands they had

fallen, and from the French authorities, and that a certain
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number of them who survived were finally ransomed. There

must be persons living in one of our seaport towns, who can

recollect the obloquy to which a merchant had subjected

himself, by refusing, or neglecting to furnish a ransom for

his son, a slave among the Barbary powers. The incident

itself occurred not far from the beginning of the present cen-

tury. In the same work, designed for the education of youth,

besides a versified remonstrance, by Merry, against slavery,

as authorized and kept up by the British Government in this

country before the Revolution, there is a poetical piece by
Mrs. Morton, entitled "The African Chief." In order to

move the admiration of the reader for his dignity, as well as

to excite compassion for the sufferings of the character eulo-

gized, he is styled " The Princely Slave," and a single stanza

will give at least some idea of the imaginative power of the

poet

:

" A Chief of Gambia's golden shore,

Whose arm the band of warriors led,

Perhaps the Lord of boundless power,

By whom the foodless poor were fed."

Leaving this sonorous verse without other literary criti-

cism than of the image presented, it must be admitted that

the picture is extremely fanciful. A lord of boundless power,

in Africa, if there were any such to be found, was certainly

a person as little likely to become a slave as the King of

Spain. He, and every inferior " princely " chief, were always

ready to take advantage of any opportunity to make a ready

penny, by the capture and sale to white men, and to one

auother, of every one of their colored brethren upon whom
they could safely lay their hands. Not the sons of Jacob

had less scruple in selling Joseph to the merchant men of

Midian, for twenty pieces of silver, than they about traffick-

ing in their own flesh and blood. It is equally certain that

" the foodless poor " would have been much more likely to

be eaten up themselves, in many parts of Africa, if not, at a

season of scarcity, on Gambia's golden shore, than to be par-

takers of any of that bounty which the benevolent author
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supposed her chief was in the habit of providing for their

sustenance.

By such sentimental effusions, in the school-book cited,

and others, of the same period, and too often by exaggerated

descriptions of Southern slavery in the Northern newspaper
press, the minds of ingenuous youth were moulded. The
latter teaching was prompted by political motives, as the

former, doubtless, often was by ill-instructed considerations

of humanity. But in this way it happened, and, to a certain

extent, by the influence of the pulpit, also, that the people

of New England, especially, were educated in a system of

prejudices against those who tolerated an institution, which

seemed abominable to such as heard only about its worst

features. At a much later period, when this sort of literature

had become more telling in its effect, a highly popular writer

gave to the world a series of poems, devoted to the special

purpose of uplifting the negro in the general scale, and of

exciting express and active sympathy in his behalf, as a

slave. One of these pieces, which sets forth the interesting

qualities of a venerable colored person, begius by bringing

him at once within the range of our religious associations :

" Loud he sang the Psalms of David,

He a negro and enslaved."

But while this performance reminds one of Sir Piercie

Shafton's remorseless chant of five hundred love verses, at

the tower of Glendearg, the reference to the minstrel king

in the couplet was, perhaps, introduced for the sake of the

awkward rhyme; since, proverbially vocal as the race is, the

Psalms in question, either wholly or in part, must be sup-

posed to have been sung only in the admirable paraphrases

of Dr. Watts, or those of the "Wesleys and others. After-

wards, was produced by a lady, who even surpassed Mrs.

Morton in imaginative faculty, that highly sensational ro-

mance, m which the vicious incidents, which may have been

spread over the surface of a generation, were collected and

brought into the compass of a brief experience ; and then,
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mixed up with absurdities and impossibilities, were exhibited

as a picture of the effect of slaveholding upon the superior

race in the South, on the one hand ; while on the other, the

worthy and pious black man, whose name and dwelling-

place give the title to the work, was represented as the type

of all those virtuous and noble qualities which have graced

the lives and dignified the last hours of the most illustrious

heroes and martyrs.

If these exasperated and distorted delineations were to

be taken as true, it would seem that, whatever other objec-

tions might be urged with justice against Southern slavery,

it was a condition by no means inconsistent with a manifes-

tation of the highest human characteristics. But after the

arrangement of the Missouri question, a considerable period

had elapsed, and a great deal of training had been under-

gone, before the public mind of the Xorth was prepared to

give writings of the latter description, the enthusiastic wel-

come which at length they actually received. After the cul-

mination of that controversy, the topic of slavery, in most

of its aspects, ceased, for a series of years, to excite any par-

ticular interest in the popular mind. 1 Sectional sentiment,

so far as it entered into the consideration of politics, had

been thus far superficial and temporary in its influence among
the masses of the people.

1 Enlightened philanthropists devoted themselves to the colonization of

negroes in their native country, under continual opprobrium from the aboli-

tionists, and the respectable and flourishing Republic of Liberia was the fruit

of their thoughtful and liberal care.
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The old party lines of Federalists and Republicans had

become almost obliterated by the general fusion of both, at

the election of Mr. Monroe for President, in the year 1816.

On that occasion, this slaveholding successor of Jefferson

and Madison received the electoral suffrage of sixteen States,

amounting in all to one hundred and eighty-three votes,

against thirty-four given to his Federal rival, Mr. King of

New York, by Massachusetts, Connecticut and Maryland.

Mr. Monroe was chosen for his second term of office in 1820,

by an electoral ballot lacking only one vote to make it en-

tirely unanimous. The elements and the political tendencies

of the former parties remained, indeed, distributed through-

out all the several States, without essential change in the

comparative numbers of the advocates of old opinions.

France, in the mean time, had finally emerged from the vor-

tex of revolution, had been an empire instead of a republic,

and was now a monarchy under the rule of its ancient line

of kings. The long European struggle had enlisted the feel-

ings of the two parties in this country, in correspondence

with their earlier prepossessions. The war of the United

States with Great Britain had still further widened this di-

vision of sentiment. The occasion and the foundation of
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this diversity of opinion, however, had now passed away

;

and it is probable that the popular feeling, which had been

wrought upon until it led to the free-soil demonstration of

1820, was very much owing to the want of any other ab-

sorbing subject of national difference to engage the attention

of political parties.

During the course of Mr. Monroe's administration, how-

ever, the several subjects of the Tariff, the United States

Bank, of Internal Improvements and the Navy, had under-

gone thorough discussion, and had finally awakened the

eager interest of the nation. The first named, though ob-

viously national in its general results, by promoting the rev-

enues of the Federal Government, yet, in its specific opera-

tion, affected the two sections in different ways. If the pro-

tection afforded by it added to the value of the manufac-

tures of the North, the tariff also furnished the South a

nearer market for its chief productions, to be distributed

among fellow-citizens, and to be procured at a lower rate of

transportation. If the competition between the foreign and

the domestic manufacturer brought down the price of the

article, that evil would be partially cured at least, whenever

the latter should be able to measure strength successfully

with his foreign rival. As soon as it becomes no longer ad-

vantageous to the foreigner to export manufactured goods

into the country which produces the raw material, the price

of that material to the home manufacturer becomes, to a con-

siderable extent, within the control of its producer.

By adhering judiciously and systematically to such a pol-

icy, as was originally proposed by the South and finally as-

sented to by the North—but which was deviated from, upon

political considerations totally apart from the interests act-

ually at stake, and therefore substantially without regard to

them—incalculable benefits would have accrued to the com-

mon country, and a closer bond of union would have been

maintained. 1 The discussion of the other topics of national

1 On the other hand, it should be remarked that, upon constitufrV

principles, such a restriction of trade, or forced diversion of it from any
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policy referred to brought into more or less prominence the

former differences of opinion, in regard to Federal and State

rights. A national bank, a powerful navy, and a system of

internal improvements, conducted under the patronage of

the General Government, it was held by the opponents of

those measures, tended to build up a formidable central

power, not unlikely to prove unfavorable to the common lib-

erty. The second of these points was a mere question of

policy, no more involving considerations of constitutional

authority, than the support of a sufficient military force for

the land service ; and it might have been remembered, that

a navy in all ages has proved almost uniformly and signally

jDatriotic. Mr. Monroe had doubted the constitutional power

of the General Government to institute works of internal

improvement ; but so impressed was he with the conviction

of their general value and necessity, that he recommended,

by message to Congress, an amendment of the Constitution,

by which that power should be conferred.

Doubtless, the benefits to be derived from such works

would be felt very unequally by the several States since the

improvements would be principally made in the compara-

tively unsettled portions of the country, where they were

most needed : but the eventual advantage, of a great public

ordinary channels into one particular direction, could be defended only on the

ground of making all the interests of the country contribute as equally as

possible, in their degree, to the general benefit. Any system of domestic

policy, for example, which tends to the limitation of free trade, ought to be

adopted, if at all, in order to promote the welfare of the Republic, by

strengthening the bonds of the Union. Hence, it was peculiarly incumbent

upon the New England States, which derived especial advantage from the

tariff system, to cultivate Union sentiments, and to discountenance whatever

tended to enfeeble them. This they did for a considerable period ; but at length

it appeared that very many of those whose private interests had been most

promoted by such a system, after the North had obtained sufficient power to

reestablish and to uphold it, were persuaded to change their political positions,

and, with strange inconsistency, to serve the ends of the " geographical

"

i>arty. This seems neither grateful nor just; nor does it seem likely to pro-

visiOLtheir substantial interests in the end.
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road for instance, would accrue to all, either directly or inci-

dentally. In regard to a Bank of the United States, for the

deposit and ordinary use of the public funds under suitable

safeguards and regulations, there seems to be no objection to

such a corporate body, which does not apply to all human
institutions; to countervail which no safeguards whatever

can be absolutely effectual. It is possible that such a bank

might fall into the management of directors who were in op-

position to a temporary administration. It is possible that a

part of its funds might be sometimes lent to those intending

to use them for party purposes. But from the nature of the

case, such an institution must be managed, in general, by

those who are entirely above all reasonable suspicion, and

*who could not deliberately, or even carelessly, misuse their

trust, without a degree of depravity not to be imagined of

any body of ordinarily honest men.

All those measures excited warm opposition and the

strongest party feeling. But those which had not been al-

ready adopted became soon a part of the public policy. The

Bank, which stood upon as strong a foundation as any such

institution in the world, until its foundation was taken away

by the Government—which exhibited a singular jealousy for

liberty by the exercise of a singularly arbitrary act—was

broken down under the administration of President Jackson.

But these great and exciting questions, which, in whole or

in part, earnestly enlisted the public feeling, during the ad-

ministrations of Mr. Monroe, and of his successor, Mr. John

Quincy Adams, and finally of President Jackson, swept out

of sight, almost altogether, those darker clouds, full of the

fury of sectional agitation, which had hung so ominously

over the country during the progress of earlier years. Ques-

tions of constitutional authority, or limitation, which are

matters of opinion, resting purely upon a speculative basis,

and which do not touch directly either the pockets or the

sensibilities of the common people, will usually settle them-

selves in one way or another, at last, without danger to the

order of society.
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This will occur, even when they actually involve consid-

erations of the deepest import to the general welfare. Na-
tions seldom, or never, have fought for a principle, merely

;

and when they have seemed to do so, it will be found that

practical causes have been previously at work to bring them
up to the final point. For example, not the most animated

discussion of the Bank, or of Internal Improvements, could

ever have stirred up the women and children of the Northern

States to that pitch of intolerant zeal, under the influence of

which their individual feebleness lent, in its combination,

such accumulated energy to the crusade of abolition. The
signal efforts of the platform, the pulpit, and the school-

house, so efficient in the latter direction, would have proved

discouragingly futile, however earnestly devoted to the elu-

cidation and recommendation of those other drier and less

moving topics.
1

It may be well to recur for a moment to some of those

causes, which had the happiest influence in keeping up good

feeling between the two sections. Among a scattered agri-

cultural population, like that in the Southern States, the ad-

vantages of even common education could not be enjoyed so

readily as by the more compactly settled inhabitants of the

North. Oftentimes, the great extent of the plantations, and

the distance of the proprietors' residences from each other,

would render that combination of interests inconvenient, by
which schools could be established and maintained. In the

Northern States, provision being made for this object by
law, the richer classes are taxed like the poorer, according to

their means, in order to secure the fundamental elements of

1 Several years ago, when the contest ran high between two candidates for

the Presidency, and questions of finance were pressing, an orator of more

reputation than tact, at an evening caucus in one of our larger towns, saw fit

to address the assembly on the subject of the currency. Signs of impatience

soon began to show themselves among the audience. The respectable chair-

man repeatedly demanded order, with some temporary effect. At length the

disturbance became almost tumultuous. " Order, order, gentlemen," cried the

chairman; " I know this is tedious, but it may be useful."
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education to all. Had the expenses incident to a common
school system been left to the voluntary action of the peo-

ple, in both parts of the country, it may be doubted if the

disparity between the two, in point of instruction among the

lower classes, would have been so great as has been often

alleged.

In order to remedy this evil as far as possible, the people

of the South made large drafts upon the ampler educational

resources of their Northern fellow-citizens. They manifested

none of that apprehension of danger to the principles of their

sons, through familiar intercourse with the people of the free

States, which had so troubled the imagination of that

"apostle of universal freedom," Mr. Jefferson. They con-

tinued for many years to send their young men, in large

numbers, to the New England academies and colleges. It

often happened, that they trusted these objects of their affec-

tion and hope to such dangerous quarters, from a period of

tender years, when impressions are most readily received, up

to the very dawn of manhood. At the same time they held

out sufficient inducements to young men and young women
of the North to come among them, as private instructors in

their families, or as teachers of their better classes of schools.

It was a very common thing for this requisition to be com-

plied with ; and not a few of those afterwards distinguished

in public affairs owed their first start in life to the compensa-

tion, and to the advantages of various sorts derived from

this description of useful service. Many of both sexes

formed connections, which made it agreeable for them to re-

main permanently in a part of the country to which they

had repaired only for a temporary sojourn. A wide field

was also open in that region for the offices of ministers of

the Gospel ; and very many eminent clergymen of the South

have been of Northern extraction. Whatever unfavorable

prepossessions these young persons may have originally en-

tertained, in regard to the prominent domestic institution of

their hosts, they generally returned to their homes with their

opinions very much modified, if not altogether reversed.
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Naturally, it followed, from the condition of things

described, that the better classes of the people of the slave

States made frequent, and often annual journeys to the free

States. They came to visit their children or brothers, or

near friends, at the Northern literary institutions. After-

wards, from habit, or for pleasure, or to escape the heat of

their own climate, these excursions would last, not unfre-

quently, for a whole summer long. The watering-places,

the hotels, the mountains, the lakes, the shores of the North,

were usually thronged at such a season with a class of visit-

ors, who were generally welcomed and esteemed, for they

were generally cultivated, refined, and genial. In the course

of years, also, the intercourse of business between the two
sections had become immensely enlarged, and of vastly in-

creased value in its results to both. It requires little philoso-

phy to recognize a period like this as the halcyon days of

the republic, during which no thought of civil disturbance,

or of the possibility of mutual slaughter, could find resting-

place in any rational or patriotic mind.

But wrhen the brooding of the storm began, at length, to

be heard, this whole agreeable scene suffered a deplorable

change. The summer birds, after much lingering delay,

fairly took their flight, and repaired to their wonted haunts

no more. As the abolition agitation became more and mor
vehement, and especially when the question of slavery be-

came fixedly mingled with the politics of the country, ex-

cursions from the South to the North, for social or healthful

purposes, grew gradually less and less frequent, until, at

length, they ceased altogether. For some years before the

war, scarcely a youth from the former quarter could be

counted in the New England seminaries • and the intercourse

of business, which is the last to feel any sensible diminution,

upon merely political considerations, was largely affected by
the prejudices which had grown up between the two sections.

The North had allowed its better sense and feeling to be

perverted and irritated by the wild harangues of mad enthu-

siasts, and the acts of unscrupulous demagogues ; and the
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South had retorted with offensive measures, which it held

important to its own protection. Saying nothing, for the

present, of the eventual and outright struggle between the

two, whether for political power or for civil security, it is

certain that the decline of agreeable intercommunication be-

tween the one and the other, which has been described, and
which it was so much for the interest of both to maintain,

was contemporaneous with unfriendly, at least, if not uncon-

stitutional legislation by the Northern States ; fatally lead-

ing, in due course of time and events, to slave-rescues, which

were violent infractions of the Constitution, and to a " John
Brown raid," which was mere brigandage in him, and on the

part of those who set him on an atrocious attempt to insti-

tute civil and servile war.

Reference has already been made to the fact, that few

petitions, touching upon the subject of slavery in any of its

relations, had been presented to Congress between the years

1827 and 1836. The instances appear to have been but two
during that interval. The first, asking that children of slaves

born in the District of Columbia might be declared free after

a certain age, was offered to the House in 1827, and met with

such general disfavor, that no action was taken in regard to

it, except the refusal to print it by a large majority. The

next case occurred in 1831, when Mr. John Quincy Adams
presented fifteen memorials from inhabitants of Pennsylvania,

relating to the abolition of slavery and of the slave trade in

the District. It was upon this occasion, that, expressing his

disapprobation of making the first topic a matter of discus-

sion in Congress, he moved the reference of the petitions to

the Committee on the District. Subsequently, the commit-

tee was discharged, at its own request, from further consider-

ation of the subject.

It is important, at this point, to inquire into some of the

causes which set in motion the flood of memorials to this in-

tent, which poured in upon both branches of the 24th Con-

gress, at its session of 1836. Certain it is, that an extended

and simultaneous movement for the promotion of their ob-
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jects, took place in the antislavery ranks at that time.

Heretofore, the active abolitionists of the North had been

few in numbers and insignificant in character and influence.

The two great political organizations, extending throughout

the country, were known as the Democratic and the National

Republican parties. The latter, not long afterwards, took

the name of Whigs, in reference to various strong measures

of President Jackson's administration, which, as they thought,

savored more of toryism, and, in fact, of absolutism, than of

democracy.

However general was the dislike of slavery in the free

States, yet the abolitionists proper had only here and there

a local society, consisting of a handful of zealous, but wrong-

headed, men and women, of the class more recently known
as the strong-minded. They met in obscure apartments, and

attracted scarcely any public attention ; or, if brought to

notice by accident, were the objects of only popular ridicule

and contempt. The general public mind was entirely settled

in regard to the uselessness, as well as the unlawfulness of

interference with slavery in the States; and hence no mode
of action was left to the abolitionists, except by occasional

memorials to Congress upon indirect points affecting the

question, or through their few unregarded publications,

which were read by nobody but themselves. In the mean
time, the steps which had been for some years in progress,

for the emancipation of the blacks in the British West Indian

possessions, had just reached that object.
1

The course of this event had been watched with the ut-

most eagerness by the abolitionists of the United States.

Nor were they at all backward in seizing upon every argu-

ment which could be derived from such an example. Eng-
land had liberated four hundred thousand slaves, at the cost

of £20,000,000, paid to their owners. She had a perfect right

to do this, since her colonies were under the complete control of

Parliament. The abolitionists in the United States, however,

1 In 1833 and 1838.
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would never listen to the suggestion of paying the South for

its slaves, could its consent for their liberation be procured

;

but the General Government had no control whatever over

the disposal of them. Six years before the consummation

of this process, the highest courts of Great Britain had

in vain endeavored to discover that peculiar characteristic of

English air, imputed to it by Lord Mansfield, 1 which, it had

been before alleged, immediately interfered with the respira-

tion of a slave, who ventured to step upon English soil.
2 In

fact, Lord Stowell decided that a British subject of one of

the colonies might bring his slave with him to England, and

take him back again still a slave ; involving very much the

principle afterwards contended for, in regard to the terri-

tories of this country. The basis of this opinion obviously

was, that otherwise one British subject would not enjoy

those rights which other English subjects did enjoy, or might

if they chose—an argument appealing to principles which

every Englishman would at once comprehend. 3

The property of a certain class of white men, therefore,

but accidentally, and, perhaps, involuntarily, thus classified,

was recognized and protected by law, in contravention of

those rights claimed, on the other hand, for negro slaves, as

belonging to them indiscriminately with the whole human
race.

The first ostensible effect of emancipation in the British

West Indies was the appearance of the then obscure, but

afterwards notorious, Mr. George Thompson, from London,

on an abolition mission to this country. Well-known Amer-

ican abolitionists had also visited England about the same

period, and Exeter Hall became the common nest of that

species of birds of which it was afterwards so conspicuously

the nursing mother. The motive which had induced Mr.

Thompson to undertake an enterprise at once so impertinent

1 See Lord Stowell's decision in the case of the slave Grace. 2 Haggard's

Reports.
1 " Slaves cannot breathe in England."—Cowper.

• See " Remarks on the Review of Inchiquin's Letters," in Appendix.
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and so mischievous, if any effect whatever could ensue from his

efforts, became speedily a subject of some inquiry. It was not

imagined that pure benevolence towards the human race had

prompted a mission of such an extraordinary nature. When
he was chosen, upon his return to England, to represent the

Tower Hamlets in Parliament, it was seen that he did not

work without his promised reward. The Boston Atlas of

August 4, 1835, at that time the leading Whig newspaper in

New England, in the course of some forcible remarks depre-

catory of the antislavery agitation, thus expressed itself in

regard to the movement in Great Britain

:

" We regret to learn that there is to be more American agitation on this

subject in England. The Abolition Society is sending out agents to work for

them there—how or to what end ? To raise funds for the purchase of the

slaves ; or to pay itinerants for preaching up an excitement in New England

and New York ? " etc.

That journal earnestly urged the propriety of a public

meeting of the citizens of Boston, for the solemn considera-

tion of this movement, which it was then easy to see threat-

ened the ruin of peaceable relations between the North

and the South. Accordingly, in about a fortnight appeared

a formal summons to a public meeting at Faneuil Hall, sub-

scribed by the signatures of some eighteen hundred leading

citizens, comprising the names of men belonging to both of

the great political parties. Probably most of the signers of

that document have passed away, after the lapse of thirty

years ; but it might be a matter of curious interest to ob-

serve how many there are among the survivors who have

adhered to the constitutional principles, then thought so

sound, so patriotic, and so essential to the preservation of

the Union.

An immense assembly gathered at the call. The presid-

ing officer of the meeting was General Theodore Lyman
(then Mayor of the city), a gentleman of the very highest

social standing, at that time acting with the Democratic

party, though of old Federalist connections. The resolutions,

strongly in condemnation of the whole abolition movement,
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were proposed by Mr. Richard Fletcher, a leading advocate at

the Suffolk Bar, and shortly afterwards member of Congress,

with appropriate introductory remarks. Addresses of a

kindred spirit were made to an enthusiastic audience by Mr.

Peleg Sprague, who had been a well-known Senator of the

United States from Maine, and became afterwards so eminent

as Judge of the District Court of the United States for Mas-

sachusetts, and by Mr. Harrison Gray Otis, United States Sen-

ator during the period of the Missouri controversy, who had

also been Mayor, and who was distinguished by a graceful

and fascinating style of eloquence, to which, it was thought

by his contemporaries, that none of his rivals made any ap-

proach.

This effective gathering was soon followed by an " anti-

abolition meeting," at the neighboring town of Cambridge,

the seat of the University, conducted by gentlemen of sim-

ilar standing, which adopted resolutions of a like import.

If the abolition excitement were growing, the anti-abolition

sentiment was vastly preponderant. In a few weeks after

these demonstrations, the English emissary, Thompson, who
had already addressed some sympathizing circles in New
York, but in no way to attract much public notice, advanced

towards Boston ; speaking, on his way, to a faithful few at

the town of Abington, in Massachusetts, afterwards noto-

rious as the scene of those annual burnings of the Constitu-

tion of the United States, by that band of philanthropists

whose wide-sweeping love for mankind left their own coun-

try out of the sphere of their affections. He had made one

or two highly offensive speeches in the city, and word had

been given out that he was to address the "Ladies Anti-

slavery Society," at a set time; but the manifestation of

popular indignation in the neighborhood of the hall proposed

for the occasion, was such as completely to discourage him

from making his appearance. Indeed, he sought the earliest

opportunity to quit a country, secretly and in disgust, whicJon-

had shown so little gratitude for his disinterested intentJntent

of setting its people by the ears.
J °

4
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It was upon this occasion that his American confederate,

Mr. Garrison, though by birth a native of the British Amer-

ican provinces, was let down by a back window of the

building engaged for'the occasion, and attempted to conceal

himself. He was hunted out, however, and then rescued by
the city officers from a mob, which was too good-natured to

intend him any serious mischief; and he declared, as the por-

tals of the common prison, to which he was taken for safety,

were at length shut upon him, that " never before was a man
so glad to get into jail."

There were many who remembered, upon this occasion

of the visit of Thompson, the appearance of a certain British

subject, one Captain John Henry, in New England, for a

correspondent object, somewhat less than thirty years pre-

viously. The only diiference between the missions of the two

was, that Henry came with the avowed design of promoting

those divisions between the North and the South, which had

grown out of the non-intercourse and embargo acts; and

Thompson, professedly on the part of the negro, but really

to make use of antislavery agitation, in order to effect the

same purpose which had been the design of his predecessor.

The subject of interference in our affairs by British agents

deserves a candid examination, and far more attention than it

has yet received. Perhaps the children of those who invited

this Thompson over, on his more recent visit to this country,

and countenanced him, while here, in the not very efficient

services which a foreigner could then render, to foment civil

troubles already too far advanced to admit of aggravation

by such means, may have occasion hereafter to blush at the

conduct of their fathers. It scarcely comports with the inten-

tion of this work to discuss, in their details, the circum-

stances attending the earlier agency of Henry. Whoever
may desire to become fully possessed of the facts in the case

will obtain a fund of information on the subject in Benton's
'' Abridgment of the Debates of Congress." 1 Certain it is,
pa, ° ° '

stroL
1 Vol. IV., p. 506 et aeq.
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that this person was in the employ of the British Govern-

ment ; that he entered the United States, by the way of

Canada, in the year 1809, and repaired to Boston ; and though

he found little popular sentiment, eventually, to encourage

him in the pursuit of his avowed object, which was the sep-

aration of the Eastern States from the Union, the fact remains

indisputable that he was possessed of official authority to

proceed in his undertaking. Upon the failure of his enter-

prise, and of his expected reward, he placed his correspond-

ence on the subject at the disposal of the Government at

Washington. He thus betrayed his employers ; but, how-

ever low his treason may sink his own character, the informa-

tion which a traitor furnishes may, nevertheless, be true ; and

it affords as strong ground for action as that derived from

an honorable.source, if sufficiently corroborated by other more

trustworthy testimony, or by circumstances of sufficient

weight to give it reasonable title to credit. The British

Minister at Washington disclaimed all knowledge of this

intrigue for himself, and expressed his conviction that the

Government of Great Britain could have had no complicity

in schemes hostile to the internal tranquillity of the United

States.

The President, Mr. Madison, however, whose communi-

cation of these documents to Congress had called forth the

note of the British Envoy, stated in his message of June

1, 1812:

"It has since come into proof, that at the very moment when the public

minister was holding the language of friendship, and inspiring confidence in

the sincerity of the negotiation with which he was charged, a secret agent

of his government was employed in intrigues, havingfor their object the sub-

version of our Government, and a dismemberment of our happy Union."

The Committee of Foreign Relations, to which the Presi-

dent's Message was referred, among other justifying causes

of war, declared:

" The attempt to dismember our Union, and overthrow our excellent Con-

stitution, by a secret mission, the object of which was to foment discontent

and excite insurrection against the constituted authorities and laws of the
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nation, aa lately disclosed by the agent employed in it, affords full proof that

there is no bounds to the hostility of the British Government towards the

United States; no act, however unjustifiable, which it would not commit to

accomplish their view. This attempt excites the greater horror, from the con-

sideration that it was made while the United States and Great Britain were

at peace, and an amicable negotiation was depending between them for the

accommodation of their differences."

It is well worthy of recollection that Mr. Calhoun was

Chairman of the Committee which made this report, expres-

sive of such warm attachment to the civil institutions of the

country, and of indignation at any foreign interference to

its prejudice. The Report had set forth the wrongs, which, in

the judgment of the committee, called for an immediate

appeal to arms, and recites this particular intrigue as " an

act of still greater malignity than any of those which have

already been brought to your view." The Report was

accepted by Congress, and the bill declaring war against

Great Britain was thereupon passed. The proceedings in

the House of Lords (May 5, 1812), upon the call for the cor-

respondence in relation to this affair, would seem to furnish

conclusive evidence in support of Henry's revelations. At
the close of the debate, Lord Holland declared that the

charge "remained unrefuted;" but the ministry was sus-

tained by a vote of 73 peers against the production of the

papers, to 27 in favor of the motion. It was one of those

cases which sometimes occur, in which the justice of the

defeated claim of the minority was made at least morally

clear by the party action of the majority.

The motive for such a precedure, on the part of Great

Britain, at that period, may not seem very transparent, at

first sight. That resentful feelings would still linger in many
of the hearts and homes of our ancestral isle, against the

rebellious provinces which had wrested the recognition of

their independence, twenty-six years earlier, from the mother

country, was natural enough. But such a state of feeling

would hardly account for active efforts by the British admin-

istration to promote civil dissension in the country, unless

some expectation of advantage from the undertaking gave a
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spur to the sentiments of wounded pride. But the truth is,

that, during the considerable number of years which had

elapsed between the peace of 1783 and the date of Henry's

mission, Great Britain had never become quite free of the

impression that the States of America were yet her own colo-

nies. The idea of republican institutions was offensive to

her ; they were of very dangerous example, and a mere exper-

iment of, at least, very doubtful issue.

Probably, the ruling classes of Great Britain had not

become, at that time, so much alarmed as afterwards, on

account of the influence which a young and vigorous Repub-

lic might exert on her own institutions. Only a few mouths

earlier than the surrender of Cornwallis, at Yorktown, an

event which was substantially the end of the war, long be-

fore evidently turning in favor of the rebels, a motion was

made in the House of Commons, "that his Majesty's minis-

ters ought immediately to take every possible measure for

concluding peace with our American colonies." Nor was it

until the termination of the War of 1812, that the separation

of her ancient, and certainly beloved, if sometimes ill-treated

American possessions, from Great Britain, was looked upon

by that nation, generally, as final and irretrievable. The

year 1809 was among the most gloomy in the modern annals

of England. Some years before, Mr. Pitt had folded up the

map of Europe, in token of his judgment, that the supremacy

of his country in the affairs of the world had been taken

from her hands, and that her own protection and defence

would henceforth require her undivided attention. Napoleon

was now at the very height of his glory and his power. It

was not unnatural that England should turn her eyes towards

her ancient possessions in the young and vigorous Republic

of the West, kindred in blood, and still allied to her by
many ties of old affection. Nor was it strange, however

erroneous and unjustifiable such a project might be, that she

should think of strengthening her hands, in her extremity,

by a little policy ; which, taking advantage of existing dis-

sensions among the children of her own body, might finally
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bring them all together to her hand, and replace them as

precious jewels in her crown, and once more, by their gallant

aid, bid defiance to the great wraster of cities, and to the

united world.

At the period of Mr. Thompson's ill-omened and ill-fated

adventures in this country, a combination of motives must

be assigned for the encouragement afforded to his under-

taking by those in whose service he acted. That his mis-

sion was prompted by those in the possession of political

influence, appears evident enough from the fact, that the

recompense which he received for his services, upon his re-

turn home, was itself of a political character. If well-known

reports in regard to his previous history are worthy of credit,

this person was very unlikely to have been elected on his

own merits, to represent a portion of the constituency of

London in Parliament. Nor was this legislative experiment

repeated in his favor. His employers appear to have thought,

that they had sufficiently discharged themselves of any obli-

gation which they might have incurred to their agent, by
conferring upon him a barren designation, for a single term

in the imperial assembly ; and, so far as appears, he remained

in an obscure condition from the time of his first appearance

in the United States, in the year 1835, until his second ad-

vent, in» 1864. At the latter period, anybody would pass

muster among a large portion of the American community,

who professed indifference to color, or, perhaps, preferred

African to Caucasian complexions, with whatever hues his

own personal reputation might have been tinged.

But in the interval between 1809 and 1835, vast changes

had taken place in the fortunes of this country. The strug-

gling New Englanders of the period immediately succeeding

the War of 1812-'15, who then emigrated in crowds to "The
Ohio," as the western country was familiarly denominated

—

long before " The Far West " had even entered into the im-

aginations of the people of the Atlantic border as a place of

settlement—had become extremely prosperous, in the course

of something less than a generation. The manufacturing
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interests of the Eastern States had risen to rapid and vast

consequence, at the enchanting touch of enterprise and indus-

try. Their commercial marine covered the ocean, and had

penetrated to the remotest harbors of the globe. They suc-

cessfully competed with Great Britain upon her ancient and

favorite domain of the seas, and promised soon, if they did

not already, more than to rival her in those departments of

manufacture which she had held to be even more exclusively

her own, and to which she had long owed the chief elements

of her unequalled wealth.

This state of affairs had by no means escaped the anxious

attention of the parent country. Here was a great and grow-

ing Republic, which, in the progress of half a centnry, had

reasonably tested the endurance of its democratic institu-

tions ; occupying an immense extent of territory, in com-

parison with which that of Great Britain proper was of the

most insignificant dimensions ; in its vast variety of soil,

climate, and productions, exemplifying the characteristic

qualities and capacities of every quarter of the globe ; and

possessing a jDopulation of unsurpassed intelligence and ener-

gy, giving tokens that in another generation it would outrun

in numbers the teeming millions of the mother-land. Not
only was it burdened with no debt, but in the year 1833

there was found to be a surplus revenue of many millions,

steadily accumulating in the public treasury, which, by an

act of legislation, probably unparalleled in the history of na-

tions, was in that year distributed among the States, to be

by them appropriated to such local objects of public use and

improvement as their several legislatures might deem most

fitting. Such was the condition of its credit, that a bank-

bill of the United States Bank was as good in China as

specie, when the exaction of silver was the rule—perhaps the

invariable rule—in the commercial transactions of the people

of that Empire with the traders of other nations. The
pirates of the Indian seas had been taught, by exemplary

chastisement, that the arm of the Western Republic was

long enough and strong enough to avenge the wrongs of its
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citizens, in whatever remote corner of the world; and the

star-emblazoned flag commanded universal respect in the

waters of whatever zone it floated to the breeze.

It was impossible that a spectacle like this should fail to

be the occasion of alarm among various thoughtful and in-

terested classes in Great Britain. She was in great danger

of being outstripped in both her commercial and her manufac-

turing pursuits.
1 The vision of the New Zealander, con-

templating the ruins of her deserted capital from a broken

arch of London bridge, might not prove altogether an illu-

sion of the imagination.
m
The promised advantages of the

"Western hemisphere wTere drawing into the tide of emigra-

tion hundreds of thousands, annually, of her " bold peasant-

ry, a country's pride ; " while the clamors for reform of those

who remained behind filled with novel apprehension the

minds of the "princes and lords," who considered the

strength, the splendor, and still brightening prospects of the

now rapidly maturing Republic.

The danger to the civil institutions of the kingdom

—

especially to the aristocratic orders of its society—from such

an ominous democratic example, were thought by many to

be only too appalling. From other European countries they

had nothing to fear on this particular score. The grada-

tions of society were of a similar character in them all ; and,

besides, whatever occasional overturns might for a time dis-

turb their several communities, the difference of language

was an insuperable bar to any common bond of general

revolution. When God confounded the speech of men upon

the plain of Shinar, they became scattered abroad over the

face of the earth, according to their several means of com-

1 A very interesting letter of Professor S. B. Morse, of New York, giving

the statements of General Wilson, a British officer, employed by the govern-

ment in the arrangements for emancipation in the West Indies, has been

before the public for some years. The statement of General Wilson was, that

Great Britain sought a footing, by this act of emancipation, from which to

promote dissensions between the North and South, in regard to slavery, so as,

by disunion, if possible, to promote her own manufacturing interests.
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municating by words with each other. But here was a

mighty people growing up, of a language, a literature, and
a spirit, identical with the tongue, the sentiment, and the

temper of the ancient land, claiming for themselves vast im-

provement upon ancient social and political forms, and J n ily

welcoming to their shores throngs of those, who had left tic

old world in weakness and dissatisfaction, but who longed

for the day when they might return to it, in strength and in

hope, for its own future reformation.

It seems, to be sure, scarcely less than chimerical, for

British statesmen to entertain serious alarm in regard to a

fabric so substantial as that of the British aristocracy, built

upon landed possessions which cover three-quarters of the

kingdom, buttressed by a parliamentary power which is

more than three-quarters their own, whichever party may be

up in the State, and holding in their own hands the almost

entire control of every means of defence. That such a panic,

however, was then more or less prevalent, and has ever since

exercised important influence upon their sentiments, can be

no more reasonably doubted, than that Mr. George Thomp-
son came to this country, in 1835, for the purpose of stirring

up strife between the free and the slave States, and that he

was rewarded for his labors with a seat in Parliament, upon

his return home from his bootless errand.

Upon the eve of the declaration of war by the United

States against Great Britain, the official charge, brought by
the administration of this country against the British minis-

try, of having contrived secret agencies with a view to effect

a dismemberment of the Union, stood " unrefuted," by the

judgment of Lord Holland, the Earl of Lauderdale, and

twenty-five other opposition peers. At the time of Thompson's

mission, the direct motives for setting on foot new intrigues,

in order to promote the same object, were multiplied beyond

comparison, in number and in weight. Few persons would
be so uncharitable as to believe, that any such design would
be entertained or countenanced by the main body of the

English people. But it requires an extraordinary stretch of

4*
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charity to imagine, that the emancipation of the blacks in

the West Indies was due to any mere sentiment of philan-

thropy, overcoming, among a people of solid sense, their

inevitable convictions, that owner and slave must be alike

sufferers in no common degree by the change. And even

such an almost boundless degree of charity must be still more

elastic, to conceive that this otherwise unaccountable act of

the British Parliament were owing to any other cause, than

the design to use the cheaply purchased liberation of their

own slaves as a lever to overturn the organized system of

labor in the Southern States, and thus to disturb, if not to

destroy, one of the main sources of the prosperity of the

country. Or else, should that project fail, it was to employ

the same instrument as a means of aggravating dissatisfac-

tions, then scarcely composed, between the two sections ; so

that in the event of separation, British manufacturers and

merchants might derive commercial advantages, not likely to

be so readily accorded by the South to the hostile North.

It might be easy, if it would not seem tedious, as well as

needless, by showing the course of public and private, if not

official action, coming down to a very recent date, to confirm

a view of the case which presents itself with tolerable clear-

ness on its very surface. The history of mankind instructs

us, that moral considerations are by no means the leading

motives in the construction of the devices of statesmanship.

In the eyes of cabinets, a foreign nation, and especially one

which is a rival in regard to important interests, is almost

inevitably looked upon in a hostile light. Very unneigh-

borly means would be used without hesitation to its disad-

vantage, if involving no public danger, by men who would

shrink from the idea of a base transaction in their private

relations. Upon that occasion, whatever designs were formed

unfavorable to our national welfare were doomed to at least

a temporary failure.

In later times, the tokens of our original maternal origin

have been more manifest. We have listened with more com-

placency to the voice of the charmer. We have taken and
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eaten the fruit, which has shut us out from a primal condi-

tion never to be too much deplored. The admonitory coun-

sel of the Father of his Country, in that farewell address,

which Chief Justice Marshall has told us, " contains precepts

to which the American statesman cannot too frequently re-

cur," we have forgotten. "We have disregarded the solemn

warning of that address against the seductive arts of other

nations, whose interests were adverse to our own, and which

could employ those arts only to lull us into dreams of secu-

rity, from which we should awake despoiled. It tells us

:

" Against the insidious wiles of foreign influence (I conjure you to believe

me, fellow-citizens), the jealousy of a free people ought to be constantly awake

;

since history and experience prove, that foreign influence is one of the most

baneful foes of a republican government."

We have listened to the alien emissaries of foreign com-

binations against our peace, declaiming to us from the fo-

rums and the pulpits on our own soil ; and we have seated

the native-born agents of the same unfriendly influence in

our own high places of political power. We have even

sought instructions for the conduct of our republican in-

stitutions from the traditional toryism of Oxford. It is

as if Cromwell had taken counsel of those halls, which

were the hope and the refuge of " the martyr Charles," when
almost all things else had abandoned him to his fate. We
have disdained the precepts of that long line of illustrious

citizens, who, from the days of Washington to our own,

have been the supporters of the Constitution, which is but

another name for the champions of public and private lib-

erty. We became as wearied of the praises of that great

charter of our freedom, as the Athenians were of hearing

their incorruptible lawgiver called " the Just." Instead of

Marshall and Clay and Webster and Crittenden, and the

host of men of bright- and noble names, the living and the

dead, who in or out of the line of political life have illus-

trated our annals by the defence of our institutions—in the

very midst of a convulsion, shaking the Republic to its cen-

tre—George Thompson and Goldwin Smith, and John Bright
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and Stuart Mill, have been our accepted instructors; not to

mention the blandishments of a brilliant list of distinguished

foreign ladies, with their compliant satellites among our own
fellow-citizens. We have often descended very low, beneath

any known standard of ability and merit, to find the states-

man who should be the guide and shield of the Republic.

Scarcely has such an instance of fatuity been exhibited to

mankind, since the Children of Israel, at the foot of Mount
Sinni, when He, who by His servant had wrought their great

deliverance, went before them, daily and nightly, in cloud or

in flame, compelled their other prophet, out of their own
senseless gold, to make for them an idol, which should be the

express symbol of all brutish weakness and imbecility. And,

perhaps, it will at length appear plain to the understanding

of all, which was clear enough beforehand to the compre-

hension of prudent men, that we have impoverished our-

selves for the benefit of our chief commercial rival ; that we
have essentially diminished and put off", for an indefinite time

to come, our means and chances of recovery. To say noth-

ing, here, of public and private losses and sacrifices, most of

which might have been averted by pursuing a policy, which

would have been judicious in the degree that it was honest

;

or of heavy burdens, yet to be felt in their extreme severity,

from most of which we might also have been saved—we
have taken counsel of our follies and our fears, and have

imposed upon ourselves another burden, likely to prove in-

tolerable in the end, by the enforced discharge from restraint

of 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 helpless and irresponsible creatures*

hitherto entirely dependent upon others, and incapable, by

nature, of the independent action demanded by a civilized

community.

If, then, we should now complete this notable work, by

conferring upon the negroes a nominal equality, and ask of

them to enter upon the exercise of privileges and powers, to

which they are, and must remain forever, incompetent, we
shall show ourselves also most unworthy and incapable of self-

government, which is the government of the understanding,
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and not of passion or sentiment. We shall then put our

folly to its climax, gratify by our self-degradation the worst

hopes of our most malignant enemies, and secure for our-

selves the unqualified amazement, at least, of all men, now,

and of the remotest ages of the world.

At this time commenced that systematic organization of

the whole machinery of abolition, which required a consider-

able series of years for the complete development of its influ-

ences. Whether at the beginning it acted in concert with,

and was based upon the English antislavery movement, the

candid and judicious reader will consider. A vast deal of

amiable sentiment has been uttered within the last thirty

years, but, perhaps, more on this side of the Atlantic than

the other, in regard to the relations which, it was conceived,

ought to exist between this country and Great Britain. The

general tenor of these expressions has been, that we are of

one blood and language, interested in a common literature,

and some have gone so far as to say, in a common history.

It is believed that such remarks have been made most fre-

quently by those who, while they were thus excluding the

other nations of the earth from the benefits of that peculiar

sympathy and affection held due to England, were at the

same time for including the colored race within the wide

circle of a universal human brotherhood.

" With all her faults," very great respect is undoubtedly

due to England. In all that constitutes the greatness of

kingdoms, she is unquestionably supereminent above all

civil communities that are, and perhaps all that have hereto-

fore existed upon the face of the whole earth. For many
weighty reasons, it would be such a calamity to the world

as has not happened since the fall of man, if by some over-

whelming convulsion she were struck out of the list of em-

pires. Nevertheless, in something more than a merely literal

sense, every one of those commonplaces, which have so often

formed the staple of after-dinner speeches, when citizens of

both countries have been in company with each other, is at

least susceptible of dispute. We know there are many who
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can count an unmixed descent from the first English settlers

upon these shores. But, in no small degree, our blood has

been mingled with that of millions of wanderers from every

other nation under heaven. Though the English tongue is

certainly by far the most prevalent among us, yet the

languages spoken in the United States are as various as the

dialects of counties in Great Britain.
1 We have, therefore,

any thing but a universal interest in her literature ; and as

for our history, it became, to all intents and purposes, dis-

joined from her own, upon the formal recognition of the in-

dependence of the United States. In any other than the

ordinary sense of amicable alliance with a people, with whom
we have no national interests in common, except those which

are common to both with all civilized mankind, it is a mis-

fortune to us that England should be regarded, on our part,

in any other light, than that in which, according to the lan-

guage of diplomacy, "the most favored nations" are viewed.

To be the satellite of another power, in an earthly sphere,

is to be its victim. The truth of the matter is, that England

has pursued her own interest, naturally without regard to

that of this country ; while we have allowed ourselves to be

deluded out of a great position which gave us a decided ad-

vantage over her. In fact, after the separation of these

States from the mother country was effected, we should al-

ways have kept in memory that clause of the Declaration of

Independence, which placed Great Britain precisely on the

footing of other foreign nations, as " enemies in war—in

peace, friends." But we should have been only the more

guarded against any special weakness towards her, that she

had principal interests running counter to our own.

In illustration of these remarks, the subjoined passages

from a speech recently addressed by Mr. Roebuck, M. P., to

1 Pegge's "Anecdotes of the English Language," tells us of "the unintelli-

gible gabble of nine-tenths of the provincial inhabitants of the remoter parta

of England, which none but the natives can understand. Bring together two

clowns from Kent and Berkshire, and I will wager a ducat that they will not

be able to converse, for want of a dialect common to them both."
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his Sheffield constituents, will be found extremely apposite.

The London Times of June 10, 1865, from which paper these

extracts are made, thus describes the meeting

:

Sheffield.—Mr. J. A. Roebuck, M. P., and Mr. G. Hadfield, M. P., ad-

dressed an open-air meeting of their constituents, yesterday in Paradise Square.

The capacious square was crowded, there being upwards of ten thousand

persons present. The Mayor (Mr. Jessop) presided. At present there are no

opposition candidates in the field.

In defending himself against such objections to his public

course as were brought forward by his opponents, and which
a candidate for office, at the English hustings, is pretty sure

to be called upon to meet, Mr. Roebuck came to the follow-

ing point

:

" The last time I expressed my opinion in this town about America was in

this very square ('It was,' and 'Hear, hear'), and the people of Sheffield up-

held my opinions. ('Hear, hear,' and 'No, no.') 1 say they did. They

outvoted you (turning to the malcontents, who retorted by again crying ' No,

no')—they outvoted you. ('No.') Can you have the face to look me in

the face and deny it ? (The Mayor asked for order.) There was a meeting

like this; the opinious of that meeting were taken, and the gentleman who
opposed me said, 'You have fairly won the fight.' (' Hear, hear,' cheers, and
1 So he did.') But what then ? Was I wrong ? (' Yes,' ' No,' and Mr. Glegg,

'Certainly.') I say I am as opposed to slavery as you ('Hear, hear'), but

there are many ways of getting rid of slavery. One is to get rid of the slave.

That is being done at the present moment. They are dying by hundreds of

thousands. (' Where ?
' and ' No.') I then said, and I say now, that the best

way of emancipating the slaves, was to do it gradually and carefully ; to fit

them for freedom, and by that means not to incur the horrible guilt of killing

many millions of your fellowmen. (Laughter.) That is all I need say about

America. (' How about recognizing the South ?
') I am quite sure that if the

South had been recognized, great good would have been done. (Cheers.) In

the first place, the arrogant, the overbearing, and great Republic of America

would have been split in two (cheers, and a hiss), and for the safety of Europe

that is required."

It cannot be alleged that these were the expressions of

individual opinion merely, since it appears that a majority

of the voters of Sheffield upheld their member, in the pro-

mulgation of these views, on the former occasion ; nor is it

to be imagined that those who entertain such sentiments are

circumscribed by the bounds of a single manufacturing dis-
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trict; or that they are not as likely to be held by many
other members of Parliament, as by Mr. Roebuck, though

his own temperament may lead him to blurt out ideas, which
more politic or cooler Englishmen may withhold from public

assemblies.

At a later stage of his remarks, the member for Sheffield

recurred to the same subject, and specifically explained the

grounds of the policy which he conceived should have been

adopted by Great Britain towards the United States. Mr.

Roebuck is a Liberal and a reformer, and it will be observed

that, both on economical considerations (quoad Great Britain)

and humane principles (quoad the negroes), he held it better

for "the great Republic of America to be split into two."

He thus expressed himself upon this point, and has been

subsequently reelected by the same constituency

:

" The reason I advocated the acknowledgment of the South was this : I

believed that if England and France unitedly had acknowledged the South,

the North would have ceased to attack the South ; I was quite certain of that.

As a statesman I answer, it is a matter which I have long considered, in which

I had no personal interest, but in which England had great interest. I will

tell you what England's interest is. (A voice—'Not to acknowledge the slave

power.') We have acknowledged the slave power ever since the United

States were guilty. We have acknowledged it in every quarter of the globe.

(' The more the shame.') It is all very well to say ' the more the shame,' but

we have done it. My reason for desiring the acknowledgment of the South

was this : I wanted the great Republic of America to be split into two. I

honestly and openly confess it ; and if it had been so it would have been

better for us. Now, another thing: where we have sent £2,000,000 or

£3,000,000 of property to America during this war, if peace had come with a

separation of the States, we should have sent £30,000,000 or £40,000,000.

Merely looking at the matter in a pounds, shillings, and pence view, I say I

was wise. Looking at it in a humane view, I say that the slave now is a

miserable creature because of his emancipation. They are starving by thou-

sands, and you are obliged to come to England and beg support for them.

(' Slavery forever! ' and cheers.)" *

It is a striking fact, certainly, that emancipation move-

ments in the West Indies should have been contemporaneous

1
It has been stated by very high military authority, that the number of

negroes who perished during the war, and shortly afterwards, amounted to

twenty-five per cent, of the colored population of the South, or not far from

cue million.
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with Nullification in South Carolina. Before the former

measure was completed, however, the latter movement had

ceased, though unhappily leaving a source of discord behind

it. It would be apart from the province of this work to dis-

cuss the question raised by the Convention of South Caro-

lina in any detail. The dispute originated in opposition to

the protective tariff system, which had been originally so

much favored by her own statesmen, but who had changed

their views from convictions, that the advantages of the sys-

tem were exclusively reaped by the Northern States, and

that an unequal burden of taxation was thus thrown upon

those of the South.

They advanced the doctrine, that a State was itself the

ultimate tribunal in controversies between itself and the

General Government ; repudiating, therefore, that clause of

the Constitution which provides that the judicial power shall

extend to "all controversies to which the United States shall

be a party." They proceeded to pronounce all acts of Con-

gress, which imposed duties on imported goods, null and void

within the State of South Carolina; forbade the collection of

such duties therein
;
prohibited any appeal to the Supreme

Court upon the question ; and declared that any attempt

on the part of the United States to compel obedience would

be deemed inconsistent with the longer continuance of

South Carolina in the Union ; and that the people of the

State would thereupon organize a separate and independent

government. All the other States, by proceedings in their

several legislatures, took action upon this threatening ques-

tion. Virginia alone maintained those doctrines of State-

rights, promulgated by the resolutions which her legislature

had passed, in 1798; but despatched a commissioner 1

to

South Carolina, to urge her to desist from carrying matters

to extremities. Every other State expressed its disapproval

of nullification ; but several denounced the protective system

as unconstitutional and inexpedient, and others urged a

modification of the tariff.

1 Mr. Benjamin Watkms Leigli.
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It was under these circumstances that Mr. Clay intro-

duced the bill " to preserve the protective tariff for a length

of time, and to restore good feelings and tranquillity among
the people," which received the approval of Mr. Calhoun

on the part of the nullifiers, and became a law, March 2d,

1833. It was feared by many, in consequence of the decided

expressions of not a few of the State Legislatures, including

that of one New England State, and from the supposed

views of a majority of the Congress next to assemble, that

the manufacturing interest would be in great danger, unless

some settlement of the question could be immediately

effected. It was owing to this cause mainly, rather than to

the position assumed by South Carolina, that this second

compromise of opinions and feelings, due so largely to the

influence and exertions of the great statesman of Kentucky,

was eventually brought about.

Mr. Clay did not escape, on this occasion, the ill chances

of that insolent game which fortune frequently plays against

the best disposed arbitrators between contending parties.

Neither of these was satisfied with the disposition of the

question. Perhaps, the course he took deprived him of his

prospects of election to the Chief Magistracy, which would

have proved so eminently able and brilliant in his hands.

But it can scarcely be imagined that any motive, except his

profound interest in the welfare of the " American system,"

of which he had been so long the distinguished advocate,

and which he believed to be in peril, could have prompted

his efforts at this alarming period. Otherwise, notwithstand-

ing those purely patriotic principles and feelings which gov-

erned the conduct of his life, and led him so earnestly to

labor for harmony between the sections, his sagacious mind

might have conceived, that the future peace and welfare of

the country would be best promoted by testing the point, at

once, between the General Government and a single State

which had ventured upon such irregular action. In that

event, the trouble would soon have passed by, leaving only

the benefit of a salutary example, with no worse conse-
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quences than resulted from the violent proceedings in Ken-

tucky, in regard to the navigation of the Mississippi River,

and the whiskey rebellion of Pennsylvania, both during

Washington's administration; or the serious dissensions

which distracted New England, on account of the policy

pursued by the administrations of Jefferson and Madison.

In 1834, an apparent understanding having taken place

between Exeter Hall and Stafford House, 1 on the one hand,

and the not very conspicuous halls, which were, at that pe-

riod, at the command of the abolitionists in this country, on

the other, the work for a time went on without much public

observation of the process at the North. At that time, the

epoch of West Indian emancipation, the avowed abolitionists,

that is, those who belonged to, or acted in cooperation with

any anti slavery association, were few in numbers, and pos-

sessed no public influence. That coterie which Mr. Thomp-
son intended to address in Boston was known, so far as

known at all, by its title of " The Ladies' Antislavery So-

ciety." There can be little doubt that the number of wo-

men who mingled their feebleness with the originally feeble

agitation of this subject, far exceeded that of the men. For

•it is certain that the antislavery movement, in any political

point of view, was then, and continued to be for many suc-

ceeding years, of the most insignificant account. It only as-

sumed a character of any real importance when, owing to

circumstances in which the welfare of the negro was as little

concerned as was that of the Camanches, politicians, who
had never been thought the subjects of tenderer sensibilities,

or the interpreters of a more scrupulous conscience than their

neighbors, found it convenient to bring into the arena of

1 From this ducal residence proceeded, some years later, the philanthropic

movement which resulted in dispossessing the tenantry of many generations

in the county of Sutherland, Scotland ; in order to convert the vast territorial

domains of the noble proprietor into the more profitable condition of exten-

sive sheep farms. It was in many respects a similar process to that so

pathetically treated of in a famous work called " Goldsmith's Deserted Vil-

lage."
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party struggles a topic affording such ample opportunity for

vague declamation, and which was the easiest of all to dilate

upon by those who had little else to say. Indeed, in this re-

spect, a round gift at scolding was all that was necessary.

The earliest knowledge which the Northern public had

of this extensive scheme for the reformation of the South,

came to it in echoes from the latter quarter. Certainly, at

the outset, no open appeal had been made to the principles,

the emotions, or the pockets of influential persons in the

Eastern States, nor would such have stood the slightest

chance of any favorable response; and the West was, at

that period, almost as impervious to antislavery efforts as the

South itself. As matters became more and more developed,

it was evident that the agents of the movement must have

obtained from sources outside of their own limited and far

from opulent circle the means of carrying forward their en-

terprise, to an extent which soon became excessively annoy-

ing to the people of the South. Those who reflected upon

the subject naturally looked over the water, where means

were abundant and interests were engaged, to account foi

the supply of funds. It was naturally thought that an un-

dertaking of such magnitude as the conversion of the South

to a state of mind favorable to the sacrifice of property

worth, perhaps, forty times the amount paid to the West Ir

dian planters, and which involved the subversion of their

whole agricultural system, could not have been entered upon
by any handful of the most unreasoning of all enthusiasts,

unless they were encouraged to proceed by means afforded

and promised, quite apart from any resources at their own
command.

Peter, the Hermit, had, indeed, been able, from appar-

ently somewhat small beginnings, to preach up the Crusade.

But he could offer the most powerful religious motives to

kings and nations, whose business was arms. Like the great

conqueror, whose followers he proposed to dislodge from the

Holy Land, who had gathered his own forces and gained his

victories by a similar engagement, he could promise paradise
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to those who perished ; and considering the state of those

times, and the habits and manners of many of those who ral-

lied to his standard, it is probable that this motive may have

suggested to them that this was a solitary opportunity cot

to be neglected. But the crusade against the South present-

ed obstacles, both physical and moral, scarcely inferior ; and

in the hands of the abolitionists alone, it would forever have

remained of all enterprises the most absurd and hopeless.

It would have been as if Peter himself had undertaken to

expel the Infidel, at the head of a procession of his monks.

The measures adopted by the combined agents of aboli-

tion, in order to overturn the deeply rooted system of the

slave States, necessarily required for their success either the

willing assent of the South to the influence of argument and

persuasion, or else the destruction of that system by force,

which implied a revolution in the whole country through

abrogation of the Constitution. If their earlier steps showed

neither prudence nor knowledge of human nature, they indi-

cated a certain degree of courage, more worthy of a crusade

than their subsequent efforts. It is certain that none of the

known promoters of antislavery agitation ventured to set

foot upon the territory which was proposed as the theatre of

such a formidable conquest. In the autumn of 1829, indeed,

Mr. Garrison became engaged in the joint conduct of a news-

paper already published in Baltimore, which had advocated

the cause of " universal emancipation ; " but, until then, in a

spirit and by means really philanthropical, instead of fana-

tical. This connection was brought to a close, in the course

of the next year, by the prosecution and conviction of Mr.

Garrison for a libel, whereupon he returned to Boston and

set up the "Liberator," at the beginning of the year 1831. 1

1 Perhaps no more accurate idea of the strength and influence of the abo-

lition cause in Boston, several years afterwards, could be formed, than from

the reply of Mr. Harrison Gray Otis, Mayor of the city, to an appeal from the

Mayor of Baltimore, requesting him to suppress the " Liberator," copies of

which would, no doubt, be sent to the capital of Maryland, as fanatical and

incendiary. Mr. Otis wrote that his " officers had ferreted out the paper and
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The mission was conducted, however, by secret emissa-

ries, in their behalf. Persons of various professions and pur-

suits, clergymen, colporteurs, and pedlars, insinuated them-

selves into the South, with the purpose of taking advantage

of whatever opportunity might present itself favorable to

the object in view. It was very speedily ascertained that

the most delicate suggestions, made to the owners in refer-

ence to the subject of emancipation, involved a certain de-

gree of danger to those who ventured to propose them. The
masters had heard that Mr. Thompson thought it right that

the slaves should throw off their bondage by the most violent

means, 1 and the idea of assassination, and the natural horrors

of a slave insurrection, had not struck them agreeably.

Finding little acceptance with this class, the abolition agents

secretly turned their attention to the slaves ; but this pro-

ceeding proved still more offensive.

The owner of a thousand negroes, dwelling writh his fam-

ily upon an isolated plantation, who did not care to listen to

the exhortations of a Northern abolitionist upon the wrongs

and evils of slavery, saw still less propriety in permitting

appeals to be made to the not particularly enlightened sensi-

its editor, whose office was an obscure hole, his only visible auxiliary a negro

boy ; his supporters a few insignificant persons of all colors."
1 Mr. Thompson publicly denied this charge, but the following piece of

contemporary testimony is from the Boston. Atlas, of Oct. 17th, 1835 :

" The New York Commercial received last evening contains a letter from

Mr. A. Kaufman, Jr., of Andover, expressly stating that Mr. Thompson re-

peated three or four times to him that ' every slaveholder ought to have his

throat cut.' With regard to the character of Mr. Kaufman, and his credibility

as a witness, the following testimony is submitted

:

"'Theological Semtnaey, Andover, Oct. 12th, 1S35.

"
' Mr. A. Kaufman, the subscriber of the above declaration, is a licentiate

preacher, having spent three years in this seminary, with a distinguished char-

acter for talents and scholarship ; a man of integrity, worthy of trust and cre-

dence, whose veracity is unimpeached and unimpeachable.

'"L. Woods.
" 'M. Stuart.

" ' R. Emerson.' "

These gentlemen were the eminent professors of the seminary.
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bilities of his dependents, on this topic. Naturally enough,

a great deal of exasperation was the consequence of the dis-

covery that such a design was on foot. The treatment of

those who were suspected of an intention to tamper with the

slaves was often somewhat rough; though, perhaps, not

much more so than that to which gentlemen in England are

subjected, on certain occasions, when guilty of nothing worse

than an honest ambition to serve their country in the grand

councils of the nation. At that period, at least, the Ameri-

can people, in every part of the country, were, in general, as

orderly as Dutchmen. "Whenever an agent of the abolition

societies was actually detected, however, in holding unlawful

intercourse with the slaves, if he escaped with tar and feath-

ers he was lucky; while sometimes an extemporary court

and jury of the vicinage heard his case summarily, and, if

they deemed the proofs sufficient, consigned him to the next

tree, at the end of a rope.

These extreme proceedings were rare ; but they served

effectually to clear the Southern country, in a short time,

of a class of persons, who, however strong-minded, were

not emulous of the honors of martyrdom. Indeed, their

chance of glory was small; for, whether it indicated a

sounder state of sentiment than at present exists, or not,

their fate excited scarcely more sympathy among peaceable

and well-disposed persons of the North, or anywhere outside

of their own limited circle of adherents, than it did at the

scene of their disasters. They were generally looked upon

as a set of pestilent fanatics, who justly deserved their doom,

by a wilful violation of the laws of the States, into which

they had intruded for a malignant and seditious purpose.

Incidents of this sort, however, were calculated to have

their effect upon the more excitable classes of the commu-
nity, who saw only the outrage, and made no allowance for

the provocation. Some who had read the Constitution re-

ferred to the clause which provides, that " the citizens of

each State shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities

of citizens in the several States." This provision, which is,
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certainly, a very marked recognition of the rights of States,

as well as of general citizenship, was sometimes cited in be-

half of those excluded from the pursuit of incendiary designs

at the South ; but surely it does not mean that the citizens

of one State may enter another, for the purpose of setting

on fire the dwelling-places of its inhabitants, or of doing any

thing else whereby their property or personal safety might

be endangered. The people of the several States are the

sole judges of the propriety or necessity of the laws which

they may make for the prevention of domestic mischief, so

far as those laws are not in conflict with the Constitution of

the United States.

It was unfortunate that appeals were not made to the

criminal tribunals, in all such cases as came under the stat-

utes provided for the punishment of the offences charged

;

in conformity with the claims ofjustice and the nature of our

institutions. By neglect of the salutary forms of law, an

unfavorable impression was produced in the North, at last,

in regard to the general state of Southern society ; and the

summary vengeance, which violent men occasionally took

into their own hands, began to be thought by many charac-

teristic of the main body of the people, in a part of the coun-

try with which comparatively few at the North were much
acquainted. The exclusion from the slave States of those

suspected of being abolition emissaries was naturally made
the most of by themselves and their associates. The clause

of the Constitution, just now cited, was much insisted upon;

and it was not considered, in their own circle, that these

persons did not appear in the slave States as citizens, but

as enemies; and that they could scarcely claim the pro-

tection of the Constitution, while they were engaged in the

violation both of its whole spirit and its specific letter.

Being thus debarred from the use of those personal influ-

ences, upon which they had reckoned for the removal of sla-

very from the soil of the South, the abolitionists resorted to

other means, which might be thought to savor of disap-

pointed, if not of vengeful feeling, on their part, rather than
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to manifest much of the spirit of purely philanthropic action.

The whole force of whatever presses were under their control

was brought at once to bear upon the South. That quarter

was flooded with " paper pellets of the brain." Newspapers,

pamphlets, tracts, fairly loaded down the mails These pro-

ductions of the antislavery imagination were by no means

of a soothing nature. They were addressed, through the

post-offices, to persons to whom the very name of abolition

was about as grateful as coloquintida to the palate. Men
who went to church, and thought they were as good Chris-

tians, neighbors, and citizens, as others, found themselves

called upon to " pay the post " for broadsides, which ad-

dressed them as tyrants and oppressors, thieves, kidnappers,

and murderers. If a planter opened a bale of goods, or a- box

of shoes, intended for the use of his negroes, and carefully in-

spected the several articles, ten chances to one that he would

find essays upon the wrongs and evils of slavery, or pictorial

representations of slaves in chains, with the lash hanging

over them, smuggled into the centre of the packages of

cloths, or snugly tucked away in the capacious toes of the

well-sized brogans.

The plague became, at length, in its degree, like that of

the swarms of frogs, and flies, and locusts. Indeed, in the

wild conception of the more fervid devotees of emancipation,

the "sunny South" was likened to the land of Egypt, in

which the children of Ham were blasphemously symbolized

as the chosen people of the Almighty; and the new, self-dele-

gated prophets, who were to work out their deliverance, with

neither visible sign nor accredited mission, were these pre-

sumptuous Northern agitators and pamphleteers. 1

In order to exhibit in the clearest light the state of feel-

1
It is to be remarked that, when the Almighty brought the children of

Israel out of* the house of bondage, in which they had dwelt for four hundred

years, the purpose was not effected by breaking down the civil institutions of

the Egyptians. He led them forth and subjected his chosen race to still se-

verer hardships and trials in the wilderness for forty years, to fit them to enter

into and possess the promised land.

5
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mg which had been excited throughout the country by these

incendiary proceedings, somewhat liberal extracts from pub-

lic documents of the highest authority may find here their

appropriate place. These passages are not taken from South-

ern sources; but, in the one instance, from the Message of

the President of the United States to the twenty-fourth Con-

gress, upon its coming together, at the close of the year

1835 ; ' and, in the other, from addresses of the governors of

two important Northern States to their respective legislative

assemblies, at the beginning of the year 1836. Great com-

plaint had already been made of the obstacles to the diffusion

of abolition newspapers and tracts, by the refusal of Southern

postmasters to deliver them to the persons for whom they

were designed—that is, complaint by those up the stream,

of disturbance to the waters by those below. President

Jackson, it appears, deemed the efforts to circulate such pro-

ductions by mail an offence justly calling for penal legisla-

tion. As he had withstood South Carolina, so now he turned

upon the more insidious assailants of the Union at the Xorth.

His message thus requested the consideration of the subject

by Congress

:

" I must also invite your attention to the painful excitements in the South

by attempts to circulate through the mails inflammatory appeals addressed to

the passions of slaves, in prints and in various sorts of publications, calculated

to stimulate them to insurrection, and to produce all the horrors of civil war.

* * * It is fortunate for the country that the good sense, the generous

feeling, and the deep-rooted attachment of the people of the non-slaveholding

States to the Union and their fellow-citizens of the same blood in the South,

have given so strong and impressive a tone to the sentiments entertained

against the proceedings of the misguided persons who have engaged in these

unconstitutional and wicked attempts, and especially against the emissaries from

foreign parts, who have dared to interfere in this matter, as to authorize the

hope that these attempts will no longer be persisted in. * * * I would,

therefore, call the special attention of Congress to the subject, and respect-

fully suggest the propriety of passing such a law as will prohibit, under severe

penalties, the circulation in the Southern States, through the mail, of incen-

diary publications, intended to instigate the slaves to insurrection."

1 December fab.
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Governor Marcy, afterwards Secretary at War ' and Sec-

retary of State, appealed to the Legislature of New York,

January, 1836, in the following forcible language:

" A few individuals in the Middle and Eastern States, acting on mistaken

notions of moral and religious duty, or some less justifiable principle, arid dis-

regarding the obligations which they owe to the respective governments, have

embarked in an enterprise for abolishing domestic slavery in the Southern and

Southwestern States. Their proceedings have caused much mischief in those

States, and have not been entirely harmless in our own. They have acquired

too much importance by the evils which have already resulted from them, and

by the magnitude and number of those which are likely to follow, if they are

further persisted in, to justify me in passing them without notice. These pro-

ceedings have not only found no favor with a vast majority of our constituents,

but they have been generally reprobated. The public indignation which they

have awakened has broken over the restraints of law, and led to dangerous

tumults and commotions, which, I regret to say, were not, in all instances, re-

pressed without the interposition of military power. If we consider the excite-

ment which already exists among our fellow-citizens on this subject, and their

increasing repugnance to the abolition cause, we have great reason to fear that

further efforts to sustain it will be attended, even in our own State, with still

more dangerous disturbances of the public peace.

" In our commercial metropolis, the abolitionists have established one of

their principal magazines, from which they have sent their missiles of annoy-

ance into the slaveholding States. The impression produced in those States,

that this proceeding was encouraged by a portion of the business men of Xew

York, or at least not sufficiently discouraged by them, threatened injurious

consequences to our commerce. A proposition Avas made for an extensive vol-

untary association in the South, to suspend business intercourse with our citi-

zens. A regard for the character of our State, for the public interest, for the

preservation of peace among our citizens, as well as a due respect for the

obligations created by our political institutions, call upon us to do what may

be done, consistently with the great principles of civil liberty, to put an end

to the evils which the abolitionists are bringing upon us and the whole coun-

try. With whatever disfavor we may view the institution of domestic slavery,

we ought not to overlook the very formidable difficulties of abolishing it, or

give countenance to any scheme for accomplishing this object, in violation of

1
It is the modern fashion to write Secretary of War, but the former mode

seems more correct. At is the Latin ad ; that is, about, or in relation to war.

In the case of the other Secretaryships, as of State, the Treasury, the Xavy,

the Interior, etc., it is a thing which is spoken of; whereas, war is but a con-

dition of affairs.

583681
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the solemn guarantees we are under, not to interfere with the institution as it

exists in the States. * * *

" Slavery was not finally abolished here [New York] until 1827. We were

left to come to this result in our own time and manner, without any molesta-

tion or interference from any other State. I am very sure that any intermed-

dling with us in this matter by the citizens of other States would not have

accelerated our measures, and might have proved mischievous. Such services,

if they had been tendered, would have been rejected as useless, and regarded

as an invasion of our rights. * * *

" If the abolitionists design to enlist our passions in this cause, such a

course would be worse than useless, unless it had reference to some subsequent

action. If it is expected in this manner to influence the action of Congress,

then they are aiming at a usurpation of power. Legislation by Congress would

be a violation of the Constitution, by which that body exists, and to support

which every member of it is bound by the solemn sanction of an oath. The

powers of Congress cannot be enlarged so as to bring the subject of slavery

within its cognizance, without the consent of the slaveholding States. * * *

If their operations here are to inflame the fanatical zeal of emissaries, and in-

stigate them to go on missions to the slaveholding States, there to distribute

abolition publications and to promulgate abolition doctrines, their success in

this enterprise is foretold by the fate of the deluded men who have preached

them. The moment they pass the borders of those States, and begin their

labors, they violate the laws of the jurisdiction they have invaded, and incur

the penalty of death, or other ignominious punishment. I can conceive no

other object that the abolitionists can have in view, so far as they propose to

operate here, but to embark the people of this State, under the sanction of

the civil authority, or with its connivance, in a crusade against the slavehold-

ing States, for the purpose of forcing abolition upon them by violence and

bloodshed. If such a mad project as this could be contemplated for a single

moment, as a possible thing, every one must see that the first step toward its

accomplishment would be the end of our Confederacy and the beginning of

civil war. So far, then, as respects the people of this State, or any action that

can emanate from them, I can discover no good that has resulted, or that can

be reasonably expected to result from the proceedings of the abolitionists

;

but the train of evils that must necessarily attend their onward movement is

in number and magnitude most appalling."

Mr. Everett was at the same time (January, 1836) Gov-

ernor of Massachusetts, and took up the subject in a similar

strain in his address to the Legislature, at the opening of the

session, as follows

:

" The country has been greatly agitated during the past year in relation to

slavery, and acts of illegal violence and outrage have grown out of the excite-
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merit kindled on this subject in different parts of the Union, which cannot be

too strongly deplored, or too severely condemned. In this State, and several

of our sister States, slavery has long been held in public estimation as an evil

of the first magnitude. It was fully abolished in this Commonwealth in the

year 1783, by decisions of the courts of justice, and by the interpretation

placed on the declaration of equality in the bill of rights. But it existed

in several of the States at the time of the adoption of the Constitution, and

in a greater ratio to the free population of the country than at the present

time. It was, however, deemed a point of the highest public policy by the

non-slaveholding States, notwithstanding the existence of slavery in their sister

States, to enter with them into the present Union on the basis of the constitu-

tional compact. That no Union could have been formed on any other basis,

is a fact of historical notoriety ; and is asserted in terms by General Hamilton,

in the reported debates of the New York Convention for adopting the Consti-

tution. This compact expressly recognizes the existence of slavery, and con-

cedes to the States where it prevails the most importants rights and privileges

connected with it. Every thing that tends to disturb the relations created by

this compact is at war with its spirit ; and whatever, by direct and necessary

operation, is calculated to excite an insurrection among the slaves, has been

held, by highly respectable legal authority, an offence against the peace of this

Commonwealth, which may be prosecuted as a misdemeanor at common law.

Although opinions may differ on this point, it would seem the safer course,

under the peculiar circumstances of the case, to imitate the example of our

fathers—the Adamses, the Hancocks, and other eminent patriots of the Revo-

lution, who, although fresh from the battles of liberty, and approaching the

question as essentially an open one, deemed it nevertheless expedient to enter

into a union with our brothers of the slaveholding States, on the principles of

forbearance and toleration on this subject. As the genius of our institutions

and the character of our people are entirely repugnant to laws impairing the

liberty of speech and of the press, even for the sake of repressing its abuses,

the patriotism of all classes of citizens must be invoked to abstain from a dis-

cussion which, by exasperating the master, can have no other effect than to

render more oppressive the condition of the slave, and which, if not aban-

doned, there is great reason to fear will prove the rock on which the Union

will split. Such a disastrous consummation, in addition to all its remediless

political evils for every State in the Union, could scarcely fail, sooner or later,

to bring on a war of extermination in the slaveholding States. On the con-

trary, a conciliatory forbearance with regard to this subject in the non-slave-

holding States, would strengthen the hands of a numerous class of citizens

of the South, who desire the removal of the evil ; whose voice has often been

heard for its abolition in legislative assemblies, but who are struck down and

silsneed by the agitation of the question abroad ; and it would leave the whole

painful subject where the Constitution leaves it, with the States where it exists,

ind in the hands of an all-wise Providence, who, in His own good time, is able
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to cause it to disappear, like the slavery of the ancient world, under the gra<$>

ual operation of the gentle spirit of Christianity."

These extracts serve to show to what lengths the aboli-

tionists were then pushing their designs, and the sentiments

with which they were regarded by eminent citizens of un-

questionable patriotism. The picture would not be complete

without the addition of a passage from a speech of Mr. Clay,

delivered in the Senate at the same period. His vigorous

and glowing, but unpremeditated language, forcibly portrays

the real evil which then threatened the country ; as his saga-

cious foresight indicated those future terrible trials and ills

of which, if unchecked, it must prove the source; from the

actual sight and experience of which he and his great com-

patriots of that earlier generation have been mercifully spared.

With another Clay and another Webster on the floor of the

Senate, popular delusion might have been turned aside, be-

fore it had overwhelmed the barriers of the Constitution, to

the foot of which, in their day, its tide was never permitted

to approach. In reference to the means by which the aboli-

tionists were seeking to effect their objects, Air. Clay re-

marked, on the occasion alluded to :

" Another, and much more lamentable cue, is that which this class is en-

deavoring to employ, of arraying one portion against another of the Union.

With that view, in all their leading prints and publications, the alleged hor-

rors of slavery are depicted in the most glowing and exaggerated colors, to

excite the imaginations and stimulate the rage of the people of the free States

against the people of the slaveholding States. The slaveholder is held up and

represented as the most atrocious of human beings. Advertisements of fugi-

tive slaves, and of slaves to be sold, are carefully collected and blazoned forth

to infuse a spirit of detestation and hatred against one entire, and the largest,

section of the Union. * * * Why are the slave States wantonly and

cruelly assailed ? Why does the abolition press teem with publications tend-

ing to excite hatred and animosity on the part of the free States against the

slave States ? * * * Why is Congress petitioned ? What would be

thought of the formation of societies in the slave States, the issuing of vio-

lent and inflammatory tracts, and the deputation of missionaries, pouring out

impassioned denunciations against institutions under the exclusive control of

the free States ? Is their purpose to appeal to our understandings and actuate

our humanity ? And do they expect to accomplish that purpose by holding
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us up to the scorn and contempt and detestation of the people of the free

States and the whole civilized world ? * * * Sir, I am not in the habit

of speaking lightly of the possibility of dissolving this happy Union. The

Senate knows that I have deprecated allusions on ordinary occasions to that

direful event. The country will testify that, if there be any thing in my
public career worthy of recollection, it is the truth and sincerity of my ardent

devotion to its lasting preservation. But we should be false in our allegiance

to it if we did not discriminate between the imaginary and the real dangers

by which it may be assailed. Abolition should no longer be regarded as an

imaginary danger. The abolitionists, let me suppose, succeed in their present

aim of uniting the inhabitants of the free States, as one man, against the in-

habitants of the slave States. Union on the one side will beget union on the

other. And this process of reciprocal consolidation will be attended with all

the violent prejudices, embittered passions, and implacable animosities, which

ever degraded or deformed human nature. A virtual dissolution of the Union

will have taken place, while the forms of its existence remain. The most val-

uable element of union, mutual kindness, the feelings of sympathy, the frater-

nal bonds which now happily unite us, will have been extinguished forever.

One section will stand in menacing, hostile array against another ; the collision

of opinion will be quickly followed by the clash of arms."



CHAPTER IV.

'* Aggression " against the South in Active Operation at the North for Thirty Years be-

fore the War.—Resolutions of Congress, in 1S35.—Action of the Legislature of Massa-

chusetts upon the Resolutions of Five Southern States.—Conflict in Congress, in re-

gard to Abolition Memorials, in 1S37.—Its Resolution.—Remarks of Mr. Benton upon

the Result.—The "Partisan Leader."—Mr. Van Buren.—The "21st Rule."—The
"Whig Party.—The Liberty Party.—The Shufflers among the Northern Democratic

Leaders.

It thus appears that an active and alarming system of

aggression against the South was in operation at the North,

thirty years ago, threatening to excite servile insurrection,

to imperil union, to stir up civil war. This fact rests upon

testimony which cannot but he considered both impartial

and conclusive. Few would think of questioning the patriot-

ism of President Jackson, whatever they might think of

many of the measures of his administration ; no one ever

doubted the exalted and all-embracing national spirit of Mr.

Clay. Mr. Marcy was one of the ablest and most prominent

leaders of the National Democratic party ; Mr. Everett held

an equal rank among the conspicuous members of the Na-

tional Whig party. The danger apprehended by them,

however, and by other persons of sound judgment, was in

reference to the resentment of the South, provoked, as it

could not but be, by these continuous missiles directed

against its domestic relations from without, and not on ac-

count of the actual numbers of the antislavery agitators, or

of any important influence which they could exert at home.

But it was generally thought, upon the whole, that the

danger was rather a matter of speculative inquiry, than of a

nature to excite present alarm for our institutions ; and that
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such a fearful contingency as truly patriotic citizens then never

ventured to contemplate, except as remotely possible, under

some new and terrible phase of affairs, would be, after all,

averted by the good sense and sound feeling of the people.

The state of sentiment in Congress, which had now been a

good deal tried upon the subject, for several years, will ap-

pear by the following resolutions, unanimously reported to

the House by a committee, consisting of Messrs. Pinckney

of South Carolina, Hamer of Ohio, Pierce of New Hamp-
shire, Hardin of Kentucky, Jarvis of Maine, Owens of

Georgia, Dronwoole of Virginia, and Turrill of New York,

to which the whole matter had been referred, and which

were adopted May 25, 1836 :

Resolved, That Congress possesses no constitutional authority to interfere

in any way with the institution of slavery in any of the States of this Confed-

eracy. Yeas, 182 ; nays, 9.

Resolved, That Congress ought not to interfere in any way with slavery in

the District of Columbia. Yeas, 132 ; nays, 45.

And whereas, It is extremely important and desirable that the agitation

of this subject should be finally arrested, for the purpose of restoring tran-

quillity to the public mind, your committee respectfully recommend the adop-

tion of the following resolution :

Resolved, That all petitions, memorials, resolutions, propositions, or papers

relating in any way, or to any extent whatever, to the subject of slavery, or

the abolition of slavery, shall, without being either printed or referred, be

laid upon the table, and that no further action whatever shall be had thereon.

Yeas, 117; nays, 68.

On this occasion, Mr. J. Q. Adams attempted (out of

order) to resist these resolutions, on general grounds, as a

violation of the Constitution, so he alleged, and of the rules

of the House and of the rights of his constituents ; but the

votes show the sense of the House.

In the Senate, during the same session of Congress, all

papers relating to slavery were invariably laid upon the

table.

At this point of time an interesting spectacle was pre-

sented by the Legislature of Massachusetts, which should be

cited in illustration of the state of sentiment in a body,
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which lias subsequently undergone such a thorough revolu-

tion in character, but which was then composed, in general,

of men representing the better sense and principle of the

Commonwealth. At the opening of the session, the Gov-

ernor, Mr. Everett, had transmitted to the legislature certain

resolutions, which had been adopted by the several legisla-

tive assemblies of the States of Virginia, Georgia, North

Carolina, South Carolina, and Alabama, upon the subject of

antislavery agitation. These embodied the idea contained

in the preamble to the last resolution of the National House

of Representatives, just cited. They had been sent to the

Executives of all the Northern States, were couched in gen-

erally temperate and respectful language, called attention to

the constitutional principles upon which the Union was

formed, and appealed to the justice and patriotic sentiment

of the North. In correspondence with the views of Presi-

dent Jackson, as expressed in the passage already quoted

from his message to Congress, in some instances they re-

quested that penal laws might be passed by the legislatures

of the free States for the suppression of antislavery agita-

tion.

The resolutions, in due course of time, were placed in the

hands of a joint special committee of the two Houses. The

President of the Senate was Mr. Horace Mann, who was

then far from having become a political abolitionist, or from

having; any apparent sympathy with abolition at all. In-

deed, the temper of a majority of the legislators, in both

branches, was at that tune altogether opposed to the anti-

slavery movement. The abolitionists requested a hearing,

and sought it in a spirit of apparent humility, quite in con-

trast with many of their more recent demonstrations. With
considerable hesitation, since an exciting and disagreeable,

as well as useless scene, might be the result, the committee

finally determined to grant their request, upon the broad

ground of allowing those who were struck at to be heard, at

least, in their own defence. Accordingly, the meeting eventu-

ally took place in the hall of the House of Representatives,
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and it at once appeared, from the numbers assembled, that

the abolitionists had summoned their adherents from far and

near. Among other conspicuous devotees of the cause ap-

peared Miss Harriet Martineau, then on a visit to this coun-

try, whether in the interest of Stafford House or not, wa& not

understood, or, indeed, thought of, at that time. The hei^

ing proved to be any thing but agreeable. The demonstra-

tion in the streets of Boston, in which Mr. Garrison had

played so prominent a part, had taken place during the pre-

ceding year. No opportunity had since been afforded for

breaking a silence which must have been trying, and there

was a great deal of pent-up matter boiling to be let out.

Doubtless, many took an interest in the proceedings, who
thought the general liberty of speech was in danger of being

infringed, in a State where freedom of this sort was as uni-

versal and untrammelled as it is possible for it to be in any

civilized community. As evidence of it, the speakers on this

occasion exercised a very unlimited degree of free utterance.

Their speeches were in the usual antislavery strain. They

addressed themselves to the passions of the assembly, instead

of speaking to the committee, and were often checked for

this irregular conduct. They exhibited the usual pictures

of men, women, and children, in chains, and subjected to the

most cruel hardships and sufferings. Much was said which

was incredible to a rational mind, and revolting to a heart

actuated by patriotic principles and emotions. If one

thought that the liberation of negroes from bondage were

the paramount duty of American citizens, all this might pass

muster; but if he conceived himself to be under solemn obli-

gations to the law of the land, imposing upon him duties

with which the liberation of negroes by his own intervention

was inconsistent, neither his conscience nor his feelings could

find gratification in the -fiery and irrational staple of such

harangues.

The committee was placed in a somewhat embarrassing

situation. On the one hand was the grand theory of free

speech ; on the other, that license which the more ardent
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abolitionists mistook for it, and which they imagined it to

allow. Regarding all men, under all circumstances, as stand

ing on a perfect footing of personal equality, the radicals did

not understand then, nor have they ever, that a principle so

artificial in its application demanded the most entire conces-

sion to others of all which they claimed for themselves.

They held free speech to mean the liberty, to them, of saying

whatever they pleased, at all times and in every situation
;

and were not too mindful, therefore, of the ordinary rules of

civility, or of the recognized deference due to constituted

authorities.

In fact, it was the spirit of radicalism, in general, which
had incited their zeal for the cause of the negro in particular.

At the close of the sesssion of the committee, which had been

devoted to this hearing, an adjournment to another day was
requested and allowed, in order to permit another series of

speakers to present their views. This second meeting took

place on March 9th, 1836; and it was likely enough that

neither the committee nor the remonstrants would come to-

gether in the very best humor with each other. The audi-

ence was much more numerous than upon the former occa-

sion; in fact, the spacious hall of the House of Representa-

tives was thronged with an eager crowd, a majority of whom
were ju-obably upon the abolition side. In the course of

the proceedings, Mr. Garrison rose, in turn, to speak ; and it

may be important to state the incident which then occurred,

since it shows the views entertained by him, and, it may be

presumed, by his confidential associates, of that early period.

It is believed that the following was very nearly his precise

language, as derived from minutes taken on the spot

:

" I feel myself, Mr. Chairman, like Paul in the presence of Agrippa. They

tell us, sir, that if we proceed in our course we shall dissolve this Union. But

what is the Union to me ? I am a citizen of the world."

It may be, that the chairman of the committee felt too

much reverence for the great apostle of the Gentiles to be

particularly pleased with Mr. Garrison's assumption in this

respect ; and perhaps he did not much like the comparison
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of himself to the King of Palestine. He called the speaker

to order, and, in language certainly somewhat emphatic, as

appears by the same memorandum of the proceedings, ad-

dressed him nearly as follows :

" It must be remembered, that this is a committee of the Legislature

of Massachusetts, all the members of which are sworn to support the

Constitution of the State and of the United States. They cannot, therefore,

in the way of their duty, sit to hear such sentiments as have been now
expressed by one who acknowledges himself a traitor [meaning, by his declara-

tion of his disregard for the Union] and an outlaw [meaning, by his statement

that he was ' a citizen of the world,' and consequently owing no obligation to

the laws governing the tribunal to which he now appealed]. You will please

take your seat until I consult the committee, to learn whether they are dis-

posed to hear you further."

The committee decided not to hear Mr. Garrison. The
excitement already existing among a portion of the assembly

was considerably increased upon the announcement of this

determination. Afterwards, numerous speakers took the

floor, in succession, devoting many of their remarks to re-

monstrance against the action of the committee, and evident-

ly enjoying the agitation which had been stirred up. At
length, several hours having been allowed, on this second as

on the first occasion, to an unprofitable hearing, at which

nothing of importance or of novel interest had been present-

ed, the patience of the committee was exhausted, and, by its

direction, the session was finally dissolved, by proclamation

of the sergeant-at-arms.

It will be perceived that no injustice is done Mr. Garri-

son by this relation, since the declarations made by him at

the time in question, are correspondent in spirit with the

motto which he so long displayed in his paper, the Liberator :

" The Constitution—A Covenant with Death, an Agree-
ment with Hell." It only serves to show how early he

avowed those principles which his compatriot, Mr. Wendell

Phillips, at a later date, boasted had been his own also for nine-

teen years. The transaction is of importance, in one respect,

as showing the sense then entertained, in regard to these

proceedings, and upon the general subject of antislavery agi-
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tation, by tlie Legislature of Massachusetts, as evinced by its

action, when the matter came under the cognizance of the

t\s o Houses.

A report upon the subject of the resolves of the five

Southern States was made by the committee to the Senate,

which body accepted it on March 12th, 1836, and ordered

three thousand copies to be printed. 1 In the mean time, the

remonstrants had made formal complaint to the popular

branch of the legislature, that they had not enjoyed a suit-

able hearing. After an animated debate in the Bouse, on

March 11th, that body voted by a large majority to refer the

memorial of the abolitionists to the committee which, that

document alleged, had refused to hear them. On the next

day, this matter came up for consideration in the Senate, to

which body a special report as to the memorial had been

made ; and after some discussion of the question, it was also

referred to the same committee, in concurrence. No further

action was had upon the general subject, in deference to the

express wishes of some very leading gentlemen in the State.

They thought that the abolitionists had received a substan-

tial rebuke from the legislature, and that the state of politics,

considering that a general election was to occur the next

year, rendered it advisable to let the matter rest. Accord-

ingly, the resolutions reported by the committee were never

called up ; though there could be no doubt that they would
have been adopted by the legislature ; and it may be ques-

tionable now whether the course taken in regard to them
was the most judicious. The chance was given up for the

record of a just remonstrance against the proceedings of the

abolitionists, by the legislature, in which the sentiments of

the great body of the people of the State would at that time

have concurred.

Such having been the decisive action of Congress upon

this exciting topic, and ofthe Legislature of Massachusetts, sit-

ting in the capital city of Xew England, it might have been

1 For report, see Appendix III.
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reasonably expected that the calm which had been apparent-

ly restored would prove lasting, by the discouragement thus

given to the popular elements of discord. But the contest

was renewed in Congress, during the next year, proceeding

from a Northern quarter, and rose at once to a pitch of un-

precedented fury. The twenty-fourth Congress, in May,

1836, had adopted the resolutions already cited on a preced-

ing page. 1 The twenty-fifth Congress came together, in ex-

tra session, September 4th, 1837. The merely legal right of the

latter body to take action upon any subject, in contravention

of the deliberate sense of its predecessor, is indisputable. A
nation may hold a treaty with another power no longer

binding ; but there should be some novel cause to warrant a

breach of the obligation. The points comprehended within

the scope of those resolutions were not of ordinary legisla-

tive jurisdiction, and had been agreed upon for the purpose

of composing national differences, and for preventing discus-

sions, which could promote no good end, in the somewhat

excitable arena of the floor of the House. They could be

properly disturbed only on the highest grounds of ex-

pediency.

Looking at the matter with calm judgment, and especially

in the light of subsequent events, it may be held certain,

that the moral obligation to maintain the existing state of

things was sufficient to counterbalance all other considera-

tions. A large majority of the House eventually so decided

;

but it was only after the conflict of antagonistic views and

feelings, which left many unhappy traces behind it. Pos-

sibly, if some of the members had thought more of their

duty to the nation at large, than of securing support for

themselves from a faction at home, which grew by their

countenance and was beginning to eat into the vitals of the

country, the direct evils to which it has been subjected might

not have befallen it, at a later day. The movement in Con-

gress was made December 20th, 1837, by a member of the

1 Page 105.
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House from Vermont. He presented two petitions asking

for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, and

moved their reference to a select committee, of which, ac-

cording to ordinary custom, he would himself be chairman,

and would thus obtain the opportunity of making, at least,

a formal minority report. Mr. Benton thus describes the

occasion and the commencement of the conflict which forth-

with ensued :

" The immediate occasion of this contest was the pertinacious effort of

Mr. Slade, of Vermont, to make the presentation of abolition petitions the

ground of agitation and action against the institution of slavery in the South-

ern States. Mr. Slade had moved to refer the resolutions presented by him

to a select committee, with instructions to report upon them. Upon mak-

ing this motion, he commenced a violent assault upon the institution of

slavery." :

The member from Vermont was speedily called to order,

but persisted in pursuing a course of remark which was ex-

ceedingly offensive to a numerous body of the members, and

not agreeable, certainly, to the sense of a majority of the

House, as became sufficiently apparent in the end. An ex-

traordinary scene of tumult and confusion followed. Mem-
bers gathered in knots, and in a state of extreme excitement

discussed the several points at issue, among themselves. At
times, it was impossible for the Speaker to preserve any sem-

blance of order. That officer, temporarily in the chair, was
Mr. White, of Kentucky, who appears to have discharged

his duty, on a difficult occasion, with no little impartiality.

Whether heard or unheard, Mr. Slade showed no inclination

to discontinue his speech, but proceeded in his remarks at

great length. A variety of motions had been made, for the

purpose of checking him, in mid-volley ; but in such a state

of excitement, they were not chosen with judgment, or in

conformity with the rules of the House ; and the Speaker

had repeatedly decided against them, affording 31 r. Slade

whatever opportunity existed, amid such a turmoil, to set off

anew, after a momentary lull in the storm.

1 " Thirty Years' View."
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At length, a member from North Carolina hit upon the

expedient which brought affairs to a crisis by suggesting

that, according to the rule of the House, when a member
was called to order be should take his seat, and if the decis-

ion made him out of order, he could not be allowed to speak

again without the leave of the House. In the midst of re-

newed uproar, the Speaker found it difficult to make known
his determination upon the point ; but finally read the rule

from the Manual, and directed Mr. Slade to be seated. That

member still demanded leave to proceed ; but thereupon an

adjournment was moved, and there proved to be 116 ayes

to 63 nays ; between fifty and sixty members having pre-

viously withdrawn from a scene which must have been far

from agreeable to quiet men.

In this way, for the first time in Congress, broke out an

open and violent conflict, on the topic of slavery, in which

passion took away the control from reason and moderation.

A meeting of the Southern members was held immediately

after the adjournment; which it is unnecessary to notice,

except as an early display of deplorable alienation between

the North and the South in the National Legislature, result-

ing from the countenance afforded to Mr. Slade by the mi-

nority of the House. But although extreme councils found

warm advocates at the meeting, they did not finally prevail.

It was determined that the subjoined resolution should be

offered in the House on the following morning

:

Resolved, That all petitions, memorials, and papers, touching the abolition

of slavery, or the buying, selling, or transferring of slaves, in any State, Dis-

trict, or Territory of the United States, be laid on the table, without being de-

bated, printed, read, or referred, and that no further action whatever shall be

had thereon.

The resolution having been read by the member from

Virginia, to whom it had been intrusted, objection was made
to its reception by Mr. John Quincy Adams, on behalf of

those who then acted with him. His procedure may seem,

perhaps, somewhat singular and inconsistent, since the

ground taken by Mr. Adams and his associates was in oppo-
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sition to that of those who objected to the reception of certain

papers sent to the House from the North, by persons who
were not members. But here he proposed to refuse even a

hearing to a resolution presented, on the part of the South,

by a member of the very body which he was contending

ought to vindicate and uphold the rights of free speech

!

In order to obtain leave to submit the resolution in ques-

tion, a vote of two-thirds, for the suspension of the rules,

was necessary. Upon putting this point to the trial, the

result stood—yeas, 135; nays, 63; Avhich was more than

sufficient. Some further disorder occurred upon bringing

the resolution to final determination, but it was ultimately

adopted by a vote of 122 yeas to 74 nays.

Mr. Benton's remarks upon these transactions and their

result give an idea of the extent to which the antislavery

agitators had carried out their design to promote discord in

Congress, and, by consequence, in the nation ; and of the im-

pression which the spirit manifested by them made upon

well-disposed persons who did not sympathize with their

doings. For it could scarcely be considered any thing but

faction, bent upon mischief, which would seek to force upon

a reluctant Congress the discussion of antislavery topics,

under whatever specious guise they were presented. Mr,

Benton says

:

" Thus were stifled, and in future prevented in the House, the inflamrnateiy

debates upon these disturbing petitions. It was the great session of their

presentation, being offered by hundreds, and signed by hundreds of thousands

of persons—many of them women, who forgot their sex and their duties to

mingle in such inflammatory wck ; some of them clergymen, who forgot their

mission of peace to stir up strife among those who should be brethren. It

was a portentous contest. The motion of Mr. Slade was not for any inquiry

into the expediency of abolishing slavery in the District of Columbia (a mo-

tion in itself sufficiently inflammatory), but to get the command of the House

and bring in a bill for that purpose, which would be a decision of the question.

This motion failed." '

Slavery was not, in fact, declared to be abolished in the

District until the year 18G3, almost a generation later than

1 " Thirty Years' View."
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the period of the events just detailed. A few days after the

disposition made of Mr. Slade's memorials, Mr. Calhoun

introduced into the Senate a series of famous resolutions, in

reference to the general subject, which, as amended on

motion of Mr. Clay, were adopted by a very large majority

of that body. 1

The outbreak, occasioned by this attempt of Mr. Slade to

convert the House into an arena for a battle-royal on the

subject of slavery, had resulted in the adoption of the reso-

lution quoted on a preceding page. 2 The Senate had pursued

a similar course, for the two previous sessions of that body,

and adhered to it until the period of actual secession had
made it an open field for any disposition of the topic which

might be acceptable to the Northern majority. For several

years after this correspondent action of the two Houses, they

enjoyed a partial, though by no means a complete immunity

from abolition memorials; since little encouragement re-

mained for vigorous effort in procuring signatures to peti-

tions to a national assembly, which had predetermined to

treat them with entire neglect. It is a little singular, that

at this time was written by a Virginian author, and printed,

though not published for more than twenty years afterwards,

a work of fiction, called " The Partisan Leader," in which

the overthrow of the Government by Mr. Yan Buren, then

President, was depicted, his own assumption of the style of

Emperor, in the interest of the abolition party, and the oc-

currence of civil war; but the events imagined were on a

much inferior scale to those which subsequently took place.

As a work of art, the book is of slight consequence ; nor,

although within its scope the details of events in the novel

are not dissimilar to some of those which time has actually

unfolded, is the story worthy of much attention, since the

record of facts in the experience of the country goes so far

beyond every thing which it was possible for imagination to

conceive. Its chief title to notice now is derived from its

suppression at the time, clearly on party grounds ; from the

1 Appendix IV. a Page 113.
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fact that Mr. Van Buren received and accepted the nomina-

tion of the abolition party for President in 1848
;

1 and from

the conduct of not a few of the leading supporters of his ad-

ministration, in connection with the causes of the war, and

with its history, after it actually broke out.

In 1838, however, the Legislature of the State of Vermont

saw fit to pass certain resolutions for the consideration of

Congress, in favor of the abolition of slavery in the District

of Columbia, which were presented in the Senate by one of

the members from that State. These resolutions were very

much complained about by the Southern Senators, particu-

larly by Mr. Preston, of South Carolina, as bringing charges

of "immorality and irreligion" against the people of the

South, in general ; though it would seem, from the course of

the debate, that these charges were contained in a resolution

which had passed the lower branch of the Vermont Legisla-

ture only, and which, therefore, had no more official sanction

than if acted upon by any ordinary assembly of citizens.

The resolutions were laid upon the table, in the usual course

of proceedings.

The annexation of the Republic of Texas to the United

States had now become a subject of contemplation, and occa-

sionally of discussion by the public press. Doubtless the pro-

ject was conceived for the purpose of strengthening the

political power of the South, which had been so long sub-

jected to such various assaults, by direct or indirect appeals

to Congress from many quarters. Certainly, in the state of

] The party which nominated Van Buren is properly styled " abolition,"

though it professed obedience to the General Government, and resolved, there-

upon, that " We, therefore, propose no interference by Congress with slavery

within the limits of any State." But its final resolution reads :

Resolved, That we inscribe on our banners free soil, free speech, free labor,

and free men ; and under it will fight on, and fight ever, until a triumphant

victory shall reward our exertions.

Mr. Salmon P. Chase was chairman of a Committee of Conference ap-

pointed by this Convention, and the nomination of Van Buren was reported

by Mr. Joshua Leavitt, editor of the Emancipator, a paper published in

Boston.
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the public mind, at that period, and long afterwards, no real

danger existed of interference with slavery in the States

;

and the long-delayed action of a triumphant Republican

majority in Congress, after the election of Lincoln, upon the

question of abolishing slavery in the District of Columbia,

indicates clearly enough, that, so long as the expectation of

the return of the seceded States to the Union in their original

relations was entertained, little apprehension need have been

felt on that particular point.

It was evident, however, that the safety of the South

depended upon the just consideration of the North, which, in

the ordinary course of events, was acquiring a great superior-

ity of population. There was a constant accession of free

States to the Union, and the balance of power had been for

some time steadily passing into the possession of a part of

the country which was, at least, strongly divided on the sub-

ject of abolition. It did not tend to quiet the alarm of

Southern statesmen, that the warmest Northern supporters

of the Union seldom alluded to the subject of slavery, with-

out putting in a caveat, to satisfy their hearers that they

regarded it as a moral and political evil, and that such reluc-

tant countenance as they rendered to the institution was

given simply in deference to the requirements of the Consti-

tution.

There can be no doubt that this state of the case kept the

minds of thoughtful Southern men in a condition of nervous

agitation, and that they came together in Congress with a

constant dread of a Northern majority which might be in-

duced to attack their rights and endanger their security. In

this view of the matter, in January, 1840, upon a motion for

some amendment of the rules of the House of Representa-

tives, Mr. Cost Johnson, of Maryland, proposed the follow-

ing, which soon became well known as the " twenty-first rule,"

and was adopted by a vote of 114 yeas, to 108 nays

:

"No petition, memorial, resolution, or other paper, praying the abolition

of slavery in the District of Columbia, or any State or Territory, or the

slave trade between the States and the Territories of the United States in
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which it now exists, shall be received by this House, or entertained in any

way whatever."

Substantially, the same principle had been already adopted

by both branches of the National Legislature. The only real

difference between this rule and the resolution of the House,

in 1836, correspondent with the previous action of the Senate,

was, that the resolution provided for laying such papers on

the table, while the rule refused to receive them at all ; but

was equivalent, in effect, to the course of proceeding already

in practice. This rule, however, was the occasion of great

prejudice, and became the ready means of increasing and

intensifying antislavery agitation.

Amongst other indications of Northern dissatisfaction,

was an attempt made in the Legislature of Massachusetts, in

the year 1840, to relieve the negro of certain social disabili-

ties, which had long denoted, in that State, a more marked

distinction between the races than had existed, perhaps, in

any other State of the Union. In the year 1705, during the

reign of Queen Anne, a provincial statute had been passed,

of the following tenor

:

" Xone of her Majesty's English or Scotch subjects, nor of any other

Christian nation, shall contract matrimony with any negro or mulatto."

It is evident from the phraseology of this statute, that

negroes and their offspring were regarded in the Puritan

Commonwealth as neither more nor less than heathen; and,

as religion then exerted a powerful influence in political and

social affairs, such a mixture of races wras looked upon much
as idolatry would have been, or any vicious and depraved

degradation of the accountable human being to the base uses

of merely sensual indulgence. By the State law of 1786,

Indians were also included within the forbidden limits. This

law was reaffirmed by the Revised Statutes, passed in 1836,

and the issue of marriages between whites and negroes,

mulattoes and Indians, was declared illegitimate. So that,

for a hundred and thirty years, the people of Massachusetts

had kept in force a penal statute against an intermixture of
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races, which they regarded as contrary to good morals, and

with the evident design of interposing a safeguard against

any casual tendency to the deterioration of the superior

species.

In the year 1840, upon a petition presented to the legisla-

ture for the repeal of this statute, the matter was referred

to a committee, which reported favorably, but the bill was

voted down. The measure was brought forward again, by

the same process, in the legislature of 1841, and, after an ani-

mated debate, was decisively defeated in the House. The

argument generally urged by the advocates of the repeal

was, that the statute was practically useless, since few or

none would be inclined to contract marriages ordinarily so

repulsive. On the other hand, it may be said that compara-

tively few persons actually commit murder, or any of the

higher class of crimes
;
yet every moral and social consider-

ation requires that the warning and the penalty, in such

cases, should be provided by the law. On one of the occa-

sions referred to, the petition for the repeal of the statute

was subscribed by more than five thousand males and a not

much less number of the more delicate sex. There could be

no doubt that it was a movement of the abolitionists, and

designed to break down the most conspicuous barrier which

could have been raised to denote the generally admitted in-

equality between the several races in question.

It is a striking fact, whatever the inference may be, that

this object was effected in the year 1843, when Massachusetts

had elected one of the Democratic party for Governor, and a

majority of Democrats to both branches of its legislature.

Doubtless, this result was due, in part, to the strongly inti-

mated abolition opinions of Governor Morton, and to his

extremely liberal sentiments upon the subject of equal rights,

as expressed in his inaugural address to the legislature ; but

even more than this to the anomalous situation in which the

two chief political parties had recently been placed. The

Governor, in addressing the General Court of Massachusetts,

which could do nothing, and was bound to do nothing, in
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regard to slavery, had seen fit somewhat rhetorically to

say

:

" While some are rejoicing in freedom, others bow under the oppressor's

yoke, or reluctantly submit to the despot's chain. Can such a state of civil

society be in harmony with the will of Him who created us all of one flesh and

blood ? Does it not cry for melioration ?
"

On the same occasion, the Chief Magistrate of the Com-
monwealth advanced the following remarkable doctrines in

favor of almost universal suffrage :

" I hold that every man has a natural right to a voice, and an equal voice,

in the government under which he lives—a voice which, like other essential

rights, he may forfeit by his own misconduct, but of which he cannot right-

fully be deprived without bis fault. That right is not derived from the Gov-

ernment. It cannot be bought of it by the payment of a price ; nor can it

be withheld by an omission to call for, or a refusal to receive money. Every

man, whether he pays taxes or not, owes duties to the Government over him

;

is entitled to protection from it ; is bound by its decrees, and has a right to be

heard in making them." !

Under the influence of teachings like these, it was no

wonder, perhaps, that a legislative assembly, composed mainly

of " unterrified " Democrats, who claimed for themselves,

individually and collectively, no stinted liberty of thought

and action, should be obedient to recommendations proceed-

ing from so high a quarter. Accordingly, they hastened to

do all they could for the cause of universal equality, by re-

pealing the act which forbade the marriage of whites with

negroes, mulattoes, and Indians.

The truth is, that the great Whig party had inherited

from its predecessors of earlier times and other names, and

had often reaffirmed, a set of doctrines on the subject of

slavery, in general, which rendered their position in this re-

1 In his address to the legislature of 1840, Governor Morton had laid down
this doctrine still more broadly. He then remarked (and it may be, at least,

questioned whether the " virtue of an if" here is not on the same footing as

that of perhaps): " If the right of seh-government, the right of suffrage, be a

natural one, belonging to every rational human being, there can be no just

cause for depriving any citizen of it, except, perhaps, as a punishment for

crime."
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spect impregnable, and occasionally an object of envy to

their fellow-citizens—the Democrats—as a political party.

Their axioms were, that they had no right to interfere with

slavery in the States, in any way whatever ; that it was in-

expedient, if not inequitable, to take any action upon slavery

in the District of Columbia ; but that they had a clear right

to oppose, and were honestly bound to oppose, the introduc-

tion of slavery into any territory of the United States al-

ready free. They stood before the country, therefore, first,

upon the plain principles of the Constitution, and next, upon

their views of the demands of justice and sound policy.

These were the principles often held up and advocated,

with consummate ability and eloquence by their great lead-

ers, Mr. Webster and Mr. Clay, and were assented to, in

general, by the chiefs and adherents of the party, in the

South as well as in the North. The Democratic party in the

South entertained other opinions than these, in regard to the

territories, while in the North that party was by no means

united in sentiment on the subject. The Whigs, occupying

an entirely definite position in this respect, were cordially

hated by the abolitionists, who could expect nothing favora-

ble to their purposes from men who stood firmly pledged to

the principles of the Constitution. As evidence of the sen-

timents with which the Whigs of that day were regarded

by the " Liberty Party " men, of the same period, to whose

instrumentality the Republican organization at length owed
its origin, the extract given below, from the Boston Atlas,

of December 7th, 1844, will be deemed of value. This pas-

sage is quoted from a letter written by the editor of the Al-

bany Weekly Patriot, and was published in the Boston

Emancipator, a paper edited by Mr. Joshua Leavitt, already

mentioned in connection with the Buffalo Convention which

nominated Mr. Yan Buren in 1848. It runs as follows, the

Whig party being thus specifically proscribed by it

:

" Henceforth, the Liberty party is its enemy forever, and the complete and

full separation from its aims, its purposes, its political economy, its measures,

6
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and its men, is what, in my opinion, is necessary to the self-preservation, the

growth, and the ultimate success of the Liberty party."

It is a great pity, and was, indeed, a fatal mistake, that

the Whig party did not steadily persevere, to the end, in

justifying this dislike. They stood, as has been already re-

marked, upon an impregnable foundation, and needed only

to be true to their principles and to themselves, to hold the

destinies of the country in their hands. The Liberty party,

it is true, helped to defeat Mr. Clay, in 1844, by means of the

few votes which they were able to cast for their candidate,

Mr. Birney, in New York. This diversion of force to a third

party candidate, which, if the Liberty party men had been

honest in their professions of support to the Constitution,

would have been certain for Mr. Clay, gave the thirty-sis

electoral votes of New York to the Democrats, and secured

the election of Mr. Polk.

The Liberty party, therefore, refused their support to a

Whig candidate from a slave State, who entertained the

most rational and humane views on the subject of slavery

;

and wilfully promoted the election of a Democratic candi-

date from another slave State, who was thoroughly imbued
with the most extreme Southern opinions on the same sub-

ject.
1 The Atlas of the same date says of the Emancipator,

1 The electoral vote stood: for Polk, 170; for Clay, 105. With the 36

of New Yoi"k, Clay would have had 141, to 134 for Polk. The popular vote

in that State was : for Polk, 237,588 ; for Clay, 232,473 ; for Birney, 15,812.

Less than half of the latter given to the Whig candidate would have elected

a President whose administration would have been brilliant beyond example
;

which would have drawn to it the ablest men in the country, and which would

have served as a much-needed guide to the people in the elucidation and rees-

tablishment of constitutional principles.

Mr. Clay was President of the Colonization Society, imder the auspices of

which the flourishing and valuable colony of Liberia, in Africa, was established,

and has been brought forward to the excellent condition it has maintained for

years. The abolitionists were always the fiercest opponents of colonization.

The practical improvement of the negro, in his native country, did not suit them

so well as the impracticable idea of equalizing black men with white in a strange

land. It was this same " better-to-reign-in-hell " spirit which induced the Free

Soilers to coalesce with the Democrats against the Whigs in 1851.
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that it is " a paper which has contributed more to the elec-

tion of Polk than any other Locofoco paper in the coun-

try." There was nothing whatever gained to the cause of

liberty, or to any other useful object, by the factious conduct

of the third party of that day, which then became, for the

first time, recognized as a political organization; though in

1840, about seven thousand votes had been cast for Mr. Birney,

who was again their candidate in 1844.

But from the election of Mr. Polk, an event procured

directly by their means, proceeded the Mexican war, the an-

nexation of Texas, the embitterment of the sectional conflict,

and the long train of evils which has since ensued. Yet
the history of the two national elections which immediately

followed upon that of Mr. Polk shows clearly enough, that

their power, though able in that instance to work such a be-

ginning of mischief, was yet extremely limited ; and through

judicious action by the two great parties, it might soon have

become as insignificant as the influence of the abolitionists

themselves. In 1844, their vote amounted to 62,300, out of

an entire vote of 2,698,605. In 1848, when General Taylor

was elected by the Whig party, though Ex-President Van
Buren had consented to become the candidate of the Liberty

men, and they were aided by all the discontent to which the

Texan question had given rise, they obtained 291,263 votes,

in a popular vote exceeding that of the preceding occasion

by about 174,000. In 1852, when the general public mind

had settled down into contentment with the compromise

measures of 1850, and General Pierce was chosen by the

Democrats, aided by not a few Whigs, who believed that

the internal peace of the country would be most surely ren-

dered permanent by the election of a member of the other

party, the vote of the Liberty faction for their candidate,

Mr. John P. Hale, fell off to 157,296, although the popular

vote had increased to 3,143,679.

But if the Whigs had afterwards stood firmly to their

original principles, instead of making gradual concessions to

a party, whose agents had declared that its self-preservation
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depended upon uncompromising hostility to themselves, they

might easily have regained the power which the Liberty

party built up upon their self-sought ruin, and the country

would have been saved from the incomparable ills with which

it has been and is likely long to be afflicted.

A wide field was thus left open for such Northern Demo-

cratic politicians as preferred personal advantage to public

principle ; so that, by truckling to local prejudice, they might

win votes for themselves, and sell their country to a faction.

At a later period, it became more or less of a political scram-

ble between the two parties for the favor of a class of men
actuated by no sentiments of patriotism, and whom both

should have been ashamed to court. In the end, the posi-

tion of affairs was substantially reversed. The Northern

Democrats, losing by desertion not a few of their conspic-

uous leaders, showed themselves, in the main, the defenders

of the Constitution ; while the masses of the Northern Whigs
became entangled in the fatal meshes of sectionalism, leav-

ing their more honorable chiefs, who had vainly striven to

avert the current of demoralization, to struggle in vain, or

to stand aloof from a controversy, in the issue of which they

believed they saw the ruin of their free institutions.
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In" the political canvass of 1840, the Whigs had appar-

ently achieved a signal victory over their Democratic oppo-

nents. The administration of Mr. Van Buren had become

extremely unpopular, by a course of polioy injuriously affect-

ing the commercial interests of the country. The sufferings

and dissatisfactions were shared though in unequal propor-

tions, by men in business who had acted with both parties.

When Mr. Yan Buren was elected in 1836, a comparatively

small popular vote had been cast, for it was generally held

certain that he would come in, upon " the footsteps of his

illustrious predecessor." He then received 170 electoral

votes, against 73 given for General Harrison. In 1840, al-

though the contest was warm, and a very largely increased

popular vote was cast, on both sides, the electoral ballot

stood for Harrison 234, for Yan Buren 60. On the former

occasion, Yan Buren had the majority in fifteen States and

Harrison in seven ; at the later election, nineteen States chose

electors for Harrison, and seven only chose electors for Yan
Buren.

The victory was fully anticipated, and the Whigs had

the opportunity presented, in their Convention, of making
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the most of the favorable time, by selecting one of the two

most eminent statesmen of their party, Webster or Clay, for

their candidate. If the conflict between the rival preten-

sions of those great citizens had been disregarded, and either

of them had been nominated for the Presidency, it is prob-

able that the election would have been equally safe, in the

temper of the popular mind, though perhaps not equally de-

cisive ; but the result would have given an entirely different

turn to the course of public events. A defeat, in a contest

of principles, would have been far preferable, and far more

salutary in its future consequences, than such a short-lived

triumph, achieved upon doctrines of expediency, and followed

by complications and general public confusion, which subse-

quent events turned into the sources of absolute disaster. A
gentleman of more sterling worth than General Harrison

could not have been fixed upon ; but he was at a very ad-

vanced period of life, and though certainly distinguished by
more than usual ability and much public service, was se-

lected rather as being unobjectionable, and in order to make

the victory sure, than in reference to any special individual

claims for a place of such dignity and responsibility. Mr.

Tyler, who succeeded him, when the brief month of life per-

mitted to President Harrison after his inauguration, was gone,

had been a member of the Democratic party, was in attend-

ance upon the Whig Convention as a recent convert, and was

good-naturedly nominated for the Vice-Presidency, in the

hurry of the occasion, and upon the refusal of others who
had been thought of to occupy that position. Nothing

could have been more injudicious than the conduct of the

Whigs, in both instances. President Harrison, verging upon

seventy years of age, speedily sank under the burdens of

office ; and Mr. Tyler, long balancing between his present

and his former political associations, at length yielded to the

latter. Hence, the Whig party lost altogether the fruits of

a victory, which had been hailed with unexampled exulta-

tion as a pledge of the renovated fortunes of the country.

The disappointment was keenly felt ; but the false step was
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productive of many future evil consequences. Move than

ever before, politics, instead of serving as the expression of

true patriotism, was fast sinking into a game of adventurers

and mere self-seekers.

At the beginning of the session of the Massachusetts

Legislature, in 1844, that body had hastened to follow the

example of Vermont ; but far exceeded the action of that

State, by passing resolutions to be offered to Congress of a

decidedly revolutionary character. In his inaugural address,

delivered January 10th, 1844, the Whig Governor, Briggs,

seems to have determined not to be outdone by his Demo-

cratic predecessor. He also must needs bring up the vexed

question of slaArery. He remarked to the two Houses:

"Indeed, there is reason to believe that before the existence of our Con-

stitution, our highest court held the opinion that the Declaration of Independ-

ence put an end to slavery in this State."

Without staying to inquire, upon so loose a statement as

this, whether it is conceivable that a highly respectable tri-

bunal can have held, that the expression of any mere general

declaratory opinion, by a convention of delegates of inde-

pendent and sovereign States, can have had the legal effect

of annulling the laws of those States—it may be remarked

that such a view is totally inconsistent with the Articles of

Confederation, agreed upon two years after the Declaration

was issued, and with the Constitution of the United States,

as finally adopted. 1 Of course, if that Declaration, the ob-

ject of which was simply to dissolve the bonds of allegiance

of the colonies to Great Britain, could put an end to slavery

in one State, it would have the same effect in all ; and hence

the Constitution of the United States would rest under the

1 Not to cite other clauses of the Articles of Confederation, the second

Article is sufficient, namely :

" Each State retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence, and every

power, jurisdiction, and right which is not by this Confederation expressly del-

egated to the United States in Congress assembled."

The Constitution, by Article IV., section 2, provides for the delivery of per-

sons held to service or labor.*
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imputation of establishing slavery anew in all the States,

elsewhere than in ^Massachusetts, instead of merely recog-

nizing it as an existing fact in the States where it was to be

found.

The Governor, however, having thus stated his case, pro-

ceeded to reason upon it, as if it were certain that the court

held such an opinion ; and as if the opinion would be of any

value, if so held ; and to deduce from it conclusions scarcely

to be accounted logical He said

:

" With this fact in relation to slaves and slavery, in her own history, can it

be a matter of surprise to any one that the people at home, and their repre-

sentatives in the Federal Government, should feel bound, by every considera-

tion of justice and humanity, to oppose the least extension of an institution

which they believe to be morally and politically wrong, and to exert every

power consistent with their constitutional obligations to the Union to hasten

the time when every human being in this Eepublic shall enjoy ' the inalien-

able right of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ?
'

"

This was rank abolition. It does not seem to follow ne-

cessarily from the supposed fact, that the highest court of

Massachusetts had held slavery abolished in that State by

the Declaration of Independence, that it became, therefore,

the bounden duty of its people to exert themselves for its

abolition in other States ; the highest courts of which had

not so decided, and in which the Constitution of the United

States had left the institution standing. The abolitionists

proper had by this time seen that the Constitution presented

an insuperable obstacle to emancipation ; and they character-

ized that instrument, therefore, as "a covenant with death

—

an agreement with hell." The Governor held that every ex-

ertion should be made, consistent with constitutional obliga-

tions, to hasten the time of universal emancipation; when, in

fact, no exertion whatever could be made to that end, in the

United States, which would not necessarily be in direct dero-

gation of constitutional obligations.

The effect of the GoArernor's recommendations appeared

speedily in the passage of the resolutions referred to, which

were approved January 16th, 1844, only six days after the
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delivery of the inaugural address, and forming the earliest

of the series of resolutions adopted at that session of the

General Court. Equal alacrity was shown in the speed with

which the resolves were forwarded to Washington. Mr. Bates,

of Massachusetts, presented theni in the Senate, January 23d,

1844, and it appeared that they instructed the Senators a*,"

requested the Representatives of the State to seek for such

an amendment of the Constitution as would allow only free

persons to be represented ; or, in other words, to annul the

constitutional provision for the representation of a quota of

the slave population. The legislature had not yet reached

the point of asking that negroes in slavery might vote ; but

they sought to weaken the political influence of the slave

States by depriving them of a part of their representation

based on two-fifths of their slave population, for which they

were liable to taxation, as for property, by the provision of

the Constitution.

Mr. King, of Alabama, who had previously acted as Pres-

ident of the Senate, during three several Congresses, but

was now upon the floor, and who had shown more than or-

dinary moderation when questions of this sort had come up

in that branch of Congress, expressed his regret that a propo-

sition should thus come from Massachusetts to dissolve the

Union. Remarks were also made by other members ; and

Mr. Bates replied, that he felt it his duty to present the reso-

lutions, but he wished to avoid, instead of beginning discus-

sion on this subject, and moved that they be laid on the table

and be printed. The Senate agreed to the first part of his

motion, but refused to print, by a vote of 14 yeas to 26 nays.

On the same day, Mr. J. Q. Adams proposed the same

resolutions in the House of Representatives, and asked a sus-

pension of the rules for leave to present them ; but after a

brief debate, leave was refused, by a vote of 50 yeas to 105

nays. On February 5th, several members from New York

brought forward petitions, praying for the amendment of

the Constitution, already suggested, and for the abolition of

slavery in the Southern States, which were not received.

6*
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Other petitions were offered for the repeal of the 21st rule,

and that the Ordinance of 1787 might be extended to all ter-

ritory west of the Mississippi River, which were severally-

laid on the table, the vote ranging from yeas 118 to nays 56.

On the same day, Mr. Adams once more brought up the

Massachusetts resolutions; but the House again refused to

receive them.

Three days afterwards, Mr. Bates took occasion to re-

mark in the Senate, that " he had presented the resolves of

the Massachusetts Legislature, because, as a Senator from

that State, he thought it his duty to do so. He had moved
to lay them on the table. There was not within his contem-

plation more than one event that could happen which could

induce him to call them up. He was not for disturbing the

foundations of the Government" He suggested, however,

that the Senate had permitted certain counter-resolutions

from the legislatures of Southern States to be printed, after

the opportunity had passed for him to renew his motion to

print those offered by himself. But the Senate may have

thought, that it was not of such evil example to print re-

solves in favor of sustaining the Government, as those calcu-

lated to disturb its foundations.

In fact, it seems that the House, acting in concert with-

the views of the Senate, had referred to a select committee

certain resolutions of the legislative assemblies of Virginia

and Alabama, protesting against the proposed amendment
of the Constitution. This matter was finally set at rest by
the action of the House upon the report of this committee,

which was made March 22d. The chairman, Mr. Dromgoole,

of Virginia, in presenting the report, said that the commit-

tee was desirous " to let the country know whether the

vote of this House would sanction the change proposed, or

would preserve the Constitution. There was nothing in the

report harsh or unkind to the Legislature or people of Massa-

chusetts." The report, which is brief, sets forth the views

of the committee, as follows, the facts here omitted being of

less general importance

:
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" The select Committee report th at they have maturely considered the

proposition of the General Assembly of Massachusetts, to amend the Consti-

tution of the United States, by apportioning representatives and direct taxes

according to the whole number of free persons now embraced in the determina-

tion of the federal numbers. This proposition is strongly and unanimously

condemned by the General Assembly of Virginia, and is regarded, in truth, as

a proposition virtually to dissolve the Union. The committee * * are of

opinion that the proposed alteration of the compromise would produce a peace-

able or violent dissolution of the Union. The committee, anxiously desirous

of preserving the Constitution in its true meaning, as formed by the convention

and ratified by the States, and confidently believing that such is the deliberate

sense of the States, and of the people thereof, with very rare exceptions, are

of opinion that no such proposition as that of the General Assembly of

Massachusetts ought to be recommended by Congress, or favored in the least

degree."

Accordingly, they proposed the following resolutions :

Resolved, That the rule established in the Constitution as the basis of

representation and direct taxation, resulting from a spirit of concession and

compromise, essential to the formation and preservation of the union of the

States, ought to be held sacred by the friends of the Union.

Resolved, That no proposition to alter or amend the Constitution, in rela.

tion to representation and direct taxation among the States, ought to be recom-

mended by Congress ; but that any such proposition ought to be promptly and

decisively condemned.

The vote was taken forthwith upon this report, and the

first resolution was passed by yeas 158 to nays 18, and the

second by yeas 127 to nays 41. The reason for this differ-

ence of votes upon the two propositions is not very apparent.

If the rule in question " ought to be held sacred," it is obvious

that Congress ought not to recommend, and ought to con-

demn any proposition to change it.

It appears, therefore, from this recapitulation, that if the

Democratic Governor of Massachusetts coquetted with aboli-

tion, in 1843, the Whig Governor was no less forward to pay

it court in 1844; and, that, while the legislature of the first-

mentioned year showed its readiness to place tne negro, the

mulatto, and the Indian on an equality with the white race

of the country, in regard to the most delicate and sacred of

all relations, the legislature of the succeeding year adopted
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a measure, which, in the judgment of other States, and of the

National Congress, amounted to a proposition to " disturb

the foundations of the Government," and, in fact, to dissolve

the Union.

It should be noticed, at this point, also, that at the session

of the Massachusetts Legislature of 1843, under a Democratic

administration of the State, resolves had been adopted which

provided for the appointment of agents, who were to repaii

to the several cities of Charleston and New Orleans, in order

to bring to legal test a matter which had caused much dis-

satisfaction at the North. Under the laws of many of the

Southern States, it had been the practice of the port-officers

of their seaports to take all colored persons out of the crews

of vessels arriving in the harbor, and to lodge them in some

place of confinement, at the charges of the owners of the

vessels, until the time for sailing again arrived. The ship

thus lost, for a time, the services of the steward or cook, or

of such other colored individuals as constituted a part of her

crew, and the owner was subjected, in addition, to the cost oi

their support during the prescribed period.

This was certainly a hardship ; especially as persons of

African blood were thought best suited to the culinary

department on board ship, and were generally employed in

that capacity in the larger class of Northern vessels which

proceeded to the Southern ports, and afterwards pursued

their voyages to Europe. The ground assumed for the prac-

tice in question regarded the evils which it was thought

might result from free intercourse of blacks directly from the

free States, and particularly from the Eastern States, with the

blacks who were either slaves or freedmen in the trading cities

of the South. At the period indicated, the local authorities

in the latter quarter would be likely to be more than usually

tenacious on the point at issue ; since, in consequence of the

active agitation of the slavery question, and of noted efforts

to circulate papers, by the mails, calculated to excite uneasi-

ness among the negroes, it would naturally be suspected that

colored persons attached to ships from the free States might
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be the express emissaries of abolition organizations. The
Legislature of Massachusetts urged that citizens of that State

were thus deprived of the privileges and immunities secured

to them by the Constitution.

Without presuming to discuss a question of law, more

recently considered by the Supreme Court, and which had

not then come up for determination, it may be observed that

the Southern people acted upon views affecting their own
security, and were, doubtlessly, in a frame of mind not favor-

able to a calm hearing of the proposition of Massachusetts.

They had ample notice of the proposed measure, however

;

because, although the legislature of 1843 contented itself

with resolving, and the Executive took no action upon the

subject; yet, in the following year, the resolutions were

renewed by their Whig successors, and suitable agents were

appointed conformably with their design. The fortunes

which attended the mission to Charleston prevented any

attempt to fulfil the assigned duty at New Orleans. No
choice could have been more proper than that by which the

agent for the former city was selected. The gentleman fixed

upon was of the best possible reputation, of venerable years,

of eminent ability, and of agreeable address.
1 He was tinc-

tured with none of the spirit of fanaticism ; but held similar

constitutional views, in regard to slavery, with those gen-

erally entertained by members of the legal profession, in

which he was himself highly distinguished, and by most per-

sons in leading positions at the North, who were not em-

broiled in the schemes of local politics.

Immediately on his arrival at Charleston, he communi-

cated, by note, the purpose of his visit to the Governor of

South Carolina. The Executive at once referred the subject

to the Legislature of the State, then in session, by a brief

message. But the visitor was, in the mean time, unofficially

made aware that he would not be permitted to execute his

mission, and that popular feeling upon the subject rendered

1 Hon. Samuel Hoar, of Concord, Mass.
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it advisable for him forthwith to leave the State. Accord-

ingly, he retraced his steps. But the treatment which he

received, though he had been subjected to no personal out-

rage, was warmly resented by many, who alleged that the

State, of which he was the authorized agent, had been griev-

ously insulted, and the Constitution of the United States

violated, by his exclusion from the pursuit of a peaceful legal

remedy for an alleged public wrong.

It is probable that, twenty years earlier, no resistance

would have been offered to an attempt to bring the point at

issue to the cognizance of the tribunals of the United States,

if the remedy had been sought for by private citizens. But
the mode adopted placed one State, in its capacity as a sov-

ereign power, in direct antagonism with another State, upon

a question in which feelings and interests, though differing

in character and importance, were warmly engaged upon the

one side and the other. Hence, whatever may have been

the actual legal rights of Massachusetts and the constitution-

al duties of South Carolina, it may be deemed very question-

able, whether the legislative proceedings of the former were

not both inexpedient and untimely. Right or wrong, those

proceedings, in the existing temper, were sure to give offence.

It was a question of judgment and good temper, whether it

were worth while to provoke it under such circumstances.

It is obvious, that the question to be determined, in this

contingency, would not be the mere naked point—whether a

negro arriving from the North could be lawfully held in

temporary confinement, as a matter of police regulation, in

the slave State ; but that a grand problem of State rights,

upon the interpretation of the Constitution, lay at the bottom

of the controversy. Because, at that period, the general

question would have opened a much wider field of discussion

than the Dred Scott case—whether the clause of the Consti-

tution, which assigns to the citizens of each State the privi-

leges and immunities of citizens in all the States, includes

:

1. Those citizens of the States who are such simply under the laws of the

several States ; or, means

—
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2. Only those citizens of- the States who are also citizens of the United

States, and

—

3. Whether persons of African descent,vwho may have been reckoned citi-

zens of some of the States, were also, in consequence, to be considered citizens

of the United States.

For it may be worthy of grave consideration—whether

a class of persons, not thought of as citizens, in either sense,

in more than half the States, at the time of the adoption of

the Constitution, could be rightfully accounted citizens of the

United States, so as to be entitled to the privileges of citi-

zens in all the States.
'

Such had been the course of the abolition struggle, for

several years after the adoption of the rule which excluded

all papers relating to the subject of slavery from the consid-

eration of Congress. Repressed in one place, the fire of

fanaticism broke out elsewhere. It is needless, and would be

impossible, to present complete details of the action taken by
those more or less in sympathy with the agitators, through-

out the free States. The instances already cited may suffice

to show to what extremities persons in official positions, who
would have resented the imputation of being abolitionists,

were nevertheless prepared to push measures really in aid of

the objects contemplated by the abolitionists, and which

could have no other effect, if effective in any way whatever.

Massachusetts, which, for many preceding years, had held

steadily by the several successive party names of Federalist,

National Republican, and Whig, had become unsettled, like

other States, by the great political contest of 1840, and con-

fused by the events which followed upon the speedy transfer

1 Although the fact of voting has been by no means a test of citizenship

in some of the States—in New England, at least, until recently, the exercise

of this right has been duly regulated and guarded. As to the voting of ne-

groes, probably they may have been accustomed to do so from an early date

in some of the cities, where they were numerous enough to make it worth

while for the several parties to claim their suffrages. The writer is confident,

however, that in one of the most populous towns of Massachusetts, in which

there was formerly a large colony of negroes, long resident, they were never

thought of as voters, and never did vote, until within a few years past.
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of the responsibilities of office from President Harrison to

President Tyler.

At length, the State stood somewhat nicely balanced be-

tween the claims of Whiggism and Democracy, and the

fortunes of the latter, for the moment, turned the scale. A
Democratic legislature, at the instance of a Democratic Ex-

ecutive, had demanded the abrogation of a fundamental pro-

vision of the Constitution, and had also provided for a sort

of State mission to two of the principal slave States, which,

under the guise of peace, was little less than a declaration

of open war. The Whig successors of the Democrats, in the

executive and legislative departments, when the tide had

once more turned in favor of the former, had made extraor-

dinary haste to place themselves upon an equal footing, in

this respect, with their political opponents. The result of

this party scramble, indicating the state of Northern senti-

ment elsewhere, also, than in Massachusetts, was of a very

striking character in its effect on Congress. On the second

day of the session of that body, in 1844, Mr. John Quincy

Adams moved that the Twenty-first Rule, which had now
been in operation since 1840, be rescinded. Without discus-

sing here the propriety or expediency of a measure exercising

a sweep so absolutely exclusive as that Rule, it may be re-

marked, that it was adopted undoubtedly on the princijxle

said to have been suggested by a member of an early House

of Commons, which obtained the assent of its members :

" I hear a lion in the lobby roar

;

Say, Mr. Speaker, shall we bar the door,

And keep him out ? Or shall we let him in,

And do our best to put him out again ?
"

If Congress, after its long experience of the effects of such

papers, in the two branches, found that the consideration of

memorials addressed to it, in relation to slavery, in any of

its aspects, was unfavorable to the transaction of the ordi-

nary business of legislation, and believed that their tendency

was to disturb the national peace and to place the Uuion

itself in imminent peril, surely it was bound to take some
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decisive step to prevent debate in regard to that subject

upon its own floors. This was a matter entirely within its

discretion, of which it was itself the best judge and the

rightful judge. Unhappily, subsequent events have only too

surely confirmed the wisdom of the general view taken of

this subject by Congress. But the question between itself

and those in the Northern States who were disposed to press

this matter to its ultimate conclusions, regardless of conse-

quences, was of a different nature. Probably, the same end

could have been attained, with less danger of popular dis-

satisfaction, if the House had adopted the plan uniformly

pursued in the Senate, for twenty years after 1840, of quietly

receiving such memorials, and laying them upon the table,

without further notice. The shot would then have been dis-

charged, with no more dangerous effect than in experimental

gunnery, when the projectile is lodged harmlessly in the sand.

As it was, the charge remained pent up, its operators long-

ing for an explosion, and constantly adding to it new accu-

mulations of missile force.

Upon the motion of Mr. Adams, the House voted to re-

peal the Twenty-first Rule, the ballot standing—yeas, 109;

nays, 11. Whether owing to local considerations, or from

real regard to the right of petition, which was the ground

of argument of Mr. Winthrop and others, who spoke in favor

of the motion, the names of no less than forty-seven North-

ern Democrats are recorded in the majority on this occasion

;

twenty-four of whom were members from New York,

Maine, and Connecticut, one from New Hampshire, and one

from Massachusetts. The Northern Whigs voted in the

affirmative; but with them were six members from the

slave States (Clingman of North Carolina, Hamlin of South

Carolina, Kennedy, Preston, and Wethered of Maryland,

and White of Kentucky) ; a fact clearly proving that

no absolutely sectional line was drawn upon this ques-

tion. On the negative side are to be observed the names

of Mr. Andrew Johnson of Tennessee, and of Mr. Alexander

H. Stephens of Georgia. In fact, the Northern Democratic
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members had begun to discover, that they would find it

difficult to carry their own elections, under the Twenty-first

Rule.

On the first of December of the following year, an in-

effectual motion was made to revive that Rule, in favor of

which Mr. Johnson and Mr. Stephens again voted; but on

the 11th of the same month, a petition from New York,

praying for the abolition of slavery in the District of Colum-

bia, and of slavery in general, was laid upon the table by a

vote of yeas 108, nays 59. It thus appears, that however

well disposed the House felt, to yield to popular sentiment

in regard to the right of petition, its views remained sub-

stantially unchanged, as to taking any legislative action on

the subject of abolition memorials, and continued adverse to

giving them any actual consideration. Indeed, the position

of the two great parties rendered this state of things inevi-

table. The Whig organization and the Democratic alike, ex-

tended throughout the North and the South, in nearly equal

strength. Maryland, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Ken-

tucky, had just voted side by side with Massachusetts, for

Mr. Clay. Maine and New Hampshire, and several of the

free States of the "West, had given their support, with South

Carolina, to the pretensions of Mr. Polk.

The abolitionists proper professed that they took no per-

sonal part in politics, not even so much as to vote, under a

government which it was their avowed design to overthrow.

They confined their efforts for this great purpose to moral

suasion and vituperation. Some of their conspicuous associ-

ates made a merit of throwing up commissions as justices of

the peace, which they had happened to hold as incidental to

professional positions. This view of their mission necessarily

kept their esoteric circle extremely limited and exclusive,

and made it totally inefficient for the accomplishment of any

practical end. They were, in fact, a small body of morbid

and fantastic enthusiasts, incapable of effecting any thing

beyond the circumscribed limits of their own operations, in

which only they themselves were specially interested. Ac-
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cordingly, they were scarcely thought of at all, in the com-

munities where they were most numerous, upon ordinary

occasions, or in relation to politics ; and whenever their

annual meetings were held in public places, they were objects

of general ridicule, and in their more excessive manifestations

of general indignation.

The much larger class of persons who were most efficient

in stirring np agitation, on the several points of public dis-

cussion which affected the general subject of slavery, pro-

fessed opinions far less extreme than those of the abolitionists,

and disavowed all sympathy with their declared objects of

overthrowing slavery in the States. The Liberty party,

which, strange to say, began its operations in seeming an-

tagonism to the specific purposes of the abolitionists, showed

at least more sagacity in devising and pursuing its plan of

conduct. 1
It knew, that to affect men, it must act with men

;

and that a sect promiscuously made np of male and female

visionaries, might go on dreaming forever, to no end, until

the sphere of dream became exhausted of its indwellers, by

the passage of one after another to a different state of being,

in which the realities of a more mature existence should take

the place of the shows and shadows of the world.

The Liberty party organization consisted of a different

order of men. They were politicians ; and it eventually

proved that they had among them, actuated by a variety of

motives, persons who held eminent public positions, and who
could exercise more or less efficient influence upon the course

of public events. Though, in the election of 1844, their

demonstration had shown them to be comparatively few in

1 The Liberator, Mr. Garrison's paper, thus characterized the Liberty party

in December, 1844, in reference to the passage from the Emancipator, already

quoted

" It fully sustains our charge, that the warfare of the psuedo-Liberty party

is not so much against the pro-slavery of the two great parties, as against the

Whig party itself, and ' its aims, purposes, its political economy, its measures,

its men,'—whatever it may say or do, either in its local or general action, in

behalf of the antislavery movement."
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numbers, yet, the apparently insignificant vote -which they

were able to throw, in the State of New York, had been

sufficient to give a turn to affairs, which, by the Whig party,

at least, was regarded as disastrous in its promise to the

future fortunes of the Republic. This Liberty party was,

of course, confined to the Northern section of the country.

It was impossible that the appearance of such an ominous

gathering on the horizon should not produce a profound im-

pression upon the minds of thoughtful persons at the South,

and still more excite the passions of the less considerate

multitude in that quarter.

While the one section, having direct personal interests in

the question of slavery, would regard such a manifestation

of ill-concealed hostility to the institution of slavery as tend-

ing to an infraction of their constitutional rights; the other

section, having in the question merely incidental interests,

looked upon the movement but as part of a political

struggle, only involving the temporary political supremacy

of the one party or the other, and not as seriously affecting

the security of the common welfare. To the one section, it

was the occasional exercise of a supposed lawful, but abstract

right ; to the other, it was thought to call for the steady, con-

stant defence of home-bred concerns, which were absolute

realities of daily and intimate necessity. To the one, th»

agitation of the topic might have seemed almost sport ; to

the other, in their view of their public and private rights, it

was little less than death. This distinction prevailed, down
to the very outbreak of the rebellion. The masses of the

Republican party in the country, if not its representatives in

Congress, though always forcing the matter hotly up to that

point, yet never believed, to the last, that their action could

provoke actual rebellion, and induce civil war. There were

always those among them, however, both in Congress and

out of it, who desired and sought that result.

It was amid this state of things that the question of the

annexation of Texas to the United States became a theme of

earnest controversy, the agitation of which finally appeared
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to shake the country to its very centre. At the moment, the

project was undoubtedly brought forward for the purpose of

strengthening the political power of the slave States, in view

of the antislavery storm which they had construed the vari-

ous signs of the times to mean was likely before long to

burst upon them from the North. Regarding it as a matter

of mere territorial acquisition, comprising a region of vast

extent and extraordinary fertility, and promising immense

commercial advantages by its possession, the plan was not

only unobjectionable in itself considered, but was received

with great acceptance by large classes at the North, as it

certainly met with almost universal favor throughout the

South.

The idea of recovering this territory to the United States

was by no means of recent origin. . In 1825, Mr. Adams,

during his term of presidency, had made a formal proffer for

its purchase of Mexico, to which it had fallen under the im-

provident arrangements of a treaty between the United States

and Spain, in 1819. Mr. Clay, at that period, had taken very

strong ground against this cession, by earnest speeches in

the House, and by resolutions which he introduced, in con-

demnation of the measure. The proposition to purchase had

been renewed by Mr. Adams in 1827 ; and was, in like man-

ner, the subject of similar unsuccessful negotiation, during

the administrations of Presidents Jackson and Van Buren, in

the years 1829, 1833, and 1835. Under color of the impolicy

of the treaty of 1819, and of the originally undefined western

boundary of the Louisiana Territory, the advocates of the

present proposition spoke of the project under the name of

re-annexation.

The Republic of Texas was now at war with Mexico

;

and President Tyler had taken advantage of the fact to offer

to the former a treaty of annexation on his own responsi-

bility, which would comprehend, by its terms, not only the

actual territory of Texas, but a tract of very large extent be-

longing to Mexico itself. To be sure, by the treaty of Gua-

dalupe Hidalgo, ratified at the termination of the war with
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Mexico, the Rio Grande was afterwards agreed upon as the

future boundary between that country and the United States,

except so far as regarded the Territories of New Mexico and

California, which were purchased of Mexico by the United

States, under the provisions of the same treaty. Mr. Tyler,

however, had seen fit to adopt that river as the boundary,

without taking the trouble to seek any adjustment of pre-

liminaries with Mexico. When this treaty came before the

Senate, it was rejected by a very large majority (35 to 16),

and the peculiar circumstances of this transaction had at-

tracted more than ordinary attention to the general subject.

In the various propositions for final settlement of the

question, the principle of the Missouri Compromise, exclud-

ing slavery from that portion of the territory lying north

of 36° 30' north latitude, was introduced, so that a

chief source of controversy was virtually shut out from the

vast range of discussion opened by this topic. It could not

be prevented, however, from coming in incidentally. On
one occasion, in the course of debate in the House, Mr.

Douglas, of Illinois, having stated the fact that Mr. Adams,

while President, had made overtures for the annexation of

Texas, that gentleman explained that this was during the

period that the province was a dependency of Mexico, which

had previously abolished slavery. 1 This was true ; but it

was also true that the question of slavery or antislavery was

then of very little political importance, it having been settled

already, for the time at least, by the adjustment of the com-

promise line ; under which all of Texas, it being situated be-

low the latitude of 36° 30' north latitude, would, of course,

be subject to the introduction of slavery, upon its admission

to the Union.

But the chief ground of opposition to the measure was
the alleged unconstitutional mode proposed for carrying it

into effect. The question had many political bearings in re-

lation to the coming election of President ; and, besides con-

1 Retaining a modified and temporary form of servitude, under the came
of peonage.
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siclerations of a public or of a sectional character affecting it,

large private interests were also involved, by the amount of

Texas scrip in the possession of individuals of both parties.

In the main, however, it assumed the character of a dispute

between the Whigs and the Democrats. The former con-

tended, with great force, that, as Texas was no part of the

territory of the United States, but actually a foreign domain,

it could not constitutionally become one of the States of the

Union by virtue of an act of Congress, which had no power

in the premises, but must be annexed, if it all, by Executive

authority; that is, through a formal treaty negotiated by
the President, with the concurrence of two-thirds of the

members of the Senate. As this body was nearly equally

divided between the two great parties, the constitutional

method of effecting the object was out of the question; but

the Democrats held a majority in the lower branch.

Eventually this formidable obstacle was overcome in the

Senate, by a very ingenious device. The resolutions for the

admission of Texas, by act of Congress, upon the conditions

as to slavery recognized by the Missouri Compromise line,

passed the House, January 28th, 1845, by a vote of 118 yeas

to 101 nays. Among the former were 51 Northern Demo-
crats; among the latter, 19 Southern Whigs. When these

proceedings of the House were before the Senate, on February

27th, an additional resolve was proposed. The resolutions of

the House were recited, in the proposition to the Senate, and

the further resolve declared that, if the President, in his judg-

ment and discretion, should see fit to negotiate with the Repub-

lic of Texas, by treaty, instead of proposing to it the reso-

lutions in question, then, it provided that a State shall

"be formed out of the present Republic of Texas," and
" shall be admitted into the Union, by virtue of this act, on

an equal footing with the existing States." An appropri-

ation was made " to defray the expenses of missions and ne-

gotiations, to agree upon the terms of said admission and

cession, either by treaty to be submitted to the Senate, or by
articles to be submitted to the two Houses of Congress, as

the President mav direct."
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These amended resolutions passed the Senate, by a vote

of 27 yeas to 25 nays. Of the majority in this case, twelve

were Democrats from the free States ; of the minority, twelve

were Whigs from the slave States. The two Whig Senators

from Maryland voted with the majority. The House con-

curred with the Senate, on the following clay (February 28th),

by a vote of yeas 132 to 76 nays. These resolutions were
approved by the President, Mr. Tyler, March 1, 1845 ; and
he forthwith selected the House resolution, providing for im-

mediate annexation, and at once despatched a special mes-

senger to Texas, to complete the necessary arrangements.

Nor did he wait for the "judgment and discretion" of his

successor, who was to be inaugurated within three days from

the date of his own action upon a matter of so much conse-

quence to the administration of the new President and to the

country.

The country was roused to an extraordinary pitch of ex-

citement by these remarkable proceedings. It was well

known that the amendment of the Senate to the resolutions

of the House had alone secured the passage through both

branches of measures effective for the purposes of annexation.

It was alleged by those who had the means of knowing, that

Mr. Polk, the President elect, would have chosen the alterna-

tive resolution, which provided for the admission of Texas

by negotiation. 1
It was obvious that war with Mexico must

be the result of the admission of Texas by the mode adopted.

This matter was viewed in very different aspects by different

minds
;
perhaps, it should be said, by different political par-

ties. Texas had been practically, as well as by formal decla-

ration, independent of Mexico, for ten years preceding the

annexation. She had revolted, when the Republic of which

she had formed a State became subject to the power of a

military dictator. She had been victorious in battle, and the

dictator, Santa Anna, had formally agreed to her indepen-

dence by treaty, while a prisoner of war in her hands, as the

1 «« Thirty Years' View."
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condition of his liberation. Several of the principal powers

of Europe had followe'd the example of the United States,

and had recognized her nationality. No attempt had been

made, in the mean time, to reduce her again to the domination

of Mexico.

But the Mexicans had retaliated within their ports upon

the commerce of the United States, on account of alleged

sympathy with Texas, and of aid rendered to her, and had

instituted exactions, and inflicted many and aggravated inju-

ries upon our mercantile interests, for which no redress

could be obtained. The more efficient part of the population

of Texas consisted of emigrants from the United States, who
had been induced to become citizens of the State, while under

a republican form of government, and who had gallantly

aided with heart and hand in the revolution against military

dictatorship. Upon the pendency of the arrangements for

annexation, Mexico had given plain notice of its intention

to recover possession of Texas by arms. When the admis-

sion was consummated, by invitation of the United States,

the entrance of the Union army into Texas, to defend one of

her own States, was an imperative duty. The fault consisted

in the original mode adopted to effect the annexation, which,

it was obvious, could have been obtained peaceably, by
treaty ; and if any trouble had been then experienced in

effecting a reasonable composition with Mexico, the blame

would have been on the part of that Government. The
result could then have been readily predicted, considering that

its power and resources bore no comparison with those of

the United States. ,

But an ample field was thus opened for discussion of a

question of such national consequence, and presenting such a

variety of bearings and relations, during the recess of Con-

gress. The dispute raged in the North with a vehemence

unexampled since the period of the Missouri settlement.

The press, on both sides, was animated with all the vigor

which a topic so intimately connected with extreme party

interests was calculated to inspire, and multitudes of public

1
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addresses testified to the zeal with which both parties entered

into the contest. Nor was the spirit manifested at the South

less vehement. In some parts of it—in South Carolina, for

example, and perhaps elsewhere—the cry of "Texas, or Dis-

union," was openly raised, and warmly reiterated. Of the

Northern States, Massachusetts had been promptly and deci-

sively in the field, in its legislative capacity ; and the tone of

its resolutions, during successive years, before the question

had been acted upon in Congress, and while it was in prog-

ress at Washington, may serve as an indication of the tem-

per displayed by the more ardent opponents of the project.

So early as in the legislative session of 1843, with a Demo-
cratic Governor in the chair, and a majority of Democrats

in both branches of the General Court, 1 a stand was taken on

this subject, which, as an expression of the deliberate opinion

of sober legislators, may be thought to afford a somewhat

ominous intimation of disunion sentiment in the North. It

was, in fact, resolved

:

" That, under no circumstances whatever, can the people of Massachusetts

regard the proposition to admit Texas into the Union in any other light than

as dangerous to its continuance in peace, in prosperity, and in the enjoyment

of those blessings which it is the object of a free government to secure."

It is plain that the words italicised could have had

reference to the domestic peace of the Union alone ; an in-

terpretation which is confirmed by the only construction of

which the context appears to admit. Indeed, it could hardly

have been said with any reason by the legislature, that

" under no circumstances whatever " could the annexation

take place without danger of foreign tear, since it certainly

was possible to effect that object by amicable arrangement.

Nor could there be any thing in the measure dangerous to the

internal peace of the Union, except at the will of those who
passed this resolution, and of others at the North in sympathy
with them ; since the people of the South were understood to

1 That is the official style of the Legislature of Massachusetts, derived

from a very early period.
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be very generally in favor of the measure, against which this

emphatic and unqualified protest was pronounced. The Gov-

ernor was requested to forward the resolution to the Sen-

ators and Representatives of Massachusetts in Congress, and

to call upon them to spare no exertions to oppose and, if

possible, to prevent the annexation ; and also to send a copy

to the Executive of each State. The spirit of " the people

of Massachusetts," therefore, so far as they were truly repre-

sented by the legislature, was thus extensively made known
in other States.

For reasons which doubtless seemed to him sufficient, and

which may, perhaps, be inferred, Governor Morton did not

affix his signature to this resolution ; a fact which was af-

terwards called to notice on the floor of Congress ; to which

Mr. J. Q. Adams made reply, that " the resolution was intro-

duced into the legislature by the leader of the Democratic

party."

But if any doubt could remain as to the meaning of the

Massachusetts Democrats, in the legislature of 1843, no such

question could attend upon the more specific language em-

ployed by the Massachusetts Whigs, in the legislature of

1844. But, in the preamble to a resolution of a still later

date (1847), the action of preceding legislatures is referred

to, as having taken place on this subject, " with great

unanimity ;
" so that the conclusion cannot but be justi-

fied, that both Democrats and Whigs in the legislature

concurred in the general sentiment expressed on those sev-

eral occasions. In the year 1844, the legislature, directing

that the proceedings should be sent to Senators and Repre-

sentatives in Congress, as usual, and to the Executives of the

several States, in this instance with the approval of the Gov-

ernor, solemnly

Resolved, * * * That the project of the annexation of Texas, unless

arrested on the threshold, may tend to drive these States into a dissolution of

the Union.

The idea of the dissolution of the Union, therefore, as a

consequence of the annexation in question, was contemplated
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by the legislative assembly of Massachusetts, and was held

out by it as a menace to the General Government, to prevent

the consummation of the project. In later days, such action

as this could hardly have failed to incur the imputation of

" disloyalty ; " and it affords, perhaps, one of the most em-

phatic examples possible of the assertion of " State Rights."

As the time for the determination of this question drew

nearer at hand, the spirit of the Massachusetts legislators

proved to have become by no means abated in the interval.

On the 22d day of February, 1845—whether the act was, or

was not clothed with a more solemn sanction, by selecting

for it the anniversary of the birth of the first great President

from a slaveholding State—the Governor approved a fur-

ther series of resolutions, passed with the usual formalities

in regard to transmission to Congress and the Executives of

other States. Their identity of character with those of a

former date appears by the following extracts

:

Resolved, * * * And, as the powers of legislation, granted in the

Constitution of the United States to Congress, do not embrace a case of the

admission of a foreign state or foreign territory, by legislation, into the Union,

such an act of admission would have no binding force whatever on the people

of Massachusetts.

Right or wrong as these several successive demonstra-

tions may have been, as a matter of principle, it is quite evi-

dent that they enunciated the assertion of the right of nulli-

fication and secession ; and that, if followed out to their le-

gitimate results, they could have received their practical

application only on the " peacably, if we can ; forcibly, if we
must " doctrine of a former representative of the State in

Congress. In a further resolution of the same series (1845),

the real reason for the objection appears, as follows :

" That the people of Massachusetts will never consent to use the powers

reserved to themselves to admit Texas, or any other state or territory now
without the Union, on any other basis than the perfect equality of freemen.

And that while slavery, or slave representation, forms any part of the claims

or conditions of admission, Texas, with their consent, can never be ad-

mitted."
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To a careful observer, there may appear to be a partial

inconsistency between these several expressions of legislative

determination. By the first of the latter two resolutions,

the members declared that the admission of a foreign

state or territory, by legislation, would have no binding

force upon the people of Massachusetts ; by the second, that,

in spite of the Missouri Compromise, or any other considera-

tion, they will never consent to the admission, by any mode
whatever, of such state or territory, with slavery or slave

representation. The implication certainly is, by comparison

of the two resolves, that the admission of such state or ter-

ritory, by some other mode than legislation, would be of

constitutional obligation
;
yet that they will not consent to

be bound by it, if slavery or slave representation constitute

either of the conditions. The language in italic letters in

the resolve last above cited is remarkable, as being an extraor-

dinary claim for the reserved rights of the people of a State.

But the right to admit States was not among those reserved,

it having been especially granted to the Congress of the

United States.

Notwithstanding this action of the General Court of

Massachusetts, with that of the legislative assemblies of va-

rious other non-slaveholding States, the two Houses of Con-

gress concurred in passing the alternative resolutions for the

admission of Texas, on the 28th of the same month of Feb-

ruary. Mr. Tyler adopted the mode of procedure hy legisla-

tion, on the first of March, and despatched his messenger to

Texas. Mr. Polk thought, perhaps, after his own inaugura-

tion, that the matter had gone too far to warrant the attempt

to recall the agent of his predecessor, or that such a step

might have an awkward influence upon party relations—at

the best not too concordant at the time—and the affair was
permitted to take its course. At the beginning of the next

session of Congress, in December, 1845, a multitude of me-

morials, on the one side and the other of the question, were

heaped upon its tables, together with the proceedings of tb<5

legislative assemblies of various States.
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But Texas, in the mean time, had formally acceded to the

terms proposed ; and on the 10th of December, a joint reso-

lution for its admission into the Union was reported, by com-

mittee, to the House, and it passed that body by a vote of

yeas 141 to nays 57. On the 22d of December, which, as a

noteworthy coincidence, happened to be the anniversary of the

landing of the Pilgrim Fathers at Plymouth, the Senate also

adopted the resolution, by a vote of 31 yeas to 14 nays.

Upon this final disposition of the question, the Southern

Whigs acted in concert with the Southern and Northern

Democrats. In the majority vote of the House, the names

of Messrs. Johnson of Tennessee, Hamlin of Maine, and

Davis of Mississippi, appear, in conjunction with those of

such leading members of the "Whig party as Messrs. Hilliard

of Alabama, and Toombs and Stephens of Georgia. In the

Senate, Messrs. Archer of Virginia, Berrien of Georgia, and

Mangum of North Carolina, with their fellows, voted with

Messrs. Calhoun of South Carolina, Cass of Michigan, Dick-

inson and Dix of New York, and other well-known members

of the Democratic party.

It is certainly curious to trace the history of th<^e State

resolutions ; because, however decided their phraseology,

they often exert only a very temporary influence ; and for

another reason shortly to be noticed. It should be observed,

that soon after Mr. Tyler's messenger was on his way to

Texas, another series of resolves, directed especially against

the President's action, passed the Legislature of Massachu-

setts, and was approved by the Governor, March 26th, 1845.

These were entitled " Resolves concerning the admission of

the slaveholding nation of Texas into the Union." They

declared that Massachusetts refuses to acknowledge " the act

of the Government of the United States, authorizing the

admission of Texas, as a legal act," and promise every law-

ful exertion to annul and defeat it. They insist that no Ter-

ritory ought to be admitted as a State, except on the condi-

tion that slavery shall " be utterly extinguished within its

borders ; " and that Massachusetts " denies the validity of
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any compromise whatever, that may have been, or that here-

after may be, entered into by persons in the Government of
the United States" inconsistently with this declaration.

This seems to be a sort of guarded rebellion, in words. It

was not a rendering to Caesar the things that are Caesar's.

Besides, it annulled, so far as it could annul, the Missouri

Compromise of 1820. Texas, however, having gained its

footing in the Union, though by a clearly unconstitutional

procedure of Congress, the legislature took breath for one

succeeding year. But the war with Mexico having then be-

come flagrant, finally it adopted the following resolution,

which was approved February 27th, 1847

:

Resolved, That the people of Massachusetts will strenuously resist the an-

nexation of any new territory to this Union in which the institution of slavery

is to be tolerated or established ; and the Legislature, in behalf of the people

of the Commonwealth, do hereby solemnly protest against the acquisition of

any additional territory, without an express provision by Congress, that there

shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in such territory otherwise

than for the punishment of crime.

At the same session—to conclude this recapitulation of

sectional remonstrances—by another series, approved April

26th, 1847, the legislature

Resolved, That the present war with Mexico has its primary origin in the

unconstitutional annexation to the United States of the foreign State of

Texas * * * that it must be regarded as a war against freedom, against

humanity, against justice, against the Union, against the Constitution, against

the free States. * * * that a regard for the fair fame of our country, for

the principles of morals, and for that righteousness which exalteth a nation,

sanctions and requires all constitutional efforts for the destruction of the un-

just influence of the slave poicer, and for the abolition of slavery within the

limits of the United States.

The resolutions also contained a general declaration, to

the effect, that all the high and imperative motives above

suggested called upon the country to retire from the position

of aggression which it then occupied towards the sister re-

public of Mexico. 1
It does not appear whether Mexico de-

1 Mexico, with which power we were at war, is amiably spoken of as a

" sister republic ; " while Texas, which had then been a member of the Union
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rived any encouragement from this particular set of resolves,

passed by one of the legislative bodies of a country with

which she was then at war. It is certain, however, in spite

of the whole series, so earnestly promulgated for so many
successive sessions, that at the election of President the very

next year (1848), the people of Massachusetts chose electors

for General Taylor, a slaveholder and a citizen of a slavehold-

ing State, and a victorious commander in the war just so elo-

quently denounced ; a war, too, which had itself been the result

of the admission of the slave State of Texas into the Union. 1

The question naturally arises here : Had the Legislature

of Massachusetts, therefore, been absolutely insincere in its

deliberate and repeated manifestoes on this subject ? Or had

it, through misapprehension, or, as Governor Marcy remarked

to the New York Legislature, on " some less justifiable prin-

ciple," so singularly misrepresented the sentiments of the

people ? Unquestionably, not a little of the fervor exhibited

by both the Democratic and Whig politicians of the State,

in the cause of antislavery, is to be attributed to the peculiar

condition and relations of the several parties in Massachu-

setts, at the period in question. The " third party " was, in

fact, the field of their operation, and its intermediate position

furnishes the key to their legislative action. The policy of

the Whigs and Democrats alike was, to detach adherents

from the ranks of the Liberty men, if possible, in order to

swell their own respective numbers, and to settle for that

one which should be most successful in the political game
the party supremacy, which was somewhat tremulously

balanced between the two.

To effect this object, it was essential to concede some

for a year and a half, and revolted from Mexico for the maintenance of its re-

publican institutions, when Mexico became subject to a dictator, is referred to

as if in its former condition of a " foreign state."

1 The popular vote in Massachusetts stood: for Taylor (Whig), 61,072;

for Cass (Democratic), 35,284 ; for Van Buren ( Liberty party), 38,133. Not

long afterwards, the Democrats of Massachusetts coalesced with the Liberty

party to break down tho Whigs.
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thing of political principle, for the occasion, in favor of the

professed moral principle of those whom they sought to con-

ciliate ; but who, it can hardly be imagined, were more really

conscientious than themselves. For this third party had dis-

carded the chimerical theories of the earlier abolitionists,

who supposed that they could remove slavery from the latiJ

by the ingenious method of flooding the section in which it

existed with denunciatory and vituperative pamphlets, in-

tended to work favorably upon the sympathies of the slave-

holders, by informing them how utterly devoid they were of

all claim to human and Christian communion with their fel-

low creatures. 1 On the contrary, the Liberty party had

originated the unqualifiedly sectional idea. It had conceived

the plan of finally erecting a gigantic antislavery power in

the North, which should compel the unwilling submission of

the South to its purposes, and it proposed to carry out this

plan by political agencies. Their antislavery sentiment was

an offshoot, or the bequest of the old Puritan intolerant

spirit, self-conscious of no blemish of its own, but uneasily

seeking for some spot elsewhere, upon which it might fasten

itself and scrub it up into cleanliness, or a sore. It could not

bear the thought of letting the wheat and the tares grow to-

gether unto the appointed day. 2 That its proceedings were

prompted by no emotions of humanity, is evinced by its

utter indifference to the actual fate of the negro. If it ever

cared at all for him as a slave, the whole subsequent con-

duct of itself and its inheritors has shown that it cared noth-

ing for him as a man. It was selfishness and not philanthrojoy

which boiled over at the springs of its action. For how
could philanthropy persistently and relentlessly urge on

1 History is said to repeat itself. Thus, in the year 1566, the Protestants

of the Netherlands conceived that a shipment of thirty thousand Calvinistic

tracts to Seville, for the conversion of the Spanish Catholics, would help them

to withstand the formidable power of Philip II.

2 Eventually, it proved that they had to a large extent abandoned religion

and found a substitute in fanaticism ; or, the latter unclean spirit, entering into

the house, had devoured its original tenant.

7*
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measures, which it was evident could lead only to that most

fearful of all human calamities, civil war ? And this, too,

with the frightful prospect staring the philanthropist in the

face, that servile war must also, in all probability, add its

unspeakable horrors to the revolting spectacle of cruelty and

terror presented by an internecine strife?

It could have been only party lust of power and the in-

cidents of power, which thus made hair-brained men and

unsexed women its tools, and brought philanthropy, senti-

mentality, disordered minds and hearts of wax, loose reason-

ing and incapacity to reason, infidelity, and all the countless

forms of restless radicalism, likely to run rampant in demor-

alized popular institutions, into its insatiable service. For,

surely, they can never be rationally thought of as the

"friends of enlightened humanity," who, with whatever

motive for seeking questionable good by means of certain

evil, could contemplate unmoved, and could even excite the

causes, which must inevitably inflict upon their native land

calamities the most direful and irreparable in the harshest

catalogue of deplorable human experiences.



CHAPTER VI .

Fhe "Whig Farty and Democratic Party compete with each other for Liberty Party Votes.

—"The Higher Law."—The "Slave Power."—The. Uniformly Superior Physical

Power of the North.—Mr. Cass and Mr. Seward in the Senate.—President Taylor.

—

Condition of Slavery.—National Greatness does not consist in the Extent of Popu-
' lation, or any mere Physical Causes.

If politics were, indeed, strictly identical with the science of

morals, then political parties would be bound to frame their

organizations with distinct reference to the clearest theory

of moral sentiments ; and then, too, religion might bear a

controlling part in it, and exercise that power which it has

often employed, when a sect, in the name of religion, has

swayed the councils of the State. But though by no means

inconsistent with the theory or practice of the highest mo-

rality, this is not the object of politics, which is the science

of government ; and in the United States, that government

was based upon certain definite principles established by its

Constitution. With those principles the moral notions of

the Liberty party were inconsistent ; and they finally pre-

tended to justify themselves upon the theory of " a higher

law," imagined for themselves ; the dictates of which were

repugnant not merely to the casual legislation, but to the

fundamental law of the land. The consequences were seen

in the seditious acts and outrages which finally marked the

progress of these licentious doctrines.

At length, in Massachusetts and elsewhere at the Xorth,

it became a contest between the leading parties, as to which

should go farthest in pursuit of the common object, and

outdo the others in the warmth and strength of the expres-
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J
sions employed, on the one side and the other, in their legis-

lative manifestoes. The natural result was, that each

weakened its own position, and lost its own adherents to

the third party, instead of strengthening itself. The posi-

tive element got the better of the negative. There were

those of both the Democratic and the Whig organizations

who constantly remonstrated against this suicidal and un-

principled policy, from the beginning ; but their more saga-

cious counsels were unheeded by the temporizing politicians,

who either would not, or could not see the consequences to

which it must lead. In this struggle to win the popular

vote, therefore, sprang up and grew those factious appeals

to mere sentiment and passion, in disregard of more sober

addresses to reason and conviction, which ought to govern the

deliberate conduct of a free people, in high matters of state,

profoundly affecting their immediate and future welfare.

It was in this way that politics became gradually so de-

generate among the masses of even intelligent persons at the

North. In fact, it was a descent from the highest civil

state of man to the lowest ; because, in a republic, whenever

the popular mind becomes debased, or even indifferent, no

check remains to the natural tendency to corruption in

political aftairs. For in these personal responsibility seems

so much divided, that in regard to them men do not always

act upon those nice considerations which they would apply

to their private relations. Without meaning to institute any

disparaging comparison, it may be remarked with justice,

that the middle class of men at the South, whether owing to

larger leisure, or to whatever cause, have in general more
closely attended to, and more clearly understood, the princi-

ples of our government than the same class at the North.

In the former quarter, most persons would ride many miles,

if necessary, to vote at every election ; while in the latter,

nothing has been more common, than for men of fortune and

education to avoid the trouble of stepping into the voting

place, though almost at their very doors. Thus, too often,

the field of active operation has been thrown wide open to
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an inferior order of claimants for popular favor, and ordinary

jDersons have gained the public places once occupied by the

abler and higher-minded statesmen of another day.

In fact, there can be no question, that, while the North,

until a comparatively recent date, was in part represented in

Congress by members inferior to no statesmen in any coun-

try or any age, the Northern standard of qualification had

become very sensibly lessened, at a period when the South

was more careful to place in positions so responsible her citi-

zens of the most eminent ability, the largest experience, and

most thorough training in public business.

There seems to be no other rational mode of accounting

for the origin of an expression, first officially employed, it is

believed, in one of the resolves passed by the Legislature of

Massachusetts, in April, 1847. It is therein alleged, that the

highest motives which could possibly commend themselves

to patriotic and conscientious citizens, both sanction and re-

quire " all constitutional efforts for the destruction of the

unjust influence of the slave power, and for the abolition of

slavery within the limits of the United States." Nothing can

be more obvious, than that the proposition contained within

the latter clause of this passage was false both to the spirit

and the letter of the Constitution ; which was itself founded
upon the recognition of slavery, " within the limits of the

United States," and upon two several provisions for its main-

tenance. 1 This, therefore, was rank abolitionism, in plain

revolt against the Constitution.

Indeed, this coupling of the " abolition of slavery " with

the alleged " slave power," clearly betrays the fact that the

former, though conveniently shielded by a formal profession,

was the real object in view. The point made in the first part

of the extract against " the slave power," so called, deserves

an impartial consideration, that it may appear what was the

real character and condition of an alleged predominant and

1 The compromise in regard to taxation and representation, and the clause

providing for the delivery of fugitive slaves.
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" unjust " force, which was thought to call for such efforts

(though they could not be constitutional) for its destruction.

The expression itself appealed, with no little vivacity, to the

imaginations of the excitable portions of the community, to

whom it presented the idea of some undefined but portentous

monster; and this impression undoubtedly exercised avast

influence in promoting the struggles and final disasters of the

country.

After the admission of both Texas and California into the

Union, in 1850, there were sixteen free States and fifteen

slave States, reckoning among the latter Delaware, which

was only nominally in that category. This condition of the

case secured a majority of Senators from the free States.

Upon, questions supposed to involve any test of opinions, the

Senators of Delaware had usually acted with the Northern

members. Thus, in 1845, Messrs. John M. Clayton and

Thomas Clayton were in the minority of 14, upon the final

vote for the admission of Texas. In 1850, their successors,

Messrs. Spruance and Wales, voted with the majority for the

admission of California, as one of the compromise measures

of that period. According to the census taken in 1850, the

Federal representative population of the United States

amounted to 21,767,673. The representative population of

the free States, by the tables of the same census, had risen to

13,435,931 ; leaving, therefore, to the slave States but 8,331,-

742. The preponderance, in this respect, had been uniformly

with the North from the period of the first census in 1790,

and at every later enumeration, the ratio had rapidly in-

creased ; until the very great disparity had grown up which

has just been specified. The Rio Grande, the boundary be-

tween Mexico and Texas, might be considered as the extreme

limit of the extension of the United States in a southerly di-

rection. Westerly of Texas lay the Territories of New Mex-
ico and California. The principal part of one of these, and

about half of the other, were situated below the line of

36° 30' north latitude; but in neither of them was there

slavery, except, perhaps, a score or two of slaves in the first-
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named Territory, and both of them were ill-adapted to slave

labor by the conditions of Nature.

It is true, that, upon the annexation of Texas, it was stip-

ulated that four additional States might be formed out of its

extensive domain, either with or without slavery, as the

people asking admission, in each State situated below the

compromise line, might prefer. But the number of its inhab-

itants was then less than 200,000, while New York, for exam-

ple, had at the same time nearly 3,000,000; so that any

question of rivalry in those additional States might be deemed

fairly relegated to a period somewhat remote. Besides this

not very encouraging prospect for "the slave power," there

remained the immense Western domain of the United States,

north of the compromise line, with room for the seat of half a

dozen great empires, and out of small portions of which half a

dozen free States have subsequently been formed and admitted

to the Union. In this definite view of the case, and in relation

to the evident prospects of the country, "the slave power,"

thus factiously or ignorantly called up by partisans and

fanatics, may justly be pronounced the most preposterous

phantom ever evoked, to spread needless alarm and to work

incalculable and irretrievable mischief; to disturb and break

up the peace of a nation, prosperous and blest beyond all

parallel ; to scar the land with the deep-trenched wounds of

fraternal strife, and to spread a cloud of impenetrable shad-

ows over its once benignant and smiling future. In point

of fact, at the very moment that this ill-omened cry of " the

slave power " was raised, the South was entirely dependent,

even for the ability to resist assaults, upon the justice and

right feeling of the friends of the Constitution and the Union,

whether Whigs or Democrats, in the North.

It is obvioas, therefore,. that this ominous "slave power,"

which was made the instrument of exciting such fanciful

dread at the North, could not have been the comparatively

insignificant body of 300,000 or 400,000 actual slaveholders

in the South, in competition with the millions of qualified

voters in the free States. It was simply a party cry, raised
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against the natural, lawful, and just alliance between the

lovers of the Union in both sections; and who were its

lovers, not only from the sympathies and affections which had

grown up and been fostered by friendly intercourse and com-

munity of service in peace and in war, and by pride in the

glory and matured vigor of their native land; but from the

sacred obligations which bound them, in duty, in judgment,

and in feelings to its organic and fundamental law. 1

This was, in fact, the power which the radicals and fanatics

strove to break down. One of the most conspicuous of the

Whig politicians of that day, who has since that time been

more conspicuous still on the Republican side, and who is

not among the least responsible for the causes which brought

on the war, explained this matter clearly enough, in the course

of a highly interesting debate in the Senate, in April, 1850.

In reference to certain remarks of Mr. Seward, on the floor

of the Senate, Mr. Cass observed

:

" If I understood the Senator from New York (Mr. Seward), he intimated

his belief that it was immoral to carry into effect the provision of the Consti-

tution for the recapture of fugitive slaves. There, sir, is a very strange view

of the duties of a Senator in this body. No man should come here who be-

lieves that ours is an immoral Constitution ; no man should come here, and

by the solemn sanction of an oath, promise to support an immoral Constitu-

tion. No man is compelled to take an oath to support it. He may live in

this country and believe what he chooses in regard to the Constitution ; but

he has no right as an honest man to seek office and obtain it, and then talk

about its being so immoral that he cannot fulfil his obligations. It is the

duty of every man, who has sworn to support the Constitution, fairly to carry

its provisions into effect ; and no man can stand up before his fellow-citizens and

maintain any other doctrine, whatever reasons he may urge in his vindication.

* * * In one of the most disingenuous portions of the speech of the

honorable Senator from New York—which itself was one of the most disin-

1 This sentiment of patriotism, which long bound the two sections so

closely together, and while it existed was an insuperable obstacle to the de-

signs of the fanatics, became, therefore, an object of slurring remark with the

ideological orators. Their system of benevolence was so much expanded as

to be very thin in every part, and did not admit of that local attachment to

one's native land which has animated men's souls to noble achievements

everywhere, in every age.
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genuous I have ever heard—he speaks of " slavery having a reliable and ac-

commodating ally in a party of the free States," and he says, he " bears witness

to its fidelity to the interests of slavery." * * * Now, I ask the Senator

from New York, if he believes there is one in this Senate from the North,

whose course is influenced by his fidelity to slavery ; and if he does, what right

he has to cast odium upon gentlemen who are associated with him in the high

duties which belong to his position ?
"

Mr. Seward.—The Senator addresses a question to me, and I rise for no

other purpose than to answer it. I think it was Mr. Jefferson who said that

the natural ally of slavery in the South was the Democracy of the North.

I have heard it attributed to Mr. Jefferson. However this may be, I believe it.

Mr. Foote denied that Mr. Jefferson ever said it.

Mr. Cass.—I will not touch upon that question ; but I will ask the Sen-

ator from New York in relation to another point—and that is, if he meant

it in the sense which Mr. Jefferson, or whoever may have said it, intended ?

The one was intended as a commendation for their attachment to constitu-

tional principles ; the other as a slur upon a great party.

Mr. Seward.—I answer promptly and freely ; I had no intention of cast-

ing reproach upon, or of reflecting upon, any member of this board, or any

person anywhere. The remark had no such connection. I ask leave now to

say, that such as I have described is, in my view, the political organization of

the parties of this country ; that slavery has the support, the toleration (given

honestly and from patriotic motives, I admit) of the party to which I referred

:

and that its alliance with slavery constitutes its tower of strength. On the

other hand, the party to which I belong is a party which is more distinctly

identified with the progress of the sentiment of freedom or emancipation, and

therefore it is weaker in its alliance with the South. * * * I will do the

"Whig party the justice or the injustice to say, that I have been a member of

it all my active life ; and I will do it the great disservice to say that, no mat-

ter what may happen, and whoever may put me under the ban, I shall be the

last to leave it, however individuals may disown me, or the principles I main-

tain. I shall adhere to it, because I think, of the two great parties, it is the

most devoted to the cause offreedom and emancipation. I will, however, do the

Whig party the justice, if it be such, to say that these sentiments of mine

upon that point are not in accordance with the sentiments of that party

throughout the whole country—that I do not profess to speak for it, but for

myself alone. I have, however, great hopes that the Whig party and the

party claiming to be the party of progress, to which I refer, and ultimately all

parties, will come to precisely the same conclusions which are the guide and

governing principles of m} own conduct.

Mr. Cass.—I was going to remark that, with respect to the creed of the

Whig party, or the orthodoxy of the Senator from New York, it is a matter

with which I have no concern ; but with respect to progress I have something
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to say. My progress is -within the Constitution. My age of progress is ch>

cumscribed there. If the Senator from New York is going out of it, I do

not believe in his progress at all. No, sir ! My object is to support the

Constitution which, under God, is the source of our prosperity and happiness.

Mr. Seward (in his seat).—That is mine.

Mr. Cass.—The Senator from New York says that also is his object. If

it is, I think he has a strange way of showing it, by pronouncing it immoral,

and denying the validity of its obligations. It would last scarcely a day if

that Senator, with this avowed principle of action, had the direction of the

Government. I don't say that it would be dissolved immediately, but the

seeds of dissolution would be sown, and would ripen into a harvest of mis-

fortune as speedily as the rankest vegetation gains maturity under a tropical

sun. 1

So far as appears from Mr. Seward's replies, on this occa-

sion, the sole tie which bound him to the Whig party of that

period, was its more thorough devotion "to the cause of

freedom and emancipation "—that is, to the doctrines of the

abolitionists. For, since emancipation was not within the

scope of the Constitution, or in any degree at the dispo-

sition of the Government of the United States, "the cause of

emancipation " could mean nothing else than that revolution

of the Government for which the abolitionists were striving.

Revolution, with its dread attendants, can be justified only

by oppression ; and the power of oppression was not with the

South, even supposing it had the disposition to exercise it.

In fact, Mr. Seward, shortly before this discussion took

place, had voted for the reception of a petition for the disso-

lution of the Union, in company with only two other mem-
bers of the Senate, Mr. Hale and Mr. Chase ; to which fact

further reference is had in a succeeding page of this volume.

What " progress " the Senator from New York made in ten

years from that time, were any further advance needed, may
appear from a remark or two in a speech delivered by him, in

Boston, in the summer of 1860 :

" What a commentary upon the history of man is the fact that, eighteen

years after the death of John Quincy Adams, the people have for their stand-

ard-bearer Abraham Lincoln, confessing the obligations of the Higher Law,

1 Abridgment of Debates, vol. xvii., pp. 440, 441.
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which the Sage of Quincy proclaimed, and contending for weal or woe, for

life or death, in the irrepressible conflict between freedom and slavery ! I

desire only to say, that we are in the last stage of the conflict, before the

great triumphant inauguration of this policy into the Government of the

United States."

In one respect, certainly, this singular piece of decla-

mation is at least as disingenuous as the speech denounced

by Mr. Cass. For, unbending as Mr. Adams notoriously

was in following out his own ideas of obligation, he was

any thing but one of those to be justly characterized, in

general, as a prophet of the Higher Law. No one can think

of him as an inheritor of the speculative vagaries of the

French Jacobins and Terrorists of 1792; of a class aptly

enough answering to Virgil's description of Rumor, with its

head enveloped in the clouds, while its feet oscillate upon

the earth ; whose region of the Higher Law is only relatively

above that of ordinary thought, by being removed from the

sphere of reason and experience, as the inhabitants of Mil-

ton's " Limbo" are neither of heaven nor earth ; a region

which, obscured by perpetual mist, may well exemplify the

saying :
" When the light within is darkness, how great is

that darkness !

"

Unquestionably, Mr. Adams felt deeply aggrieved at the

abandonment of himself by his Democratic supporters, in

favor of General Jackson, as Mr. Van Buren also resented

the preference shown by the same party to Mr. Polk ; and it

is well known, that the former long entertained the expecta-

tion of an absolute severance between the North and the

South, and held to the right of secession.
1 There was a very

1 " But the indissoluble link of union between the people of the several

States of this confederated nation is, after all, not in the right, but in the

heart. If the day should ever come (may Heaven avert it !) when the affec-

tions of the people of these States shall be alienated from each other, when

the fraternal spirit shall give way to cold indifference, or collisions of interest

shall fester into hatred, the bands of political association will not long hold

together parties no longer attracted by the magnetism of conciliated interests

and kindly sympathies ; and far better will it be for the people of the disunited

States to part in friendship from each other, than to be held together by con-
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great difference between Mr. Adams in his calmer moments
and the same person when, infuriated by conflict in the

House, he poured forth rather' the bitterness of his own po-

litical disappointments, than the sober convictions of his

reason. Xo contrast could exist more striking, than in the

conception of Mr. Adams, the dignified President of the

United States, thinking and acting in entire concert with

Mr. Clay, his Secretary of State, on the one hand ; and, on

the other, Mr. Adams, as described by Mr. Seward, the chief

guide and exemplar of common brawlers and disturbers of

social order.

There had been a change in his disposition, doubtless,

during his later years. For instance, in 1831, he refused to

support a petition for the abolition of slavery in the District

of Columbia, on the ground of the inexpediency and impro

priety of meddling with the subject. In 1836, he advocated

the admission of Arkansas as a slave State; "Arkansas,

therefore," he said, " comes and has a right to come into the

Union, with her slaves and her slave laws." But, in 1843,

after a speech, the sentiments of which had far surpassed the

bounds of reason and moderation, in reply to a question by
a member, whether he was ready for abolition, "no matter

though five millions of the South perish "—he exclaimed, ir<

his seat, " Five hundred millions, let it come !
" This wa

the " Higher Law," with a vengeance ! which would consent

to the absolute destruction of one-half the human race, and
with the same reason, to that of the whole ; except that ex-

ceedingly small portion of it, comparatively, which it would

enfranchise with novel liberties ! It would be like the coun-

sel of the fiend against the Almighty

—

-with hell-fire

To waste Eis whole creation

—

for, surely, a world given up entirely to the negro race could

not be very different from the desolate confusion of pande-

monium itself.

straint."

—

From Address of Mr. Adams, before the Hew York Historical So-

ciety, in 1839.
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But in that announcement of Mr. Seward, in its reference

to pending events and the prospects of the future, was the

voice of the battle-trumpet, the clash of swords and the ter-

rible rumble of the carriages of war. Yet putting aside, for

the moment, the question of policy thus early and distinctly

declared by the expectant Secretary, as the guiding and

determined principle of his party—"the irrepressible conflict

between freedom and slavery," that is to say, necessarily,

between the North and the South—which could hardly be

regarded by the one section and understood by the other, as

any thing else than a desperate threat of no peaceful strug-

gle to come—it may be remarked, that even such a conflict,

if " irrepressible," might still have been kept within due

bounds, as it had been for nearly seventy years, but for the

resolute purpose of a dominant party ; and need never have

been fatal in its progress and its consequences. 1 For not-

withstanding those extreme opinions avowed by Mr. Seward,

for which he was rebuked by the venerable Senator from

Michigan—and, in spite of those auguries of his own which

he had afterwards so much influence in working up to their

fulfilment—it is certain that the condition of the two great

parties, in their relations to the common cause of the coun-

try, was better and stronger, in the year 1852, than it had

been for years before the adoption of the compromise meas-

ures of 1850. At the election of 1848, the Liberty party

had cast 290,678 votes for its candidate, the ex-Democrat,

Mr. Van Buren. At the election of 1852, though a much
larger popular vote was thrown, that for the ex-Democrat,

Mr. Hale, who was then, in the figurative language of Mr.

Seward, the standard-bearer of the party, fell off to 157,296.

The Democrats were exultant at the recovery of power, and

1 In regard to powers or rights under the Constitution, derived from it only

by inference, different persons might with propriety entertain different opinions
;

but to set up a " Higher Law," or an " irrepressible conflict," or a " sacred

animosity," against an express and clearly intelligible provision of the Consti-

tution, was simply treason, in a moral sense, though only an overt act is made

such, in a legal sense, by the terms of the instrument.
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afterwards unfortunately eoneeived that it would bear almost

any strain upon it ; and the Whigs of the South, with more

than Roman virtue, considering the temptations to fall away,

had nobly vindicated their fidelity to principle and their dis-

regard of sectional influences, in concert with their ancient

allies of the North.

Mr. Pierce, the candidate of the Democrats in that politi-

cal campaign, had uniformly exhibited entire constancy to

his party relations, without the slightest compliance with sec-

tional pretensions. It was alleged of General Scott, the candi-

date of the Whigs, at a time when it was not unlikely to have

some influence at the South, that his opinions m regard to sla-

very had a specially Northern tendency ; though there was no

actual ground for the intimation that he entertained any other

sentiments on this point than those held by the leading

members of the Whig party. Indeed, both he and his com-

petitor were men of a spirit too thoroughly patriotic to be

liable to any charge of preference of one section over the

other. Both resided in free States, and both were well-

known supporters of the Constitution and devoted lovers of

the Union. The choice fell upon Mr. Pierce; though in a

popular ballot, increased by nearly 300,000, in the course of

four years, the vote for General Scott slightly exceeded that

given to General Taylor in 1848. In fact, while the com-

bined Whig and Democratic vote had risen from 2,876,164

to 3,126,375, the Freesoil vote had diminished from 291,678

to 157,296. But it is worthy of note, considering the condi-

tion of the times, that while the Democratic majority in the

slave States was only about 79,000, in the free States it rose

above 133,000 ; and that General Scott carried the majority

in Kentucky and Tennessee as well as in Massachusetts and

Vermont, while in three other of the slave States, Delaware,

North Carolina, and Louisiana, the difference between the

strength of the candidates amounted to little.

It appeared in that election that a considerable body of

the Whigs, wearied of sectional strife, and hoping to give it

a decisive quietus, voted for the Democratic candidate;
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while, in some of the Southern States, more than half of the

party, affected by reasons already alluded to, yet unwilling

to act with their former political opponents, declined to vote

at all. But it is evident, from the recapitulation just given,

that, up to this period, notwithstanding sectional differences,

the two great parties had shown a striking fidelity to their

organizations throughout the country, while the influence

and numbers of the third party had suffered a most discour-

aging diminution. But while one of the leading parties con-

tinued, in the main, true to its principles, the other was un-

dergoing a variety of mutations, all conducting to the com-

mon disaster, in the end. In order to present this matter

clearly, it is necessary, in some brief measure, to retrace the

course of this inquiry.

In the election of 1848, notwithstanding the admission of

Texas and the war which ensued, General Taylor had been

elected President by large Northern majorities. Singularly

enough, four of the six New England States, namely, Massa-

chusetts, Vermont, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, together

with every one of the Middle and Border States, except Vir-

ginia, namely, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Dela-

ware, Maryland, Tennessee, and Kentucky, chose Whig
electors. The fourteen slave States, excluding Delaware,

were equally divided between the two candidates, though

by small majorities ; while the entire tier of Western free

States, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, and Wiscon-

sin, manifested their preference in a body for the Democratic

candidate.

The new President, like all army officers of his day, who
felt themselves standing in peculiar and delicate relations to

the common country, had previously formed no particular

party alliance. He was known, however, to have been op-

posed to the measures which led to the war, but had warmly

enlisted popular enthusiasm in his behalf, by his brilliant and

victorious conduct of his part of the campaigns. In reply to

an inquiry made of him, after his nomination, he had em-

ployed an expression which took strongly with large masses
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of the people, in declaring himself " a Whig and a qiearter

over.'
1 '' There had been little in the experience of his past

life fitted to train him for civil service, or to render him par-

ticularly conversant with national politics ; but he was pos-

sessed of strong sense, a firm purpose, a kind nature, irre-

proachable integrity of character, and the capacity and habit

of command. 1
It was said that among his not very exten-

sive studies, outside of his profession, he was a reader of

Plutarch; and to those who knew him well, there seemed

many traits of his prompt, plain, and honest character, not

unlike those attributed to some of his more primitive heroes

by that entertaining biographer. The general sentiment in-

spired by President Taylor was one of personal affection and

extreme good will. He was a Southern man, with broadly

national principles and feelings, who had rendered distin-

guished public service, and who could desire nothing but the

unqualified public good. His administration began, there-

fore, under auspices calculated to discourage sectional pur-

poses, come from whatever quarter they might, and to inter-

pose insuperable obstacles to the sj>read and effectual opera-

tion of fanatical sentiments.

President Taylor survived his inauguration but little more
than a year. He had soon found himself importuned by
some of his leading Southern supporters, to lend his official

influence to measures looking directly to the advancement of

supposed Southern interests. But, as he had publicly declared,

1 General Scott, in his recently published " Autobiography," relates an in-

teresting instance of General Taylor's high sense of pecuniary obligation. It

seems that the latter, during a period of exciting speculation in Kentucky,

had been induced to endorse for a friend to a large amount. The friend, with

many others at the time, was ruined. In the mean time, a " stay-law " had

been passed by the legislature of the State, which had also put in circulation

certain bills of credit of its own, of no actual value, with which the indorser

might have paid the debt, if he did not choose to take advantage of the stay-

law. But General Taylor, then a colonel under Scott's command, asked for a

short leave of absence, procured specie, took it with him to Louisville, and

with it fully discharged the honorary obligation.
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before his nomination, that he would not consent to stand

for office as a merely party candidate, so he was resolved to

allow no sectional bias to control him as President. Satis-

factory as this agreeable state of things would naturally be

to the masses of the people, it tended rather to inflame, than

to check the efforts of the radical leaders. There had grown
up in Northern communities, at that period, a class of men,

generally styling themselves Democrats, but who, in the

fluctuating condition of the two principal parties, in several

of the States, scarcely knew on which side to range them-

selves. They were sincerely anxious for place, but entirely

indifferent to political principle. They looked upon politics

as a game, in which they hoped to get the winnings, and
cared little what might " slide," so that the ground did not

slide away from under their own feet. The triumph of the

Whigs, especially under a President so personally popular

that the prospect of change at the expiration of his term of

office looked any thing but flattering, placed them in an em-

barrassing condition and filled them with gloomy forebodings.

They had no care for national questions, except so far as

these might be made to affect local politics favorably to

themselves; and to this point they addressed themselves

with all the zeal and ability they could summon.
The time had been in the North, and especially in New

England, when only persons of established character, re-

spected or admired for more than ordinary qualities, could

expect to attain any eminent public position. The re-

markable influence which Massachusetts, in particular, had

enjoyed, had been very much owing to the popular regard

for this principle of selection for office. Persons of this de-

scription, however, would stoop to no base method of attain-

ing place, and, at an earlier date, could not expect to win
the popular favor, if they did ; but, in the change of manners,

they stood no chance with adventurous claimants for office,

who scrupled at no means likely to accomplish their objects.

In the gradual withdrawal, therefore, of the higher class of

men from a competition which seemed to them like personal

8
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degradation, the field was rendered much more clear for a

less worthy order of contestants. In concert with the latter,

upon whom their political principles hung very loosely, were

the outright fanatics, and, in general, the zealous advocates

of antislavery doctrines; and radicals of every description

were their natural allies.

Most of the more eminent men of the State were distin-

guished chiefs of the Whig party of Massachusetts, and its

main body was composed, in general, of substantial and well-

ordered citizens. In fact, it held a proud prominence in point

of character and influence, and was sometimes sneered at by
its opponents for its respectability. More intelligent and

considerate Democrats, at a later day, when its glory had

departed, and the clouds of national disaster had begun to

thicken on the horizon, bitterly deplored any hand they

might have had in hastening the downfall of an organization,

which was such a pillar of strength to the national cause.

One of the radicals of the day, who had been nurtured in the

Whig party, and brought forward by its favor, and has since

occupied a public position of importance, declared, in lan-

guage originally applied to it from another quarter, that it

should be pulled down, "if it were as pure as the angels in

heaven;" and doubtless his confederates concurred in this

pious sentiment. The effect of their efforts, in combination

with other causes, was seen afterwards ; but at present they

were doomed to disappointment.

Actuated solely by the selfish hope of the spoils of office,

this factious set of men devoted themselves to any cause

of agitation which promised them the most abundant suc-

cess at home. Utterly without principle themselves, they

derided the idea of its influence over others. Not a few of

them have subsequently been among the most active pro-

moters of public commotion, and in the front ranks of the

least dangerous places of the war. To suppose them impelled

by any motives of philanthropy, or emotions of humanity,

would be as impiously absurd as the deification of hypocrisy

itself. Nothing is easier than to harangue against oppression
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and cruelty, and the " slave power " afforded them a ready

and an ample theme.

The moral and political consideration, that the States of

the Union constituted one country, under one government,

agreed to by all ; and that to stir up hostility against a part

of the States, on account of an existing and ineradicable fact,

was to begin a needless and unjust domestic quarrel against

the welfare and peace of the whole—suggested to these per-

sons no conscientious scruples ; or, if so, they paid such

scruples no regard. Morally, they had no more concern

with Southern slavery than the rest of the world. Politically,

it was a matter of no real consequence to Northern interests,

supposing that Northern interests were fairly entitled to re-

gard, separately from the common good ; for, in reality, the

North far surpassed the South in numbers and political power,

to which every year was contributing a large increase. In

combination with the outright abolitionists and the anti-

slavery advocates, in general, they deluged the land with

lectures and tracts, upon the threatening approaches of this

terrific power, which, however boastfully, was yet actually

trembling at the time for its own defence ; and, doubtless, in

many a New England village, crowds of ignorant women
clasped their children closer to their bosoms ; and men, scarce-

ly better informed, listened with gaping mouths, in vague

dread of the advance of a hypothetical monster, gloomy,

coiling, and insatiable, which, if not timely resisted, was

soon to enclose the common country in its ferocious and fatal

embrace.

Is this picture in the least overcharged ? Such an idea

as the following, presented in a speech by Mr. Seward, de-

livered at Rochester, N. Y., at a somewhat later date (25th

of October, 1858), was well calculated to foster the idea, and

stamp deeper the apprehension, and does credit to his rhetori-

cal powers, however it may impress us in the light of philoso-

phy or of fact

:

" Either the cotton and rice fields of South Carolina and the sugar

plantations of Louisiana will be ultimately tilled by free labor, and Charleston
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and New Orleans become the marts for legitimate merchandise alone, or else

the rye fields and wheat fields of Massachusetts and New York must again be

surrendered by their farmers to slave culture and the production of slaves, and

Boston and Xew York become once more markets for trade in the bodies and

souls of men !
" l

The agitators and alarmists, on the score of " the slave

power" hallucination, in general, animated by the vote

which they had obtained in the late election, though insig-

nificant in relation to the entire sum, renewed their efforts to

stir up popular sentiment. There were other causes, result-

ing from dissatisfaction in certain quarters, at the postpone-

ment or neglect of the claims of competitors for the presi-

dency, on both sides ; and especially at the preference

accorded to General Taylor by the Whigs. These tended

to the promotion of their objects. The new President was

held up by Democrats, and by certain of the impracticable

Whigs, as " an available candidate " merely ; as if his great

popularity constituted his only pretensions to the exalted

office to which he had been chosen ; and as if this well-earned

popular favor, due to public acts known to all men, and to

plain, but remarkable and admirable characteristics equally

well understood, formed a reason against, instead of one of

a substantial nature in support of his nomination. 2

1 There can be no doubt that this representation had a serious influence

upon popular sentiment, except among those who were capable of distin-

guishing its absurdity. For every one at all familiar with the subject is

aware that rice fields cannot be tilled by white men, with any regard to

human life, and cotton plantations and sugar plantations certainly to much
less advantage than by blacks ; while, with respect to the rye fields and wheat

fields specified, as to be again surrendered to slave culture, every one knows
that they were never so used, except in quite a limited sense. As to the " pro-

duction of slaves," it was a scandalous imputation without any grounds what-

ever. The climate and nature of their products mainly regulated the kind

of labor employed in the two sections. In the South, the blacks were always

principally laborers in the country ; in the North, they were principally ser-

vants in the cities and larger towns.
2 How far his administration tended to justify the popular choice, during

his brief term of office, appears in a very marked manner from the species of

eulogy pronounced upon him, at its close, by leading Democrats in Congress,
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This presentation of an unexceptionable candidate, of

whose election there could be no doubt, was urged as a de-

viation from true principle : especially by persons who had

shown their own regard for principle by abandoning the

great national organizations with which they had previously

acted, and by connecting themselves in active cooperation

with a faction, in the service of which they might hope for

more speedy promotion. For, although the Whig party in

Massachusetts, for example, had cast more than sixty thou-

sand votes for General Taylor—on the other hand, the Free-

soil vote had risen to nearly forty thousand. In the one, the

standard for eminent office was yet quite beyond the pre-

tensions of those, whose talents for agitation were repressed,

while subject to its law, by the constitutional principles and

action of their party associates. In the other, they were

well qualified to take the lead ; and with such subjects of

agitation at hand, and with such an aggregate of numbers

already secured, it seemed by no means impossible, that, by
active exertions, they might eventually obtain for the Free-

soil party an actual plurality of the popular vote of the State.

At all events, they were despondent of obtaining the objects

of their ambition in the ranks of their own party, and they

resolved, therefore, by whatever means, to break it down,

and to build up another more conformable to their purposes,

upon its ruins. In the mean time, the Whigs lived in a state

of false security. They looked upon these factionists very

much as Mr. Burke told the electors of Bristol he regarded

the rage of his more violent opponents :
" The highest flight

of such clamorous birds is winged in an inferior region of

the air. We hear them, and we look upon them just as you,

gentlemen, when you enjoy the serene air on your lofty rocks,

look down upon the gulls, that skim the mud of your river,

when it is exhausted of its tide."

as well as leading Whigs. Bee speeches on the occasion, of Messrs. Webster,

Cass, King, Berrien, and others in the Senate ; and of Messrs. Conrad, Win-

throp, Baker, Hilliard, and others in the House, reported in Congressional

Globe, and vol. xvi. of the " Abridgment of Debates."
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That profound theologian and philosopher, Bishop But-

ler, is said to have suggested the idea, that, by possibility,

all mankind are mad. Whatever conclusions might be justi-

fied by careful speculation upon this point, it seems certain

that the main body of a people may become so possessed of

a delusion, as to approach very nearly to the confines of in-

sanity. The Northern masses, who gave way to the anti-

slavery excitement, acted upon false premises. A madman's

conduct is rational enough upon the grounds which prompt

his action. A child mounts a stick, and imagines himself on

horseback. The range of a madman's fancies becomes cir-

cumscribed, or morbidly enlarged, and he lives within his

own circle of thought in relations to that alone. He assumes,

for instance, that he is a king, and makes use of the best means

at his command to indicate his royal dignity. Under the for-

mer inhuman and ignorant mode of treatment practised tow-

ards such unhappy patients, he would wrap his tattered blank-

et around his naked limbs, in guise of a robe of state, and

hold up a straw from his pallet for a mimic sceptre. That part

of the Northern population, out of whose ignorance and ex-

citable temperament the antislavery agitation was worked

up into a wide-spread hallucination, assumed, and was in-

structed by those who knew better to assume, that negro

slavery in the Southern States comprehended all the worst

evils and vices of every description of bondage, in every na-

tion and in every age.

It was on this theory that multitudes conceived them-

selves called upon to spare no pains to extinguish a system

of such enormous wrong ; and that no human statutes could

justly restrain them from the discharge of superior obliga-

tions to the " Higher Law." The fault, or misfortune, was,

that no real foundation existed for the assumption upon which

they proceeded. Of all forms of involuntary restraint, under

which one class of human beings is subjected to the control

of another class, that exerted by Southern masters and mis-

tresses over their slaves was the mildest and least objection-
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able.
1 The evidence of this fact is complete, from the rela-

tions of numerous impartial foreign witnesses ; but the nega-

tive evidence is still more conclusive ; for it is not known
that, among the whole four millions of Southern blacks, any-

one has been found to have complained of grievous wrong

from his owner to the armies which have penetrated their

country. Indeed, it had always been the practice of South-

ern families, in their visits to the North, to be attended by

their household servants of either sex ; and though the fa-

natics spared no pains to entice them from their masters ; and

though such was the condition of the law, at the period in

question, and the mode of its administration, that freedom,

when they were on Northern soil, was really at their own
option, the instances were almost unknown of such slaves

abandoning the service to which they were accustomed, and

to which it may, hence, be assumed, they were attached.

It is equally certain, that the aggregate number of those

who were seduced from their homes by the unceasing efforts

of the abolitionists, during a series of years, was really in-

considerable. When the troops of the United States took

possession of St. Helena, Port Royal, and finally of Beau-

fort, in South Carolina, early in the war, Northern chaplains

wrote home letters, which were published, expressing their

surprise that they saw no mulattoes or children of mixed

races in that quarter. The statement was grudgingly re-

ceived by many, who had held up the idea of widely preva-

lent habits of licentiousness in the Southern States. A little

reflection, elevated and instructed by a certain degree of

charity, might have led to the conclusion, that where tempta-

tions of the kind alluded to had the longest existed, among
a Christian people, the social guards would be likely to be

the most strict. Allowing for all exceptional cases of the

kind, certainly Southern matrons and maids would be far

from submitting to the insult implied in any such promiscu-

ous concubinage ; and it is well known that white men lost

1 See Webster, Yth March Speech, pamphlet edition, p. 3.
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caste at the South, who were notoriously guilty of such a

vicious way of life. During the whole progress of the long

struggle, even after the President had promulgated his decree

of emancipation, and when the armies of the United States

had their most widely extended possession of the Southern

territory, no symptom of insurrection is known to have

manifested itself among the slaves. This fact shows either

great indifference to the boon of freedom, on their part, or a

singular degree of control exercised over them by their

masters
;
perhaps both.

But no more striking exemplification could be furnished,

of that former contentment or quiet state of things, on one

side of the Southern line, and of the state of opinion among
a certain class of persons, on the other side, than in the

"raid" of John Brown. That fanatic imagined that he

could stir up an insurrection capable of overthrowing " the

slave power," with a force of twenty-one men! But, al-

though with the advantage of a year's residence on the

Virginia border, not a slave joined his band. In like man-

ner, during the late war, it was chiefly from plantations

abandoned by their proprietors, as the army advanced, that

the negroes followed in the rear of its march, more for the

sake of precarious relief to their present misery, thus pro-

duced, than from any definite idea of civil regeneration. In

most cases, the " sudden wrench " from a state of comforta-

ble maintenance to one of helpless independence must have

produced an utter confusion of faculties inadequate to the

exigencies of their novel condition ; and it seems certain,

that those who thus perished from helplessness and hopeless-

ness and want, and the diseases incident to want and despair,

are to be reckoned by not a few hundreds of thousands.

It is not necessary to consider the system of negro

slavery, in the United States, as one of unmixed good—sup-

posing such a human lot in this world were possible—in

order to conceive that it had its alleviations ; or that, how-
ever repulsive the idea of slavery of any description might

be to a white citizen unaccustomed to observe its operation
;
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yet, to a negro in the South, the benefits of such a condition

far outweighed its drawbacks and disadvantages. To the

white citizen, indeed, the grave question at hand presents

itself in an aspect raised infinitely above any temporary or

personal considerations. By bestowing freedom on the

negro, with all the consequences of freedom, the structm

of tks republic is to be settled upon a different basis from

thai contemplated by its founders, and upon which it had
risen to splendor and renown. Under the administration of

the superior race, its future of prosperity and glory might
be deduced from the history of the past. If trammelled with

the embarrassments inseparable from the mixture in its pub-

lic affairs of a numerous race, intellectually and physically

inferior, the introduction of a new and more formidable

source of discord cannot fail to be the consequence. Its

action will be disarranged, its progress checked, its position

degraded. Immense physical force it may have, for a time,

but its moral superiority will be gone. It will fall in the

scale of nations, as the most powerful empires have hereto-

fore fallen, and may see its proud preeminence exchanged for

the secret, if not the open, derision of the world. Thus, the

Chinese Empire, comprising a territory of immense extent,

and a population double that of all Europe—distinguished

in agricultural pursuits, skilful in those of commerce, ingeni-

ous and successful in cultivating many of the curious and

most of the more useful arts of life, and inferior to few
nations in diplomatic management and tact—is yet at the

mercy of single European powers, for want of homogeneity

of race, of an all-pervading sentiment of nationality, of the

pride and vigor of a people animated by common memories

and hopes, of an enlightened patriotism inspired by the eleva-

ted promptings of the moral nature, instead of a mere policy

dictated by material and often conflicting interests, sym*

pathies, and passions.

8*
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At the beginning of the session of Congress, in Decem-
ber, 1849, both the North and the South had become wrought

up to the highest pitch of excitement upon the slavery ques-

tion. In the one section, the embers of the fires which had

been kindled by the admission of Texas still remained a

body of living coals. Other questions now arising, in regard

to California and New Mexico, heaped upon them the fuel

for another and a more fervent flame. Warmly as the North

entered upon the discussion of this topic, the South, perhaps,

even exceeded it in earnestness ; for it was regarded in the

latter quarter as a test point, which was to settle definitely

the equality of their rights in the Union and, as they alleged,

their future relation to the republic.

In fact, the Northern mind had become morbidly active

on the subject. Various and powerful influences had been

for some years at work to produce this effect ; if not in ex-

press combination with each other, yet tending to the same

general end, and conveying the impression of a united effort,

in the free States, against even the constitutional guarantees

of the slave States, which was very far from being the case. 1

1 " I left the Department of State in May, 1843, and shortly after I learned,
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The manoeuvres of certain leading politicians in the free

States had a very great effect in producing this impression.

In his great speech of March 7th, 1850, Mr. Webster point-

edly alluded to this circumstance. He instanced, in particu-

lar, Mr. Dix, of ISTew York, and Mr. Niles, of Connecticut,

who, as members of the Senate, had been among the most

strenuous and influential in insisting upon the extremest terms

for the admission of Texas, and who had opposed and voted

against a resolution introduced by Mr. Berrien, of Georgia,

during the war with Mexico, which declared, that the war
was not prosecuted for the acquisition of territory, or for the

dismemberment of that power. Mr. Webster's further re-

marks upon this special point are too full of instruction, and

too pointedly confirm the views already expressed in these

pages, not to demand their citation. He proceeded to say

:

" These two gentlemen, worthy and honorable and influential men—and

if they had not been they could not have carried the measure—these two gen-

tlemen, members of this body, brought in Texas, and by their votes also pre-

vented the passage of the resolution of the honorable member from Georgia,

and then they went home and took the lead in the Freesoil party. And there

they stand, sir ! They leave us here, bound in honor and conscience by the

though no way connected with official information, that a design had been

taken up of bringing in Texas, with her slave territory and population, into the

United States. I was here in Washington at the time ; and the persons are

now here who will remember, that we had arranged a meeting for conversa-

tion upon it. I went home to Massachusetts, and proclaimed the existence of

that purpose ; but I could get no audience, and but little attention. Some did

not believe it, and some were engaged in their own pursuits. They had

gone to their farms, or to their merchandise, and it was impossible to rouse

any sentiment in New England, or in Massachusetts, that should combine the

two great political parties against this annexation ; and, indeed, there was no

hope of bringing the Northern Democracy into that view, for the leaning was

all the other way. But, sir, even with Whigs—and leading Whigs, I am
ashamed to say—there was a gre.it indifference toward the admission of

Texas, with slave territory, into this Union. It went on."— Webster's speech in

the Senate, March nth, 1850.

But they were right. It was not indifference to human freedom which in-

fluenced them, but indisposition to engage in propagandise against the South,

upon peace with which they felt the safety of the Union depended.
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resolutions of annexation ; they leave us here to take the odium of fulfill-

ing the obligations in favoc of slavery, which they voted us into ; or else the

greater odium of violating those obligations, while they are at home making
capital and rousing speeches for free soil and no slavery. [Laughter.] And
therefore I say, sir, that there is not a chapter in our history, reflecting public

measures and public men, more full of what should create surprise, more full

of what does create in my mind extreme mortification, than that of the con-

duct of this Xorthern Democracy."

Subsequent events, however, showed clearly enough the

course, the influence, and the result of these proceedings.

The democratic masses, in general, stood firm to the last,

though ouly too many of their leaders, known at a later date

as "War Democrats," were acting this double and mischiev-

ous part. On the other hand, most of the Whig leaders

—

some of them, doubtless, the gentlemen alluded to by Mr.

Webster in the speech already cited—manifested their con-

stancy to principle, at such sacrifices and hazards as sternly

test men's characters ; while the masses of the party exhibit-

ed the turn of their sentiments by voting for Fremont in

1856, and more numerously for Lincoln in 1860.

But in addition to political influences, thus able to divert

men from steadfast adherence to those essential principles

which had proved the source of the country's peace and

prosperity, there had been other effective causes of anti-

slavery agitation, which could not fail to attract the atten-

tion and engage the cooperation of a class of politicians

strikingly vindicating their title to be reckoned " waiters on

Providence." It was sometimes made a matter of boast by

the Republican party, when it had reached such a height of

power, that an argument with it, on this point, might be

judged as inexpedient, as the Roman officer thought one

would be with the master of thirty legions—that all the

literature of the country, and all persons in it of any literary

distinction, were on the antislavery side. This allegation

was by no means literally true, though susceptible of confir-

mation to a very great extent. But, after all, it does not

prove very much in favor of the cause. It may be presumed

that almost all the literary leanings of Florence were on the
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side of power and patronage, in 1302, when Dante was ban-

ished—the advocate of the people and the foe of tyranny

;

and now, after the lapse of six centuries of illustrious fame,

the delegates of every refined capital in Europe have assem-

bled in his native city to raise a monument to the memory
of him, whose persecutors are best known by the record he

has made of them in his own immortal verse. But, however

permanent in its character most American literature may
prove, it is certain that the portion of it devoted to the dis-

semination of antislavery sentiments could enjoy only a very

temporary vitality. This consequence must result partly

from the nature of the subject, and partly from the fact that

the treatment bestowed upon it was not often in correspond-

ence with either truth or good taste.

At the period under consideration, the negro had become

a very general theme for magazine writers, contributors to

the daily press, and lecturers on various occasions. Directly

or indirectly, he was a prominent and staple topic of verse

and prose. It was so easy to fall in with the sentimental

view of the subject, so difficult to summon up the dictates of

reason, so troublesome to feel one's impulsive liberty of

thought and feeling checked by constitutional scruples or

obligations, that multitudes, of both sexes, gave way to the

infatuation of the hour. The rights and wrongs of the negro

did not, of themselves, afford a very wide field of discussion

or illustration, and the source of inspiration was not of abso-

lutely Castalian depth and clearness. The range of specula-

tion was widened, therefore, by introducing disquisitions

upon Southern society, in a variety of aspects, either actual

or imaginary.

This society, except in its relations to slavery, differed in

no very essential degree from that of the North, either in

intellectual or moral characteristics. Making due allowance

for the effect of climate upon temperament, a lady or gentle-

man from the extreme South, though they might exhibit a

somewhat more ardent disposition, resembled very much

those of the same order in the extreme North. There was a
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certain diversity of thought and of manner ; but, between

the two extremes, there was ample room for every shade of

difference, resulting from physical or mental organization, to

melt into and blend with each other. The distinction was in

no respect so marked as that between Scotchmen and Eng-

lishmen, or between Irishmen and Englishmen. In both

parts of the country, there were the rich, those striving for

riches in the several pursuits of business, the laboring classes,

and the poor.

The picture drawn of the people of the South by the anti-

slavery agitators represented them as consisting only of the

" oligarchs," or " lords of the lash," the slaves, and the

" mean whites." It may be safely asserted that very few of

those who thus drew upon their imaginations for their de-

scriptions and illustrations had ever stepped an inch over

Mason and Dixon's line. Mr. Garrison had scarcely enjoyed

a brief, and probably not very extensive, opportunity of ob-

servation in a border State. Probably, Mr. Sumner, Mr.

Wilson, Mr. Phillips, and most or all of the more conspicu-

ous haranguers on topics connected with slavery, had never

seen a plantation, or possessed any advantages of social inter-

course with the people of the South. When they discoursed

upon this subject they dilated upon what might have been,

in other nations and other times, as if it were applicable to

our own citizens and our own day. Some of them ransacked

all history for instances of " man's inhumanity to man ;
" and

undertook to deduce from the fact of the existence of slavery

in the United States modern parallels for every example of

ancient barbarity. To audiences certainly no better informed

than themselves, they related " such stuff as dreams are made
of," and inflicted upon them nightmares of troubled vision,

which disturbed their nervous systems and haunted their

waking hours. The sentiments which they sought to incul-

cate spread themselves through many of the ramifications of

social life, and often embittered the gentlest bosoms, and

alienated many accustomed friends.

Under the more skilful guidance of the antislavery poli-
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ticians, they sought to systematize their sphere of operations,

and, without developing their object, to introduce some

agent of their opinions into every position of influence,

whether connected with literature, politics, business, or re-

ligion. On the same grounds, their cooperation was always

ready to exclude from every such position all persons whose
opinions in regard to slavery did not coincide with their

own. At their solicitation oftentimes it was seen, that legis-

lative bodies passed resolutions to pacify their urgency,

which afterwards placed the legislators in very awkward
dilemmas. Thus it occurred, that, in anticipation of the

compromise measures of 1850, Mr. Wilson, of Natick, a

member of the Massachusetts Legislature of that year, and

afterwards Senator of the United States, brought in resolu-

tions for the instruction of the Senators and Representatives

of the State in Congress, on that subject. To this propo-

sition it was well replied, that the people were anxiously

looking for instruction from men like Mr. Webster and Mr.

Davis, then the eminent Senators from Massachusetts ; and

that it might well seem like assumption, for the State Assem-

bly to undertake to teach such persons their duty, or to limit

the course of their deliberate action.

It was impossible that the Church should not be seriously

affected by this condition of sentiment, which, if it did not

fairly represent the public mind, was, at least, a vigorous

demonstration, on the part of very active and sometimes ac-

complished members of the body politic. The question arro-

gated to itself high grounds of moral obligation, and there

might seem danger that the Church itself would be left be-

hind in the march of social progress and improvement. The

mission of the Church was clear ; and its duty obviously was,

whether temporarily behind or in advance of the age, to

keep its garments and its ministrations pure. It was to

follow the teaching and example of its Divine Founder, by
striking at the root of all evil in the unconverted heart of

man, instead of wasting its energies, like the Inquisition, for

instance, and in some measure the Puritan Fathers, upon
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special evils and causes of offence
;

particularly those con-

nected with the administration of the civil government. In

the latter case, it was inevitable that religion would degener-

ate into politics. The shrewder and wiser saw, that it was

possible for fanaticism, by assuming the garb of religion, to

intrude into the sanctuary, to oust the rightful possessor, and

with a soul inflamed by zeal for some one sublunary object,

which, if related at all to religion, was only subsidiary to it,

and not of its essential essence, to degrade the high service

of God into the worship of an earthly idol. Yet, for a long

time, many of the more staid and sober-minded of the North-

ern clergy, scarcely interpreting correctly, it may be thought,

the injunction of the apostle, to " remember those that are

in bonds as bound with them" seldom thought their public

supplications to the Almighty complete, without an inter-

cession, directly or indirectly, for the slave to be freed with

them / and this, too, when the country was agitated by the

question of slavery, in its bearings of political significance

and importance. 1

1
It may seem almost presumptuous to attempt the exposition of a passage

of Scripture, which has left the learned in much doubt, after a great deal of

inquiry into the subject. It is in 1 Cor. vii. 20-24 ; as follows :

" Let every man abide in the same calling wherein he was called. Art

thou called being a servant ? care not for it ; but if thou mayest be made free,

use it rathe)-. For he that is called in the Lord, being a servant, is the

Lord's freeman ; likewise, also he that is called, being free, is Christ's ser-

vant. Ye are bought with a price ; be not ye servants of men. Brethren, let

every man, wherein he is called, therein abide with God."

The Greek passage in dispute is as follows : aKti ei nal dvvaoat elevdepog

yzvicdai, fiallov xpvcai - The accusative case, which is wanting after the last

word, is supplied in our translation by the word " it." The point, as to the

word which it represents, is discussed, with his usual ability, by that admirable

scholar and divine, the late learned Professor Stuart, of Andover, in an elabo-

rate pamphlet, written in commendation of Mr. Webster's 7th of March speech.

Professor Stuart states, that every one of the early Greek commentators, and

many expositors in modern times, among whom he cites the celebrated De
Wette, agree that the word to be supplied should be dov?„eiav

}
slavery, bond-

age. The professor, however, admitting the force of their reasoning, which

amounts to this—that such is the only construction which can support the
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As early as the year 1843, the Wesleyan Methodist Com-

munion had established a rule, excluding from " membership

,ind Christian fellowship all who buy men, women, and chil-

dren, with intent to enslave or hold them as slaves, or who
claim that it is right to do so." Two years later, the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church, North and South—an organization

widely extending through all sections of the country—came

to an absolute separation, in consequence of an attempt to

depose one of their bishops in Georgia, for entering into the

holy state of matrimony with a lady who owned slaves.

The result was, a conference at Louisville, and a division of

the property of the Communion between the two, which was

afterwards enforced at law ; the Northern body proving re-

luctant to relinquish its possession of the Southern portion

of the funds. At a subsequent period, many disastrous con-

sequences followed, among churches of every denomination,

except the Episcopal and the Roman Catholic, both of which

remained mostly free from divisions on a subject which could

not be legitimately introduced into their form of worship.

The Episcopal Church, North and South, has never been

proposition which the apostle is aiming to establish, viz. :
" Let every man

abide in the same calling " (or condition) " wherein he was called,"—yet in-

clines to the opinion of Calvin, " the first commentator of any note " who
supplied hlevdepiav, freedom, instead of dovleiav, bondage. It may, perhaps,

be diffidently suggested, that the difficulty may be obviated by the appropriate

translation of a word, to which our common version does not give any trans-

lation at all. This is the conjunction nal. Mr. Stuart and others render it by

the English word even ; a meaning which, in fact, creates the discrepancy,

which would be reconciled by translating it also. It would then refer to the

call, not to the service ; e. g. If thou art called while a servant, care -not for

that ; but if also (if in addition to the call) thou mayest become a freeman,

use it rather. The apostle meant to enjoin upon all the insignificance of our

condition, in a temporal state, relatively to the spiritual state, to last forever.

But it can hardly be presumed that one who, on a memorable occasion, had

already vindicated his own freedom as a Roman citizen, intended to convey

the idea that a state of civil bondage was in itself to be preferred to a state

of civil liberty. Besides, it must be remembered that the bondsmen in re-

gard to whom the apostle instructs his fellow-citizens, were white men.
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separated in spirit. The roll of all the members of the Gen*

eral Convention has always been regularly called over, at

the triennial meetings of that body, during the war. And
now, an exceedingly good spirit prevails throughout the

Church ; and it is reasonably to be expected, that this healing

grace may be a chief instrument to work the peaceable fruits,

so much to be desired. As to the Roman Catholic Church,

it scarcely need be said, through what ages of worldly muta-

tions it has maintained the bond of union among its mem-
bers, however widely scattered throughout the nations of the

earth, or divided from each other by diverse civil institutions.

But religious societies were sometimes completely broken up,

and many persons of devout dispositions abstained from at-

tending public worship, lest their sensibilities should be of-

fended by the introduction of worldly topics ; and a general

decline of religious sentiment and restraint became only too

observable throughout the community.

Early in the year 1850, Faneuil Hall, in Boston, a place

held in peculiar reverence by the people, for its association

with memories of the struggle for American Independence,

and as the scene of vast popular outpourings, when the most

eminent citizens of the South, as well as of the North, had

addressed the assembly, on grand occasions, was now thrown

open to the abolitionists, for the first time, by a city govern-

ment of a turn of mind with which Boston had not been

previously familiar. This incident was the source of extreme

exultation to the triumphant fanatics ; and the fact was no-

ticed, shortly afterwards, in a pointed manner, by a South-

ern member, on the floor of Congress. When Mr. Webster

returned home from Washington, the same city government

saw fit to refuse the use of the hall to those who desired to

listen, in the usual place of assemblage, to that great states-

man; a position from which these municipal authorities

speedily retreated in mortification and humiliation, amid the

indignant reproaches of the people. At about the same time,

two slaves, belonging severally to Mr. Toombs and Mr. Ste-
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phens, of Georgia, were " run off," in the popular phraseol-

ogy, by an Albany abolitionist, from Washington.

It is plain enough, from this general statement of the

case, what must have been the condition of popular feeling,

to a considerable extent, in the one section and the other.

At the session of the 31st Congress (beginning December
8th, 1849), the Democrats, in combination with the Whigs
from the slave States, could command a very decisive major-

ity, in both branches, on all questions likely to arise affecting

slavery. On the 29th of the following month, Mr. Clay in-

troduced into the Senate a series of resolutions, embodying

the principles of the several bills which were eventually

passed by Congress, and which have been since known as

the Compromise Measures of 1850. Some decisive steps

were evidently necessary, in order to meet the public exi-

gency. The whole country had been superficially, at least,

wrought up to the condition of high excitement already in

part described, and the gravest questions were pressing upon

the attention of Congress, in relation to California, New
Mexico, Texas, and the District of Columbia. In each of

these the subject of slavery was either directly or indirectly

a point of interest ; and the necessity was apparent for some

specific provision for the restitution of fugitive slaves, in

conformity with the compact of the Constitution. At such

a time, one might have expected that statesmen, of whatever

party, would look calmly over the whole field of action, with

the patriotic view of assuaging the elements of popular dis-

turbance. It was, however, at this inopportune moment,

that two petitions were offered in the Senate (February 1st,

1850), by Mr. Hale, of ISTew Hampshire, which were couched

in the following terms

:

" We, the undersigned, inhabitants of Pennsylvania and Delaware, believ-

ing that the Federal Constitution, in pledging the strength of the whole nation

to support slavery, violates the Divine Law, makes war upon human rights,

and is grossly inconsistent with republican principles ; that its attempt to unite

slavery in one body politic has brought upon the country great and manifold

evils, and has fully proved that no such union can exist but by the sacrifice

of freedom to the supremacy of slavery, respectfully ask you to devise and
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propose, without delay, some plan for the immediate, peaceful dissolution of

the American Union." 1

The nonsensical falsehood of this whole statement makes

particular comment upon it needless, to any one capable of

intelligent analysis. It may be remarked, however, that the

Constitution only so far supported slavery, as to admit of

rights already existing when it was formed, without the rec-

ognition of which there could have been no Constitution. It

was a question, therefore, whether we should have a coun-

try, under one form of government, with slavery; or no

country at all, but a number of independent and probably

conflicting States ; of which, those would still retain slavery,

in their separate condition, which actually came with it into

the Union. Our fathers wisely thought a union of States, as

they were, preferable to a congregation of individual repub-

lics. Hence, they agreed to the Constitution ; and not only

honestly, but of necessity, devised every just provision for

carrying its principles into effect. It might also be sug-

gested to those who, on such grounds, announced themselves

as the special expounders and upholders of " the Divine

Law," that, in a fearful list of offenders against that law,

denounced by Scripture, " truce-breakers " hold a not uncon-

spicuous place.
2

But, in truth, it was a chief fault or misfortune of a perio

of confusion, which some might think pointedly enough de-

scribed, if not distinctly designated as the " perilous times "

of " the last days," in the same passage of Holy Writ, that

overtures like that in question were hardly considered of any

serious moment, or deserving of any thing but contempt by
persons of sober minds. Many such persons thought the

1 On the 25th of February, Mr. Giddings, of Ohio, offered the same resolu-

tions in the House, which refused to receive them by a vote of 162 to 8. Pe-

titions to the Legislature of Massachusetts, requesting it to intercede with

Congress for " a peaceable dissolution of the Union," were among the ordi-

nary measures proposed to it by a certain class of persons for a series of

years.

2 See 2 Tim., ch. iii., 1, 9.
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foundation of things too secure to be moved, however fu-

riously the storm might pass over the towers and battle-

ments. Others, perhaps, who neither intended revolution,

nor foresaw the likelihood of any fundamental change, care-

lessly allowed themselves to tamper with the elements of

danger, without thought of actual harm. In vain the Father

of his Country had solemnly warned them

:

"Towards the preservation of your government, and the permanency of

your present happy state, it is requisite, not only that you steadily discounte-

nance irregular opposition to its acknowledged authority, but also that you

resist with care the spirit of innovation upon its principles, however specious

the pretext. One method of assault may be to effect, in the forms of the Con-

stitution, 1 alterations which will impair the energy of the system, and thus to

undermine what cannot be directly overthrown."

And again

:

" The unity of government which constitutes you one people is also now dear

to you. It is justly so ; for it is a main pillar in the edifice of your real independ-

ence^—the support of your tranquillity at home, your peace abroad ; of your safe-

ty, of your prosperity ; of that very liberty which you so highly prize. But as it

is easy to foresee that, from different causes and from different quarters, much
pains will be taken, many artifices employed, to weaken in your minds the con-

viction of this truth ; as this is the point in your political fortress against which

the batteries of internal and external enemies will be most constantly and ac-

tively (though often covertly and insidiously) directed,
2
it is of infinite moment

that you should properly estimate the immense value of your national union

to your collective and individual happiness ; that you should cherish a cordial,

habitual, and immovable attachment to it ; accustoming yourselves to speak

of it as of the palladium of your political safety and prosperity ; watching for

its preservation with jealous anxiety ; discountenancing whatever may suggest

1 The Republican managers always professed to act under " the forms

of the Constitution," while they were doing all in their power to " impair the

energy of the system."
2 This was the point, in fact, assailed. Saying nothing here of external

foes, the internal enemies, whose future devices against the Union were so

clearly foreseen by Washington, at first " covertly and insidiously," then
*' constantly and actively," attacked the Union, by undermining the reasons

for it ; that is, the foundations of it, in the engagements of the Constitution.

u You take my fife

When you do take the means whereby I five."

Merchant of Venice.
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even a suspicion that it can, in any event, be abandoned ; and indignantly

frowning upon the frst dawning of every attempt to alienate any portion

of our country from the rest, or to enfeeble the sacred ties which now hub

together the various parts."

Here, however, had come up at last an express memorial

asking for "the immediate dissolution of the American

Union," because it was founded upon the Constitution,

which Washington had so solemnly and feelingly enjoined it

upon his fellow-countrymen and their posterity to venerate

with such sacred devotion ! And this memorial was present-

ed in the higher branch of the National Legislature, by a

Senator of one of the States of this Union, without a blush

!

Mr. Webster suggested the omission of a preamble to this

petition, which he offered as follows

:

" Whereas, at the commencement of the session, you and each of you

took your solemn oaths, in the presence of God and on the Holy Evangelists,

that you would support the Constitution of the United States ; now, therefore,

we pray you to take immediate steps to break up the Union, and overthrow

the Constitution of the United States as soon as you can."

Only Mr. Seward and Mr. Chase voted with Mr. Hale for

the reception of this memorial. The action of those Senators

was a wide departure from the conduct enjoined by Wash-

ington, in the passages just quoted from his Farewell Ad-

dress. He had urged upon his countrymen, that they should

accustom themselves to speak of the Union as of " the palla-

dium of their political safety and prosperity." But here

were persons in the most eminent places in the national

councils ready to hear it spoken of as an outrage upon hu-

manity and a violation of the Divine Law! Instead of

" watching for its preservation with jealous anxiety," they

showed themselves willing to countenance ignorant and reck-

less men in proposing schemes for its immediate dissolution !

*

1 Nothing tended so much to enfeeble the original attachment to a consti-

tutional Union, and to prepare the way for the final catastrophe, as the supple

compliances to the momentary passions or growing prejudices of the weak

and ignorant, by men who sought to make use of the multitude for their own

personal ends.
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It may be fairly presumed that these Senators, at that time,

like others, entertained little thought that the Union could

be in serious danger. But it can hardly be inferred that

they did not, like too many others of their party alliance,

make this grave matter a mere question of party politics, in-

stead of regarding it as a profound interest of state. It was

this mode of viewing and of treating the subject which pre-

pared the way for future national ills. It accustomed in-

considerate and wilful persons to talk, and to talk lightly, of

topics which, in the spirit of the advice of Washington,

ought not to have been allowed any place for discussion at

all. But, in fact, it was too much the case in the North,

that politics was considered an affair of merely personal in-

terest, while in the South it was much more commonly re-

garded as a matter in which the common welfare was vitally

and indissolubly concerned.

In order to a full and impartial understanding of the

state of affairs, in the beginning of 1850, it is necessary to

recur to certain demonstrations of the South, which had

their part, certainly, in leading the course of events towards

the impending crisis. On the 19th of February, 1847, Mr.

Calhoun, of South Carolina, a Senator, than whom no other

was more universally respected for his eminent ability and

his unspotted personal reputation, whatever opinion might

exist as to his political views, had introduced the following

series of resolutions into the Senate, while the war with

Mexico was in progress

:

Resolved, That the territories of the United States belong to the several

States composing this Union, and are held by them as their joint and common
property.

Resolved, That Congress, as the joint agent and representative of the

States of this Union, has no right to make any law, or do any act whatever,

that shall directly, or by its effects, make any discrimination between the

States of this Union, by which any of them shall be deprived of its full

and equal right in any territory of the United States, acquired or to be ac-

quired.

Resolved, That the enactment of any law which should, directly or by its

effects, deprive the citizens of any of the States of this Union from emigrat-
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ing, with their property, into any of the territories of the United States,

will make such discrimination, and would, therefore, be a violation of the

Constitution and the rights of the States from which such citizens emigrated,

and in derogation of that perfect equality wThich belongs to them as members
of this Union, and would tend directly to subvert the Union itself.

Resolved, That it is a fundamental principle of our political creed, that a

people, in forming a Constitution, have the unconditional right to form and

adopt the government which they may think best calculated to secure their

liberty, prosperity, and happiness ; and that, in conformity thereto, no other

condition is imposed by the Federal Constitution on a State, in order to be

admitted into this Union, except that its constitution shall be republican ; and

that the imposition of any other by Congress would be not only in violation

of the Constitution, but in direct conflict with the principle on which our po-

litical system rests.

Mr. Calhoun prefaced these resolutions with an elaborate

speech, in defence of the principles which they set forth.

The summary of his argument may, perhaps, be found in the

statement that the vast territory already belonging to the

United States furnished ample room for many more free

States, while no further opportunity existed for the formation

of any additional slave States. He said

:

" I make a very moderate calculation when I say, that, in addition to Iowa

and Wisconsin, twelve more States, upon the territory already ours—without

reference to any acquisitions from Mexico—may be and will be shortly added

to these United States. How will we then stand ? There will be but fourteen

on the part of the South—we are to be fixed, limited, and forever—and twen-

ty-eight on the part of the non-slaveholding States ! Twenty-eight ! Double

our number ! And with the same disproportion in the other House and in the

electoral college ! The Government, sir, will be entirely in the hands of the

non-slaveholding States—overwhelmingly !

"

In regard to the first of Mr. Calhoun's resolutions, it may
be remarked that the position taken by it was not tenable.

Virginia, for instance, setting the example of high magna-

nimity, had transferred its title to an immense territory to the

United States—not to them, as separate States, but to the

body of States ; and had no further interest in it than all the

other States had, as members of that Union. 1
It belonged

1 For example, the General Assembly of Virginia in 1*783 authorized cer-

tain delegates of the Commonwealth, named in the act, to " convey, transfer,
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to the corporation, and not to the individual corporators.

Legally, its affairs were to be administered at the will of the

majority, however moral considerations might intervene, to

modify that action, in any particular direction. As far as

the other resolutions are concerned, they comprehend only

abstract propositions, which would, doubtless, have com-

manded universal assent, except for the implication they

involved in relation to slavery. It was the question, whether

citizens " emigrating with their property into any of the ter-

ritories of the United States" might take with them their

slave-property ; a point upon which the country was deeply

agitated anew by the discussion of the " Wilmot Proviso."

This was a proposition introduced into the House in August,

1846, by a member of the name of Wilmot, from Pennsylva-

nia, providing that there should be neither slavery nor invol-

untary servitude in any territory to be acquired by, or annexed

to the United States, except for crime; but that fugitive

slaves escaping into such territory should be delivered up.

The turmoil into which this proviso threw the public mind,

in both sections, could have had reference only to the ex-

pected acquisitions of territory from Mexico, namely, Cali-

fornia and New Mexico, in neither of which did slavery prac-

tically exist, or was likely to be introduced. After disturbing

the popular feeling to an extraordinary degree, for nearly

two years, it began to be understood that this famous pro-

viso was of no sort of utility, and it was finally rejected by
Congress in March, 1847; though various enthusiastic mem-
bers endeavored, afterwards, to revive it, on several occasions.

assign, and make over unto the United States, in Congress assembled, for the

benefit of the said States, all right, title, and claim, as well of soil as jurisdic-

tion, which this Commonwealth hath to the territory or tract of country within

the limits of the Virginia charter, situate, lying, and being to the northwest of

the Ohio River," etc.

It is true that this surrender was made while only a Confederacy existed
;

but it seems obvious that, whatever was acquired by the Confederacy under

the deed of cession, passed to the United States upon the adoption of the

Constitution.

9
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Upon the conclusion of Mr. Calhoun's speech, Mr. Ben-

ton, of Missouri, assailed both the resolutions and the South

Carolina Senator, personally, with considerable warmth. 1

Of Mr. Benton, it may be justly remarked, that whatever

opinion may be formed of his judgment or foresight, as a

statesman, he was, undoubtedly, a sincere and hearty lover

of the Union, which he showed conclusively, afterwards, by
refusing to support his son-in-law, General Fremont, the can-

didate of the Freesoil party, for the presidency. He had

marked personal foibles, and seems to have been more or less

actuated by personal animosities. Mr. Calhoun's reply on this

occasion, is an able, exhaustive, and successful defence of his

course, on those points connected with his official life, which

Mr. Benton had attacked with so much severity. A few

days afterwards, Mr. Calhoun gave notice of his intention to

call up the resolutions which he had proposed. Mr. Web-
ster, thereupon, announced his purpose of calling up certain

resolutions which had been previously submitted by himself.

Those were as follows

:

Resolved, That the war now existing with Mexico ought not to be pros-

ecuted for the acquisition of territory to form new States to be adopted into

the Union,

Resolved, That it ought to be signified to the Government of Mexico that

the Government of the United States does not desire to dismember the repub-

lic of Mexico, and is ready to treat with the Government of that republic for

peace, for a liberal adjustment of boundaries, and for just indemnities due by

either Government to the citizens of the other.

These resolutions would have opened the whole question

of the future acquisition of territory, and, if adopted, would

take away the entire ground of those proposed by Mr. Cal-

houn, so far as the expectation of making new slave States

was concerned. But Mr. Calhoun did not carry out his in-

tention of calling for the consideration of the resolves which

he had offered, and those submitted by Mr. Webster were

also permitted to rest ; so that no further action was taken

upon either series by the Senate.
2

1 See " Thirty Years' View," and vol. xvi. "Abridgment of Debates."
2 " Abridgment of Debates," vol. xvi.
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The mistake committed by Mr. Calhoun, on this occasion,

of which he showed his consciousness by yielding his origi-

nal purpose of pressing the consideration of his resolutions

to a decision, consisted in the assumption, that the twenty-

eight free States, to exist in the future, would wilfully exert

their superior power to the disadvantage of the fourteen

slave States. This idea was a constant source of apprehen-

sion to many Southern politicians. They either dreaded the

injustice of the North, or felt humiliated at the thought of

trusting to its magnanimity. Philosophically, they were

wrong. Large numbers of those in the North who acted

with the Freesoil party were subject to an opposite error.

They were in constant alarm at the imagined increase and

predominance of the " slave power." Hence, the contro-

versy assumed undue proportions, upon a false theory, on

both sides.

But it was only while the issue of the struggle seemed to

remain undetermined, that there would remain any real pre-

tence for quarrel. The moment that question should seem

to be definitely settled, so that the " rye-fields and wheat-

fields " of the North, alluded to by Mr. Seward, and those

of the Northern territories, were no longer thought in

danger of being remitted to slave labor, every description

of agitation on the subject, which implied any ground of

apprehension, must of necessity have died quietly away.

The South would have stood upon an impregnable founda-

tion. It possessed its recognized and established rights

under the Constitution. The Democracy of the North, with

the exception of certain of its trading leaders, was firm in

support of the principles of the Constitution ; and the main

body of the Whigs of the North claimed only that the

agreement of the Missouri Compromise should be respected.

It is true, that the latter resisted, as a body, the acquisition

of any more slave territory, in any direction ; but they we^t

in reality, powerless against the united strength of the S^ndly

in combination with the Democratic strength of the us re-

The Whigs must have grown still more powerless, i# so well

:
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insisted upon measures plainly in derogation of the definite

constitutional rights of the South, at any time before the

dispute became complicated with other considerations which

led the way to the eventual open rupture between the sec-

tions.

According to a report given by Mr. Benton, in his " Thirty

Tears' View," of a speech delivered by him in the Senate, at

an early period of the debate, in opposition to the compro-

mise measures of 1850, recommended by the committee of

which Mr. Clay was chairman, there was no necessity what-

ever for any such action by Congress. He declared that the

theory upon which the proposition for compromise rested

was a mere hallucination. He saw no distraction, no strife,

no discontent, in the country ; but every thing seemed to

him remarkably quiet, and public. affairs to be flowing pros-

perously in their wonted channels, without disturbance, or

the sign of any thing calculated to give occasion for just

alarm. Yet a few pages later, in the same work, he recounts

some very striking symptoms of disaffection; he gives

prominence, in fact, to a variety of demonstrations, on the

part of the South, which exhibited a state of extreme dis-

satisfaction in that quarter, and a very apparent tendency

towards disunion. 1

Among these were the formal protest of ten Senators

from the South against the act which had passed for the ad-

mission of California, the language of which, at least, strongly

intimated a disposition to disunion, unless affairs between

the sections could be placed on a more satisfactory basis

;

the manifesto of forty-two members of Congress from slave

States, which Mr. Benton pronounces one among the " regu-

lar steps for the separation of the slave and the free States

immediately ; " the establishment of an outright disunion

press at Washington, by the same influence ; the inflamma-

a?ry speeches of many leading gentlemen in the legislative

upoirs °f vari°us Southern States ; the vehement language

1 See"
a {<

. " " Thirty Years' View," vol. ii.. p. 281 et seq.
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of many Southern journals, of a tone quite as extravagant

as that adopted by the most ultra newspapers of the North

;

the secession Convention held at Nashville, which recom-

mended that a Southern Congress should be summoned to

meet. Certainly, instances like these go very far to show

that an agitation was on foot in the South equivalent to any

thing of the sort which notoriously existed at the North.

But Mr. Benton was one of those statesmen who see only

through the medium by which they are themselves surround-

ed. He appears to have thought, because "they did eat,

they drank, they bought, they sold, they builded, they plant-

ed, they married wives, they were given in marriage," that,

therefore, any indications upon the horizon, of an approach-

ing tumult of the elements, might be dissipated by treating

the signs of it with indifference ; and that the public safety

would be best promoted by a speech from himself, character-

ized by a more than ordinary degree of levity. The project

for the contemplated Southern Congress, however, failed, as

he remarks ; and it is pleasant to recall the fact, that it failed

through the influence of the better sense and feeling of the

South.

It is agreeable, also, to quote the just compliment which

Mr. Benton pays to one of the noblest members of the Union.

" At the head," he says, " of the States which had the merit

of stopping it, was Georgia—the greatest of the Southeastern

Atlantic States." Indeed, Mr. Calhoun declared, in the de-

bate upon the compromise measures, that " it can no longer

be disguised or denied that the Union is in danger. * * *

The immediate cause is the almost universal discontent which

pervades all the Southern section of the Union. This widely

extended discontent is not of recent origin. It commenced

with the agitation of the slavery question, and has been in-

creasing ever since." Mr. Webster, in the famous speech

delivered by him, on the same occasion—perhaps the most

comprehensive, patriotic, and effective of all the grandly

eloquent specimens of oratory which he has left us—re-

marked, at the outset of what he then said, and said so well

:
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" It is not to be denied that we live in the midst of strong agitations, and

surrounded by very considerable daDgers to our institutions of government

The East, the West, the North, and the stormy South, all combine to throw

the whole ocean into commotion, to toss its billows to the skies, and to disclose

its profoundest depths. I do not expect, Mr. President, to hold, or to be fit

to hold, the helm in this combat of the political elements ; but I have a duty

to perform, and I mean to perform it with fidelity—not without a sense of the

surrounding dangers, but not without hope. I have a part to act, not for my
own security or safety, for I am looking out for no fragment upon which to

float away from the wreck, if wreck there must be, but for the good of the

whole, and the preservation of the whole ; and there is that which will keep

me to my duty during tins struggle, whether the sun and the stars shall ap-

pear, or shall not appear, for many days. I speak to-day for the preservation

of the Union. ' Hear me, for my cause.' I speak, to-day, out of a solicitous

and anxious heart, for the restoration to the country of that quiet and that

harmony which make the blessings of the Union so rich and so dear to us

all. These are the topics that I propose to myself to discuss ; these are the

motives, and the sole motives, that influence me in the wish to communicate

my opinions to the Senate and the country ; and if I can do any thing, how-

ever little, for the promotion of these ends, I shall have accomplished all that

I desire."

At a still later stage of the debates upon the various

topics before the Senate, at this time, under the head of

" Compromise," Mr. Webster, whose speech of the 7th of

March had exposed him to severe animadversion in certain

quarters, referred to these attacks, briefly and with much
dignity repelling them, aud remarked in conclusion

:

" Sir, my object is peace. My object is reconciliation. My purpose is, not

to make up a case for the North, or to build up a case for the South. My ob-

ject is not to continue useless and irritating controversies. I am against agi-

tations, Xorth and South. I am against local ideas, North and South, and

against all narrow and local contests. I am an American, and I know no lo-

cality in America ; that is my country. My heart, my sentiment, my judgment,

demand of me that I shall pursue such a course as shall promote the good, and

the harmony, and the union of the whole country. This I shall do, God will-

ing, to the end of the chapter." 1

1 In a note, at the end of this speech, Mr. Benton remarks :

" It is impossible to read the speeches of this session and hear, as it were,

the last words of the last great men of that wonderful time, without having

the feelings profoundly moved by the deep dangers to the Union which stood
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It is unnecessary, in order to a correct understanding of

the several questions which, in connection with each other,

so long engaged the attention of the Senate, at this period,

to recapitulate the numerous and complicated propositions

offered for its consideration. Eventually, they took the

shape of five several bills, which were acted upon separately,

and were passed to he enacted in their turn, namely

:

1. An act establishing the boundaries of Texas, and to establish the terri-

tory of New Mexico. To a large portion of the latter, the former had advanced

a claim, which was disallowed by the terms of the statute. Texas had already

become a State, with slavery, by the law of March 1, 1845 ; and it was pro-

vided that New Mexico, when in readiness to be admitted into the Union,

should be received as a State, either with or without slavery, as its constitu-

tion should prescribe, whenever the application should be made.

2. An act to establish a territorial government for Utah, with a similar

provision in regard to slavery.

3. An act for the admission of California, containing no provision relat-

ing to slavery ; which had been prohibited already by the constitution of

£he State.

4. An act to amend, and supplementary to the act entitled " An act re-

specting fugitives from justice and persons escaping from the service of their

masters," approved February 12, 1793.

5. An act to suppress the slave trade in the District of Columbia ; and

which prohibited the importation of slaves into the District for the purpose

of traffic.

These several acts were passed, in both branches of Con-

gress, by decisive majorities. That for the admission of

California, about which the chief contest was made by the

South, received a vote of 34 yeas to 18 nays in the Senate,

and 150 yeas to 56 nays in the House ; that for the amend-

ment of the Fugitive Slave Law, which was most objection-

able to the North, passed by a vote of 27 yeas to 12 nays in

the former branch, and one of 109 yeas to 76 nays in the

latter. On the question of the admission of California, four

before them, and the patriotic attempts they made to avert that danger.

This brief speech of Mr. Webster is a noble illustration of the feelings of

the patriotic sages of that portentous day. They labored to save their coun-

try, and believed that they had done it."

—

Abridgment of Debates, vol. xvi.,*

p. 558.
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Senators from slave States, namely, Mr. Bell of Tennessee,

Mr. Benton of Missouri, Mr. Houston of Texas, and Mr.

Underwood of Kentucky, voted with the majority ; on the

passage of the Fugitive Slave Act, three Senators from free

States, namely, Messrs. Dodge and Jones of Iowa, and Mr.

Sturgeon of Pennsylvania, gave their votes in the affirma-

tive.
1 In the House, twenty-four members from the slave

States were with the majority, in the vote upon the admis-

sion of California ; and thirty-two from the free States, in

favor of the Fugitive Slave Act.

The debate in the Senate, upon these several topics, had

been protracted, with occasional intermissions, through the

long period of eight months. Mr. Clay introduced his reso-

lutions on the 29th of January, and the final action of the

Senate was had upon the last of these measures—that relating

to the slave trade in the District of Columbia—upon the 18th

of the following September. On the latter day, Mr. Hale, of

New Hampshire, moved to recommit the bill, with instruc-

tions so to amend it, as to provide for the abolition of slavery

in the District. The yeas and nays were ordered upon this

motion, without discussion, and it was rejected by a vote of

nays 41 to yeas 9. Congress had thus shown its deep sense

of the public exigency, by submitting to the discomforts of

a sojourn at Washington, during the entire summer, and by

postponing the consideration of much other important busi-

ness, until the adjustment of questions so profoundly affecting

the national peace and welfare could be effected.

The interest of the country in the discussion had been

naturally intense. The entire subject of the relations of the

1 Mr. Dickinson, of Xew York, assigned as a reason for not recording his

vote in favor of this bill, the absence of his colleague, Mr. Seward, on account

of ill health, with whom he had agreed to pair off. He spoke in favor of it,

however, on the same occasion, and, among other remarks, he said :
" The

grievance upon the subject of fugitive slaves will be redressed, whenever the

masses of the people in the free States are aroused to the abuses which

iiave been practised in their name, under the garb of benevolence and su-

perior sanctity."
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States and the Territories to the Union had been subjected

to the most careful and deliberate scrutiny, by the most

powerful minds in Congress, impressed with unaffected solici-

tude for the common weal, and by the anxious conviction,

that the passing period was one of critical moment, altogether

unexampled, to the future fortunes of the country. Ti*v

general plan of the Compromise, or some of its features, had

been warmly and strongly resisted by Mr. Davis of Missis-

sippi, Mr. Benton of Missouri, Mr. Seward of New York,

Mr. Smith of Connecticut, Mr. Dayton of New Jersey, Mr.

Hale of New Hampshire, and others ; while Mr. Clay of

Kentucky, Mr. Webster of Massachusetts, Mr. Cass of Michi-

gan, Mr. Dickinson of New York, Mr. Mangum of North

Carolina, Mr. Douglas of Illinois, and those acting with them,

brought to the several topics a force of eloquence and a co-

gency of reasoning seldom exhibited in any deliberative

assembly. While the Northern Senators who opposed those

measures resisted the grant of any further shadow of protec-

tion to the " slave power," and some of them, indeed, would

have been glad to deprive it of all it possessed, under the

Constitution ; the Southern opponents of the scheme of com-

promise were agitated at the prospect of the decline of politi-

cal influence and strength at the South. There were those,

also, like Mr. Benton, who held stoutly to the guarantees of

the Constitution ; but, whether from political, or other rea-

sons, objected to compromises upon incidental questions

arising under it. There seem to have been inherent and in-

superable obstacles to the claims asserted, in part, by some

of the Southern gentlemen. The question of preserving an

equilibrium of political power between the North and the

South, was one altogether beyond the control of Congress.

Had it been possible to fix upon such a balance, for the

moment, it could have lasted but a short time. Great States

would be formed, in due season, out of a vast territory with-

in the jurisdiction of the United States, which was incapable

of being dedicated to slave labor, by any force of legislation

;

while the limits of territory suitable to that purpose, recently

9*
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acquired, were already fixed by national boundaries, and

were of far inferior extent.

It must be admitted, in the light of calm reason, that

Congress was precluded, by the action of the people of Cali-

fornia, from extending the line of demarcation between the

free and the slave States through that Territory to the Pacific

Ocean. If the people of that Territory, or of any other, were

not the ultimate judges of those qualifications which might

entitle it to admission, they presented a case, appealing, at

least, as strongly for the concurrence of Congress in their

action, by the prohibition of slavery in their Constitution, as

if they had allowed its introduction. To have remitted their

claim to them, with the requirement that they should change

this feature of their Constitution, would have been a high-

handed act of legislation, from which no good could have

been reasonably expected, in the end. Instead of producing

the effect proposed, it might have lost California to the

United States, and its Pacific boundary to the republic ; and,

in any event, could hardly have been regarded by the country,

or the world, in any other light than as a strangely unwar-

rantable and arbitrarily unjust proceeding.

State sovereignty formed one of the grand topics of dis-

cussion at this interesting crisis. The manifest distinction

does not seem to have been always recognized between that

kind of sovereignty and State rights. When the States

declared their independence of Great Britain, in 1776, each

became, in fact, sovereign. The Articles of Confederation,

agreed to in 1778, set forth, that "Each State retains its

sovereignty." The Constitution of Massachusetts, adopted

in 1780—and the fact applies equally to all the other States

—expressly asserts this sovereignty. The Constitution of

the United States, submitted to the people in 1783, in no

wise impairs this sovereignty, except in regard to powers

specially delegated to the United States by it, and not pro-

hibited by it to the States. With respect to the powers

granted to the United States in that instrument, and not

prohibited by it to the individual States, the United States,
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therefore, is sovereign; in all other respects, each of the

States is so, by force of its own constitution, and of its legal

independence. Within its own sphere, therefore, each State

is independent of every other, and of the United States.

Within this sphere, neither can, by its regular action, come

into collision with either of the others, or with the union of

States. This is the appropriate sphere of State rights.

But there is a sovereignty of the Union also, within its

own sphere ; coextensive with that of the whole body of

States, and for the exercise of its own powers superior to it

;

which, in the exercise of those powers, can no more interfere

with those of the States, than the sun in its orbit can clash

with the planets in their courses. The right of revolution is

of a different character, and a purely popular right, belong-

ing to the people, not as citizens of States, but as men and

members of the whole body politic, whenever they have

spirit enough, and are in numbers sufficient to warrant revo-

lution, as the remedy for intolerable oppression. In such a

case, resistance is both a right and a duty ; but the remedy

for grievous and long-continued infringement of State rights,

by the General Government, would be, not the secession of

States, to the derangement of the whole system, but the up-

rising of the people, to restore the whole to its legitimate

functions, for the general benefit.
1

Upon the whole, the adjustment of the conflicting topics

which had so long occupied the attention of Congress, and

1 Mr. Jefferson took a different view of the subject, and it is proper to

give his opinion, as stated by Mr. John Quincy Adams, who appears to have

agreed with him, in his eulogy on Mr. Madison. Mr. Adams said

:

"Concurring in the doctrines that the separate States have a right to in-

ierpose in cases of palpable infractions of the Constitution by the Govern-

ment of the United States, and that the alien and sedition acts presented a

case of such infraction, Mr. Jefferson considered them as absolutely null

and void, and thought the State legislatures competent, not only to declare,

but to make them so, to resist their execution within their respective borders

by physical force, and to secede from the Union, rather than to submit to

them, if attempted to be carried into execution by force."
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of the country, must be considered as judicious and salutary/

California was admitted to the Union, of necessity, with a

constitution prohibiting slavery, which was not adapted to

its condition, and in pursuance of the determination of its

people. The slave trade was abolished in the District of

Columbia, in which it was a stigma upon the seat of govern-

ment, and where it had been equally offensive to citizens

from all parts of the country. Some provision for the re-

capture of fugitive slaves, by legal process, to be exercised

by magistrates and officers of the United States, to use the

language of Mr. Justice Story, " was indispensable to the

security of this species of property in all the slaveholding

States." The act of 1793, in consequence of defects in some

of its details, discovered after Northern sentiment had be-

come averse to the delivery of these fugitives, was found in-

sufficient for the purpose. The Supreme Court had decided,

that State judges and magistrates were under no legal obli-

gation to perform the duties, in this behalf, enjoined by that

act. State legislatures had taken opportunity of this decis-

ion to forbid, under severe penalties, any such interposition

on the part of the local authorities.

It is difficult, at this day, to discern any difference, in es-

sential principle, between the fugitive slave act of 1850, ap-

proved by Millard Fillmore, in accordance with the legal

advice of Attorney-General John J. Crittenden, and that of

1793, approved by George Washington, probably without

other counsel than the obvious reasons in which all men at

1 The following passage occurs in a speech of Mr. Choate, delivered at a

" constitutional meeting " of a vast assembly of citizens, held at Faneuil

Hall, Boston, November 26th, 1850:

" Honor and praise to the eminent men of all parties who rose that day

to the measure of a true greatness ; who remembered that they had a coun-

try to preserve as well as a local constituency to gratify ; who laid all the

wealth and all the hopes of illustrious lives on the altar of a hazardous

patriotism ; who reckoned all the sweets of a present popularity for nothing

in comparison with that more exceeding weight of glory which follows him

who seeks to compose an agitated and to save a sinking land."

—

Choate 's

Life and Writings, vol. ii., 313.
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that period concurred, and the motives of justice and honor,

by which all were alike influenced. By the provisions of

both acts, the proceedings for the seizure, identification and

removal of the fugitive were made summary. Under the act

of 1793, appeal could be had from an inferior local magis-

trate to a judge of the highest State tribunal, who had legal

authority, however, only to determine whether the evidence

was sufficient to warrant the removal of the fugitive to the

jurisdiction from which he had fled.

Under the statute of 1850, the whole authority in relation

to the matter was confided to the judges of the highest courts

of the United States, and, in concurrence with them, to mag-

istrates known as commissioners, appointed by those courts,

for the discharge of regular duties. The determination of a

commissioner, as well as that of a circuit or district judge,

was made conclusive, in each particular case heard by him

;

except that the judgment of a commissioner could be brought

to the cognizance of a justice of the Supreme Court of the

United States, sitting in his circuit, to the judges of the Dis-

trict Courts of the United States, and to the judges of the

State tribunals, under the ordinary provisions for the writ

of habeas corpus, in order that it might be seen, by the re-

turn upon this writ, whether the proceedings, on the face of

them, were regular and lawful, or otherwise. By the act of

1793,. justices of the peace exercised the same authority, in

these cases, as the commissioners were empowered to use, by

the act of 1850. In the latter instance, however, the supe-

rior tribunals were not authorized to reexamine the proceed

ings upon their merits.

In regard to the State courts, it may, perhaps, be prop-

erly suggested, that, since they were strictly forbidden, and

under high penalties, by local legislation, to render official

aid in the restoration of a fugitive slave, it could scarcely be

considered reasonable that they should be permitted to pre-

vent his restoration, as provided for by a statute of the

United States. Similar provision was made by the one act,

as by the other, for the punishment of persons who might
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obstruct or prevent the due execution of the process, except

that by the later act the penalty was doubled. It is proper

that the two statutes should be thus compared ; because,

although the first was quietly carried into effect, in all the

free States, without objection from any quarter, for a period

of about fifty years, the other was made the subject of the

most violent denunciation throughout the North, and was

the pretence for a great deal of State legislation, which en-

couraged and promoted evasion of the legislative action of

Congress, and forcible resistance to it.

The series of acts passed at this time, which came under

the denomination of Compromise Measures, was completed

by those for the establishment of territorial governments for

New Mexico and Utah; both of which were to be admitted

as States, " either with or without slavery," as the Constitu-

tion of each should prescribe, upon its future application to

be received into the Union. In the course of the debate in

regard to the former Territory, Mr. Webster remarked, in

substance, that he would not legislate for the prohibition of

slavery in a part of the country from which it was already

excluded by the ordinance of Nature; that he should no more
think of prohibiting it in New Mexico than in Massachusetts.

As a practical question, such legislation would certainly be

both trifling and superfluous ; and the same objection is ap-

plicable to the case of Utah. Indeed, however rich the for-

mer Territory may prove in respect to more precious prod-

ucts, it would seem absurd to think of devoting to slave

labor a tract of country, through a large extent of which

even so common a vegetable as a potato can scarcely be

made to grow. 1 In principle, however, another question of

importance was involved in this issue ; for while by far the

greater part of New Mexico lay below the line of 30° 30'

north latitude, all of Utah was situated above that line. In

point of fact, therefore, the principle of the Missouri Coni-

1 More recently the development of the mineral treasures of New Mexico

has modified the relations which it then bore to the question in hand.
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promise was entirely disregarded, in the several acts estab-

lishing provisional governments for those two Territories,

and prescribing the terms for their eventual admission as

States, into the Union. 1

The " slave power," in fact, gained nothing whatever by
this arrangement. California, containing nearly six times as

many square miles of territory as the six New England

States, affording unexampled temptations to emigrants, and

sure, at no distant date, to become one of the most populous

and powerful States of the Union, was admitted with a con-

stitution prohibiting slavery. As a set-off, New Mexico and

Utah, each comprising a still larger extent of territory than

California, but both unsuited to slave labor, furnishing com-

paratively slight inducements to emigration, and, hence, the

question of the admission of either into the Union lying far

in the indefinite future, were to be received, with or without

slavery, as their inhabitants, at the period of application for

that purpose might prefer. The traffic in slaves at the seat

of the Federal Government was abolished; but was a matter

of no practical consequence, since the trade was open in the

States, beyond the jurisdiction of Congress. The comple-

ment to this measure was the act for the rendition of fugitive

slaves, to which the South was legally entitled, if any regard

were to be paid to the provisions of the Federal Constitution.

On the other hand, by the acts providing territorial gov-

ernments for Utah, and for New Mexico, so far as the latter

was situated above the line of 36° 30' north latitude, the

Missouri Compromise was, of course, superseded. This fact

became the source of warm party debate at a future day;

1 The provisions for the territorial government in New Mexico and Utah

and for the admission of California as a State, were all in precise conformity

with the principles of the act of 1854, establishing a territorial government

for Kansas and Nebraska. In each case, the question of " free State " or

" slave State " was left to the people to determine for themselves when they

should frame their Constitution ; except that, as the people of California had

already acted upon the subject, the same principle was recognized in the adop-

tion of their action by Congress.
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and from it resulted the final struggle for the settlement of

Kansas, which had such a powerful influence in promoting

the immediate causes of the war. There can be no question

that the provision of the act of Congress for the future ad-

mission of Utah, either "with or without slavery," threw the

door wide open for the admission of Kansas also, either with

or without slavery ; since the southern line of that Territory,

crossing the northern portion of New Mexico, would corre-

spond with the southern line of Utah. The two were, there-

fore, on equal terms. In short, since the restriction of the

Missouri Compromise line was abrogated in respect to Utah,

it was abrogated altogether ; and, since the question of " sla-

very or no slavery " was left, by the act of Congress, to the

final determination of the people of that Territory ; in the ex-

ercise of good faith, the people of Kansas were entitled to a

similar privilege. This was the view finally taken of this

subject by Congress, in the passage of the bill to organize

the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas. "Whatever policy,

or any other consideration, may have prompted on this sub-

ject, there can be no doubt that the action of Congress in

this respect was the legitimate and necessary deduction from

the Compromises of 1850.
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In looking back upon the several compromises, of wliich

the question of slavery was the element, it may be properly

remarked, that if the Ordinance of 1787 had been strictly

and literally adhered to, future national trouble would have

been probably avoided. It was erroneous in principle, as

setting up a sectional distinction, and creating a critical pre-

cedent. Half-way measures seldom satisfy either party, and,

unless of their very nature conclusive, are pretty sure to be

reopened for dispute at some future time. No compromise

could be absolutely beneficial which did not rest upon abso-

lute and inherent grounds of permanency. Practically, this

one was likely to stand ; because it comprehended only the

territory then belonging to the United States, "northwest

of the Ohio River," all of it unsuited to slave labor, which

could but give way, therefore, the moment that of white

men should come into active competition with it.
1 A mere

While Indiana was still a Territory, its inhabitants petitioned for the sus-

pension of the Ordinance of 1787 in their behalf. The subject was referred to

a committee of Congress, from which Mr. John Randolph, of Virginia, made an

adverse report, chiefly on the ground that the Territory was not properly adapted

to slave labor, and did not need it, as the resources of the Territory would
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territorial line of boundary between nations or States can be

indifferently well observed. The natural sense of obligation,

in such case, is correspondent with the Scriptural sanction

—

" Cursed be he that removeth his neighbor's landmark."

But a line of separation, dependent upon moral distinc-

tions, real or supposed, can hardly fail to be, sooner or later,

the occasion of renewed quarrel. That compromise was
adapted only to the existing condition of the country ; and

the statesmen of the day never contemplated the idea of an

enlargement of the republic, by a vast accession of Western

and Southwestern territory, out of which numbers of future

States were to be formed. But deviations even from the

spirit of that measure soon occurred. The South, in the

adoption of the Ordinance, had shown a disposition as unani-

mous as that of the North, to restrict slavery with the limits

already recognized by the Constitution. 1 If the North, on

that occasion, was actuated by a just principle, the South

made to that principle a frank and generous concession.

When, shortly afterwards, there were manifestations, from

some quarters of the former, of a desire to exact concessions

tending to impair established rights, the temperate yet firm

tone of remonstrance, on the part of the latter, was such as

to consign the whole subject to quiet, in Congress, for nearly

the period of an entire generation.

The Compromise of 1820 was, in a certain important

sense, better calculated to maintain the peace ; because its

application was conformable to the diverse character of cli-

mate, soil, production, and the existing state of labor, in the

several sections. Just adherence to its provisions, in letter

and spirit, wrould have kept at bay all serious cause of dis-

pute between the North and the South. But, fixed upon

with great difficulty, by reason of Northern opposition to

slavery, and attended with extreme popular displeasure

soon become developed by the labor of its white inhabitants. This was in

1803.
1 In fact, the Xorth was not quite unanimous ; one vote against it was given

from New York.
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against those Northern members of Congress who voted for

the measure, it was violated also, in spirit, by continuous ag-

gression from the free States ; until the acquisition of further

territory presented the occasion of dispute in a novel aspect,

from which eventually followed the settlement of 1850.

The latter compromise, abandoning the demarcation of

any specific line between the free and the slave States, was

devised in order to balance certain discordant interests

which, in reality, did not admit of any permanent equilibri-

um. The effect of it was, to open the whole question of

slavery, in connection with the possessions of the United

States, outside of the Union. Yet, if the South had been

content to leave matters as they really stood, upon the adop-

tion of the measures of 1850, she would have been perfectly

secure, notwithstanding any dissatisfaction which existed at

the North. It is true, that there were several complicated

questions of constitutional principle, mixed up with those

measures, which had drawn forth eminently able discussion,

from both sides, during the "very long period that they occu-

pied the attention of the Senate, and which could hardly be

held to have been definitively settled, except so far as the will

of a majority was expressed in the determination of the

points at issue.

But, on the other hand, it was obviously a vain struggle

of the South against inexorable facts, already decided by
the great and naturally increasing preponderance of political

power in the North. It would have been better, therefore,

for the Southern States to be satisfied to remain what Mr.

Calhoun once said they would ever be, if the principles

which he advocated were maintained—"a respectable por-

tion of the Union " '—relying upon the justice of the friends

of the Constitution at the North, who were very largely in

the majority, and sure to maintain their strength, so long as

the Constitution itself should stand. In fact, there was no

cause whatever for apprehension in regard to slavery in the

1 Speech in February, 1847, upon introducing certain resolutions.
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States. Unhappily, it was conceived that the Southern

States had the power, in combination with the Northern

conservatives, to compel compliance with objects which

were, in the very nature of the case, impracticable ; and

what has been lost by them, was lost in the pursuit of a

shadow cast by the very substance which was actually in

their grasp.

Early in the course of the great debate, brought to a con-

clusion by the passage of the several acts already considered,

Mr. Calhoun, so long the eminent leader on the Southern

side, had passed away from the scene of earthly struggles.
1

After the interval of a few months, President Taylor had

followed him to the grave. Mr. Fillmore had succeeded that

universally lamented Chief Magistrate, during the progress

of the. debates in question, and had assembled a new cabinet,

in which Mr. Webster occupied the most commanding place.

The dissatisfaction with which Mr. Webster's 1th. of March

speech had been received by a considerable portion of the

political party with which he had acted, during his whole

public life, and whose views of policy had derived such clear-

ness and strength from his steady and splendid defence of

them, was very distinctly manifested, upon the intimation

that he was likely to be invited to the post of Secretary of

State. The journals of the day styled his opponents "th

Seward Whigs." Among the Whig newspapers which as-

sailed him were the Albany Evening Journal and the Boston

Atlas ; the former ably conducted by Mr. Thurlow Weed

;

the latter, which, for years, had been managed with singular

spirit and intelligence, having fallen into other hands, after

the decease of Mr. Haughton, its original editor.

Here was the seed, and within its folds the deadly tree,

from whose poisonous leaves afterwards dropped showers of

blood. Already, those sectional Whigs, who would not sup-

port General Taylor, because he was a citizen of a slave

1 "Warm tributes to his memory were paid by Mr. Webster, Mr. Winthrop,

and many others.
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State, in concert with disappointed and factions Democrats,

had held their sectional convention at Buffalo.
1 Already, a

petition had been presented in the Senate of the United

States, asking Congress to devise means for the dissolution

of the Union ; and the votes of Mr. Seward, Mr. Chase, and

Mr. Hale had been given for its reception—a petition as

reasonable and proper, and as much entitled to be received,

as if its prayer had been, that the eminent members of that

dignified body should commit some private, instead of the

public crime it actually enjoined upon them. The Buffalo

Convention had inscribed on its banners—"Free soil, free

speech, free labor, and free men." Under color of prevent-

ing the extension of slavery, they had placed themselves in

a position to render the political aid which was needed to

the openly declared abolitionists. The three Senators, who
had voted to receive petitions praying for the dissolution of

the Union, had repeatedly made it known, by their public

addresses, that their sympathies were with the abolition

party ; and it was evident that they would act in concert

with it, whenever the convenient opportunity should arrive,

whatever might be the revolutionary consequences to ensue.

The orators, great and small, who were ready to force the

elements of strife up to the point of convulsion, were numer-

ous and active; and a demoralized and reckless press, re-

leased, to a considerable extent, from the restraints of party

discipline, watched the flaws of public sentiment, or trimmed

its course by the current of the fresher breeze, and took every

advantage of the confusion of the public mind, to embarrass

it still more, and to stimulate it with every new means of

excitement.

1 One of the resolutions of the Freesoil Convention at Buffalo, in 1848, de-

clared, that the Democratic and Whig Conventions, then recently held at Bal-

timore and Philadelphia, "have dissolved the national party organizations

heretofore existing, by nominating for the Chief Magistracy of the United

States, under slaveholding dictation, candidates, neither of whom can be sup-

ported by the opponents of slavery extension," etc. Those candidates were

President Taylor and Mr. Cass.
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Notwithstanding this apparent tumult of popular agita-

tion, however, it was, in fact, far more casual, and less ex-

tensive in its effects, than superficial manifestations might

seem to indicate. Laborious efforts were continually made

by the radical agitators to irritate public sentiment; but

there could be no doubt that the heated feeling of the coun-

try, among the people of both sections in general, was very

much allayed by the disposition which Congress had made

of the several subjects to which it had given such patient

and anxious attention. Doubtless, a large majority of the

people were sufficiently satisfied with the result ;
while

many, to whom it was less acceptable, were nevertheless re

joiced, that topics so dangerous to the public peace and

welfare had been taken out of the arena of party politics, and

been set at rest, at least, for some time to come.

In fact, after the adjournment of Congress, in the year

1850, there was every prospect that a season of unusual quiet

was about to succeed years of popular excitement, and of

anxiety and almost despondency, on the part of leading

statesmen throughout the Union. 1 The Democrats and con-

servative Whigs, together^ were in possession of supreme

power, could they act in reasonable unison upon questions

affecting the common welfare, which were out of the range

of those topics of public policy upon which they had differed

;

if, at length, any such points remained undecided between

them. It was hoped, that now the various great economical

1 In a speech to the National Whig Convention, at Baltimore, in June,

1852, Mr. Choate thus referred to the general effect of the measures of 1850 :

" Let him who doubts, if such there be, whether it were wise to pass those

measures, look back and recall with what instantaneous and mighty charm

they calmed the madness and anxiety of the hour ! How every countenance

everywhere brightened and elevated itself! How, in a moment, the interrupted

and parted currents of fraternal feeling reunited ! Sir, the people came to-

gether again as when, in the old Roman history, the tribes descended from the

mount of secession—the great compromise of that constitution achieved

—

and flowed together behind the eagle into one mighty host of reconciled races

for the conquest of the world."

—

Prof. Broiorfs Life and Writings of Choate,

vol. i., p. 1*76.
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interests of the country, which had been too often postponed,

in consequence of sectional bickerings, might hereafter engage

the more undivided attention of the National Legislature.

Nor was this hope disappointed by the wise and distin-

guished administration of Mr. Fillmore.

The fugitive slave law was the chief theme of denuncia-

tion by the radicals. Many persons to whom it was offensive,

but who probably had never read the act, nor understood its

provisions, though pronouncing it " a bitter pill," yet neverthe-

less manfully resolved to swallow it, as a medicament provided

for the ailments of the body politic. But it is to be deplored

that multitudes of others, who occupied conspicuous positions,

and could exercise no little influence with the public, made
it the subject of continual objurgation in private conversation,

or in addresses to numerous assemblies. Specific objections

were raised to several of the provisions of the act ; I 'it the

real cause of offence consisted in the fact, that any provision,

capable of being carried into effect, was made for the capture

and restoration of fugitive slaves to their masters, in con-

formity with the compact of the Constitution.

Some years before the passage of this act, the legislative

assemblies of New York and of Pennsylvania, under the in-

fluence of antislavery excitement, had repealed laws, long

existing on their statute-books, which protected the owner

in the possession of slaves brought with him into those

States, for a period of sojourn extending, in the one case, to

nine months, and in the other, to half the year. After the

opinion of the Supreme Court had been promulgated, to the

effect that State magistrates were under no positive obligation

to execute the duties enjoined upon them by the Act of 1793,

though it held them at liberty to do so, if they saw fit, unless

forbidden by local legislation, not a few of the free States at

once interposed prohibitory acts, restraining the local author-

ities from rendering any such aid. The attitude thus assumed

by those several legislative bodies was not only " aggressive,"

but might justly be considered extremely offensive, as well as

unjust, by those thus put out of the pale ofneighborly comity.
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In this condition of things, they were evidently entitled to

such protection as conld be afforded by Congress to their

constitutional rights ; and, besides the opinion of the Supreme

Court of the United States, declared in favor of this act of

Congress, it is believed that the highest legal tribunals of

every State in the Union had occasion to examine and deter-

mine the question, and uniformly pronounced the law consti-

tutional.

In short, the State legislatures which assumed the right

to prevent the execution of this law, so far as it was in their

power, placed themselves in direct antagonism to the action

of Congress ; and the States, therefore, so far as those legis-

lative proceedings could effect that object, were in absolute

conflict with the Government of the Union. The act in

question appears to have passed through Congress with very

slight discussion.
1

It did not touch a single right of any

citizen of the free States. It was to be executed in those

States, by officers of the General Government, just as the

revenue laws were executed by such officers. It affected only

the relative rights, or claims, of master and slave, in the

slave States. The opposition to it, therefore, was simply the

assertion of a pretence, to interfere with the prosecution of

the claims of the one to control the other, and to impede or

prevent the exercise of such authority. Whatever objection

there might exist to any of its minor details, in its essential

features it corresponded with the earlier enactment, which,

for more than half a century, had been carried into effect,

without objection. Undoubtedly, it was lawful to discuss

its merits, in a free country ; and proper to do so, if it seemed

actually to threaten any serious danger to the common free-

dom. But it was scarcely patriotic, or even honest, to assail

it, in the presence of popular assemblies, in the manner of the

day, and in the existing state of the country, upon the alle-

1 In the Senate, Mr. Dickinson, of New York, seems to have been the

only member who thought proper to speak in favor of its passage, and there

was no formal opposition. In the House, it appears to have passed sub

silentio.
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gation, not analyzed by the ignorant or undiscriminating,

that the act was inconsistent with general liberty—when it

simply provided, in reality, for the re-imposition of lawful

restraint upon those not legally entitled to liberty.

In consequence of the angry feeling assiduously stirred

up and brought to bear upon the law, by the radicals and

fanatics, and the self-seekers who were willing to palter with

them for political ends, most, if not all of the Northern

legislatures proceeded to pass those " Personal Liberty

Bills," which, in spirit and intent and effect, were in direct

opposition to the act of Congress. In Massachusetts, and else-

where at the N"orth, persons were summarily removed from

office held under the State, because they declined to relin-

quish official position, in nowise inconsistent with the former

under the laws of the General Government. These continual

acts of " aggression " naturally irritated and embittered the

state of feeling at the South, and were the source of heated

discussions afterwards, in Congress and elsewhere. Those

Personal Liberty bills were evidently intended by the citi-

zens of one portion of the Union, to prevent the restoration

of their property, by the process of law, to the citizens of

another portion. So contrary in spirit as they were to the

former sojourning laws of New York and Pennsylvania, they

were, in effect, not only an insult and injury to the South,

but were in absolute derogation of the ' Constitution and

statutes of the republic.

But of what avail were the Constitution and the deter-

minate rights of slaveholders, though fellow-citizens, or were

reason and justice and conscience against the " Higher Law,"

and the fanciful image of " a panting slave," encouraged to

run away by Senators and lawyers and clergymen, and pro-

tected by them, in resistance to the requirements of the laws

of the land? In fact, the Liberty Bills, passed at a time

when it was no otherwise dangerous to pass them than be-

cause they were unwise and unjust, and must, therefore, lead

to eventual mischief to others, were as treasonable in spirit

as the Nullification Ordinance of South Carolina. They

10
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constituted an extreme exemplification of the broadest claim

to State sovereignty ; and, putting the States which author-

ized them in direct hostility to the United States, they were

not one whit more defensible than the rebellion itself, for

which they had such a principal part in preparing the minds

of the people of the seceding States. There was no real dif-

ference, except that, instead of open war, in arms, they en-

couraged resistance to the Government by secret violence

and fraud. It was treason, only not of deeds, but of words.

An able writer upon the constitutional history of the

United States confesses the difficulty of tracing to their true

source the causes of that sectional sentiment more or less ob-

servable from the beginning of the Government, and earlier,

and which must have been strongly marked at that period,

to have promjDted the deeply solemn and affecting expostu-

lation of Washington against its indulgence. 1 On the whole,

the writer attributes this disturbing element to the effect of

personal ambition seeking its ends by the influence of local

causes ; so that " the patriot " would attain and hold his

place, not upon the broad grounds of national interest, but

in accordance Avith the sentiments of a small faction, it might

be, controlling his congressional district. Or, perhaps, ob-

taining still more extensive power, the unscrupulous support

1 " History of the Constitution," by George Ticknor Curtis.

Mr. Curtis says, in regard to this feeling

:

" It was very early developed, after the different provinces were obliged to

act together for their great mutual objects of political independence ; but, even

in its highest paroxysms, it has always found an antidote in the deeper feelings

and more sober calculations of a consistent patriotism. Perhaps its preva-

lence and activity may with more truth be ascribed, in every generation, to the

ambition of men who find in it a convenient instrument of local influence,

rather than to any other cause. It is certain that, where it has raged most

violently, this has been its chief aggravating element. The differences of

neither manners, institutions, climate, nor pursuits, would at any time have

been sufficient to create the perils to which the Union of the States has occa-

sionally been exposed, without the mischievous agency of men whose personal

objects are, for the time, subserved by the existence of such peculiarities."

—

Yol. i., p. 372.
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of factious opinions would constitute the tenure by which he
held his own position with those whom he had led astray.

In the State of Massachusetts, a very extraordinary illus-

tration was shortly afforded of the operation of those local

causes; leading eventually to momentous and most disas-

trous consequences, in their influence upon national affairs.

That State has occupied a somewhat prominent position, in

the course of this discussion ; but, it may be thought, not un-

duly, upon a fair consideration of the reasons which have

prompted this view of its agency in the progress of events.

From the earliest period, it had been conspicuous among the

States, for the able and eminent men to whom its people had
intrusted their interests in the National Legislature. Who-
ever should take pains to run over the list of the Senators

and Representatives from Massachusetts, during the first fifty

years of the constitutional history of the Union, and in cer-

tain instances to a later date, will be sure to perceive that

no State surpassed her, in regard to the general character of

her public men for distinguished ability and integrity.

It is not to be supposed that members of Congress were

always more virtuous, at the period referred to, than after-

wards ; but, at least, it was then more necessary for them to

pay the tribute to virtue of concealing their vices ; and it

may be alleged with confidence, that not one of them could

then have maintained his position among his associates or

with the public, who was even suspected of a great many
corrupt practices, supposed to be much more common at a

subsequent period. Massachusetts had given two Presidents

to the nation ; both persons of more than ordinary qualifica-

tions for the high office held by them ; the first surviving to

a very advanced age, and long looked up to with reverence,

as a patriarch of the Revolution ; while the administration of

the other had been conducted with marked dignity and

statesmanlike ability, which would have seemed more exem-

plary and illustrious, if he had permitted his fame to rest

upon it, and had kept aloof from scenes, in which it was to

be lamented that any inducement could have persuaded him
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to mingle, and to mingle, as he did. In short, not to reca-

pitulate the various sources of her reputation, that of Massa-

chusetts had been uniformly high for intelligence, energy,

and public spirit, and she had always commanded a superior

influence in affairs of the Union.

It had become quite evident, however, that the long-

protracted antislavery agitation, as a matter of national con-

cern, was now brought to a stand. At present, at least

—

and the American people are generally too much engaged

with the present to look deeply into the future—the action

of Congress had completely shut off all reasonable hopes of

effecting any practical result by further agitation. The State

legislatures had done all which it was in their power to do

to obstruct the execution of the fugitive slave act ; but the

duties enjoined by it now rested with the magistrates and

oflicers of the United States. The use of the ordinary places

of confinement, for the purposes of that act, was refused to

the United States, by the " Personal Liberty " laws
;
yet

there remained forts, arsenals, navy yards, and court-houses,

still within the jurisdiction of the General Government. In

regard to court-houses, however, apartments had been com-

monly hired of the municipal authorities for the use of the

tribunals of the United States, in the public buildings pro-

vided for the accommodation of State courts ; the same com-

ity having been observed, in this respect, which had prompted

the old "sojourning laws" of ISTew York and Pennsylvania.

It became now necessary for the United States to pro-

cure court-houses for its own exclusive use. Before this lat-

ter arrangement was effected, it happened, on one occasion,

that a chain, in order to keep off the crowd, had been drawn
across an avenue leading to the court-house in the city of

Boston, where an alleged fugitive slave was held, awaiting

the determination of the commissioner ; and a great outcry

was raised by the fanatics, because the Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court of the State had " been compelled to pass

under the chain." This incident was used with much effect,

in certain quarters, though regarded with entire indifference
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by the dignified, venerable, and venerated magistrate in ques-

tion. Upon the whole, there seemed to be nothing left for

the leading fanatics and radicals, but to keep up a vigorous

denunciation of the fugitive slave law ; and to trust to for-

tune for such results as they hoped to secure for themselves,

by working upon public sentiment. Except for what they

might be able to make out of this special topic, their chances

for public office were small indeed. In fact, the prospects

of " agitation," in general, diminished sensibly, under the

operation of the compromises of 1850, and the cause began to

look positively desperate.

The relative strength of the political parties in Massachu-

setts, at the general election, in 1848, has been already stated.

The Whig vote cast was, in round numbers, 61,000; the

Democratic, 35,000 ; the Freesoil, 38,000. Nor did the com-

parative popular vote of these three parties differ materi-

ally, for several subsequent years; though that of the

Freesoilers fell off in the largest proportion. Thus, at

the State election of the following year, the Whig candi-

date received 48,000 votes; the Freesoil, 23,000; and

the Democratic (Boutwell), 27,000. When the legislature

met in January, 1850, the vote for Speaker of the House

stood for the Whig candidate, 161 ; for the Freesoil (Wil-

son), 66 ; for the Democratic, 59. In Massachusetts, at that

period, and for some years afterwards, an actual majority of

votes was requisite for the election of Governor ; and in case

of the failure of either candidate to obtain that majority, the

election devolved upon the two branches of the legislature.

On this occasion, therefore, the Whig candidate was chosen

by that body. At the election of the next year (1850), the

Whigs cast 56,000 votes, the Freesoilers 27,000, and the

Democrats 36,000, for their same candidate, Mr. Boutwell.

In the mean time, Mr. Webster had resigned his seat in

the Senate (July 22, 1850), having accepted the appointment

of Secretary of State, under the administration of Mr. Fill-

more. The Governor had filled the vacant seat in the Sen-

ate, by the appointment of Mr. Robert C. Winthrop, then a
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member of the lower House of Congress, until the legisla-

ture, at its following session, should make choice of a suc-

cessor to Mr. Webster. Stimulated by the inducement

presented by this political prize, in combination with other

motives in operation, the " local causes," already alluded to,

had been powerfully at work, during the interval preceding

the session of the legislature. It is obvious from the com-

plexion of the popular vote, that neither party in the legisla-

ture would now have the power to control the choice, either

of Governor of the State, or of Senator in Congress. The
utmost exertions had been made to secure the election of a

legislature, which would be found conformable to the wishes

of men, to whom the idea of the public good was not, cer-

tainly, the guiding principle of action. They looked upon

affairs with the philosophy of Ancient Pistol, and, like him,

regarded the world as their " oyster," to be opened, or

broken in upon, by them, as they best might contrive to

manage the process. They had been, unhappily, only too

successful in the enterprise which they undertook. There

had been no choice of Governor by the people, and the dis-

tribution of party strength in the legislature is accurately

enough indicated by the popular vote already recapitulated.

The proportion of votes in the House, between the Whigs,

Democrats, and Freesoilers, was very nearly as 12, 9, and 7.

A combination between the two latter, for the sake of a vic-

tory over the former, would have seemed as unlikely as the

kindly mixture of fire and water ; for, however uncongenial

might be the dispositions of Whigs and Freesoilers, the

latter and the Democrats were supposed to regard each other

with sentiments of the most inveterate party aversion.

Strangely enough, however, it became evident, as soon as

the legislature assembled, that some unimaginable arrange-

ment had been already effected between the professed adver-

saries of slavery in the two Houses and the members who
belonged to that party which was reckoned the special ally

of the Southern institution. The people, in general, looked

on with amazement, and wondered what could be the secret
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terms of this singular truce ; though it was not very difficult

to guess at the motives which were at work, supposing these

to have taken the place of all sober and honest principles.

The first startling demonstration was the election of Mr.

Wilson, of Natick, who had been the Freesoil candidate for

Speaker, the preceding year, President of the Senate, and

Mr. Banks, a professed Democrat, Speaker of the House, by

the combined vote of the anti-Whig factions in the several

branches. The bargain, thus far, was a very plain thing ; and

it was obvious that a Governor and a Senator of the United

States were to be elected by the same conjunction of forces.

The mode of choosing a Governor, prescribed by law,

whenever the election devolves upon the legislature is—that,

of the four candidates, who have the highest number of

popular votes, the House shall by ballot select two to be

sent to the Senate, which body shall make choice between

them. In the present case, the Whig candidate had received

at the polls 20,000 more votes than the Democratic, who, in

his turn, had received 9,000 more than the Freesoil candidate.

Upon its first ballot, the House gave Mr. Boutwell, the

Democratic nominee, 218 votes, which comprised the whole

number of Democrats and Freesoilers present ; and for the

Whig nominee 111 votes, that being the whole number of

Whig voters present. On a second ballot, the Freesoil can-

didate received 216 votes, and the Whig candidate the same

number as upon the previous trial. Thus the Democratic

and Freesoil candidates were severally taken in preference

to the Whig, who had within twenty-four of a majority of the

entire vote. Perhaps a more remarkable instance of total dis-

regard to the expression of the popular will was nevei

manifested by a deliberative assembly. For, whatever might

have been the views of the Democratic managers, it is be-

yond a question that the 92,000 citizens who had voted for

either the Whig or the Democratic ticket were unanimously

opposed, at that time, to the views and pretensions of the

Freesoilers, who had separated themselves from the two

great parties, in support of extreme opinions in regard to

slavery.
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Of course, Mr. Boutwell was chosen Governor, by a simi-

lar combination of factionists in the Senate (January 11th).

Probably, the same result would have been reached, if the

name of the Whig candidate had been sent to the Senate

with that of Mr. Boutwell. But there would have been more

risk in the experiment ; it is likely that there would have

been a protracted contest ; and the final exhibition of trick-

ery would have been even more conspicuously shameful.

Besides, the bargain had been made, and the consideration

was, to be paid to the Freesoilers, for helping to make a (so-

called) Democratic Governor, who was in a minority of

47,000, out of a popular vote of 119,000.

At an early period of the session, namely, on the 22d of

January, the Senate fulfilled its part in this creditable con-

tract, by giving Mr. Sumner twenty-three votes for Senator

of Massachusetts, in the Congress of the United States,

against fourteen cast for Mr. Winthrop. The House, how-

ever, proved not quite so manageable, in this especial rela-

tion. Public indignation was strongly stirred up by an unex-

ampled political proceeding, the whole purpose and extent

of which had now become developed ; and public and private

remonstrance, both at home and from a distance, was ear-

nestly engaged to prevent the disgraceful consummation.

Mr. Webster, whose vacant seat was to be made good, had

long been the leading statesman of the North ; equalled by
no person in the country for his grand intellect and extra-

ordinary powers in debate, and by few, certainly, for the

distinguished public services which he had long rendered to

his country in eminent positions. Mr. Winthrop, conspicu-

ous also in ability and accomplishments, had enjoyed peculiar

advantages of training in political business, had passed

through all the regular stages of advancement, and had a

pstly high reputation for political information, useful facul-

ties, and ready eloquence, in Congress, of which he had been

a member for not a few successive terms.

Mr. Sumner had never been chosen to any public office

;

was altogether inexperienced in affairs, and owed whatever
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reputation he possessed to his zeal in the specialty of the anti-

slavery cause, and to studies of a speculatively sentimental

character. He had neither political nor personal relations

which could make him useful, certainly, in his place. His

most marked intellectual exercise had been a public address,

delivered in Boston, of which the topic was—"Peace, co^.

sidered as the True Grandeur of Nations ; " a doctrine which

he advocated to its utmost theoretical limit. Doubtless, the

sentiments of this pacific essay, so utterly at war with ideas

more recently upheld by Mr. Sumner, commended him, at

the time of the election for Senator, to the members of the

Massachusetts Peace Society ; which, also, though disapprov-

ing of all war, yet, in a very marked manner, through its

official organ, continued to make an exception in favor of

that recently on foot. It cannot be doubted, also, that Mr.

Sumner would be more or less in favor with ideologists of

every description, who, classified under numerous titles, but

converging to the common centre of radicalism, ran rampant

at that period, and long afterwards, in Massachusetts.

In a representative assembly of some four hundred mem-
bers, many of them plain men, apart from any overpowering

influence of political ambition, it was not altogether easy to

procure the unanimous conviction of the Democrats, that an

entire sacrifice of the principles which had governed their

lives, was warrantable, for the mere purpose of temporary

triumph over a rival party. To some of them it seemed no

less a dereliction of private honor, than an abandonment of

public duty, amounting to wilful and complete shipwreck

of personal and party fidelity. Some of these held fast to

their integrity, to the end. But the Whigs had possession

of the General Government, under an administration so re-

spectable and well conducted, as to promise their party

renewal of power at another election ; and, in the State, their

strength was such, that they were very likely to recover

their former decided majority of the popular vote.
y
/

The prospect was not pleasing to anxious " Waiters on

Providence." Only desperate means, and such a general con-
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fusion in the public mind as is brought about in the nse of

expedients to which only unprincipled men would resort,

could countervail the advantages possessed by a party so

well constituted and so strong as that of the Whigs. " Agi-

tation " was the life and soul of the Freesoilers ; and, on this

occasion, it was plain that they were troubled by no twinges

of conscientious scruple. The Democrats, on their part, in

the hope that by this partnership of power with a faction

which they really scorned, they might destroy the prestige

of their more formidable opponents, the Whigs, entered,

therefore, into this delusive and flagitious paction. The

adversaries thus were made friends, like two noted characters

in the New Testament narration ; but what fruits the Demo-

cratic party reaped from the coalition appeared more clearly

in the end. For a long time, such a number of the Demo-

crats in the House continued impracticable, as to make the

final defeat of the entire arrangement seem, at least, possible.

The struggle lasted for more than three months. On the

first ballot, which took place January 15th, the vote stood

—

for Sumner 186, for Winthrop 167 ; and 28 scattering ballots

had been thrown for other candidates, mostly Democrats.

Here was not the whole combined strength of the Demo-
cratic and Freesoil vote, as appears by a comparison of it

with that given for Governor. Twenty-six several ballotings

took place, with various intermissions, until the final result

was reached on the 25th of April. At the ballot, on that

day, the whole sum of votes thrown amounted to 384, of

which Mr. Sumner received 193, the exact number necessary

for a choice.

While this extraordinary scene was in progress, not a few

incidents of a striking nature had indicated only too clearly

the spirit of the times. Every occasion of public meeting

had been seized upon by the fanatics, in the cities and larger

towns of the North, to denounce the fugitive slave law,

during the few months which had elapsed since its passage.

So far as they controlled the press—and they had certain

journals of large circulation, and conducted with more than
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ordinary ability on their side—its animadversions on this

subject were addressed to the passions, instead of the judg-

ment of men. Certain members of both branches of Con-

gress did not scruple to take part with avowed disunionists

m their radical meetings, and to utter sentiments, in regard

to the law, which could not but encourage the more excita-

ble part of the community to resistance to a solemn Act of

the National Legislature, which, after long and anxious de-

liberation, had been concluded upon as one of a series of

measures of pacification. Nothing could be more offensive

to well-disposed and peaceable citizens, than the utterances

of these orators of faction, great and small, under the profes-

sion of regard for the principles of liberty.

Under such influences, it is no wonder that rescues of

fugitive slaves were attempted, and in some instances suc-

cessfully, in various parts of the North. On the loth of

February, 1851, an alleged fugitive, named Shadracb, was

forcibly carried off by a mob of colored persons, from the

court-room of the United States Court, in Boston, while in

the custody of the officers of the Marshal, and was taken be-

yond the jurisdiction of the government. The rescue was

effected by the overpowering force of numbers, but no vio-

lence was used, towards the officers, nor was any disposition

shown to inflict personal injury. 1 The colored population of

Boston was, in general, extremely well conducted, and it was

clear that they would never have attempted such a daring

enterprise except at the instigation of white radicals. Both

white men and black thought to have been principally en-

1
It was said that on this occasion a knife was drawn by one of the rioters, but

that another colored man, who possessed considerable influence with his people,

instantly remonstrated against any use of dangerous weapons, and thus prob-

ably prevented needless bloodshed. A different spirit was shown in 1854,

when a mob of mingled white men and negroes, at night, assailed the Court-

House in Boston unsuccessfully, with the purpose of rescuing a fugitive slave,

confined in the building, and a peace officer, named Batchelder, was stabbed

by a white man, as was alleged, through an opening broken in the door, and

died soon afterwards of the injury thus received.
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gaged in the riot were brought to trial ; but the juries were

indisposed to convict them, and the cases commonly ended in

disagreement.

On the 12th of April, another negro, named Sims, held by
the commissioner to be a fugitive slave, was sent to Savan-

nah in a vessel bound to that port, without disturbance,

except from the outcries of a handful of abolitionists upon

the wharf. A considerable body of policemen was in at-

tendance. This matter of Sims had been brought, previ-

ously, to the cognizance of the Supreme Court of the State,

upon application for a writ of habeas corpus ; and it was in

this case that Chief-Justice Shaw (who had " passed under

the chain ") pronounced that well-known elaborate and

weighty opinion sustaining the constitutionality of the Act

of 1850.

No manoeuvre had ever been practised of a baser charac-

ter than the Coalition described. It was worthy only of

persons conversant with tli£ lowest tricks of the lowest of

their species. It had none of the excuse of those sudden

temptations before which men sometimes fall, in the confu-

sion of not very well-balanced faculties. The corrupt Coali-

tion had been deliberately planned beforehand, and was as

deliberately and perversely carried out. It was equally dis-

creditable to both parties engaged in it. The Freesoilers

professed to be actuated in their objects by supreme regard

to the dictates of conscience. They urged the obligation of

that " Higher Law," which demanded of its advocates the

strictest adherence to abstract principles of justice and be-

nevolence, without regard to those compromises and qualifica-

tions supposed to be palliated by the necessities of worldly

affairs. In this instance, they showed that, in turning aside

from the ordinary requirements of human action, they had

equally released themselves from the restraints of superior

sanctions. For a temporary object, and one, it is to be

feared, pursued in some measure with a vindictive spirit,

they had come down from the eminence at which they pro-

fessed to aim—from the lofty heights of which a purer doc-
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trine of humanizing philosophy was to be diffused over the

earth than had ever yet blessed mankind ; and they had de-

scended into the very kennels and gutters of selfish party

scuffles for the most selfish party ends. They had sold con-

science for a bribe. They had struck hands with avowed
enemies to their principles, for the sake of crushing those

who, if not their friends, had yet steadily resisted the exten-

sion of slavery—their own dogma, and the only one, in re-

gard to slavery, which could be constitutionally maintained.

In a word, it was plain enough that what these philoso-

phers and philanthropists wanted was—place ; and that, for

the sake of it, they would dive very deeply down from those

supernal regions, whence they professed to derive the sum
of all their motives and desires. Those regions had no con-

cern, as has been already remarked, with the upper skies.

If those professors of the " Higher Law " had any religious

conceptions, they were moulded in conformity with a creed,

revealed by a lanthorn-light within themselves. One of

their chief doctors, not long afterwards, ^blasphemously

claimed that they must have " an antislavery Bible and an

antislavery God !

"

A Senator was thus chosen to represent the State in

Congress, who, in fact, represented less than a quarter part

of the State, and the opinions of no considerable portion of

the people anywhere. The conduct of the Democrats in the

legislature, however, was worse, if possible, than that of the

Freesoilers. The radicals had nothing to lose, in a mere
party sense, and nothing to hope for, except what they might

gain by aid of their ancient foes. The Democrats gave them a

Senator whose personal influence was limited, and who could

have no political influence whatever, under either a Whig 01

a Democratic national administration. On the other hand,

by securing the principal political influences in the State to

their own party, the sphere of their local operations would
be naturally enlarged. They had no fears of the Freesoilers,

who were certainly at that time an insignificant party in the

nation, but were anxious to destroy the power of the Whigs.
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The enormity of the conduct of these Democrats consisted in

the fact, that there was -then positively no question of na-

tional policy before the country which could be definitely

stated, as constituting grounds of party difference between

themselves and the Whigs ; except that very one, of the ex-

tension of slavery, in opposition to which Mr. Sumner, the

Senator whom they had just helped to elect, was well known

to be altogether engaged. Northern Whigs had uniformly

resisted that extension ; and, up to a date then recent, South-

ern Whigs had generally acted with them. Southern Demo-

crats had taken a different view of the subject ; though, lat-

terly, their leading statesmen, including Mr. Calhoun and

Mr. Davis, had expressed their contentment with a compro-

mise line extending to the Pacific, on the basis of the Com-

promise of 1820. Northern Democrats had generally voted

in concert with their Southern associates on these questions.

Otherwise than in this respect, there was nothing left of dif-

ference between the two great parties but their mere party

names and associations.
1

This condition of affairs was in reality a great misfor-

tune, in its relations to the public welfare ; for so long as

grave questions of public policy were in discussion, capable

of enlisting the minds of men throughout the country, upon

the one side or the other, there could be little chance that

merely sectional disputes would be fraught with more than

temporary peril to the common good. The grand control-

ling principle of both the Whig and the Democratic party was

1 At the National Conventions held by these two parties, a great deal of

labor was expended in order to keep up a show of difference for political pur-

poses. So late as 1856, the Democrats were so put to it for a line of distinc-

tion between themselves and the Whigs, as to protest against " a National

Bank "—an institution which had not then been in existence for twenty years
;

though now revived in a manner, and with an influence upon the interests of

the country, which, one woidd think, might almost bring back President Jack-

son from his cerements. Both the Democratic and Whig parties in their con-

ventions took precisely similar ground in support of the Compromise Acts of

1850, as a measure of pacification on the whole subject of slavery.
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the support of the Constitution and the preservation of the

Union. In regard to this vital point, their sentiments were

identical, and equally patriotic and earnest. Yet the Demo-
crats in the legislature of a State which yielded to no other,

on the ground of intelligence and influence, had chosen a

Senator of the United States who was in all his views and

qualities the very opposite of the great "Defender of the

Constitution," whom he succeeded ; one who was notoriously

an abolitionist ; in short, an ideologist and ultraist, who,

however restrained by policy, at that time, from the full ex-

pression of his extreme opinions, yet constantly avowed doc-

trines which, subjected to any logical analysis, were inimical

to the Constitution, and tended clearly to the destruction of

the Union. They were thus guilty, not only of the betrayal

of party fidelity, but of all the duties of patriotic citizens.

Whoever were the active agents in leading the majority of

the Democrats in the legislature into this flimsy and open

snare, it is a striking commentary upon the conduct of those

thus deluded—that the Democrats then chosen to office, as

on their side of the bargain, not a great while afterwards ex-

hibited themselves in the ranks of the Freesoilers, became

active partisans for their former opponents, obtained place

as their wages, and continued to hold conspicuous official

positions in the Republican party. 1

It is certain that the most disastrous consequences event-

1 Mr. Banks was the Speaker for two successive sessions, by force of the

continued coalition ; was then elected to Congress in 1852 by the coalition of

Democrats and Freesoilers, and again in 1854 by a coalition of Democrats,

Freesoilers, and Know-Nothings. He was chosen Speaker of the National

House of Representatives in 1856 ; but it was as a Republican candidate with-

out disguise, he having received no Democratic or Native American votes. He

was elected Governor of Massachusetts in November, 1857, 1858, and 1859,

as the Republican candidate ; and upon the breaking out of the war obtained

the commission of Major-General. Mr. Boutwell, after a service of two terms

as Governor, having been in a large minority of the popular vote on both oc-

casions, returned to private life. In 1863 he was chosen to Congress by the

Republicans, and lately held the office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

to which he was appointed by the late Administration.
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ually flowed from this deplorable act. Immediately, it pro v
Ted

of little public consequence, except in the injury inflicted by

the Massachusetts Democrats upon their own party standing

and interest, and in the evil example which it set for similar

truckling coalitions in other States. But deeds of this kind

do not pass away without their correspondent results. The

unlucky blow afterwards inflicted by Mr. Brooks, of South

Carolina, upon Mr. Sumner, in the Senate Chamber, gave

him a prominence which there is no reason to suppose that

he could otherwise have acquired. It also enlisted sympathy

enough, on his account, to secure an indulgence to his ex-

treme views, from persons to whom they had been hitherto

repulsive ; and in this way powerfully seconded the general

radical movement. Except for that blow, there is every

ground for believing that Mr. Sumner's official course would

have ended with his first senatorial term. But the effect of

the unholy alliance which had turned over to the radicals a

State, so soberly conservative as Massachusetts had been

hitherto considered, was practically to demoralize the two
great political parties. Under the stimulus of the disgrace

and injury inflicted on the State by the conduct of the Coali-

tion, the Whigs rallied, and, at the Fall election of the same

year, threw for Mr. Winthrop, who had been nominated by
them for Governor, a vote considerably larger than the can-

didate of either party had ever before received in Massa-

chusetts in a mere State election.
1

It would not seem a very violent presumption, to trace not

a little of the shameful corruption, which, if not corrected,

must be fatal to the very idea of republican and free insti-

tutions, to the infamous coalition between Democrats and

radicals, in the Legislature of Massachusetts. The general

result in that State was the complete perversion of the popu-

1 The vote for Mr. Winthrop in 1851 amounted to nearly 65,000. In the

preceding year the Whigs had cast 56,000 ; in 1852, which was a general elec-

tion, owing to dissatisfaction with the national nominations, they threw but

56,000 votes for President, though the Whig candidate for Governor received

62,000 votes,
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lar mind. The Democrats won nothing whatever by their

pliant concession to the Freesoilers. Instead of making the

State democratic, they paved the way for converting it into

the very hot-bed of abolition. They taught the "Whigs, who
had more actual affinities with the Freesoil party than them-

selves, the mode of turning the course of events to their own
advantage, until at length the Democracy of the State was
fairly overwhelmed by the returning tide.

In fact, the Coalition of 1851 had a most unhappy effect

in unsettling that tone of moral sentiment, which had long

been, ostensibly at least, the guiding principle of political

parties in Massachusetts, and to which she had doubtless

owed much of her high reputation. If not always sincerely

felt, yet that outward homage to a higher standard of action

was thus paid, which could not but prove salutary in its gen-

eral influence. Perhaps it was an occasion when pMitical

parties in some other States might have appropriately in-

quired—" Art thou also become like unto us ? " The Coali-

tion broke down the power of the Democracy in the State,

and was the entering wedge which split the Whig party into

fragments ; and, Anally, left no choice to such of the latter

as regarded the Freesoil movement with well-founded alarm,

but either to stand aloof altogether from public affairs, a

position so ungrateful to men of spirit and patriotic feeling,

in the day of public peril, or to unite with their old adversa-

ries, the National Democrats, in the cause of the Constitution

and the Union.

The inference is inevitable, from the tenor of Mr. Web-
ster's 7th of March speech, from his public action as Secretary

of State, under Mr. Fillmore's Administration, and from the

expression of his views to personal friends, at the period im-

mediately preceding his last fatal illness, that, had he survived,

he would have still more emphatically declared his adhesion to

the national principles of the Democratic party. His pupil and

intimate personal friend, Mr. Choate, himself one of the most

accomplished and remarkable men of his day, who, by his strict

attention to his professional pursuits, though much relieved
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by classical and literary studies, fell somewhat short of that

more widely extended reputation as a statesman, to which
his ability and his earnest patriotism would have entitled

him,—himself, like Mr. Webster, originally a Whig of the

Whigs—took frankly the course indicated. In his company
were multitudes of distinguished men, whom once the old

Whig party delighted to honor, and who, by their steadiness

to ancient constitutional principle, could not but challenge

the respect of their former associates, however changed might

be the public relations between them. Indeed, the meaning
of party names was fast becoming modified, as it was after-

wards completely reversed ; until, by Democracy was under-

stood Conservatism, and its opponents, in general, were
known as Radicals.

After the rule of the Coalition had extended to two years,

such had become the popular disgust, that the Whigs in the

election for State officers, of the two following years, obtained

a plurality of more than 20,000 votes over the Democrats, and
one still larger oyer the Freesoilers ; and the Whig candi-

dates, on both occasions, were chosen by the legislature. But
tn the election of Xovember, 1854, a novel phase of party

manifestations was exhibited, which seriously affected the

Whig organization throughout the country, as well as in the

State of Massachusetts, and which helped to drive home the

blow it had received, by its defeat in the general election of

1852. The national vote had then indicated very clearly the

popular sentiment in favor of the measures adopted by Con-

gress in 1850. Of the thirty-one States, all but four gave

pluralities for the Democratic candidate for the Presiden-

cy. The new issue now introduced made manifest one of

the strangest mutations of popular feeling, perhaps, ever wit-

nessed in human experience. An extraordinary mania

seemed to possess the public mind, almost neutralizing all

other delusions which were not a few, and spread through

the country, absorbing a portion of the strength of both po-

litical parties in the South, but more particularly affecting

the anti-Democratic organizations of the North.
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This phenomenon worked for a brief space quite out of

the common view, and then burst forth with irresistible but

short-lived fury, bewildering with astonishment those who
were not in the secret of the organization. This was the

American or " Know-Nothing " party, based upon the idea

of very much limiting, for the future, those privileges of citi-

zenship which were already awarded by law to naturalized

persons of foreign birth. It was a scheme which might have

been of highly beneficial operation, if put in practice a genera-

tion earlier ; but could only prove unequal in its eifects, and

really impracticable, after many millions of the natives of

other lands had flocked to the country, with the full under-

standing that they were to enjoy, in time, the ordinaiy

rights of native-born Americans. In fact, a generation had

then nearly passed, since a very important measure of relax-

ation had been applied to the naturalization laws. Some of

the Western States were almost, if not quite, lawless, in the

broad allowance of voting-privileges granted by them to

residents of every description. But the very name by which

the new party was called, and which it assumed as its pass-

word, was a falsehood, and utterly antirepublican in its na-

ture. For a Republic demands open and fair dealing among
its citizens.
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In tracing the brief story ofthis strange "American" move-

ment, it is proper to recur for a moment to the condition of

national politics. The administration of President Fillmore

came to a close on the 3d of March, 1853, and President

Pierce, who had been chosen, in the November precedirf
]

over General Scott, the Whig candidate, was inaugurated OH

the following day. It ought to be stated, that the difference

in the popular vote given for those two candidates, though

more than usual, was not so great, as to suggest any reason-

able grounds of discouragement to the Whig party ; suppos-

ing its principles to have been sufficiently patriotic and ad-

hesive to hold it together for combined political action. The
Democratic candidate received 1,590,490 votes; the Whig,
1,378,589 ; and it was felt, generally as a subject of sincere

congratulation, that the Freesoil vote was but 157,296
;

which was a falling off of 134,382 votes before given for that

faction in 1848.

On the whole, therefore, it appears, that a wholesome
state of union sentiment prevailed throughout the country at
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that period. Nothing had tended more to foster and to

uphold this patriotic feeling than the dignified and honorable

course of Mr. Fillmore's administration. There are few spec-

tacles in the history of the country more gratifying, in the

retrospect, than that of its condition at the close of his term

of office. Mr. Webster had been Secretary of State until

his death in October, 1852, and was succeeded by Mr.

Everett for the remainder of that administration. Mr.

Crittenden was Attorney-General. Both of these have since

followed the great Secretary, but leaving memories as en-

during as the annals of the country. The members of the

Cabinet, still living, are Mr. Kennedy, of Maryland, Mr.

Conrad, of Louisiana, and Mr. Hall, of New York.

At no period had the country enjoyed such peaceful pros-

perity at home, or such unqualified respect abroad. In fact,

domestic disquiets had apparently reached their culminating

point, and seemed to be rapidly subsiding, as floods from the

clouds, which rush down heights in a storm, fall into and are

borne away upon the tide of a great stream. Foreign slurs

upon democratic institutions which appeared so thoroughly

tested and in successful action had ceased altogether, and

the republic, at length, manifestly held a place among the

nations which in promise, at least, had no parallel in the

history of the world. There was no need of exaggeration on

this point. The coldest calculation could but reveal the

prospect of an unexampled progress for the imperial republic.

Rome, indeed, unmatched, of old, in power and grandeur,

had extended its sway among multitudes of distant and bar-

barous nations, besides the vast rule it exercised over the

more cultivated population within, or not very remote from

the proper limits of its empire. But the American people had

already increased to nearly twenty-five millions in number

;

were a race chiefly of one blood, and presented only such

differences as might become readily blended into one compact

and sufficiently harmonious whole. The actual " world " of

Rome, comprehensive as were its pretensions, was small,

indeed, in comparison with the extent of productive territory
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within the specific boundaries and under the direct jurisdic-

tion of the United States.

The state of public sentiment existing, at that time, in the

several political parties ; or, at least, that which their conven-

tions felt it necessary to address to the public, upon those ques-

tions which had chiefly disturbed its quiet, will best appear

by extracts from the series of resolutions adopted by each.

It had already become a practice with the Freesoil orators to

sneer at the idea of a "crisis " in the country—-just as they

afterwards derided the friends of the Constitution by the

title of " Union-savers "—a delusion, if it were one, from

which later events awoke them to surprise if not to regret.

The serious tone of both the Whig and the Democratic re-

solves make manifest enough the light in which this subject

was viewed by sober and sensible men. The Democrats

were earliest on the ground, and met in convention at Balti-

more, on the first day of June, 1852. They made known
their principles, as follows :

Resolved, That Congress has no power, under the Constitution, to interfere

with or control the domestic institutions of the several States, and that such

States are the sole and proper judges of every thing appertaining to their own

affairs, not prohibited by the Constitution ; that all efforts of the abolitionists

or others, made to induce Congress to interfere with questions of slavery, or

to take incipient steps in relation thereto, are calculated to lead to the most

alarming and dangerous consequences : and that all such efforts have an inev-

itable tendency to diminish the happiness of the people, and endanger the sta-

bility and permanency of the Union, and ought not to be countenanced by any

friend of our political institutions.

Resolved, That the foregoing proposition covers, and is intended to embrace,

the whole subject of slavery agitation in Congress ; and, therefore, the Demo-

cratic party, standing on this national platform, will abide by, and adhere to,

a faithful execution of the acts known as the Compromise Measures, settled by

the last Congress—the act for reclaiming fugitives from service or labor in-

cluded ; which act being designed to carry out an express provision of the

Constitution, cannot, with fidelity thereto, be repealed, nor so changed as to

destroy or impair its efficiency.

Resolved, That the Democratic party will resist all attempts at renewing in

Congress, or out of it, the agitation of the slavery question, under whatever

shape or color the attempt may be made.
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These propositions are sufficiently explicit ; and they de-

termine the point with entire accuracy, that, in 1852, in the

deliberate judgment of that great party which was soon to

be victorious in the approaching election, the dangers which

threatened the country consisted in " aggression " on the

part of a portion of the North against the constitutional im-

munities of the South.

The Whig Convention met at the same city, on the 16th

of June ; and the resolutions agreed upon by that body are

not a whit behind those of their political rivals in spirit and

point. They resolved

—

1. That the Government of the United States is of a limited character, and

it is confined to the exercise of powers expressly granted by the Constitution,

and such as may be necessary and proper for carrying the granted powers into

full execution ; and that all powers not thus granted, or necessarily implied,

are expressly reserved to the States respectively, or to the people. * *

*7. That the Federal and State Governments are parts of one system, alike

necessary for the common prosperity, peace, and security, and ought to be

regarded alike with a cordial, habitual, and immovable attachment. Respect

for the authority of each, and the acquiescence in just constitutional measures

of each, are duties required by the plainest considerations of national, of State,

and of individual welfare.

8. That the series of acts of the Thirty-first Congress, the act known as the

Fugitive Slave law included, are received and acquiesced in by the Whig party

of the United States as a settlement, in principle and substance, of the dan-

gerous and exciting questions which they embrace ; and so far as they are

concerned, we will maintain them, and insist upon their enforcement, until time

and experience shall demonstrate the necessity of further legislation to guard

against the evasion of the laws on the one hand, and the abuse of their powers

on the other, not impairing their present efficiency ; and we deprecate all fur-

ther agitation of the questions thus settled, as dangerous to our peace, and

will discountenance all efforts to continue or renew such agitation, whenever,

wherever, or however the attempt may be made ; and we will maintain this

system as essential to the nationality of the Whig party and the integrity of

the Union.

Certainly, the position thus taken by the representatives

of the two chief parties left nothing to be desired, in their

expression of sentiments absolutely identical, in regard to

the main topic of long-continued discord between the North-

ern and Southern States. Evidently, they held the vexatious
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subject, which had so disturbed and threatened to destroy

the republic, entirely within their own control; for at the

previous election of President (1848), they had together cast

two millions and a half of votes, against less than three hun-

dred thousand for the Freesoil candidate. It proved, at the

following election, that their combined strength amounted

to very nearly three millions of votes, against the greatly

reduced vote of the Freesoilers, which was little more than

half as large as it had been on the previous occasion. The
latter faction—for it was, in reality, nothing more—also held

its convention at Pittsburg, in Pennsylvania, on the 11th of

August, nominated Mr. Hale, of New Hampshire, as its

candidate for President, and, in an elaborately-drawn exposi-

tion of their principles, mostly taken from the platform

adopted by them in 1848, made the following new declara-

tions :

" That to the persevering and importunate demands of the slave power

for more slave States, new slave Territories, and the nationalization of slavery,

our distinct and final answer is—no more slave States, no slave Territory,

no nationalized slavery, and no national legislation for the extradition of

slaves.

" That slavery is a sin against God, and a crime against man, which no

human enactment or usage can make right ; and that Christianity, humanity,

and patriotism alike demand its abolition.

" That the Fugitive Slave Act of 1S50 is repugnant to the Constitution, to

the principles of the common law, to the spirit of Christianity, and to the

sentiments of the civilized world. We, therefore, deny its binding force upon

the American people, and demand its immediate and total repeal."

It will be observed, that these somewhat pointed and

comprehensive, not to say rebellious propositions, amount to

an absolute arraignment of the Government of high crimes

and misdemeanors, in its several representative, executive,

and judicial departments. "The persevering and importu-

nate demands of the slave power" had been reconciled with

other demands upon the country, so far as the circumstances

of the whole case permitted, a year before. Every point in

dispute had been decisively settled. For, whatever " sin

"

or "crime" had been committed, in that adjustment, the
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Government was responsible. The act especially denounced

by the Freesoilers was a deliberate enactment of the Nation-

al Legislature ; it had received the official assent of the Presi-

dent, acting with the advice of the Attorney-General ; and

it was well known that it had the united sanction of the

Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States. Al-

ready, in many, if not yet in all the free States, occasion had

arisen, or had been taken, for their highest tribunals to pass

upon it ; and their decisions had been uniformly in support

of the law. 1 Among others, the eminent Chief-Justice of

Massachusetts (Shaw), perhaps as conversant with the prin-

ciples of the Constitution and those of the Common Law, as

any member of the Freesoil Convention, and reckoned a

person of a singularly humane disposition and Christian-like

spirit, had given an elaborate and learned opinion, from the

bench, in its favor. 2

The value of the judgment expressed by this Convention,

on the point of law, may be thus estimated. Their fidelity

to constitutional obligations is equally determinable. They

announced their resolve, that there should be no national

legislation for the extradition of slaves. Their objection to

this particular measure *of legislation, which they declared

had " no binding force," applied equally, therefore, to any

act whatever, which provided for extradition. They alleged

that each and every such statute was repugnant to the Con-

stitution—though the Constitution expressly made provision

for the return of slaves ; and national legislation, in con-

1 An adverse opinion was improvidently given in the Supreme Court of one

of the Western States (Wisconsin), which was soon afterwards reversed by it-

self upon finding it stood alone.

2 Mr. Brown says :
" Looking once at an engraving of Sir Matthew Hale,

1 a very great judge,' he said, ' but not greater, I think, than the Chief,' as

Judge Shaw was familiarly called. An eminent. lawyer, engaged with him in a

case, was once rising to contest what seemed an unfavorable, if not an un-

fair, ruling. Mr. Choate drew him back and whispered in his ear, ' Let it go.

Sit down. Life, liberty, and property are always safe in his hands.' "

—

Brown's

" Life and Writings," vol. i., p. 288.

11
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formity with the clause referred to, had taken place and been

in operation for more than sixty years before they passed

their resolution. In a word, the doctrines avowed by them

showed their Convention to be a conspiracy against the Con-

stitution and the Union; and nothing was lacking but the

overt act, to make them as responsible for the consequences

of treason as those who, in resentment to this spirit of re-

sistance to the laws of the land, were finally stung by the

conduct of these same Freesoilers and their sympathizers and

associates into bolder, if more indiscreet rebellion.

At the period in question, however, such intemperate

utterances, on the part of the Freesoilers, could be regarded

as only injurious to themselves. Indeed, they were treated

either with extreme indifference, or only as the ravings of

men half insane and wholly powerless. Considering the in-

significant disproportion of their apparent numbers to the

aggregate vote of the nation, it was thought, in general, that

their sentiments were too extravagant to gain much head-

way, or to become dangerous to the permanent welfare of

the country. They had been able, however, in 1844, to

make sure the election of Mr. Polk, a candidate thoroughly

devoted to Southern views, by withholding about five thou-

sand votes, in New York, from Mr. Clay, who was certainly

no abolitionist, but who had distinguished himself, on all

occasions, for his humane consideration of the negro race,

and by every practicable effort for the amelioration of their

condition. On the whole, their spirit of resistance to the

will of the people at large, and to the laws of the land, in

the view of many who did not consider what weak barriers

are constitutions and laws, in the hour of passionate excite-

ment and against popular frenzies, seemed little less absurd

than the noted conspiracy of the three tailors of Tooley Street

against the British Government. But, in the mean time,

fourteen of the seventeen free States had passed laws, which
either came in direct conflict with the act of Congress de-

nounced by the Freesoilers, or rendered it so difficult and
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expensive to execute it, as practically to deprive the statute

of all vital force.
1

But, although the gage of battle had thus been thrown
clown by the enemies of the Constitution, and taken up by
its friends of both the Whig and the Democratic side, the

ensuing struggle was to take place between the latter two
parties. In the plenitude of their united strength, they could

1
It would have been impossible, for instance, to convey an escaped slave

from the extreme Eastern States to his master's home by the ordinary means

of transportation, without the hazard of disturbance. A crowd could be read-

ily assembled, at a multitude of stopping-places for the trains, by telegraphic

messages, and the managers of the "underground railroad" were on the

alert. Hence, it was necessary to devise extraordinary modes of carrying the

law into effect, which proved so costly to the Government, as well as trouble-

some to the claimant, in the few cases which occurred, that the extradition

soon fell into practical disuse. From the seaports, of course, the fugitive could

be sent home, as the opportunity presented itself, under the charge of a United

States messenger. On the last occasion of executing the law in Boston, in the

case of a negro known as Anthony Burns, the scene, to a cool observer, might

have seemed ludicrous, as well as impressive. The city authorities and others

certainly took the surest means to create a feverish excitement about an inci-

dent which might otherwise have passed off with no great notice in that city

;

or, perhaps, the not very judicious view of the subject was taken, that it was

desirable to affect the public mind by the imposing ceremonies of a great spec-

tacle. In the condition of popular sentiment in Boston at the period in ques-

tion, a dozen or two resolute officers might have taken the slave to the vessel

which was to convey him to Georgia, at noonday, without the least danger of

serious tumult. But word was given out previously of the day chosen for the

purpose ; the militia, to the number of probably a thousand men, were turned

out, together with the marines in considerable force, from the neighboring

navy yard, with their cannon, and lined the streets through which the proces-

sion was to pass. The people from the country thronged into the city, and,

doubtless, more than a hundred thousand persons witnessed the demonstration.

Burns himself, who had been treated with great kindness during his detention,

and who had been provided with a new and shining black suit for the occasion,

by the bounty, it was understood, of the proslavery supporters of the law,

looked like any thing but a victim ; he marched with an air, and was said to

have felt highly flattered by the novel distinction conferred upon him. Inor-

dinate importance was given to a matter which should have been treated as

an ordinary affair, and, undoubtedly, the effect on popular sentiment was un-

favorable.
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afford to disregard the former faction, and contend with one

another for the possession of political power. Unhappily for

themselves, on this occasion, the Whigs played an apparently

double and a losing game. Consistency with their expressed

opinions, and fidelity to principles which they so solemnly

declared, and which, in reality, were essential " to the nation-

ality of the Whig party and the integrity of the Union," de-

manded that they should select as candidates for national

office such eminent men as had led the party in the great

struggle for the reestablishment of those principles. Any
wavering on this point would be a sign of weakness of pur-

pose, and could not but give their adversaries decided advan-

tage. It would show a want of confidence in their own pro-

fessions, and in the political integrity of their followers. It

would tend to encourage the falling off of the latter, as

temptation presented itself, and place them altogether in a

position of unfavorable contrast with their political oppo-

nents.

It is by no means impossible that, if Mr. Webster had
been nominated, and had survived, as he might, perhaps,

have survived, in such an event—for there can be little doubt

that a sense of public ingratitude hastened his end—(" then

burst his mighty heart ")—he would have been elected. The
probabilities were the same in favor of Mr. Fillmore, whose

administration had brought the country peace, and conferred -

upon it prosperity and dignity. In his place in the Senate,

the former had been conspicuously efficient in the support of

those constitutional principles and measures of the Whig
party—of which all his life long he was a chief pillar and

ornament—set forth so emphatically in the resolutions of its

Convention ; and those principles and measures had been the

groundwork of the policy of Mr. Fillmore's administration,

to the success and statesmanlike standard of which Mr.

Webster's eminent abilities had so signally contributed.

Before the ensuing election, he died a martyr to the most

exalted sentiments of American patriotism ; while Mr. Fill-

more has subsequently manifested, in a manner forever
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honorable to his reputation, his unchanged fidelity, in private

life, to the political views which distinguished him in his

public relations. A defeat, with either of those gentlemen

for candidates, need not have been attended by any of those

disastrous consequences which resulted in the final disruption

of the party, in its reorganization under the auspices of the

Freesoil leaders, and in whatever else has ensued, by reason

of the abandonment of principle for the sake of expediency.

As it was, its defeat was the signal for a general rout.
1

There can be no question that Mr. Webster was deeply

solicitous for the nomination—less, perhaps, from any ambi-

tious motive, than as a vindication of his public conduct, due

to him, on the part of his political friends. There can be as

little question that Mr. Fillmore's friends made every reason-

able concession to the claims of Mr. Webster, who, in the

course of nature, could expect no future opportunity for the

gratification of his wishes. Besides, the cry of "one term"

had become more or less popular. But, after all, the Whig
Convention was restrained, by motives of supposed policy,

from conferring the nomination upon Mr. Webster, between

whose pretensions and those of General Scott the contest in

the Convention was finally settled in favor of the latter. An
exaggerated estimate of the prejudices of the North against

the Compromises of 1850, and an overwrought apprehension

of their influence upon the election,
2
doubtless, dictated that

J In his speech to the Convention, Mr. Choate had said, in reply to a ques-

tion of Mr. John M. Botts :

" I meant to present a sound argument to the Convention, to the end that

this Convention might stand committed as men of honor everywhere. I say

here and everywhere, give us the man, and you will promote peace and sup-

press agitation ; and if you give us any other, you have no assurance at all

that that agitation will be suppressed."

—

Brown's " Life and Writings of

Choate" vol. i., p. 180. (See also p. 178, of the same.)
2

It was the faint-heartedness of the Northern delegates which defeated

Mr. Webster's nomination. The Southern members of the Convention prom-

ised one hundred and six votes for him, on their part, whenever it was made

certain that forty votes would be given him from the North, which would have

secured the nomination ; but the latter never rose beyond thirty-two.

—

See

Brown's "Life and Writings of Choate" vol i., p. 181.
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policy ; but the temporary success of a party was certainly

of far less consequence than the vindication of principles held

in equal regard by both parties, and which, in the judgment

of both, were essential to the integrity of the Union. Be-

sides, the doubts manifested on this point stimulated the

very prejudices which the Convention dreaded to encounter.

But while the nomination of either Mr. Webster or Mr. Fill-

more could not have failed to satisfy the true national senti-

ment in both sections of the country, whatever might have

proved the result of the election, that of General Scott, un-

reasonably, as has been remarked already, and yet inevitably,

had the effect of what seamen might call "a list to leeward."

In point of fact, this great veteran soldier and warm-
hearted patriot was known to -entertain precisely those opin-

ions which were promulgated by the Whig Convention. But,

while he had not been at all mixed up in their public discus-

sion—a circumstance, undoubtedly, of controlling influence

with the Convention, in addition to his great and distin-

guished public services—this very circumstance afforded the

opportunity to his opponents to insinuate, most unjustly,

that he held views of a character actually assimilating with

those of the Freesoilers themselves. In the South, any suspi-

cion of this sort would naturally have its effect. On the

other hand, the disappointment felt by many Whigs, at a

seeming want of frankness in the Convention, and the aban-

donment of the champions of the party, by adopting a candi-

date who, however justly respected, could not be considered

such a special representative of their principles as the condi-

tion of the times demanded, carried over many thousands of

them, both at the North and the South, into the ranks of the

Democratic party. The Convention of that party, in its

nomination, had shown no flinching whatever from the opin-

ions which its resolutions professed. In selecting their can-

didate for the Presidency, they fixed upon one about whose

fidelity to Democratic opinions no doubt could be raised

;

who had often served with distinction in high civil station

;

whose whole public life had shown an unswerving devotion
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to national principles and the clearest patriotism ; and who
enjoyed the largest and most familiar personal acquaintance

and esteem of leading statesmen throughout the country.

On both sides, there was unquestionably an equal and

earnest desire to promote the true interests of the republic ; and

the desire, on both sides, looked in precisely the same direc-

tion, except in regard to mere party dogmas and political ques-

tions of inferior moment ; and of none at all, so far as the main

object of both, that is, the settlement of the country on the

basis of the Constitution and the Union, was concerned. But,

in the plan of the battle, the Democrats had shown themselves

shrewder than their opponents. The result of the election, in

which a party so eminently competent and successful as had

been that of the Whigs, in the conduct of the Government for

the four preceding years, was completely overthrown, made
this fact sufficiently apparent. The gain of the Democrats,

in votes, from the former national election amounted to nearly

three hundred and seventy thousand, while that of the Whigs
scarcely reached fifteen thousand. The Freesoil vote had fallen

off nearly one-half, leaving it somewhat above one hundred

and fifty-seven thousand, in the whole, against almost three

millions of votes cast by the Democrats and the Wkigs.

In fact, while the Whigs lost more or less in every

slave State—except a slight gain in Virginia, owing to a cer-

tain pride in the "Mother of Presidents " for another son

—

and also in several of the free States, among others Massa-

chusetts, in which the decrease was more than five thousand

;

the Freesoil vote was diminished in every free State, and in

"New York alone nearly one hundred thousand. Doubtless

most of this latter change was in favor of General Scott. It

seems reasonable to infer, therefore, that, had a different

policy been pursued by the Whigs, they would have carried

the election, instead of the Democrats. Or, if not, they

might have successfully maintained their party organization

and strength, for the behoof of the general welfare ; instead

of becoming broken and scattered, as they soon did, and a

prey to delusion after delusion—the source, in its final result,
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of years of agony, past and to come—to the common country

of public trials which time may relieve; of private griefs for

which earth lias no cure. The misfortune did not consist in

the mere victory of the Democrats, which was honest in

itself, and who have ever since shown themselves as a body,

the firm supporters of constitutional principles ; but in the

influences thus brought to bear, which led to the eventual

dissolution of the Whig party.

Indeed, the Democrats and Whigs, acting together on con-

stitutional grounds, helped mutually to sustain the body poli-

tic, in its integrity, and were checks upon each other in points

less essential to the public good ; while the disruption of the

Whigs from their ancient associations paved the way, and

provided the materials, for the formation of a merely sectional

organization, the beginning " of all our woe." At the South,

in the presence of one question of absorbing interest to their

civil and personal rights, which they knew were attacked,

and believed to be in danger, the tendency would naturally

be towards that party in the North which showed the stout-

est front, in alliance with themselves, for the maintenance of

those rights. The result of the election showed, that, while

in the aggregate number of 2,969,079 votes cast by the Dem-
ocrats and the Whigs, the candidate of the former received a

majority of211,901—his majority in the slave States amounted

to but 71,733, and in the free States rose as high as 140,163.

In fact, but four States, namely, Vermont, Massachusetts,

Kentucky, and Tennessee, of the thirty-one, gave majorities

to General Scott, amounting, in the whole, to 23,454 votes.

This turn of the affair indicated, in no sense, a want of per-

sonal respect. for the noble and honest veteran, whose claims

were thus postponed in favor of his younger competitor ; but

was simply the decision of a political question in which the

hearts and minds of the citizens were profoundly engaged.

They acted, therefore, accordingly as their opinions and pre-

possessions, in reference to that question, led them to take

the one or the other A'iew of it ; and the result was inevitable

in the existing temper of the public mind.
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At the North, the prospect was altogether discouraging

to the extremists, and not particularly cheering to the moder-

ate Whigs. It was yet to be ascertained what course would

be adopted, in regard to political action, by the shaken and

disordered masses of the Whig party ; and this point was
soon afterwards solved by the concurrence of various event.

That course may be readily traced, from step to step, by
observing its direction in a single influential State. There

having been a failure to choose State officers, in Massachu-

setts, at the general election in November, 1852, the Whig
candidate for Governor was chosen by the Legislature, at

the session in January, 1853. By a similar process, a differ-

ent Whig candidate was elected for the year 1854. At the

election in the autumn of the last-named year the Know-Noth-
ing party had gained the public ear, and its candidate was elect*

ed by a very large popular majority. A comparison of the

votes, in the fall of 1853 and that of 1854, throws a flood of

light upon the process of general demoralization which had

thus overtaken all parties in the State ; and exhibits also a

remarkable versatility of principle on the part of those who
professed to be more especially subject to the emotions of

philanthropy and the dictates of conscience. It is of great

importance to mark this turn of affairs ; because out of it

grew the strength of another party, which furnished some of

the most influential promoters of those causes leading to the

rebellion and the war. 1

In the State election of 1853, the vote stood in round

numbers as follows :

1 Every Governor of the State, elected in Massachusetts since 1851, except

one, either became finally, or was originally, of the Republican party. Mr.

Gardner at length acted with the Conservatives. The same combination of

forces which elected Mr. Sumner to the Senate of the United States also elected

Mr. Wilson afterwards. The Massachusetts delegation to the Congressional

House of Representatives fell at first altogether into the hands of the Know-

Nothings, who were soon pushed aside by the Freesoil managers ; the latter

taking the places of those at whose expense they had played this adroit

political game. See also, particularly, Appendix V.

11*
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WASHBURN.
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usual number, the latter more than upon any previous occa-

sion. 1 In 1856, the year of election of President, the entire

Freesoil vote of the State (103,811) was cast for Mr. Fre-

mont; the other candidates being Mr. Buchanan (37,600)

and Mr. Fillmore (19,189). But the vote for Governor was
distributed as follows

:

Gardner.
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and in 1857 Banks was elected by the entire vote of the

Freesoilers (Fremonters or Republicans) in coalition with

Know-Nothings, Whigs, and some few Democrats.

Mr. Banks, who had obtained a seat in Congress in 1856,

as " a Fremonter," was elected Governor for three successive

terms. He was succeeded, at the Presidential election of

1860, by Mr. Andrew, an avowed abolitionist and sympa-

thizer with "John Brown," who was annually chosen

Governor until, in September, 1865, he yielded his pre-

tensions to another "Republican." Since the year 1856,

when the small body of Whigs yet adhering to former prin-

ciples divided upon two candidates, they have made no sep-

arate nominations, nor pretended to any political organiza-

tion; except that, in the Presidential campaign of 1860,

when an attempt was made to reconstruct the party, they

brought forward a ticket for State officers on that side.

Since 1857, the Republicans, succeeding to the "Fremonters,"

have had a decided majority in the State. The opposition

has appeared under different names, and with varying

strength, until finally the only remaining organizations were

the Republican and the Democratic.

In the midst of this mutation of parties, the former has

owed not a little of the advantage it has gained and so far

kept, to ancient political prejudices. Upon the decay and

final fall of the Whig party, there were very many who had

all their lives been contending against the Democracy, or

had inherited strong sentiments of repugnance to it, who
could not reconcile it with their feelings to act in concert

trith those called by that name ; notwithstanding the self-

evident fact, that the state of affairs which caused the ori«i-

nal division in the progress of time had become completely

reversed. The Democrats, in the former contests between

themselves and the Federalists, of whom the Whigs were

successors, had been regarded by their opponents as little

better than disorganizes and radicals. Indeed, the title

often applied to them, as a stigma at an early date, had been

that of Jacobin, derived from the extreme section of the old
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French revolutionists. But the Democratic party had long

been growing more and more conservative ; and, by convic-

tion and the force of events, had become, at last, in a signal

degree, the defenders of the principles of the Constitution.

Old causes of controversy between themselves and the

Whigs had, one by one, disappeared, or were reduced to

comparative insignificance, by the vital questions at stake

affecting the very integrity of the Union.

On the other hand, nothing could be more clear, than that

the Republican party owed its origin to the most unqualified

radicalism. Many of its most prominent leaders—those af-

terwards chosen Governors of States, Senators or Representa-

tives in Congress, members of the several legislative bodies

in the North, and persons placed by the action of the party

in various positions of influence ; lecturers before literary so-

cieties, and professed ministers of religion, who
?

to the deg-

radation of their calling and the deadly injury of their di-

vine mission, took no small part in political exhortation, and

often in political management, on that side—were notorious

radicals in politics, in literature, in the relations of social life

and in religion. They began by preferring a sentiment to a

principle—speculations originating with themselves, to the

general system of ideas which forms the basis of all civilized

society, and to which it again and again reverts, for peace

and order and happiness, however it may be casually dis-

turbed, or temporarily set aside. They proceeded in opposi-

tion to the settlement, by custom and law, of our own civil

institutions. They were, manifestly, neither the wisest, nor,

in any sense, the ablest men of their times. Others of a dif-

ferent character, persons eminent in the community, distin-

guished for sagacity, public experience, and comprehensive

views, and beyond the suspicion of dishonest motives, saw
and often earnestly warned their fellow-citizens, that popular

indulgence to the extravagant theories of sophists, specula-

tors, charlatans, and adventurers, would lead either to the

dissolution of the great Union, founded by the prudent fore-

sight and magnanimous consent of their fathers ; or to disas-
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ters scarcely less to be deprecated and dreaded. And yet,

out of distaste for a mere name, multitudes of the more staid

and apparently considerate citizens of the North chose to

vote and to act in concert with the radicals—though the de-

signs of these men could not but tend to the subversion of

the Constitution—rather than acknowledge fellowship with

the Democrats, who were bent upon upholding it, and wTere

manifestly devoted to its sound maintenance and preservation.

The party under w^hose leaders they chose to range them-

selves had grown up out of weakness, not of strength ; and

those leaders could scarcely pretend any rational title to their

confidence. Many of those who afterwards thus acted with

it, and voted constantly for its extreme agents, while en-

gaged in driving sectional disputes to extremities—under

the futile pretext that they did not approve of its excesses

—

had been originally among its most ardent and uncompro-

mising opponents. Though men are often led unconsciously

along, in the turmoil of popular delusions, until they lose all

sense of the restraint and control of sober reason
;
yet here

they had landmarks, all the way, to point out the right di-

rection, and beacons to warn them of their danger. The

arguments and entreaties of Clay and of Webster and their

great compeers, for more than a generation, were but appeals

to the established doctrines of the Constitution, and echoes

of the solemn expostulations of Washington—in that wise

and most affecting address, conceived and uttered for their

future guidance, which had no archetype, and has no paral-

lel in the history of civil institutions among mankind.

Happily, this defection was not universal. There was
still no inconsiderable remnant of the old Whig party—and

with it were many of those whose character and abilities had

shed the highest lustre upon its past history, who yielded to

no such scruples ; but were willing heartily to unite with

the company, under whatever designation, whose object it

was to save the sinking ship. It was out of their power, or

that of their compatriots, to avert the tide that was sweeping

the republic towards the abyss of ills, in which it was at
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length engulphed ; but there can be no question that their

strength and steadiness, though they were virulently assailed

and sometimes harshly persecuted by the dominant party,

still exercised a powerful influence in correcting many wild

opinions of the day and in checking many excesses. And,
best of all it is, that they have mainly helped to keep alive

the sacred flame of pure constitutional principle, in the light

of which, we may still hope, that our eyes are yet to behold the

restoration of the country to order and constitutional liberty.

Among the most illustrious of those who earliest took this

stand was Mr. Choate; and to the dead, at least, the tribute

of completed honor is due.

The Native American, or Know-Nothing party, which

had apparently sprung into such sudden life, and which made
a demonstration of such an extraordinary character in several

of the Southern as well as in many of the Northern States,

was, after all, not of very recent origin. On the contrary,

though existing obscurely, and possessing no political influ-

ence until its secret and extensive organization took place, at

the period of its meteoric outburst in 1853, it had neverthe-

less then been working up whatever materials it could find

for a party, during fifteen or twenty years. In reality, those

divisions of opinion upon national topics, which had brought

the Whig party to partial dissolution, afforded the opportu-

nity, in the view of many leading persons throughout the

Union, of building up, out of the diverse and somewhat
loosely-lying elements of the various parties, a powerful
" American " organization. Many more persons of distin-

guished character and position at the South united themselves

with it, than at the North. Among these was Mr. Critten-

den, of Kentucky, who had, shortly before, been Attorney-

General of the United States under Mr. Fillmore's adminis-

tration ; Mr. A. H. H. Stuart, of Virginia, Secretary of the

Interior, at the same period ; and Mr. Zollicoffer, a leading

member of Congress from Tennessee, who fell, in command
of the Confederate troops, at the battle of Mill Springs, in

Kentucky, in the second year of the war. Of course, no
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sectional views could have been in contemplation by those

who set this American movement in active operation. In-

deed, it began with the most emphatic recognition of the

settlement arranged by the compromise measures of 1850.

Mr. John M. Clayton, of Delaware, who had held the

post of Secretary of State under President Taylor, but is be-

lieved not to liaA'e been in personal relations with the organ-

ization, in a speech delivered by him in New Jersey, in

November, 1854, declared that the Know-Nothing party

" will refuse to test the suitableness of any man for public

office, by the question whether he is for or against the mere

extension of slavery in some territory of the United States."

It is obvious that such an exclusion of the question was,

practically, an allowance of the extension of slavery in

the territory. But at a "National Council" held by the

party, at Philadelphia, in June, 1855, its principles upon this

point, and upon others of signal moment in relation to the

general subject of slavery, are laid down in a manner so dis-

tinct as to leave no room for any question. It may be well

to copy from this Platform its very careful and elaborate ex-

position of the doctrines professed by it on this topic. It

will be observed, that this organization, assuming to have

arisen itself upon " the ruins " of the Whig and the Demo-

cratic parties, throws out a very strong intimation, as to the

alleged irreconcilable antagonism between the two. There

can be no doubt, therefore, that the "Council" intended to

charge upon the late Whigs extreme antislavery opinions, in

contrast with those which it imputed to the late Democrats.

The following is numbered " Twelve " in the series of propo-

sitions in their manifesto :

" The American party, having arisen upon the ruins and in spite of the

Whig and Democratic parties, cannot be held in any manner responsible for

the obnoxious acts or violated pledges of either. And the systematic agitation

of the slavery question by those parties having elevated sectional hostility into

a positive element of political power, and brought our institutions into peril, it

has, therefore, become the imperative duty of the American party to interpose

for the purpose of giving peace to the country and perpetuity to the Union.

And as experience has shown it impossible to reconcile opinions so extreme
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as those which separate the disputants, and as there can be no dishonor in

submitting to the law, the National Council has deemed it the best guarantee

of common justice and of future peace, to abide by and maintain the existing

laves upon the subject of slavery, as a final and conclusive settlement of that sub-

ject, in fact and in substance.

"And, regarding it the highest duty to avow their opinions on a subject

so important, in distinct and unequivocal terms, it is hereby declared as the

sense of this National Council, that Congress has no power, under the Consti-

tution, to legislate upon the subject of slavery in the States where it does or

may exist, or to exclude any State from admission into the Union, because its

Constitution does or does not recognize the institution of slavery as a part of

its social system ; and, expressly pretermitting any expression of opinion upon

the power of Congress to establish or prohibit slavery in any Territory, it is the

sense of the National Council that Congress ought not to legislate upon the

subject of slavery within the territory of the United States, and that any in-

terference by Congress with slavery, as it exists in the District of Columbia,

would be a violation of the compact by which the State of Maryland ceded the

District to the United States, and a breach of the national faith."

Singularly enough, these very explicit propositions are

not only identical in sentiment with those severally adopted

by the AYhig and by the Democratic Conventions, held at

Baltimore, in the year 1852, but they go much farther. Dis-

daining any seeming reticence in regard to particular meas-

ures, which the latter bodies may have thought expedient,

the National Council entered into full detail ; and as to the

grand subject of controversy, it assumed the extremest

Southern ground, with this difference—that, while the South-

ern Democrats denied the power of Congress, as a matter of

Constitutional right, to legislate in relation to slavery in the

territories, the Council held that the higher motive of moral

obligation ought to induce it to refrain. For, although the

law is entitled to obedience, while it exists, yet it may be

changed ; but the requirement of moral duty is inherent and

immutable. But strong as their positions were, and truly

patriotic, also, in correspondence with the general sense of

the people, so far as this could be supposed to be represented

by the manifestoes of Conventions composed of the delegates

of the several parties, the "Americans," strange to say, re-

versed it all in the course of a very few months.
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The "National Council" in June, 1855, assumed the na-

tional title exhibited above, and the Northern delegates then

went home to their several quarters of the country, and in

their " State Councils " appeared to be a very different order

of men. This fact is the more striking, because, differing

from other political parties, which are voluntary organiza-

tions, the members of which are held to each other only by
their individual political convictions, and act, on each emer-

gency, according to their individual turn of mind, the Amer-
ican party was a close corporation, into which the several

members were introduced by formal ceremonies, under the

secret sanction of successive oaths, as they advanced from

one degree of illumination to another. 1 In November of the

same year (1855) a Know-Nothing Convention was held at

Cincinnati, composed of delegates from several of the North-

ern and Northwestern States. The following is an extract

from one of the resolutions adopted by them

:

" That the repeal of the Missouri Compromise was an infraction of the

plighted faith of the nation, and that it should be restored ; and, if eiforts to

that end should fail, Congress should refuse to admit into the Union any State

tolerating slavery which shall be formed out of any portion of the territory

from which that institution was excluded by that Compromise."

This complete overturn of opinion, between the time of

meeting of the National Council in June, and that of the

1 The following extract from a letter of Mr. Choate to a friend out of the

country, dated June 29, 1855, and given in Prof. Brown's Memoir, will serve

to show something of the existing state of politics

:

" Your estate is gracious that keeps you out of hearing of our polities.

Any thing more low, obscene, purulent, the manifold heavings of history have

not cast up. We shall come to the worship of onions, cats, and things ver-

miculate. ' Renown and grace are dead.' ' There's nothing serious in mor-

tality.' If any wiser saw, or instance, ancient or modern, occurred to me to

express the enormous, impossible inanity of American things, I should utter

it. Bless your lot, then, which gives you to volcanoes, earthquakes, feather-

cinctured chiefs, and dusky sights of the tropics. I wish I was there with all

my heart—that I do.

" After all, the Democratic chance is best. The whole South is Pierce's,

I think—so is the foreign vote of the North. So will be Pennsylvania, I

guess."
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Convention at Cincinnati, in November, at once nnfolds the

causes of that otherwise inexplicable fluctuation of votes for

several successive years, already recapitulated, at the annual

elections in Massachusetts, and serves as an illustration also

of similar revolutions, at the same period, in various other

Northern States. The Freesoilers, in fact, had introduced

themselves into the " Councils " of the " Americans." On
what pretext they were received, it is difficult to imagine

;

since it is evident that December's snow and the flowers of

June are no more at odds, than had been the sentiments of

the two factions on the absorbing topic of the day. And, if

Mr. Clayton, a year before the National Council uttered its

emphatic propositions, had rightly interpreted the sentiment

at that time existing among the " Americans," then the Free-

soilers, of whom many of the more conspicuous entered into

that fellowship with the Know-Nothing lodges, could have

stepped upon that " platform," only in utter betrayal of all

their previously professed political opinions and moral con-

victions.

The truth is, since the movement of the secret organiza-

tion seemed to have taken deep hold of the popular mind,

the Freesoil leaders sought its shades, probably in order to

save themselves from political nonentity ; and, at first, could

have had little reasonable expectation of obtaining much

foothold for their own special dogmas among the national

"American" masses. Still, they were persons of a very

adventurous disposition, who lost nothing for want of push-

ing ; and, it is likely, were not without their hopes. Indeed,

they had been reduced to that extremity, by the quiescent

state of public sentiment, for some years after the passage of

the several Acts of 1850, that their frame of mind might be

likened to that of a distinguished character in "Paradise

Lost," when he took counsel with his compeers to see

—

" What reenforcernent we may gain from hope
;

If not, what resolution from despair."

Hence it happened, that in 1854, the Freesoil party,

which, at the preceding annual election, had given Mr.
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Henry Wilson 29,000 votes, for Governor of Massachusetts,

now cast its main strength for Mr. Gardner—under instruc-

tions doubtless—while, in order to keep up the appearance

of the thing, the insignificant number of 6,000 votes only was
given to Mr. Wilson. At the next annual election in 1855,

when the prospect for " fusion " had become less promising,

in consequence of the resolutions of the "National Council,"

already cited, the Freesoilers returned to their own resorts

again, and furnished their entire vote for their candidate, Mr.

Rockwell, that for Mr. Gardner falling off in the same pro-

portion. In 1856, the fusion was fairly consummated in pur-

pose, if not in full execution. It was the year of election for

President ; affairs had become so complicated that it was
difficult to control popular sentiment, or to induce the masses

to exercise much discrimination ; and, accordingly, while the

entire Freesoil vote, in Massachusetts, and most of the

American, was given for Mr. Fremont, for President ; the

candidate for Governor, Mr. Gardner, who was thought to

stand in, at least, a doubtful relation to " Fusion," received

a smaller vote than Mr. Fremont, and a certain number of

impracticable Freesoilers cast their ballots for the venerable

Mr. Josiah Quincy, Senr., then not far from ninety years of

age.
1

1 The vote stood as follows :

Feemont. Buchanan. Fillmoee.

103,811 37,660 19,819

Gaednee. Beach. Goedon. Bell. Quincy.

Fusion. Bern. Whig. Whig. Freesoil.

99,457 40,082 10,082 7,075 6,316

Mr. Quincy, however, had amply vindicated his title to be the " standard-

bearer" of this faction. On the 5th of June of this same year, 1856, he

made a public address to the inhabitants of the town of Quincy, in which he

declared of what he styled " the slave power," that

—

" The provisions of the Constitution of the United States which gave to

them the right of their slaves in the balance of power has been the great mis-

fortune of this Union, and will be its destruction unless the free States rally

to its rescue, and take possession of the Government."

And again

—

" At the coming election, I cannot doubt that the free States * * will
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The work of " Fusion," at length, went swimmingly on.

It became complete in the Legislature of Pennsylvania, which
passed correspondent resolutions, early in January, 1856.

At an " American " State Convention held at Binghamton,
in New York, at the same period, the course of action was
of a similar character ; bringing the party into close relations

with those who were then beginning to be styled the
" Black-Republicans ; " and in Conventions, held in the

several New England States, equal progress was made
towards the same projected consummation. 1 Thus, by the

proceedings of these bodies, representing the "American"
party, in the Eastern, Middle, and Western States, its na-

tional position, taken in 1855, had become sectional early in

1856. The die was finally cast, however, at a meeting of the
" National Council," held at Philadelphia, on the 22d of Febru-

ary, 1856. The legal and the moral obligations, set forth in

the 12th proposition of the "National Council," held at the

same city, in June, 1855, were utterly repudiated by the vote

of a large majority of the members, on the latter occasion.

In their 13th article, they took Republican ground; declaring

" opposition to the reckless and unwise policy of the present

administration," amongst other things, " as shown in reopen-

ing sectional agitation, by the repeal of the Missouri Com-
promise "—and " as shown in its vacillating course on the

Kansas and Nebraska question "—a singular charge, whether

just or not, to be preferred by those, who, in bringing it, ex-

posed this complete revolution of their own opinions on this

very point, within little more than six preceding months !

take possession of this Government ; restore to the Constitution the proportions

of power established by Washington ; " (compare this clause with the preced-

ing paragraph in regard to the Constitution established by Washington) " re-

instate in full force that barrier against the extension of slavery called the
1 Missouri Compromise ; ' make Kansas a free State ; and put an end forever

to the addition of any more slave States to this Union—duties to be ful-

filled at any hazard—even op the dissolution of the Union itself."
1 See letter of Mr. Carruthers, member of Congress from Missouri, dated

at Washington, February 28th, 1856, in Cluskey's "Political Text Book,"

p. 108 el seq.
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In fact, they entirely abandoned, on this occasion, the

specific grounds upon 'which their own organization was

founded, by providing in the final article which was then

adopted, for—"A free and open discussion of all political

principles embraced in our platform." The Freesoil neo-

phytes in the "American" seminary had thus proved stronger

than their masters, and the victory was finally achieved.

Accordingly, from this " National Council," upon the adop-

tion of the new platform, a despatch was forwarded to a

" Black-Republican " Convention, sitting at Pittsburg, at the

same time, in the following emphatic language

:

" The American party is no longer united. Raise the Republican ban-

ner. Let there be no further extension of slavery. The Americans are

with you."

The Missouri Compromise, the alleged repeal of which

was now made the new, and, as it proved, the fatal source of

sectional discord, had been repealed, as has been heretofore

remarked in this volume, in letter as well as in spirit, by the

measures of adjustment adojrted by Congress in 1850. The
leaders of extreme Southern opinion had then professed their

contentment with the doctrine of that Compromise, if it

should be carried out literally and in good faith. The line

of that Compromise would have left all of Utah north of

latitude 36° 30' ; nearly the whole of New Mexico south of

it ; and would have divided California into nearly equal

parts, above and below that degree of latitude. It was im-

possible, in a moral sense, to accede to their proposition ; be-

cause the people of California had already adopted a Consti-

tution excluding slavery, preparatory to admission into the

Union ; and, although Congress could not, certainly, under-

take to force slavery upon a territory which had deliberately

rejected it
;
yet the admission of California, to the neglect

of the line agreed upon in 1820, was, in fact, by its practical

operation, the abrogation of the Missouri Compromise. The
same measures of 1850 provided for the future admission of

Utah and New Mexico, without reference to the exclusion

of slavery. In regard to the former, its geographical situa-
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tion rendered the omission of no practical importance. It

was contended that slavery had been abolished in the latter

while a province of Mexico, although a score or two of slaves

were actually held there by the territorial residents in 1850.

In these three instances, therefore, of simultaneous legis-

lation—for, although separately acted upon, they were parts

of the same plan of adjustment—the principle of the Missouri

Compromise had been deliberately and entirely disregarded.

The circumstances of the case rendered this action of Con-

gress inevitable ; but it, nevertheless, was an absolute repeal

of the Compromise—unless it can be maintained, that an

agreement violated on one side; when convenient to do so,

can be resumed and enforced against other parties to it,

when the convenience of the first may make its resumption,

in their opinion, desirable. The general adjustment of con-

flicting interests and sentiments, involving this repeal, lad

been solemnly assented to by Whigs, Democrats, and A'/aer-

icans, in their several National Conventions. It was only

when the principle came to be afterwards applied in another

direction, that the new popular outcry was raised against it

in the North. This was made available for party purposes,

by the coalition with the Freesoilers of the ex-Whigs and

now staunch Americans—who indignantly denied the appli-

cation to the territories of Kansas and Nebraska of the pre-

cise principles, which, six months before, the latter had

stoutly affirmed were applicable to all territories what-

soever !

A state of things like this betokens, it must be confessed,

very little regard for public virtue. In fact, the secret

organization of the Know-Nothing party had proved of most

pernicious influence. So far as its sphere extended, it had

the effect to weaken among the people the old spirit of seli-

dependence; it tended to modify and to restrain honest

individuality of character, to repress freedom of thought,

and to chain down freedom of action. The effect of this

process appeared in the surprising revolution of ideas which

the parties underwent, at the bidding of its new managers.
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A certain proportion of the Americans held back, it is true,

and have never since acted in concert with the Freesoilers

;

but the main body went to swell the rushing tide of that

now popular movement, which, in 1852, had thrown but

157,000 votes for Mr. John P. Hale, its candidate for Presi-

dent, but in 1S56, for Mr. Fremont, 1,354,000. Indeed, the

range of political sentiment and the tone of political honor

presented a melancholy contrast to the standard of an earlier

period. It was a day of feeble and failing principle, of

deadened sensibilities, of decaying patriotism, of " defections

on the right hand and fallings-away to the left " '—in a word,

of almost complete political demoralization. It was pecu-

liarly unfortunate, that, at a period when wisdom, integrity,

true sentiment, unflinching love of country, and prudent

statesmanship, were most needed in the national counsels,

this new coalition brought forward and placed in prominent

positions large numbers of those Avho were little qualified to

turn the.public mind in the right direction, and not a few

who were fully bent upon leading it astray. As Carlyle re-

marks, somewhere, in reference to a certain period of English

history, " The times were great and the men were small."

At an early point in the brief annals of the American

party, not a few persons of merit and distinction had given

it their countenance, in the hope, doubtless, that it might be-

come available to the public welfare; but it soon showed

itself subject to inferior influences. As a class of more ordi-

nary and less scrupulous candidates for popular favor worked

their way to the surface of affairs, the men of better sense

and information, of more enlarged views and more unselfish

ambition, who, by character and ability and honorable inter-

est in the public cause, were entitled to popular respect

—

were compelled to stand aside, or voluntarily did so ; be-

cause, unwilling to engage in a low and somewhat tumultu-

ous scramble for place, though they were never so much

needed for the public services as at that very emergency.

1 See David Deans, in the " Heart of Mid-Lothian."
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Whether such scruples, however worthy of sympathy, are

justifiable in a republic, or were consistent with the pros-

perity and safety of the State, is another question. De-

mosthenes addressed himself to the "fierce Democratic" of

Athens in person. There is danger of being swept away
by the torrent of popular madness, or of becoming the

victim of patriotic zeal—as was his fate, and is his fame

;

but the struggle is worth the trial.

In Great Britaiu, those who, " having to advise the

public," seek the popular suffrage for election to the

House of Commons, are not deterred from the hustings by
the rude and sometimes extremely rough usage to which

the mob may capriciously subject them ; and surely, never

had there been more pressing occasion, in any country, for

all that generous enthusiasm and manly resolution could do,

to shame the panders of disorganization, and to cheer the

timid and despondent to the performance of their duty. It

is a humiliating reflection, that the country was swept over,

and, to a large extent, controlled by a class of men, who
made up in activity what they lacked in other important re-

spects; while a higher order of citizens scarcely exerted

their due influence to prevent the deplorable turn of affairs,

to which all things seemed only too surely tending. What-
ever the Republican party may since have been, it is upon

such a condition of things that it was originally built.

It is by no means to be forgotten, that, notwithstanding

those large desertions from the Whig party, first to the

American, and afterwards to become incorporated in the Re-

publican ranks; yet a very considerable body of the old

substantial stock retained the ancient political faith, and

manifested it by correspondent action, in both sections of the

country, up to the very last moment before the revolt of the

South. Though no longer possessed of power as a national

organization, they stood firm, to the last, to those great

principles which they deemed essential to the existence of

the Union, as they certainly were, and are to its constitu-

tional being. Hence, in anticipation of the general election

12
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of 1856, at which Mr. Buchanan proved to be the successful

candidate, a convention, on their part, was held at Baltimore,

attended by numerous delegates from the Southern equally

with the Northern States, and which could hardly ever have

been surpassed by any similar political assembly in the

country, for the ability of its members and its general re-

spectability and dignity of character. Scattered, and di-

minished and almost despondent of the future of the Union,

as the party had then become, they had the honor, at least,

of coming forward as sincere and manly remonstrants against

the evidently downward progress of national affairs. They
nominated Mr. Fillmore as their candidate for President;

and, at the ensuing election, out of the aggregate number of

something more than 4,000,000, were able to give him nearly

900,000 votes, of which considerably more than one-half

were cast in the slave States. They rallied, too, as is well

known, in 1860, under much less propitious circumstances,

and in numbers very materially reduced. 1

But if the late Whig party, leaving out of the account

this noble and steadfast remnant, dwindled and perished, for

want of stability and courage ; the Democratic, on the othei

hand, subjected its rising glories to eclipse, through the

delusions of over-confidence, at first; and finally, suffered

overwhelming defeat, by the self-sought and violent disrup-

tion of its own ranks. The Whigs had too often practised

the ruinous policy of temporizing concessions to the several

factions, which they hoped thus to conciliate to their support.

As a party they thus loosened their own standing ground,

and cut off the inducements of their own adherents to remain

with them. It was the natural result of their conduct, that

they weakened, from time to time, their own position ; so

that the earnest and unyielding factions, which thought only

of building up themselves, as occasion offered, drew off the

timid and unsafe, the doubters on questions of party prin-

1 In 1856, the rote for the Fillmore electors was 885,960 ; in 1860, for the

Bell and Everett electors, 890,631.
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ciple and supposed points of conscience ; together with those

who saw something more attractive in the zealous determina-

tion of the comparative few, than in the vacillating purpose

of the greater number. But that faithful remnant—true to

the last, amid the scoffs and derisions and persecutions which
often await fidelity to principle—like the band of prophets

whom Obadiah, in evil times, hid in the cave—and who, like

them, had denounced woe and disaster to the multitude in

vain—the genius of the constitution, if ever again enthroned,

will welcome with words never more worthily bestowed

—

" Thou who wast constant in our ills, be joyful in our joy."

The Democrats, amidst the hesitations of the great body
of their opponents, were like the abolitionists in this respect

—that they had the merit of standing stiffly by their party

associates and party doctrines—sometimes, indeed, even after

these latter had fairly gone out from the range of political

affairs ; but they thus confirmed the wavering, kept up the

resolution of the faint-hearted, and, until their fatal division

at Charleston, in 1860, maintained the discipline and accus-

tomed strength of their organization. When they carried

the election of Mr. Pierce, in 1852, it was effected very

largely by the help of dissensions among the Whigs, which
tended materially to swell their own ranks, and to infuse a

spirit of apathy into those of their lately successful and still

formidable rivals ; who, if they had remained united, might

again and again have been triumphant, until all signs of dan-

ger to our institutions had passed entirely away. For, at

that period, the main body of both great parties at the North

was substantially united upon constitutional principles in re-

gard to slavery, and upon incidental questions resulting from

it ; while the South, taking all points of party difference to-

gether, was not very unequally divided between the Demo-
crats and the Whigs. But as soon as the Democratic party

became distracted, the preponderance of power passed at

once to the Republicans—consisting of Freesoilers, Fusion-

>sts, Whigs, who weakly imagined that national affairs would
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be conducted by a sectional administration on the old doc-

trines of their party ; unsound and self-seeking Democrats,

released from party allegiance, who saw in which direction

political victory inclined ; and the whole miscellaneous mul-

titude of those middle-men, who hang loosely upon the out-

skirts of all parties, and, at the last moment, cast their own
weight into the heaviest scale. But the most efficient instru-

ment of success to the new Republican coalition, was inher-

ited by it from the effete ISTnow-lSTothing party—and that was*

the systematized machinery and much of the material of

party organization.
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The administration of President Pierce, beginning on

the 4th of March, 1853, was introduced to the duties of office

under circumstances singularly auspicious. The pusillanimity

of the Whigs, and the dissatisfaction occasioned in both sec-

tions of their party—on the one hand, because the candidate

was not thought to stand " square on the platform," and, on

the other, because the platform itself was offensive
1
to large

numbers of those who acted, or professed to act, with the

party—had given the Democrats great advantage in the elec-

tion. They seemed to not a few of their former opponents

1 Nothing was more common than to hear men say :
" I shall vote for the

candidate, but I spit upon the platform."
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the only organized body left, with any reasonable chance of

future political power, which was inspired with the spirit of

nationality, and impressed with broad ideas of the inestima-

ble value of the Union. Upon them, in fact, had now be-

come imposed the duty, and with it the opportunity, to vin-

dicate thoroughly the soundness of those measures of pacifi-

cation, which had owed so much to the efforts of the two

most eminent Whigs in the land ; and through the perma-

nent establishment of those principles, by a Avise course of

domestic policy, to give the country secure rest from the

only alarming cause of disquiet which it had actually ever

encountered.

The President was in the vigor of manhood, distinguished

for ability and ready eloquence, and a spirit of warm-hearted

patriotism, and was of no little experience in public business

;

and, not long before his inauguration, he had suffered a pe-

culiarly afflicting domestic calamity, which enlisted for him

the profoundest public sympathy, and tended to check any dis-

position to captious party criticism. A cabinet composed of

such persons as Mr. Marcy, of New York, Mr. Guthrie, of

Kentucky, Mr. Davis, of Mississippi, and Mr. Cushing, of

Massachusetts, with others not so generally known, but men
of more than ordinary mark, could not but inspire unusual

public confidence. It almost immediately acquired the pop-

ular appellation of " The brilliant Cabinet," and promised the

ablest management of business ; though, with the exception

of foreign complications, to which Mr. Marcy, the Secretary

of State, was fully competent to attend, there seemed little

to call for the exercise of extraordinary talent, in directing

the national affairs. Nothing could more clearly indicate the

sense of public repose than the general tone of President

Pierce's message, communicated to Congress, December 5th,

1853. In it there was only a brief allusion, contained in a

paragraph of a dozen lines, to " domestic controversies pass-

ing away," and an exhortation to respect the rights of States,

and to maintain domestic peace. How soon this treacherous

calm was to be succeeded by the wildest storm of incontrol-
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lable passion, the country eventually knew. Yet, for a con-

siderable season, the tumult was confined to the immediate

territory in which the outburst occurred, or to the contiguous

States, without exciting any more than casual interest in the

public mind at the North ; at least, outside of the then nar-

row circle of abolitionists and specifically recognized Free-

soilers.

The civil war in the United States began, in fact, in Kan-

sas. It has been the practice with many others, besides the

Republicans, to refer to the firing of the first gun upon Fort

Sumter as the commencement of hostilities. This may be a

not inconvenient classification of events for those who desire

to consign to oblivion the whole train of circumstances which

certainly led to, however little they may be thought to have

justified, that incident. It might be alleged^with as much
propriety, that the civil war between Charles I. and the Par-

liament began with the battle of Edgehill ; though the one

had mustered the cavaliers, under his " Commission of Ar-

ray," and the other their train-bands by the " Ordinance of

Militia," for months before that bloody encounter. Or that

there was no battle, in fact, in order at Fontenoy, between

French and English, until the commander of the Footguards

and the officer of the Gardes Fm?i$aises had politely settled,

according to the popular story, which should first deliver

their fire. The bombardment of Fort Sumter, doubtless, was
the first act of the war which, at length, powerfully affected

the Northern imagination; since the incidents of the trans-

action were peculiarly striking in themselves, and were easily

appreciable by the popular mind ; and since general attention

had for some time been especially directed to that point.

Yet the " Star of the West," the steamer previously de-

spatched with provisions for the fort, had already been fired

upon and compelled to turn back; South Carolina, Missis-

sippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas had

already passed formal ordinances of secession ; the other

States which eventually joined the Confederacy were evi-

dently on the eve of that event ; and forts, arsenals, custom-
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houses and other buildings of the United States had already

been seized and occupied by officers in the service of the se-

ceding States.
1

The first gun of the war was doubtless fired in the terri-

tory of Kansas ; the second in the " raid " of John Brown.

It is true that no engagement took place in the territory, be-

tween the troops of the United States and the insurgents in

arms against its peace and authority on the one side and the

other, which is really " the pity of it"—since, in that case,

the existing disturbances would have been easily and speedily-

quelled. It was, nevertheless, an armed and most murderous

conflict, fought out upon that ground, between the represent-

atives of extreme sentiments at the jSTorth and the South;

and a warfare the more brutal and demoralizing in all its in-

fluences and results, that it was carried on by predatory and

irresponsible bands of reckless and violent men, supjriied with

means of outrage, and prompted to deeds of blood, by those

in both parts of the country who watched at a safe distance

the progress of their respective schemes.

To go through with the history of the troubles in Kansas

in detail would demand a volume of many pages by itself; the

subject, so treated, would be scarcely worth the pains re-

quired ; the narrative, so complicated are the transactions,

would not be very intelligible in the end. The only way of

meeting this question for any useful purpose, is to simplify

its relation, as much as possible, and to confine the statement

to those general features which are of the most consequence,

and which are sufficient for the elucidation of the topic.

Kansas was part of the " Louisiana purchase." It was,

of course, included within the provisions of that Act of

Congress, which, in admitting into the Union as a slave State,

Missouri, also a part of the Louisiana jmrchase, excluded sla-

1 Mr. Choate observes, in one of his lectures :
" You sometimes hear the

Stamp Act spoken of as the first invasion of the rights of the colonists by the

mother country. In truth, it was about the last ; the most flagrant, perhaps

the most dreadful and startling to an Englishman's ideas of liberty ; but not

the first—no, by a hundred and fifty years, not the first."
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very from all the rest of that vast territory which was situated

north of the Compromise line of 36° 30' North latitude. In

settling upon that line, it is obvious that the possible future

of the country neither was, nor, perhaps, could have been

taken into any very definite consideration ; in fact, that noth-

ing was seriously regarded except the determination of »

vexatious problem, at the time. The impracticability, under

the circumstances, of extending that very line to the Pacific,

long afterwards, tests this point ; and, in the eye of reason,

the inevitable concession to that obstacle seems to have been,

of itself, a virtual repeal of the provision. In a geographical

point of view, nothing could be more incongruous with a well-

defined principle than the Missouri Compromise. For a glance

at the map shows, that, in forbidding slavery in an extensive

tract of territory north of a certain fixed limit, it permitted

the whole body of a Slave State to project itself into that ter-

ritory, to a distance not far from three hundred miles north

of the limit. There was, therefore, no continuous direct boun-

dary between Slave States and Free States, but a line of zig-

zag, without reference to natural laws ; and thus the settle-

ment of the question at issue was made upon grounds entirely

arbitrary.

In fact, nothing having been agreed upon, but the mere

abstract political point of extension or non-extension of sla-

very, over an immense and unknown tract ofterritory, it would

seem not unlikely, from the nature of the case, that future

disputes might grow out of the subject. On the east, Kansas

was bounded by the Slave State of Missouri ; on the south by

slave territory, according to the provisions of the Missouri

Compromise line ; on the west, by New Mexico and Utah,

wThich were organized as territories in 1850, without restric-

tion as to slavery ; and on the north, by Nebraska, coming

under the general description of that part of the country

where slave labor would be unprofitable and be certain to

have no place. As a mere question of physics and economy,

therefore, Kansas might have become either a slave or a free

state—upon its admission ; but the real question was, whether,

12*
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by the just interpretation of the Acts of 1850, the restriction

of the Missouri Compromise was removed ; so that it would

be at the option of the residents of Kansas to give it either

the one or the other character.

It is well known by some who had means of learning the

opinions of Mr. Webster and Mr. Choate, than whom there

could be none higher legal authorities referred to, that they

conceived the necessary effect of the measures of 1850 to be

the repeal of the Compromise of 1820. In regard to the first

named of those great men, his official position as Secretary of

State, until his final illness, which terminated in his death,

October 24th, 1852, precluded him from the public expression

of any opinion upon the subject. The views of the other, Mr.

Webster's intimate friend and associate, with whom, on public

questions, he thought and acted in constant concurrence, may
be clearly enough deduced from a striking passage of one

of his speeches, delivered at the Baltimore Convention, in

June, 1852. Referring to the "platform" proposed and sub-

sequently adopted, he remarked :

" I believe, and have many times asserted and enforced the

idea, that if the two great sectional parties would now, in this

most solemn, public, authoritative manner, unite in extracting

and excluding this business of the agitation of slavery from
their political issues—if they would adjudge, decree, and pro-

claim that this is all a capital ox which a patriotic max,

or body of men, mat NOT trade ; that the subject is out

of the domain of politics, disposed of by the higher law of a

common national consent, founded on a regard for the com-

mon good—and that if they would go into the coming and all

contests upon their proper and strict political issues, each

contending with the other only for the glory of a greater

participation in the compromise? much would be done to

perpetuate the national peace within, which we now enjoy.

Whatever the result of this canvass, and however severely it

might be conducted, it would be one great jubilee of Union,

1 That is, the Compromise of 1850.
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in which the discordant voices of sections and fanaticisms

would be silenced or unheard."

In short, it is well known by survivors of that day, that

the platform itself was substantially drawn up by, and sub-

mitted, in the whole, to the joint revision of Mr. Webster
and Mr. Choate ; and, especially, that final one of the reso-

lutions adopted, which declares

—

" That the series of acts of the thirty-first Congress, the act known as

the Fugitive Slave Law included, are received and acquiesced in by the Whig
party of the United States as a settlement, in principle and substance, of the

dangerous and exciting questions which they embrace."

In fact, it may be stated, upon unquestionable authority,

that the words in italics, in the above sentence, were inserted

in the manuscript by Mr. Webster's own hand, at the sug-

gestion of another eminent member of the party. At a sub-

sequent period, it is also well known that the Supreme Court

of the United States substantially decided—that the Missouri

Compromise of 1820 was inoperative and void, before the

passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854. If opinions

thus sanctioned were sound, held as they also were by mul-

titudes of eminent men throughout the country, aud adopted

by the Convention of the Democratic party, assembled at

Baltimore, in the same month of 1852, as they were by the

Whig Convention—then, surely, it was a false issue which

was presented to the country by those men, through whose

agency the public mind was wrought up to such an unpre-

cedented pitch of excitement on the question of Kansas.

Indeed, the whole matter really resolves itself into this

proposition :—that the antislavery faction in the North, led

on by members of Congress from that quarter, by political

and literary orators of every grade, and by the reverend

clergy of most religious denominations, were determined that

there should be no more slave territory—law or no law ; and

that the Southern spirit, in general, was equally bent upon

trying the question with their opponents—with reason, cer-

tainly, to think that they had the law on their side. The
former, without scruple, set themselves to work to defeat the
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action of the national legislature, and finally to nullify the

decision of the supreme tribunal of the United States.
1 Had

it been actually a question of morals, since the immorality,

if any, would be that of our neighbors, it may be doubted

whether it were justifiable, any more than expedient, on that

account " to disturb the foundations of. the Government."

But as a mere question of politics, and of temporary conse-

quence—since the North really possessed the political power,

and that, too, constantly increasing, beyond any ratio which

the South could expect ever to rival, it was a most needless

quarrel. Yet this quarrel was incited and worked up into the

fellest fury, in the end, by the efforts of grave legislators in

Congress, of multitudes of haranguers before popular assem-

blies ; by a licentious partisan press, and by appeals from the

pulpit itself-—as if men's salvation depended upon keeping

slavery out of the wilderness of Kansas ; and all the good
which Providence had bestowed, or had in store for the na-

tion, would be clean gone forever, if a fact were recognized

on that distant border, which had called down no judgments

for more than two centuries that slavery had existed in the

land, and during the existence of which the national life had

sprung and matured and been crowned with the choicest of

heaven's blessings. And this quarrel, leading to such ter-

rible results, in its progress and consummation, cannot but

seem, upon retrospection, as inexpedient, as, on the actual

merits of the case, it was unfounded in reason, or could be

warranted by any rational test of patriotism. For, surely,

few will be unwilling to admit, that no such question was
worth enough to risk for it the fearful and tremendous sacri-

fices it has cost at last.

1 In a speech of Cromwell to his second parliament he told them

:

" And so many of these as are peaceably, and honestly, and quietly dis-

posed to live within the rules of government, and will be subject to those

Gospel rules of obeying magistrates and living under authority—I reckon no

godliness without that circle ! Without that spirit, let it pretend what it will,

it is diabolical, it is devilish, it is from diabolical spirits, from the depths of

Satan's wickedness !

"
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There can be no room for misapprehension as to the mean«

ing of the language inserted by Mr. Webster in the resolu-

tions of the Whig Convention, already cited ; or of the intent

with which those words were introduced. If the series of

acts designated in that resolution were to be accepted as a

settlement of the questions embraced by them, " in principle

and in substance "—then, while, in substance, they compre-

hended all that part of the Louisiana purchase which was
admitted to territorial organization under them, without re-

striction as to slavery, as in the case of Utah

—

in principle

those acts were equally applicable to the remainder of the

Louisiana purchase, of which Kansas also constituted a part.

But, indeed, this whole matter must be considered as set defi-

nitely at rest, so far as the intent is concerned, by the remarks

of Mr. Clay, in introducing those resolutions upon which the

Compromise of 1850 was founded. In answer to some objec-

tions of Mr. Davis, of Mississippi, Mr. Clay replied

:

" And I say, sir, in my place, that I consider it much better for the South

that the whole subject should be open on both sides of an imaginary line—for

instance, the line of 36° 30'—than that slavery should be interdicted posi-

tively north of 36° 30', with freedom to introduce or establish slavery south

of that line, according to the will of the people." 2

If the matter had been left by the Democrats, as it clearly

stood, upon this basis, without attempt to raise further ques-

tions about it, there would have been no room for the argu-

ment made by their Freesoil opponents, or opportunity for

any considerable popular excitement. Kansas would then

have been settled gradually, in correspondence with its gen-

eral or special claims to the consideration of emigrants, who
would have determined, eventually, according to their own
convictions or interests, whether slavery should or should

not be made a feature of its State Constitution. There were
those in Congress, however, who chose to denounce the

repeal, in terms, of a provision already repealed in fact, but

which conveyed to many persons in the country the idea of a

1 Benton's " Abridgment of Debates." vol. xvi., 395.
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sacred obligation, and gave to those disposed to take advan

tage of the occasion the means of renewed and fierce agita

tiou of the slavery question.

This view of the subject receives the strongest confirma-

tion from the earliest vote in the House of Representatives,

upon a bill providing a territorial government for Nebraska,

under which name Kansas was also included, until the sub-

sequent division of the territory into two parts. This bill

was introduced by Mr. Richardson, of Illinois, and passed the

House by a large majority on the 8th of February, 1853. Re-

peated propositions had been made in Congress for the or-

ganization of the territory during preceding years. Mr.

Douglas remarked, on one occasion, that he had been eight

years trying for the organization of the Territory, but no def-

inite action had been taken. The bill of 1853 was silent on

the subject of the Missouri Compromise, to the provision of

which, in regard to slavery, that Territory would have been

subject, of course, unless that measure were thought to have

been repealed. Some slight colloquy took place as to this

point, on the day of the passage of the bill, between a Whig
member for Pennsylvania (Mr. Howe) and Mr. Gicldings, of

Ohio, a well-known abolitionist. The latter, it appears, was

a member of the Committee on Territories, which reported

the bill ; and the former inquired of him, " as pretending to

be something of an antislavery man," in a style apparently

rather jocose, and perhaps tauntingly—why "the Ordinance

of 1787 was not incorporated in the proposed act;" and re-

marked :
" I should like to know if he or the committee were

intimidated on account of the platforms of 1852." Mr. Gid-

dings, on his part, referred him to the line of 36° 30', and

read the section of the Act of 1820, which established a pro-

hibition which, he alleged, was of perpetual force. The con-

versation ended as follows

:

Mr. Howe.—I should like to know from the gentleman from Ohio if he has

not some recollection of a compromise made since that time.

Mr. Giddings.—That does not affect the question.
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It seems evident enough that none of that acrimonious

spirit, which afterwards prevailed in the House on this sub-

ject, was exhibited on this occasion; and, to all appearance,

comparatively little actually existed. The result of the bal-

lot showed the adoption of the bill by a vote of 98 to 43.

The majority, in this instance, was made up indiscriminately

of Democrats, Whigs, and Freesoilers. Of the first class

was Mr. Andrew Johnson, of Tennessee ; of the second, Mr.

Clingman, of North Carolina ; of the third, Mr. Giddings, of

Ohio. In the minority were Mr. Appleton, of Massachusetts,

and Mr. Stanley, of North Carolina, both Whigs, in company
with Mr. Cobb, of Georgia, and Mr. Orr, of South Carolina,

both Democrats. Among those who voted yea, there were

nineteen from slave States, and thirty from the game range

of States who voted nay ; so that thirteen of the latter class

were from the North, of whom, besides Mr. Appleton, there

was one Whig (Mr. Meacham) from Vermont. Of the eleven

members from Massachusetts but six voted at all, and the

others may have been absent. Of those six, five gave an af-

firmative and one a negative vote. Indeed, the bill passed

as the close of the session approached, and on the eve of the

inauguration of a new administration ; and it excited but lit-

tle interest, considering what fates hung upon its future dis-

posal. But the analysis of the vote exhibits the very differ-

ent views which were taken by members of the House from

both sections, of the effect which the omission of reference to

the Missouri Compromise might have in the application of

the act to the Territory in question.

In the Senate, on the 3d of March, that is on the last day

of the legislative session, Mr. Douglas, from the Committee

on Territories, reported back this House Bill without amend-

ment. It is a pity that it was not at once carried through

its stages ; but notwithstanding the lateness of the occasion,

a somewhat animated debate took place. It is really re-

freshing to read the remarks of the several Senators who en-

gaged in this debate—among others, Mr. Douglas, Mr. Bell,

of Tennessee, Mr. Houston and Mr. Rusk, of Texas—consid-
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ering the turn it actually took. There is scarcely an allusion

to the negro, throughout, or to any thing in which the negro

was principally concerned ; indeed, nothing relating to tht.

subject of slavery, in any point of view, except some not

very well-timed and despondent observations of Mr. Atchi-

son, of Missouri, in regard to the Compromise of 1820. The
burden of the speeches, in opposition to hasty action on the

bill proposed, related to the rights of the Indian tribes in the

Territory ; to the danger and wrong of a forcible extinguish-

ment of those titles by throwing open that Territory to the

body of emigrants from the bordering States, who, it was

said, were ready to move in and take possession, and who
would soon push the Indians down upon the borders of Texas,

and expose that thinly settled frontier to their merciless rav-

ages. 1
It was upon these considerations alone that the bill

was laid upon the table by a decisive majority ; and, of

course, all consideration of the subject was at an end for that

session.
2

In the interval of the session of Congress, this subject pre-

sented itself in a different aspect to the view of Mr. Douglas,

who henceforth assumed the leading part in the discussions,

protracted through several years, to which the question at

issue, in its various features, gave rise. The discordant opin-

ions, which the vote in the House had indicated, in regard to

the effect of the measures of 1850 upon the Missouri Compro-

mise, prompted him, doubtless, to bring this question forward

for determination in a more definite shape. It is said that

President Pierce strenuously remonstrated against the propo-

sition which Mr. Douglas designed to urge upon Congress,

1 In Nebraska and Kansas, and the " Indian Territory," so called, which

ran along the southern border of the latter, there were at that time the nu-

merous tribes of the Blackfeet Indians, the Mandans, Crows, Sioux, Omahas,

Pawnee Loups, Grand Pawnees, Otoes, Kickapoos, Gros Ventres, Kansas,

Delawares, Cheyennes, Quapaws, Senecas, Cherokees, Creeks, Seminoles, and

Choetaws, with some others. Texas was bounded, principally, on the north,

by the " Indian Territory."

3 See " Congressionable Globe " of March 3d, 1853.
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on the ground of its impolicy ; but finally yielded to that

Senator's assurance, that, in default of the measure, the fate

of the Democratic party was sealed. Accordingly, on the 4th

of January, 1854, Mr. Douglas, from the Committee on Ter-

ritories,
1 to which had been referred a bill introduced by a

Senator from Iowa, to organize the Territory of Nebraska, re-

ported it back with certain amendments, explained and en-

forced by a formal report. The bill introduced by the Senator

from Iowa was silent on the subject of slavery, in conformity

with that which had passed the House ofRepresentatives at the

preceding session. The report of Mr. Douglas proposed that

" the principles established by the compromise measures of

1850, so far as they are applicable to territorial organizations,

be affirmed and carried into practical operation within the

limits ofthe new Territory." From those principles he deduced

the proposition that

—

All questions pertaining to slavery in the territories, and

in the new States to be formed therefrom, are to be left to the

decision of the people residing therein, by their appropriate

representatives, to be chosen by them for that purpose.

In the substitute offered by him for the bill before the

Senate, he accordingly proposed, that in creating a temporary

government for Nebraska, it should be provided, that

—

" W.hen admitted as a State or States, the said Territory, or any portion

of the same, shall he received into the Union, with or -without slavery, as

their Constitution may provide at the time of their admission."

The question thus raised virtually was—whether the fu-

ture condition of the proposed States, in respect to slavery,

should be determined by the will of Congress, or according

to the wishes of the people of the Territory. The latter alter-

native popularly obtained the opprobrious epithet of " Squat-

ter Sovereignty ;" as if it were a proposal to set up a terri-

2 This Committee on Territories in the Senate consisted of Mr. Douglas, of

Illinois
; Mr. Houston, of Texas ; Mr. Johnson, of Arkansas ; Mr. Bell, of Ten-

nessee
; Mr. Jones, of Iowa ; and Mr. Everett, of Massachusetts. Mr. Everett

and Mr. Houston were in the minority, opposed to the bill.
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torial authority against that of the United States; when, in

fact, it only proposed, that the " sovereign people," within

their own section and sphere, should regulate their own affairs

according to their own pleasure, in nowise contraventing any

constitutional provision. For the Constitution of the United

States simply provides that " new States may be admitted by
Congress into the Union ;" and that " the United States shall

guarantee to every State in this Union a republican form of

government." In regard to the Ordinance of 1787, adopted

before the Constitution was established, there can be no

doubt of its binding force ; whether judicious, on principle,

or otherwise.

But it seems very doubtful, to say the least, whether Con-

gress, under these provisions of the Constitution, possessed

any authority whatever to prescribe other terms of admission

to a new State than the establishment of a republican form

of government. The admission or the rejection of a State

seeking entrance to the Union was at the option of Congress,

according to the terms of the constitutional provision. It

might properly and legally refuse admission to a State, there-

fore, on fundamentalgrounds, if its domestic regulations, for

example, were plainly contrary to good morals—which could

not be alleged in regard to slavery, in a country composed

of slave and free States, indiscriminately, under the consti-

tution ; without taking the ground that the instrument adopted

by our wise, humane, and religious fathers was " a covenant

with death, an agreement with hell "—or, if those regulations

were in any respect obviously unfriendly to republican insti-

tutions. Otherwise, the authority, so exercised by Congress,

would seem merely arbitrary, rather than conformable to

reason and the just intent of the Constitution.

In conformity with the principles of the report made by

the majority of the Committee on Territories, Mr. Douglas

offered his proposed amendment to the bill before the Senate,

February 7th, 1854. This amendment, referring in express

terms to the Missouri Compromise, proposed to insert in the

bill the following declaration in regard to it :

—
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" Which, being inconsistent with the principles of non-intervention by Con-

gress with slavery in the States and Territories, as recognized by the legisla-

tion of 1850, commonly called the Compromise Measures, is hereby declared

inoperative and void ; it being the true intent and meaning of this act not to

legislate slavery into any Territory or State, nor to exclude it therefrom ; but

to leave the people thereof perfectly free to form and regulate their domestic

institutions in their own way, subject only to the Constitution of the United

States."

This preposition was identical in character with the Acts

of 1850, for the organization of the Territories of New Mex-

ico and Utah. An animated, and continuous debate had

already taken place in the Senate, upon propositions submit-

ted, by Mr. Dixon, of Kentucky, and by Mr. Douglas, to the

same tenor, though not in the same terms as the preceding

amendment ; and upon various counter-amendments, offered

upon the other side of the chamber. The debate proceeded

upon the present form of the proposition, in which the

mover, and Mr. Weller, of California, and others took part,

in behalf of the measure, and Mr. Everett, Mr. Smith, of

Connecticut, and Mr. Houston, in opposition. The two Sen-

ators from New England contended against the bill, on the

general Northern grounds of objection to the extension of

slavery; while Mr. Houston based his objection upon those

already stated, as having been urged on the last day of the

preceding session—that it violated the rights of the Indian

tribes in possession of the Territory, and the good faith of

the Government pledged to them when they removed to it,

under the stipulations of treaty. Upon the conclusion of

Mr. Houston's speech (February 15th), the amendment
offered by Mr. Douglas was adopted by the following vote,

in the statement of which Democrats are designated by
italic letters

:

Yeas.—Messrs. Adams of Mississippi, Atchison of Missouri, Bayard of

Delaware, Bell of Tennessee, Benjamin of Louisiana, Brown of Mississippi,

Butler of South Carolina, Cass of Michigan, Clayton of Delaware, Dawson of

Georgia, Dixon of Kentucky, Bodge of Iowa, Bouglas of Illinois, Evans of

South Carolina, Fitzpatrick of Alabama, Geyer of Missouri, Gtcin of Califor-

nia, Hunter of Virginia, Johnson of Arkansas, Jones of Iowa, Jones of Ter*
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nessee, Mason of Yirgiuia, Morton of Florida, Norris of New Hampshire,

Pearce of Maryland, Pettit of Indiana, Pratt of Maryland, Sebastian of Ark

ansas, Slidell of Louisiana, Stuart of Michigan, Thompson of Kentucky,

Toombs of Georgia, Wetter of California, and Williams of New Hampshire

—35.

Nats.—Messrs. Allen of Rhode Island, Chase of Ohio, Dodge of Wis-

consin, Everett of Massachusetts, Fish of New York, Foot of Vermont,

Houston of Texas, Seward of New York, Sumner of Massachusetts, and Wade
of Ohio—10.

The Senate, at that time, consisted of sixty-two mem-
bers ; and seventeen, therefore, refrained from voting on this

occasion ; or a certain number, it may be presumed, were

absent from Washington. Of the twelve New England

Senators, but six voted upon the amendment : though from

other votes taken, in the course of the proceedings on the

general question, and not long afterwards, all, with perhaps

one exception, appear to have been upon the spot.

The objections raised by Mr. Houston, and by others

familiar with the special topic of his remarks, may appear,

upon reflection, to have been far more worthy the attention

of a rational and conscientious people than seems to have

been accorded to it. There were existing within the terri-

tory of the United States, in 1853, and a very large propor-

tion of them, certainly, in or near the quarter under discus-

sion, more than 400,000 of the aboriginal race, according to

the estimate of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
1 Not

only the native title of this wild, yet not necessarily hostile

people, 2 to the soil of their fathers—but the rights of the

1 The exact number stated is 400,764, more likely to be underestimated,

perhaps, than exaggerated ; and this statement was corrected in the office of

Indian Affairs, October SOth, 1856, for the " American Almanac," in the num-

ber of which for 1857 it appears on page 109. If the estimate given in the

"National Almanac" for 1863, page 312, as corrected at the Census Bureau,

December 1, 1862, according to the census of 1860, be accurate, the Indian

population in the States and Territories, retaining their tribal character, ex-

cluding those enumerated in the census—a comparatively insignificant number

—amounted to 294,431 ; showing a terrible diminution within about half a

dozen years.

2 Witness the peace in which the primitive settlers of New England

lived with them for the first fifty years, and until they, too, wanted the land.
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feebler party, recognized and confirmed by solemn treaty

obligations, were virtually disregarded on this occasion, as

has been only too generally the case in the history of the

country.

And it may raise a question in the minds of those who
are actuated by rational principles of justice and humanity

—if it cannot touch the sensibilities of the more selfish, who
would emancipate the negro and " let him die out like the

Indian"—whether it might not possibly be for this gratifica-

tion of sordid motives, in the neglect of a duty so impera-

tive ; for the commission of this great national iniquity, that

a great national calamity has overtaken us. Whether it

might not be for depriving the independent beings, who
asked of us little else, of the poor yet free privilege to exist

as their unconquerable nature prompted and required—rather

than for maintaining the involuntary tutelage of a race

totally dependent upon us and incapable of self-support or

self-control—that we may have suffered the punishment of

our sins in civil war, with its unutterable ills and horrors,

beginning on that very ground which was the actual scene

of our wrong-doing towards the aboriginal inhabitants. In

a word, without presuming to interpret the ways of Provi-

dence—whether it may not have been for this enormous

transgression against the laws of God and man, for which

both sections are equally responsible, that we have been thus

lashed, in retribution, by the avenging scourge of the Al-

mighty.

From the date of the adoption of the amendment until

the final passage of the bill, on March 3d, a continuous de-

bate was maintained upon various modifications proposed to

several of its features. Mr. Douglas, Mr. Cass, of Michigan,

Mr. Toombs, of Georgia, Mr. Hunter, of Virginia, and Mr.

Butler, of South Carolina, were the chief speakers in favor

of the measure ; Mr. Seward, of New York, Mr. Chase, of

Ohio, and Mr. Sumner, of Massachusetts, its principal oppo-

nents. In the mean time, a memorial was presented to the

Senate from the delegate in attendance upon Congress from
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Nebraska (Mr. Johnson), claiming the right for the people

of that Territory to legislate for themselves in regard to

slavery, and urging Congress to leave this question to their

own determination. On the other hand, Mr. Seward offered

resolutions of the Legislature of New York, requesting the

Senators and Representatives of that State to oppose the

bill ; resolutions of the Legislature of Massachusetts, pro-

testing against its passage, were also presented by Mr.

Everett, and memorials flowed in of bodies of citizens from

a great many quarters in the Eastern, Middle, and Western

States. Among others was one headed by Mrs. Beecher

Stowe, and signed by eleven hundred other female states-

men in the town of Andover, Massachusetts ; reminding one

of that violent period in French history, when the women
of the fauxbourgs mingled with and aspired to lead the mob
to the overthrow of the State.

1

It appears upon examination of the votes in the Senate,

at the several stages of the bill, that those in favor of its

passage were 41, those opposed to it 17. Of the latter class

were Mr. Bell, of Tennessee, and Mr. Clayton, of Delaware,

both of whom had voted for the acceptance of the amend-

ment proposed by Mr. Douglas, but changed their position

when the final question was taken, for reasons not affecting

the general merits of the case. On the 14th of March—that

is, ten days after this action of the Senate, the measure being

then under debate in the House, Mr. Everett presented to

the Senate a memorial from certain clergymen of New Eng-
land. This document contained the signatures of no less

than three thousand and fifty ministers of various religious

denominations, protesting against the passage of the bill.

About two months later, and shortly before the final disposi-

1 Croly, in his " Life of George IV.," tells us of a period in the history of

his own country, also, when

—

"By an outrage to English decorum, which completed the likeness to

France, women were beginning to mingle in public life, by their influence in

party, and entangle their feebleness in the absurdities and abominations of

political intrigue."
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tion of the bill by the House, Mr. Douglas also presented a

memorial in nearly identical terms, signed by the compara-

tively insignificant number of twenty-five clergymen in the

Northwestern States. Some debate took place in regard to

the memorial first mentioned, which was at length ordered

to lie on the table.

Here, then, was the first public step taken towards the

inauguration of warfare in the professed cause of religion.

For those worthy and reverend gentlemen, of whom proba-

bly not one had the least accurate comprehension of the real

merits of the question, not only prejudged, but denounced

as an act of absolute impiety, deliberate legislative proceed-

ings, directed by many of the ablest men in the country,

who were familiar with the topic in all its bearings ; who
might be presumed to be guided by their best lights and by
patriotic principles ; and whose particular business it was, in

the proper conduct of public affairs, to determine the point

at issue ; and that, too, in a mere matter of civil administra-

tion, with which the Church had nothing whatever directly

to do, unless the theory be maintained that it is, in its cor-

porate functions, a part of the government of the State.

" Wandering Stars," * therefore, they " shot madly from their

spheres ; " and plunged, in person, into the disturbed vortex

of political wrangle, in a spirit which could have no tendency

to calm that troubled sea, but was sure to work it up into

still wilder commotion, and to stir into the fiercest agitation

whatever elements of quiet might otherwise yet have con-

tributed to its composure. Upon the assumption of this

stand by probably one-third part of the clergy of New Eng-

land—excluding the ministers of the Episcopal Church, very

few of whom took any part in it, and the priests of the

Roman communion, none of whom so far forgot themselves

—the topic became a natural source of division in the several

congregations, composed of men and women holding oppo-

site opinions upon this particular subject, and upon politLuSe

^took to

i Judej 13 .mplicit con-
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questions in general ; who had hitherto met in their places

of worship, upon the one common ground of devotion be-

fitting all men and incumbent upon all men, however diver-

gent might be their views of political interests, or of worldly-

affairs. Nor was this stream of discord, flowing from an

alien spring thus strangely mingling with the fountain of

the sanctuary, allowed to take an ordinary course, and to

pass out, exhausted, into the channels of the worldly

current.

This unusual action of the clergy excited extreme repug-

nance in the minds of multitudes of sober and thoughtful

persons throughout the whole country. On the one hand,

it was considered a flagrant dereliction of the demeanor

becoming their sacred profession, and a violation of its plain-

est duties and obligations ; and, on the other, a combined

and presumptuous attempt of a class of religious teachers to

force upon the national legislature the rejection, in obedience

to religious scruples, of an important measure, with which,

whatever might be the political considerations affecting it,

religion itself had no necessary concern. For whatever

opinions we may entertain as moralists, philosophers, econo-

mists, or politicians, in regard to negro-slavery and its exten-

sion or non-extension, certainly no warrant of Scripture exists

for making those opinions, either in one aspect or another, a

specific article of religious faith. But the clergy, instead of

conceiving that they might possibly have committed an

error, in principle and in practice, braced themselves up to a,

conflict with adverse opinions. Undoubtedly, they exhibited

great zeal. They preached upon Kansas and prayed about

it. In many instances, this topic appeared to absorb their

whole souls. Unanimity of feeling in respect to Kansas

seemed to reduce to comparative insignificance old differences

of doctrine and sentiment which regarded heaven and hell.

Time struggled with Eternity. Men, between whom there

^as no single point of religious agreement, agreed in this,

'
*"
V-he organization of the Territories of Nebraska and

politLnntrTgu3thout a Prohibition of slavery, would be, in the
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language of the clerical memorial, " a measure exposing us to

the righteous judgments of the Almighty."

In this also agreed with them multitudes of the fanatical

crowd who had got quite beyond the sphere of religion or of

reason, who made no pretence to Christian faith, or to belief

in any thing but themselves. The Minister of the Plymouth
Church, in Brooklyn, shook hands with the minister of the

28th Congregational Society in Boston. The professed

orthodox divine held forth in the pulpit of one who was in

communion with no religious denomination ; and in a strain

not less edifying than that to which the assembly in question

was accustomed. Mr. Henry Ward Beecher, who preached

in his own pulpit upon " Sharpe's rifles," in their relation to

the affairs of Kansas, discoursed to the flock of Mr. Theodore

Parker, who preached up " a drum-head constitution " as the

only one worth regarding, in the same relation. In a word,

there was a general jumble of opinions, feelings, and convic-

tions at the North, which the action of the clergy tended

most actively to promote and foster, and which boded no

good either to Church or State.

The question naturally arises—By what well-authenti-

cated mission did these reverend gentlemen assume the

authority of Heaven ? On what supereminent pinnacle of

delegated power did they stand to wield the thunderbolts

of the Almighty, and deal damnation round the land ? Or,

if their mission were not clear—if their authority were less

than divine—then it was but sheer presumption and Heaven-
daring presumption to assume the office of inspiration, and,

beyond the rights or pretensions of other men, to arrogate,

for their occasions, the solemn denunciations of prophecy.

Prom the beginning of recorded time, under the dispensa-

tion of an all-wise and all-beneficent Providence, that subjec-

tion of classes of men to their fellows, which passes under

the general name of bondage, had been one of the condi-

tions, happy or unhappy, of human existence. If those

three thousand and fifty clergymen, who thus undertook to

minister wrath, and announce judgment, placed implicit con-

13
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fidence in the prophetic declarations of Holy Writ, they must

have believed that up to the day of doom itself, the ques

tion of slavery would still remain in abeyance, under the dis-

pensation of an all-wise and all-beneficent Providence. 1

The kingdoms of the world had waxed and waned ; the

chosen people of God had endured their own bondage of four

hundred years, had been led to the promised land, had ful-

filled their appointed time, and had been scattered among the

nations of the earth. To this land of ours, so long hidden

from the light of His countenance—if civilization and the

blessings of civilization are marks of His favor—had come

our fathers, in the procession of ages ; had suffered the dis-

cipline of His hand ; had built up their republic on its foun-

dations of liberty and peace—liberty to such as could rightly

use it, peace with all and every nation and amongst them-

selves—and it had grown prosperous and great. In each and

all of these stages of the progress of mankind—whether at

the height of glory, or amid the emblems of desolation—

a

state of " involuntary servitude," when under circumstances

not obviously unfavorable to its existence and continuance,

had been a distinguishing characteristic of human society.

This condition of things had actually existed in the United

States. Its continuance had not seemed inconsistent either

with the civil advancement or the material prosperity of the

republic. To allege, therefore, that the liberty to introduce

or to exclude it, according to the will of the people, in a ter-

ritorial wilderness—where the eventual development of the

system would be at least problematical, must call down spe-

cial and direct judgments from on high—was an assertion

contradictory alike of the suggestions of reason and the ob-

servations of experience.

The immediate effect of this ecclesiastical interposition in

a question of merely political import was disastrous in the

extreme, throughout the free States. It lessened the respect

accorded to the clerical profession personally, as a body of

1 And every bondman and every freeman."—Kev. vi. 15.
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men set apart to minister in divine things ; it reduced their

influence in matters of faith and practice, by promoting heat-

ed discussions in their churches and congregations ; it lowered

the general standard of religious sentiment and feeling. It

could not take away their faith from those who held it in sin-

cerity and truth ; but it may be safely stated that the intro-

duction of this subject into the pulpits of the North, while in

many places it completely desolated and broke up the ordi-

nary seats of Christian communion, it induced hundreds of

thousands, throughout the free States, to absent themselves

altogether from their accustomed places of worship ; or to

join religious societies, where political discussions were not

likely to be substituted for the tidings of the Gospel—to en-

courage embitterment of heart, instead of working out the

salvation of souls.

Upon the introduction of the bill into the House, an ani-

mated debate arose, which was continued, with brief inter-

mission, from January 21st to May 22d, 1854. On the latter

day, the first" vote was taken. In the mean time, resolutions

of the legislative assemblies of various Northern States,

against the passage of the bill, had been presented, and from

the legislative bodies of Southern States in its favor ; and

during the progress of the measure in the House a continual

fire of memorials, signed by large numbers of citizens in all

quarters of the country, had been kept up. It was finally

agreed to, in the popular branch of Congress, by a vote of

113 yeas to 100 nays. In the majority were forty-five North-

ern Democrats ; in the minority four Southern Whigs.

The act now passed, it will be remembered, was simply

for the organization of a territorial government for Kansas.

Another act of the same character was passed in relation to

Nebraska, the original Territory having been divided into two,

in the progress of the foregoing transactions. In the latter

Territory no difficulty whatever occurred ; indeed, its geo-

graphical situation was such as to offer no temptation for the

extraordinary efforts which led to the violent proceedings of

which Kansas so soon became the notorious and deplorable
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scene. But Kansas itself, bounded on the north by Nebraska,

and on the south by the Indian Territory and New Mexico,

was hemmed in between the latter and Utah, on the west;

both left free by law to choose for themselves in regard to sla-

very. Its entire eastern border was covered by the slave State

of Missouri, and the territory afforded peculiarly advantageous

inducements to emigration. Without entering upon details

too minute, the general course of events which followed may
be made sufficiently intelligible ; though seldom has a public

question been presented so full of complications and per-

plexities. The reader ought to be duly grateful to one who
has waded and struggled through this difficult abyss of un-

certainties and contradictions, and has brought out of it only

essential products of the exploration.

The people of the North, or rather of the Northeast, are

of an eminently practical turn of mind ; and hence, when
they have any object of apparent interest to effect, they set

themselves to work to discover the mechanical means of

bringing it into successful operation. Owing to habit, also,

and to the fact that they are commonly much engaged in the

pursuit of their own private occupations, they are very much
governed, in regard to public matters, by the powerful influ-

ence of organizations. These are generally directed by per-

sons of more leisure than common—either j>rofessional politi-

cians or others, who are willing to devote special attention

to the subject, and perhaps feel for it a peculiar interest.

Hence it often happens that very many, through the force of

such a system, vote at the day of election on the side of a

party, when they have very little sympathy with its policy

and no respect for its reputed conductors. Already, however,

a different organization, of vast extent and power in its com-

prehensive ramification—that of the Northern Protestant

Churches—had indicated the course which it proposed to take

upon this question. If the settlement of Kansas, therefore,

was to be made a point of religious principle, it was obvious

that here was the mightiest of all influences set in operation,

to act under the combined impulse of conviction, sentiment,
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and too often passion. The organization of the churches, so

salutary and indispensable when rightfully exerted, was one

intimately and in all the relations of life, every moment affect-

ing all classes and conditions of the people.

But now came up another of a different description, also

showing clearly With what a determined purpose the ques-

tion at stake was to be pushed to extreme issues. A month

before the passage of the bill by the Congressional House of

Representatives, the Legislature of Massachusetts had already

granted an act of incorporation to a number of individuals,

under the title of " The Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Com-
pany," in particular reference to the expected event. This

company was clothed, by the act, with the usual powers and

privileges of incorporated companies under the general laws

of the State. The act set forth that the association was
formed " for the purpose of assisting emigrants to settle in

the West." It was provided that its capital should "not

exceed five millions of dollars "—an amount which may be

thought to indicate objects in contemplation somewhat more

extended than such casual aid as might be needed by, and

which it was thus proposed benevolently to afford, to casual

voluntary emigrants to a remote wilderness, as yet chiefly

the habitation of savages and wild beasts. Among the

twenty corporators named were, in fact, some of the most

conspicuous Freesoilers and uncompromising abolitionists in

the State. This act was approved April 26, 1854. 1 Consid-

ering that the sphere of operations was to be a territory some

fifteen hundred or sixteen hundred miles beyond the jurisdic-

tion of Massachusetts, in which its statutes could have no

legal force, this extraordinary enactment may be pronounced,

at least, a very questionable piece of legislation, ISTor could

such a proj)Osition have obtained any respectable countenance

1 In the following year (February 21, 1855), a charter was granted to an-

other association, the "New England Emigrant Aid Company," incorporated

" for the purpose of directing emigration westward ;

" with a capital " not to

exceed one million of dollars."
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in Massachusetts, had the State continued under the better

influences of its more sober days. Its real object could not

be for a moment misunderstood.

Of the naked right of citizens to form associations and to

provide means to encourage emigration to one part of the

country or another, there can be no doubt. But of the moral

right to force emigration into a territory, in which a very

grave political question was already rife ; affecting seriously

and directly the rights, real or supposed, of the actual resi-

dents of that Territory and of its immediate neighborhood

;

a question sure to be hotly contested, and only too likely to

lead to violence and bloodshed in its progress, if occasion

should arise—a very different view may be reasonably enter-

tained. The act just referred to is worthy of notice, in this

connection, as the first example set of a systematic and organ-

ized undertaking to exercise political control over the affairs

of the Territory ; of which so many instances of every de-

scription and evil tendency occurred in the course of the long-

protracted and violent struggle which ensued. At the ses-

sion of the Legislature of Connecticut, beginning in May,

1854, a similar act of incorporation was granted to the same

Massachusetts gentlemen, under the title of the " Emigrant

Aid Company," " for the purpose of assisting emigrants to

settle in any of the Western Territories or States, with all

the necessary powers and privileges." The capital of the

company, in this case, Avas also limited to five millions of

dollars. On a subsequent day of the same session this act

was amended, by adding to the corporators named a certain

number of associates belonging to the State which had

granted the act, and others who were citizens of the State of

New York.

But, perhaps, the most interesting exemplification of this

extraordinary movement developed itself at the seat of the

General Government. It appears, by testimony given before

the "Kansas Investigating Committee" of Congress, in the

year 1856, that, immediately after the passage of the Kansas-

Nebraska Act, in May, 1854, an association of Senators and
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Representatives in Congress was formed, under the name of

the " Kansas Aid Society." The object of the association is

stated below. It appears by the evidence given, that head-

quarters for the Society were established in Washington, that

officers were appointed, books kept, and subscriptions raised.

The following passages are extracts from the testimony of

Mr. Mace, member of the House from Indiana, who was one

of the association

:

" We issued a circular to the people of the country, of the Northern States

particularly, in which we set forth what we believed were the dangers of mak-

ing Kansas a slave State, and urged that steps be taken to induce persons from

the North who were opposed to slavery to go there and prevent its introduc-

tion, if possible. We sent a great many circulars to various parts of the

United States, with that object, and also communications of various kinds.

" I think no other object was mentioned or specified, except the pre-

vention of slavery in Kansas. I think that was the sole object of the

movement
" My recollection is, that generally those members of the House and Senate

who were opposed to the Kansas-Nebraska Act became members of this so-

ciety and contributed to it.

" I think Mr. Goodrich, of Massachusetts, was President of the society. I

am not sure about the vice-Presidents
;
probably Mr. Fenton, of New York,

and myself were vice-Presidents. The names of the President and vice-

Presidents were attached to our circulars which we sent throughout the

country." 2

It must be admitted that here was a pretty formidable

outside organization, on the part of Church and State, set

instantly into active operation to stir up the public mind,

in order to' prevent the actual settlers of Kansas, already

there resident under a territorial government established by
law, from having a free choice in regard to the alternative

of slavery or no slavery, as provided by the act. It does

not appear that there was any counter-demonstration, on the

1 This association is stated to have been a secret one in the report from

the Committee on Territories, presented in the Senate by Mr. Green, of Mis-

souri, and also that it was formed "prior to the final passage of the Kansas-

Nebraska bill." Surely, this underhand way of working out their objects could

hardly have been expected of men assuming to be statesmen in the Govern-

ment of a free people.
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proslavery side, for many months ; except that considerable

bodies of settlers entered upon the Territory, from the con-

tiguous state of Missouri, and took up their locations, many

of them accompanied by their slaves. This they were per-

fectly free to do, in common with citizens from every other

part of the country. But although no controversy could

exist as to the legal right of voluntary action, in this respect,

on the part of emigrants from whatsoever remote quarter, or

in whatever numbers ; the moral right of those at a distance

to institute organized and systematic efforts, in order to pro-

duce a predetermined result, against the well-known wishes,

during the early period of the controversy, of most of those

on the spot, or in the immediate neighborhood, is more prob-

lematical.
1 At the first election under the territorial laws,

held on the 29th of November, 1854, a delegate to Congress

was chosen, according to the report of the majority of the

Committee on Territories furnished to the Senate, made on

the 12th of March, 1856:

" By the votes of men of all parties who were in favor of the principles

of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, and opposed to placing the destinies of the Ter-

1
It is of importance here, in illustration of the opinions of the residents

of Kansas, at so late a period in the controversy as May, 1857, to quote a

passage from the inaugural Address of Mr. Robert J. Walker, as one of the

successive Governors of the Territory. He says

:

" Those who oppose slavery in Kansas do not base their opposition upon

any philanthropic principles, or any sympathy for the African race. For, in

their so-called Constitution, framed at Topeka, they deem that entire race so

inferior and degraded, as to exclude them all forever from Kansas, whether

they be bond or free. * * * Yet such a clause in the Topeka Constitu-

tion was submitted by that convention for the vote of the people, and ratified

here by an overwhelming majority of the antislavery party. The party here,

therefore, has affirmed the constitutionality of that portion of the recent de-

cision of the Supreme Court of the United States, declaring that Africans are

not citizens of the United States."

For, if citizens, they could not be lawfully excluded. Governor Walker

proceeds to state the fact that this Topeka Constitution, with the clause in

question, was also ratified by the entire Republican party in Congress. It

seems plain, therefore, that the dispute was political merely, not philanthrop-

ical, or moral, or religious, in its essence.
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ritory in the keeping of the abolition party of the Northern States, to be man-

aged through the machinery of their emigrant aid companies. No sooner

was the result of the election known, than the defeated party proclaimed,

throughout the length and breadth of the republic, that it had been produced

by the invasion of the Territory by a Missouri mob, which had overawed and

outnumbered and outvoted the bona fide settlers of the Territory."

The report throws entire discredit upon the latter state-

ment ; and by way of showing how little the statement was
entitled to belief, declares the fact that the seat of the dele-

gate so chosen was never contested. It then proceeds :

" In the absence of all proof and probable truth, the charge that the Mis-

sourians had invaded the Territory and controlled the Congressional election

by fraud and violence, was circulated throughout the free States and made

the basis of the most inflammatory appeals to
#
all men opposed to the princi-

ples of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, to emigrate or send emigrants to Kansas, for

the purpose of repelling the invaders, and assisting their friends who were then

in the Territory in putting down the slave power, and prohibiting slavery in

Kansas, with the view of making it a free State. Exaggerated accounts of the

large number of emigrants on their way, under the auspices of the emigrant

aid companies, with the view of controlling the election for members of the

territorial legislature, which was to take place on the 30th March, 1855, were

published and circulated. These accouuts being republished and believed in

Missouri, where the excitement had already been inflamed to a fearful inten-

sity, induced a corresponding effort to send at least an equal number to coun-

teract the apprehended result of the new importation."

It is a little surprising, that amid the multiplicity of re-

ports which were made on this whole subject to Congress

during the four or five years of the controversy, those made

to the Senate by the minority of the Committee on Terri-

tories seem to slip rather quietly over these preliminary

matters, whence obviously were the beginnings of evil.

They defer their recapitulation of events, which finally led

to armed encounters of considerable bodies of men, in the

unhappy Territory, and to many deeds of individual murder

and outrage, to a period nearly a year after the passage of

the act for the organization of Kansas, namely : the 30th of

March, 1855, the day ordered for the election of a legisla-

tive assembly. 1
It is alleged, by those reports of the minor-

1 The territorial bill passed the House May 22d, 1854.

13*
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ity of the Committee, and no doubt truly, that bands of

armed me i from Missouri appeared at the polls, and that the

election, in the main, was carried by fraud and threatened

violence. It has been already stated, in correspondence with

the report of the majority of the Committee, that, soon after

the passage of the bill, large numbers of emigrants entered

upon the territory from Missouri for permanent residence,

many taking their slaves with them. The following passage

is an extract from a report by Mr. Collamer, of Vermont, in

the minority of the Senate Committee on Territories, made

March 12tb, 1856 :

" After the passage of this law, establishing the Territory of Kansas, a

large body of settlers rapidly entered into said Territory, with a view to per-

manent habitancy therein. Most of these were from the free States of the

West and North, who probably intended by their votes and influence to estab-

lish there a free State, agreeably to the law which invited them. Some part

of those from the Northern States had been encouraged and aided in this

enterprise by the Emigrant Aid Society formed in Massachusetts, which put

forth some exertions in this laudable object by open and public measures,"

etc.

Neither in this minority report, nor in a subsequent one,

signed by Mr. Collamer, and by Mr. Wade, Senator from

Ohio, made on the 4th of September, 1857, is there mention

of unlawful interference with the proceedings of election

prior to that ordered for March 30th, 1855. The inference

from the facts already exhibited, therefore, would certainly

seem inevitable, that—since matters appear to have gone

forward, during nearly a year after the establishment of the

territorial government, attended with no noticeable disorder

—if emigration had been afterwards left, in any reasonable

degree, to follow its natural impulse, without the application

of an extraordinary forcing process, no serious trouble would

3ver have occurred in the Territory. It is very likely that

Kansas might thus have become temporarily a slave State
;

but little probability that it would long have continued in

that condition, after the development of its resources had

fairly begun, and its population had become numerous by
accessions from the free States, which had already contrib-
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nted so ranch more largely than was in the power of the

slave States to the settlement of the whole West. Slavery-

was dying out in Missouri, on its border, and beyond Kansas

it could have no fixed existence. The fanatics, ideologists,

and radical enthusiasts, who insisted upon " the largest liber-

ty" to cut all the cords which bind communities together in

civil and social relations, might have gone on dreaming, or

bewailing the hard lot of the happy negro, forever ; in due

process of time, all the territory of the United States might

have been converted from a wilderness into a garden, by the

application of just such labor as the natural condition of the

several portions required ; and whenever it was found that

slavery was not useful to the master and the slave—for their

interest, though in different degrees, was common and in-

separable—it would at length have ceased altogether.

But when did reason restrain the fiery propagandist, to

wait for the slow operation of natural or moral causes ? Here,

however, had come finally up a new and efficient power, in

whichparty interests, sectional hostility, ferocious Christianity,

radical infidelity, and the most extravagant theories of personal

equality and fraternity, had combined for the accomplishment

of a political object. The history of Kansas, from the time that

this complicated and portentous machinery was set in mo-

tion until greater events, deducing their origin from its con-

flicts and troubles, engrossed the public mind, presents a

spectacle only too painful to look back upon. Indeed, it is

much more painful in the retrospect, than were the emotions

excited by the actual progress of events at the time; since

the whole scope and tendency of those events could not then

be discerned, though regarded by thoughtful men as in the

highest degree dangerous to the peace and welfare of the

republic. To the great mass of the people the struggle

seemed, however lamentable in its incidents, yet on the

whole a local conflict, which would in the end wear itself

out ; and the condition of parties at the North was not such

as to excite immediate apprehensions of a civil convulsion in

which the whole country would be involved.
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The systematic efforts of bodies of men in the North to

control the future fortunes of the Territory, of course begot

similar organizations in the South, and the stru^crle was lono*

and arduous between the two. Avoiding all recapitulation

of events so recent, the narration of which would be neces-

sarily voluminous, perhaps perplexing to those not familiar

with them, and needless to those who are, it may be said

that for a series of years the controversy raged with unexam-

pled vigor and acrimony, in the Territory, in Congress, and

in the country. Kansas, in fact, was in a state of civil war,1

which broke out in various disturbances at first, upon every

occasion of an election or public assembly of the inhabitants,

and at length terminated in serious conflicts of large bodies

of the different parties in arms, until a sufficient body of

troops of the United States was moved into the Territory to

keep the peace. It became finally manifest that the oppo-

nents of slavery in the Territory had acquired a decided su-

periority in numbers over their adversaries, and the struggle

then came to an end upon that particular field of action.

It is no part of the purpose of the present inquiry to in-

stitute an examination of the successive administrations of

President Pierce and President Buchanan, during which

those unhappy troubles had their origin, and led, in their

progress, to other more important events ; but simply to

trace, in some effort at a philosophical spirit, those causes

from which finally sprang a civil war which astounded the

nations of the earth by the unparalleled character of its

1 The following passages are extracts from the resolutions of the Whig

National Convention, assembled at Baltimore in the summer of 1856, of which

Edward Bates, of Missouri, was the President

:

Resolved, That we regard with the deepest interest and anxiety the present

disordered condition of our national affairs, a portion of the country ravaged

by civil war, large sections of our population embittered by mutual recrimina-

tions, etc.

Resolved, That, in the present exigency of political affairs, we are not

called upon to discuss the subordinate questions of the administration in the

exercising of the constitutional powers of the Government Fc is enough to

know that civil war is raging and that the Union is in peril, etc.
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manifestations, and is so replete with consequences yet to be

developed, to the country and to mankind. It should be re-

marked here, however, that it was in the progress of this

Kansas controversy that Mr. Douglas, the original mover

and most efficient promoter of the repeal of the Missouri

Compromise, became separated from his party, in opposition

to the views of Mr. Buchanan, as expressed in his Message

to Congress of February 2d, 1858. Mr. Douglas's report to

the Senate sharply criticized that Message; and the stand

subsequently taken by him against the bill adopted by Con-

gress for the admission of Kansas, 1 led to the defeat of his

own prospects for the Presidency, through the dissatisfaction

it gave to a large section of his party both in the North and

South. Hence resulted the fatal division in the Democratic

Convention at Charleston, in 1860, and at the adjournment

to Baltimore, which ended in the overthrow of the Demo-

crats and the triumph of the sectionalists of the North. 2 The

debate on Kansas and its affairs continued in Congress, at

intervals, until April, 1858—a period of four years from the

passage of the act for the organization of the Territory. In

the mean time, other questions than those relating to slavery,

in respect to lands and other public property, had sprung up

and led to controversy with the General Government. A
variety of constitutions, proposed by conventions of " free-

state men " and " slave-state men," on the one hand and the

other, especially the " Topeka " constitution by the former,

and the " Lecompton " by the latter, had been subjected to

the popular determination of voters and non-voters, without

much deference to law, or regular action, on either hand.

These had been submitted to Congress, but found no favor

with the majority, and at length the whole subject was re-

ferred to a committee of conference of both branches.

1 That is, the bill described on p. 302.
2 At the election which ensued, the Republicans cast 1,867,610 votes for

Mr. Lincoln, that being a plurality of votes over any other individual candi-

date ; though the whole opposing vote in the aggregate was 2,804,566—leav-

ing him in an actual minority of 946,950 votes.
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This committee reported a bill which passed the two

Houses. It submitted to the decision of the inhabitants a

certain proposition, in regard to the distribution of the public

property, for public uses in the State, reserving the rights of

the United States. It provided, that, upon the acceptance

of that proposition by the people of Kansas, " in lieu of the

ordinance framed at Lecompton "—which was the constitu-

tion then actually before Congress, and was pronounced
" not acceptable " to it—the territory should be, ipso facto,

" admitted into the Union, on an equal footing with the

original States, in all respects whatever." This branch of

the act said nothing about slavery, which was sufficiently

provided for by the ordinance in question ; so that the effect

would be, upon the declared assent of the people to the fore-

going proposition, the adoption of the " ordinance framed at

Lecompton," for their constitution ; with the substitution of

the proposition of Congress for that contained in the ordi-

nance, in regard to the public property.

A further section of the act provided, however, that if

the proposition in question should be rejected by the popular

votes, then

—

" It should be deemed and held that the people of Kansas do not desire

admission into the Union with the said Constitution,
1 under the conditions set

forth in said proposition ; and in that event the people of said Territory are

hereby authorized and empowered to form for themselves a constitution and

State government, by the name of the State of Kansas, whenever the popula-

tion of said Territory equals or exceeds the ratio of representation required

for a member of the House of Representatives of the Congress of the United

States, * * * and shall be entitled to admission into the Union as a State,

under such Constitution thus fairly and legally made, with or without slavery,

as such Constitution may prescribe."

Iii short, the first clause of the act provided for the ad-

mission of Kansas as a slave State ; the second for the refer-

ence of the question of slavery to the will of the people,

according to the original proposal of Mr. Douglas ; but the

whole question, in either event, was, in fact, referred to the

1 That is, " the Ordinance passed at Lecompton."
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popular determination* This bill passed the Senate by a

vote of 31 yeas to 22 nays ; and the House by a vote of 112

yeas to 103 nays. In the Senate nine of the majority were

from the free States ; in the House thirty-six.

The only question really determined by the final result,

was, that a new State might be admitted into the Union,

either with slavery or without it, as the people of the terri-

tory asking admission might prefer. But, upon incidental

points, provided for by the act, and in regard to the manner

in which the question was presented by it, it may be justly

thought liable to the gravest objections, both as a matter of

statesmanship and upon principles of ingenuous dealing. The

passage of the act gave rise to the most discordant opinions,

in the North and the South. Mr. Douglas had opposed it,

because he considered its effect to be to force the Lecompton

constitution upon the people of Kansas, by inducements held

out in the "proposition," and the postponement of admis-

sion, should the "proposition" be rejected. Mr. Robert J.

Walker, who had been Governor of the Territory, was in favor

of it, because he felt confident it would insure the defeat of

that constitution. Mr. Jefferson Davis wrote to a friend in

Mississippi, in a letter dated at Washington, May 12th, 1858

:

" My judgment is in favor of the latter (the act), because it distinctly re-

serves the rights of the United States, and does not attempt to construe, or

seemingly to suggest any modification of the Constitution, or to offer any

justification for having admitted the State ; but leaves it to stand as a sim-

ple recognition of the right of the people—they having formed a Constitution

republican in its character—to be admitted into the Union. * * * Its

passage was then and is now regarded by me as the triumph of all for which

we have contended ; and the success of a great constitutional principle, the

recognition of which, though it should bear no present fruit to be gathered by

the South, was an object worthy of a struggle, and may redoxmd to our fu-

ture advantage. By the same means, the country was relieved from an issue

which, had it been presented as threatened, our honor, our safety, our respect

for our ancestors, and our regard for our posterity, would have required the

South to meet, at whatever hazard." 1

Quoted in Cluskey's " Political Text-Book," p. 746.
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On the other hand, Mr. W. L. Yancey, of Alabama, in a

letter dated May 24th, 1858, says

:

" Far better had the issue been met. The South had done its duty in using

all its exertions to bring Kansas into the Union, ' in accordance with the prin-

ciples of the Constitution.' She did it, knowing that the new State would be

represented by Freesoil Senators and Representatives. She had nobly per-

formed her duty without counting the cost. Why should she have hazarded

her own unity, and compromised her position by further effort ? * * *

General Davis may be right ; but the fact is, that the North laughs at us,

and we stand not exactly a scorn unto ourselves, but certainly without any

cause of congratulation at the result." *

At an election, held in the month of August, 1858, the

people of Kansas rejected the " proposition " by a decisive ma-

jority. In January, 1859, the territorial legislature passed

an act, submitting to the people the question of holding

another constitutional convention, to which, upon taking the

vote, it appears that they agreed. The convention met in

July, 1859, and framed a constitution, which subsequently

obtained the ratification of the popular vote, by a majority

of about four thousand. 2 Kansas, however, was not admitted

as a State, until January 29th, 1861, after the Republican

party had carried the election of President, and upon the

very eve of war. Very earnest and protracted debates even

then took place upon the subject, in Congress ; so that this

profoundly exciting question actually remained open until

the rebellion was fully in progress, when many Southern mem-
bers of Congress had already left, and others were just about

to leave their seats vacant.

The admission, of course, was entirely right, and in entire

correspondence with the alternative provision of the act of

1858. But, upon looking over the records of congressional

1 Quoted in Cluskey's "Political Text-Book," p. 761.
2 In Mr. Douglas's report, from the Committee on Territories, in February,

1858, it is stated that there were not 500 white inhabitants in the whole

Territory in May, 1854, when the bill for organizing it passed. In 1859 there

were not far from 100,000. It appears, from census returns made in 1860,

that there were then 10&,000.
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proceedings at the period, there seems to have been a sort of

persistent pressure of the question, by the Republican leaders

in the Senate, which was very likely to provoke resistance
;

and which has the air, at least, of an eager desire to clutch

the fruits of triumph before the defeated party had secured

its retreat from the scene of action, likely so soon to remain

altogether undisputed. In regard to a part of these gentle-

men—considering that things which are lawful are not, under

all circumstances, expedient—their urgency would seem to

indicate a certain unconsiousness of the impending crisis in

the affairs of the country ; since it would be uncharitable to

charge them with indifference to a calamity so direful as

civil war. The opportunity for the exercise of a conciliatory

spirit was not yet past ; but there was little manifestation

of it on either side. Probably, most of them had no clear

conception of the real state of the case ; certainly, none of

them could have formed any imagination of the actual course

of future events. The hoarse murmurs of menaced danger

to the Republic seem to have affected them scarcely more than

the petulant outcry of a spoiled child. Even after Mr. Lin-

coln had left his home in Illinois, and was on his way to

Washington, for inauguration as President, and when the

States of the Gulf had already passed formal ordinances of

secession, he jestingly proclaimed, to an agitated and pro-

foundly anxious people—" Nobody is hurt."
l

Upon the introduction of the final bill for the admission

1 This very expression affords a key to much which would be otherwise

inexplicable in accounting for the actual occurrence of the war. The country

was sometimes graphically said, at the time, to be " drifting into war." The

Republicans were, naturally enough, reluctant to admit their own responsi

bility for the existing state of things, and treated it as of trifling consequence.

An extraordinary speech, delivered by Mr. Seward, at the New England Society

dinner, at the Astor House, in December, 1860, is a case in point. It not only

put aside, as a thing not to be thought of, the idea of secession, or of any

serious convulsion impending, but was fairly jubilant over the prospects of the

future. On the other hand, the South, as was always perceived by others

and remarked, was " terribly in earnest."
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of Kansas, Mr. Douglas declared, February 29th, 1860, in

reply to a speech of Mr. Seward:

" I repeat that their resistance [that of Mr. Seward and his associates] to

carrying out in good faith the settlement of 1820, their defeat of the bill for

extending it to the Pacific Ocean, was the sole cause of the agitation of 1850,

and gave rise to the necessity of establishing the principle of non-intervention

by Congress with slavery in the Territories. Hence, I am not willing to sit

here and allow the Senator from New York, with all the weight of authority

he has with the powerful party of which he is the head, to arraign me and

the party to which I belong with the responsibility for that agitation which

rests solely upon him and his associates." *

In this allegation Mr. Douglas was clearly in the right.

No matter by what unforeseen contingency it happened, that

the line of 36° 30' could not be conveniently extended to the

Pacific—and the only reason which could be offered, was the

adoption of a constitution excluding slavery by the people of

California, through the centre of which Territory the line

would run—the repeal of the settlement of 1820 was accom-

plished by the failure to fulfil its conditions, which prohibited

slavery north and permitted it south of that line. The question

in regard to California was, it would seem, an impractica-

ble one; but that Territory having been admitted to the

Union, and provision made for the admission of New Mexico

and Utah, both in contravention of the settlement of 1820,

the Missouri Compromise was broken up altogether, in equity

and in law. The national Whig Convention of 1852, as has

been already shown, adopted this condition of things, " in

principle and in substance," and the national Democratic

Convention of the same year took the same ground, though

not employing the same language. The line of 36° 30'

having been abandoned, therefore, the territories of the

United States were subject, in respect to slavery or any other

matter affecting them, only to such legislation as Congress

could constitutionally provide in such cases. Consequently,

the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, was but a reaffirmation of

the congressional action of 1850, affirmed as it had already

1 From the " Congressional Globe."
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been by the Conventions of the two great parties, and by a

popular vote of2,969,079, against that of a minority amount-

ing only to 157,296. And it may not be unreasonable to

conjecture, that, if the framers of that act had contented

themselves with providing only for the admission of terri-

tories, either with slavery or without, according to the will

of the residents, leaving out any mention of the repeal of the

Missouri Compromise, in terms, it would have been impos-

sible to create any very extensive agitation on the subject.

The popular mind may be stirred up by a direct proposition,

which would excite no particular interest or feeling, if

incidentally presented, though leading to precisely the same

conclusions. It is not likely that ten out of a thousand of

the people of the North ever examined this whole ques-

tion, in its details. It was inevitable, therefore, that their

views of it should be somewhat vague. But traditional

memories which hung round the words " Missouri Compro-

mise " impressed them, as with a sort of sacred significance.

Though practically repealed, four years before, yet when
the specific proposition to do what had been actually done

already was set before them in plain terms, it gave great

advantage to those who were only too well inclined to mis-

lead and to excite the popular masses. Hence, then, came,

in conjunction with other causes already referred to, the

astonishing increase of the Freesoil vote, from less than

160,000, in 1852, to more than 1,300,000, in 1856 ; which

grew in volume, so long as the fruitful theme of the Kansas

troubles was kept in agitation, and which finally brought

round the Republican triumph, with its results.

It is somewhat singular, that, in the course of the numer-

ous debates which took place on the general subject, during

so many years, it seems never to have occurred to those who
discussed it, that the extension of slavery to a new territory,

so far from being equivalent to an increase of the system,

tended rather to its diminution. Since slaves could not be

imported into the country, those who would follow their

masters to fresh fields of labor must necessarily be taken
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from the main body already in the slave States. The ratio

of the increase of this class of population, in its normal con-

dition, is an ascertained fact. Whether they would be as

likely to increase according to the ordinary ratio, amid the

severer labors of an unbroken region, as in the comparative

ease and comfort of their accustomed abodes, especially if

removed to a less genial climate, is a point about which a

probably accurate judgment may be formed. At all events,

it could be but the transfer of so many slaves, already exist-

ing in the country, from one place of residence to another.

The political question, of the increase of slave States, would

still remain. But it has been heretofore shown, that, while

the limits of slavery in the South were definitely fixed, the

North had already a very large prejDonderance of popula-

tion ; and that while the free States outnumbered the slave

States at the period of the dispute, the character of the

great Northwestern territory precluded the idea of form-

ing out of it, at any future time, any other than those of the

former class.

It may be remarked, in conclusion, upon this point, that

however impolitic, in a popular sense, the Kansas-Nebraska

Act, of 1854, may have been in some of its terms, it was,

nevertheless, unavoidable, as a legislative measure, in its

" principle and substance," whenever the organization of the

Territory became necessary. The adoption of an opposite

course would have been a violation of the Compromise meas-

ures of 1850, of the pledges of the Whig and Democratic

Conventions, and a revolt against the vote of the immense

popular majority in 1852. Consistency, principle, therefore,

and the very existence of a party as a national organization,

depended upon the submission of the question at issue to the

determination of the people in the several territories, under

suitable provisions for the rightful exercise of their popular

functions. By flinching from this doctrine, the old Whig
party, so long one of the main supporters of a constitutional

republic, ran headlong into the wild sea of unconstitutional

radicalism; and upon this issue, the Democratic party, no
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less distinguished of old for its devotion to the cause of the

Union, became hopelessly divided ; and, finally, with the as-

surance of victory if it had stood together, yielded the field

to those whom both sections of the party were most anxious

to defeat, for the cause of honestly republican principles

under the Constitution. 1

1 By referring to the final resolution, of the series which passed the Senate,

January 12th, 1838 (Appendix IV.), by a vote of nearly four to one, it will be

seen that the very principle of the Compromise of 1850 and of the Kansas-

Nebraska Act was then made a test question. The House took no action upon

those resolutions ; but at the first session of the twenty-fifth Congress, Mr.

Atherton, of New Hampshire (December 11th, 1838), brought forward in the

House a body of resolutions, covering the same general grounds as to Terri-

tories and other points included in those adopted by the Senate. These passed

the House, on the following day, by large majorities ; that one, which denied

the right of Congress to interfere with slavery in the States, by the " indirect

means " of acting upon petitions for its abolition in the District and in Terri-

tories receiving the least support, the vote standing 126 yeas, to 73 nays. For

sixteen years, therefore, and during the political discussions of four general

elections, before the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the point involved

in that act had stood settled by the action of the two Houses, without any

general question by the people. It is obvious, therefore, that the agitation to

which that act gave rise, and which led to such direful consequences, could

have resulted only from such a combination of activelv-working agencies as

those described in the text.
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The object of this work has been to point out, in a some-

what general way, the movements of popular feeling and the

course of action of the several parties, as tending towards

certain results, not to examine the conduct of particular ad-

ministrations of the General Government. It may, however,

be properly enough suggested at this point, that the Demo-
cratic party, however actuated by considerations thought

important to insure success, at a great public exigency, and,

doubtless, also, by patriotic views of public duty, may have

committed a political error in failing to renominate President

Pierce in 1856. Without any reference to the subsequent

turn of events, under the administration of his successor,

President Buchanan, and allowing for the impossibility of

foreseeing their progress and result, it was the evident fact

that a great national question of absorbing interest, unex-

pectedly coming up early in the term of President Pierce,

must be met and be brought to an issue, mainly by the intel-

ligent action and popular strength of the Democratic party

throughout the country. The embarrassments with which

the administration of the latter was encumbered, in relation

to the disturbances in Kansas, grew out of causes at work
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remote from the Territory itself, as has been already shown

;

and causes which it was quite out of the power of the na-

tional executive to control. In his message to Congress of

January 24th, 1856, he remarked:

" The inflammatory agitation, of which the present is but a part, has for

twenty years produced nothing save unmitigated evil, North and South. But

for it, the character of the domestic institutions of the future new State would

have been a matter of too little interest to the inhabitants of the contig-

uous States, personally or collectively, to produce among tnem any political

emotion."

It is difficult to see how he could have properly pursued

any other course than that adopted, in regard to affairs

within the Territory. He had declined to interfere by force

with the action, regular or irregular, of the people of the

Territory in their elections, on the just ground that it would

be " subversive of public freedom." Nor could he have done

so without incurring severe censure from one side or the

other, perhaps from both. But when lawless violence ran

riot through the Territory, he despatched a sufficient armed

force to restore and maintain order, as soon as he could in-

duce the reluctant Congress, which he had reassembled for

the purpose, to vote the necessary supplies for the troops ; a

measure of public duty and necessity resisted by the oppo-

nents of the Kansas-Nebraska Act. 1

1 After a long and exciting session, Congress finally adjourned, August

18th, 1856, without passing the ordinary appropriation bill for the support of

the army. This the House had refused to do, unless the Senate would agree

to terms which would prevent the President from using the military force,

according to his judgment of the exigency, in Kansas. The President, there-

upon, issued his proclamation to reassemble Congress, August 21st. The

House had proposed the following proviso :

" That no part of the military force of the United States, for the support

of which appropriation was made by this act, shall be employed in aid of the

enforcement of any enactment heretofore passed by the bodies claiming to be

the Territorial Legislature of Kansas."

The Senate proposed to strike out this proviso, to which the House event-

ually agreed, by a vote of yeas 101, to nays 98 ; and the bill having thus

passed, the extra session ended, by adjournment, August 30th.
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A striking illustration of the difficulties with which the

administration was environed appears in the tenor of certain

resolutions adopted by the Legislature of Massachusetts,

which were approved June 3d, 1856. These resolutions came

up in consequence of an order moved for the appropriation

of a considerable sum of money by the State, in aid of
Kansas. The motion was advocated in the legislature, and

by a part, at least, of the Freesoil press ; though its passage

would evidently have placed the State in the open attitude

of furnishing funds in aid of an insurrectionary condition of

things on the distant border of civilization. Instead of tak-

ing this step, the legislature ingeniously passed resolves com-

mending the case to the popular favor and assistance, as fol-

lows :

Resolved, * * * That we have heard the call for sympathy and aid

which has come up to the people of the United States from the settlers of

Kansas, 1 * * * and while we do not claim that as a State legislature we

are clothed with power to initiate measures for their relief, we nevertheless

present their case to the people of this Commonwealth, in full confidence that

they will use all just and constitutional means to aid these heroic men in main-

taining and defending their liberties.

The legislature thus stirred up the people, and, by its au-

thority, solicited contributions in favor of the side with

which it was in political sympathy, and which was in con-

flict with the General Government. And the party thus al-

ways most professed to guard themselves with the Constitu-

tion, when most intent upon breaking it down. The resolves

proceed to charge the disturbed state of affairs in the Terri-

tory to the " neglect of the Government of the United States

to protect the settlers " (meaning the Freesoil settlers) " and

redress their wrongs ; " and, in the same breath, refer to the

action of the President in issuing a proclamation of warning

to all those who, by any means, were seeking to resist the

execution of the territorial laws. They leave in no doubt

the state of mind in the Freesoil party, by declaring that

1 Doubtless from " old John Brown," who came to Massachusetts for that

purpose.
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"the question of free or slave territory is become a promi-

nent and vital issue before the country, and threatens to

drive the nation into civil war."

Kansas was then, and had been for two years, under a

territorial government, by virtue of an act of Congress, and

although the President was bound to see to it, that peace was

kept or restored, as he did, by means of the troops of the

United States, yet he had no authority whatever to inter-

fere with the popular vote in Kansas, or between the Gov-

ernor of the Territory and its legislature, or to adjudicate

upon alleged points of fraud in the conduct of its elections.

At a later period in the history of the country we have seen

less scruple exhibited, in giving executive direction to the

popular action at elections, on a much larger scale, and under

that plea of " necessity," which was only the party necessity

of obtaining a show of the major vote.

The Democratic Convention which nominated Mr. Bu-

chanan in 1856, could have used no terms more expressive

of the views entertained by it. It declared :

" The American Democracy' recognize and adopt the principles contained

in the organic laws establishing the Territories of Kansas and Xebraska, as

embodying the only sound and safe solution of the ' slavery question,' upon

which the great national idea of the people of the whole country can repose

in its determined conservatism of the Union—non-interference by Congress

with slavery in State and Territory, or in the District of Columbia. That this

was the basis of the Compromises of 1850—confirmed by both the Democratic

and Whig parties in national conventions—ratified by the people in the elec-

tion of 1S52—and rightly applied to the organization of Territories in 1854."

The same Convention, in the warmest language of com-

prehensive eulogy, as well as by specification of particular

policy pursued, proclaimed its unqualified approbation of

the measures, and general conduct of the administration of

President Pierce. It was, nevertheless, thought best to select

Mr. Buchanan as the candidate, who had been out of the

immediate sphere of politics by reason of his absence as

minister of the United States at the court of Great Britain.

It was evident that no slight was intended to his predecessor,

14
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who, it was understood, urged no pretensions to the nomina-

tion; but it was equally evident, that the doctrine of

supposed " availability " was applied to the case, and that the

direct issue before the people was thus in some measure

avoided. The Democrats were shrewd enough to be aware,

that a great many persons would vote for the candidate of

the party, who had never read the resolutions. It was upon

these grounds, therefore, that it was thought best to take up

a fresh candidate, whose name had not been mingled with

the agitating Kansas imbroglio. It may well be questioned,

whether that was not the propitious moment for meeting the

issue fairly and squarely, upon its very face. Not to do so

indicated something of a shiver in the breeze. There is good

reason to believe that President Pierce would have been

reelected; and such a result would have definitively set-

tled, in due time, and would have afforded the most favor-

able means of settling the Kansas question, if the administra-

tion, under which the original measure was adopted, had been

sustained by the popular suffrage. The line was already

drawn with considerable clearness, though not so stiffly as

afterwards between those who accounted themselves the

unswerving supporters of constitutional principles, and those

who, upon sectional grounds, had made the sectional nomina-

tions of Mr. Fremont, of California, for President, and Mr.

Dayton, of New Jersey, for Vice-President ; the first instance

in which one or the other of the candidates for these offices

had not been selected from a slave State.

In the election which ensued, Kentucky, so strongly

impregnated with Whig opinions, and Tennessee, which

also had voted for General Scott in 1852, notwithstanding

allegations likely to prejudice his cause in a slave State, now
cast their weight into the scale for Mr. Buchanan. In all the

fifteen slave States, including Delaware, Mr. Fremont received

but about twelve hundred votes ; and in all but four of those

States, not a single ballot was thrown for the ticket which

bore his name. It was felt to be a moment, indeed, when all

other considerations should be postponed, for the one great
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cause of sustaining the Constitution and upholding the Union.

Hundreds of thousands of young men, probably, acted for

the occasion with the party which supported the Fremont

ticket, attracted by the air of spirited adventure which sur-

rounded his name, who might, at a favorable future moment,

have been drawn back to their old allegiance. It is likely,

considering the immediate relation of affairs, that the whole

Democratic strength, which was given to Mr. Buchanan,

would have been equally at the command of the party, had

it chosen to renominate Mr. Pierce. Nor does it look at all

unlikely, that such a manifestation of firmness, on the part of the

" unterrified " Democracy, might have secured it a still more

decisive majority. Without meaning to institute any com-

parison between the candidates, in other respects, it seems

obvious that the constitutional cause would have been power-

fully confirmed, by a frank attitude and by resolute action

;

and that this course would have tended to the easier and ear-

lier settlement of the impending troubles. And even if the

turn of the political contest had proved in favor of Mr. Fre-

mont—matters were not then so ripe for civil disruption as

four years afterwards, and might have been more readily ad-

justed. At all events, had the " Fremonters " then succeeded,

the people would have had more cheaply a lesson of the most

salutary influence, which might have saved them from the

abyss into which they were finally induced to plunge.

The Democratic success in the election proved, in fact,

but a hollow victory. It led to the entanglement of a ques-

tion, clearly enough before the people, with novel compli-

cations, which tended to expedite the final catastrophe. The

cry of the Freesoilers was—"No more slave territory."

According to the action of Congress, ratified by a great ma-

jority of the nation, the people of the several territories were

left to determine this question for themselves, when they

came to form their State constitutions. It was a clear issue,

upon which the Freesoilers were in a very decided minority

;

and nothing was needed but strict adherence to the point,

and magnanimous efforts to hold the friends of constitutional
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principles together, to preserve the constitutional majority,

and to add to it great numerical gains. It will be alleged,

that the sort of spirit manifested by the leaders of public

opinion in the South prevented such a consummation. Doubt-

less a great diversity of views existed in the South. There

were, here and there, zealous disunionists in that quarter, as

there were at the North, who had long cherished the idea of

separation. But it cannot be doubted, that the vast body of

the people in every slave State, during the progress of these

events, including the most able, influential, and by far the

most in number of their leading men, were heartily attached

to the Union, sincerely anxious to preserve it, and desired

only to maintain those principles of the Constitution—whether

right or wrong, in some of their interpretations of them

—

upon which the Union was founded, and which were essen-

tial to its preservation, unimpaired in its original purity and

integrity. For example, after general religious communion

between the North and the South had ceased,
1 and general

stagnation prevailed, as to their social intercourse, Mr. Jef-

ferson Davis spent the summer months of the year 1858 in

New England, with his family; visited its principal cities and

addressed public assemblies, on several occasions with great

acceptance. A visitor of his character and standing could

not fail to enjoy ample opportunity of conversation with all

classes of citizens ; and it was well known that he left for his

Southern home with strong impressions, derived from the prev-

alent tone of sentiment, that the disputes which had so long-

tended to alienate the two sections from each other would

pass by, without leading to any more serious consequences

1 There were very few pulpits at the North, at this period, to which a

pastor would venture to invite a brother clergyman from a slave State, should

such a one happen to he in the neighborhood, to preach a Gospel addressed

to all nations, in any one of which, at the time of its promulgation, slavery

was the common practice, and in regard to which practice it contains no re-

proof. The American Tract Society had already been formally divided ; the

main office remaining at New York, while the New England seceding branch

had its headquarters at Bost.on, and became an active organ of abolition.
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than those which had been already experienced. It was sup-

posed that Mr. Davis repaired to New England for the pur-

pose of satisfying himself and his Southern friends on this

very subject—in a word, to learn, by personal investigation,

whether the idea was seriously entertained by considerable

masses of the Northern population, as was more or less indi-

cated by the tone of not a few members of Congress from

that quarter, of pressing the question of slavery or antisla-

very to the point of submission, or resistance by the South.

Many others of the chief citizens of that part of the country

also visited the North, at or about the same period, probably

with the same general view ofinquiry and observation ; andtwo

years earlier, Mr. Toombs, by invitation of the Boston " Mer-

cantile Library Association," delivered before a numerous as-

sembly of that literary body, a lecture which was devoted to

the discussion of domestic slavery, as it existed in the United

States, in its constitutional and social relations.
1

Indeed, President Lincoln himself, while the war was

still raging, without apparent prospect of speedy termination,

did not hesitate to say, in one of his characteristic address-

es to the public, that, except in South Carolina, he believed

that a majority of the people in every Southern State were

still for the Union at heart.
2 Nor does there seem to be any

room for rational doubt, that the fact, more or less corre-

spondent with his opinion, continuing unchanged to the end

of the war, rendered the success of the Confederacy imprac-

ticable, and hastened the final result.

1 On the evening of January 24th, 1856.
2 In a debate in the Senate on the state of the Union, on the 10th of

December, 1860, when affairs had so nearly ripened for open secession, Mr.

Dixon, of Connecticut, declared that the true way to restore harmony was,

" by cheerfully and honestly assuriug to every section its constitutional rights.

No section professes to ash more ; no section ought to offer fa?s." He added

that three-quarters of his constituents would uphold him in this position.

Whereupon, Mr. Davis's colleague, Mr. Brown, of Mississippi, said :
" If the

same spirit could prevail which actuates the Senator who has just now taken

his seat, a different state of things might be produced in twenty days.'''
1— Cop-

gressicnal Globe, December 11th, 1860.



CHAPTER XII.

Hostility to a fundamental Provision of Law led to the War.—Other Causes which
concurred.—Mr. Webster's Expression, " A Bargain broken on one Side, is broken on
all Sides," in 1851, showing his Opinion of the State of Things at that Period.—The
Book, called " The Impending Crisis of the South," recommended by Eepublican
Members of Congress and others.—The " Harper's Ferry Invasion."

The future impartial historian of the republic will not

be likely to fail in the conclusion, that those gradually ac-

cumulating causes which at length, according to the ordinary

motives which govern the actions of mankind, rendered the

war inevitable—though unwise and certainly needless, could

the calmer sentiment of the country, on both sides, have

found means to exercise its due influence—resulted, by imme-
diate occasion, from hostility to a fact in the domestic life of

one section of the country, which was recognized as a mat-

ter of fundamental national law, by the spirit and the terms

of the original compact between all the States.

Other causes of discord had cooperated with this one,

from time to time ; but they were either temporary in their

nature, or of minor importance, or of a character less capa-

ble of attracting and engrossing popular interest. They were

able, neither singly nor in combination, to produce such a

general sense of incompatibility of temper and interest be-

tween the sections, or such deep-seated alienation of feeling,

as to impel a civilized and Christian nation to contemplate

the dread arbitrament of civil war. But, during the progress

of the ten years immediately preceding that event, the sole

topic of slavery, in one aspect or another, had mainly en-

gaged the popular mind, in connection with every political
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movement and demonstration. 1 In the North, it took, of

course, the shape, and bore the character of assault upon

that part of the country of which slavery was a domestic

feature. In the South, whatever form the question may have

taken, either in regard to the protection or the extension of

slavery, it was, of course, in the attitude of defence. How
far the right and even the necessity of defence may have been

appealed to, either beyond or within the bounds of expedi-

ency, in particular instances, considering the relative situa-

tion of the parties, is a totally different question. In general,

though not always—as in the case of the refusal to extend

the compromise line of 1820 to its natural limit of the Pacific

Ocean—or, as many of its people thought, in the provisions

of the Kansas-Nebraska Act—the South had been able, after

severe struggles, to secure what it deemed necessary for its

permanent safety, under the shelter of the Constitution. But,

exposed to incessant assaults, directly or indirectly, and

which at length grew vehement and aggravated, upon its

social, moral, and religious condition, it had long felt a burn-

ing sense of wrong, and in this state of mind men are not

1 The tariff question afforded the only other serious cause of discussion

;

but naturally had less influence with the popular masses. In the North, the

Whigs in general had favored a tariff for protection to domestic manufac-

tures ; the Democrats preferred one for revenue solely, and the incidental pro-

tection it would afford ; the difference between them being one of terms and

degree, therefore, rather than of principle, while the South was, generally, on

the free trade side. Yet, during the session of Congress, in the winter of

1860-1861, while the country was on the very verge of war, a new system

of high duties, usually known as " the Morrill tariff," from the name of the

member from Vermont, by whom it was introduced, was carried through Con-

gress by the Republicans ; and that, too, against the earnest remonstrances of

some of the more leading Republican journals in New York and elsewhere,

on account of the existing condition of public affairs. No doubt this meas-

ure had its effect at the South ; and there can be as little doubt that an ex-

traordinary resolution of the Convention which nominated Mr. Lincoln, in the

preceding summer, hereafter referred to in these pages, which promised pro-

tection of this description to the agricultural and commercial, as well as to

manufacturing interests of the country, and even to the laboring classes, had

a powerful influence in swelling the Republican vote at the election.
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often controlled by considerations of policy. The North

could only complain of the South for resistance to its politi-

cal objects, with which it had seen fit to mix up certain

moral and religious views. But if the position of the former

was one of unadulterated and indisputable virtue, that of

the other necessarily implied an opposite relation to the re-

quirements of good conscience ; a.nd to be forced into such

an attitude, with a deep sense of the injustice of the pro-

cedure, could not but tend to weaken any ordinary feelings

of attachment to the Union. Although unsuccessful efforts

had been made to bring about this unhappy state of things,

for several years preceding the period now under considera-

tion, as has been already shown in previous pages of this

volume—it was upon the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 that

the first issue was directly taken. This movement was also

unsuccessful, in its immediate influence, as appeared by the

popular vote of the North, at the two succeeding elections of

President. The real objection to the law, on the part of its

more violent assailants, consisted in their opposition to any

law for the delivery of fugitive slaves. But by incessantly

working upon the popular mind, through every channel by
which it could possibly be reached, a state of feeling was
finally produced which led to the enactment of Personal

Liberty bills, by one after another of the Northern legisla-

tive assemblies. At length, fourteen of the sixteen free

States had provided statutes which rendered any attempt to

execute the Fugitive Slave Act so difficult as to be practically

impossible, and placed each of those States in an attitude of

virtual resistance to the laws of the United States. 1 It is

certain that a state of feeling thus indicated could not be

considered especially friendly to the cause of the Union, or

calculated to encourage those sentiments of veneration to it,

so earnestly enjoined by the admonitions of Washington.

Nor could legislative proceedings, thus framed, in order to

1 At a somewhat later period, the executive officers of Ohio and Iowa re-

fused to surrender to justice persons charged with participation in the "John

Brown raid."
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prevent the vindication of a constitutional right, which had

"been pursued throughout the Northern States for seventy

years, in the rare instances which occurred, without any ob-

struction, and. with the ready aid of the local State magis-

trates, tend materially to the promotion of comfortable

feelings in the South. In fact, those laws, in connection with

the repeated rescues of slaves by mobs from the custody of

officers who had them in charge, together with constant in-

citements offered to slaves in the Border States to desert

their masters, produced the profoundest feeling of indigna-

tion in that quarter.

If the South might then have been beginning to think

of revolt, it is no less certain that, at that period, the North
not only appeared to be in a state of almost continual riot

against the laws of the General Government, but that those

seditiously disposed were encouraged to evade and resist

those laws, by the proceedings of the State legislatures. 1

But the objects which the fanatics and trading politicians

failed to effect, immediately, through factious opposition to

a law which the most respected judicial tribunals, in every

quarter of the land, pronounced to be in strict conformity

with the solemn engagements of the Constitution, the Kan-
sas-Nebraska Act furnished them with a more manageable

instrument to accomplish. Flighty denunciations of a law,

obviously right in principle, whatever objections might be

thought to exist to some of its details, and which was sus-

tained by the best judicial opinions throughout the country,

could hardly commend themselves to the convictions of con-

siderate men, however strong their repugnance might be to

the institution of slavery. But the act for the organization

1 Mr. Webster's opinion upon this special point was given in no doubtful

terms, in a speech delivered by him, at Capon Springs, Virginia, in 1851. He
remarked :

" I do not hesitate to say and repeat, that if the Northern States

refuse wilfully or deliberately to carry into effect that part of the Constitution

which respects the restoration of fugitive slaves, the South would no longer

be bound to keep the compact. A bargain broken on one side, is broken on

all sides."

14*
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of the Territories in question, and the various proceedings

under it, afforded unending themes of appeal to popular prej-

udice and passion. Those fanatics and trading politicians,

who had already despaired of their cause, now jumped upon

their feet again, and declaimed, with a strength of vociferation

hardly to have been expected from their late dispirited con-

dition. " It repeals the sacred engagement of the Missouri

Compromise ! " was the hypocritical cry of political dissem-

blers, notoriously engaged, at the moment, and who had been

long engaged in resisting, and in striving utterly to nullify

the sacred engagement of the Constitution ! The engage-

ment to restore fugitive slaves had been ratified by the whole

people, in settling the foundations of the Union. The Mis-

souri Compromise was but an act of Congress, sacred only

in correspondence with its specific virtue ; open to repeal,

certainly, like any other act, at any subsequent session of the

National Legislature, if a contingency, unforeseen at the time

of its enactment, seemed to render such repeal expedient and

justifiable. It had been adopted, so far as concerned the

admission of Missouri, with slavery, which constituted the

only compromise involved in it, against the most strenuous

opposition of Northern members of Congress in general,

and against a large majority of the votes of Northern Repre-

sentatives. It was repealed, in fact, by the large majority

vote from the North, in Congress, which cut in two the line

of compromise, fixed upon by it, and who refused to extend

that line to the Pacific Ocean.

In the language of Mr. Webster, quoted above, " A bar-

gain broken on one side, is broken on all sides." In reality,

the law of 1854, called the Kansas-Nebraska Act, did but put

into words the deed done in 1850, called the Compromise of

that year ; and that deed was done by the power of the

North, against the express claim of the South, that it would
be content with the engagement of 1820, called the Missouri

Compromise, carried out honestly in its spirit and its terms.

This source of dispute continued open, as has been already
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shown, until the consummation of the causes of rebellion, in

the winter of -1860-1861.

It has been also shown, that most of the Northern mem-
bers of Congress, in both branches, had associated themselves

together at Washington, in an organized body, for a sectional,

and, in its spirit, an unlawful purpose, in the spring of 1854.

With the extraordinary means and influence of such a con-

gressional combination, they had largely, though secretly,

circulated appeals to popular feeling, which were practically

in resistance, and were calculated to stir the people up in

resistance to a formal measure of the deliberative assembly,

of which these gentlemen were themselves component parts,

and in which they ought to have remembered that they were

national representatives, instead of the partisans of a section.

It can hardly be contended, by rational men, that this was
not a specifically seditious organization. If no act of " ag-

gression " had been heretofore committed, here was one, at

least, justly to be considered a covert conspiracy, directly

hostile to the future peace and welfare of the country. Sup-

posing the motive to be fair, and the object contemplated

honest, they would afford no warrant for an undertaking thus

pursued ; except by admission of the doctrine that " the end

sanctifies the means," so fearfully denounced by the Scrip-

tural text, as doing evil that good may come. The voice of

Clay, alas ! was now hushed amid the groves of Ashland

;

the heart of Webster, " buried by the upbraiding shore " of

Marshfield. It needed but their trumpet-tones, in the halls

of Congress, to have pierced to the marrow and the dividing

asunder of such an unholy alliance, and to have stamped it,

in its inception, with the characteristics of everlasting rep-

robation.

But now, from the same source, proceeded another act of,

originally, secret, and even less excusable, " aggression." A
book had been written, filled with the most unsparing denun-

ciation of the Southern people, in regard to their " peculiar

institution," their principles, habits, and general condition

;
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their public and private, their social, political, moral, and

religious state. It urged the extinguishment of slavery by

the most violent and unsparing means ; and the virtual pro-

scription of slaveholders, and of all others, in either section,

who maintained any political or social relations with them.

In fine, it attempted to fix such a thoroughly debased and

vicious character upon the slaveholding population of the

South, and those in sympathy with them, in that quarter, as

to make it seem to the faithful a sort of virtue to exterminat*

outright such " ruffians, outlaws, and criminals." 1

This book bore, as the name of its author, that of a person

called Helper, said to be a North Carolinian ; but who, of

course, did not continue to reside in that State after his

work saw the light. It was quite apparent that the book

was prepared in the North, and intended for Northern circu-

lation alone ; for it could have no other, except as a matter

of investigation, by such persons in the South as wished to

examine its contents for other purposes than edification. For
instance, its actual origin was at once betrayed by one of

the modes of active operation prescribed in it, that is

—

" Abrupt discontinuance of subscription to proslavery news-

papers." This sentence could only be applicable to journals

so reputed, at the North; that is, to those which upheld the

1 The following passages are extracts from this amiable work

:

" Our own banner is inscribed : No cooperation with slaveholders in poli-

tics ; no fellowship with them in religion ; no affiliation with thern in society
;

no recognition of proslavery men, except as ruffians, outlaws, and criminals.

" Immediate death to slavery ; or, if not immediate, unqualified proscrip-

tion of its advocates during the period of its existence.

" It is our honest conviction that all the proslavery slaveholders deserve at

once to be reduced to a parallel with the basest criminals that lie fettered

within the cells of our public prisons.

" "We are determined to abolish slavery at all hazards—in defiance of all

the opposition, of whatever nature, it is possible for the slaveocrats to bring

against us. Of this they may take due notice, and govern themselves ac-

cordingly.

" We believe it is, as it ought to be, the desire, the determination, and the

destiny of the Republican party to give the death-blow to slavery."
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principles of the Constitution and the Union ; since those of

the South were uniformly of a " proslavery " description,

and could have had no existence there except in that char-

acter. Indeed, a work so intemperate and ferocious could

only have owed its preparation to some one of the craziest

of the Northern fanatics, assisted in such a laudable and

patriotic undertaking by other persons, who designed to use

it for party purposes.
1 In a word, this reckless tissue of

fabrications, thus endorsed, was a "campaign document."

Such as it was, it received the written recommendation of no

less than sixty-eight Republican members of Congress. It

would be doing injustice to some of those gentlemen, pro-

fessedly men of Christian principles, to suppose that they

had given the book more than the merest cursory inspection,

before they so imprudently, and, perhaps, in many instances,

by the mere force of example, affixed their signatures to the

formal and strongly commendatory certificate which helped

to give the book its extensive circulation. Indeed, when
this matter came up afterwards, in Congress, in the debates

upon the election of Speaker, there was much said by way
of palliation of the act, on the ground of incaution exercised

,

and of that sort of heedless subscription, for the purpose of

getting rid of the applicant, or because others had first set

down their names, which has been only too often practised,

by men who forget how their reputations are thus put at

stake, and which often leads to the most injurious conse-

quences. It is a pity that a similar apology, such as it is, could

not be urged on behalf of Mr. Seward, the acknowledged

leader of the Republican party, at the time, who afforded the

1 Besides the congressional testimonial in favor of this book, described in

the pages following, it had the recommendation of a great number of leading

men in the Eepublican party ; and in a certificate signed by several of this

description in New York, including members of the Republican committ/me

and editors of Freesoil newspapers, it was particularly commended as- Put m
to circulate <n several of the "Western free States, the vote of which

essential in the approaching election of President. ed and kept

the party of
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work his unqualified approval, after a careful perusal of its

contents.
1

The book, and the recommendation thus procured, for it,

were artfully contrived for effect among a large class of the

Northern people, who were ignorant of the means of con

tradiction, and of whatever qualifying facts might have been

adduced. The people of the quarter so violently assailed,

would naturally disdain attempts at refutation; but the

falsehoods, and the acrimony with which they were brought

forward, produced among them the natural, perhaps, the in-

tended results, of indignation and fiery remonstrance. Cer-

tain it is, that such a libel, so authorized, against a people

who have more recently shown the world how well deserved,

or otherwise, such a description of them might be, could

have little salutary influence towards promoting the cause

of the Union. But the immediate effect of this publication

was a sensible reaction in the general public sentiment of

the North, and in Congress. This appeared especially when
that body came together, in December, 1858, and the elec-

tion for Speaker of the House was under consideration. Mr.

Sherman, of Ohio, who was the candidate of the Republican

party, proved to be one of the signers of the Helper testi-

monial ; and, although he affirmed that he had never read

the book, and had totally forgotten the fact of signing the

paper in question, yet ignorance was held to be no excuse,

on the part of a gentleman of his standing ; so that, after a

contest of several months, and many ballotings, his party

were compelled to withdraw his name from the canvass, and

1 The following endorsement by Mr. Seward undoubtedly bad the most

mischievous effect

:

" Atjbttrk, N". Y., June 28th, 1S57.

" Gentlemen : I have received from you a copy of the recent publication,

ttie
^.titled the ' Impending Crisis of the South,' and have read it with the deep-

against +ention. it seems to me a work of great merit ; rich, yet accurate in

cordingly.
,j information, and logical in its analogies ; and I do not doubt it

W e belie
great influence on the public mind, in favor of truth and justice,

destiny of the ij^ gentlemen, very respectfully, W. H. Seward."
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a Speaker was eventually chosen who was not liable to the

offensive imputation in question.
1

It was not singular, considering the morbid temper to

which it is evident that popular feeling in the ISTorth had be-

come extensively wrought up, that such a headstrong and

reckless fanatic as " John Brown," should have conceived the

idea of promoting a servile insurrection. The events of that

equally foolish and criminal undertaking—his hardihood, his

ignorance, his want of means and influence, his incapacity to

compare these deficiences with the requirements for an enter-

prise so formidable, his utter failure to accomplish any part

of the object contemplated, except the alarm of a peaceful

village and the murder of several of its unoffending inhab-

itants ; his capture and trial and execution ; the immense

sensation created throughout the whole country, made up

partly of indignation at an attempt so ferocious, and partly

of ridicule at the inadequacy of the preparation ; the total

want of effect upon the reluctant slaves,
2 and the generally

1
It was during the protracted and sharp debates of this contest for the

Speakership, that portions of a pamphlet, alleged to have been widely circu-

lated through the North and the South, were read in the House of Representa-

tives, upon motion of one of the members, which contained a plan of as-

sociation for the purpose of carrying on hostilities against the latter part

of the country. Amongst other things, it proposed " to land military forces

in the Southern States, who shall raise the standard of freedom, and call the

slaves to it, and such free persons as may be willing to join it." The purpose

was thus more particularly developed :

" Our plan is to make war, openly or secretly as circumstances may dictate,

upon the property of the slaveholders and their abettors ; not for its destruc-

tion, if that can be easily avoided, but to convert it to the use of the slaves.

If it cannot be thus converted, we advise its destruction. Teach the slaves

to burn their masters' buildings, to kill their cattle and hogs, to conceal and

destroy farming utensils, to abandon labor in seed-time and harvest, and let

the crops perish."

A great deal of this sort of " philanthropy " was heard of from some

quarters, during the progress of the rebellion, and not a little of it put in

practice.

2 In the testimony of Colonel Lewis Washington, who was seized and kept

a prisoner, with some of his slaves, by Brown, until rescued by the party of
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ignominious issue of the adventure ; the tolling of bells and

the firing of minute-guns, upon the occasion of Brown's

funeral; the meeting-houses draped in mourning, as for a

hero ; the prayers oifered, the sermons and discourses pro-

nounced in his honor as for a saint—all are of a date too

recent and are too familiarly known, to require more than

this passing allusion.

Of course, a transaction so flagitious, with its attendant

circumstances, affording such unmistakable proof of the

spirit by which no small portion of the Northern population

was actuated, could but produce the profoundest impression

upon the people of the South. Here was open and armed
" aggression ; " whether clearly understood and encouraged

beforehand, certainly exulted in afterwards, by persons of a

very different standing from that of the chief actor in this

bloody incursion into a peaceful State. Yet, notwithstanding

the deep resentment manifested at the South, in a certain

sense, the "raid" was a clear matter of triumph to that quar-

ter. It plainly revealed the quiet and contented disposition

of its slave population, a point so thoroughly confirmed by
the uniform experience of the war, but which was supposed

by many at the North to be always " pantingly " on the

point of rising. It afforded, also, in the prominence of a fact

so startling and atrocious, an unanswerable argumeat against

the fanatical tendencies of the North. In the latter section,

its influence was, also, in no small degree favorable to the

common cause of the country. The publication of the " Im-

pending Crisis of the South" had disgusted and checked

some, if it had misled and stimulated others ; but the " John
Brown Raid," presented in all its living features of actual

U. S. troops, under Colonel Robert E. Lee, appears the folio-wing question and

answer in regard to the affair :

" Question.—Did it excite any spirit of insubordination among your ne-

groes ?

" Answer.—Not the slightest. If any thing, they were much more tracta-

ble than before."

—

Senate Report, p. 40.
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enormity, seemed to bring a practical, visible crisis to the

whole country nearer at hand. From such a contingency

considerate men shrank with honest dread ; and a sensible

reaction took place, capable of being made to serve the best

purposes, for the promotion and security of the common peace

and welfare.

The character of this assault upon the military post

of Harper's Ferry is to be judged of, however, not by the

insignificance of the instruments, or by its inevitable failure

to accomplish the end designed. It assumes importance,

or otherwise, just in proportion to the countenance given to

it by others than those immediately engaged in it ; to the

approbation subsequently bestowed by the public upon the

actors, and to the numbers of those willing to become acces-

sories after the fact to a deed of midnight murder, intended

to be the inauguration of a servile insurrection, in the exer-

cise of sufficient strength to give loose to all the atrocities

and brutalities common to such a savage uprising. And
nothing was here wanting to insure a more wide-spread scene

of horror and desolation than the world, perhaps, had ever

before witnessed, except a totally different relation between

the masters and their servants in the South, than that falsely

imagined by the conspirators, and by those in sympathy with

them, either before or after the fact. Of course, the reverend

clergy, the good men and good women, who met in the sanc-

tuaries of the Father of Mercies, to celebrate an attempt so

full of the omens of miseries unutterable, and to mourn over

its ill success, must have seen this transaction through a very

different medium from that by which questions not subject to

the beguilements of casuistry ordinarily present themselves

to a truly Christian mind. They rejoiced, in fact, that a sup-

posed moral object had been sought by the commission of a

deliberate crime, and, under an unhappily perverted sense of

the right, supposed that the end aimed at justified the means.

But, according to the degree in which it was met by the

favorable response of the North—though in itself but the

skirmish of an outpost, in its immediate incidents—it never-
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theless betokened predetermined enmity in one part of the

Union against another part ; was an overt act of hostility

towards the Government, in the peace of which only could

the Union stand secure, and was the signal and forerunner

of war.

Indeed, at this moment, the conservative masses of the

country possessed an immense superiority of physical and

moral force over their opponents ; and could that have "been

guided by prudence and patriotism, it must have resulted

in the entire and permanent overthrow of the now concen-

trated elements of radicalism and discord. At the election

for President, in the ensuing year, the Republican candidate,

Mr. Lincoln, fell short of a majority by nearly a million of

votes ; while his plurality, in the free States alone, was

considerably less than two hundred thousand. 1 It needed

now, far more than upon the important occasion to which

Mr. Benton referred in a note to the Debates in Congress,

already cited in his volume, "the last words of the last great

men of that wonderful time." There were many still upon the

stage, inspired by as noble sentiments of patriotism as had ever

animated the hearts of elder patriots ; but the latter had left

few or no successors to the powerful influence which they per-

sonally exerted, and which had been found hitherto able to

compose the stormy passions by which the country had at

times been agitated. But, although the multitude, under

the whip applied by a very inferior order of men, was fast

getting possession of the bit, to run the sort of helter-skelter

race which usually occurs under such circumstances, it

needed, after all, but a very little of that true spirit of con-

ciliation, among persons of substantial influence, on both

1 Lincoln's vote was 1,857,611 ; the combined rote of Douglas, Breckin-

ridge, and Bell amounted to 2,804,560. In the free States, the Republicans

cast 1,731,182 votes ; the opposition, 1,544,218. In the five of the fifteen

slaves States, which cast a certain number of votes for Lincoln, namely : Dela-

ware, Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri, and Virginia, the aggregate reached 26,-

430—principally cast in Missouri, namely, 17,02S. In the same States, the

sum of the votes for his opponents was 561,068.
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sides, which should have marked the conduct of fellow-citi-

zens, in an enlightened and Christian age, to avert that ter

rible impending catastrophe, which, it is not to be supposed,

that the great majority, upon either side, could have really

desired to bring upon the common country.
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Want of Fidelity to the Constitution placed, the Country in Circumstances tending to Open

Eupture.—" Historicus."—The Necessity of Strict Adherence to Constitutional Pro-

visions in a Eepublic.—The Danger still before the Country.—The South, in a Con-

stitutional Point of View.—Ex-Governor Andrew before a Committee of the Senate.

—

The " People" did not bring about the "War.—The Disunionists, in both Sections, to

whom it was owing, few in Number.—Governor Banks willing " to let theUnion slide."

—A State Flag.—A Eevolutionary Eelic.—Mr. Quincy.—Eed Eepublicans.—Mr. John

P. Hale's Opinion of the Likelihood of Dissolution if Lincoln should not be elected.

In
-

the facts, thus imperfectly set forth in these pages, are

to be found the positive causes of the war. These worked

themselves out to the fatal hour of that decisive breach in the

Democratic party, which opened the way to the " dishonest

victory " of the Republicans—dishonest, not because the

election was not lawful and regular according to the forms of

the Constitution ; but that, in consequence of its accidental

result by the divisions of the majority, it so thoroughly mis-

represented the real state of sentiment in the country. In

fine,—want of fidelity to the Constitution—a long and devi-

ous aberration from the simplest fundamental principles of

the Union—exhibited in such manifestations as haATe been de-

scribed in tins recapitulation, led directly to that unhappy

state of mind, in both sections, which grew more and more

embittered, until finally the die was cast.
1 Were it not so,

1 In a recently published letter of the distinguished English writer, known

as "Historicus" (October 16th, 1865), appears the following passage, in ref-

erence to a judicial opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States :

" These are the words of a judgment (pronounced, be it remembered, by

the Northern majority of the Court) :
' This greatest of civil wars was not

gradually developed by popular commotion, tumultuous assemblies, or local
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those earnest and solemn remonstrances of Webster (the

"Defender of the Constitution"), of Clay, of Crittenden—of

hosts of far-seeing and patriotic citizens, dead or yet among
the living—remonstrances so long and faithfully sounded in

the ears of a too incredulous people—might now seem as idle

as the faltering accents of the most visionary alarmists.

But this view of the case is the more important to be

taken into the most solicitous consideration, by the people of

the United States, because any secure possession of their

civil rights is absolutely dependent upon unvarying adhesion

to the letter and the spirit of the Constitution. For that

great instrument, defining and restraining the powers of those

persons in the representative, executive, and judicial depart-

ments of the Government, to whom the people from time to

time commit the administration of the laws, is the sole char-

ter of their political liberties, and their only barrier against

unorganized insurrection. If it had been, it might have been proper to wait

and see whether it was about to ripen into war. But hi this case, there

was neither necessity nor justification for waiting.' For, continues the same

judgment, ' however long may have been its previous conception, it never-

theless sprang from the parent brain of Minerva in the full panoply of

war.'
"

Saying nothing of this judicial reversal of a classical legend, or of the

philosophy which could suppose it possible for a great rebellion to spring

up at the stamp of a foot, in a country where a very great many must have

been previously consulted on the subject—considering the fierce and pro-

tracted struggle of 1850 and its result; the tumults for such a series of years,

and the battles, in Kansas ; the slave-rescues by the violence of mobs ; the as-

saults upon court-houses, not always without incurring the dreadful guilt of

murder ; the invasion of Virginia, and its effects upon both sections ; the mul-

titudes of excited popular assemblies in city and town ; and innumerable other

incidents occurring in various parts of the country, for the ten years before

the outbreak—showing a decidedly morbid condition of the public mind—it

maybe respectfully remarked, that the "Northern majority of the Court"

cannot have observed the course of events so carefully as they, doubtless,

study the points of law submitted to them. The truth is, the country was full

of warnings, and everybody expected war, from the signs of the times, but the

Republican leaders. They were naturally reluctant to admit that any thing

for which they were responsible could be the occasion of unpleasant conse-

quences, go
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usurpation. It is itself the government, of which men, duly

chosen for the purpose, are only administrators. If dis-

regarded in any one of its essential provisions—no matter

under what plea, or what pretext—though the forms of a re-

public may for a time, and possibly, from habit or whatever

cause, for a considerable time, may remain
;
yet the life of

the republic will have, in fact, departed. The people, con-

sciously or unconsciously, may be attending to their farms

and their merchandise ; but in all their political relations they

Avill have become subject to the dictation of a master. The

President might then be elected, for one term, or for many
successive terms, according to his own pleasure. Thus, Au-

gustus Csesar, and others after him, went through with the

formalities and the farce of an election to the consulship,

while actually and permanently wielding, under the style and

by the authority of emperor, 1 the fortunes of the Roman
world. Hence, things may often be at their worst, when
they seem the smoothest ; the power of the State may easily

and imperceptibly pass from the many to the few, or the one

;

and popular liberty, so difficult to be won and established,

may be lost beyond recovery, in the briefest space of time,

before the danger to which it is constantly exposed has been

thought at all imminent, at any particular emergency. And,
if it should be alleged, that the republic has heretofore sur-

vived unconstitutional proceedings of the Executive, or of

Congress, without permanent injury to its institutions—it

should be observed, that a vital distinction exists between

those acts which are merely extra-constitutional ; that is, those

not especially provided for by the instrument, but which do

prejudice to no man's rights ; as, for example, in case of ac-

quisition of territory by purchase for the common benefit

—

and acts which are anti-constitutional ; that is, which infringe

1 Simply imperator, commander ; the chief officer of an army, as we
now say, " General ;

" but bestowed upoii persons clothed with high mili-

tary authority, as incident to the government of a province, for example. It

was retained as the popular title of him who really possessed the supreme

command oK ;he armies and the State.
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the express provisions of the instrument, and deprive any

number of citizens of that safeguard, which the government,

by the charter of its existence, was bound to afford to their

property and political privileges. For, whenever the latter

class of unconstitutional measures is allowed, or is extenuated

by the popular assent, the shield, which was their protection,

broken through in a vital part, crumbles into fragments, in

the whole. No art or care can then make the well-wrought

fabric, so delicate, yet so strong in its entireness, able to re-

sist another blow ; and self-government will no longer exist,

except in name. Under a hereditary government, a violation

of the Constitution is a very different affair. It is a casualty

which need leave no permanent ill effects, if the steps are

retraced and the remedy applied ; and still the government

stands secure. But under republican forms, the Constitution

is the anchor by which they are held. To violate it, there-

fore, is to cut the cable and send the ship of state adrift. It

is revolution, and the substitution of some other government

for the old. The President of the republic will then have

become an irresponsible ruler ; and if arbitrarily disposed,

with the public patronage and the military force at his com-

mand, will be sure to find a Congress subservient enough to

submit to his decrees.

Here, therefore, was the grand danger—perhaps more
apparent to many minds now, than in the progress of events

preceding the rebellion—of disregarding the arguments and
entreaties of sober statesmen, to observe a sacred respect for

the obligations of the Constitution ; and of listening to the

blandishments of minor demagogues, equally incapable of

valuing or of understanding its inestimable virtues ; or to am-

bitious politicians of a higher stamp, recklessly setting before

the multitude the elusive and dangerous idea of a fantastic

" higher law,"—which could but vary with the fickle lights of

their discordant minds—as superior to that beforetime estab-

lished by wise and Christian men, the fathers of the republic,

for the law of the land ; or to shallow-brained enthusiasts and

impracticable fanatics, who followed out their disorganizing
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and mischievous theories, irrespectively alike of the preceptb

of religion and the requirements of human legislation.

In this contest for the Constitution, carried on equally by

the conservatives of the North, in concurrence with the main

body, under whatever party name, of the people of the South,

against the insidious or open assaults of the radical organiza-

tion—it is obvious that the clearest interests of the citizens

of the slave States—to speak of no other inducement aifect-

ing them—must have impelled them to seek its preservation.

Indeed, they could have had no conceivable motive, so long

as they believed it could be maintained, for the abandonment

of a safeguard indispensable to the protection of that species

of property held by them in contradistinction to the ordinary

possessions of the free States
;

It cannot be justly denied,

therefore, that in the long struggles which preceded the war,

the people of that section strenuously and steadily struggled

for the maintenance of the great principles of the Constitution.

In a word, in contending for the security of their slave

property, they contended for that one original and indis-

pensable compact of the Constitution, without which neither

Constitution nor the Union, of which it was the exposition

and the bond, could have had any existence. Doubtless, in

certain particulars, they may have interpreted its provisions

erroneously. Doubtless, in the peculiar relations which they

occupied towards the Union—the guardians, as it were, of a

special provision, in the faithful fulfilment of which by the

whole country their own important interests only were

directly involved—they seized upon every favorable oppor-

tunity to intrench themselves with political power. 1 Doubt-

less, while this attitude, on their part, made them, to no

inconsiderable extent, the objects of jealousy at the North,

1
Sir Walter Scott, in allusion to the terms in which the English used to

speak of their Northern neighbors, with whom they carried on war for so

many centuries, remarks, that they forgot " that their own encroachments

upon the independence of Scotland obliged the weaker nation to defend them-

selves by policy as well as force." Note to " Talisman," vol. i., p. 250.

"Household Edition."
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they were themselves over-jealous of the general disposition

of the free States, and, by pushing this sensitiveness to ex-

tremes, helped to bring that which they most dreaded upon

themselves. But they conceived, there is as little doubt,

that they were always, and always unjustly, upon their

defence. They defended themselves accordingly, and, but

for their final grand mistake, there is every reason to believe

that they would have done so successfully to the last. But

however pressing they may have appeared in this respect, in

no respect exceeding the earnestness of their assailants for a

whole generation ; however violent the tone of some portion

of their press—in which certain Northern journals were not a

whit behind them ; however intemperate the resolutions of

some of their legislative assemblies and the speeches of mem-
bers—equalled, certainly, by the resolves and the harangues

commended by many legislative and popular assemblies in a

colder region of the country ; however arrogant the language

and supercilious the bearing of some of their members of

Congress—paralleled, in another way, by the occasionally

strong, not to say absolutely abusive and necessarily offensive

language of Senators and Representatives from the North

;

yet it must be allowed that they openly fought out their

cause, with manliness and vigor, in the Congress of the

nation, and won whatever they gained, " not without dust

and heat." l If they were, in fact, responsible for certain

" aggressions," though none, it is believed, of a covert charac-

ter, in the protection of " unalienable rights " which they con-

1
It must be gratifying to the feelings of every true American to observe

the manner, becoming a soldier, and honorable in a victorious soldier, in

which General Grant refers to his adversary, in his recently published formal

report of his campaigns. After complimenting in warm terms the conduct

of the troops of the United States from the Eastern and the Western States,

he remarks

:

" All have a proud record, and all sections can well congratulate them-

selves and each other for having done their full share in restoring the su-

premacy of law over every foot of territory belonging to the United States.

Let them hope for perpetual peace and harmony with that enemy, w7bose man*-

hood, however mistaken the coMse, drew forth such heradean deeds of valor."

15
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ceived to be in danger, perhaps they are entitled to the sort

of apology offered "by a witness, 1
since much distinguished,

to the committee of the Senate, in February, 1860, at the

investigation of the attack upon Harper's Ferry. The ques-

tion proposed to him, in reference to Brown, and his answer,

was as follows

:

Question. There was another feat of his, that of kidnapping negroes in

Missouri, and running them off to Iowa. Was that a part of his services which

commanded your sympathy ?

Answer. The transaction to which you refer, is one which I do not, from

my point of view, regard as justifiable. I suppose Captain Brown did, and 1

presume I should not judge him severely at all for that transaction, because 1

should suppose that he might have regarded that, if not defensive, at least

offensive warfare in the nature of defence—an aggression, to prevent or repel

aggressions?

But, certainly, there never was a war, assuredly never

one upon so grand a scale, with which the people, in its in-

auguration, had so little to do. This fact is rendered evident

enough by the actual state of parties during the year antece-

dent to the outbreak of hostilities. As if apprehending,

however, the necessity of prompt and decisive political ac-

tion, each party summoned its ordinary convention of dele-

gates at a much earlier day in the season than that at which

such assemblies were usually held. It is not to be thought

that, at this period, actual war between the free and the slave

States was contemplated, on either side of the line by the

many, however the possibility of such an event may have

entered into the imaginations of a smaller number in both

sections of the country. It had not been out of the concep-

tions of some, certainly, in the North ; and there were un-

questionably those in the South who were ready enough to

meet the contingency, if their object could not be accom-

plished at a less costly sacrifice. But, while there could be

no question in regard to the class in the one quarter, which

1 Ex-Governor Andrew, of Massachusetts.
a Senate Report, p. 193.
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had openly avowed its sentiments, and had been sedulously,

but in a somewhat futile manner, endeavoring to dissolve

the Union, for many years, by the aid of, perhaps, one out

of a thousand of its population, including collaborators of

the fairer sex—in the other quarter, there were few, indeed,

even of those who afterwards took a conspicuous part in the

rebellion, who at the period in question either desired or

seriously contemplated such a consummation.

In reality, the number of actual disunionists in either sec-

tion was comparatively insignificant. In the South, uncondi-

tional disunionists can at any time have been very few

among persons of intelligence and reflection, since nothing

could be more clear than the superiority of their position

within the circle of the great republic of States, if properly

protected by it, to that which they would occupy as a sepa-

rate republic of States, each of which would contain a slave-

holding community. The union of free and slave States was

the bond of strength, as it should have been the pledge of

peace. Yet, it might have seemed, on repeated occasions,

during the ten or a dozen years immediately antecedent to the

rebellion, as if not a few conspicuous persons in the North,

in despair of carrying into effect their public or private

aims while the Union existed, or else from actual preju-

dice and repugnance towards the South—whatever might

have been the degree of support they would have received

from the people—did entertain the idea of Northern seces-

sion, or of a separation of the free from the slave States.

Expressions to that effect were by no means uncommon
in certain quarters. Memorials asking for a peaceable

dissolution of the Union frequently obtained a great num-

ber of signatures. A well-known politician had been

repeatedly chosen Governor of a New England State,

notwithstanding his avowal that in a certain contingen-

cy, not specified, he would be willing to "let the Union

slide." 1
It was during the occupation of the executive

1 Ex-Governor Banks.
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chair by the same chief magistrate, that the banner of

the Commonwealth, at a period of high political excite-

ment, was substituted for the flag of the United States upon

the staff of the State House, and continued to be there dis-

played for days, at least, and until public notice called to a

fact, the significance of which could not be mistaken, caused

the restoration of the national ensign to its accustomed

place. Another chief-magistrate 1 of the same Common-
wealth, while peace was yet unbroken, had. accepted, on the

j^art of the State, the present of a Revolutionary musket

from a conspicuous abolitionist clergyman, who had himself

declared " a drum-head Constitution " the only one worthy of

regard—and with due ceremonies, in the presence of the

members of the legislative assembly, in session, had wel-

comed the gun with a formal and enthusiastic address, at

the capital of the State ; and, rather as a symbol of what
guns might be expected to do afterwards, it may be thought,

than for the past achievements of an ordinary relic of the

old Revolutionary War, " with dewy eye and trembling lips,"
2

had actually imprinted a kiss of affection upon the body of

the weapon. A very aged citizen
3 of the same Common-

wealth, of high social and literary position, already men-

tioned as the Freesoil candidate for Governor, while the

amalgamating process was going forward between the Whigs
and the Republicans, had published a pamphlet, during Mr.

Buchanan's administration, in which he urged it as the duty

of the North to " take possession of the Government,"

whether " forcibly," if " peacably " the means might have

seemed inadequate, can only be conjectured.

These are but straws, it is true, which make manifest

more or less pointedly the spirit of the times ; but it is

quite certain that, throughout the West and centre of the

country, as well as in the East, there were many indications

Ex-Governor Andrew.

See his speech on the occasion.

Josiah QuincY, Senior,
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which did not look favorable to the future peace of the

Union, long before Southern secession had begun to assume

any definite aspect. Indeed, there were well-informed and
judicious persons, who were quite as apprehensive of an out-

break in the free States, in case of a Democratic triumph at

the election to ensue, as of resistance at the South, should

the turn of that election prove in favor of the Republican

party. 1
It is true, that the general disposition of the North-

ern population was such, and the numbers of those in favor

of law and order so very largely exceeded any conceivable

reckoning of others upon whose aid or sympathy the fanatics

could possibly count, that the imagination of such an ad-

venture might seem wild in the extreme. It was, neverthe-

less, believed that schemes of this description, perhaps, were
entertained ; seldom taking any distinct shape in the minds

of more than a comparatively few of the more reckless,

among the native, and a certain class of the foreign popula-

tion, of the Union. For there were many of this latter class

in the country—radicals, revolutionists, and Red-Republicans

from the Continent of Europe—restless, and ready for any

enterprise, which might seem likely to promote the doctrines

which they had failed to inculcate successfully at home.

Others of this same description of immigrants, who had been

the victims of foreign revolution, more rationally became

quiet citizens of a land, in which they had found peace and

freedom, and which they felt it both unwise and ungrateful

to disturb.

1 In evidence of the state of sentiment referred to—and it may be

thought as conclusive as many citations from inferior authorities—the follow-

ing passage is an extract from the report of a speech, delivered at a mass

meeting held at South Framingham, Massachusetts, in October, 1860, by a

leading Republican Senator of the North (Mr. John P. Hale), who had been

the candidate of the Freesoil party for President a few years previously :

" The South talked about dissolving the Union if Lincoln was elected.

The Republican party would elect him, just to see if they would do it. The

Union teas more likely to be dissolved if he was not elected."—Report of Boston

Courier, October 12th.



CHAPTER XIV.

The several Party Conventions for the Nomination of President and Vice-President in the

Spring of 1860—the Democratic, the Constitutional Union, and the Republican.—The
Doings of each stated, and those of the Democratic and Eepuhlican Parties particularly

analyzed

The National Democratic Convention was first in the

field, in the spring of 1860, and assembled at Charleston, South

Carolina, on the 23d day of April. They came together in

no very harmonious spirit. The Northern and Southern

Democrats in Congress had not, for some time, acted with

that cordial cooperation which had distinguished them in

former times. Mr. Douglas was the prominent candidate of

the party; and, judging of the matter simply upon those

grounds of action which are obvious to the public aj^prehen-

sion, there seems to have been no sound reason why he

should not have received a nomination which would have

been equivalent to his. election by a very great majority.

For the aggregate sum of votes cast for the two Democratic

candidates proved to be more than three hundred and fifty-

six thousand larger than that given for Mr. Lincoln. Had
Mr. Douglas been nominated, it may be judged improbable

that the remnant of the Whig party would have thought it

worth while to propose candidates; and, in that event,

though it is likely that many would have declined to vote,

there can be little question that, at least, five hundred thou-

sand more votes would have swelled the Democratic majority.

Whatever designs may have been entertained by any portion

of the radicals, it does not seem probable that they would
then have ventured upon an open rupture with the Govern-
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ment, against the imposing manifestation of nearly a million

plurality in favor of the Union under the Constitution. If

they had made an attempt so quixotic, it is evident how
short the strife would have been, and how complete and per-

manent the triumph of the supporters of the Constitution.

In any event, it is certain that by the secession of most of

its delegates from the convention, really upon an abstraction,

or by the nomination of a separate candidate, the South

fairly threw its best hopes away. In reality, they mistook

the sentiment of a majority of the North, including a

large body of its citizens of the most substantial character

and influence. That majority was undoubtedly misled, for

the moment, by the artful presentation of side issues ; but it

required only the sort of defeat the Republicans would have

experienced, by the triumphant election of a Democratic

candidate (if the Democrats had acted in unison), and the

assuaging influence of a little time, to cure the evils which

fanaticism and selfish ambition had wrought, so far as any

future dangerous consequences were in question.
1 For, al-

though the Republican party obtained the plurality at the

election of 1860, its course had been like the unnatural swell-

ing of a stream in a tempest, and the tide was about to turn.

The truth is, that " aggression," at length having come to

the point of open and violent outrage, had given a direction

to the " crisis " very much in favor of the South. It had

furnished them and the friends of the Constitution in the

North with an unanswerable argument against fanaticism

and its consequences, which only needed a little clearing

up of the atmosphere, to present itself in the strongest

possible light to the judgment of the sober popular masses

of the Northern States ; and of this return to reason, the

1 For example, the combined votes of Messrs. Douglas, Bell, and Breckin-

ridge in the free States, amounted to 1,536,578—namely : for Douglas, 1,200,-

400 ; for Bell, 274,437 ; for Breckinridge, 61,741. At the election in 1864,

the free States, besides the votes of those non-seceding slave States, in which the

soldiery more or less controlled the popular action, threw nearly 1,800,000

votes for McClellan.
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South, if it had wisely avoided a rupture, could not but

have had the signal advantage.

The dispute upon which the Democratic Convention event-

ually divided, at Charleston, was simply about words, so far

as it is possible to gain any intelligible idea of the nature of

the controversy. A great deal of jarring had previously

occurred in the assembly, in regard to the admission and ex-

clusion of delegates, who appear to have been upon the spot

with an extraordinary assortment of antagonistic credentials.

The decision upon the various points thus raised, tended, of

course, to affect the question of nomination ; and the heated

debates, in regard to the admission of delegates, and kindred

matters, embroiled the Convention for days, before the bal-

loting began. Mr. Douglas was not in cordial relations

with the administration of Mr. Buchanan, in consequence

of his opposition to the admission of Kansas with the "Le-

compton Constitution." This matter, however, had been

practically settled, by the passage of the bill of 1858, sup

ported by the Southern members in general, submitting tc

the people of Kansas either the Lecompton constitution, 01

the formation of a constitution by means of a convention
;

which latter alternative had been already adopted by them.

Nor was there any real question, between the Northern and

the Southern Democrats, before the Convention. Mr. Douglas

telegraphed to his supporters at Charleston, to " accept the

Cincinnati Platform"—(which had been cordially adopted

by the whole party in 1856)—" and the Dred Scott decision
;

but to go no further." The restriction seems to have been

needless. It is true, that the South held to the doctrine, that

the territories of the United States, either in their wild con-

dition, or after the organization of a territorial government,

were open for emigrants from all the States, with their prop-

erty, of whatever description, of course including slaves

;

that citizens, thus emigrating, were equally entitled to pro-

tection, in the territory, for their property of every descrip-

tion ; that to exclude slaveholders, with their property of the

kind in question—that is, by refusing them such protec-
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tion as might be necessary—was to deprive them of equal

rights with those of emigrants from the Free States ; that if

slaveholders became settled in a territory, it became pro
tanto, slave territory ; but that its final character was to be

determined by the inhabitants, whenever they should form

a constitution, preparatory to its admission as a State.

Whether this view were reasonable, or unreasonable, upon

general grounds, it was in precise conformity with the prin-

ciples of the Cincinnati Platform. That celebrated manifesto

asserted the right of " the people of all the territories," when-

ever the number of their inhabitants justifies it, to form a

constitution, with or without domestic slavery, and to be

admitted into the Union upon terms of perfect equality with

the other States ; and also asserted, " as embodying the only

sound and safe solution of the slavery question "—" Non-inter-

ference by Congress with slavery in State and territory, and

in the District of Columbia." This declaration of principles

presupposes that slaveholders, with their slaves, might be-

come resident in a territory ; and, since it denies the right

of Congress to interfere with slavery in this relation, would

leave the matter of " protection " to the Executive; upon

whom it would be simply incumbent to maintain the peace,

if necessary, until the inhabitants were in a condition to form

a constitution.

This doctrine had been widely denounced in the North,

by the Freesoiler3, of course, whose cry was—"No more

slave territory ; " and by many others, to whom the idea of

" protection to slavery " was repugnant, except as provided

for by the Constitution, in the States. It was, nevertheless,

as has been shown, the doctrine of the Cincinnati Platform

;

but was, after all, an abstraction ; since positively no terri-

tory of the United States any longer existed, now that Kan-

sas was practically removed from the arena of dispute, to

which it could be applicable. New Mexico and Utah were

open to the admission of slavery, if their inhabitants chose it,

by the Compromises of 1850. Beyond them was California,

reaching to the border of the Pacific Ocean, years before be-

14*
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come a State of the Union, and above them a region as un-

suited to slavery as the domain of our Canadian neighbors.

Mr. Douglas, as has been remarked, had placed himself upon

"the Cincinnati Platform and Dred Scott decision." But,

after the controversy had grown so warm that the main body

of the Southern delegates had seceded, and organized a

separate convention, on the 3d of May—the session having

now continued for the extraordinary period of ten days—Mr.

Perry, of South Carolina, one of those who still retained his

relations with the original convention, declared, that " noth-

ing more was required for the union of the party, than the

endorsement of the decisions of the Supreme Court ; and he

would say, that if they would now endorse the Dred Scott

decision, they will be able to bring the Southern States all

into harmony and union." 1 At the same time, Mr. Howard,

of Tennessee, another of these Southern members reluctant

to secede, proposed the following resolution :

Resolved, That all citizens of the United States have an equal right to

settle with their property in Territories of the United States ; and that, under

the decision of the Supreme Court, which we recognize as a correct exposition

of constitutional liberty, the rights of neither persons nor property can be

destroyed or impaired by Congressional or territorial legislation.

He added, that "the Southern wing" were anxiously

waiting the decision at their place of meeting.""
8

Now, as the admission of these principles would have

been but a reaffirmation of those actually adopted by the

party at Cincinnati, in 1856, and would, it appears, have

brought the Conventions once more into unison, it seems

strange indeed that the final and fatal sej3aration of the

party should have taken place. The truth appears to be that

the main body of the Northern Democrats, taking, warning,

perhaps, at the effect of the specific language of the Kansas-

Nebraska Act, which produced such agitation by its repeal,

in terms, of a measure which had been already repealed in

1 From the reports of the Convention, in the newspapers of the day.
3 Reports of the Convention.
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fact, without awakening any extraordinary commotion—hes-

itated, and, as the event proved, needlessly hesitated, about

the policy of giving construction, in precise words, to the

more general expressions of the Cincinnati Platform. In fact,

the resolutions adopted, by a vote of 165 to 138, were the

following

;

Resolved, That we, the Democracy of the Union, in Convention assembled,

hereby declare our affirmance of the resolutions unanimously adopted and de-

clared as a platform of principles by the Democratic Convention at Cincinnati,

in the year 1856 ; believing that Democratic principles are unchangeable in

their nature, when applied to the same subject matter ; and we recommend as

the only further resolutions the following

:

Inasmuch as differences of opinion exist in the Democratic party as to the

nature and extent of the powers of a territorial legislature, and as to the

powers and duties of Congress, under the Constitution of the United States,

over the institution of slavery within the Territories :

Resolved, That the Democratic party will abide by the decisions of the

Supreme Court of the United States on the questions of constitutional law.

It cannot but be remarked, that the preamble to the

second of these resolutions is a flat contradiction of the decla-

rations in the first. The Democratic Convention of 1856,

expressly announced the true and essential principle to be,

non-interference by Congress with slavery in Territories.

The first resolution here adopted, while it pronounces Demo-
cratic principles unchangeable, confesses a dangerous doubt

as to that "only sound and safe principle," asserted in 1856.

But it does far worse than this. It admits that differences of

opinion existed in the great party upon whose decision evi-

dently hung the destinies of the republic, upon the one

point actually in controversy between itself and its adversa-

ries. Differences of opinion upon speculative points were of

no consequence at a crisis so momentous. But, while the

indulgence of such differences was unworthy the one national

party, which held the reins of political power, and by which

public rights and popular liberty were to be maintained, the

proclamation of those differences made the separation of the

party inevitable ; and its ruin followed, of course. It was
a fatal concession to their opponents, which conferred upon
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them, at once, the prestige of victory. Doubtless, it was in

tended to conciliate the Northern vote in favor of Mr. Doug-

las ; but, like the old concessions of the Whigs to the Free-

soilers, it gave " weak brethren " an excuse for falling off

from the negative to the positive side of the question.

The truth is, the Democratic party might, at that conjunc-

ture of affairs, have resolved upon almost any thing which was

not es]3ecially offensive to the sensibilities and morals of the

country, and, standing united upon it, they could not have fail-

ed to win the clay. Even a defeat upon an explicit declaration

of well-ascertained principles, would have furnished the cour-

age and the vigor for a future victory. It is better to be beaten

for a time, upon decisive facts, which in their nature are last-

ing, and come up again and again, than to be successful with

illusions, which fade away and forever with the very occasion

which gave them birth. It must be admitted, upon this expo-

sition of the facts of the case, that the blame does not rest en-

tirely with the " Southern wing ;
" and that if Mr. Douglas'

basis of political action had been adhered to by his supporters

in the convention, the breach would have been healed, and

the disasters which followed upon the defeat of the divided

Democracy, would never have occurred. Upon the sincere

and explicit agreement of the convention to the principles of

the Cincinnati Platform, Mr. Douglas would probably have

been nominated, as he had expressed his concurrence with-

that Democratic manifesto. As it was, the South was by no

means united upon the subject; for in the election, Mr. Doug-

las carried, in the slave States, about one-third as many votes

as Mr. Breckinridge, who became the candidate of the special

Southern Convention. It is obvious, that by the united action

of the party upon the basis suggested by Mr. Perry and Mr.

Howard, in entire conformity with his opinions, made known

to his supporters in the convention, Mr. Douglas would have

received the entire Democratic vote, and the ticket would

have come out at least four hundred thousand votes ahead of

that brought forward by the Republicans.

Here, then, had the Democratic party become sectional,
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instead of national, in its manifestations, if not in its princi-

ples ; and probably in the fallacious hope of thus regaining

lost strength in the North, and of effecting a restoration of

ascendancy in Congress, the better hope, which might justly

have been entertained, of saving the country itself, and which

was entirely dependent upon the united action of the party,

was imprudently, and, in fact, causelessly abandoned. But

the end was not yet. It was deemed injudicious to make
any nomination, in the existing posture of affairs ; and though

many ballotings had taken place, showing a decided prefer-

ence for Mr. Douglas, though not a majority of the original

convention, that body adjourned to meet again at Baltimore

on the 1 8th of the following month of June.

The " Southern wing " thus further making manifest its de-

sire of reconciliation, determined also to repair to the same

city at the same time, and to take part, if possible, in the final

proceedings. Strong expectations were entertained of a re-

union of the broken fragments ; but similar disputes to those

which occurred at Charleston, and even more embittered, took

place in regard to the qualifications of delegates—and, indeed,

some appeared upon the ground with certificates who had

not been chosen to the convention originally—the " Southern

wing " again withdrew, and the division was complete. Mr.

Douglas was nominated by the one branch of the convention,

and Mr. Breckinridge by the other ; which consisted of rep-

resentatives of all the slave States, with the exception of

those from Missouri, and a delegation from ISTew York, which

had been refused admission to the original convention. The
former body adopted the following resolution, which, though

vague and somewhat elusive, still might have availed, with

a few modifications, not inconsistent with its sense, to pre-

vent an absolute rupture, if it had been proposed at the

deliberations in Charleston

:

Resolved, That in its accordance with the interpretation of the Cincinnati

platform, that during the existence of the territorial governments, the meas-

ure of restriction, whatever it may be, imposed by the Federal Constitution on

the power of the Federal Legislature over the subject of domestic relations, as
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the same has been, or shall hereafter be finally determined by the Supreme

Court of the United States, should be respected by all good citizens, and en-

forced with promptness and fidelity by every branch of the General Govern-

ment.

Although this resolution enjoined that the difficult enforce-

ment of a singularly indefinite " measure of restriction "—it

nevertheless abandoned, by neglect, those extraordinary

doubts, before entertained by the convention, as to the exer-

cise, by a territorial legislature, the creature of Congress, of

powers denied to Congress itself, by the Cincinnati Plat-

form. It also adopted such interpretation of the Constitution

as had been already given to it by the Supreme Court, as well

as made prudent and some might think, perhaps, superfluous

provision for submission to the future determinations of that

tribunal. On the whole, the resolution could not but be un-

satisfactory to those who sought for a clear and definite

exposition of the opinions of the party upon a question of the

profoundest interest, had the means still existed for its prac-

tical application to any territory. But this definite exposition

the South conceived it had a right to insist upon as a matter

of principle, from those claiming to be the national Demo-

cratic party, in regard to the issue actually before the coun-

try. As matters stood, however, the breach was absolute.

There was no longer a national Democratic party, and

through the gateway of division was a broad path opened for

its enemies to enter and take possession.

This result of these proceedings naturally threw the public

mind into a state of great confusion. The Republicans saw the

advantage it gave them for pressing their party dogmas, in re-

gard to which the Democrats had shown such want of harmony

among themselves. The scattered remnant of the Whigs also

began to encourage hopes, that, in the midst of this extra-

ordinary conflict of opinions, an opportunity would be af-

forded, to rally force enough of the more sober and thought-

ful among the people, to enable the steady friends of the

Constitution to act a leading part in the election, and in what

might befall thereon. They had no affinity, of course, with
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Mr. Douglas, whose position was regarded as in several re-

spects equivocal ; nor could they support Mr. Breckinridge,

as identified with the administration to which they were op-

posed, and who was comparatively unknown to the country

at large, though he had won not a little personal popularity

in his position of Vice-President. On the whole, the time

seemed favorable to their wishes, if returning reason and re-

flection could exert their due influence upon the popular mind.

The Republicans had been signally defeated in 1856, though

they had the advantage of Mr. Fremont's supposed attrac-

tions for voters—which they had seized upon for their pur-

poses upon the general ground of " success a duty." With
all their past high professions, it was evident, at length, that

they were a merely political party, with ." availability " for

their motive and their motto. The great Democratic party

had offered a strong temptation to their late opponents to re-

new the struggle for political power, by the unhappy and

apparently irreconcilable division which had taken place.

That portion of the old Whig party which had still kept up

a show of organization, and maintained its ancient fidelity to

sound constitutional principle and the cause of the Union, was

known to comprise hundreds of thousands of citizens, distribut-

ed throughout the several States, of the most substantial and

intelligent classes of the community ; and among them, every-

where, were the most eminent and generally respected per-

sons, in every condition of life. They had stood out for

principles—once the honored and triumphant principles of a

great national organization, at the head of which had been

names, among the most brilliant and enduring in the history

of the country. Though now, for a series of years, they

had held their ground without the expectation of political

success, it was hoped that their evident disinterestedness

might commend their sober counsels to the judgment of the

people ; and might help to free such numbers of the political

masses from the complications of faction, as to work out, in

the end, a result favorable to the public welfare.

Accordingly, delegates from this body of citizens, com-
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pretending many gentlemen of local and national distinction

in the South and the North, assembled at Baltimore, on the

9th of May, 1860, under the style of "The Constitutional

Union Convention." The gentleman chosen to preside over

their deliberations was ex-Governor Hunt, of New York, than

whom no fitter representative of constitutional Union prin-

ciples could have been fixed upon. The proceedings were

spirited, patriotic, and harmonious. Their opinions and posi-

tion Avere too well known to require any special promulgation

of political opinions. Few or many, they had long kept their

faith upon the right, if the losing side ; and they had come

together, in the earnest and patriotic hope of saving the cause

of their country, at a most serious and threatening emergency.

They contented themselves with the simple but significant

announcement, that the sum and the aim of their political

faith and practice was—The Constitution, the Union, and the

enforcement of the laws. This Convention proceeded to

nominate Mr. Bell, of Tennessee, and Mr. Everett, of Massa-

chusetts, to the several offices ofPresident and Vice-President
;

and it may well be said, that, with such candidates and such

principles, they at least deserved success. Whatever final

guilt was incurred, these true " Union men " at least are in-

nocent.

The Republican Convention assembled at Chicago on the

16th of May. It was supposed that Mr. Seward would re-

ceive the nomination ; but after a severe struggle between

his supporters and those in favor of Mr. Bates, of Missouri,

and Mr. Lincoln, of Rlinois, the latter was agreed upon and

nominated, in conjunction with Mr. Hamlin, of Maine, for the

Vice-Presidency. The grounds of Mr. Lincoln's nomination

were stated by Mr. John A. Andrew (afterwards Governor

of Massachusetts), who had been a delegate to Chicago, at a

Republican ratification meeting, held in Boston on the 25th

of May. After speaking of Mr. Seward as being the first

choice of the Convention, 1 and who, it appeared, would have

1 Upon the first formal ballot, Mr. Seward received 173£ votes ; Mr. Lin-

coin, 102 ; and all others, 189.
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received the nomination, if it had been thought he would

have proved as acceptable to the people as to the assembly,

the new Republican doctrine of " success a duty," so antago-

nistic to and subversive of every true republican principle

—

coming once more into play—Mr. Andrew proceeded to re-

mark :

" Mr. Bates stood second, a man of blameless life, who was the candidate

of those who wished to intensify the nationalism of the Republican party.

Then there was Abraham Lincoln, and in him was recognized by all, the rep-

resentative of the Republican party all over the Union." 1

How much the spirit of " nationalism " animated the ma-

jority of the Convention, is sufficiently evident from such a

declaration as this, from the character of the nominations

agreed upon, and from the subsequent action of the party.

This statement also furnishes authentic testimony to a fact,

popularly well enough known, that probably no deliberative

body ever came together, even in France, during the old

revolutionary period, composed of such miscellaneous and

incongruous elements. There were Freesoil Whigs in the

largest proportion, and with them Freesoil Democrats,

Native Americans, and foreign adventurers; abolitionists,

and their lifelong opponents ; those for saving the Union, and

those for dividing it
;
professed conservatives, and the most

thoroughgoing radicals ; sentimentalists and ideologists

;

" economists and calculators ; " a sprinkling of delegates pre-

tending to represent some sort of constituency, in two or

three of the border slave States; and, to crown all, Mr.

Greeley, of the New York Tribune—
" Claimed kindred there, and had his claims allowed,"

as an accredited deputy from the somewhat distant regions

of Oregon. To the strenuous opposition of the latter, it was
supposed to be owing, that the pretensions of Mr. Seward
were set aside ; who had by far the best title to the nomina-
tion, and whose influence, had he been elected, would halve

been sufficient, it is most likely, to avert civi] convulsion.

2 See " Boston Courier " report.
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But the outright radicals, who were the least numerous,

proved, nevertheless, the most influential. They were utterly-

averse to any thing tending to " intensify the nationalism

"

of the heterogeneous multitude, calling itself the Repub-

lican party ; and they would not be appeased by any half-

way measures. The easy good nature, familiar manners,

and other correspondent qualifications of Mr. Lincoln, seemed

to them, doubtless, to afford the prospect of more malleable

material for their purposes, than the old Whiggism of Mr.

Bates, or the dignity belonging to Mr. Seward's public posi-

tion and his long association with statesmen of every party,

which might induce him, once in the possession of power, to

throw aside the tatters of radicalism, and to clothe himself

anew in the purified garments of " nationalism." At every

former nomination for the high office of chief magistrate, by
any party making pretensions to the popular support, the re-

lations of both sections to the common country had been

punctiliously regarded. If the candidate for President were

taken from the South, the candidate for Vice-President was
selected from the North; and the nomination of a candidate

for the highest office, from the free States, was sure to be

followed by that of some gentleman from a slave State, for

the position next in dignity. The Buffalo Freesoil Conven-

tion, in 1848, did, indeed, propose for both candidates, per-

sons who were residents of the free States ; and it put forth

a platform which precluded the idea of any substantial coun-

tenance for it in the others.
1 The Chicago Convention of

1860 acknowledged the paternity of the Buffalo Convention

of 1848, by adopting a similar course of proceedings. Both

of the candidates offered for the suffrages of the nation were

citizens of the free States ; which was a virtual exclusion of

the slave States from having any portion in the election of

the chief magistrate of the whole country, in case the popular

1 In reality, Van Buren obtained not a vote in eleven of the Southern

States, and in the remaining four, 299 votes.
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choice should happen to fall upon the citizen thus proposed,

on the part of one section alone.
1

Its platform of political

doctrines was not in entire consistency with that of Buffalo

;

nor could it have had the face to ask any Southern man to

stand upon such a basis, or find such a person to accept the

position, if it had made the proposal. This, therefore, was

far more than a mere note of challenge to " the slave power."

It was the trumpet-blast of hostility and defiance to the whole

people of the fifteen States of the Union, founded, as honor

and justice demanded it should be sustained, upon a common
Constitution, for their mutual benefit and protection.

Of course, it is essential, in estimating the character of a

party like this, to look carefully behind the "platform,"

which it might deem it necessary to set forth, for the satis-

faction of one or the other branch of an organization so di-

verse in its composition. The structure in question was inev-

itably disjointed and loosely hung together. It is not

proposed, nor is it worth while, to examine it in detail. It

contained generalizations enough to embrace all the purposes

of the radicals ; and whatever specific definition of principles

it placed before the public, in order to meet the views of

those who were denominated " Conservative Republicans,"

and so as to keep themselves technically within the laio, the

ultra-republicans would have no hesitation about disregarding.

It was a small thing for them to do, for example, to profess

regard for the specific obligations of the Constitution, in the

formal announcement of their party opinions, however incon-

sistent such an avowal in reality was with the very proceed-

ings in which they were engaged and with the whole course

of their party action. For, without such a profession, those

proceedings would have appeared an undisguised conspiracy

against the Union; and they would, then, necessarily, have

lost the support of many persons of influence, who after-

wards found means to stifle the scruples which they must

have entertained ; and of a large class of citizens, who, from

1 See note to p. 330.
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disposition or principle, or considerations connected with

their worldly possessions, shrank from the idea of revolution

and insurrectionary measures. But there is no reason to be-

lieve that any " plank " set into the platform, for the purpose

of meeting the wishes, or of easing the consciences or the

apprehensions of this class of citizens, was much referred to

in the innumerable harangues of Republican orators and

divines, or in the declamations of a partisan press, by which

the popular mind was kept in a state of the intensest excite-

ment and agitation during the subsequent political campaign.

It was by appeals to passion, and not by the discussion of

constitutional principles, that the contest was carried on in

the Republican forum and pulpit. It is but just, in this con-

nection, to cite the piece de resistance set forth upon the

Chicago Platform, which was intended to make up for all

deficiencies or irregular provision in the popular feast pre-

pared by the managers of the occasion, and which evidently

must have been contributed by that wing of the company
which, according to Governor Andrew, " wished to intensify

the nationalism of the Republican party."

Resolved, That the maintenance inviolate of the rights of the States, and

especially the right of each State to order and control its own domestic insti-

tutions according to its own judgment, exclusively, is essential to that balance

of power on which the perfection of our political fabric depends.

To a large proportion of the members such an admission

as this must have been galling in the extreme ; but, stripping

this declaration of its high-sounding phraseology, it is simply,

in the first place, an inevitable assent to (unless revolution

were actually avowed) the plainest and most indisputable

constitutional principles, and as essential to the political free-

dom of one part of the country as of another; and, in the

second place, it is the statement of a truism—but a most im-

portant truism ; and to the fact involved in its enunciation, it

is a pity that the Republican party did not adhere. Nor need

it be surprising, if the disregard of this salutary and " essen-

tial" principle should prove in the end singularly unfriendly

to the public welfare. For, if it is to be taken as true upon
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the solemn poetical asseveration, that, " all nature's discord

makes all nature's peace," it may "be found that the diversity

between the domestic institutions of the North and those of

the South, which the Republican party, eventually, made it

its declared object to overthrow, was in a high degree useful

to the maintenance of that " balance of power " which, under

a different order of things, is left in a very uncertain condi

tion. But, careful as the Chicago Convention was to insert

this national "plank" in its platform, any intensity it might

have derived from the circumstance was more than neutral-

ized by its adoption of an amendment to the body of the

resolutions, moved by an extreme radical delegate from New
York, to append to them the " prelude "—such was the musi-

cal term of his harmonious proposition—the " prelude " of

the Declaration of Independence. The following statement

exhibits the history of this extraordinary movement. Mr.

Giddings, of Ohio, the well-known abolitionist member of

Congress, endeavored to procure the adoption of an amend-

ment to the first resolution. The resolution, of itself, could

have no other intent or meaning than as an announcement of

perpetual warfare against the constitutionally existing insti-

tution of slavery. It read as follows :

" That the history of the nation during the last four years has fully estab-

lished the propriety and necessity of the organization and perpetuation of the

Republican party, and that the causes which called it into existence are perma-

nent in their nature" etc.

To this statement, Mr. Giddings proposed to add, in lan-

guage modifying, but certainly not improving, that of a pas-

sage in the Declaration of Independence

:

" That we solemnly reassert the self-evident truth, that all are endowed by

the Creator with certain inalienable rights, among which are those of life, lib-

erty, and the enjoyment of those rights."

To this, it was objected by another member, that the

amendment was unnecessary, since the substance of the words

was embodied in the second resolution, which read as follows :

" That the maintenance of the principles promulgated in the Declaration

of Independence, and embodied in the Federal Constitution, and that the Fed-
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eral Constitution, the rights of slaves, and the Union of the States, must and

shall be preserved."

This remarkable jumble of propositions which asserted

that the manifesto of a people rising in rebellion had been

inserted into the body of the Constitution framed for their

own government, after they had succeeded and were settling

into a State ; and which assumed, sectionally, as a party

principle, to assert the rights ofslaves—meaning, obviously, as

was admitted by the objector, those " unalienable " rights

insisted upon by the Declaration of Independence—and in

utter contradiction of the fourth resolution, already quoted,

which alleged " especially the right of each State to order

and control its own domestic institutions, according to its

own judgment, exclusively "—did, indeed, render the amend-

ment of Mr. Giddings altogether needless. It was accordingly

lost. But after various other subjects had been debated and

disposed of, Mr. Curtis, of New York, brought forward the

proposed " prelude," as an amendment to the second resolu-

tion. It stands thus as the first paragraph of the Decla-

ration :

" When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peo-

ple to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with one another,

and to assume among the powers of the earth the separate and equal station

to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent re-

spect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes

which impelled them to the separation.''''
1

The journals of the day give an account of the reception

of this fraternal and Union-breathing proposition, at a moment
so critical in the affairs of the country. They say :

" After

some debate, the amendment was adopted. The resolutions,

1 After the resolutions had been read, Judge Jessup, of Pennsylvania, by

whom they had been reported, said that he " desired to amend a verbal mis-

take in the name of the party. It was printed in the resolutions ' the National

Republican party ;

' he wished to strike out the word national, as that was

not the name by which the party was properly known." The correction was

made.

—

Report in the N. Y. Tribune, of May \%th.

It thus openly professed itself " sectional."
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as amended, passed unanimously. A scene of the wildest

excitement followed, the multitude rising and giving cheer

after cheer, which were echoed by the multitude outside." *

Thereupon the Convention adjourned for the day, and on the

following morning, upon this " national " platform, the nom-
inations were completed. The vast throng of the populace

assembled in and about the " wigwam " in which the Con-

vention held its sessions, according to the reports of the same

journals, tumultuously made known its preferences, during

the progress of those proceedings, the object of which was to

designate, by a professedly deliberative body, a candidate for

the high office of Chief Magistrate of the Republic. It was
like the mob of Paris overawing the National Assembly of

France. They shouted clamorously, and chiefly for "Lin-

coln "—and, naturally enough, his suj>porters constituted a

majority of the crowd, in the principal city of the State in

which he himself resided. At length, owing not a little to

the effect of that same species of "pressure" to which Mr.

Lincoln afterwards acknowledged himself so given to yield

—amid this tumult of voices and confusion of ideas, and upon

this " patriotic " and " national " basis of political sentiments

and principles—a sectional candidate, upon such merely sec-

tional grounds, for the first time in the history of the repub-

lic, was presented for the suffrages of its citizens.
2

Supposing the " Higher Law "—which, being unwritten,

and not committed to the interpretation of any tribunal, or sub-

ject to the test of any criterion, may be considered somewhat

unsafe, as well as uncertain—to have superseded, by some

mystical process, that positive code of prescribed principles

which constitutes the law of the land—the proceedings of the

1 See telegraphic despatches to Boston Daily Advertiser, New York

Tribune, and other Republican newspapers.
2 Mr. Raymond, of the New York Times, wrote to his paper, o^

way home from the Convention :
" The nomination was purely accicfe + j

•

cided much more by the shouts and applause of the vast concrj ^y fonna j

dominated the Convention, than by any direct labors of any of the d

Quoted in Boston Courier, of May 26th.
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Chicago Convention, whether wise, or patriotic, or " loyal,"

are fairly entitled to be judged according to the theory by
which the deliberations of that remarkable assembly were
evidently inspired. Nothing of the license of the " Higher

Law " seems to have been wanting. But regarded in relation

to any known standard of constitutional principles, its con-

duct cannot but be justly considered as singularly factious

and disorganizing. 1 Every species and degree of sectionalism

must necessarily partake of this revolutionary character.

But, gathered from all its various springs and channels—from

high places and low—from the prostituted temples of religion

the notorious schools of infidelity—from the haunts of se-

dition, as well as from seminaries of learning, in which ingen-

uous youth should have had orderly precept and example—and

brought together and consolidated into one powerful party

organization—the strength of numbers attained by such a

party could have no effect to change sectionalism into na-

tionalism ; but could impart to its plans and operations an

influence only the more pernicious, in proportion as its physi-

cal power was great. In point of fact, the Republican party,

in its rise and progress, stood upon no basis whatever sup-

porting constitutional principles, or measures of policy result-

ing from the exercise of Federal authority over the country

at large. And, since the organization had no real relation to

measures coming within the appropriate scope of Federal

action, it was, in effect, a separation of the North from the

South, and consequently an act of hostility against the Gener-

al Government and institutions of the country. It was prac-

tically subversive of the Constitution, by seeking to array

1 The following passage is an extract of a speech, delivered by a very

eminent citizen of New York, the late Judge William Duer, at Oswego, in

that State, August 6th, 1860 :

" The Republican party is a conspiracy, under the forms, but in violation

spirit of the Constitution of the United States, to exclude the citizens

P a>
veholding States from all share in the government of the country,

nai
ipel them to adapt their institutions to the opinions of the citizens

made.-i?^
tates>

„

It thus opt
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the masses of the people in one section of the land against

the States and the people of the other section ; so that, by
thus obtaining mere pluralities of the popular vote, in that

part of the country which contained two-thirds of the popula-

tion, the whole power ofthe Government would be transferred

to the one section, to the exclusion of the other, against

which the first had instituted this species of moral warfare.

And yet the faction which had by these means been able to

" take possession of the Government " would only represent a

very decided minority of the whole people. For the sectional

majority of the free States was very largely in the minority

of the aggregate vote cast in all the States ; and, it has been

already shown, that it obtained, at the ensuing election, con-

siderably less than two million of votes, in an entire popular

vote considerably exceeding four millions and a half.

Though there was nothing more actually illegal in this pro-

cess than in Shylock's demand for the penalty of his bond,

it was nevertheless a highly inequitable proceeding ; besides

being a practical fraud upon the Constitution, by violating

its intent and virtue.

In fine, the basis of political action of the Republican

party may be thus succinctly stated

:

1. Resistance to Congress, the representative branch of

the Government, by factious opposition to the act passed

by it for the restoration of fugitive slaves to their owners.

This act was resisted by force in many cases, and its practi-

cal nullification procured, by statutes, made to prevent or

obstruct its execution, by the legislative assemblies of the free

States. This was, so far, an accomplished fact of resistance

to the Constitution also, since the act of Congress had

been pronounced to be in accordance with it by the highest

courts of all the free States, which alone had occasion to pass

upon it.
1

1 The Freesoil party, from which the Republican party had its direct do-

scent, at its Convention held at Pittsburg, in August, 1852, declared, by formal

resolution, that:

—

16
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2. Resistance to the same representative branch of the

Government, in relation to the act passed by it, which rec-

ognized tho right of the inhabitants of a territory of the

United States to determine for themselves, upon forming a

constitution preparatory to admission into the Union, whether

to permit or to prohibit slavery. This act was resisted,

morally, by vehement denunciation, and practically in fore-

stalling the regular action of those inhabitants, by the forma-

tion of organized associations, in order to promote an irregu-

lar and forced emigration, and by furnishing weapons and

other means of compelling the decision of the inhabitants to

take a particular direction.

3. Resistance to the Supreme Court, the judicial branch

of the Government, in regard to its decision as to the right

of citizens of one part of the country as well as another, to

remove into and reside in a territory of the United States,

carrying with them ariy description of property, recognized

as such by the Constitution and the laws. It called in

question, therefore, that kind of property, admitted by the

Republicans themselves, in their formal declaration, to be the

legal possession of the slaveholders, and that their " right to

order and control " it " according to their own judgment ex-

clusively " was " essential to the balance of power on which
the perfection of our political fabric depends."

4. Resistance, therefore, not only to the provisions of the

Constitution and the principles of the Union, but to the

conclusions necessarily to be deduced from the Republican

" The Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 had " no binding force upon the Ameri-

can people:' "

That there should be

—

"No national legislation for the extradition of slaves," and alleging, that

slavery was a "sin" and a "crime ;
" that "Christianity, humanity, and pa-

triotism alike demand its abolition."

Though the party afterwards modified the expression of its sentiments, in

the resolutions adopted by its general Conventions, in order to satisfy weak
brethren, and to gain voters, it is evident from the proceedings at Chicago that

its spirit was the same.
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definitions of political right, when necessary for them to set

forth their constitutional opinions in express terms.

5. A formal renunciation, at Chicago, rendered necessary,

indeed, by the general course of their proceedings, of all

political and, consequently, of all social connection, with

the slave States—amounting, at least, to such absolute disso-

ciation, in all respects, as was scarcely consistent with any

of that fraternal and friendly feeling essential to a willing

Union.

It is impossible to regard the proceedings of the Chicago

Convention in any other light, than as equivalent to a procla-

mation of absolutely hostile purposes against the Southern

section of the country. They were not, technically, a dec-

laration of war, to be conducted by arms, simply because

they proposed only to use the pacific force of superior num-

bers, in order to deprive the minority of its rights under the

Constitution. While, in one part of their " platform," the

Republicans made a specious profession of regard for the

Constitution, in another part they announced a dissolution of

the " political bands " by which the sections were held to-

gether, and even refused to be called by a national name.

It was an attitude which ought to have given instant alarm

to every sincere friend of the Union !

It may not be easy to understand how it occurred, that

the really sober and intelligent people of the iSTorth fell so

readily into such an open disunion snare as this. They were

not carried away, certainly, by the influence of great names,

conspicuous in the proceedings at Chicago. There appear

to have been few persons present of more than ordinary and

local reputation, and scarcely any of national fame ; indeed,

none of that class to which the people had been in the habit

of looking for counsel, and as guides to follow in that lead-

ing part which persons of distinguished abilities and charac-

ter might seem qualified to take, at a period so momentous.

But the " conservative Republicans " had been, in a great

degree, prepared for the nomination of Mr. Seward, well

known as a former distinguished member of the old Whig
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party, and whose general reputation served to throw some*

what into the shade his more recent erratic demonstrations

;

and, having been ready to accept him as the candidate of the

convention, they submitted to its proffer of another, as re-

sulting from motives of policy in which the interests of the

party were concerned. In their present temper, they proba-

bly did not scrutinize the " platform " very closely. " Suc-

cess a duty," was the spirit of the day in their circle. The

Northern masses had been, in fact, very much confused by a

succession of constitutional questions, which it is obvious

the majority of the people were not likely to comprehend;

but they were told that in those questions was involved the

" cause of the North," and the " cause of freedom." One

statement appealed to sectional sentiments; the other to

natural emotions.

Undoubtedly, one resolution adopted by the convention,

in which the draughtsmen had exhibited, at least, as much,

power of language and skill in addressing themselves to the

wishes of the North, as acquaintance with the simplest prin-

ciples of political economy, made a very favorable impression

upon the Northern masses. Besides the unobjectionable rec-

ommendation of a tariff for protection of imported articles,

in conformity with Whig opinions and precedents—with a

certain sweeping geuerosity, they may be said to have origin-

ated "that policy of national exchanges, which secures to the

workingman liberal wages and to agriculture remunerating

prices ; to manufacturers and mechanics an adequate reward
for their skill, labor, and enterprise ; and to the nation com-

mercial prosperity and independence." These were magnifi-

cent promises, indeed, could they only have been fulfilled
;

but how far the Republican party made even an attempt to

carry out this practical system of " national exchauges," the

history of succeeding years, while they have been in posses-

sion of power, will show. 1 But, on the whole, the majority

1 There is little doubt, however, that this nonsensical piece of niystifica-

tion secured them a more powerful influence in the election than the negro.
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of the North did not at all appreciate the impending danger

of civil convulsion. They were sedulously encouraged in

this false security by the Republican leaders. They were

told by those who had just made a virtual proclamation of

disunion and war, which required only a response from the

other side to carry it into effect, that there was no sort of

danger of disunion or of war. They believed that the crisis

would pass away, like others which had preceded it. For-

getting, or unconscious, that the very fabric of the constitu-

tional Union rested upon the shoulders of the people, to be

carried along by them, in the use of constant vigilance and

exertion, and that without their support it would fall, they

were persuaded to make one mighty and simultaneous effort

to slip their shoulders out, and let it topple over into the

ditch.
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What has heen shown in this Volume.—A Declaration of Mr. Lincoln, in 185S.—The
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It has been already shown

—

That the Missouri Compromise Act was repealed, and

was intended to be repealed by the Compromise measures of

1850; since the provisions of the latter were entirely incon-

sistent with those of the former; and a state of facts had

arisen which rendered the earlier Compromise positively in-

operative ; that is, by the action of the people of California,

to which Congress was under the moral necessity of con-

forming :

That the Whig party, by the resolutions of its Conven-

tion, in the year 1852, had adopted the latter measures, in

spirit and in substance ; and the Democratic party, by its

Convention of the same year, placed itself on exactly the same

footing

:

That the Act of 1854, for the organization of territorial

governments in Nebraska and Kansas, was in precise con-

formity with those measures

:

That the Democratic Convention, in the year 1856, by its

formal resolutions, adopted these principles, " as embodying

the only sound and safe solution of the slavery question "

—

and denned them to mean—" Non-interference by Congress

with slavery in State and territory" etc.

The opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States,
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pronounced afterwards, in the Dred Scott case, on the part

of the majority of its justices, proved to be identical with

these principles ; though its determination was reached, of

course, not upon popular, but upon legal considerations.

That is to say, it held that, although Congress had authority

to establish territorial governments wherever necessary, yet,

by reason of constitutional limitation of its powers, it could

not prohibit the ownership of slaves by citizens of territories.

This was the " non-interference " doctrine of the Democratic

platform, and principle of the Kansas-Nebraska Act ; both

of which recosrnized the risfht of the inhabitants of the terri-

tories to hold slaves, if they saw fit, while the territorial

condition remained; and to determine for themselves, by
vote of a majority, when they framed their constitutions,

whether to come into the Union as slave States or free.

It has also been shown, upon what apparently narrow

grounds the division of the Democratic party took place, in

the spring of 1860. It appears that a reunion might have

been effected, by an explicit endorsement of the Dred Scott

decision; which would have been in conformity with the

views of Mr. Douglas himself, as communicated to his sup-

porters in the Convention. At Charleston, however, the

" Northern wing " of that body—declaring that differences

of opinion existed in the party upon this point—had resolved

that it would " abide by the decisions " (not decision) " of

the Supreme Court, on the questions of constitutional law."

This expression implied, and was intended, no doubt, to im-

ply, that there might be other and different decisions, affect-

ing the point at issue, upon some future change of members

of the bench. At Baltimore, after the adjournment, the

" Northern wing " made its meaning still more evident, by
resolving—that the decision of the Supreme Court, in regard

to the power of Congress over the territories, " as the same

has been, or shall he hereafter finally determined," by the

tribunal, should be " respected and enforced." This, as sea-

men would say, was clearly " laying an anchor to windward."

It implied an opinion, on the part of the Northern section of
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the Convention, that the question at issue had not been

finally determined
;
perhaps, an expectation and a wish that

it should be revised. In reality, it was casting a cloud of

uncertainty, at least, over the whole basis of Democratic

principles on this point. And, although it seems peculiarly

unfortunate, that the future of a great country should have

been made dependent upon a merely possible future contin-

gency
;
yet it is obvious that the phraseology thus insisted

upon by the Northern Democrats, left the Southern men to

infer a want of fidelity to principles deemed of vital import-

ance by themselves, and which had been so solemnly declared

and so often acted upon by the whole party, upon former

occasions, both in Congress and in the country. Evidently,

therefore, the conclusion was reached by those who finally

seceded from the Convention, that the Northern section of

the party could not be depended upon in the future, as it

had been in the past, for united action with its Southern

allies, in opposition to fanaticism and abolition. Hence,

therefore, is the reason and the cause of a division so deplor-

able in its ultimate consequences.

The Whig party stood before the country, at this crisis,

in the attitude indicated by the motto it had adopted—" The
Constitution, the Union, and the Enforcement of the Laws."

Doubless much diversity of opinion existed among its mem-
bers, in reference to some of the legislation of Congress upon

the vexed questions at issue, and in relation to the decision

of the Supreme Court. But they were, in general, of that

class of citizens who uphold "law and order;" who are

obedient to the laws, as they exist ; and who resort only to

legitimate means for any change in such measures of legis-

lation as may seem to them objectionable.

The position of the Republican party has been sufficiently

exhibited. Its candidate, Mr. Andrew remarked at the rati-

fication meeting in Boston, was " the representative of the

Republican party all over the Union "—that is to say, of

course, in those States in which a Republican party had any

existence. He was best known as the antagonist of Mr.
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Douglas, during a protracted canvass of the State of Illinois,

in the year 1858, in which the latter had proved the success-

ful competitor for the Senatorship of the United States,

which was the prize actually at stake. He was, like his

party, opposed to the fugitive slave law, and had expressed

his opinions with much freedom, and without much respect-

ful consideration, in reference to the Supreme Court. He
had been in advance of Mr. Seward, also, in regard to the

" irrepressible conflict " doctrine. In this particular, he had

assumed a position in direct antagonism to the exhortations

of Washington, in the Farewell Address. The Father of

his Country saw that there was danger of the formation of

"geographical" parties, and had warned his countrymen

of their deadly influence against the Union. Mr. Lincoln,

on the other hand, finding a " geographical" party in the pro-

cess of formation, allowed himself to be placed at its head,

and encouraged its action, by the inevitable sectional and

disorganizing declaration—" I believe this Government can-

not permanently endure half slave and half free." !
It need

hardly be said, that this allegation was contradicted by the

experience of eighty years; or, that it was the assumption

of a fact, beforehand, which could only become one, in

reality, by the exertions of the very persons who assumed it

and were laboring to bring it about.

The order of the great battle to ensue was thus marked

out. But it was obvious, at once, that the vote of the South-

ern States would be completely neutralized, by the existing

posture of affairs, and that the actual contest would take

place in the North. For Avhile Mr. Breckinridge would

receive the vote of the party in those States represented by

the seceding convention, Mr. Bell, an eminent citizen of

a slaveholding State, on the same ticket with Mr. Everett,

who enjoyed the highest reputation at the South as well as

the North, would carry what remained of the old Whig

1 In a speech to the Convention which nominated him for Senator, deliv-

ered at Springfield, Illinois, June 17th, 1858.

16*
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vote, and Mr. Douglas could not fail of obtaining a certain

support, from that wing of his own party in the slave States,

which was either sufficiently satisfied with his position, or

averse to the contemplation of extreme measures. 1 This

situation of affairs was clearly the result of the separation

between the two branches of the Democratic party ; and the

Republicans, in the control of a powerful organization in the

free States, addressed themselves chiefly to combat the pre-

tensions of Mr. Douglas, who was their most formidable

antagonist in that quarter. It was plain enough, considering

Mr. Breckinridge's position, as the representative of the

especial " Southern wing " of the Democracy, and the actual

condition of the party, that the support to be reckoned upon

for him, in the North, would be comparatively small. The

Pennsylvanian Democrats, in fact, cast nearly two-thirds of

all the votes given for him in that quarter.

The support which the Bell and Everett ticket was likely

to receive would come from the more staid and thoughtful

class of citizens ; men of fixed principles and settled charac-

ter; deeply impressed with a sense of the impending dangers

to republican institutions ; heartily, and from the sincerest

sentiments and emotions of patriotism, devoted to the cause

of the Union. They were neither partisans nor fanatics; but

upright, intelligent, and independent voters, acting under

no impulse of temporary excitement, but, upon consideration

and conviction, for the permanent welfare of the whole united

country, as the foundations of its civil fabric had been estab-

lished by the fathers of the republic, after the grand struggle

by which they won the right of self-government, with that

1 This proved to be the fact : Mr. Breckinridge receiving in those States,

570,871 votes ; Mr. Bell, 514,193 ; and Mr. Douglas, 165,595. Mr. Breckin-

ridge obtained the electoral vote of all the slave States, except of Virginia,

Tennessee, and Kentucky, which were given to Mr. Bell ; and of Missouri, which,

with that of New Jersey, was cast for Mr. Douglas. But as neither of these candi-

dates obtained the electoral vote of any Northern State, except New Jersey, it

is obvious that the part taken in the election by the South had actually no

effect upon it whatever.
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wisdom and magnanimity calculated to render it secure.

Unquestionably, their hope was, at a moment judged by
them one fraught with imminent peril to the common cause,

to present such a steady front, in the gap between contend-

ing factions, as should form a safe rallying-point, round which

the friends of the Constitution and Union could assemble, in

any unforeseen contingency which might finally arise. No
nobler or more disinterested body of citizens ever exerted

their best energies—as such men too often have done,

unsuccessfully, in all ages—to save a sinking land. Their

immediate apprehensions pointed to the political triumph of a

" geographical " party, in the reasonable foresight of the

unhappy consequences only too certain to ensue. There was
much reason to believe, at least for a considerable period pre-

ceding the dread November day which was to decide the

fortunes of the country, that there would be a failure to

choose a majority of electors for any one candidate, by the

popular vote. In this event, the choice would fall to the

House of Representatives, and there the prospects of their

own candidates avouM be decidedly the best. For there was
there, undoubtedly, a " conservative " majority in* that branch

of Congress, as in the other. That such an unexceptionable

result as this would tend to the pacification of the country,

there could be no reasonable doubt. For the candidates

proposed by the Constitutional Union Convention were

familiarly known by reputation throughout the Union ; and

that reputation was such as to inspire public confidence, how-

ever party considerations might deprive them of the general

popular support at the polls. They were committed to the

extremists of neither section, and their election could furnish

no plausible ground of offence either to the one side or the

other. The more conspicuous members of this organization,

in every State of the Union, were men of that style of char-

acter which, under ordinary circumstances, would have in-

sured for their earnest appeals to the people an influence

which was too often exercised, at the time, by persons of

certainly a different turn of mind, a different order of ability,
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and, in too many instances, of a very different repute.

Indeed, the Constitutional Union men appear to have been

the only party who really understood the situation ; who
truly foreboded the gathering shadows of coming ills, and

who placed themselves in the best possible position to meet

the emergency with wisdom and fortitude, and to act the

great part of averting such calamities from the country they

loved, if to avert them should prove to be in their power.

Their radical contemporaries designated them as "Union-

savers"—a title which indelibly stamps the character of

their position and vindicates itself. Though imposed by way
of mockery and derision, it honorably marked the distinc-

tion between themselves and those careless or incredulous as

to perils of the Union, which events, shortly to occur, showed

whether vainly imagined, or worthy of the profoundest care.

After secession began, however, and the war was actually

in progress, those who had been most forward in scoffing at

their fellow-citizens as "Union-savers," now often assailed

them as " secessionists," and even as " traitors." They
finally insisted upon calling themselves " Union men "—or,

as it might nave been retorted upon them, had they been

supposed sincere, " Union-savers "—as soon as it became evi-

dent that only in the name of the Union could the rebellion

be put down. Xaturally enough, the old staunch supporters

of the Union under the aegis of the Constitution stood some-

what aloof from an administration, through the election of

which the very evils which they predicted had come to pass

;

at least, until they could see clearly whether the essential

principles of civil freedom were to be sawd or lost in the

conflict.
1 For certain it is, that whatever else the sectional

1 Yet, it is believed, that the main body of the army, including officers and

men, especially at the earlier period of the war, and those, too, constituting

its most efficient force, in both respects, were actuated by the same principles.

Their hope and purpose was to bring the war to a speedy conclusion, so that

the rights of the Union, and of every part of the Union, should be maintained.

In this they were thwarted by the managers of the sectional party, who had

no disposition to end the war until their own ulterior objects might be accom
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organization may have been, it was not for the Union accord-

ing to the Constitution ; or in conformity with the injunctions

of the Farewell Address ; or in correspondence with the uni-

form teachings of every leading statesman of whatever party,

in the past, from the beginning of the Government until the

" geographical " party took its rise. However the attempt may

be made to disguise the fact, they were revolutionists in de-

sign and in act. Hence, the question may yet remain to be set-

tled, whether, merely to have kept the Republic together in

form, should it prove to have been by a practical subversion

of the Constitution, is to have preserved it as it was delivered

to us by our fathers, or to make it answer any of its original

ends.

But notwithstanding those party sneers, it was impossible

that such a body of Whigs, evidently actuated by such gener-

ous motives, should not enjoy the real respect of all classes of

their more candid opponents. From these they often extorted

apparently ingenuous, if reluctant admiration ; while to others

their steadiness to a position, in which there was probably

nothing personal to gain, was altogether unintelligible. The

adherents of Mr. Douglas were solicitous of their support ; and

it seems likely now, that by uniting with that section of the

Democratic party, they would have made his election sure,

and have helped to reconstruct an invincible conservative

organization. But the actual turn of affairs was hid behind

the darkness of the future, and many of the " old Whigs "

felt that they could not take such a course at that period,

without, if not a forfeiture of recognized principle, yet an

plished, namely : the abolition of slavery and the reduction of the South to

an inferior condition. It was on this ground that General McClellan, who rep-

resented the conservative body of the people, and who would have brought

the war to a very early period, had he not been deprived of the necessary

troops, and been otherwise embarrassed by the administration, was eventually

removed from command. This fact, also, accounts for the great popular vote

thrown for him at the election of 1864, by which he would undoubtedly

have been chosen, but for the use of means which the administration alone

had at its disposition.
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abandonment of a position natural to them, and in which they

might hope to render signal service in the progress of affairs.
1

Their former Whig associates, now incorporated with the Re-

publican party, admitting its radical tendencies, urged them to

follow the fashion, and submit to the j:>rocess of decaudation,

m order to infuse a more conservative element into the body

of that singularly compounded mass of political materials.

But it was evident that the principles of the Conseiwatives,

who were already in cooperation with it, exercised very little

influence, if any, over its general action, and that they, too,

would be like

The drop

That in the ocean seeks another drop,"

borne headlong downward upon the swellings of the unre-

turning tide. They maintained their stand, therefore, to the

last ; and after the election and during the war, when merely

political questions of ordinary interest were absorbed in the

grand issue of the restoration of the Union, they acted gen-

erally in concert with the main body of the Democrats con-

stituting that organization, to which Mr. Everett afterwards

desired to affix the title of " the President's opposition ;

"

though they and their associates probably preferred the style

of the people's opposition, as more conformable to the nature

and objects of republican institutions. The principles of

these men must now prevail, if we would have the constitu-

tional Union restored.

Owing to the various causes which have been thus ex-

plained in sufficient detail, the election finally turned in favor

of the Rejmblican party. That party owed its rise and prog-

ress to hostility to that one vital guaranty of the Constitu-

tion, without which neither Constitution nor Union could

have had any being. It did not begin, however, with aboli-

tion, which actually made no perceptible progress for a period

1 In New York and New Jersey, however, the Whigs deemed it more ju-

dicious to unite with the Douglas men, and, accordingly, the Bell and Everett

ticket received no support in those States.
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of not far from a quarter of a century. From the faction

which had devoted itself so fruitlessly to that object, the
" Liberty party " was an offshoot ; differing from it only in

professing to oppose slavery just so far as it was not guarded

by the limitations of the Constitution ; while the professed

abolitionists sought the overthrow of the Constitution, or

the separation of the free from the slave States, in despair of

accomplishing the direct purpose which they had in view. It

was, in effect, however, but the difference between those who
seek an unlawful object by undisguised means, and those who,

claiming the protection of the law and professing obedience

to its requirements, make use of every indirect means to render

the law nugatory, and means necessarily tending to precisely

the same result sought by the others. A wide distinction is

also to be observed between the " Liberty party " and its

several successors, the " Freesoil " and " Republican " parties,

on the one hand, and the old Whig party on the other, so

long as that maintained its powerful national organization

;

although the latter also opposed the extension of slavery;

and so far would seem to have stood on the same basis with

the " Freesoil " faction. But the "Whigs considered the ques-

tion of the Union paramount to all others ; and though oppo-

sition to the extension of slavery was with them a principle,

it was neither their sole principle, nor one regarded by them

of such vital moment as the preservation of the civil institu-

tions of the country, with their inestimable and unexampled

blessings and privileges, enjoyed by all classes of citizens.

If the Whigs happened to be outvoted, therefore, their con-

sciences were sufficiently satisfied by the faithful discharge

of their own duty ; and even if one or more slave States

should be added to the Union, they thought it could be of no

positive detriment to the general welfare, at the time ; while

it was sure to be more than counterbalanced by the addition

of free States in the end. The " cause of freedom " would

thus be substantially maintained, and the republic be pre-

served in its original integrity. The genera/ sentiment of the

party was, that the negro himself, however otherwise it might
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be in individual instances, was, in general, benefited instead

of injured by the condition in which he was placed.

The Liberty party, and the Freesoil party after them, on

the contrary, pursued but the " one idea." They were not

behind the abolitionists themselves in manifesting their repug-

nance to slavery ; regardless of the fact, that whether evil or

good in itself considered, it was, nevertheless, an institution

of the country, under the guarantees of its Constitution, but

localized in a separate section of the country ; and that it

was one for which, as it existed, they had no legal or moral

responsibility. Throwing aside all other considerations, there-

fore, under the impulse of the " one idea," they sought every

opportunity to exhibit their hostility to slavery, under all

circumstances, no matter what consequences might ensue.

A sense of this distinction between the principles of their

ancient and honored political organization, and those of the

Freesoilers which had so long been a subject of reproach

among them, ought to have preserved such Whigs as were

not ready to join hands with the outright abolitionists, from

uniting, on any pretence whatever, with a " geographical

"

party. The Republicans assumed this attitude in the elec-

tion of 1856. They nominated merely sectional candidates

on that occasion. They denounced slavery, in company with

''polygamy," as "twin relics of barbarism"—though one of

the twins has been permitted to grow up and flourish ever

since.
1 In the concluding resolution adopted by them, they

gave due prominence to the " one idea," by inviting " the

men of all parties, however differentfrom us in other respects,

in support of the principles herein declared ; " so many of

which, it may be remarked, involving personal rights of a

variety of descriptions, have been so utterly and notoriously

violated, since the party came into power, that probably they

1 The Republican Congress did provide an act (July 1, 1862), " To punish

emd prevent the practice of polygamy in the Territories of the United States,

and other places within the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States,"

imposing fine and imprisonment as the penalty ; but no instance of its enforce-

ment has been made known.
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were not afterwards the subject of due study by the adminis-

tration and its agents. On that occasion, for the first time, did

the party exhibit any formidable popular strength. Un-

questionably, many persons were then betrayed into its sup-

port by the subterfuge of nominating Mr. Fremont, "who had

no known alliance with that faction, and whose sympathies

with it, never thought to have been very strong, were doubt-

less awakened for the occasion. But he was pitched upon,

under certain well-known influences, simply as a candidate,

whose adventures and their notoriety might serve to attract

a certain kind of popular support. The managers having

thus laid the foundation of a party, the rest was compara-

tively easy. Mr. Fremont, to be sure, was laid aside ; but

they had assembled the elements of " agitation," and agita-

tion became their cry and their occupation. Already their

antislavery projects had widely-extended support from the

powerful cooperation of the pulpit, from ambitious orators,

from literary zealots, from enthusiastic women, from a venal

press.

One other cause had contributed with much effect to pro-

mote the result of the election. This was a very strong sen-

timent of indignation among the Democrats of the great

Western States, at the neglect with which they conceived the

favorite candidate of that part of the country had been treat-

ed by the " Southern wing " of the party, both on the recent

occasion, and at the preceding period of making the nomina-

tion for President. Doubtless, this feeling of discontent

served very much to scatter the party in. that region in

several directions ; and disposed many of its former adherents

to vote in that way which might seem likely to prove the

most effectual retort upon the South, without taking into much
consideration any thing but the immediate object in view.

In fact, the " great West " had become, to a very great

extent, " demoralized." In 1852, the entire tier of free States,

in the West, from Ohio to California, had given pluralities

for the Democratic nominees, and a comparatively light vote

for the Freesoil candidates. But carried away by the Fre-
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mont whirlwind of 1856, the "Western Whigs especially, and

a certain proportion of the Democrats, had broken loose from

their accustomed moorings, so that each of the seven States

referred to, except Indiana, Illinois, and California, gave

pluralities in that year for the " so-called " Freesoil candi-

date. In 1860, Mr. Lincoln received the plurality in them
all ; and the result was similar in the newly admitted West-

ern States of Minnesota and Oregon. This was a very re-

markable change of front in that region ; betokening that

" demoralization " had extended much further than was to

be accounted for by any revolution in merely political

ojunions. Indeed, fanaticism had at length struck root very

deeply into that soil, and the fruit of the tree which sprang

from it was such, as could not fail to suit the most

intensely puckered-up lips of the bitterest fanaticism, in its

most congenial habitations. Slave rescues, mobs, and similar

demonstrations had much more markedly distinguished the

progress of affairs in the West for several years, than in any

part of ~New England.

The Republicans called themseves the party of "progress,''

and addressed all the allurements they could muster to the

seduction of " Young America." They flouted at those, as

" fogies," who stood " upon the old ways "—though if one-

half were true which had been reiterated upon thousands of

tongues, at every recurring anniversary ofAmerican Independ-

ence, the country had long ago reached the point of absolute

perfection, in institutions, in intelligence, in morals, and in

prosperity; and there seemed little occasion or room for

" progress," except by going backward for a new start, and

thus running the needless risk of losing what had been

already attained. It was well understood that no persuasive

means were wanting, to stimulate the press to zeal upon a

side which had certain elements of popularity—however
dangerous to the public welfare and safety its somewhat

headlong career might seem in the eye of sober reason.

Indeed, the one idea excluded reason, judgment, and patriot-

ism ; and the whole course of affairs proceeded, under the
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wild impulse of an unnatural and unwholesome excitement.

Most of the Whig newspapers finally took open ground upon

the Republican side; and in most of the Northern States,

the party carried with it two-thirds of the Whigs, one-third

of the Democrats, and, of course, the abolitionists, and the

whole body of those, who, for so many years, had been seek-

ing to bring the North into collision with the South. No
wonder the faithful of the Whigs, and the steady masses of

the Democrats, saw that the hour of deadly peril to the Con-

stitution and Union had come. In reality, the moment that

the Republican organization placed itself distinctly upon a

sectional basis—Constitution and Union, and all public and

personal rights and privileges dependent upon them, in the

North, as well as in the South, stood in immediate and immi-

nnt danger of utter overthrow.
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After the result of the election was ascertained, this

startling situation of affairs "became much more apparent to

the popular masses than before. To those who had resisted

the advance of the tumultuous tide, it was an hour of the

deepest solicitude and tribulation. With the Republicans, it-

soon became a pressing question, whether to advance or to

recede. There can be no doubt, that preparations for seces-

sion had been on foot in most, or all, of the slave States, in

anticipation of the election ; and as little doubt that the ex-

treme party at the South had looked forward with hope to

the event of Republican success, on that occasion, as a fact

which must afford them an argument of great weight in that

quarter. They represented it, of course, as the climax of

whatever existing causes of complaint they conceived them-

selves to have ; and as furnishing indisputable evidence of

the purpose of the North to force the sectional question to

an absolute issue, and to compel the South to submit to the
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emancipation of its slaves. The fact remained, however,
that the South, at the moment, had the command of the

Senate, in combination with the Democratic members ; and,

if not in actual control of the House, might count upon a

majority in that branch, with entire assurance, against any-

violent measures. The other fact, also, stood, out with trans-

parent clearness, that, although a minority party had. been
able to carry the election, owing to the divisions in the Dem-
ocratic party itself—yet the plurality of the Republicans in

the North was considerably less than two hundred thousand,

in a Northern vote of more than three millions two hundred
and seventy-five thousand. 1

It is evident, upon this state of

the case, that here was little encouragement or opportunity

for the administration to propose radical measures, whatever
disposition tending in that direction might have existed

;

and, notwithstanding the indications of the election, those

familiar with the temper of the masses at the North might

justly have felt entire confidence, that any attempt to op-

press the South, by unconstitutional proceedings, would have

produced such a powerful reaction in many of the free States,

as would soon have supplied the lower branch of Congress

with an unexampled. Democratic majority. It was to the

radicals alone that secession gave just the opportunity they

sought ; for it enabled them at once to shift their ground of

virtual, if partially disguised hostility to the constitution-

al Union, to one in which they could use the whole power of

the Union against its open assailants, and make those who
professed to rebel for the cause of the Constitution the in-

struments of effecting their own unconstitutional and ulterior

purposes.

It was also evident, from the result of the election, that

the majority of the people of the South were by no means in-

clined to revolutionary proceedings. On the supposition

that most of those who voted for Mr. Breckinridge, in the

1 Lincoln, in the free States, had 1,731,182 ; Douglas, Breckinridge, and

Bell, combined, had 1,541,218.
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South, may have been so disposed, though such a supposition

would involve a very unjust imputation upon the two hun-

dred and fifty thousand persons who gave him their suffrages

in the North also—yet, on the other hand, of the twelve

hundred and fifty-one thousand votes cast in the Southern

States, Mr. Bell and Mr. Douglas took six hundred and

ninety thousand nearly, constituting of course a clear ma-

jority of the whole. Besides, it has been already stated,

that three of the most powerful of the slave States—Vir-

ginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee—gave a popular plurality

for Mr. Bell, a Southern Whig, and one—Missouri—for Mr.

Douglas, a Northern Democrat.

In the natural state of alarm at the North, for which

many public indications furnished only too much cause,

thoughtful men, including not a few who had acted with the

Republican party, now sought what means might be at their

command to stay, if possible, the unhappy course of events.

One of the chief grounds of complaint, on the part of the

South, had long been the " Personal Liberty Bills," so called,

adopted by nearly every Northern State legislature, for the

purpose of obstructing the execution of the Fugitive Slave

Act, passed by Congress in 1850. Accordingly, in Massa-

chusetts, an address to the citizens of the State on this subject

was published, December 18th, 1860, shortly before the meet-

ing of the legislature, under circumstances calculated to give

it no little weight with men of principle and reflection. The
paper set forth, in forcible but tenrperate language, the imme-

diate danger of disunion, and urged the repeal of the laws in

question, as being inconsistent with constitutional obligations,

and unfriendly in spirit to the people of sister States. It was
signed by Judge Shaw, who had recently retired from his place

ofChiefJustice of the Supreme Court ofthe State, by Mr. B. R.

Curtis, lately one of the Justices of the Supreme Court of the

United States, and by about thirty others, of the best known
and most respected citizens of the Commonwealth ; several

of whom had served as its Governors, and others in judicial

or other prominent and responsible positions. A similar
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manifestation had proved of much service not a great while

before. That was a strong expression of public sentiment in

the North, towards the close of the year 1859, which had ex-

erted the most salutary influence in composing popular agi-

tation at the South, resulting from Brown's midnight assault

upon Harper's Ferry. The resentment occasioned by that

atrocious transaction, and by various isolated instances of ex-

ultation over it in the Northern States, had given rise to many
indications of disunion feeling in Virginia, and everywhere

below Mason and Dixon's line. Members of Congress from

that quarter, as they reached Washington, in anticipation of

the approaching session, came in "breathing disunion," to

use an expression employed by a person of influence upon

the spot, to signify the prevalent state of feeling. But very

large and imposing assemblages of citizens were called to-

gether in the principal cities and towns of the North, and

were addressed by leading persons, which clearly made

known with what strong disapprobation the "raid" and

whatever was in sympathy with it were regarded by the

more respectable portion of the community ; and the excite-

ment in the Southern quarter died away.

It remained to be seen what would be the effect of the

address, just mentioned, upon the Legislature of Massachu-

setts, and by its example upon other legislative bodies of the

free States, and, in the end, upon the public mind in the

other section of the Union. It was too late for immediate

influence, for it appeared that within two days after its pub-

lication an ordinance of secession was passed by the unani-

mous vote of the Convention of South Carolina, the first of the

States which took this step ; thus, to a certain extent, com-

mitting the rest of the slave States to similar precipitate

action, or to adopt the alternative of abandoning her to her

fate. To exhibit in a striking light the singular composition of

the party which had succeeded in the election, many of the

leading journals of the State in its interest, especially those

which had been formerly Whig organs, seconded the appeal

of the gentlemen referred to ; while the radical newspapers,
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on the side of the same party, opposed the proposition, and
sought to throw ridicule over it and its movers. When the

legislature assembled, in the first week of January, 1861, the

outgoing Governor, who had taken the unusual step of

sending a formal farewell message to the two Houses,

recommended the repeal of those laws. 1 On the contrary,

the incoming Governor (Mr. Andrew), in his address to the

legislature, on January 5th, clearly made known his disposi-

tion to resist any such change. After referring to the recent

action of South Carolina, and intimating that if emancipation

did not come by the voluntary action of the masters, it would
be finally brought about " by the bloody process of St. Do-

mingo," he proceeded in the next following paragraph to

say:

" I have searched the position of Massachusetts with all the disinterested

patriotism which I could command for the performance of that duty, and I

find nothing by which I can reproach her for responsibility for such results,

if they shall come to pass ; but I invite you to a similar examination."

"With such an unconsciousness of faultiness as this, and

under such a lead, the repeal was unlikely to take place ; nor

did it, though the legislature was overwhelmed with memo-

rials in favor of the measure ; while the radicals did not

hesitate to send in numerous remonstrances against it. Some

of these latter formally argued the question, ivpon express abo-

lition grounds ; but the more common excuse urged by the

Republican managers, to which the party, in general, acceded,

was, that they would not repeal these laws " under a threat."

The case presented, however, something much more serious

and formidable than a threat. It was, in reality, a question

of impending civil war; and whether a justly demanded con-

cession, on a point in regard to which one part of the people

were legally and morally in the wrong, should be made to

the other part of the same people, in order to avert a calamity

1 The newly elected Governors of several of the Northern States, among

others, New York, recommended the repeal in question ; and some partial

remedies were provided. Rhode Island repealed the acts altogether.
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so dreadful. It was, as if two independent nations stood in

this attitude towards each other—one, having adopted legis-

lative measures to prevent the fulfilment of treaty stipu-

lations ; the other claiming that it should recede from such

inimical action. For, in this one respect, the North and the

South were in the precise relation of foreign States to one

another. The subject at issue was a point of treaty—and,

moreover, the turning-point of a treaty by which the original

alliance was accomplished—in regard to a matter of property

belonging exclusively to one party, which the other had sol-

emnly agreed should be restored if found within its special

jurisdiction. And the restoration imposed no hard obli-

gation—if that were important to the question—upon the

party thus binding itself, and which by the same treaty re-

ceived its due equivalent—because the act of restoration was
to be effected through the agency of a third party paramount

to both—that is, the General Government to which both

owed allegiance, and by the services of its civil officers alone.

It was only necessary, that the party which was thus deliber-

ately engaged should throw no impediments in the way of the

recovery of its lawful possessions by the other ; both being,

on common grounds, in strict and necessary alliance, for the

mutual advantage and welfare.

The Governor of Massachusetts, in his same message,

stated the point at issue between the two sections in a some-

what different way. He remarked

:

" And the single question now presented to the nation is this : Shall a re-

actionary spirit, unfriendly to liberty, be permitted to subvert democratic re-

publican government, organized under constitutional forms ?
"

Considering, that the united sentiment of the entire op-

position to the new administration, consisting of nearly a

million majority of the whole people, was explicitly based,

in the election, upon the express principle of upholding
" democratic republican government "—which they alleged

the party, having Governor Andrew for one of its represent-

atives, was calculated to " subvert," by disregard both of

17
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" constitutional forms" and of the spirit and terms of the

Constitution—his statement has the effect, certainly, of a re-

versal of the facts of the case. On the contrary, there were,

then, several questions presented to the nation, though tend-

ing each of them to the same point, all of which can be

clearly stated, without any sophistication or misrepresenta-

tion whatever

:

1. Shall the spirit of abolition be permitted to subvert the Union organ-

ized under the Constitution ?

2. Shall democratic republican government be put in peril by compelling

the liberty of white citizens, under the law, to yield to a factious crusade for

the emancipation of slaves, contrary to law ?

Of course, these two questions would have more particular

reference to that wing of the party, always the most promi-

nent, though at first the least numerous, which finally

moulded its action ; a party of all others the most singularly

composed; a party of shifting hues and discordant voices,

with neither recognizable head nor acknowledged policy

—

which at length submitted to the men of definite views and

purposes within its circle, who afterwards procured the re-

moval of McClellan, to prevent the war from coming to a

close, and wrung from Mr. Lincoln the edict of emancipation,

so as to secure, as far as they could, the object for which

they had been so efficient in bringing the war on.
1 But

there was one other question which addressed itself, in tones

of patriotic expostulation and Christian entreaty, to the

entire organization. It was

—

3. Shall a peaceable spirit prevail, and due means, becoming fellow-citi-

zens of a republic winch professes its mission to be peace, be employed to

1 This wing of the Republican party is described by Mr. Seward, in a de

spatch to Mr. Adams, at London, dated July 5th, 1861, as follows:

" It seems as if the extreme advocates of African slavery, and its most

vehement opponents, were acting in concert together, to precipitate a servile

war—the former, by making the most desperate attempt to overthrow the

Federal Union ; the latter, by demanding an edict of universal emancipation,

as a lawful, if not, as they say, the only legitimate way of saving the Union !
"

Compare this with Mr. Seward's speech at Boston; see p. 162.
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check the spread of rebellion, so as to render it utterly ineffectual ; whereby

the position of that one member of the Union, already in revolt, will become

hopeless and helpless, and she herself be compelled to return to her allegiance,

without public detriment ?

This would have been the effect of a manifestation of the

"reactionary spirit," deprecated by Governor Andrew; and

such a manifestation would have been simply a return of

those for whom he particularly spoke to their own allegiance

to the Constitution. It would, at least, have confined rebel-

lion to the seven States which originally seceded ; for an inter-

val of four months actually occurred between the step taken by

South Carolina and the adhesion of Virginia, Arkansas, Ten-

nessee, and North Carolina to the Southern Confederacy.

Upon such a division of the slave States as could have been

easily made sure, secession could have been only formal, and

must have been of only brief continuance. For the parties

would then have stood on such unequal terms, that nego-

tiation, so dreaded by the extremists, on both sides, must

have taken place, for the sake of the common peace and

welfare. It would have saved civil war, with all its dread

accompaniments and consequences ; an alternative always to

be avoided, if reasonable concessions may avail ; and one

which, if unreasonably or needlessly adopted, is always a

public and a private crime, of a magnitude and enormity to

which no other affords any parallel.

But there were those in the North, as well as in the South,

who both wished and hoped for the dissolution of the Union.

The latter deemed their position unsafe, in view of the in-

creasing power and uncertain disposition of the free States
;

the former doubted whether the " slave power " would not

renew its alliance with the Northern Democracy, and prevent

the accomplishment of their own ambitious" purposes. The

Southern secessionists trusted to effect a peaceable separation,

by the concurrence of the fanatical disunionists of the North. 1

1 In evidence, beyond what has already appeared, to support this state-

ment, among a mass of similar testimony, the following may suffice. Mr.

Wade, a Senator from Ohio, made the following declarations, in a published
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The Northern Distmionists, knowing the prevalence and

strength of Union feeling in their quarter, knew that this

could not be, and were willing to drive matters to extremi-

ties, with the certainty before them that civil war, and in all

probability servile war, would be the fearful result. But they

conceived that, if separation should ensue, as a consequence

speech. [These extracts are all made from Carpenter's " Logic of History,"

a book published at Madison, Wisconsin, in 1864.]

" And, after all this, to talk of a Union ! Sir, I have said you have no

Union. I say you have no Union to-day worthy of the name. I am here a

conservative man, knowing, as I do, that the only salvation to your Union "

(that is, according to the resolve of Mr. Wade and others) " is that you di-

vest it entirely from all the taints of slavery. If we can't have that, then Igo

for no Union at all ; but Igo for a—fight !

"

On the other hand, Mr. Chase appears to have wanted a dissolution with-

out " a fight." In a published letter of Gen. F. P. Blair, he says

:

" T know Mr, Chase tolerably well. * * * When the rebellion broke

out, Mr. Chase held this language: l The South is not worth fighting for.
'

Several gentlemen of high position in the country heard him utter this senti-

ment, substantially. He, was at that time Secretary of the Treasury. * * *

Jeff. Davis said :
' Let us alone.' Chase said :

' Let them alone.'
"

Mr. Thurlow Weed, than whom no one could be more conversant with

the whole subject, declared in the Albany Journal, edited by him :

" The chief architects of the rebellion, before it broke out, avowed that

they were aided in their infernal designs by the ultra abolitionists of the

North. This was too true, for without such aid the South could never have been

united against the Union"

Mr. Andrew Johnson, now President of the United States, declared, in a

speech, just before the rebellion broke into open violence :

" There are two parties in existence who want dissolution. Slavery and a

Southern Confederacy is the hobby. Sumner wants to break up the Govern-

ment, and so do the abolitionists generally. They hold that, if slavery sur-

vives, the Union cannot endure. Secessionists argue that, if the Union con-

tinues, slavery is lost. Abolitionists want no compromise ; but they regard

peaceable secession as a humbug. The two occupy the same ground. Why,
abolition is dissolution ; dissolution is secession ; one is the other. Both are

striving to accomplish the same object."

The New York Tribune, the peculiar organ of the radicals, declared,

March 2d, 1861, nearly six weeks before the assault upon Fort Sumter

:

" We have repeatedly said, and we once more insist, that the great princi-

ple embodied by Jefferson, in the Declaration of Independence, that govern-
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of the struggle, the North would be still a comparatively

powerful government, by the side of a devastated and ex-

hausted Confederacy; and who would know better than

they, how to urge their claims upon popular approbation, for

having redeemed their part of the country from its alliance

and engagements with the slave institutions of the other ?

ments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed, is sound

and just ; and that, if the slave States, the cotton States, or the Gulf States

only, choose to form an independent nation, they have a moral right to do so."

Of course, Southern members of Congress must have had the opportunity

of knowing the private opinions of Northern members of the two branches,

and, probably, of those members of the administration, whose views of the

situation more or less coincided with those of the Secretary of the Treasury.

Even General Scott, at the head of the military force of the Union, on the 3d

of March, 1861, the day after Mr. Greeley's announcement of his views, in his

published letter to Mr. Seward, proposed, as his final and apparently favorite

alternative, in " the highly disordered condition of our (so late) happy and

glorious Union, 'Say to the seceded States

—

Wayward sisters, depart in

peace? "
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Previously to the passage of the " Ordinance of Seces-

sion," by the Convention of South Carolina, it would have been

very difficult to define, in precise terms, any existing actual

cause of war. Serious grounds of controversy had long ex-

isted, and at length a point of extreme embitterment had

been reached, between a portion of the citizens in both

quarters of the Union. It is perfectly safe to assert that, at

the same moment, the most friendly feelings were entertained

towards each other by a large majority of the people on

both sides of the imaginary dividing line ; and, moreover,

that from conviction and habit, and a sense of the mutual

advantages of union, and of the honor and glory of the com-

mon country, this majority was decidedly averse to the

dissolution of the civil relations between the several sections.

But the following declaration of the Rev. Mr. Beecher,

throws no little light upon the influences which produced

the war

:

l

" A great many people raise a cry about the Union and the Constitution, as

if the two were perfectly identical ; but the truth is, it is the Constitution itself

1 Attributed to Mr. Beecher, in Carpenter's " Logic of History," p. 93.
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that is the cause of every division which the vexed question of slavery has ever

occasioned in this country. It has been the foundation of our troubles, by at-

tempting to hold together, as reconciled, two opposing principles which will

not harmonize nor agree."

Doubtless*, two things cannot be reconciled, or continue

in a state of ordinary reconciliation, in regard to which the

parties in interest are determined not to agree. Mr. Beech-

er's allegation, that the Constitution and the Union were not

identical, was correct enough, in terms. The Constitution

was only the framework of the Union. The one was simply

the fundamental fabric upon which the other, the super-

structure, was built. They were identical only in the some-

what important sense, that a main part of a thing is essential

to the integrity of a whole thing. But since, in the case in

question, the part was the very basis of the whole, it is evi-

dent that, by taking it away, the structure must tumble

down ; and, if not shattered to pieces by the fall, yet Mr.

Beecher must very well know, what is the fate predicted

for a dwelling-place—founded upon the sand, and not upon

a rock. But Mr. Beecher's final allegation is inconsistent

with the fact, that this carefully constructed edifice had

already withstood, for many years, exhibiting no signs of

fatal weakness, the fury of the elements without, and the

frequently rude practices of the dwellers within; and if at

length it began to appear, that the "two principles" of

foundation and superstructure showed symptoms that they

were no longer reconciled with each other, it could only be,

because some of the indwellers had been en^a^ed in under-

mining the one, upon which alone the other could securely

rest. And in case such a breach should prove effectual, it is

certain that no propping-up, or patching-up, can afford any

warrant of safety in the future.

It is certain, however, that long after secession had be-

gun, by the act of the South Carolina Convention, the breach

could have been repaired without much serious difficulty.

Undoubtedly that act was in itself a cause of war ; that is,

it placed the revolting State in a condition of insurrection,
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to be dealt with, in due time, as the United States might

deem necessary and proper, unless the doctrine of secession

were to be admitted as valid.
1 But a cause of war usually

precedes the final commencement of hostilities by a consider-

able interval ; and between civilized nations, alien to each

other, it is generally devoted to efforts at reconciliation, so as,

if possible, to keep Christian peace unbroken, and to spare

the effusion of Christian blood. The question now to be

considered is—whether the considerable interval upon the

occasion in question was so employed as to heal, or to aggra-

vate the causes of controversy between States existing under

a popular government, established " in order to form a more

perfect union " ?

The effect of the organization of a " geographical " party

now became apparent enough, in its influence upon this ques-

tion. The States of the North had thus been brought into

opposition to the United States, which represented the inter-

ests and authority of the whole body of States. All but.

one of the former had given pluralities, at the election, in favor

of the incoming administration. Whatever qualities the

exigency might demand of the existing administration, it

certainly required that itself should enjoy the public confi-

dence; whereas, that part of the country upon which its

principal reliance must be placed, at a crisis of extraordinary

delicacy and danger, had just pronounced against it. It had

been, in fact, deprived of moral power, partly by the strength

1 The allowance of the right of one State to secede, would be to permit

that State, upon its individual reasons, or at its own caprice, to be the arbiter

of the destinies of the whole. For the accomplished secession of any one State,

from a union of States, wrould be like taking a central link from a chain ; a dis-

spiution of the tic which binds them all together. As in regard to the obliga-

tion of the moral law, if broken in the least, it is broken in the whole. It is a

breach of the law. But the denial of the right to secede involves the highest

obligation, on the other hand, to avoid every occasion of offence, and to redress

all causes of complaint. Otherwise, the bond is no longer liberty, but tyranny.

Hence ensues the right of revolution, to be controlled only by the actual

power of carrying it into effect, or to be pursued, at hazard of the conse-

quences.
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of a formidable organization, and partly by the casualty of

a division among its own former supporters. But this was

not the worst. The question and its final solution had act-

ually passed from the people of the North, to the State offi-

cers and others chosen by them—from the many to the few.

The disposition of a great majority of the Northern people

was in favor of a wise and magnanimous settlement of the

question. By far the most found themselves surprised into

the appalling danger of civil war, of which they had been

often assured, by those whom they had elected to office, there

was not the slightest reason to feel any apprehension. The
people, in reality, had very little to do with the course of

coming events. They had been persuaded to commit the

great question of peace and war to men mostly of extreme

views, and sometimes " wise in their own conceit." They

had been gradually brought, under various specious pretexts,

to elect officers of the State governments, and members of

both branches of Congress, who constituted a sort of North-

ern " oligarchy"—an oligarchy in which, unhappily, radical-

ism exercised the most prevailing influence—which was now
to determine the momentous question at stake, and the peo-

ple must hence abide the issue. To give way, on the part of

the " oligarchy "—supposing it possible for them to have

conceived any such thought—would have been to abandon

whatever they had secured and whatever they might yet

hope to gain ; in fact, to sacrifice themselves, which was cer-

tainly not to be thought of by " patriots " of their descrip-

tion ; and although it required a great deal of time and

management and manipulation, to bring the people up to the

work, yet as the steps were gradual towards the final con-

summation, the Republican party, composed of conservatives,

probably in a much larger proportion than of radicals, in the

midst of doubts and hopes and fears, continued to follo*w its

most radical leaders to the end.

IT*
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Mr. Buchanan's History of his Administration.—His embarrassing Position.—Unanimous

Vote of Approbation by the Legislature of Massachusetts.—Anxious "Waiting for the

Meeting of Congress.—A "John Brown" Incident in Boston.—Official Opinion upon
" Coercion," of the Attorney-General of the United States.—Conciliatory Propositions
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—

Upon Motion of Mr. Boteler, of Virginia, a Committee of One from each State (33)

appointed, to consider and report upon " the present Perilous Condition of the Coun-
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—
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—
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The recent publication of the history of his administra-

tion, by ex-President Buchanan, renders it less necessary to

examine the course of executive proceedings, during the

remainder of his term of office. The situation was peculiarly

embarrassing ; for he could count upon little support either

from the North or the South. The Executive was, as it

were, between two fires ; or, rather, the fire assailed it in so

many different directions, that escaj^e from the effects was
out of the question, whatever course it might have seen fit to

pursue. The Southern wing of the Democratic party hoped
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for non-interference, at least, with the progress of events,

whatever that might prove to be. The supporters of Doug-

las and Bell, in the South, and the Democrats and conserva-

tives, in general, at the North, trusted that war might be

prevented by the use of conciliatory means. The radicals

would have rejoiced at the inauguration of war, by the Demo-
cratic administration ; but impatiently awaited the hour when
their own influence might be felt in the direction of affairs.

It was the obvious policy of the existing administration to

shift the responsibility of war, if war should finally ensue,

upon the party which had placed itself in open conflict with

the South, by the sectional basis of its organization. It was

its duty to thwart, if it could, the indulgence of any hostile

purposes, on either side, by prompt measures of repression,

at the point where rebellion had begun ; if, in the exercise of

sound discretion, and in the possession, and by the use of suit-

able means, such measures should seem likely to promote the

desirable end of peace, by the restoration ofthe authority ofthe

United States in the insurgent quarter. Had the active dispo-

sition to rebellion been confined to South Carolina alone, as in

the days of President Jackson, the problem would have been

of very easy solution. But this disposition in the South

was well known to be much more widely extended. On the

other hand, the general cry of the country was for peace. To

take active steps was only too likely to precipitate war. In

fact, the very question which lingered along through the

remainder of Mr. Buchanan's administration, did not find its

solution until nearly six weeks after the inauguration of his

successor.
1 Even then, matters were brought to a final issue,

only by an ingenious course of proceedings, to be referred

to in their appropriate place.

1 On the 18th of January, 1861, the Senate of the Massachusetts Legisla-

ture passed a series of resolves, by a unanimous vote, of which the following

is one. The House soon afterwards concurred

:

Resolved, That the Legislature of Massachusetts, now, as always, convinced

of the inestimable value of the Union, and the necessity of preserving its bless-

ings to ourselves and our posterity, regard with unmingled satisfaction the de-
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But the causes of war being now fairly on foot, the prob-

lem before the nation was—whether their progress ought to

be and could be honorably stayed. Of course, all eyes were

turned towards Congress, at its meeting on the 3d of Decem-

ber, 1860, and the strongest hope was entertained, somewhat

vaguely, it is true, by moderate men of all parties in the

North, that the complications in which the country was in-

volved would be unravelled by an honest comparison of

views and the exercise of a prudent and moderate spirit. It

is certain that the people, in general, were very far from wish-

ing for war.

An incident which took place in Boston, on the very day
that Congress met, tends to throw a good deal of light upon
this particular point. The " John Brown " sympathizers had

called a public meeting, at a noted place of assembly in that

city, in order to show due reverence to the memory of that

person, on the anniversary of his execution, in due course of

law, for the highest crime known to the laws of every civil-

ized country. At the appointed hour, it appeared that many
of the more respectable citizens of Boston were present in

the hall, who largely outnumbered the sympathizers. The
meeting was finally organized, after some verbal conflict,

under the officers chosen by the former part of the audience,

and though there was some resistance on the part of the

" John Brown " men and women, which called for the inter-

vention of a considerable police force, the meeting was event-

ually dispersed, and the "sympathy" was expended in some
more private way.

Although there was much ridicule thrown, especially by
the Republican chiefs, upon the attitude of South Carolina,

as yet standing alone in the position assumed by her, yet

termination, evinced, in the recent firm and patriotic special message of the

President of the United States [Mr. Buchanan] to amply and faithfully dis-

charge his constitutional duty of enforcing the laws and preserving the integ-

rity of the Union, and we proffer to him, through the Governor of the Com-

monwealth, such aid in men and money as he may require to maintain the

authority of the General Government.
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thoughtful men could not but beware, that her example must

soon be followed by other States ; and that the situation was

both novel and embarrassing, in regard to the powers of the

Constitution, at such an emergency. The Attorney-Gen-

eral had already officially advised the President (November

20, 1860) that he had no authority, under the provisions of

that instrument, to " make war upon a State or States," the

power having been conferred on Congress " to provide for

calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the United

States, suppress insurrections, and repel invasions ;
" and

Congress having made no provision for any such contingency

as this, the United States could only defend itself when as-

sailed.
1

It seemed evident, however, that it could strengthen

its means of defence, at any and every point liable to be at-

tacked ; and it was understood that Mr. Cass withdrew from

the Cabinet afterwards, because of disagreement with the

President, solely in regard to failure of action in this par-

ticular.

On the day preceding the set time for the meeting of

Congress (December 2d), the Albany Ewyiing Journal,

edited by Mr. Weed, well known to be the confidential inti-

mate of Mr. Seward, stated the following propositions

:

I. There is imminent danger of a dissolution of the Union.

II. This danger originated in the ambition and cupidity of men who desire

a Southern despotism, and in the fanatic zeal of Northern abolitionists, whe

seek the emancipation of slaves, regardless of consequences.

III. The danger can only be averted by such moderation and forbearance

as will draw out, combine, and strengthen the Union sentiment of the whole

country.

1
It was held among leading Republicans in Congress, as well as others,

that there was no constitutional power to " coerce a State." Thus, Mr. Trum-

bull, Senator from Illinois, and reckoned, at the time, the special expositor of

Mr. Lincoln's views, so declared in the Senate.

It was this opinion of the matter which kept affairs in an uncertain condi-

tion so long ; that is, for forty days after Mr. Lincoln's inauguration, until the

Confederacy was induced to begin, at Charleston, so as to put the United

States on its defence. Congress, it is to be remembered, adjourned without

taking any order for coercion ; showing, of course, the prevalent opinion on

the constitutional question.—See Carpenter's " Logic of History," p. 50.
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Thereupon, the Journal recommended " a convention of

the people, consisting of delegates appointed by the States."

It was natural enough, it proceeded to urge, that there

should be—though there seems to be no reason for it—some

wear and tear of the machinery of the Government, after

the use of seventy years ; and it conceived that this could

be set right by such a popular conference as it recommend-

ed. It was evident enough, from this announcement, that

the "conservative Republicans," including, of course, Mr.

Seward, who, it was well understood, was to be Secretary

of State under the coming administration, were seriously

alarmed at the condition of affairs—which could never have

existed but for their countenance—and were anxious to

devise some rational means to avert the threatened calami-

ties. Unhappily, as has been alleged at another point of this

discussion, the active influences of the party were not with this

" wing " of the organization. The radicals really controlled

the party press. Accordingly, on the 1 7th of December, Mr.

Weed's paper stated, that "with two or three exceptions,

the suggestions of the Evening Journal^ having an adjust-

ment of the controversy which threatens to divide the Union

for their object, have elicited from the Republican press re-

sponses in the spirit of—? No more Compromises—no back-

ing down.'"

It seems, therefore, upon this indisputable authority, and

by actual experiment, that the general sentiment of the party

as gathered from its press, was averse to an adjustment ; and,

in view of this spirit, the events of the future might be

readily inferred.

Soon after the reception of the usual message of the

President (December 8th), Mr. Boteler, of Virginia, moved,

in the House, that so much of that document as related " to

the present perilous condition of the country be referred to

a special committee of one from each State, with leave to

report at any time." After other motions had been made,

and the occurrence of some debate, Mr. Boteler's order was

adopted, by a vote of 145 to 38. This committee was soon
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afterwards named, Mr. Corwin, of Ohio, who had been Sec-

retary of the Treasury, under the administration of Mr.

Fillmore, being the chairman. On the 13th of December,

Mr. Powell, of Kentucky, moved, in the Senate, for the ap-

pointment of a committee of thirteen, in reference to the origi-

nal number of the States of the Union, also for the purpose of

taking into consideration the distracted state of the country.

On the same day, Mr. Johnson, of Tennessee, introduced in the

Senate a proposition for an amendment of the Constitution,

by which the President and Vice-President Avere to be chosen

directly by the people, instead of through the intervention

of electors ; and it provided, also, that at the next ensuing

election, in 1864, the first should be selected from the slave-

holding, and the second from the non-slaveholding States;

and that in 1868 the process should be reversed, and so on,

at alternate periods. It was, perhaps, the fairest compro-

mise which had ever been proposed ; for it placed the two
sections in equal relations, and would have proved, if adopt-

ed, an effectual estoppel to all disputes upon the question of

slavery. But, like multitudes of propositions made during

the same period, it eventually came to nothing.

On the 18th of December, Mr. "Wade, of Ohio, addressed

the Senate upon the state of the country, and in the course

of his speech remarked

:

" I do not so much blame the people of the South, because I think they have

been led to believe that we, to-day the dominant party, who are about to take

the reins of government, are their mortal foes, and stand ready to trample

their institutions under foot. They have been told so by our enemies at the

North, and they would not hear us at all."

It will be observed, here, that Mr. Seward's organ, the

Albany Journal, had just stated the distinct proposition, that

there was a party in the North who " seek the emancipation

of slaves, regardless of consequences ; " and, only the day be-

fore Mr. Wade thus expressed himself, the same paper had

announced that the spirit of the Republican press was

—

"No
compromises—no backing down." Obviously, the South

had ample means of determining whether the representations
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charged upon " enemies at the North " of the Republican

party were well founded or otherwise ; and if the unhappy

condition of affairs were owing simply to misrepresentations,

surely the opportunity would have been obtained for their

correction, and for the restoration of a good understanding,

by some such mutual conference as had been proposed by

the organ of the " conservative Republicans ;
" but against

which, it seems, that the Republican press, almost univer-

sally, uplifted its voice. But Mr. Wade's speech lets out

another fact, namely, that the quarrel, after all, was much

more between the several parties at the North, than between

the North and the South, if the matter had been fairly un-

derstood.
1

On the 19th of December, Mr. Crittenden, of Kentucky,

a Senator venerable for years and experience, eminent in

ability and eloquence, and beloved for his personal charac-

teristics, offered his famous resolutions. At the same time he

addressed the Senate in a most affecting style of patriotic

eloquence, though enfeebled by failing health, and evidently

overwrought by anxiety for the fate of his country. These

resolutions provided for certain amendments of the Consti-

tution, and were intended to comprehend, of course, the main

subject of dispute between the sections, in order to its settle-

ment by compromise. They provided for

—

I. The prohibition of slavery in all territory north of

36° 30' north latitude, and the recognition of it in all terri-

tory south of that line ; and the admission into the Union

of any territory, containing sufficient population, on an equal

1 On the 24th of the same month, Mr. Nicholson, Senator from Tennessee,

paid an eloquent tribute to the fidelity of the Democrats of the North. He

said, in the course of an able speech upon the general subject which engrossed

the attention of the country :

" The Senator from Ohio spoke the truth when he said that the South be-

lieved that the North were their enemies. But he denied that this belief had

been brought about by any acts of the Democrats of the North. The belief

of the South came from the most reliable sources—from the speeches and

writings of the eminent men of the Republican party—in which remark he

would especially include the Senator from Ohio."

—

New York Worlds Report.
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footing with the original States, either with or without

slavery, as its constitution might provide. This was, in ef-

fect, a restoration of the Missouri Compromise, in regard to

territory, and a recognition of the principle of the Kansas-

Nebraska Act, in regard to the admission of States.

II. They declared that Congress had no authority to

abolish slavery in places under the exclusive jurisdiction of

the United States, within States which permitted slavery.

III. That Congress shall not abolish slavery in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, except with the consent of Maryland and

of the owners of the slaves.

IY. That Congress shall not interdict the transportation

of slaves from one slave State to another.

V. That if the owner of a slave should be forcibly pre-

vented from procuring his recovery, the United States shall

be liable for his value, though with a remedy for the amount
jjaid, against the county in which the rescue might occur.

VI. That these, and the existing articles of the Constitu-

tion touching the same subject, shall not be changed in the

future.

In addition to the clauses thus stated in substance, there

Avas one prohibiting the foreign slave trade forever, a decla-

ration that the fugitive slave law ought to be faithfully exe

cuted, and a suggestion that Congress should recommend
the repeal of the Personal Liberty Acts.

On the same day Mr. Johnson, of Tennessee, in address-

ing the Senate on the general questions before the country,

remarked that he did not differ much from his Southern

friends, except as to the mode of redress ; but " he was in the

Union and meant to stay in it."

On the following day he continued his speech at much
length, and made the following practical statement of the

situation

:

" What is the reason for disunion ? Because one man was not elected ?

If Mr. Breckinridge had been elected, nobody would have wanted to break up

the Union ; but Mr. Lincoln is elected, and now they say they will break up

the Union. He said, No. "What was there to fear ? Mr. Lincoln was a mi-
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nority President. Let South Carolina send her Senators back, and Mr. Lincoln

cannot even make his Cabinet without the consent of the Senate. Was he to

be such a coward as to retreat, when it was evident that the South had the

power in their own hands ? Was he to be so cowardly as to desert a noble

band at the North w7io stood by the South on principle? "

This last expression is of much importance, as illustrating

the principles of the conservatives of the North, not only at

the time but during the continuance of the war. They were

all for the Union / but they dreaded lest the radical policy

towards which the dominant party was constantly verging,

under the influence of an energetic and powerful faction

within its circle, which policy it finally adopted in full, would

either destroy the Union by furnishing to the Southern Con-

federacy substantial grounds of resistance, which did not

originally exist, or, if successful itself, would leave the foun-

dations of the Union in a condition so shattered, as to be

incapable of answering the purposes for which it was first

instituted.
1

1 The class of citizens referred to in the text are described under the gen-

eral designation of " Democrats," though including large numbers of " old

Whigs," by Mr. Seward, in his despatch to Mr. Adams, at London, of Novem-

ber 10th, 1862, The "cause," alluded to by Mr. Seward in the first line of

the extract, was the emancipation proclamation, issued shortly before, convert-

ing that struggle for the Union, in which most men at the North were agreed,

into an abolition war, so inconsistently with all the previous professions of the

administration. The demonstration of this " policy," which was obviously

destructive of the Constitution, concentrated the steadfast supporters of the

Constitution and the Union into the " opposition," of which Mr. Seward writes

;

a party which gave General McClellan no less than 1,811,754 votes in 1864,

and by which there is every reason to believe he would have been elected,

but for the interposition of official obstacles, generally thought, heretofore,

hardly consistent with the freedom of popidar choice. Mr. Seward wrote to

Mr. Adams :

" From whatever cause it has happened, political debates during the pres-

ent year have resumed, in a considerable degree, the normal character ; and
while loyal Republicans have adhered to the new banner of the Union party,

the Democratic party has rallied and made a vigorous canvass, with a view to

the recovery of its former political ascendency. Loyal Democrats in consid-

erable numbers, retaining the name of Democracy from habit, are classified by
the other party as " opposition." * * * In this country, especially, it is a
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An immense body of memorials in favor of the passage

of the resolutions presented by Mr. Crittenden had begun to

be laid before Congress, soon after their publication, signed

by large numbers of citizens, principally of the Northern

States, and they continued to pour in until the final disposi-

tion of the question. Those resolutions were speedily adopt-

ed by the legislative assemblies of Kentucky and Virginia

;

both of them States of such consequence, that their influence

was most desirable towards the settlement of a great national

question ; and one of which, especially, might be said to hold

in her hand, as it were, the key to the future destinies of the

Union. A Senator from Ohio (Mr. Pugh) declared in his

place, on the day preceding the final adjournment of Con-

gress (March 3d, 1861), that the resolutions had "been peti-

tioned for by a larger number of electors of the United States

than any proposition that was ever before Congress." In

fact, popular sentiment strongly and enthusiastically fastened

itself upon this proposition as a practicable mode of relieving

the national embarrassment ; and it was generally hoped and

believed that it would receive the favorable action of Con-

gress, and would prove the effectual basis of settlement.

There could be no doubt that a plan of adjustment accepta-

habit, not only entirely consistent with the Constitution, but even essential to its

stability, to regard the administration at any time existing as distinct and sep-

arate from the Government itself, and to canvass the proceedings of the one

without the thought of disloyalty to th,e other. "We might possibly have had

quicker success in suppressing the insurrection, if this habit had rested a little

longer in abeyance ; but, on the other hand, we are under obligation to save not

only the integrity and union of the country, but also its inestimable and precious

Constitution. No one can say, that the resumption of the previous popular

habit does not tend to this last and most important consummation, if, at the

same time, as we confidently expect, the Union itself shall be saved."

The " opposition " had rallied in defence of this " last and most important

"

principle; one indispensable, indeed, to the very existence of a republican

form of government, to say nothing of a Union in violation of its fundamental

basis ! The violation of this principle, as above suggested, was the cause which

led the Democrats and others to oppose the " administration," for the sake of

the " Government," and in order to maintain it in its integrity. The italics in

the above extract are not in the original.
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ble to Virginia and Kentucky would be agreed to, as a mat-

ter of necessity if not of choice, by the entire Democratic

delegation in Congress ; and there was at first much reason

to believe, that the conservative Republicans, in both

branches, who had now discovered the imminence of a dan-

ger which they had not anticipated under the excitements of

the election, would act in correspondence with the suggestion

of Mr. Seward's Albany organ, with " such forbearance and

moderation as to draw out, combine, and strengthen the

Union sentiment of the whole country." In such case, the

Crittenden proposition would have passed both branches of

Congress by the requisite vote of two-thirds, and the evil

day would have been passed over in peace and safety. In the

existing frame of the public mind, alarmed at the pressure of

an unforeseen peril to the Union, disgusted with the position

into which they had been seduced by the delusive promises

of the Republican leaders, and utterly averse to bringing

upon their country the terrible calamities of civil war, there

can be no rational doubt that a great majority of the people

Troiild have cheerfully seconded such a recommendation of

Congress. Mr. Pugh, indeed, in the same speech already al-

luded to, did not hesitate to say, " I believe in my heart to-

day that it would carry an overwhelming majority of the

people of my State, ay, sir, and of nearly every other State

of the Union." x Those who are able to recall the state of

public feeling at the time, will have little hesitation about

fully agreeing with the Ohio Senator on this point.

Indeed, the special reporter of the New York World, of

December 28th, gives expression to the current oj)inion at

Washington to the same effect. His despatch of the day

preceding is as follows :

" The Star (Washington paper), of this evening, says :
' Circumstances

have come to our knowledge, within the last twenty-four hours, which lead us

to hope that Mr. Seward will, ere the close of the current week, counsel a set-

tlement upon the basis proposed by Mr. Crittenden.'

1 The Republican majority in Ohio had been only a little less than 33,000,

in an entire vote of more than 430,000.
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" One word that way would instantly settle the controversy ; dethroning the

disunionists per s'e, at the South, whose power is but the result of the univer-

sal belief at the South that the Republican party made up its mind for war to

the knife, from the start, upon the constitutional rights of the slaTeholding

States." *

It is very true, that a newspaper reporter may be mis-

taken both in regard to facts and to the conclusions which

he deduces from them. But if an intelligent reporter, and

the World, at that time, a leading organ of the Republican

party, was not likely to employ one who was not of that

class, he could hardly make a mistake as to the opinion gen-

erally entertained at Washington, and especially among the

Republicans themselves, with whom he would probably con-

fer, as to the effect—and an effect how momentous !—which
" one word " from a particular source, and in a particular di-

rection, might have exercised in the prevention of civil war.

In order to show how little such a direful event was

wished for, or contemplated with any degree of satisfaction

by the well-disposed peoj^le of the extreme North, and also to

exhibit the really temperate frame of mind with which the

actual state of affairs was regarded by that class, a single ex-

tract from the columns of a journal, unquestionably at that

time the leading organ of moderate Republicans in New Eng-

land, will be quite sufficient. The following is the passage

referred to, which is taken from the principal editorial article

of the Boston Daily Advertiser, of January 1st, 1861, and it

must be admitted to be a peaceable and a hopeful augury for

the beginning of the new year

:

" The people desire no war ; no attack upon South Carolina; nor do they

wish to see her needlessly supplied with any pretext for the beginning of hos-

tilities. They wish only for ufair defensive policy in the disaffected State, and

for the active influence of the Government to be directed against secession in

any States that are endangered. And, even now, the distinct adoption of such

1 See extract from speech of Mr. Nicholson, of Tennessee, on page 400.

But it was only the radical faction of the party which had thus made up its

mind; and the question now was, whether the "conservative" Republicans

would act with them, or would avert impending war.
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a policy would enable Mr. Buchanan to close his administration with the ap-

proval, the support, perhaps we may add, the friendship of his most deter-

mined opponents."

Supposing a spirit so rational and so magnanimous as this

to have prevailed among the moderate men, who did un-

doubtedly constitute, at that period, a considerable majority

of the Republican party—it might well be a marvel to all

future times, if unexplained, by what extraordinary means

and influences a people so intelligent and civilized as those

of the United States were inveigled or dragged into a civil

conflict so tremendous in prospect and in progress, against

all their interests as a nation, and their feelings and principles

as men.

This promising state of mind, however, soon began to

undergo a very striking change, the efficient causes of which

it is by no means difficult to point out. The Republican

party, as has been often explained, consisted of at least two

wings. But while the conservative portion, composed of

men chiefly engaged in their own affairs, looked on and did

little, except furnish the funds—the management of the

smaller circles, which largely controlled the political move-

ments of the party, was in the hands of its radical and more

active members. They were like the " clubs " of Paris, in

the old French Revolution. They were closely allied to each

other by common opinions, motives, and interests. Many of

them lived by politics. Many held office in the nation or

State by virtue of the recent election, and many more were

anxious to hold it, at the first convenient opportunity.

Announcements like that of the World, in regard to the

probable course of Mr. Seward, the acknowledged leader of

the party, and opinions like those expressed by the Daily

Advertiser, the organ of conservative Republicans in the

capital city of New England, struck a chill to their hearts.

If those were to be the prevailing sentiments, they could

scarcely see what the party had gained, except the short-

lived triumph of an accidental election ; and as for the
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"Ebony Idol," which they had set up—it would soon be as

flat on its face as the image of Bel in the Apocrypha.

The alarm was great ; but active exertions were soon in

operation to turn the smoothly flowing tide into a much
more troubled channel. Leading radicals, Governors of

States, and others, hastened to Washington, with represen-

tations of the disastrous effect which the declaration of such

a pacific policy was having upon the party at home ; and it

was in the power of the radical managers to make such a mis-

sion seem like the spontaneous manifestation of public senti-

ment in various quarters of the country. In the mean time,

the legislative assemblies of the several Northern States had

come together, with large Republican majorities, and consist-

ing of men, who, however well qualified for local legislation,

or to direct ordinary party tactics, were scarcely competent,

in all instances, in point of experience, foresight, and compre-

hensiveness of view, to act the part of statesmen on a great

national stage, at a crisis like the present. It was for this

reason that the Constitution itself was made, to be a guide

and a restraint in the regulation of national affairs ; as the

admirable constitution of Massachusetts expresses itself
—" to

the end it may be a government of laws, not of men." Too
often, it is to be feared, small party opinions, instead of con-

stitutional principles, prompted the action of State authori-

ties, both legislative and executive, on the occasion in

question.

In fine, the radicals were able shortly to present the

aspect, at least, of a turn in public sentiment, through the

medium of the press and otherwise. The New York Tribune

showed itself as much opposed to " a reactionary spirit " as

Governor Andrew himself. Indeed, that paper, in a pungent

editorial article, the application of which could not be mis-

understood, undertook to rebuke, with much severity, certain

" eminent men," of whom it alleged the party " had a right to

expect better things;" "but who," it proceeded to say, now
" counsel that it repudiate its platform of principles, confess

itself a common cheat, turn its back upon those who elevated
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it to place, and convict itself of having either been a rank

hypocrite before the election, or of being a skulking craven

now." ' Such " parlous words " as these could not fail to

produce a certain effect ; and, indeed, the general cry among
the radical set now became—"Don't yield an inch"—at a

moment when the issue depending was, peace or war between

kindred States. At length the cue was given and taken.

The Washington despatch of January 3d, to the New York
Evening Post (radical), stated, that "a committee of Demo-
crats from New York have urged Mr. Seward to approve of

Mr. Crittenden's Compromise, but he refused." On the same

day Mr. Douglas addressed the Senate in a speech distin-

guished by his usual power of argument and eloquence, and

asked

—

" Why Republicans could not unite on that compromise now ? Senators

on the other side seemed determined to act as a party.''''

In the midst of these conflicting views of the demands of

the situation, an incident occurred which showed at once that

Mr. Douglas was right in his augury ; and that reluctant to

vote directly against the Crittenden proposition, in the face

of such generally expressed public sentiment, yet the Repub-

lican Senators stood ready to defeat it by indirection. This

was a resolution introduced by Mr. Clark, of New Hamp-
shire. He moved to strike out all of Mr. Crittenden's prop-

osition, after the preamble, which had asserted the danger of

the Union, and the divisions in Congress, rendering it un-

likely that such consent could be obtained in the way of

legislation as might avert the threatened evils ; and, there-

fore, referring the question to the people of the several States

—and to insert the following resolution in lieu of the series

proposed by Mr. Crittenden

:

" That the provisions of the Constitution are ample for the preservation of

the Union and the protection of all the material interests of the country ; that

it needs to be obeyed, rather than amended ; and that an extrication from the

present dangers is to be looked for in strenuous efforts to preserve the peace,

1 Quoted in Carpenter's " Logic of History," p. 145.
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protect the public property, and enforce the laws, rather than in guarantees

for particular difficulties, or concessions to unreasonable demands.

" That all attempts to dissolve the present Union, or overthrow or abandon

the present Constitution, with the hope or expectation of constructing a new

one, are dangerous, illusory, and destructive ; that, in the opinion of the Sen-

ate of the United States, no such reconstruction is practicable ; and, therefore,

to the maintenance of the existing Union and Constitution should be directed

all the energies of all the departments of the Government and the efforts of ail

good citizens."

This, it is evident, was mere wilfulness and trifling.

Mr. Clark's amendment admitted the " dangers " and the

" difficulties " of the situation, "by retaining Mr. Crittenden's

preamble, and, indeed, by necessary implication of its own
terms—and hence, by a very odd sort of logic, it resolved,

that no steps were necessary, in order to avert those dangers,

or to relieve the country from those difficulties ! In fact,

although every clause of the amendment was indisputable

(except, perhaps, that " particular difficulties " may be reason-

ably and justly thought to claim suitable remedies), and the

individual statements, therefore, were true
;
yet, in the gross,

and in its actual effect, it was sinrply an evasion of the whole

question. Undoubtedly, the Constitution was unexception-

able, and had served a most excellent purpose for a period of

seventy years ; and if " obeyed," might still maintain the

country in happiness and prosperity for all generations. But

the very cause of complaint was, that it had not been
" obeyed," in the hostile legislation of all the Northern

States against the practical execution of that one of its pro-

visions, which could alone be the source of " difficulties

"

between the North and the South; and which, of all its

" guarantees," was that one, upon agreement to which by the

free States had altogether depended the original ratification

of the instrument itself by the slave States. Nor would it

be at all complimentary to the understanding of the Repub-

lican Senators to suppose them to have imagined, that the

Constitution was " obeyed," in its spirit and intent, in the

sectional position at that moment occupied by the "geograph-

ical"" party of which they were themselves among the lead-

18
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ing members. And, especially since the political victory had

not been won by their own " bow and spear," but was owing

to the unhappy divisions of their opponents—unhappy, in

every sense, since those opponents constituted a large major-

ity of the people of the common country—those Senators

were not, as legislators, in the position of mere party leaders

;

but, under the new phase of affairs, became grand arbitrators

between the two sections as statesmen, and men of honor and

patriotic principle, to see to it that the cause of controversy

should be adjusted by a wise, just, and generous course of

proceeding.

The question was soon taken upon this amendment, and

all the Republican Senators, Mr. Seward among them, were

found to be in favor of it. The vote stood 25 to 23 ; though

it is proper to state that six Democratic Senators, of those

from the slave States who still remained behind, do not ap-

pear to have been in their places. A reconsideration was imme-

diately moved by Mr. Cameron, of Pennsylvania, who had

voted with the majority; but the question was not reached

until the eighteenth of January, when it was carried by a

vote of 27 to 24; Mr. Johnson, of Tennessee, being among

the " yeas," and Mr. Seward with the " nays." It was evi-

dent from the result thus obtained, that it would be in vain

to expect the necessary two-thirds for Mr. Crittenden's propo-

sition, which was henceforth of no avail ; though the struggle

was still kept up to procure its adoption, both in the country

and in Congress, until the final disposition of it, on the third

of March, the day on which the session came to its close.

In the mean time, on the twelfth of January, Mr. Seward had

made his long-expected speech ; and public interest was pro-

foundly awakened to learn the spirit in which the coming

Secretary of State—"one word" from whom, the WorlcVs

Washington correspondent had said, in favor of the Crit-

tenden proposition, " would instantly settle the controversy."

Alas, that word had been already spoken, in another direc-

tion, by the " aye " of Mr. Seward for the amendment of the

New Hampshire Senator. The vote of the Republican mem
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bers of the Senate was a blank denial of the necessity of cora-

promise,%and showed, of course, that they had deliberately

made up their minds to refuse any negotiation. The result

was as gratifying to the determined secessionists as to the

radicals themselves.

Mr. Seward's carefully prepared and ingeniously phrased

speech at once dissipated every hope, if any could yet remain,

of public aid from him, in favor of any compromise. There

is good reason to believe that the convictions and feelings of

Mr. Seward led him sincerely to desire a settlement, and

above all things the avoidance of civil war ; and that he con-

tinued earnestly to hope, long afterwards, and perhaps

throughout the whole progress of the war, for the restoration

ofnational affairs upon their original constitutional basis. But

at the moment, the Secretaryship of State was as yet
3
possi-

bly, in abeyance. The inveterate radicals looked at him

then, as afterwards, with moody brows and jealous eyes.

Might it not have been thought, under such circumstances,

that the unity of a party, at best in a minority, would require

the sacrifice of a too conservative leader, however eminent,

in order to pacify the anger of the radical wing, already

muttered in no measured tones ? In a word, could he attain

a position in which, doubtless, he thought himself qualified

and able to render the highest service to the cause of the

Union—if the determined opposition of the radicals were

aroused ? Possibly not—but he might have saved his coun-

try, in spite of them. The speech in question, accordingly,

was made up of many excellent generalizations, and was not

a little rambling and vague. It would have answered the

purpose of a speech extremely well, if there had been no

pressing occasion for making out a distinct and decided line

of policy ; without which no speech could be of the slightest

use towards changing the rapid course of instantly disastrous

events. It rather put aside, for the present, the idea of some

sort of compromise, than refused it. A single specimen of

this remarkable production, considering the immediate exi-

gency, may suflice

:
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"After the angry excitements of the hour have subsided, and calmness

once more shall have resumed its accustomed sway over the pAlic mind-

then, and not until then—one, two, or three years hence—I should cheerfully

advise a convention of the people, to be assembled in pursuance of the Consti-

tution, to consider and decide whether any and what amendments of the or-

ganic national law ought to be made."

It was as if, when the loosening and crashing timbers of

a dam were about to break away and give place to the im-

petuous torrent, to sweep downwards in its course flocks and

herds and the habitations of men—the householder should

fold his hands, and say, that he would attend to the matter

at some convenient future opportunity ! The question was,

upon the adoption of measures now, which should make " the

angry excitements of the hour" subside.

The tone of the Republican press was changed, at once,

upon the publication of this speech. Even the most moderate

of those sheets saw the dawning of new light, and their specu-

lations took a marvellously abrupt turn. The proposition,

upon which the mind of the whole country, as it were, had

been so long fixed, with a certain tremulous hope, and all

similar projects before Congress, were now suddenly convert-

ed into " complicated and artificial expedients," upon which
" certain persons had been laboriously toiling." * There was
a great deal of "backing uj)" to be done on this occasion,

and it was done. As one specimen of this species of politi-

cal manoeuvring, the following Washington despatch to the

New York Herald may serve to exhibit the general system

of operations:

" Senator Wilson has just returned from Massachusetts ; says the Republi-

cans there are stronger than ever in their faith. He states, that the Democrats

and Bell and Everett men told him that now was the time to settle the question

of slavery. The secession movement in South Carolina" (and similar causes

referred to) " confirmed his constituents in their determination to dispose of
the question now andforever. When asked how they would dispose of it, the

Senator intimated, that remained to be seen." 2

1 See Boston Daily Advertiser, and other journals of the party, at the

time.

s Quoted in the Boston Courier, of January 25th, 1861.
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The effect of a fabrication like this upon the Southern

mind, at such a moment, in connection with the stand taken

by the entire body of Republican Senators, may be readily

conceived. In the mean time, the legislative assembly of

Virginia had determined upon a strenuous effort of interposi-

tion to save the country, if possible, from those impending ills

which now presented themselves to the public vision in a much
more definite shape than heretofore, and excited universal

alarm, except among those, on both sides, who hailed their

approach as the means to an end Avhich both had in view.

For no rational man could then doubt, or can doubt upon the

evidence, that the ultra-radicals of that day hoped and be-

lieved—since the main body of the Republicans, and especial-

ly a large majority of the Republican members of Congress,

disavowed, in the most explicit manner, all purposes looking

towards emancipation—that the end of the controversy,

whether by means of war or otherwise, would be the separa-

tion of the North from slavery, by the dissolution of the

Union. •

The venerable Mr. Quincy had pronounced it the duty of

the North, some years earlier, " to take possession of the

Government," and. to administer it according to Northern

opinions, "at any hazard, even of the dissolution of the

Union itself." Mr. Wendell Phillips had publicly boasted,

in the phrase so often quoted in the newspapers, that he had

been engaged " for nineteen years " in the work of dissolu-

tion, an object in which it is not to be supposed that the ad-

mirers of his oratorical efforts did not fully sympathize. The

New York Tribune, which, more than any other journal of

the period, was the express and ablest organ of the " radical

wing " of the Republican party, on the 2d day of March,

1861—that is, at the very high tide of the secession demon-

stration—explictly declared its opinion, as has been already

shown, that the slave States had " a moral right," if they

chose, " to form an independent nation." The construction

to be put upon the intimations of Mr. Wilson—however truly

they represented the sentiments of " Democrats and Bell and
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Everett men ! "—could scarcely admit of a question. On the

4th of the preceding June, a few days after the session of

the Chicago Republican Convention, Mr. Sumner, in a speech

to the Senate, afterwards published and circulated in a

pamphlet form, under the significant title of " The Barbarism

of Slavery," thus gave the key-note to the designs of that

section of the party to which he himself belonged

:

" Thus, sir, speaking for freedom for Kansas, I have spoken for freedom

everywhere. * * * You may reject it (that is, this ' cause '), but it will be

only for to-day. The sacred animosity between freedom and slavery can ead

only in the triumph of freedom. The same question will soon be carried be-

fore that high tribunal, supreme over Senate and Court, where the judges will

be counted by millions, and where the judgment rendered will be the solemn

charge of an aroused people, instructing a new President, in the name of free-

dom, to see that civilization receives no detriment."

This was the " irrepressible conflict," with the new ele

ment of " sacred animosity " introduced, to impel one sec-

tion of the people to " take possession of the Government,"

to the detriment of the other section, against the law. In-

deed, the populace are here appealed to as supreme over both

the legislative and the judicial departments of the Govern-

ment, with a shrewd hint to them to assume supremacy over

the Executive department also ; and all, " in the name of

freedom," when there was no freedom concerned in the mat-

ter, but that of negro slaves held in that condition by virtue

of the organic national statute ! And to cite no more instances,

the Chicago Convention itself—though it were to be hoped

that a large proportion of its members failed to observe the

effect of the declaration, 1 had appealed, in its final and clinch-

1 This hope could hardly be indulged after reading, at a later date, the fol-

lowing account of the transaction, by one of the principal actors at Chicago

:

" The report (that is, of the resolutions) being read, the author proposed

an amendment, respecting the ' self-evident truths ' of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, * * * which was rejected. Unwilling to sit in a convention

that hesitated to respect the primal truths upon which the Government was

founded, the author left the hall. As he went to his lodgings, gentlemen from

different States accompanied him, wishing to have another convention called

of men who would abide by the doctrines of the Government. But, while con-
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ing resolution, to the " causes of separation," which it was
conceived were to justify the " proceeding, when necessary

for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another."

The interposition of the General Assembly of Virginia, at

the now existing emergency, has been already alluded to.

This consisted of the passage of certain resolutions, on the

nineteenth day of January, inviting the several States to

appoint commissioners to meet those named in the resolu-

tions, on the part of Virginia, at the city of Washington, on

the fourth of the ensuing February, " to consider, and if

practicable, agree upon some suitable adjustment "—" in the

spirit in which the Constitution was originally formed, and

consistently with its principles." The propositions intro-

duced into Congress by Mr. Crittenden, together with a pro-

vision for the protection of slavery in territories lying south

of 36° 30' north latitude, during the continuance of the terri-

torial government, were recommended to " constitute the

basis of such an adjustment of the unhappy controversy " as

would be accepted by the people of that Commonwealth.

Every thing here depended upon the temper with which such

a proffer as this would be met by the several legislative

assemblies of the free States ; and, considering the political

basis on which those bodies themselves stood, the prospect

certainly was not very encouraging. The result of a cordial

agreement, by such a body of men as might be selected, if

the spirit were willing, to confer with gentlemen of the char-

acter and standing of those named by Virginia—even upon
something less, perhaps, than was claimed by the " Mother

of Presidents "—would have had the certain effect of con-

fining secession to the seven States already in that attitude
;

and must have led, at no distant date, to the return of them

versing on the subject, Mr. Curtis, of New York, offered, substantially, the

same amendment, and sustained it by an able speech. Mr. Nye, of that State,

also supported it, and it was adopted ; and, being informed of this fact, the

author and his friends resumed their seats in the convention."

—

History of the

Rebellion, etc., by Joshua R. Giddings.
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all, if from no other strong motive, yet from that of one over-

powering interest common to the slave States. If the posi-

tion of those seven States were irregular, for a time, certainly

it would be nothing very extraordinary in the history of

nations, and by no means so irregular as civil war.

The proposition of Virginia was like a fire-brand suddenly

presented at the portals of the Republican magazine, and the

whole energies of the radicals were at once enlisted to make
it of no effect. The slaveholding States of Delaware, Mary-

land, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, and Missouri,

cheerfully responded to the appeal of Virginia ; but it was

quite evident that they had, in general, made up their minds

to test the question, now—whether their slave property was

to be safe in the future or not, under the protection promised

by the Constitution. Of the eighteen free States, five, namely,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, California, and Oregon,

sent no commissioners—the two latter, indeed, precluded by
the great distance and the brief time between the notice and

the day appointed for the conference, but the others from

disinclination. Several others selected men of eminent char-

acter, in whole or in part, who might be depended upon

to act with discretion and honor for the true interests of the

common country. In other cases, it was quite different. In

the great State of ISTew York, the newly elected Republican

Governor, Mr. Morgan, would doubtless have appointed com-

missioners of conservative tendencies; but the Republican

legislature chose to make the selection, and the delegation

from that State was somewhat unequally divided between

conservatives and the most uncompromising radicals. In

Massachusetts, the popular alarm at the idea of war was very

great, and it was hoped that the legislature would choose

commissioners disposed to aid any reasonable plan for the

settlement of the controversy. But, under Avhatever misap-

prehension, the power of appointment w^as unfortunately con-

ferred upon the executive. It was well known that he was
altogether opposed to taking any part in the contemplated

proceedings; but he yielded finally to the formal request
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of the members of Congress from Massachusetts, signified to

him under date of January 28th, by every one, with the

exception of Mr. Sumner. 1

The names of not a few gentlemen of the Republican

party, who were considered well qualified for such a mission,

and whose appointment would have given satisfaction to

men of all parties, except the extreme radical faction, had
been prominently before the public on this occasion. It was
thought that the legislature, if it had retained the power of

naming the commissioners, would have chosen several, at

least, of the more moderate Republican class ; and, possibly,

considering that the subject of the proposed conference was of

a peculiarly national character, in which men of all parties were,

profoundly interested, that the legislature might prove plac-

able enough to permit even the Democrats and conservatives

who had supported Bell and Everett, to be represented, in

part, according to the example set by the New York General

1 The following is a copy of their request. It will be observed, by its

date, that their movement was made one week before the day appointed for

the conference. Action was not taken upon it in Massachusetts, however,

until the evening of the first day of the meeting of the conference :

" House of Eepeesentatiyes, Washington, January 28, 1861.

" II. E. Governor J. A. Andrew, Mass.

" Dear Sir : It is deemed by some of us advisable that the Commonwealth

should be represented at the meeting of delegates of States, to be held at this

place on the 4th proximo. We, therefore, beg leave respectfully to call youi

attention to the expediency of early action in the premises.

" We are your obedient servants,

"Alex. H. Rice,

"Chas. R. Train,

" Henry Wilson,

" C. F. Adams,

" Jno. B. Alley,

" James Buffington,

" H. L. Dawes,
" T. D. Elliott,

" A. BlIRLINGAME,

"D. W. Gooch,

" Charles Delano."

18*
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Assembly. In consequence of the opposition of the Governor,

and of that portion of the legislature in sympathy with his

views, action had been delayed until the 4th of February, the

day designated for the meeting at Washington. At length,

in an evil hour, but doubtless in the confidence that some

reasonable respect would be paid to the various views of

men, at an exigency so critical, the committee which had the

matter in charge agreed to report a resolution to the legisla-

ture for the appointment of the commissioners by the Execu-

tive authority ; which was adopted by both branches on the

evening of February 4th. The names of those whom the

Governor had fixed upon were announced on the following

morning; and the public were astounded to observe that

seven more thoroughly uncompromising gentlemen could not

have been selected in the State. In fact, they were evidently

to be sent to Washington, not to confer, but to resist; and

their united influence, exerted in that direction, in combina-

tion with that of the other radical members, throughout the

course of the proceedings, proved extremely unfavorable to

the effect of any measures of adjustment which might be

adopted, and rendered whatever was actually accomplished

of no avail.

Indeed, the Northern legislatures, in general, having come
under the control of the sectionalists, were extremely reluc-

tant to accede to the invitation of Virginia ; and although

professing their desire for a friendly conference, in their reso-

lutions for the appointment of commissioners, took care to

let it be known that they were not prepared to accept the

basis of adjustment proposed. 1
Several of them, in merely

formal compliance, simply requested their Senators and
Representatives in Congress to act on behalf of the State, in

the Convention ; that is, Republican politicians, already,

both privately and officially implicated in the doings of the

1 All but New Jersey, the only free State which had given a Democratic

majority in the election. The resolutions of its legislature set forth that the

proposition of Mr. Crittenden would be " acceptable to the people of the State

of New Jersey."
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party, instead of men from whom some impartial consider-

ation of the subject might "be expected as possible. But,

notwithstanding all this effort at "hedging," the radicals

were in a state of extreme trepidation. The Convention con-

tained many gentlemen of great public reputation, and who
had held eminent offices in the nation and at home, both

from the border slave States and from several of the free

States. There seemed reason to ajjprehend, that their de-

liberations might produce a strong public impression, and

prove unfavorable to the interests and objects of the party.

It was in this state of mind that the following despatch was
sent to the Governor of Wisconsin, by a Red and Black Re-

publican, who afterwards became somewhat notorious in a

military capacity:

" February 1, 1S61.
" To Governor Randall :

"Appoint commissioners to Washington Conference—myself one

—

to

strengthen our side. Carl Schurz."

The subjoined letter, also, froni one of the Senators in

Congress from Michigan, presenting the views of himself and

his colleague, though often cited in the public journals, is of

too much interest to be omitted here :

" Washington, February 11, 1861.

" My dear Governor : Governor Bingham * and myself telegraphed to you

on Saturday, at the request of Massachusetts and JVeio York? to send delegates

to the Peace Compromise Congress. They admit that we were right and they

were wrong ; that no Republican State should have sent delegates ; but they

are here, and can't get away. Ohio, Indiana, and Ehode Island are caving in,

1 Mr. Bingham, one of the Senators from Michigan, wrote to the Governor

of that State, from Washington, under date of February 15th

:

" It cannot be doubted that the recommendations of this convention will

have considerable influence upon the public mind and upon the action of Con-

gress."

2 This letter indicates, therefore, the coincidence of views between the

Massachusetts delegation and the Michigan Senator. In regard to New York,

however, it was a partial misrepresentation. While a majority of its delega-

tion were of the most " stiff-backed " description, there were others of a very

different spirit. But, probably, the writer, who speaks of a State as if it were

Republican property, reckoned all but the " stiff-backed " for nothing.
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and there is some clanger of Illinois ; and now they beg us, for God's sake, to

come to their rescue, and save the Republican party from rupture. I hope you

will send stiff-bached men, or none. The whole thing was gotten up against

my judgment and advice, and will end in thin smoke. Still, I hope, as a mat-

ter of courtesy to some of our erring brethren, that you will send the dele-

gates. Truly your friend,

" Z. Chandler.
" His Excellency Austin Blair.

" P. S.—Some of the manufacturing States think that a fight would be aw-

ful. Without a little blood-letting, this Union will not, in my estimation, be

worth a curse."

If this truly eloquent and statesmanlike epistle does not

express the views of the Republican managers at the time,

precisely, it does at least indicate with sufficient clearness,

their relations towards the Peace Conference, and the deter-

mined purpose of the radicals to have " a fight ;
" and it fur-

thermore foreshadows the actual direction given to future

events. There were enough of the " stiff-backed " in the

Peace Conference to deprive its deliberations and their result

of all moral effect. They thought much more of saving
" the Republican party from rupture," than of taking pains

to prevent the threatened dissolution of the Union ; an event

which only too many of them actually desired, and which
had now come so near, because, in the face of a calamity so

dreadful, " conservative " Republicans and desperate radicals

continued to hold together and to act in concert with each

other. The occasion had drawn to the city of Washington
very many persons of public and private reputation, espe-

cially from the North ; and their efforts were not wanting, by
argument and expostulation, to impress the radical members
of the conference with whom they were acquainted, with

the realities of the situation, and in striving to bring about

a better understanding. It was all in vain. The reply was

—when driven to an explicit avowal of what they desired

—

"We have won the battle " (which was not the fact, since the

victory had Mien to them by accident), " and we mean to have

the fruits." The conference continued its sessions until Feb-

ruary 27th. It is useless to examine its doings in detail. A
committee of one from each State presented had been ap-
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pointed at an early period of the proceedings, to consider the

general subject before the conference ; and its report, after

the adoption of certain amendments, was finally agreed to

by a majority of the delegates. The amendments to the

Constitution proposed by the committee were contained in

seven different propositions, the vote on each of which was
taken separately

:

I. Slavery was prohibited in territory north of the paral-

lel of 36° 30', and permitted south of that line. No law was

to be passed by Congress or the local legislatures, to prevent

the taking of slaves into the latter territory ; and on either

side of the line, territory, with inhabitants sufficient and with

a republican form of government, was to be admitted either

with or without involuntary servitude, as its constitution

might provide.

II. No future acquisition of territory was to be made,

except by discovery and for certain national purposes, with-

out the concurrence of a majority of Senators from the free

States and the slave States respectively.

III. Congress was to have no power, by construction of

the Constitution, or by any amendment of it, to interfere

with slavery in any State, or in the District of Columbia, or

in places within the exclusive jurisdiction of the United

States ; nor to prohibit the transportation of slaves from one

slave State or territory to another ; but they were not to be

taken through States or territories in which the laws forbade

such transit. Slaves were not to be brought into the Dis-

trict of Columbia for sale, or to be kept there on the way to

sale.

IV. No such construction was to be placed on the article

of the Constitution which provides for the delivery of fugi-

tives from service or labor, as to prevent States from passing

laws for the enforcement of that provision.

V. The foreign slave trade was to be forever prohibited.

VI. The provisions of the Constitution for the delivery

of fugitives from service or labor, and in relation to the ap-

portionment of representatives and direct taxes, were not to
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be amended or abolished without the consent of all the

States.

VII. Congress was to provide by law for the payment, by

the United States to the owner, of the full value of any slave

rescued by violence or intimidation, or whose recovery might

be prevented by the same means. 1

1
It should be stated that Mr. Chase, at the period in question a Senator

from Ohio, was also a member of the Peace Conference ; and a brief letter

written by him to a friend, at the time, expressing his apprehensions of an

adjustment, came to light at a later period, and had extensive circulation in

the newspapers of the day.
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Fair Basis of Settlement in the Propositions of the Peace Conference ; bat they were
carried only by bare Majorities.—The Crittenden Eesolutions.—The Committee of

Thirteen.—Mr. Toombs's Statement ofits Spirit.—Mr. Douglas oa the Eesolutions.—Mr.

Crittenden's Opinion of their Effect, had they been adopted.—Mr. Pugh and Mr.

Doaglas, as to the readiaess of Mr. Davis and Mr. Toombs to accept them, if agreed

to by the Eepublican Members.—Eesolutions already rejected by the House, lost in

the Senate, by a Majority of One, Mr. Seward not voting.—The two-thirds Yote

necessary to give them Effect could not have been obtained, had all the Southern

Senators been present.—Mr. Douglas's Statement thatmany of the Eepublican Leaders

desired Dissolution aud War.—Mr. Everett's Letter, of February 2d, 1861, to the

"Union" Meeting at Faneuil Hall, in Opposition to " Coercion," and stating the Party

Obstacles to Adjustment—Certain Anti-Abolition Eesolutions pass the House.—The
Faint-heartedness of the Class of Eepublican Leaders who were Union Men, but afraid

of breaking up their Party, prevented the Settlement.

Ix the foregoing propositions of the Peace Conference

was evidently a sound basis for settlement of the contro-

versy. These propositions came quite up to the resolutions

introduced by Mr. Crittenden, and to the recommendations

of the General Assembly of Virginia, except in regard to

the comparatively immaterial point of the transportation of

slaves through the non-slaveholding States ; and they would,

doubtless, have been gladly acceded to by the slave States

at an earlier period. Even now, if adopted by the confer-

ence, with any thing approaching to general concurrence, or

if accepted and recommended by Congress, the country

might have been saved from its coming trials. But here was
the difficulty in the way. No such general concurrence had

existed, and there was no hope whatever of the favorable

action of Congress. Though the majority of the delegations

from several of the free States voted uniformly in favor of
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the propositions in turn, the fall vote of the delegates from

others of the tree States was given uniformly in opposition

to each. Several of the propositions were not entirely satis-

factory to some of the slave States ; and Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Massachusetts, and Vermont were sometimes found

voting side by side with North Carolina and Virginia. In

fact, the propositions were carried by majorities simply, and

in some instances by bare majorities, instead of by any gen-

eral consent ; and so far as their effect was concerned, they

might as well not have been carried at all. The same spirit

prevailed in the conference, which had been already exhib-

ited by Congress, and which was still kept . up to the close

of the session. The Crittenden resolutions had been reported

to the Senate at an early period, from the Committee of Thir-

teen. The members of the committee were Messrs. Powell

and Crittenden of Kentucky, Mr. Hunter of Virginia, Mr.

Seward of New York, Mr. Toombs of Georgia, Mr. Doug-

las of Illinois, Mr. Collamer of Vermont, Mr. Davis of

Mississippi, Mr. Wade of Ohio, Mr. Bigler of Pennsylva-

nia, Mr. Rice of Minnesota, Mr. Doolittle of Wisconsin,

and Mr. Grimes of Iowa. Eight of the members were

Democrats or conservatives; five were Republicans. Five

were from the slave States, and eight from the free States.

It is difficult to see how the committee could have been more
appropriately constituted. But, as in the case of the Peace

Conference, it is evident that the action of the conservative

majority could be of no avail, without the assent of the Re-

publican members. Within five days after the subject had
been submitted to their consideration, on December 23d, Mr.

Toombs informed his constituents in Georgia that

—

"A vote was taken in the Committee of Thirteen on amendments to the

Constitution, proposed by the Hon. John J. Crittenden, and each and all of

them were voted against harmoniously by the Black-Republican members of

the committee. In addition to these facts, a majority of the Black-Republican

members of the committee declared distinctly that they had no guarantees to

offer, which was silently acquiesced in by the other members." 1

1 Quoted in Carpenter's " Logic of History," p. 139.
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Where the obstacle lay may be learned, also, from a

speech of Mr. Douglas in the Senate, January 3d, in which,

referring to a similar plan of compromise, introduced by him-

self, he said

:

" I believe this to be a fair basis of amicable adjustment. If you, of the

Republican side, are not willing to accept this, nor the proposition of the

Senator from Kentucky, Mr. Crittenden, pray tell us what you are willing to do.

I address the inquiry to the Republicans alone, for the reason that, in the

Committee of Thirteen, a few days ago, every member from the South, includ-

ing those from the cotton States (Messrs. Davis and Toombs), expressed their

readiness to accept the proposition of my venerable friendfrom Kentucky, as a

final settlement of the controversy, if tendered and sustained by the Republican

members. Hence, the sole responsibility of our disagreement, and the only diffi-

culty in the way of an amicable adjustment, is with the Republican party" 1

Indeed, Mr. Toombs himself, in a speech to the Senate,

January 7th, speaking of course for those with whom he was
acting as well as for himself, after suggesting the conditions

which he would prefer and would accept, " for the sake of

peace—permanent peace "—proceeded

:

" I am willing, however, to take the proposition of the Senator (from Ken-

tucky), as it was understood in committee, putting the North and the South on

the same ground, prohibiting slavery on one side, acknowledging slavery and

protecting it on the other ; and applying that to all future acquisitions, so that

the whole continent, to the north pole, shall be settled upon the one rule, and

to the south pole, under the other."
2

This was in exact conformity with the propositions of the

Peace Conference, and, moreover, the principle of the Mis-

souri Compromise. Mr. Crittenden, also, in a published

letter to Mr. Anderson, of Cincinnati, dated March 27th,

1861, remarks, in reference to the resolutions which bear his

name

:

"I believe, if those measures thus offered had been, at a suitable time,

promptly adopted by the Congress of the United States, it icould have checked

the progress of the rebellion and revolution, and saved the Union*

On the day of the final disposition of the question, March

1 "Congressional Globe," Appendix, 1860~'61, p. 41.
a

lb., 1861, p. 270.
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3d, 1861, Mr. Pugh, of Ohio, declared, in a speech to the

Senate

:

"Before the Senators from the State of Mississippi left this chamber, I

heard one of them, who now assumes, at least, to be President of the Southern

Confederacy, propose to accept it (that is, the Crittenden proposition), and to

maintain the Union, if that proposition could receive the vote it ought to receive

from the other side of this chamber. Therefore, of all your propositions, of all

your amendments, knowing as I do, and knowing that the historian will write

it down, at any time before the first of January, a two-thirds vote for the Crit-

tenden Resolutions, in this chamber, would have saved every State in the Union

but South Carolina." 1

Mr. Douglas followed Mr. Pugh on this occasion, and

remarked

:

" The Senator has said, that if the Crittenden proposition could have passed,

early in the session, it would have saved all the States, except South Carolina.

Ifirmly believe it would. * * * I can confirm the Senator's declaration,

that Senator Davis himself, when on the Committee of Thirteen, toas ready at

all times to compromise on the Crittenden proposition. I will go further, and

say that Mr. Toombs was also."
2

On the 3d of March a final disposition was made of the

question. The House had already rejected the measure, on

the 27th of February, by a vote of 113 to 80. In the Senate,

the amendment offered by Mr. Clark, of ISTew Hampshire,

came up first in order, and was defeated by yeas 22, to nays

14 ; several Republican Senators, acting with the majority,

in order, as they stated, either to allow " the Senator from

Kentucky to obtain a vote on his resolutions," or " in order

to get an opportunity to vote against the resolution of the

Senator from Kentucky." Two or three others were silent

as to their reasons, though acting doubtless from similar mo-

tives. The question then recurred upon adopting the Crit-

tenden plan of adjustment. All the Republican Senators

present voted for its rejection, except Mr. Seward, who ab-

stained from giving his vote at all. The only Senators pres-

ent from the seceding States were those from Virginia and

Tennessee, one from Arkansas, and one from Texas, together

1 " Congressional Globe," part ii., p. 1300.
3

lb., p. 1391.
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with one from Missouri. All these, including Mr. Johnson,

now President of the United States, voted for the adoption

of the plan. The result was, its rejection by a strict party

vote of 20 to 19. Thus the Senate of the United States put

a final end to any lingering hopes which might have been

entertained, that at least the moral influence of a majority

of that hitherto respected body would have been afforded to

the sole measure of pacification formally before the country,

and upon which the heart of the nation may justly be said

to have been so long and so anxiously fixed. 1

It has been alleged, indeed, on many hands, and very

extensively believed, without examination of the facts, that

it was by the wilful default of the Southern Senators, that

the Crittenden proposition was defeated; in a word, that the

Northern Senators could not be expected to adopt the meas-

ure, since those from the South had seen fit to abandon it to

its fate. On the contrary, supposing higher motives, worthy

of the occasion and becoming statesmen and patriotic citizens,

could have had due influence, the very fact alleged—though

not altogether accurately stated, since twelve Senators from

slave States retained their seats until Congress finally rose

—

might seem to impose upon the Northern Senators a still higher

obligation. It was entirely in their own power to adopt meas-

ures which would have put the deserters so clearly in the

wrong, as to have left no excuse even to themselves ; and which,

at the latest hour, could have hardly failed to pave the way for

the pacification ofthe country. It was the very absence of the

seceders which gave the others the grand opportunity. For,

in that case, no outbreak of violence could have occurred

;

the question would have been submitted to the people ; and

time would have been afforded for " the angry excitements of

the hour" to pass away. And, even if the seven States,

which alone had seceded, at the close of the session of Con-

gress had been able to maintain their attitude until the pop-

1
It was stated in the public prints, early in November, 1861, when actual

war had been on foot but a few months, that Mr. Lincoln made known his

" regrets that he did not urge the adoption of the Crittenden compromise."
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ular decision had been reached, it is certain that, npoL

agreement to the proposed constitutional amendment, by a

majority of the Northern States, they must have been com-

pelled to yield to the popular will of the South itself, without

further action on the part of the North. Such a course,

therefore, adopted by Congress, would have saved the coun-

try—but it would have broken up the Republican party.

But, in fact, the Democrats and conservatives in the

Senate did not have it in their power to give the vote of two-

thirds, necessary for the' submission of the question to the

people, even when the Senators from all the States were in

their places ; to say nothing of the decided majority against

any plan of adjustment in the House of Representatives.

Of the twenty-seven Senators who constituted the majority,

upon the reconsideration of Mr. Clark's amendment, on the

eighteenth of January, not less than seventeen were from the

slave States, and no Republicans voted in favor of the mo-

tion. The Senate, at that time, consisted of sixty-six mem-
bers ; of whom thirty were from the slave States, and ten

were Democrats or conservatives from the free States. Had
all the seceding Senators, therefore, remained in their places

till the last, they could not have secured the necessary two-

thirds, without the aid of four Republican votes ; and that

those would not be afforded was made sufficiently clear by
their action upon the amendment proposed by the Senator

from New Hampshire. Indeed, the Republican members
let it be known, at the earliest date, as has been already

shown, that they " had no guarantees to offer." Had the

others, therefore, been in numbers sufficient to obtain a bare

two-thirds vote, it would have been simply a reaffirmation of

their own well-understood views, and without any moral in-

fluence whatever. Besides, the action of the House shows

it would have been of no avail. It was for the Republicans

to shake themselves free from the trammels of party, and, for

the sake of the country, to unite with the Democrats upon a

plan of adjustment. Deliberately declining to do so, the

conclusion is unavoidable, that upon them must rest the re-

sponsibility.
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Of the spirit which really actuated the Republican lead-

ers, the testimony of Mr. Douglas—liable himself to no suspi-

cion of disunionism, and who had been, at the preceding

election, the candidate of nearly two-thirds of the Democratic

party, in opposition to the express " Southern wing "—affords

convincing proof. The following passage is an extract from

a letter addressed by him, from Washington, to Mr. Hayes,

of Chicago, dated December 29, 1860 :

" Many of the Republican leaders desire a dissolution of the Union, and

urge war as a means of accomplishing disunion; while others are Union men
in good faith. We have now reached a point where a compromise on the basis

of mutual concession, or disunion and war, are inevitable." *

But the trouble then, and afterwards, was, that the Re-

publicans who were for the Union voted with those who were

for disunion, upon questions tending to promote disunion

;

thus rendering their own private views of no consequence.

In another letter of Mr. Douglas, addressed to Mr. Taylor,

of New York, and dated on the same day, he wrote:

" We are now drifting rapidly into civil war, which must end in disunion.

This can only be prevented by amendments to the Constitution, which will take

the slavery question out of Congress. Whether this can be done, depends

upon the Republicans. Many of their leaders desire disunion on party

grounds, and here is the difficulty. God grant us a safe deliverance, is my
prayer." 2

It makes no difference, so far as these special vaticinations

are concerned, that the revolution in the end, as revolutions

often have done, took another turn than that originally anti-

cipated. Most men believed, at the time, that the separation

would be consummated. But those who had been the most

notorious disunionists professed themselves "Union men,"

when it became more likely that the North would " take

possession of the Government," and break down the Consti-

tution in its application to the slave institution of the South.

This class of persons is graphically described in the following

further extract from a letter of Mr. Douglas, dated at Wash-

1 Quoted in "Logic of History," p. 138.

1
lb., p. 130.
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ington, February 2d, 1861, and addressed to a paper in Ten-

nessee, with the purpose of dissuading the people of that

State from taking part with secession :

" You must remember that there are disunionists among the party leaders

at the North, as well as at the South ; men whose hostility to slavery is

stronger than their fidelity to the Constitution, and who believe that the dis-

ruption of the Union would draw after it, as an inevitable consequence, civil

war, servile insurrection, and finally, the utter extermination of slavery, in all

the Southern States. * * * The Northern disunionists, like the disunion-

ists of the South, are violently opposed to all compromises, or constitutional

amendments, or efforts at conciliation, whereby peace should be restored and

the Union preserved. They are striving to break up the Union, under the pre-

tence of unbounded devotion to it. They are struggling to overthrow the Con-

stitution, while professing undying attachment to it, and a willingness to make

any sacrifice to maintain it.
1

" They are trying to plunge the country into civil war, as the surest means

of destroying the Union, upon the plea of enforcing the laws and protecting

the public property. If they can defeat any adjustment or compromise, by

which the points at issue may be satisfactorily settled, and keep up the irrita-

tion, so as to induce the Border States to follow the cotton States, they will

feel certain of the accomplishment of their ultimate designs. Nothing will

gratify them so much, or contribute so effectually to their success, as the se-

cession of Tennessee and the Border States. Every State that withdraws from

the Union increases the relative power of the Northern abolitionists to defeat

a satisfactory adjustment."

On the same day that this letter was written, Mr. Everett,

then at Washington, addressed a letter to a committee of

citizens of Boston, who had in preparation the arrangements

for a " Union meeting " at Faneuil Hall. The meeting was

duly held, and was unsurpassed for the multitude in attend-

ance and the interest exhibited ; and the fact that the " Crit-

tenden Proposition " received the unanimous and enthusiastic

approval of the vast assemblage gathered in the capital city

of New England, may afford some reasonable indication of

the support it was likely to obtain, if submitted by Congress

to the whole peojjie of the United States. Mr. Everett's let-

ter contained the following passages

:

1 There was another class, however, who boasted of having publicly burned

the Constitution, and that they had been for years engaged in efforts to destroy

the Union.
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11 The crisis is one of greater danger and importance than has ever before

existed. * * * The course of the remaining Southern States will be de-

cided in a few days. They are under opposing influences. A strong conserva-

tive sentiment binds them to the Union ; a natural sympathy with the seceding

States draws them in an opposite direction.

" If they adhere to the Union, there will be no insuperable difficulty in

whining back the sister States, which have temporarily withdrawn from us ;

but if the Border States are drawn into the Southern Confederacy, the fate

of the country is sealed. * * * To expect to hold fifteen States in the

Union by force is preposterous. The idea of a civil war, accompanied as it

would be by a servile insurrection, is too monstrous to be entertained for a

moment. If our sister States must leave us, in the name of Heaven let them

go in peace ! I agree in the sentiment, that the people alone can avert these

dire calamities. Political leaders, however well disposed, are hampered by

previous committals, and controlled by their associates. The action of Con-

gress, unless accelerated by an urgent impulse from the ultimate source of

power, is too much impeded by the forms of legislation and tediousness of de

bate. There is no hope from the political parties of the country—agencies,

unhappily, too potent for mischief, but, in the present extremity, powerless

for good, except by a generous sacrifice of all party views, interest, and ambi-

tion, to the public weal."

But the difficulty here was, that the direction of affairs

was in the hands of political leaders, " hampered by previous

committals and controlled by their associates /" so that the

question could not reach the people, in any such definite

shape, as to obtain an efficient expression of their will. Nu-
merous meetings, like that at Faneuil Hall, were held in the

principal cities and elsewhere at the North. But they were

merely popular assemblages of conservative citizens, known
expressly as " Union men "—from which " agencies unhappily

too potent for mischief," induced the body of the supporters

of the coming administration to withhold their countenance.

What was wanted was, the legitimate vote of the people,

according to the ordinary forms, upon a definite question

submitted to their determination by the law-making power.

But this Congress refused to grant. Truly, the " times were

great, and the men were smalL"

It is proper to state, that in the midst of these expressions

of popular sentiment and feeling, on the 11th of February,

the lower branch of Congress passed the subjoined resolu-
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tions, with the unanimous support of the Republican mem-
bers ; upon which the Senate, however, took no action :

Resolved, That neither the Federal Government, nor the people, or govern-

ments of non-slaveholding States, have a purpose, or a constitutional right to

legislate upon, or interfere with slavery, in any of the States of the Union.

Resolved, That those persons in the North, who do not subscribe to the

foregoing propositions, are too insignificant in numbers and influence, to excite

the serious attention or alarm of any portion of the people of the republic ; and

that the increase of their numbers and influence does not keep pace with the

increase of the aggregate population of the North.

That such a profession of views as this was politic, in

order to throw the blame of needless disturbance upon the

South, and also to meet and to unite the sentiment of Northern

popular majorities, there can be no doubt. A war professedly

for abolition could hardly have enlisted a dozen regiments in

the North. How far such a declaration was consistent with

the statements of Mr. Douglas, for example, in regard to the

opinions and purposes of men in eminent public station, with

whom he was in habits of daily intercourse, or with that de-

tail of facts which history is bound to record, is another mat-

ter. But, while it is certain, that the faction of the party

thus stigmatized was, at the very moment, not only its most

active agent, but the very nucleus around which the party

itself had gradually formed itself—and did eventually, by
regular advances, mainly mould its policy and control its

action—yet the world cannot fail to be convinced by the

tenor of these resolutions, that the civil war, so soon to ensue,

was actually begun by the North, as well as the South, upon
merely political, and not upon moral or philanthropical con-

siderations. History will also painfully record, that the

woes and sacrifices of the country and the strain upon re-

publican institutions, of which the full effect has not yet been

made manifest, might all have been saved by a little manli-

ness on the part of that class of Republican leaders described

by Mr. Douglas as " Union men in good faith," who could

easily have carried three-quarters of their party with them.

What action the disunionist leaders and the remaining quarter
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part of the Republicans might have seen fit to take, would
have been of no consequence whatever. If they had attempt-

ed revolution in consequence of the failure of their schemes,

the struggle against the united power of the country would
have been brief indeed, compared with that which actually

took place between the discordant and contending sections.

19
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On the fourth of March, 1861, the day following the final

action of Congress in the rejection of the " Peace Measures,"

Mr. Lincoln was inaugurated.

The new President was a person of scarcely more than
ordinary natural powers, with a mind neither cultivated by
education, nor enlarged by experience in public affairs. He
was thus incapable of any wide range of thought, or, in fact,

of obtaining any broad grasp of general ideas. His thoughts
ran in narrow channels. He was infirm of purpose, so far as

to be liable to be led by sharper minds and more resolute

wills
; though, like persons of that character, not unfrequently

insisting upon minor points of consideration, whether right or

wrong. He was of that class of men, who, under color of

good intentions, often fail of bringing any good purpose to

pass. He had been put in training by the Western Republi-

cans, to hold a political contest with Mr. Douglas, in order
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to become his rival for the Presidency ; as manifesting certain

eccentricities of thought and expression, and occasionally a

humorous style of addressing popular assemblies which is

taking with the multitude. By a large majority of the

people he had never been heard of, before his nomination

;

and it was owing more to their ignorance, than to their

knowledge of him, that he obtained their votes, in obedience

to party dictation. He found himself at the head of affairs

at the most critical period in the history of the country, and

in the midst of dangers and embarrassments sufficient to try

the abilities of the most prudent and sagacious statesman

;

and it is no wonder that he seldom understood what the situa-

tion demanded, and seldom failed to commit mistakes when he

acted for himself. His character appears to have been defiled

by no vices; but much more than this was requisite in

his position. Mr. Lincoln had a certain shrewdness, but was
inoffensive in disposition ; and in most inferior stations could

scarcely have failed to win good will. His dreadful assassination

threw around him the halo ofmartyrdom. There could hardly

have been a Chief Magistrate, in whose case a fate so tragic

and terrible could seem more incongruous with all his per-

sonal characteristics. We know little more of " Duncan's "

public life, than that he bore his faculties with exemplary

meekness. To the murdered President the same tribute

may be justly paid. He was as far from being a tyrant,

as he was from being a statesman. He was undoubtedly

patriotic, and sincerely so, by instinct, habit, and senti-

ment ; but his well-known letter to the editor of the New
York Tribune, overlooking the causes of Union in attempt-

ing to preserve it, shows that his patriotism was in the

manner of those who do not clearly comprehend the true

grounds of patriotism, or fully appreciate those objects of

civil government, which inspire the cordial affections of

intelligent and earnest lovers of free institutions. There have

been those, since his death, who have seen fit to compare

him with the first great President ; but there could scarcely

exist a personal contrast more marked, than that between
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his somewhat loosely constituted and indecisive character,

and the firm texture which distinguished the calm and mod-
erate, yet high-toned and sagacious mind of Washington.

The causes of the war—that is, the course of events lead-

ing to that hostile state of feeling preliminary to a trial of

strength between rival powers—may be thought to have

been made manifest in this volume in sufficient detail. The
grand question before the country now certainly was—How
actual war—civil war—the guilt of bloodshed among a kin-

dred people—not improbably the horrible and revolting

excesses of a servile insurrection, might be avoided. Where-
ever a truly patriotic and Christian heart beat, throughout

the length and breadth of the land, its fervent supplication

was, that a calamity so direful might in mercy be averted

—

that some way of escape might be provided, from an alterna-

tive so needless. There was probably no person so favorably

situated as Mr. Everett had been, to learn the exact state of

opinion at Washington, and to see clearly what the exigency

at hand demanded. His public reputation needs no com-

ment. He had devoted himself conspicuously, for several

preceding years, to a great national object, calculated to

draw more closely together the ties of the Union. 1 He had

just been a candidate, at the sacrifice of his private feelings,

and for the sake of the cause of the distinctively denominated
" Union party." He was well known for his moderation in

all things. He was in friendly relations with the leading

men of all parties throughout the country. Notwithstanding

his political position, he was on the best of social terms with

those members of the Republican party who were likely to

encourage a moderate policy ; one of whom at least became
the most conspicuous member of the administration, shortly

after Mr. Everett's letter to Boston, already cited, was writ-

ten, and was the acknowledged leader of the Republican

party ; if any man could be said to lead a party distracted

• The purchase of Mount Vernon, by the people of the United States, as a

perpetual memorial of "The Father of bis Country."
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by such discordant views, and which he was often compelled

to follow through many strange vagaries. Mr. Everett had

written, in this letter of February 2d :

"I have yielded, at the sacrifice of personal convenience, to the advice and

request that I would prolong my stay at Washington with a view to confer-

ence with members of Congress, and other persons from various parts of the

Union, who are uniting their counsels and efforts for its preservation."

This, then, upon such unexceptionable testimony, was the

great object, which, with his unsurpassed means of forming

his judgment, Mr. Everett thought could be accomplished

only by preventing the secession of the important slave

States which had not yet determined upon that step. Nor
can there be any question that he expressed the opinions of

others, able from their position to give the turn to affairs,

as well as his own, when he wrote to the Boston committee,

that it was preposterous " to expect to hold fifteen States in

the Union by force," and that " the idea of a civil war, ac-

companied as it would be by a servile insurrection, is too

monstrous to be entertained for a moment." The eventual

result of secession and the non-occurrence of servile insur-

rection do not change the face of the question. As Mr. Ev-

erett states the aspect of the case, it so presented itself at

the time. Indeed, great uncertainty hung upon men's minds,

in regard to the probable situation in the future. Evidently

Congress was not disposed to assume the responsibility of inau-

gurating war, whatever turn affairs might take, since it pur-

posely omitted to make any provision for such an event.

Indeed, towards the close of the session, a series of resolu-

tions was passed by the House of Representatives, which

betokened any thing rather than a disposition for war. They
adopted some of the measures recommended by the Peace

Conference, but said nothing of the compromise line and

slavery in the territories. But the first of the series indicates

their spirit. It was as follows

:

" That the existing discontents among the Southern people, and the growing

hostility to the Federal Government among them, are greatly to be regretted

;

and that wJiether such discontents and hostility are xoitliout just cause or not, any
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reasonable, proper, and constitutional remedies, and additional and more

specific guai-antees of their peculiar rights and interests, as recognized by the

Constitution, necessary to preserve the peace of the country and the perpe-

tuity of the Union, should be promptly and cheerfully granted."

This was surely the right spirit to entertain and to mani-

fest, in the midst of a domestic quarrel which was on the

eve of coming to blows ; and it may be considered certain that,

if a similar spirit had prevailed at an early period of the

session, the foundation, at least, would have been laid for an

amicable adjustment of the controversy. The whole series

passed the House by a vote of 136 to 53, which was more
than a two-thirds majority, although more than half of the

Southern members had already relinquished their seats. To
be sure it was rather late for mere resolves ; but even these,

though passed as "joint resolutions," and, therefore, requir-

ing the concurrence of the Senate, failed of gaining any no-

tice in that body, until during the haste and confusion of the

few last hours of the final night of the session, and then were

not even put to vote.

So far as any definite idea of the policy proposed by the

new administration could be gathered from the inaugural

address of the President, it certainly seemed as pacific in

spirit as that indicated by the action of the House. A sin-

gle passage of this address will exhibit its general tone, and

is of much importance, in view of transactions shortly af-

terwards to take place. Mr. Lincoln stated it as

—

" Only the declared purpose of the Union, that it will constitutionally main-

tain and defend itself. In doing this, there need be no bloodshed or violence,

and there shall be none, unless it is forced upon the national authority.

The power confided to me will be used to hold, occupy, and possess the

property and places belonging to the Government, and collect the duties and

imposts ; but, beyond what may be necessary for these objects, there will be

no invasion, no using of force against or among people anywhere.

" In your hands, my dissatisfied fellow-countrymen, and not in mine, is the

momentous issue of civil war. The Government will not assail you. You can

have no conflict, without being yourselves the aggressors."

It is difficult to conceive how much less than this could

have been said by the Chief Magistrate, under the existing
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circumstances ; or how any thing could have been said, unless

it were an absolute allowance of the right of secession, less

calculated to bring about hostile collision between the United

States and the States which had formed the Southern Con-

federacy. Language could hardly set forth more explicitly

the attitude assumed by the administration. Its profession

simply was that it would, as it was bound to do, " con-

stitutionally maintain and defend " the Union ; and that it

would not " assail " those already in open revolt against it.

It declared that there should be " no invasion, no using of

force " against the latter, except so far as might be necessary

in order " to hold, occupy, and possess the property and places

belonging to the Government, and collect the duties and im-

posts ; " in a word, that there need be and should be " no

bloodshed and violence," unless those in secession should be

themselves " the aggressors."

It might be thought, indeed, that this official declaration

was somewhat inconsistent with itself; since, although duties

and imposts might certainly be collected outside of the

several harbors, yet how to "hold, occuj>y, and possess"

property and places already in the forcible possession of the

others, except by "using of force," presented a difficult

problem. Yet the language seemed to be chosen with care,

and the expression—" to recover," instead of " to hold, oc-

cupy, and possess," as preliminary to the latter phrases

—

appeared to be purposely omitted. And, in order to appreci-

ate the full force of this declaration, it is necessary to remem-

ber that, at the time it was made, all " property and places

belonging to the Government," within the limits of the se-

ceded States, except the fortifications in Charleston harbor,

and two or three forts outside of the sea-coast, had been al-

ready seized, and were in the possession of the Confederates.

So far as the external appearance of things was concerned,

there was really no difference between the policy of the new
administration, up to the fall of Fort Sumter, and that which

had been pursued by its predecessor. In fact, it could not

but be thought, that the administration had determined to
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adopt a temporizing, as well as a conciliatory policy, in the

hope and expectation of thus eventually effecting a restora-

tion of the Union without hostile collision. This construc-

tion was made certain by the terms of Mr. Lincoln's reply to

certain commissioners of Virginia, who waited upon him on

the 13th of April, the day succeeding the attack on Fort

Sumter. They had, of course, been appointed previously to

that event; but the Border States had become troubled at

the military preparations which were notoriously going for-

ward under the direction of the authorities of the United

States. These commissioners presented to the President cer-

tain resolutions of the State Convention from which they

derived their appointment, as follows

:

Whereas, In the opinion of this Convention, the uncertainty which pre-

vails in the public mind as to the policy which the Federal Executive in-

tends to pursue towards the seceded States, is extremely injurious to the

industrial and commercial interests of the country, tends to keep up an excite-

ment which is unfavorable to the adjustment of the pending difficulties, and

threatens a disturbance of the public peace ; therefore

—

Resolved, That a committee of three delegates be appointed to wait on

the President of the United States, present to him this preamble, and respect-

fully ask him to communicate to this Convention the policy which the Federal

Executive intends to pursue in regard to the Confederate States.

Mr. Lincoln received these gentlemen, and in reply,

amongst other things of less moment, referring to his Inaugu-

ral Address, remarked

:

"By the words, 'property and places belonging to the Government,' I

chiefly allude to the military posts and property which were in the possession

of tlie Government when it came into my hands. But if, as now appears to

be true, in pursuit of a purpose to drive the United States authority from

those places, an unprovoked attack has been made upon Fort Sumter, I shall

hold myself at liberty to repossess it, if I can, and also, like places vihich had

been seized before the Government was devolved upon me ; and, in any event, I

shall, to the best of my ability, repel force by force.

" In case it proves that Fort Sumter has been assaulted, as is reported, I

shall, perhaps, cause the United States mails to be withdrawn from all the

States which claim to have seceded, believing that the commencement of actual

war against the Government, which justifies, and possibly, demands it. * *

Whatever else I may do for the purpose, I shall not attempt to collect the
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duties and imposts, by any armed invasion of any part of the country ; not

meaning by this, however, that I may not land a force deemed necessary to re-

lieve a fort upon the border of the country."

This was sufficiently mild. Why Mr. Lincoln intimated

any want of absolute certainty, in regard to the assault on
Fort Sumter, must be a matter of some conjecture. But he

had received the information on this j^oint, by which the

whole North was on the instant profoundly surprised and
affected, with a degree of composure, according to the pub-

lished accounts of the day, scarcely consistent with emotions

natural enough, when unexpected nev?r

s had just reached him,

communicating an event so startling and momentous as the

commencement of actual war.

But since such was the character and effect of this affair,

the question recurs—How far history, upon a review of the

actual incidents attending it, would be justified in pronounc-

ing it an " unprovoked attack ? " Mr. Lincoln was certainly

professing, all the while, as pacific intentions as were con-

sistent with his position. On the other hand, professions, in

correspondence with such peaceable views, were made, in a

very marked manner, at the same period, by the commis-

sioner despatched to Maryland, from the Mississippi State

Convention. Proceeding from such a body in a State, one

of the citizens of which was soon chosen for their President

by the Confederates, it can hardly be supposed that this

commissioner was not familiar with the purposes actually

contemplated; and his explanation of them is frank and ex-

plicit enough, whatever may be thought of the feasibility of

the plan thus revealed by him

:

" Secession is not intended to break up the present Government, but to

perpetuate it. We do not propose to go out by way of breaking up or de-

stroying the Union, as our fathers gave it to us, but we go out for the purpose

of getting further guarantees and security for our rights—not by a convention

of all the Southern States, nor by congressional tricks, which have failed in

times past, and will fail again. But our plan is for the Southern States to

withdraw from the Union for the present, to allow amendments to the Con-

stitution to be made, guaranteeing our just rights ; and if the Northern

States will not make those amendments, by which these rights shall be se-

19*
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cured to us, ihen we must secure them the best way we can. This question

of slavery must be settled now, or never. The country has been agitated by

it for the past twenty or thirty years. It has been a festering sore upon the

body politic, and many remedies having failed, we must try amputation to

bring it to a healthy state. TVe must have amendments to the Constitution

;

and if we cannot get them, we must set up for ourselves." *

Of course, the administration could not but understand,

upon an open avowal like this, and through other authentic

sources of information, that such was the plan actually enter-

tained. Indeed, the passages already cited from Mr. Lin-

coln's Inaugural Address necessarily confirm this view of the

subject. Forty days had actually elapsed between the in-

auguration and the demonstration in Charleston harbor,

"without a hostile movement. Extensive military prepara-

tions had been made, by the appropriate departments of the

Government, during that period ; but these were not incon-

sistent with the President's qualified declaration of the pur-

pose of the Union simply "to maintain and defend itself"

—

without "invasion," or "using of force against any people

anywhere." Preparations much more extensive and com-

plete, for a long time previously, had been going forward

also, on the Southern side. But, however violent measures

may have been contemplated, as possibly unavoidable in the

last resort, it is obvious that, during several weeks after the

incoming of the new administration, on its own part, and on

that of the Confederate leaders, the wish, the hope, and the

expectation were predominant for a future peaceable adjust-

ment of the pending controversy—which the preamble of the

Virginia Convention somewhat naively stated—" threatens a

disturbance of the public peace." In fact, the policy of the

new administration, for the forty days immediately succeed-

ing its inauguration, could not be distinguished from that of

Mr. Buchanan. It certainly did not exceed it during that

period, in ostensibly hostile spirit or demonstration.

In order properly to appreciate the circumstances attend-

ing the assault on Fort Sumter, it is necessary to bear in

1 Quoted in Shaflher's "Secession War," published in London in 1862.
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mind the pacific intentions thus professed on both sides, and

the language of the Inaugural Address, in connection with

the fact, that all the public places within the Confederate

States, except Fort Sumter, and Fort Pickens at Pensacola,

Florida, had been already seized, at the time of the inaugu-

ration of Mr. Lincoln—though, of course, no claim of right,

on the part of the Confederates, was intended to be or was
admitted by him. Soon after the 4th of March, certain com-

missioners, in behalf of those representing the Confederates,

at Montgomery, Alabama, repaired to Washington for the

purpose of negotiating the evacuation of those forts. Only

the one first mentioned shortly afterwards became the object

of special interest ; and, in regard to that celebrated fortifi-

cation, the question resolves itself into this proposition

—

Whether, considering its actual situation, it did not come

within the spirit of the rule of action laid down in the In-

augural Address. There seems no good reason why the

motives for the temporary abandonment of other forts, and

of arsenals, and public property in general, in the seceded

States, should not be equally applicable to Fort Sumter, if it

were not in a condition to be successfully defended. If it

were, the matter might present itself in a somewhat different

light ; though not necessarily, if the object were to avoid

collision. It was situated in the centre of Charleston harbor,

closely besieged by batteries at various points, and feebly

garrisoned. An attempt to furnish it with supplies, by an

unarmed transport, near the close of Mr. Buchanan's adminis-

tration, had been repelled by the fire of those batteries;

though no obstacles were thrown in the way of procuring

provisions from the markets of Charleston, at least until a few

days before the final assault. At a Cabinet consultation, it

had been determined, with the concurrence of General Scott,

then chief in military command, that the reenforcement of

the fort, in the face of resistance, was impracticable. This

view resulted from the character of the harbor, which denied

access to ships-of-war of more than moderate capacity, as

abundantly appeared afterwards, during the long siege of 4
'
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city, in the progress of the war ; and other vessels, after the

example of the " Star of the West," could only be expected

to meet with disaster, in attempting to run by the batteries.

Besides, an endeavor to throw troops into the fort, " using

force " would be manifestly an " armed invasion," inconsist-

ent with the official announcement of his intentions by the

President.

Such seemed to be the view of the matter taken by the

administration. It had been certainly a subject of wonder
with many persons, that a strong body of troops had not

been ordered to the fortifications of Charleston harbor, before

the secession of South Carolina took place. It could then

have been the ground of no plausible complaint, whatever

else might have been the effect of such a demonstration,

under the existing circumstances. But to retain a slight

garrison now in the fort, in its own critical situation and in

the critical condition of the times, appeared at least useless,

and in many points of view scarcely in accordance with the

ostensible policy of the administration. And however revolt-

ing to the national pride might be the idea of giving up this

piece of national property to those who were in a state of

practical hostility to the United States, yet, in its present

condition, it could render no service to the nation, while its

temporary abandonment would be one important means of

checking the further advance of the rebellion, and thus tend

to the substantial national welfare. For it was not until

after the bombardment of this fort, that Virginia, Tennes-

see, Arkansas, and North Carolina, deeming the expedition

to Charleston an act of war, joined the States already in

secession, and that Kentucky declared its purpose to remain

neutral.

Mr. Campbell, of Alabama, who had resigned his posi-

tion as one of the justices of the Supreme Court of the United

States, when the State in which he resided declared for seces-

sion, was the organ ofcommunication, at Washington, between
the Department of State and the Confederate commissioners.

"
:
s account of his negotiation has been before the public,
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and has not been contradicted upon any known authority.

He stated that Mr. Seward authorized him to give assurances

to the Southern commissioners that Fort Sumter would be

evacuated. This assurance appears to have been repeated,

on various occasions, and at length with the statement that the

fort would be immediately evacuated. On the seventh ofApril,

Mr. Campbell, having learned, doubtless, that ships-of-war

were in motion at ~New York and elsewhere, and hearing the

rumors at Washington, addressed a note, indicating his un-

easiness, to the Secretary of State, and received the explicit

reply :
" Faith as to Sumter fully kept—wait and see."

! On
the twelfth of April, a fleet, consisting of twTo sloops-of-war, a

steam cutter, and three steam transports appeared off Charles-

ton harbor, and remained at anchor in the offing, inactively,

during the assault which ensued. It is well known that upon

the appearance of this fleet, a message was despatched to

Montgomery for orders, to which the reply was, to demand

the surrender of the fort, and to reduce it if compliance with

the demand were refused. Upon Major Anderson's refusal,

the bombardment began.

Whether the appearance of this fleet, under the circum-

stances, could be considered a pacific or a hostile demonstra-

tion, may be left to inference. Whether its total inaction,

during the fierce bombardment of the fort and its defence,

continued for days, and until its final surrender, justly bears

the aspect of an intention to avoid the charge of " aggression,"

and to give the whole affair the appearance of defence merely,

may also be referred to the judgment of the reader. The

question also occurs—whether this sudden naval demonstra-

tion was not such a palpable violation of the promise

—

" faith as to Sumter fully kept "—as to be an unmistakable

menace of " aggression," if not absolute aggression in itself.

For these inquiries are not to be settled upon the basis of the

abstract right or duty of the Government to adopt one line

of conduct or another, in its own support ; but, in reference

1 See journals of the day.
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to the position in which it had placed itself, to the under-

standing between the parties, and to the whole circumstances

of the actual case in hand. It should also he considered that

when the fleet came to anchor off Charleston bar, it was well

known that many other and larger vessels-of-war, attended by

transports containing troops and surf-boats, and all the neces-

sary means oflanding forces, had already sailed from Northern

ports—" destination unknown"—and that very considerable

time must have been requisite to get this expedition ready

for sea, during the period that assurances had been so repeat-

edly given of the evacuation of the fort. It bore the aspect,

certainly, of a manoeuvre, which military persons, and some-

times, metaphorically, politicians, denominate " stealing a

march." It was generally thought at the North that the

attack on Fort Sumter was a desperate, if not a treacherous

deed ; but it was considered at the South as the repulse of a

threatened assault upon Charleston, involving an ostensible

breach of faith by a responsible officer and agent of the ad-

ministration.

Certain extracts from leading journals of the day, will

tend to throw considerable light on this subject. The regu-

lar telegraphic despatch from Washington to the New York
Herald, of April 7th, contains the following announcement

:

" Despatches received here to-day from Montgomery render it perfectly cer-

tain that no attack will be made by the Confederate troops on either Fort

Sumter or Fort Pickens. President Davis is detennined that this administra-

tion shall not place him in a false position, by making it appear to the world

that the South are the aggressors. This has been and still is the policy of

Mr. Lincoln. It will not be successful. Unless Mr. Lincoln's administration

make the first demonstration and attack, President Davis says there will be no

collision or bloodshed. With the Lincoln administration, therefore, rests the

responsibility of precipitating a collision, and the fearful evils of protracted

civil war."

Making all due allowance for the occasionally speculative

character of desjmtches from newspaper correspondents, yet

this appears to be consistent with the professions and the ac-

tion, on both sides, except in regard to those aggressions

already committed by the people of the several States, which
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had been partially condoned by the terms of the Inaugural

Address. ~No act of violence had been committed by author-

ity of the Confederate Government, since its organization on

the ninth of February ; and both parties seemed to be seek-

ing to avoid " aggression." The Now York papers of April

8th contained the subjoined statement, showing the prevalent

opinion at Charleston in regard to the situation

:

" The Charleston Courier, of Friday last (April 5th), received here, says:

' That, from the best informed quarter, there is reason to believe that, in a

few days, leave of absence will be granted for an indefinite period to the en-

tire command at Fort Sumter."

On the same 8th of April, however, the New York Tribune,

much more likely than any other newspaper, at that time, to

obtain accurate information of the purposes entertained at

Washington, printed the following passage among its de-

spatches of the 7th of April from the capital

:

"In a word, Major Anderson is not to be withdrawn, and he is to be pro

visioned, as was prefigured in my last despatch."

This was on the day that Mr. Campbell addressed his

final inquiry to Mr. Seward. On the tenth of the same month,

two days before the bombardment occurred, in an editorial

article, the Tribune made the following explicit declaration

:

" We are enabled to state, with positive certainty, that the principal ob-

ject of the military and naval expedition which has sailed from this harbor,

within the past four days, is the relief of Fort Sumter."

In this connection, the following passage extracted from

an editorial article in the New York Herald—than which no

paper was more assiduous in the collection of information

from all quarters—cannot but be considered highly explana-

tory of the deliberate purpose for which the expedition was

despatched to the harbor of Charleston. The passage appears

in the number of that journal for May 11th, after opinions

had become more settled upon the subject, and after a very

considerable change had been manifested in the expression

of its own opinions in regard to the national situation

:

" The demonstration which precipitated the attack on Fort Sumter waa

resolved upon to prove to the country and the world the true character and
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objects of the rebellion. It was, in fact, the first tangible evidence we had

that the Government had a policy, and the success with which it has been

attended has inspired more confidence in its ability to carry us through our

present difficulties."

A comparison of this passage should be made with the

telegraphic message from Washington to the same paper of

April 7th. But if this statement of the Herald is to be be-

lieved, it cannot be doubted that the new policy at length

adopted by the administration was developed by the expedi-

tion to Charleston ; that it was a decisive deviation from its

formerly declared policy ; and that it was intended to " draw
the fire" of the Confederates, and was a silent aggression, with

the object of producing an active aggression from the other

side. It was in this manner that the determinate issue of

peace or war was finally reached.

It would be extremely uncharitable towards Mr. Seward,

and not less unjust, to imagine that he made any engagement

which he did not intend to fulfil. The Republican news-

papers of the day pretended, by way of palliation, that his

promises were given only in his private capacity, and not as

Secretary of State. But this theory was, of course, un-

tenable ; for although the administration declined to recog-

nize, officially, the several sets of commissioners who appear-

ed at Washington, either on the part of some Southern State,

or from Montgomery, yet Mr. Seward could only treat

with them at all, on matters affecting the interests of the

United States and those of its revolted citizens, as Secretary

of State. But the truth undoubtedly was, that he had over-

rated his own immediate influence, and believed it would be
in his power to carry out the policy which had been sub-

stantially laid down in the Inaugural Address. But now
were felt the full effects of the unhappy composition of the

Republican party, and of bringing men together in a political

organization, for a merely political object, whose views were
so utterly at variance as to the ulterior ends to be answered
by a successful election. Undoubtedly Mr. Lincoln was sin-

cerely desirous of maintaining the Union. Every sentiment
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and motive would prompt him to prevent its disruption, and
to take no steps tending towards a dissolution, which would
be imputed to the fact of his own elevation to the office of

President. But the claims of party had required him to con-

sult the several factions of the party in the selection of his

cabinet. Mr. Seward himself, Mr. Smith, Secretary of the

Interior, and Mr. Bates, the Attorney General, were as con-

servative as it was possible for men connected with the Re-

publican party to be. Mr. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury,

and Mr. Blair, Postmaster General, represented the extreme

radical wing; while, of the two remaining members, Mr.

Cameron, Secretary of War, and Mr. Welles, Secretary of the

Navy, neither of them persons of very marked characteristics,

it may be only necessary to say here, that the naval and
military expedition to the Southern coast was fitted out under

the authority of their several Departments.

It is evident that Mr. Lincoln, on this first and fatal occa-

sion, as upon others afterwards, yielded to " pressure." Mr.

Seward had no choice but to submit, and was unable to afford

any explanation in regard to the discrepancy between the

policy at first declared and that finally adopted, without a

betrayal of cabinet secrets, which could not but result in the

dissolution of the cabinet, would necessarily divide the party,

and possibly might lead to the overthrow of the administra-

tion itself. An article in the editorial columns of the New
York Herald, of April 25th, gave indications, at least, of the

state of sentiment in the cabinet after the bombardment of

Fort Sumter.

" There are rumors here that Mr. Lincoln does not like the smell of gun-

powder ; that Mr. Seward would rather let the seceded States go than fight

them, and that Mr. Secretary Chase thinks it would be the best antislavery

policy to turn them adrift."

But on April 27th the same paper published an article

still more significant. It was headed " Opposition of the

Republican Journals," and thus made manifest the uneasy

state of mind in the Republican ranks

:
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" What is the matter with the Republican journals of New York ? What
do they want ? They continue to be deeply dissatisfied with the President

and his cabinet. Some want Seward removed ; some desire to oust Chase

;

some to get rid of the cabinet at one fell swoop. Some even insist upon

haying the President himself superseded to make room for a Cromwell, or a

military dictator."

There can be do doubt that the pressure from these quar-

ters had been very great, ever since the day of the inaugura-

tion. The radicals had been utterly disgusted Avith the plac-

able tone and indecisive policy exhibited by Mr. Lincoln's

address, and had made their disappointment and dissatisfac-

tion emphatically known. But, sad result, indeed, of a junc-

tion of conservatives with radicals—while the former gener-

ally remained at home engaged in their own affairs, the other

smaller faction of the party, through their newspapers and

agents, kept up the " pressure," and had almost altogether

the clean sweep of the field. It is not, perhaps, so surprising

as deplorable, that they should have been able to bring about

some change of policy in a divided administration, which

was weak, of course, through its own inherent antagonisms.

It must be remembered, that the State governments, as the

result of the preceding election, were in the hands of Repub-

lican officials, who were generally in close alliance with the

radical managers of the party. Northern Governors and

Congressmen, and politicians of this class, were constantly

going and coming between their places of residence and

Washington, untiringly employed in efforts to make the

President and his Secretaries as " stiff-backed " as those

whom they had wished for as representatives of the States,

at the Peace Conference. They were in mortal fear of losing

all which they had hoped to gain as the fruits of the election

;

afraid that there would be no war, no emancipation, no dis-

solution of the Union ; in a word, that, remembering he was
in a decided minority at the election, and knowing that at

least three-quarters of the whole people anxiously desired

peace, the President was only too likely to place himself in

the hands of the conservative masses and to effect a settle-
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ment, at last, with the seceded States, which would put an

end, and forever, to the " agitation " upon which the radical

leaders had so long lived and flourished. For it was plain,

that an adjustment effected with the South would preclude,

for all future time, the interference of the North with the

institution of slavery ; and that, upon the ratification of such

adjustment, the conservative majorities of the North and the

South would become united again, and much more firmly-

united than ever before, in support of the Constitution and

for the perpetuation of the Union.

It has thus been shown, in some detail, that radical influ-

ences at the North unfriendly to the Constitution and the

Union, at work through a long series of years, and gradually

inflaming the passions and moulding the sentiments of the

people of the South, at length had the effect to place the

Southern States in an attitude of hostility to the United

States. In iike manner the same baleful influences, as soon

as the prospect of adjustment and peace, and eventually of

renewed union, threatened disappointment to purposes so

long cherished, and finally affording some promise of fruition,

induced that change of policy which resulted in a hostile

demonstration and " precipitated " the war. The positive

causes of the Avar may be briefly summed up, as having con-

sisted of that kind and degree of long-continued aberration

from the principles of the Constitution, and -its weak and

false popular indulgence, against which the people were so

affectionately and sagaciously warned by the injunctions of

the Father of his Country, whose expostulations were so

often repeated in spirit and in substance by the most illus-

trious citizens, in both sections, for many successive years.
1

'

1 See Appendix VI.
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Object of this Yolume.—Except for Causes arising in the North, any Attempt at Secession

in the South would have been impossible.—Two Important Questions remaining after

the War.—The Speediest Eestoration best for the "Whole Country.—The Eadical Policy.

—The Emancipation Question.—An Illustration of Eadical Policy from Spanish His-

tory four hundred Years ago.—The End of the Eepublican Movement corresponds with

its Beginning.
—
"What would have been the Condition of the Country,. if Emancipation

had taken place when the Constitution was adopted.—The same Motive which led

the Eadical Managers to "precipitate" the "War induces them to oppose Eestoration.

—

The Question must soon be—" Whether we will have a reestablished Constitution and a

true Union, or a Government of Laws and not of Men" ....
It has been the object of this volume to trace the direct

and indirect causes which led to the war. Less pains has

been taken to exhibit in special detail the well-known senti-

ments, or the political demonstrations of determined seces-

sionists at the South, either before or after those causes had

accumulated and had become the basis of their action. Ex-

cept for those causes it is plain that the promoters of seces-

sion would have had no ground of action, and could have

made no such appeal to the people of the South, as to enlist

them in a transaction so momentous as open rebellion against

the Government of the country ; or could have persuaded

them that their interests and rights demanded of them the

perils and sacrifices necessarily involved in such an attempt.

Except for their belief in the existence and operation of those

causes, and of the danger to their rights and interests which

they conceived were thus threatened, any effort for secession

must necessarily have been an object simply of derision in

the Southern States, and any active movement in that direc-

tion would have been summarily put down by the South

without calling to its aid a single man from the North.
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Upon these grounds, therefore, it was, and from such motives,

that the country, against the decided and general wishes of

the people, was finally betrayed into a war for the Union, by
conspirators against the Union.

But now that the war itself is at an end, two very im-

portant questions yet remain for the solution of the Ameri-

can people.

What is to be the permanent loss or gain to the country

by reason of the war ?

What obstacles, if any, are in the way of its permanent

restoration to the state before the war ?

The superior power of the United States having been

completely vindicated by the final result of the great strug-

gle, the submission of the South is necessarily equivalent to

an abandonment of all further purpose of resistance. This

posture of affairs among a kindred people of " sister States,"

surely ought to be sufficient—for why should there be " a tribe

lacking in Israel"? And since that submission, whether

voluntary or involuntary, must be complete to all practical

purposes, then the speediest possible restoration of the South

ern States to equal rights under the Constitution is for the

highest interest of the whole country, if the Union is to be,

and to remain a republic of equal rights, in conformity with

its own organic law. In that event, the loss will be but that

of the life and property which the accomplishment of that end

required ; while the gain will be the more stable and lasting

settlement of the Union upon a constitutional basis. In any

other event, the whole country suffers under the operation

of an irregular, unequal, and disorganized system of govern-

ment, which, for the common safety, ought not to be permit-

ted to continue for a moment longer than the most unavoid-

able necessity requires. For, so long as the condition of the

States remains unequal, the stronger section occupies, at least,

the attitude of a despot—the weaker that of a vassal. It

would be a strange commentary upon the war, if in libera-

ting negroes from slavery, its effect should be to reduce white

men to bondage ! So far as such a " policy " is insisted upon
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by the radicals, it must be seen whether they were actuated

by a sincere attachment to the principles of civil liberty, or

only by hostility to a portion of their fellow-citizens. By
pursuing such a policy the sections are practically divided,

and consequently the whole country is lowered in dignity

and weakened in power. It is really keeping up disunion,

under the specious pretext of protecting the Union, and is

utterly at war with all truly republican principles. In order

to maintain such a system against one section, the other

must also be subjected to practical restraints, to which it has

not been accustomed. In a word, only the name and the

form of the old system would remain ; a central and practi-

cally irresponsible power would be established, and the coun-

try neither would be nor would deserve to be free.
1

1 The "policy" urged by the radical leaders finds a striking illustration

in that practised towards the Moors in Spain, by Cardinal Ximenes, the fa-

mous minis'er of Ferdinand and Isabella, in the year 1492. The following

account of the affair, after the fall of Granada, which brought to a close an

insurrection in active operation for a period of nearly ten years, is from the

third volume of Prescott's " Philip II.," pp. 7, 8, 9 :

" By the terms of the treaty of capitulation, the people of Granada were

allowed to remain in possession of their religion, and to exercise its rites

;

and it was expressly stipulated that no inducements or menaces should be

held out to effect their conversion to Christianity. * * * That extraor-

dinary man, Cardinal Ximenes, Archbishop of Toledo, was eager to try Ids

own hand in the labor of conversion. Having received the royal assent, he

set about the affair with characteristic ardor, and with as little scruple as to

the means to be employed, as the most zealous propagandist could have de-

sired. When reasoning and expostulation failed, he did not hesitate to resort

to bribes, and, if need were, to force. * * * Exasperated by the unscru-

pulous measures of the prelate, and the gross violation they involved of the

treaty, they (the Moors) broke out into an insurrection, which soon extended

along the mountain ranges in the neighborhood of Granada.

" Ferdinand and Isabella, alarmed at the consequences, were filled with

indignation at the high-handed conduct of Ximenes. But he replied that the

state of things was precisely that which was most to be desired. By placing

themselves in an attitude of rebellion, the Moors had renounced all the advan-

tages secured by the treaty, and had, moreover, incurred the penalties of death

and confiscation of property ! It would be an act of grace in the sovereigns

to overlook their offence and grant an amnesty for the past, on condition that
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It is of the utmost importance, also, in this view, that

che people should have a clear understanding of the emanci-

pation question, and should know what is actually gained or

lost in this relation. By the Constitution of the United States,

every State has a right to permit slavery, if it see fit. It is

not a question of State sovereignty, but of State rights, and

one with which the United States has nothing whatever to do.

The Act of Congress, therefore, of 1862, promising freedom

to slaves who would abandon their master and come within

our lines, was a merely hostile measure, without legislative

force, any more than it had practical effect. Mr. Lincoln

said of it, in his famous interview with the Chicago divines,

who solicited from him a proclamation of emancipation, " I

cannot learn that that law has caused a single slave to come

over to us." The proclamation, subsequently issued, was

equally illegal and ineffective. Both measures were in entire

derogation of the previous official declaration of both the

President and of Congress. The late President said, in his

Inaugural Address

:

" I have no purpose, directly or indirectly, to interfere with the institution

of slavery in the States where it exists. I believe I have no lawful right to

do so ; and I have no inclination to do so."

Immediately after the battle of Bull Run (July 23d, 1861),

Congress resolved, by nearly a unanimous vote, that

—

" The war is waged by the Government of the United States, not in the

spirit of conquest or subjugation, nor for the purpose of overthrowing or in-

terfering with the rights or institutions of the States; but to defend and

maintain the supremacy of the Constitution, and to preserve the Union, with

all the dignity, equality, and rights of the several States unimpaired."

every Moor should at once receive baptism or leave the country. This precious

piece of casuistry, hardly surpassed by any thing in ecclesiastical annals, found

favor in the eyes of the sovereigns, who, after the insurrection had been quelled,

lost no time in proposing the terms suggested by their minister, as the only

terms of reconciliation open to the Moors."

Compare with this the propositions recently introduced into Congress by Mr.

Sumner and others (December 4th, 1865, after about four hundred years of

enlightenment and progress, since the day of Cardinal Ximenes). Compare

also the conduct of the radical leaders in inciting the causes of the war.
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Whatever slaves, therefore, were freed in fact, during the

war, were freed, not by the operation of law, or by the effect

of any decree ; but as an accident of the war, by the passage

of a superior force through certain portions of the slave

States, the march of which they joined either voluntarily, or

because they had no other resource, in consequence of the

devastation of the country. And the question goes much
deeper than any mere fact of emancipation, by accident or

otherwise ; since it involves the original, present, and future

state-right of every State of the Union, to hold slaves, or to

establish any other organized system of labor for an excep-

tional class of the population which the States themselves

may choose. The proclamation of the late President, and

the Acts of Congress in relation to this subject, are, of course,

admitted to be nugatory, by the requirement of the present

administration, for the constitutional adoption of the amend-

ment proposed for this purpose. If this amendment be vol-

untarily acceded to by the States, and not under duress, the

embarrassment by which the proceeding would be otherwise

attended is removed. For the question may well arise, of

what validity is a constitutional provision, obtained by the

force of dictation, on the part of either civil or military

authority ? Or, adopted by conventions representing but a

handful of the people ? Or, in States, whose position in the

Union is so unsettled, that they are without representation

in the Congress of the United States ?

On the other hand, it should be remarked, that the fact

of emancipation makes no difference to the moral or philo-

sophical aspect of the case. The bestowal of civil freedom

upon a large body of persons incapable of its rational use,

certainly seems contrary to reason. To accompany such an

enfranchisement with the gift of privileges and powers, which

imply in a republic, the exercise of the best intellectual and

moral qualities of the citizen, would appear like either incon-

sideration or indifference to the best good of the State. If

the negroes, as a class, are so constituted by nature, and, in

this country, also by habit, that the use of freedom cannot
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but prove injurious to themselves and others, and relatively

to the whole system of civil polity, their enfranchisement,

except as a matter of necessity, would be an act of folly

scarcely to be paralleled. If it throws upon their own re-

sources the helpless beings, most of whom have little other

resource than so to perish miserably, it becomes a great na-

tional wrong. 1

In the mean time, the negro question is rapidly solving it-

self1—cruelly for the black man, prejudicially for the white.

In fact, the unhappy black man is himself the principal suf-

ferer. In a majority of cases, the master is undoubtedly

relieved of a heavy burden by the emancipation of his slaves.

If he had the benefit of the frequently capricious labor of his

servants, he provided for their support in infancy and sick-

ness and old age. The law required of him this care, and

enforced its demand ; and interest, besides, to refer to no other

motive, made it imperative upon him. In relieving the

master, therefore, of this obligation, the negro is deprived of

the legal countenance and protection which was its mutual

condition. Indeed, emancipation can only mean, in general,

deterioration, and the substantial extinction of the race—the

white man's interest promoted, the black man's welfare

totally overlooked or disregarded. And this decay of the

race must be much more rapid in its progress than that of

the aboriginal people of the land. For they had the horse,

the shaft, the gun, the prairie, the hunting grounds, the great

rivers, and the ocean-lakes ; the warrior-council, often saga-

cious and wise ; the tribal wars, bringing into action the best

qualities, at least, of savage life, and the free heavens over

their heads as they roamed whithersoever they would. But

1 Probably, no more significant and forcible illustration of negro freedom

could be offered, than by the following incident of 1865, related in the At-

lanta (Ga.) Intelligencer, as told to the editor by a friend :

" Coming," he says, " to Atlanta, on Monday last, I saw an old freed woman
lying on the side of the road, dead, and two younger ones standing by her

remains. I asked what had been the matter with her. The reply from one

of the girls was, ' She perish to def, sir ; but she free dough.' "

20
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the negro must cling forever to the white man, and to the

white man's habitations. He must be always the inferior

and the dependant—practically a slave, with none of the

benefits or claims which such a condition imposes upon the

superior. The lesson thus taught by the practical applica-

tion of abolition may yet return to " plague the inventor."

In fact, the end of the Republican movement has corre-

sponded with its beginning. Just as the Topeka constitution,

adopted by the antislavery party in Kansas, and voted for

by the entire Republican party in Congress, provided for the

utter exclusion of the negro, whether bond or free, from the

embryo State—so, in the emancipation finally forced upon

him in the country at large, his own welfare has seemed to

constitute no part of the motive of action. The real motive

was obviously political, not philanthropical. So that an im-

partial review of the whole subject may lead to the inevitable

conclusion, that the views of those denounced as " proslavery

men" were not only just to their Southern fellow-citizens,

under the Constitution, but rational and humane, also ; while,

judging the antislavery party by its conduct rather by its

professions, it can only be thought that its " tender mercies

are cruel." But in this view of the momentous question, it

may not be unreasonable to imagine that, for the essential

welfare of both races and of the entire country, the eventual

convictions of an intelligent, moral, and religious people, will

lead them to seek, at least, some substantial modification of

any solution of it which has been yet reached.

Let us imagine, for a moment, the condition of the coun-

try, as it would have been, if the slaves had been made free

upon the adoption of the Constitution. At that period, the

South was richer by far than the North. It was the differ-

ence between the genial climate and exuberant soil of the

one, and the harsher elements with which nature had encom-

passed the other. The more profitable business of the South

was agriculture, of the North commerce ; the one, developed,

promoted, and controlled within itself; the other, subject to

its inherent and proverbial chances, and the dictation or
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caprice of foreign powers. In the South, life was easy, pros-

perous, and often careless ; in the North, it was commonly
hard, and the returns of labor and enterprise were compara-

tively small and difficult to obtain. Had the slaves been

then liberated, they would doubtless have hung a burden

upon their former owners
;
yet one of far less account than

now, since they were then scarcely more than an eighth part

as numerous as they have subsequently become. With the

enfranchisement of the slaves would have ceased also, upon
the moment, the foreign traffic in slaves, instead of provision

being made for its legalized continuance for a further term

of twenty years, enriching the North which transported the

negroes from Africa, and adding continually to the black

population of the South. Doubtless, the Southern States

would soon have established suitable municipal regulations,

to counteract the constitutional indolence of the colored race,

to compel them to labor, at a proper rate of remuneration, and

to secure the benefits of their toil. It is manifest that, with

such an organized system of comparatively uncostly labor,

and favored by every natural advantage, the South must

have gained still more rapidly than before upon the North,

the chief activities of which were devoted to the uncertain

and competing interests of commerce, and from the ungenial

soil of which the farmer could hardly hope to obtain much
more than enough for the comfortable subsistence of his

family. But it is equally certain, that the extension of free-

dom to the negro would have operated as a check of incalcu-

lable force upon the struggling and doubtful fortunes of the

common country. It might have thrown back its course of

progress for very many years, if the republic thus could have

survived at all. Perhaps it could not have survived, amid

the fierce contests which then embroiled the nations ; since it

was only by the use and development of the means it had

then in possession, which soon became of such vast conse-

quence to itself, and to other powers, that the young repub-

lic was strengthened and its rapid advancement secured. In

a word, the prosperity of the North owes its most effective
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impulse to the organized and compulsory system of labor

kept up at the South. The settlement of the West, to en-

courage which Virginia and other Southern States had gen-

erously given up to the common country the immense tracts

of territory held by them, and now constituting many of the

most powerful States of the Union, was largely due to dis-

couragements to labor at the North, before the establishment

of its extensive manufacturing system. The vast product of

the great staple of the South, by means of its amply suffi-

cient mode of labor, suggested and furnished the foundation

for those manufactures, which, for nearly half a century,

have so promoted the fortunes of the North, and made it

what it could never otherwise have been, the competitor of

Europe in the markets of the world.

There is really but a single obstacle to the restoration of

the country to the state before the war. To effect that res-

toration should be the paramount object. It was for this

object that the country fought ; and without keeping it con-

spicuous^ in view, certainly it would have been impossible

to set the war on foot, to any effective purpose, in the North.

This obstacle results from precisely the same causes which

led to the war. It is dread of Union between the former

elements of union in the North and the South, involving the

loss of political power by the radical Republicans themselves.

But if slavery, as was formerly alleged, was the bond of al-

liance between these elements, and that bond is broken

—

then, surely, there is no longer any reason for resistance to

restoration, except the mere partisan desire to hold the au-

thority of one section over the other, at the sacrifice of

united sentiment between the main body of the people in both.

But the result of unreasonable opposition must necessarily

be, a thorough overturn of political organization in the

North, and the reinstatement of a wiser, more magnanimous,
more patriotic class of men in stations of honor and trust.

Indeed, it seems evident that such a change of sentiment

cannot be long deferred. In every sense and in every rela-

tion, the country is weakened by the present state of things

;
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and the longer it continues, the more the danger grows, of a

gradual, but none the less fatal, revolution in the fundamental

basis of the Republican system. It is to be hoped, indeed,

that the reviving good sense and patriotic feeling of the

Northern States will not long permit the whole country to

suffer, by the unreasonable exclusion of the people of the

South from the mutually beneficial enjoyment of equal rights.

This would be a mistake similar to that committed by the

better-disposed men of the Republican organization, who
wanted no war, but yet allowed the country to be dragged

into war, by the managing and mercenary politicians on the

outskirts of their party. So that, in the end, many of the

warmest friends of a peaceable Union felt themselves com-

pelled to fight for a Union imperilled as well by the machi-

nations of disudionists at the North as in the South ; and those

Northern disunionists, when the war had lasted two years, and

dragged heavily after McClellan was displaced, were com-

pelled to assume the name which they had formerly so de-

rided, and to profess themselves as of a " Union party," in

order to spur public interest and to save the utter wreck

which all things foreboded, under the policy which they had

thus far pursued. But, in any event, the course of policy

now marked out by the radical leaders must necessarily, and

for the welfare of the whole country, soon transfer to the

North a controversy so unreasonably kept up with the South,

after its causes have ceased; and, perhaps, future elections

may be decided upon wiser and broader principles than of

late.

And the final resolution of this point will test the whole

question which has been in dispute. That question was,

practically, not of bondage or emancipation for negroes, on

their own account ; but whether, in solving this problem, the

country itself should retain its ancient political rights and

still be free, or should become subject to an arbitrary govern-

ment, forced upon it by party action. For, whether negro

slavery actually exist or not, the country can be neither

free nor safe until this matter becomes again the individual
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concern of the several States alone, without subjection to

any interference whatever by the General Government. We
may say, that the South has lost its slaves by rebellion ; and,

so far as this is a mere incident of fact, unavoidable by the

fortunes of war, it would have no effect upon the question of

constitutional liberty. We may say, that the South deserved

to lose them by its revolt; but the important point is,

whether, in their particular loss, suffered otherwise than as a

passing incident of war, the whole body of States, and hence

the country at large, does not thereby lose its own constitu-

tional immunities. For national legislation to such an end,

or executive dictation producing such a result, is revolution,

not restoration ; without which the States cannot be equal,

and, consequently, neither they, nor the country of which

they are constituent parts, can be free. For such a revolu-

tion changes the principle and practice of our Republican

system, abrogates the constitution on which we should rest,

and gives us practically, a consolidated, instead of a popular,

frame of Government. Hence, therefore, the opposition of

enlightened citizens, friends of popular rights, to the whole

(so-called) Republican movement, from its beginning to the

end. That movement was compulsory, and therefore des-

potic, and never had any title to the name of Republican.

It would be an imputation hardly endurable upon the

freemen of the American States, to suppose that they would

long tamely suffer under the loss of public liberty necessarily

involved in the centralization of power, which would be the

effect of constituting the North the master of the South.

There can be no real freedom to the United States, until the

equality of all its States is reestablished ; and the best hope

which an American citizen can indulge for the welfare of re-

publican institutions is, for the coming of the time when an

order of the President, outside of the prescribed sphere of his

constitutional authority, will have no more force than an

order of a justice of the peace—to the end, that it may again

become, as it was originally instituted—" a government of

laws and not of men."
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There are those, doubtless, who, while no burden presses

upon themselves individually, will see nothing in the

future but the greatness and strength of a reinvigorated

republic. There were those, in another age, who saw,

or thought they saw, in the coming of the youthful

Macedonian conqueror—if the lessening of Athens, yet the

glory of Greece. But it was the death of liberty. It was

the first fatal sweep of " decay's effacing fingers." It was

the turn from freedom to despotism, from despotism to

anarchy, and thence the subjection of the free States of Greece,

as the province of a strange people. Then followed the de-

cline from civilization to barbarism, and the " progress

"

bearing on, through ages of darkness, the inextinguishable

light of a name.

Indeed, this question must, ere long, present itself with

an irresistible appeal to the rational minds of American

freemen—whether they are willing that anti-republican in-

stitutions shall be forced upon them in a Republican name

—to submit themselves bound hand and foot, at the immi-

nent peril of the inestimable bequest of their fathers, to the

purposes of an incongruous organization, whose proper func-

tions have ceased—or will confer together, exercise their rea-

son, rise above a partisan Congress, should it j)rove such, and

whatever other obstacles may be in their way, and place

their country once more upon the free and solid foundation

of the Constitution and the Union; a Constitution, but a

sheet of parchment without an honest Union ; a Union, but

a soulless name, without the reestablished Constitution.

Thus only can the republic be " Peace."
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THE EXTRACT BELOW IS FROM A WORK ENTITLED "THE SECESSION
WAR IN AMERICA," BY MR. J. P. SHAFFNER. PUBLISHED IN LONDON
AND NEW YORK, IN 1862.

" The following description of Southern life was written in 1822, by

Major-General Quitman, a native of New York, to his father. As it

was then, so it is now (1862). The letter is full of truth :
"

Our bar is quartered at different country seats—not boarding ; a

Mississippi planter would be insulted by such a proposal, but we are

enjoying the hospitalities that are offered to us on all sides. The

awful pestilence in the city brings out, in strong relief, the peculiar

virtues of this people. The mansions of the planters are thrown open

to all comers and goers free of charge. Whole families have free

quarters during the epidemic, and country wagons are sent daily to

the verge of the smitten city with fowls, vegetables, etc., for gratuitous

distribution to the poor. I am now writing from one of these old man-

sions, and I can give you no better notion of life at the South than by

describing the routine of a day. The owner is the widow of a Vir-

ginia gentleman of distinction—a brave officer who died in the public

service during the last war with Great Britain.

She herself is a native of this vicinity—of English parents, settled

here in Spanish times. She is an intimate friend of my first friend,

Mrs. G. ; and I have been in the habit of visiting her house ever since

I came South. The whole aim of this excellent lady seems to be to

make others happy. I do not believe she ever thinks of herself. She

is growing old, but her parlor is constantly thronged with the young
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and gay, attracted by her cheerful and never-failing kindness. There
are two large families from the city staying here ; and every day some
ten or a dozen transient guests. Mint juleps in the morning are sent

to our rooms, and then follows a delightful breakfast in the open

verandah. We hunt, ride, fish, pay morning visits, play chess, read,

or lounge until dinner, which is served at 2 r. m., in great variety,

and most delicately cooked in what is here called Creole style—very

rich, and many made or mixed dishes. In two hours afterwards,

everybody, white and black, has disappeared. The whole household

is asleep—the siesta of the Italians. The ladies retire to their apart-

ments, and the gentlemen on sofas, settees, benches, hammocks, and

often gypsy fashion, on the grass under the spreading oaks. Here,

too, in fine weather, the tea-table is always set before sunset; and

then, until bedtime, we stroll, sing, play whist, or coquet. It is an

indolent, yet charming life, and one quits thinking and takes to

dreaming.

This excellent lady is not rich, merely independent ; but by

thrifty housewifery, and a good dairy and garden, she contrives to

dispense the most liberal hospitality. Her slaves appear to be, in a

manner, free, yet are obedient and polite, and the farm is well worked.

With all her gayety of disposition and fondness for the young, she is

truly pious; and in her own apartments, every night, she has family

prayers with her slaves ; one or more of them being often called on

to sing and pray. When a minister visits the house, which happens

very frequently, prayers night and morning are always said; and on

these occasions the whole household and the guests assemblo in the

parlor ; chairs aro provided for the sorvants. They are married by
a clergyman of their own color ; and a sumptuous supper is always

prepared. On public holidays they have dinners equal to an Ohio

barbacue ; and Christmas, for a week or ten days, is a protracted

festival for the blacks. They arc a happy, careless, unreflecting, good-

natored race ; who left to themselves would degenerate into drones

or brutes; but, subjected to wholesome restraint and stimulus, become

the best and most contented of laborers. They aro strongly attached

to "old massa" and "old missus; "but their devotion to "young massa"

and "young missus," amounts to enthusiasm. They have great family

pride, and are the most arrant coxcombs and aristocrats in the world.

At a wedding I witnessed hero last Saturday evening, where somo

one hundred and fifty negroes were assembled—many being invited

guests—I heard a number of them addressed as governors, generals,

judges, and doctors (the titles of their masters) ; and a spruce, tight-

20*
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set darkey, who waits on me in town, was called "Major Quitman."

The " colored ladies " are invariably Miss Joneses, Miss Smiths, or some

snch title. They are exceedingly pompons and ceremonious
;
gloved

and highly perfumed. The "gentlemen" sport canes, ruffles, and

jewelry; wear boots and spurs; affect crape on their hats, and carry

huge segars. The belles wear gaudy colors, " tote " their fans with the

air of Spanish senoritas ; and never stir out, though black as the ace

of spades, without their parasols.

In short, these "niggers," as you call them, are the happiest people

I have ever seen ; and some of them, in form, features, and move-

ments, are real sultanas. So far from being fed on "salted cotton-

seed," as we used to believe in Ohio, they are oily, sleek, bountifully

fed, well clothed, well taken care of; and one hears them at all times

whistling and singing cheerily at their work. They have an extra-

ordinary facility for sleeping. A negro is a great night-walker. He

will, after laboring all day in the burning sun, walk ten miles to a

frolic, or to see his " Dinah," and be at home and at his work by day-

light the next morning. This would knock up a white man or an

Indian. But a negro will sleep during the day—sleep at his work

—

sleep on the carriage box—sleep standing up ; and I have often seen

them sitting bareheaded in the sun on a high rail-fence, sleeping as

securely as though lying in bed. They never lose their equipoise

;

and will carry their cotton baskets, or their water vessels, filled to

the brim, poised on their heads, walking carelessly and at a rapid rate,

without spilling a drop. The very weight of such burdens would

crush a white man's brains into apoplexy.

Compared with the ague-smitten and suffering settlers that you

and I have seen in Ohio, or the sickly and starved operatives we
read of in factories and in mines, these Southern slaves are indeed to

be envied. They are treated with great humanity and kindness.
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n.

FKOM "EEMAEKS ON THE EEVIEW OF LNCHIQTTIN'S LETTEES," AT-
TELBTTTED TO EEV. DE. TIMOTHY DWIGHT, PEESLDENT OP YALE
COLLEGE. P. 80, et seq.

Youe next remarks are on The slavery of the Blacks in the South-

ern States: a subject which you have touched upon before, and in the

mention of which you must be confessed to be unhappy. I do not

mean in censuring the African slave trade, or the manner in which

the slaves are treated. 1 To these subjects I make you cordially wel-

come. They are the proper themes of every moralist ; and no sever-

ity with which they are treated will draw from me a single animad-

version. It is the attribution of these iniquities to the Americans,

with an intention to make them a characteristical disgrace peculiar to

them, of which I complain. Surely, when you wrote this passage, you

forgot how lately you have begun to wash yourself clean from this

smoke of the bottomless pit. Please, sir, to take a short trip to Liver-

pool, and survey the hulks, which, probably, in great numbers, are

even now rotting in the docks of that emporium of African commerce.

Then look around upon the numerous splendid buildings, public and

private. Next, exclaim, " These ships were the prisons in which hun-

dreds of thousands of miserable Africans, after having been kidnapped

by avarice and cruelty, or taken captive in war, kindled by the same

insatiable spirit and torn forever from their parents, husbands, wives,

and children, were transported across the Atlantic, to bondage and

misery, interminable but by death." In these floating dungeons,

one-fourth, one-third, or one-half of the unhappy victims to this in-

fernal avarice, perished under the pressure of chains, or rotted in the

pestilential steams, embosoming as a vapor bath the niches in which

they were manacled. This work of death has been carried on, also,

a century and a half. "What must have been the waste of mankind

which it has accomplished ! These houses, the public edifices, nay,

the temples, devoted to the worship of the eternal God, with all then*

splendor, were built of human bones, and cemented with human blood.

Kise, Sodom and Gomorrah, and whiten by the side of men, baptized

1 The Southern planter who receives slaves from his parent by inheritance, certainly

deserves no censure for holding them. He has no agency in procuring them ; and the

law does not permit him to set them free. H he treats them with humanity, and faith-

fully endeavors to Christianize them, he fulfils his duty, so long as his present situation

continues.
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"in the name of the Fathek, and of the Son-

, and of the Holt

Ghost."

Are you at a loss, sir, concerning the justice of this representation?

The records of your own Parliament will furnish you with abundant

and terrible evidence. Look at the report of the Committee of tlia

House of Commons. Look at the account written by the excellent

Clarlcson. Look at the speeches of Mr. Wilberforce, the glory of

your Parliament, and of your country. Read the speech which he

delivered April 2, 1792. You will there read, " Europeans came on

the coast of Africa, and hovered like vultures, and like vultures lived

on blood. They ensnared at times, and, at times, by force, took away

the natives and sold them for slaves.
1
' Read the examples of villany

recited by him on this occasion, too long to be quoted by me, and too

dreadful to admit of a comment. As these will tell you, that of six

hundred and fifty slaves, on board one ship in the year 1788, one

hundred and fifty-five died ; of four hundred and five in another, two

hundred died; of four hundred and two in another, seventy-three

died.

From all these sources, learn, also, the immense extent of this foul

business ; the amazing numbers of unhappy wretches who perished in

it ; the amazing numbers who lived, only to be made miserable ; the

portentous iniquity with which it was carried on ; and the vast diffi-

culty with which it was broken up. You probably were present, as

a member of your Parliament, during most, if not the whole, of the

long struggle made by many of your nobles of high rank ; by your

enlightened statesmen, and by a numerous train of your gentlemen

;

not the fox-hunters mentioned above, but men of education, of en-

lightened and superior minds, and possessed of an honorable character

among their countrymen ; against the glorious effort made by Mr.

Wilberforce and his coadjutors to terminate this demoniacal traffic.

But, sir, in your zeal to heap scandal upon the Americans, you

appear to have forgotten that you have colonies of your own ; and

that in these colonies slavery exists in forms and degrees incomparably

more horrid than in the Southern American States. You have for-

gotten that the enormous crimes perpetrated in this system, are com-

mitted by native Britons, under your own eye, and beneath the con-

trol of your own Parliament. I shall take the liberty to refresh your

memory concerning this subject.

" To the disgrace of Great Britain and her colonies," says the

Christian Observer for July, 1811, " the British slave-code is more

severe in its provisions than, perhaps, any other. Compared with it,
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the code promulgated by the Spanish Government is freedom

itself:'

"Will you please, sir, to cast your eye upon the fifth report of the

Directors of the African Institution, read to the subscribers, March

27, 1811 ? You will there find, substantiated by evidence, which pre-

cludes all doubt concerning the facts, that a Mr. Huggins, a distin-

guished planter in Nevis, "went, January 23, 1810, attended by two
of his sons, on horseback, with upwards of twenty slaves, men and

women, in the custody of drivers, through the streets of Charlestown,

to the market-place, and there proceeded to indulge his cruelty to the

utmost, during more than two hours in the face of day, and in the

sight and hearing, not only of free persons, but of magistrates, who
offered him no interruption."

To one negro man he gave, by the hands of expert drivers, lashes

no less than
b

. . . 365

To a second . . . . . . . 115

To a third 165

To a fourth 252

To a fifth 212

To a sixth .181
To a seventh 187

To a woman 110

To a second 58

To a third 97

To a fourth 212

To a fifth 291

To a sixth 83

To a seventh 89

The number of victims thus specified was fourteen. The seven

men received 1,447 lashes ; or 211 each at an average. The seven

women received 940, or 134 each. All these were inflicted with a

cart whip. The whole number of lashes was 2,417; inflicted by
expert drivers, within the compass of somewhat more than two hours

;

at the command, and under the eye of this devil in human shape, and

of his two sons, whom he brought to be witnesses of their fathers

character. Even this is not all, "for he administered," says the Ee-
port, "to various other women and men various other cruel measures

of the same punishment, at the same time." One of these miserable

sufferers died soon after of this merciless treatment. Nor was this all.
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There were, at this time, seven magistrates in Charlestown. Two of

them, the Rev. William Green and the Rev. Samuel Lyons, each hold-

ing two livings in the island, were within hearing of the lash, and

must have known of the cruel and illegal cause, yet did not interpose.

The same was true of Dr. Cassin, a surgeon in that island, who was

present at a part of this scene, and, after having counted 236 lashes

given to one negro, coolly said he thought it was enough. Another

magistrate, Mr. Edward Huggins, Jr., looked on the greater part of

the time.

If you will read a little farther, you will find that Mr. Huggins,

the master, was acquitted by a jury, although the facts were proved

beyond a doubt, so as not to be disputed, and although the slaves had

been guilty of no offence of any importance. In addition to this, the

printer of the Gazette, in St. Christopher^, was prosecuted by him

for inserting in his paper the minutes concerning the subject, sent to

him by order of the Assembly ; was found guilty of publishing a libel

issued by the House of the Assembly of Nevis, and was sentenced to a

month's imprisonment, and to find bail to keep the peace for three

years.

In the same Report you will find an account of a man, that is a

human body animated by a demon—a planter of Tortola, named

Hodge. This infernal agent whipped twelve of his slaves so, that they

died. Down the throats of two females he poured a quantity of boil-

ing water. A child he ordered to be dipped in a copper of boiling

liquor. Frequently he caused the children on his estate to be taken

up by the heels and dipped into tubs of water with their heads down-

wards, and kept there until they were stifled, then to be taken out,

and suffered to recover and breathe, when they were again treated in

the same manner, and so repeatedly, until they have been seen to

stagger and fall. On this he has ordered them to be taken up and

suspended to a tree by then* hands tied together, and in this situation

cart-whipped. Among others, a mulatto child, reputed Ms own, named

Bella, was repeatedly whipped by his order, and he was also seen re-

peatedly to strike the child with a stick on the head, so as to break

her head.

I presume, sir, you are tired of this tale. So am I. I will only

add, that, to the unspeakable joy of every honest man who has heard,

or who ever will hear of it, this wretch, after many obstacles had been

thrown in the way of justice, was at last convicted and hanged.

Amen, and amen.

I hope, sir, we shall never more hear any comparison made oc-
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tween your slaveholders and ours. [Compare the relation of Appen-
dix I. with this account of slavery in the British West Indies.]

III.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

In March, 1836.

The Joint Special Committee, to whom was referred so much of

the Governor's Message as relates to the Abolition of Slavery, together

with certain documents upon the same subject, communicated to the

Executive by the several Legislatures of Virginia, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama, transmitted by his Excellency

to the Legislature, and hereunto annexed, have considered the same,

and ask leave, respectfully, to submit the following

REPOET:

Your committee have devoted to this momentous subject the deep

and serious attention which its merits obviously demand. The intense

interest which the question is exciting throughout the whole country

;

the requirement of our great national compact, enjoining respect for

the legislative proceedings of other States ; the common bonds of sym-

pathy, interest, and brotherhood, which connect the various sections

of the Union, could none of them fail of due weight in our minds.

But your committee find enough in the earnest and united appeals of

the several legislatures above named, to induce them to meet the whole

question promptly and fairly, and to respond in the most explicit man-

ner to the strong demands which they make upon the justice and

honor of the Commonwealth.

Your committee feel themselves called upon entirely to disclaim the

opinion, if it anywhere prevails, that the consideration of this matter

is to be avoided by them in consequence of its exciting nature. They

feel that the time has arrived for its consideration; that it cannot and

ought not to be avoided ; that it ought to be met at its outset by all

the powers of manly and intelligent minds ; and that every day's de-

lay only hastens the progress of those tremendous consequences, which
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it is the duty of every good citizen to deprecate, and by every honest

means in his power to endeavor to avert.

The language of the various documents in the possession of the

committee is such as needs no comment to vouch for its sincerity.

The citizens of the slaveholding States evidently consider it the most

important political question which could be presented to their minds.

They believe, and state, that the tendency of the proceedings of cer-

tain abolitionists and abolition societies, in the Northern States, is to

unsettle the character of their slave population, and to prepare the

way for all the horrors of a servile insurrection. In case of such an

event, however the master might be able eventually to overpower the

slave, it is certain that it could not be effected without the great pe-

cuniary loss and ruin of many ; without an immense sacrifice of their

own lives, and of the lives of those most dear to them
;
without the

frequent commission of the worst crimes which fill up the black cata-

logue of human enormities. The mind revolts at once from such a

spectacle. It is difficult to conceive how a humane man can regard

an event like this as possible without the profoundest sentiments of

unmingled horror. It is not, perhaps, material to the question,

whether the apprehension be well or ill founded ; or whether the con-

tingency be near or remote. It is sufficient that the slaveholding States

(infinitely the best judges in the case) look npon it in this light, and

call npon us by every motive which ought to influence our conduct, to

afford them such relief as it is in our power to offer.

The question which first presents itself, as to the right of the non-

slaveholding States to interfere at all in the existing relations between

master and slave, is a point so well understood, that it is hoped no

argument need be submitted to the Legislature upon this part of the

subject. Whatever emotions such a view may excite in the mind of

the philanthropist, the right of the master to the slave is as nndoubted

as the right to any other property. It is recognized by the well-un-

derstood admissions of the Constitution. It is recognized by the laws

of the land, and the tribunals of justice ; and any attempt, whether

direct or indirect, to deprive the slaveholder of this property, as of

any other, is a violation of the fixed laws of social policy, as well as

of the ordinary rules of moral obligation. If slavery be an evil, the

slaveholder declares to us that it is no evil of his own creating, but

that he is able and willing to endure the burden, and neither seeks

nor desires any intervention of ours. If it be a sin, he is equally

ready to incur the entire responsibility, and will not submit to our

interference, because it can bring nothing to him and his but disaster
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and ruin.
B
Above all, his argument (and it would seem to be unan-

swerable), is that the property is Ms own ; and that no man or body

of men can impair its security without doing him the deepest injustice

and wrong. One would think this might be sufficient to satisfy the

most ardent friend of abolition in the world.

The abolitionist, however, alleges, on the other hand, that his mo-

tives are entirely misapprehended, and that it is no part of his desire

or intention to produce those terrible results which are the imputed

consequences of his conduct. He states it to be his wish not to oper-

ate on the feelings of the slave, but to affect the mind of the master

by arguments and appeals, addressed to his moral and religious sensi-

bilities. If such be the case, it would seem that the means employed

are singularly inappropriate to the proposed end. The argument,

however, at best, is entirely fallacious in its nature, although if, as it

were charitable to hope, it deceives the abolitionist himself, it can

surely deceive no one else. It is too plain to be denied, that the kind

of publications which have issued from the abolition press must

either directly or indirectly operate upon the slave himself; that their

only effect can be to suggest to him, that his position in society is not

only different from his deserts, but that his detention in that state is

contradictory of his natural rights, and sinful in the sight of heaven.

It is easy to foresee the consequences of such impressions fixed in

the mind of the slave ; and equally easy to see that no other possible

consequences can result from the efforts of the abolitionist. The idea

of thus affecting the mind of the master, so as in any way to promote

the emancipation of the slave, would seem to your committee almost

too unreasonable to be very seriously entertained. Apart from the

consideration that such a supposition necessarily involves the sacrifice

of his sources of wealth, often of his means of living, and, as would

be, no doubt, frequently the case, the reduction of himself and his

family to want, and perhaps beggary ; the slaveholder avows, in the

most explicit language, that he will not for a moment listen to any

such proposition ; and that he cannot view it in any other light than

that of the deepest injury which could be inflicted. There is no
doubt of his right to make such an avowal. There is no doubt that

the proposal to him to part with his property upon the terms sug-

gested, is one to which he will never consent. It were unreasonable

to expect it. No history exhibits any such instance. No deduction

from any of the known principles of human conduct can show with

ordinary plausibility that it might be anticipated. So far from having

the least influence to convince the slaveholder that domestic slavery
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is a sin to be immediately expiated, the arguments of the abolitionist

only irritate whatever is most excitable and vehement in his nature,

and lead him, rather than submit to their reiteration, to look with

calmness upon a crisis which would disturb and convulse all the ele-

ments of our social organization, and would totally dissolve all those

countless ties which God and nature constituted; which were ce-

mented by the blood of a united ancestry, shed upon the field, and

which should have become more closely woven by the efforts of wis-

dom and experience through the lapse of many succeeding years.

The question presented to us is obviously, therefore, one of im

mense moment, and it is our duty to consider what measures it may
be proper for us to adopt, upon a reasonable and dispassionate view

of the whole subject.

The Legislatures of the five States which have transmitted to us

the documents above referred to, recommend the immediate use of

such means as will effectually suppress and prevent the formation of

abolition societies, and the enactment of such penal statutes as will

deter, or suitably punish, those who print, publish, or distribute the

various productions of the abolition press. It is for us to determine

how far it is safe or proper for us to proceed in compliance with this

request.

The liberty of the press is declared, by the Constitution of this

Commonwealth, to be essential to public freedom, and, even if it were

possible, it would be a matter of very grave deliberation whether it

were desirable to restrain or control it by any express statutory limit-

ation. The consequences of such legislation, in its application to

other contingencies, are such as cannot be altogether and fully antici-

pated. It is enough, in
s
the opinion of your committee, that the pre-

cedent seems of dangerous tendency ; and not the less to be avoided

because its probable results are, to a certain extent, indeterminate.

It is well understood, that the licentious use either of the press or the

tongue, renders the party amenable to the common law jurisdiction

of the courts of justice ; and your committee are of opinion, that this

jurisdiction is amply sufficient to provide for all circumstances which

can arise in this Commonwealth. Besides, there is a powerful influence

already at work amongst us, stronger than any law—the force of

public sentiment, directed by the best intelligence, and sustained by

the highest character, which sympathizes with our southern broth-

er, as well as with his slave, and which looks indignantly upon every

movement calculated to disturb him in the possession of his just

rights, or to endanger the peace and security of his domestic or social
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relations. And jour committee believe that an unsound and intem-

perate enthusiasm is best met by such influences. They believe that

the experience of society warrants them in this conclusion ; that pas-

sions have been excited, and powers concentrated, in resistance to the

enactments of a positive statute, which might have slept in the absence

of its provisions ; that the wildest extravagances have sometimes tri-

umphed against the execution of an untimely law, which, without

that law, would have weakened and dissipated themselves by their

own fruitless struggles ; and that nothing, which is not founded upon

the eternal principles of truth and justice, can ever long prevail against

the silent but irresistible force of public disapprobation.

The abolitionist, indeed, as might be expected, not only denies

altogether the propriety of enacting penal laws upon this subject, but

contends that the expression of any legislative opinion, against what

he considers his right of free discussion, would contravene those well-

known principles of public liberty upon which he justifies his own
motives and conduct.

Your committee differ entirely from this doctrine. It might, per-

haps, seem even a little inconsistent with liberal dealing, for the anti-

slavery societies to claim for themselves the privilege of unlimited

discussion, and the free expression of whatever opinion, and to deny

to the Legislature the right of publishing to the good people of the

Commonwealth its own deliberate conclusions upon this or any other

subject. Indeed, a recurrence to the fundamental principles of the

Constitution will show at once that the power of making laws is no
more clearly defined, than the duty of the Legislature, from time to

time, to afford the people the aid of its advisement and direction upon

matters of public moment. Especially if the weight of its influence be

requisite in order to restrain licentiousness, and to maintain the public

peace and order, no duty, in the opinion of your committee, could be

more plain. The right of free discussion, which some say may be

infringed by any legislative action, is undoubtedly a most sacred right,

and most inestimable privilege. But, as it is understood by extrava-

gant men in the discussion of many exciting subjects, it would prove

one of the deepest curses that could possibly befall any country. The

truth is, that the unlimited exercise even of legal rights may be not

only inexpedient, but improper in the extreme. For all men uni-

formly to insist upon claiming all which might belong to them would

not only constantly embitter all social relations, but would disturb

and overturn all civil society. The legal power may often be un-

questioned where the moral obligation expressly contradicts it. The
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apostle himself instructs our weakness upon this point, where he de-

clares many things inexpedient which are nevertheless lawful. And,

indeed, whoever has reflected much upon the principles which connect

and harmonize society, cannot but have perceived, that, without the

constant recognition of this rule, no political organization could exist

for a single day. Indeed, it is seen, that the discussion of this very

question, as it is discussed by the abolition agents, has been, in the first

place, to defeat the very object proposed, by riveting the chain more

strongly to the neck of the slave ; and next, to rouse in the mind of the

master the warmest and most determined spirit of resistance to what

he accounts an invasion of his rights.

Indeed, the liberty of free discussion, to the extent claimed by some

descriptions of people, would, in the opinion of your committee, be

absolutely destructive to every domestic tie, and entirely subversive

of the most fundamental principles of all civil society.

The main argument, however, relied on by the abolitionist, when-

ever the consequences of his conduct are laid before him, is, that u we
must discharge our duty, and leave the event." The rule is acknowl-

edged to be wholesome ; but its application to the case is unequivocally

denied. There can be no doubt that whenever a plain line of duty is

set before an accountable being, he is bound to pursue it, regardless

of personal inconveniences or dangers. But the rule will be found, in

its application to the business of life, subject to many exceptions and

many limitations. Besides, it can in no case be assumed as of general

obligation, except where the point of duty is well defined and un-

questionable. "Wherever the question may admit of doubt, the obliga-

tion becomes weakened, and sometimes wholly inoperative. Espe-

cially in those questions often occurring, where men entertain great

and irreconcilable differences of opinion, to pursue a course of conduct

supposed to be abstractly right, but inevitably productive of imme-

diate evil consequences, is not only out of the line of duty, but incon-

sistent with either human or divine legislation.

It is upon the constant and daily recognition of this principle, that

all human institutions depend for their preservation. Upon any other

theory, pursued to its legitimate results, the whole world would be

involved in a state of indiscriminate and inextricable confusion.

Religion, as well as the soundest deductions of mere human reason,

forbids us to "do evil, in order that good may come."

A mistaken view of the pursuit of duty, has often been productive

of civil discord ; has often kindled the fires of martyrdom ; has often

set the world in arms; and it may be fairly conclnded, that he is an
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unsafe theorist, who forgets that wisdom and prudence are the very

first elements of moral obligation.

The two other arguments chiefly relied upon, seem to be, in the

first place, that the most unlimited discussion is permitted upon other

questions of public interest, and the temperance cause is the instance

particularly adduced ; and next, that in the earlier days of the repub-

lic the leading men of tJie South and elsewhere—Jefferson, Madison,

Jay, FranTclin, and many others—not only spolce, but wrote upon this

subject in the freest and most open manner. Your committee, how-

ever, are unable to perceive the justice of the parallel between this

question and the temperance reformation. In the one instance the

matter is of the most general interest possible, and of the most direct

and positive application to every portion of the Union ; in the other,

the interest of the Northern man is, at best, of an entirely indirect and

incidental character; and, upon a strict construction, a matter in

which he has no concern whatever. With regard to the other argu-

ment, your committee can only say, that these very gentlemen, with

their colleagues, settled the question of slavery as it now exists, and

imposed it upon their descendants, whether it be a burden or a sin

;

that their discussion of it was at a time when no immediate danger

was anticipated, and when no irritated feelings had been excited upon

the subject; that all their acknowledged wisdom could devise no

remedy for the evil ; that the abolitionist cannot now propose, does

not offer to propose, any feasible plan of emancipation ; that no South-

ern man now expresses any opinions like those alluded to ; and that

your committee believe it to be the unquestionable duty of those who
feel most deeply upon this topic, to leave the whole affair in the keep-

ing of a merciful Providence, who will not require of any man or

nation an unreasonable account.

It is upon these views that your committee wish to express their

most mature and deliberate convictions as to this great question.

They feel that the conduct of the abolitionist is not only wrong in

policy, but erroneous in morals. However sincere an enthusiast may

be, and there are, no doubt, many degrees of sincerity among this

body, his zeal cannot excuse him from the weight of moral account-

ability. The evil consequences which have already attended their

efforts, and those infinitely more evil likely to ensue, unless they

should be in some way arrested in their career, must be answered, at

some period, at a higher tribunal than even public opinion.

Your committee have no right to prejudge this cause ; or to an-

ticipate how strict an account will be required of the grounds of
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motives, and how far an honest investigation of their reasonableness,

as well as their sincerity, will be necessary, in order to palliate the ex-

travagances of human actions. It is the business of your committee

to apply to the transactions of life the ordinary causes from which

they result ; and, so far as may be in their power, to recommend those

measures which may seem best adapted to stay the progress of evil.

They feel that there is a deep responsibility resting upon them, and

while they cannot avoid their duty, they have no desire to shrink

from its discharge.

Whatever, indeed, may be the action of the Legislature upon this

subject, your committee are determined to fulfil their duty to the State

and to our common country, in the most firm and faithful manner.

In remembering that they are men of Massachusetts, they are incapa-

ble of meanly forgetting that they are also Americans. However

they may regret the condition of slavery everywhere in the world,

they have no sympathy with that diseased sensibility which, in its

commiseration for the slave, wilfully shuts its eyes against the fatal

consequences of conduct which is likely to involve both master and

slave in one common destruction. They have no sympathy with that

false benevolence, which, in order to liberate the slave, is willing to

destroy the hope of liberty itself, by plungiDg the country in all the

horrors of civil war, with bloodshed, anarchy, and despotism, the sure

attendants in its train. In a word, they cannot but deem that philan-

thropy not only officious, but extravagant and inexcusable, which will

intermeddle in the proper and peculiar affairs of others, not only

against their will, but to their manifest and inevitable detriment. To

those who are amenable to no other argument, there is an appeal

which this Legislature cannot safely resist. One of its first duties here,

is solemnly to swear that it will support the Constitution of the United

States ; and your committee beg gentlemen to consider how they will

answer the observation of that oath, by promoting or countenancing

those wild schemes, which cannot but deprive their brother of the

guaranty which that Constitution does provide for his security in the

possession of his property and all its legal rights.

The appeal which is addressed to us by our sister States is indeed

of the most solemn and affecting character. Its language is often

ardent ; in the opinion of some it may be reprehensible. But your

committee believe that the character of the good people of this com-

monwealth is somewhat too well understood ; that its spirit and honor

are too well known, to allow the Legislatures of other States to expect

to extort any thing from us which does not address itself to our
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reasonable convictions. They appeal to our justice as men ; to our

sympathies as brethren ; to our patriotism as citizens ; to the memory
of the common perils and triumphs of our ancestors and theirs ; to all

the better emotions of our nature ; to our respect for the Constitution

;

to our regard for the laws ; to our hope for the security of all those

blessings which the Uniox, and that only, can preserve to us.

In view of these motives, therefore, which surely cannot be disre-

garded, and for the reasons above set forth, and after the most mature

deliberation, your committee have determined to recommend, and do

recommend, the following preamble and resolves to the acceptance

of the Legislature

:

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

In the Year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six.

WJiereas, the Legislatures of our sister States of Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama, have transmitted to

the Legislature of this Commonwealth, certain memorials and resolu-

tions relating to the subject of domestic slavery within their limits

;

which state that the proceedings of certain persons therein styled

abolitionists, are dangerous to the public peace, are calculated to ex-

cite the slave to insurrection and revolt, and to render not only the

property, but the lives of our Southern brethren insecure ; and,

whereas, they call upon us, by the most interesting and solemn mo-
tives, to aid them in arresting the progress of this evil ; and, whereas,

in our opinion, the institution of domestic slavery is one in which, as

it is settled by the Constitution of these United States, we have no title

to interfere, especially without the consent of those whose interests

may be most dearly affected by such a course ; and, whereas, it is our

highest political duty to endeavor to maintain the most friendly and

intimate relations with all the States of this great and happy Union,

and to discountenance every thing which may tend to its disturbance

and dissolution ; therefore,

Be it resolved, oy the Senate and House of Representatives, in

General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, That this

Legislature, regarding the Constitution of these United States as the

most sacred and inestimable political inheritance which could have

been transmitted to us by our ancestors, looks indignantly upon every

thing calculated to impair its permanency ; and that we deem it our high

duty to maintain the Union, which it secures, at every hazard, and by
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every sacrifice, not inconsistent with our known duties as men,

citizens, and Christians.

Resolved, That this Legislature distinctly disavows any right what-

ever in itself, or in the citizens of this Commonwealth, to interfere

in the institution of domestic slavery in the Southern States ; it having

existed therein hefore the establishment of the Constitution ; it having

been recognized by that instrument ; and it being strictly within their

own keeping.

Resolved, That this Legislature, regarding the agitation of the ques-

tion of domestic slavery as having already interrupted the friendly

relations which ought to exist between the several States of this

Union, and as tending permanently to injure, if not altogether to

subvert the principles of the Union itself ; and believing that the good

expected by those who excite its discussion in the non-slaveholding

States, is, under the circumstances of the case, altogether visionary,

while the immediate and future evil is great and certain :—does

hereby express its entire disapprobation of the doctrines upon this

subject avowed, and the general measures pursued by such as agitate

the question; and does earnestly recommend to them carefully to

abstain from all such discussion, and all such measures as may disturb

and irritate the public mind.

Resolved, That this Legislature entirely disapproves of all those

tumultuous and riotous proceedings everywhere, which have arisen

from the agitation of this question ; and believing that the good citi-

zens of this Commonwealth entertain a sacred regard for the author-

ity of the laws, and for the preservation of the public peace, this Leg-

islature earnestly recommends and demands, that by their influence

and example, and by their quiet and peaceable demeanor, they will

do all in their power to prevent the recurrence of such scenes ; and it

enjoins upon all magistrates and civil officers the firm and faithful

discharge of the duties entrusted to them, to maintain order and de-

corum, and to uphold the dignity of the Commonwealth.

Resolved, That his Excellency the Governor be requested to trans-

mit copies of this report and these resolves, to the Executive of each

of those States which have addressed us upon the subject.

By order of the Committee,

(Signed) GEORGE LUNT.
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IV.

The resolutions copied below are those referred to in the text (p. 115).

A note to the Abridgment of Debates (vol. xiii., p. 568), published in

1860, says :
" These resolutions, and the debate to which they gave

rise, and the modifications which they underwent, and the final vote

upon them, contribute the most important proceeding on the subject

of slavery which has ever taken place in Congress. They were framed

to declare the whole power of Congress upon the subject, and were

presented for a "test vote," and as the future "platform" and "per-

manent settlement of the law on the slavery question." They passed

the Senate in the following terms by a vote of yeas 35 to nays 9

:

1. Resolved, That in the adoption of the Federal Constitution, the

States adopting the same acted severally as free, independent, and

sovereign States ; and that each for itself by its own voluntary assent,

entered the Union with the view to its increased security against all

dangers, domestic as well as foreign, and the more perfect and secure

enjoyment of its advantages, national, political, and social.

2. Resolved, That in delegating a portion of their powers to be

exercised by the Federal Government, the States retained, severally,

the exclusive and sole right over their own domestic institutions and

police, to the full extent to which those powers were not thus dele-

gated, and are alone responsible for them ; and that any intermeddling

of any one or more States, or a combination of their citizens, with the

domestic institutions and police of the others, on any ground, politi-

cal, moral, or religious, or under any pretext whatever, with the view

to their alteration or subversion, is not warranted by the Constitu-

tion, tending to endanger the domestic peace and tranquillity of the

States interfered with, subversive of the objects for which the Consti-

tution was formed, and by necessary consequence tending to weaken
and destroy the Union itself.

3. Resolved, That this Government was instituted and adopted by
the several States of this Union as a common agent, in order to carry

into effect the powers which they had delegated by the Constitution

for their mutual security and prosperity ; and that in fulfilment of this

high and sacred trust, this Government is bound so to exercise its

powers, as not to interfere with the stability and security of the do-

mestic institutions of the States that compose the Union ; and that it

is the solemn duty of the Government to resist, to the extent of its

21
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constitutional power, all attempts by one portion of the Union to use

it as an instrument to attack the domestic institutions of another, or

to weaken or destroy such institutions.

4. Resolved, That domestic slavery, as it exists in the Southern

and Western States of this Union, composes an important part of their

domestic institutions, inherited from their ancestors, and existing at

the adoption of the Constitution, by which it is recognized as consti-

tuting an important element in the apportionment of powers among
the States ; and that no change of opinion or feeling on the part of

the other States of the Union in relation to it, can justify them or

their citizens in open and systematic attacks thereon with a view to

its overthrow, and that all such attacks are in manifest violation of

the mutual and solemn pledge to protect and defend each other, given

by the States respectively, on entering into the constitutional compact

which formed the Union, and as such are a manifest breach of faith,

and a violation of the most solemn obligations.

5. Resolved, That the interference by the citizens of any of the

States, with the view to the abolition of slavery in this District, is

endangering the rights and security of the people of the District, and

that every act or measure of Congress designed to abolish slavery in

this District would be a violation of the faith implied in the cessions

by the States of Virginia and Maryland, and just cause of alarm to

the people of the slaveholding States, and have a direct and inevitable

tendency to distract and endanger the Union ; and

Resolved, That any attempt of Congress to abolish slavery in

any Territory of the United States in which it exists, would create

serious alarm and just apprehension in the States sustaining that do-

mestic institution ; would be a violation of good faith towards the

inhabitants of any such Territory who have been permitted to settle

with and hold slaves therein, because the people of any such Territory

have not asked for the abolition of slavery therein, and because when
any such Territory shall be admitted into the Union as a State, the

people thereof will be entitled to decide that question exclusively for

themselves.

Eesolutions could scarcely have been contrived more amply or more
particularly covering every point of contention between the North
and the South than these ; namely, slavery in the States, slavery in

the District, and slavery in the Territories—the continuance of the

latter dependent upon the final action of the people of the Territories.

Yet, while they doubtless had the effect to compose the public mind
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in the latter quarter, they were altogether disregarded by the Liberty

party, and scarcely attracted the attention of the rest of the people,

in the former.

These resolutions of the Senate were not acted upon by the House

;

but soon after Congress met, at its following session, Mr. Atherton, of

New Hampshire, introduced a series of resolutions (December 11th,

1838), covering the same ground, in regard to slavery in the States,

the District, and the territories. The final resolution provided, that

" every petition, memorial, resolution, proposition, or paper, touching

or relating in any way, or to any extent whatever, to slavery, as afore-

said, or the abolition thereof, shall, on the presentation thereof, with-

out any further action thereon, be laid on the table, without being de-

bated, printed, or referred." These resolutions were passed, in gen-

eral, with very slight opposition ; the most decisive have been evinced

towards the final one which included the above extract. On this, the

vote stood 126 yeas to 73 nays, or nearly a majority of two-thirds in

its favor.

V.

It was in the year 1855, in the demoralized condition of the once

powerful Whig organization, as described in the text, that the Repub-

lican, or " geographical " party, began distinctly to form itself, princi-

pally under the auspices of well-known political managers in the State

of New York. But, in that State, the efforts of the antislavery lead-

ers among the Whigs to transfer their party to the newly formed

Eepublican organization encountered a powerful opposition, and it

was never fully accomplished. A large minority, probably no less

than one-third of the Whigs of the State, comprising the most thought-

ful and conservative portion of the party, refused to unite with this

sectional organization. The result was that at the election of 1855

the Eepublican candidates were signally defeated.

The proposed fusion was resisted by Washington Hunt, Daniel D.

Barnard, Francis Granger, William Duer, and many of the most emi-

nent and honored leaders of the old Whig party who remained faith-

ful to its constitutional principles. They clearly foresaw the dangers

which threatened the Union, and boldly denounced the system of sec-

tional strife and alienation which had been substituted for legitimate
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party action, as the most effective agency for gaining political ascend-

ency in the General Government. A short time before the assem-

bling of the last Whig State Convention of New York, in 1855, which

had been called with the avowed design of disbanding the party, and

forming an amalgamation with the Republicans, Governor Hunt

wrote a letter, which was widely published, protesting, with emphatic

earnestness, against the contemplated alliance, and predicting with

remarkable accuracy, the fatal consequences which ultimately resulted

from the movement. After urging many conclusive objections against

sectional combinations, and repeating the warnings of Washington

against "parties founded on geographical discriminations," he em-

ployed the following language

:

'Believing that a sectional combination of this kind is fraught

with danger and mischief, it does not accord with my views of

duty to enlist under its banner. In Federal politics I am not pre-

pared to serve in any party which does not identify itself with the

whole country, by presenting broad national principles and a system

of measures upon which good men in both sections, and in all the

States from Maine to California, can unite in friendly cooperation. If

a Northern antislavery party is desirable, it must be desired that all

the people of the free States should enter into it. The very proposi-

tion implies that we are to be met by the people of the Southern

States in solid array. We cannot close Qur eyes to the practical ten-

dencies of such a conflict. Its effect must be to exasperate one part

of the nation towards the other part, and to weaken, if not to banish

those sentiments of friendship and brotherhood which gave birth to

the Constitution. In such a warfare both sections will be roused to

fierce resentment by mutual insult and denunciation, until either side

will see on the other aliens and enemies, instead of friends and fellow-

citizens ; and, in a word, we shall cease to be one people.

"It is contended that the Union is too strong, if not too sacred, to

be endangered by angry contention between the North and the South.

This may be true while the contest is confined to a band of sectional

gladiators ; but how long the Federal compact would survive a partisan

struggle between the people of the free States and the people of the

slave States, or to what degree mutual wrath and vengeance may be

indulged with safety, are problems upon which I choose not to specu-

late. But I will not hesitate to express my conviction, that if the

time shall ever come when fraternal kindness and sympathy between

the States shall be extinguished in the popular -breast, and when the

sectional animosity which is avowed in some quarters shall become
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the common sentiment of the American people, the Union will be no
longer worth preserving. It will no longer be the "Onion established

by "Washington and his compatriots on the broad foundation of com-
mon interests, friendly ties, and national patriotism."

VI.

The external aspect of the affair off Charleston which " precipi-

tated" the war, is as that of a boy "spoiling for a fight," who places

a chip on the rim of his hat and dares his competitor to knock it off.

But even if warlike matters had been brought to an issue by the un-

designed exhibition of the fleet, it would be no more surprising than

a fact stated by Mr. Kinglake, in his history of the Crimean invasion.

He declares that event to have been brought about by means of a

cogent despatch to Lord Eaglan, drawn up by the Duke of Newcastle,

who was in favor of war, and read by him at a cabinet-meeting after

dinner, when a majority of the ministers present had sunk into a pro-

found sleep ; to which despatch the prime minister and other leading

members of the cabinet would have urged controlling objections, had
they remained awake, at a moment so critical. The orders to the

American fleet may have been issued under somewhat similar circum-

stances, since it is well known that the administration at Washington

entertained quite discordant opinions in the case in question ; at least,

up to a very late moment before the event. Indeed, it might well be

said of certain members of the administration, as Clarendon remarks

of Faii-fax, Generalissimo of the Parliament forces, under whom Crom-

well served as Lieutenant-general :
" Fairfax wished for nothing that

Cromwell did, and yet contributed to bring it all to pass."
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Atherton, Mr., of New Hampshire, pro-
poses noted resolutions (1838), 309, 4S3.
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Atlas, Boston, in 1S35 calls for meeting of
citizens of Boston to oppose antislavery
movement, 72; prints testimony con-
cerning Mr. Georae Thompson, of Eng-
land, 94 ; copies formal denunciation of
Whig party from chief organ of Liberty
party. 121 ; slat es influence of that organ
{Emancipator) for election of Mr. Polk
as against Mr. Clay, 122; assails Mr.
Webster in behalf of tne " Seward
Whigs," 212.

BANKS, Mr., chosen by the "Coali-
tion" (1851) Speaker of Massachu-

setts House of Representatives, 223;
his political progress, 231 ; in 1857 elect-
ed Governor by the " Freesoilers," 251;
willing to '"let the Union slide," 339.

Barbary powers, Christians enslaved by,
more than thirty years after the Ameri-
can Revolution, 7.

Barbour, Mr., of Virginia, urges "har-
mony and concession" at passage of
Missouri Compromise Act, 42.

Barnard, Daniel D., Mr., of New York,
early opposition of, to sectional spirit,
483.

Bates, Mr., of Missouri, presided over
Whig Convention in 185(5, 300: a can-
didate for nomination to the Presidency
at Chicago (1860), 352, 353.

Bates, Mr., of Massachusetts, presents
revolutionary resolves of Legislature of
Massachusetts in Senate, 129

;
protests

against them, 130.
Beach, Mr., candidate for Governor of
Massachusetts, 251.

Beeciier, Rev. H. W., of New York, in
Rev. Theodore Parker's pulpit. 289 ; his
view of the Constitution and the Union,
390, 391.

Bell, Mr., of Tennessee, votes for ad-
mission of California, 200 ; spirit of his
remarks on the Nebraska question, 279

;

vote on Mr. Douglas's amendment, 286 ;

nominated for President, 352 ; supported
by the old Whigs, 369, 370 ; hopes of his
adherents, 395.

Bell, Mr., of Massachusetts, candidate
for Governor, 251.

Benton, Mr., of Missouri, on abolition
memorials to Congress in 1837, 112 ; his
further remarks on the subject, 114 ; his
speech against Mr. Calhoun, 194; re-
port of a speech by him, civen in his
"Thirty Years' View," 196; his just
compliment to Georgia, 197; remarks
on the speeches during the compromise
debate of 1S50, 198, 330.

Berrien, Mr., of Georgia, votes to admit
Texas, 150 ; resolution introduced by,
179.

Bigler, Mr., of Pennsylvania, of the
"Committee of Thirteen," 424.

Bingham, Mr, of Michigan, views of,
concerning Peace Conference. 419.

Blrnet, Mr., ofNew York; vote for him
in New York defeated Mr. Clay, 122,
123.

Black, Mr., of Pennsylvania, Attorney-
General, official advice of to the Presi-
dent, 397.

Blair, Mr., of Maryland, Postmaster-
General, counted on radical side during
first of Mr. Lincoln's administration,
449.

Blair, F. P., Mr., of Missouri, statement
of, concerning Mr. Chase, Secretary of
Treasury, 388.

Boteler, Mr., of Virginia, moves for spe-
cial committee on condition of the coun-
try, 398.

Botts, Mr., of Virginia, Mr. Choate/s re-
ply to, 245.

Botjtwell, Mr., of Massachusetts, vote
of, received for Governor of Massa-
chusetts in 1S49 and 1S50, 221 ; elected
by coalition Legislature (1851). 223, 224;
his political progress up to 1865. 231.

Breckinridge, Mr., of Kentucky, the
parry represented by, 309, 370 ; error of
imputations on his Northern supDort-
ers, 381, 382.

Briggs, Mr., Governor of Massachusetts,
erroneous views of, concerning Decla-
ration of Independence, 127.

Bright, John, Mr., a radical authority in
the North, 83.

Brooks, Preston, Mr., the unlucky blow
of, 232.

Brown, Mr., of Mississippi, judgment of
as to what would save'war, 317.

Brown, John, Mr., sympathized with by
Gov. Andrew, 252; his mission from
Kansas, 312 ; morbid feeling at the
North encouraged his attempt, 327.

Buchanan, Mr., Ex-President, vote for,

in Massachusetts (1856), 251 ; election
in same year, 266; allusion to his ad-
ministration, 300, 301 ; motive for se-
lecting him, 313; Kentucky and Ten-
nessee, Whig slave States, vote for him,
314 ; his history of his administration,
391; Boston Daily Adve?iiser on his
policy, 405, 406 ; attempt of, to supply
fort Sumter, 443.

Buffalo Convention, Mr. Van Buren nomi-
nated by (1848). 121 ; its motto, 213.

Bull Run, resolution of Congress which
followed upon battle of, 455.

Burke, Edmund, remarks of, to electors
of Bristol, 173.

Burns, Anthony, a fugitive slave, extra-
dition of, 243.

CALHOUN, Mr., of South Carolina,
early attachment of, to the Union,

76 ; assent of, to Mr. Clay's tariff act of
1833, 90 ; resolutions introduced by him
in Senate, 115, 481 ; his further resolu-
tions and remarks, 191, 192 ; assailed by
Mr. Benton. 194; error of Mr. Calhoun,
195 ; avowal of danger to the Union,
197 ; speech of, in 1847, 211 ; death of,

212 ; one of the great men referred to by
Mr. Benton, 330.

Campbell, Mr., of Alabama, intervention
of, previous to hostilities, 444, 415 ; his
final inquiry of Mr. Seward, 447.
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Cameron, Mr., of Pennsylvania, moves
to reconsider rejection of the Crittenden
resolutions, 410 ; Secretary of War when
military force went South, 449.

Carlyle, Thomas, Mr., on "Anarchic
Suakers," 27; "The Times Great, and
en Small," 264.

Caruthers, Mr., of Missouri, letter of,

to a member of Congress on "Fusion,"
261.

Cass, Mr., of Michigan, voted to admit
Texas, 150; his reply to Mr. Seward,
160-163 ; vote on Mr. Douglas's Nebraska
amendment, 285 ; his withdrawal from
the Cabinet, 397.

Chandler, Z., Mr., of Michigan, letter

of, to Governor of Michigan, 419, 420.

Chase, Mr., of Ohio, votes to receive pe-
tition to dissolve the Union, 162, 190,

21 3 ; resisted the Nebraska amendment,
285 ; for disunion, 388 ; his fears of an
adjustment through Peace Conference,
422 ; radical as Secretary of the Treas-
ury, 449; the "desire to oust" him,
450.

Chicago Platform, incongruous and revo-
lutionary character of, 356 et seq.

Chinese Empire, weakness of, for want
of moral elements, 177.

Choate, Mr., of Massachusetts, speech
of, at Faneuil Hall (1850), 204 ; to Na-
tional Whig Convention (1852), 214 ; on
breaking up of his party joined the
Democracy, 233 ; reply of, to Mr. Botts,
245 ; consistent patriotism of, 255 ; strik-

ing letter of, 258 ; as to legal effect of
measures of 1850, opinion of, 274.

Church, Episcopal, freedom of, from fanat-
icism, 185 : roll of its members South as
Well as North called at triennial con-
ventions in the North during the war,
186.

Church, Methodist Episcopal, North and
South, separated in 1845, 185 ; contro-
versy in, as to the common property, 185.

Church, Roman Catholic, free from dis-

putes about slavery, 1S5 ; its wide bond
of union, 186.

Clark, Mr., of New Hampshire, instru-
ment of Republicans to defeat the
Crittenden Compromise, 408, 409; his
amendment rejected, 426.

Clay, Mr., of Kentucky, regarded un-
favorably all sectional distinctions, 23

;

urged "'harmony and concession" at
the crisis of 1820, 42 ; early interest of,

in domestic manufactures, 46, 47
;
part

taken by, in Compromise Act of 1833,

47 ; neglect of his counsels, 83 ; his own
political loss, 90; what he thought of
abolition, 102 ; his patriotism, 104

;

amends resolutions of Mr. Calhoun, 115

;

his principles, 121 ; defeated by "Liber-
ty party," 122; he, or Webster, might
have been successful candidates for
President in 1840, 126 ; States voting
for him in 1844, 138 ; opposed purchase
of Texas, 141 ; concert between Mr.
Adams and himself as Secretary of
State, 164 ; his resolutions in Thirty-

21*

first Congress, 187 ; chairman of Com-
promise Committee in 1850, 196 ; his
collaborators, 201 ; his philanthropic
disposition, 242 ; Ms steadiness to the
Constitution, 254 ; his reply to Mr. Da-
vis, 277 ; the public loss in his death,
323 ; his remonstrances, 333.

Clayton, John M., Mr., of Delaware,
voted against admitting Texas, 158;
declaration of, as to position of Know-
Nothing party, 256 ; voted against Ne-
braska bill, 2S6.

Clayton, Thomas, Mr., of Delaware,
voted against admitting Texas, 158.

Clergy, New England, political action of,

2S6 et seq.

Cltngman, Mr., of North Carolina, voted
to repeal Twenty-first Rule, 137; also
for Nebraska bill, 279.

Coalition of Democrats and Freesoilers in
Massachusetts, 221 et seq.

Cobb. Mr., of Georgia, voted for reducing
tariff act of 1842, 48 ; for Nebraska bill,

279.

Collamee, Mr., of Vermont, singular re-

port of, from Committee on Territories,

298 ; ofthe Committee of Thirteen (1861),
421.'

Colonization Society, beneficial results

of; opposition to it, 122.

Commons, House of, motion for peace
with American colonies in, 77.

Compromises, four several, alleged to
have been kept by the South and broken
by the North, 19.

Congress (of the old Confederation), first

Ordinance proposed to, 21 ; second,
passed by, 22; action of, calculated to
prepare the way for abolition, 24; of
States found to be inefficient, 28 ; State
sovereignty asserted by, 31.

Congress of United States, disavowal by,
of all authority in regard to slaves, 24

;

petitions to, 25 ; request of Dr. Franklin,
25; slavery out of its control, 25; its

power limited, 25 ; turn of debate in, 26

;

action of, 27; feeling of Southern mem-
bers of, 27; early memorials to, on
slavery, 31, 32 ;

petition of Indiana to,

32 ; wishes of Southern members of, 33

;

petitions to, as to District of Columbia,
35 ; little attention to them, 35 ;

question
of its powers, 36; its authority, 37;
acceptance by, of territory from Vir-
ginia and Maryland, 37 ; no memorial as
to slavery in, for forty years, 37 ; its ex-
clusive power, 37; members of, with
better means of judging than the peo-
ple, 3S; Northern members of, on
limitation of powers, 38 ; Missouri ques-
tion in, 41-43; analysis of votes, 43,

46 ; disposition of some Northern mem-
bers, 49 ; acts of, for admission of vari-

ous States, 51 ; spirit of its action, 52

;

a petition to, in 1827, 69 ; also, in 1831,
and action thereupon, 69 ; what prompt-
ed memorials in 1836, 69, 70 ; President
Madison's communication to, on British
intervention, 75 ; report upon, accepted
by, 76 ; message of President Jackson
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to, 9S ; action of (183(5), as to antislavery
memorials, 105; contest renewed in

(1837), 111 ; resolution adopted by, 113

;

resolutions from Vermont, presented to,

116 ; tardy action of Republican majority
in, 117 ; Twenty-first Rule of, 117 ; resolu-

tions from Massachusetts presented to,

127; pronounced a proposition to dis-

solve the Union, 131; report of select

committee of House of Representatives.

131 ; resolves adopted by, 131 : incon-

sistent voting upon them, 131 ; Twenty-
flrst Rule rescinded by, 136, 137; motion
to revive it, 138 ; some members ready
enough to provoke civil war, 140 ; res-

olution of House to admit Texas, 113;

expedient of Senate, 143 ;
popular dis-

putes during recess, 145; resolutions of
Massachusetts Legislature sent to its

Senators and Representatives in, 147,

148 ; memorials to, about Texas (18-15),

149 ; admission of Texas by, 150 : state

of public feeling at opening of session

(1849), ITS; state of parties in, at same
period, 187 ; compromise resolves of Mr.
Clay brought in, 1ST; "Wilmot Pro-
viso" rejected by, 193; manifesto of a
section of, 196; action of, on the com-
promise measures, 199, 200 ; result ar-

rived at by, judicious, 203. 201 ; provi-

sions adopted by, for admitting Utah,
settled same principle for Kansas. 208;
petition to, for dissolution of the Union,
213 ; after adjournment of, in 1850, pros-

pect of quiet, 214; but State Legisla-

tures came into conilict with Congress
by " Personal Liberty Bills," 210, 217

;

eminent representatives of Massachu-
setts formerlv in Congress. 219; effect

of action of Congress, -j-.'o : obligations

of Congress defined by National Council

of Know-Nothings, 257; admission of
California by, was abrogation of Mis-
souri Compromise, 262; message of
President Pierce to, 270; Nebraska
Bill in, 278 c' seq.; memorial of New
England clergymen to, 286 et seq.; Aci

passed by, 291; secret association of

members of, 295; some singular reports
made to. 297, 298; final action of, noon

- Nebraska Bills, 303, 805, 308;
message of President Pierce to, 311;
reluctant to vote supplies For troops.

311 : Missouri Compromise line repealed
i>v Northern members of, 322; Republi-
can members of. recommend -w

Helper's
Crisis,'* 825; excuses of members, 325;
reaction in Congress, .'WO: debate in.

referred to by Mr. Benton, 830; if Con-
stitution disregarded. Congress will be-
come the tool of a dictator, 885; non-
interference with slavery by Congress a

requirement of Cincinnati platform,
345,347; in 1860, Democrats hoped to

regain their ascendency in. '"i'.): resist-

ance to Congress involved in Chicago
(Republican) platform. 861 : Qecess arily

complied With action of California. 866 :

a conservative majority in, in 1860, 371

;

practically controlled by Southern and

Democratic Northern members, at be-
ginning of 1861, 3S1 : Southern members
'• breathing disunion, 1

' 383; earnest
public expectation regarding, when it.

met in December, 1860, 396 ; Attorney-
General 1

s opinion of its powers, 397

;

committee of, on state of the country,
398; Crittenden resolutions offered in,

400; memorials in their favor, 403;
action of Senate upon the resolutions,
410 ; committee of, on the resolutions,
424 ; efficacy of the resolutions depended
on Republican members, 428 ; Congress
would not submit the question to the
people, 431 ; resolutions of House, not
taken up by Senate. 482; Congress not
disposed to begin war, 437: some of
Peace Conference measures adopted by
House, without action by Senate, 438;
confusion in which things were left, 438

;

busy movements of Republican mem-
bers of Congress, 450 ; Act of (of 1862),
promising freedom to runaway slaves,

of no legal effect, 155: resolves of. after
battle of Bull Run. 455; Acts of. during
the war, relating to slavery, now con-
fessedly nugatory, 456; Topeka consti-
tution, excluding negroes from Kansas,
voted for by Republican members ^\\

458 : people must control a partisan Con-
gress. 463; resolutions presented to in

1836 (Appendix), intended to cover the
whole slavery question, 481 : Mr. Ather-
ton's resolutions of1838 (Appendix), 483.

Conrad, Mr., of Louisiana, of Mr. Fill-

more's Cabinet, 237.

Conservative Republicans, instruments of
the radicals, 355: alarmed too late. :;!IS.

Convention, Abolition, at Buffalo (1848),
in;: sectional. f.M.213; for framing the
Constitution, 18 et seq. : ofVirginia, 15;
of Massachusetts, 29 : Hartford. 49 ;

Nashville, 197; Whig, 126; (1852), 211,

239, 277; (1856), 300; Democratic (1852),
23S; (lSStn, 31:; ; MSUri, 301; 342; Free-
soil (1852). 240; Know-Nothing, 258;
Black Republican, 262; Whig and
Democratic, .".us: Constitutional union,
352 : Republican (I860), 852 < t seq., 414;
South Carolina. 883, 390, 391.

Conventions, 261.

Cokwlx. Mr., of Ohio, chairman of Special
Committee (1860), on condition of the
country. 899.

Council, National, Know-Nothing, became
sectional, 261.

Courit r, Boston, quotes New York TiMlMy
on nomination of Mr. Lincoln, 859;
quotes Washington despatch to New
York Herald, relating to Mr. Wilson,
412.

Courier, Charleston, as to evacuation of
Fori Sumter. 447

Court. Supreme, of United States, opinion
Of. declaring Fugitive Slave Act con-
stitutional, 216: opinion of, on Dred
Scott ease. 866, 867.

Courts, Supreme, of the several States,
opinion of, declaringFugitive Slave Act
constitutional, 210.
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flnence, 244 ; concession of, to claims of
Mr. Webster, 245 ; vote for him in Mas-
sachusetts (1856), 251 ; candidate of the
Whigs, 266.

Fletcher, Richard, Mr., addresses anti-

abolition meeting in Boston, To.

Franklin, Dr., interest of, in abolition,

25, 27.

Frederick H. of Prussia, his reception

of petitions, 86.

Fremont, Mr., vote for him in Massa-
chusetts, 251, 260, 264 ; nomination of,

sectional, 314 : motives for it, 377.

Fugitive Slave Law. unpopularity of. at

the North, 199 ; real objection to, 320.

GARDNER, Mr., Governor of Massa-
chusetts, Know-Nothing vote for,

250. 251, 260; afterwards acted with
conservatives, 249.

Garrison, Mr., rescued from mob, 74 ; set

up " Liberator," 93 ; its motto, 109 ; be-

fore committee of the Legislature, 108 ;

action of that body, 110 ; residence in a
border State, 182.

Giddings, Mr., of Ohio, offers resolutions
for disunion, 188 ; on the compromise
of 1850, 278 ;

parody on Declaration of
Independence, 357 ; his amendment su-

perseded, 358; his reconciliation with
the Chicago Convention, 414.

Goodrich, Mr., of Massachusetts, Presi-
dent of Congressional ''Kansas Aid
Society," 295.

Gordon. Mr., Whig candidate for Gover-
nor of Massachusetts, 251.

Gorham, Mr., of Massachusetts, of the
committee to draft the Constitution, 13

;

willing to continue slave-trade indefi-

nitely, 13.

Graham, Mr., of North Carolina, voted
against reduction of tariff of 1S42, 48.

Granger, Mr., of New York, action of,

against " fusion " in 1855, 483.

Grant, General, tribute of, to valor of his
adversaries, 337.

Great Britain, principles of Constitution
of, similar to those of Constitution of
United States, 44 ; rough practices at
hustings in, 285.

Greeley, Mr., of New York, delegate
from Oregon to Republican Conven-
tion, 353 ; "his approbation of secession,
389.

Green. Mr., of Missouri, report of, on a
secret association in Congress, 295.

Grimes. Mr., of Iowa, of the Committee
of Thirteen, 424.

Guthrie, Mr., of Kentucky, of President
Pierce's Cabinet, 270.

HALE, Mr., ofNew Hampshire, Liber-
ty party casts diminished vote for,

123 ; voted to receive petition for dis-
solution, 162, 190

;
presents petition for

dissolution, 1S7 ; motion of, for abolish-
ing slavery in the District, rejected, 200

;

opposes Compromise of 1850, 201 ; Free-

soil candidate for President, 240 ; speech
of, at Framincrham, Massachusetts, 341.

Hall, Mr., of "New York, of Mr. Fill-

more's Cabinet. 237.

Hakeb, Mr., of Ohio, of committee (1S36)

on subject of slavery. 105.

Hamilton, Mr., in ""Federalist," 19; in
Elliot's Debates, 12.

Hamlin, Mr., of Maine, for reducing tariff

of 1842, 48.

Hamlin. Mr., of South Carolina, voted to
repeal Twenty-first Rule, 137.

Hardin. Mr., of Kentucky, of committee
(1836) on subject of slavery, 105.

Harper's Ferry, assault upon, 327-329.

Harrison, Mr., Ex-President, opponents
of Democrats came into power with, 45

;

election of. 125 ; character of, 126.

Harvard College, etudents from Southern
States at, 56.

Haughton, Mr., first editor of Boston
Atlas, 212.

Hates, Mr., of Chicago, letter of Mr.
Douglas to. 429.

Helena, St., in South Carolina, no mixed
races there, when captured, 175.

Helper's Crisis, 323 ei seq.

Henrt, John, Capt,, a British emissary
of disunion, 74.

Herald'. New York, despatch to, concern-
ing Senator Wilson, 412 ; despatch to,

as to policy at Washington and Mont-
gomery, 446

j
pronounces the demon-

stration leading to attack on Fort Sum-
ter the result of policy, 447, 448.

" Higher Law " mere license, 359, 360.
Hilliard, Mr., of Alabama, voted to ad-
mit Texas, 150.

"Historicus" on an opinion of United
States Supreme Court, 832.

Hoar, Mr., of Massachusetts, mission of,

to Charleston. S. O, 133.

Holland, Lord, opinion of, concerning
Capt. Heniy's mission, 76, 81.

Holt, Lord Chief Justice, with the other
judges of England, declares negroes
merchandise, 19.

Houston, Mr., of Texas, voted for ad-
mission of California, 200 ; humane
views of, in regard to Nebraska Bill,

279, 2S0, 2S3.
Howard, Mr., of Tennessee, anxiety of,

to avoid a collision, 346, 348.

Howe, Mr., of Pennsylvania, colloq.uy be-
tween, and Mr. Giddings, 278.

Hunt, Mr., Ex-Govemor of New York,
opposes change in tariff of 1842, 48 ;

pre-
sides over Constitutional-Union Con-
vention of 1860, 352; resisted "fusion"
in 1855, 483.

Hunter, Mr., of Virginia, supports Mr.
Douglas's amendment, 2S5 ; of the Com-
mittee of Thirteen, 424.

INDIANS, North American, made slaves
of captives, 58 ; rights and wrongs of,

280, 284, 285.
I Intelligencer, Atlanta, Ga., anecdote in,
I 457.
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JACKSON, Mr., Ex-President, singular
arbitrary act of, 65 ; Whig opposition

to his administration, 70 ; message of,

on incendiary publications, 93 ; his pa-
triotism, 104 ; resolutions of Southern
legislative assemblies conformable to

his views, 106 ; Texas negotiated about,
in his administration, 141 ; Mr. J. Q,.

Adams aggrieved by preference for him,
163; rebellion, in his time, confined to

South Caroliua, 395.

Jarvis, Mr., of Maine, of committee
(1836) on subject of slavery, 105.

Jefferson. Mr., Ex-President, intimates
motive for Northern votes to keep up
the slave-trade, 11 ; sentiments of, re-

garding^ the slave system, 17 ; his plan
for the Northwestern Ordinance, 21 ; his
political views, 23 ; his later opinions,
24; his French prepossessions, 44; effect

of his accession to the Presidency, 45
;

measures of his administration, 46 ; his
views of the Missouri Compromise ques-
tion, 49, 52-54 ; and of a line of division,

55, 56 ; his opinion about sending South-
ern youths to Northern colleges, 55 ; his
ideas on this point erroneous, 67, 68

;

his judgment as to right of secession,
203. '

Jessct, Judge, moves Eepublican Con-
vention (I860) to strike the word " Na-
tional" from its platform, 358.

Johnson, Mr., President, "voted for re-

ducing tariff of 1842, 48 ; against repeal
of Twenty-first Rule, 137 ; to revive it,

138 ; for admission of Texas, 150 ; for

organization of Nebraska, 279 ; his opin-
ion of the abolitionists, 388 : his propo-
sition to amend the Constitution, 399 ;

speech of, in 1860, 401 ; votes to recon-
sider Mr. Clark's amendment, 410 ; votes
for the Crittenden resolutions, 427.

Johnson. Cost, Mr., of Maryland, pro-
posed Twenty-first Kule, 117.

Jones, Mr., of Iowa, voted for Fugitive
Slave Act, 200.

KANSAS, was included in the Louis-
iana purchase, 42 ; effect, if original

line of demarcation had run through
centre of Kansas, 52 ; entitled to same
terms of admission as Utah, 208 ; the
civil war began in Kansas, 271 et seq, ;

Kansas Investigating Committee, 294
et seq.

Kennedy, Mr., of Maryland, voted for re-

peal of Twenty-first Rule. 137 ; of Presi-
dent Fillmore's Cabinet, 237.

King, Preston. Mr., of New York, voted
to reduce tariff of 1842, 48.

King. Rttfus, Mr., of New York, com-
petitor of Mr. Monroe for Presidency,
62.

King, William, Mr., of Alabama, deems
resolutions of Massachusetts a propo-
sition to dissolve the Union, and his re-
gret, 129.

Know-Nothing party, objects of, 235 ; de-
scription of, in its progress and end,
255 et seq.

LAUDERDALE, Earl of, opinion of, as
to Captain Henry's mission, 81.

Leavitt, Joshua, Mr., editor of Eman-
cipator, 121.

Lecompton Constitution, proposed by the
" Slave State men," 301.

Lee, Robert E., Colonel (afterwards gen-
eral), commanded party at relief of Har-
per's Ferry, 328.

Liberator, The, motto of, 109 ; its opinion
of •' Liberty party," 139.

Liberia, republic of, established on true
philanthropic grounds, 61 ; abolition-
ists opposed colonization there and
elsewhere, 122.

Liberty party, separates from the Whigs,
121 ; candidates of, 123.

Lincoln, Mr., Ex-President, relations of,

to the "higher law," 162; votes cast
for, in 1860, 301; "nobody hurt," 305

;

declares majority of Southern people
for union, 317 ; in nearly a million mi-
nority of the popular vote, 330 ; Mr.
Hale's idea of the consequences of his
non-election, 341 ; reason for his nomi-
nation stated by Mr. Andrew, 352, 353

;

made use of by a "geographical party,"

369 ; in 1856, pluralities in most West-
ern free States for Freesoil candidate,
in 1860, pluralities in all for Mr. Lin-
coln, 378 ; character of, 434 ; policy of
his inaugural address, 438 ; remarks of,

to commissioners of Virginia, 440, 441

;

at delivery of inaugural address, South-
ern posts of United States in hands of
Confederates, 443 ; he intended to main-
tain the Union, 448

;
yielded to radical

"•pressure" in changing his policy of
defence, merely, 449, 450 ; what he
thought of the effect of his emanci-
pation proclamation. 455.

Livingston, Mr., of New Jersey, reports
proposition relative to slave-trade. 13.

Lords. House of, proceedings in, relative
to Henry's mission, 76.

Ltell, Sir Charles, on condition of
blacks at the South, 18.

Lyman. Theodore, Mr., presides at pub-
lic meeting in Boston (1835), in oppo-
sition to antislavery agitation, 72.

MADISON, Mr., Ex-President ; sec-
tional prejudices in his adminis-

tration, 46; message of, to Congress
(1812), in regard to British intrigues,
75.

Mace, Mr., of Indiana, testimony of, be-
fore Investigating Committee, as to se-

cret " Kansas Aid Society," composed
of members of Congress, 295.

Mangum, Mr., of North Carolina, sup-
ported Compromise of 1850, 201.

Mann, Horace, Mr., of Massachusetts,
not an abolitionist in 1836, 106.

Mansfield, Chief Justice, on Influence
of English air, 71.

Marcy, Governor, address of, to New
York Legislature, against abolition, 99

;

as a statesman, 104 ; of President
Pierce's Cabinet, 270.
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Marshall, Chief Justice, upon Washing-
ton's Farewell Address, 83.

Martineau, Miss, in Massachusetts Hall
of Representatives, 107.

Massachusetts, social inequality between
white and black in, 3; United States
Constitution accepted by, only on con-
dition of reserving State rights, 29;
strict State rights views of its first Sen-
ators, 39; action of, upon statute for-

bidding marriage between white and
colored persons, 119 ; revolutionary re-

solves of its Legislature, 127 ; address
of its Governor in 1844, 128 ;

presenta-
tion of its resolves in United States
Senate, 129, 130; resolves to appoint
agents to test a question in Charleston
and New Orleans, 132; on admission
of Texas, 148 et seq. ; trial of the two
great parties in, for "Liberty party"
votes, 155, 156 ; leaning of, to abolition
in 1847, 157; local causes of demoral-
ization in ; the coalition and its con-
sequences, 218 et seq. ; state of parties
in. in 1853, 249 et seq. ; action of its Leg-
islature in regard to Kansas, 312 ; reso-
lution of its Legislature approving spe-
cial message of President Buchanan,
395.

McClellan, Gen. George B.. represent-
ed the real Union-loving body of the
people, 373 ; superseded by "pressure "

of radicals, for fear of speedy peace,
386 ;

popular vote given for him, 402

;

when superseded, result of war became
doubtful, 461.

Meacham. Mr., ofVermont, voted against
Nebraska Bill. 279.

Mercantile Library Association, of Bos-
ton, addressed by Mr. Toombs in 1856,
317.

Methodist Episcopal Church, sectional
division of, 185.

Mill, John Stuart, Mr., one of our mod-
ern radical instructors, 84.

Mississippi, commissioner from, explana-
tion by, of the Confederate policy, 441.

Missouri Compromise, one of four be-
tween North and South, 19 ; Jefferson
in regard to, 53-55

;
principle of, disre-

garded in settling territorial govern-
ments for Utah and New Mexico. 206-

208 ; mischief of any such line of de-
marcation. 210; repealed by measures
of 1S50, 366.

Monroe, Mr., Ex-President, election of
followed upon " an era of good feeling,"

44 ; a partial obliteration of old party
lines, 62; but new questions of sup-
posed sectional interest came up, 63-65.

Morgan, Mr., Governor of New York, of
conservative tendencies, 416.

Morse, Prof. S. B., interesting letter
from, SO.

Morton, Mr.. Governor of Massachusetts,
inaugural address of. 119. 120 : signature
of, not affixed to legislative resolves
against annexing Texas, 147.

Morton. Mrs., verses by, entitled "The
African Chief," 59.

Murrat, Hon. Miss, on condition of
blacks at the South, 18.

XfAPOLEON I., at the height of his
XX power in 1809, 77.

Nebraska, comprehended in the Louisiana
purchase, 42 ; slavery excluded from, by
natural causes, 43.

New England, slaves in (1790), 11 ; slaves
of Jonathan Edwards, 19 ; Federal party
the most powerful in. at close of Wash-
ington's administration, 44; its mem-
bers of Congress opposed tariff act of
1816, 46 ; effect of protection upon, 47

;

influence of its college life, 56, 67, 68.

New York, measures taken in, after Revo-
lution of 1775, toward emancipation, 10.

Nicholson, Mr., of Tennessee, tribute of,

to Northern Democrats, 400, 405.
Niles, Mr., of Connecticut, remarks of
Mr. Webster concerning, 179.

Nullification in South Carolina, grounds
and theories of, 89.

Nte, Mr., of New York, supports Mr.
Curtis at Chicago Convention (1860),
415.

ORDINANCE of 1787 excluded slavery
from territory northwestward of

Ohio River, 21 ; examination of it, 22-
24 ; useless in fact, but injurious in
principle, 54 • evils of a line recognizing
separate habits and interests, 209.

Ormsbt's " History of the Whig Party,"
reference to, 45.

Oer. Mr., of South Carolina, votes for
Nebraska Bill, 279.

Otis, Harrison Gray, Mr., addresses
anti-abolition meeting in Boston (1835),

73 ;
gives an account of the Liberator.

93.

Owens, Mr., of Georgia, of committee on
subject of slavery, 105.

PARKER, Rev. Theodore, for a
" drumhead constitution," 289.

Peace Conference, proposed by Virginia,
and acceded to, 415 et seq.

Peace Society of Massachusetts, support-
ed the civil war, 225.

Pennsylvania, measures of, after the Revo-
lution of 1775, for the emancipation of
its slaves. 10 ; objections of Washing-
ton to send into, after a fugitive slave,

20 ; earliest petitions from, on the sub-
ject of slavery, 25 ; only from, for many
vears, 49: memorials from, presented
by J. Q. Adams, 69; its "sojourning"
statutes, 215.

Perry, Mr., of South Carolina, statement
by, of means for restoring harmony be-
tween the North and South, 346 ; cor-
respondence between his plan and the
basis assumed by Mr. Douglas, 348.

Personal Liberty Acts, to obstruct exe-
cution of Fugitive Slave Law, 220; a
chief ground of complaint by the South,
382 ; in conflict with the Constitution,
216-218.
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Peter, the Hermit, inducements offered

by, 92.

Phillips, Wendell, Mr., hostility of, to

the Constitution, 109; knew little of

life at the South, 182 ; a disunionist of
"nineteen years' standing,' 1

109, 413.

Pickens, Fort, seized before inauguration
of Mr. Lincoln, 443.

Pierce, Mr., Ex-President, of committee
(1836) on subject of slavery, 105 ; elec-

tion of, aided by a section of the Whigs,
123 ; for the Constitution and Union,
166; the vote given for him, 236; in-

creased by Whig dissensions, 267 ; au-
spicious opening of his administration,
269 ; his reference to "domestic contro-
versies passing away," 270 ; alleged ob-
jections of, to the proposal of Mr. Doug-
las's amendment, 280 ; may have been
an error of policy not to nominate him
again, 310 ; eulogized by the convention
which adopted his successor, 313 ;

prob-
able results, had he been renominated,
314, 315.

Pinckney, Mr., of South Carolina, of
committee on subject of slavery (1836),

105.

Pitt, Mr., despondency as to future of
Europe, 77.

Polk, Mr., Ex-President, electoral vote
for, 122 ; election of, secured by aid of
"Liberty party" men, and the conse-
quences, 123 ; several free States sup-
ported his election, 138 ; for admission
of Texas hy negotiation, 144 ; inaction
as to proceedings of his predecessor,
149

;
preference shown him resented by

Mr. Van Buren, 163 ; though devoted to
Southern views, his election due to
" Freesoilers," 242.

Port Royal, South Carolina, free from
mixed races when taken, 175.

Post, Evening, of New York, despatch to,

saying that Mr. Seward rejected the
Crittenden Compromise, 408.

Powell, Mr., of Kentucky, moved for

Committee of Thirteen, 399.

Prescott's " Philip II. " shows policy of
radicals like that of Cardinal Ximenes
toward the Moors of Spain, 454.

Preston, Mr., of South Carolina, objec-

tion of, to Vermont legislative resolves,

116.

Preston, Mr., of Maryland, voted for re-

peal of Twenty-first Rule, 137.

Princeton College, proportion of Southern
youths at, 56.

Pugh, Mr., of Ohio, opinion of, in favor
of Crittenden proposition, 404 ; declares
that a two-thirds vote for it would have
prevented secession, 426.

QUAKERS, memorial from, for aboli-

tion of slave-trade, 25 ; from one of
the same, relating to same subject, 33.

Qttinct. Josiah, Mr., opposed the Louis-
iana purchase, 38 ; Freesoil candidate
for Governor of Massachusetts, 251, 260

;

advice to the North to " take possession
of the Government," 340, 413.

Quitman, Gen., description by, of South-
ern life, 464.

RANDOLPH, Mr., of Virginia, of com-
mittee to draft Constitution, 13.

Randolph, John, Mr., of Virginia, re-

ported adversely to petition of inhabit-
ants of Indiana for suspension of ordi-

nance of 1787, 209.

Raymond, Mr., of New York Times,
states how Mr. Lincoln's nomination
occurred, 359.

Republican journals, New York Herald
on opposition of, to the administration,
449.

Rice, Mr., of Minnesota, of the Commit-
tee of Thirteen, 424.

Richardson, Mr., of Dlinois, introduced
bill for organizing Nebraska, 278.

Rockwell, Mr., vote for, in Massachu-
setts, 251, 260.

Roebuck, Mr., (M. P.), speech of, at

Sheffield, 86-88.

Roman Catholic Church, averse to politi-

cal fanaticism, 185, 186.

Rusk, Mr., of Texas, spirit of remarks
by, on the Nebraska Bill, 279.

Rutledge, Mr., of South Carolina, of
committee to frame the Constitution, 13.

SANTA ANNA, dictator of Mexico,
agreement of, to independence of

Texas, 144.

Scott, Sir Walter, on conduct of Eng-
land toward Scotland, 336.

Scott, Gen., competitor of Mr. Pierce for

the Presidency, 166
;
gives anecdote of

Gen. Taylor, 168 ; vote for, in 1852, 236

;

motives for his nomination, 245, 246;
Whig loss by it, 247 ; majorities for, in
four States, 248 ; change in Kentucky,
314 ;

proposal of, to Mr. Seward, as to

seceded States, 389; opinion of, as to
reinforcement of Fort Sumter, 443.

Seward, Mr., comments of Mr. Cass on,

160 ; reply of, 161 ;
parallel drawn by,

between J. Q. Adams and Abraham
Lincoln, 162; his description of Mr.
Adams, 164 ; his announcement of the
"irrepressible conflict" the forerunner
of war, 165 ; his Rochester speech, 171

;

his vote to receive memorials for disso-

lution of the Union, 190, 213
;
paired off

with Mr. Dickinson on Fugitive Slave
Bill, 200 ; speech before New England
Society in 1860, 305; his approval of
" Helper's Crisis," 325, 326 ; the promi-
nent candidate at Chicago, 352 ; de-

spatch of, to Mr. Adams at London, 386

;

General Scott's letter to, 389 ;
alarm of,

on the eve of hostilities, 398 ; his views
as to the rights of "the opposition,"

402 ; refusal of, to approve the Critten-

den Compromise, 408; votes for Mr.
Clark's amendment, 410; of the Com-
mittee of Thirteen, 424 ; statement of

Judge Campbell, as to assurance given
by him of evacuation of Fort Sumter,
445 ; whether official or not, 44S ; New
York Herald upon, 449, 450.
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Seward Whigs, opponents of Mr. Web-
ster, styled, 212.

Shadrach, an alleged fugitive slave, res-

cue of, 227.

Shaffner, Mr., extract from his "Se-
cession War," 464.

Shaw, Chief Justice, of Massachusetts,
pronounces Fugitive Slave Act consti-

tutional. 228, 241 ; signs appeal to citi-

zens of that State as to personal liberty-

laws. 382.

Sheffield, a majority of votes of, sustained
Mr. Roebuck, who hoped to see the re-

public '• split in two," 87.

Sherman, Mr., of Ohio, excuses his testi-

monial to the Helper book, 326.

Shurtz. Carl, Mr., despatch of, to Gov-
ernor of Wisconsin, 419.

Sims, a fugitive slave, sent back to Sa-

vannah from Boston (1S51), 228.

Slade. Mr., of Vermont, motion of, and
excitement caused by, in House of Rep-
resentatives, 112, 113.

Smith, Mr., of Connecticut, opposed Com-
promise of 1S50, 201 ; opposed the Ne-
braska Bill, 283.

Smith, Mr., of Indiana, Secretary of the
Interior under Mr. Lincoln, conserva-
tive, 449.

Smith, Goldwin, Mr., one of our late in-

structors, 83.

Sojourning laws, in New York and Penn-
sylvania, 215.

South Carolina, early opposed to impor-
tation of slaves, 7 ; adjustment of nul-

lification in, 19 ; five representatives
from, voted to exclude slavery from
Northern Louisiana territory, 41, 46;
its theory of nullification, 89 ; legis-

lative resolves of, 106 ; cry of " Texas
or disunion " in, 146.

Sprague, Judge Peleg, addressed anti-

abolition meeting in Boston (1835), 73

;

"no man's man," 251.

Spruance, Mr., of Delaware, voted for

admission of California, 158.

Stafford House, in sympathy with Amer-
ican abolitionists. 91.

Starlet, Mr., of North Carolina, voted
against Nebraska Bill, 279.

Star, Washington, conceived Mr. Seward
would agree to the Crittenden propo-
sition, 404.

Stephens, Mr., of Georgia, voted against
reducing tariff of 1S42, 48 ; against re-

peal of Twenty-first Rule, 137 ; to revive

it, 133 ; for admission of Texas, 150

;

his slave "run off," 186.

Story, Mr. Justice, on the necessity for a
fugitive slave law, 204.

Stowe, Mrs. Beecher, author of " a high-
ly sensational romance," 60 ; signer of
memorial against the Douglas amend-
ment, 286.

Stowell, Lord, decision of, in matter of
slave Grace, 71.

Stuart, A. H. H., Mr., of Virginia. Sec-

retary of Interior under Mr. Fillmore,

an early member of the " American " or-

ganization, 255.

Stuart, Prof., of Massachusetts, testi-

mony of, concerning Mr. George Thomp-
son. 94 ; excursus of, on a passage of
Scripture, 184.

Sturgeon, Mr., of Pennsylvania, voted
for Fugitive Slave Act, 200.

Sumner, Mr., of Massachusetts, chosen
Senator by "coalition," 224, 226; ad-
dress of, in Boston, on peace, 225 ; voted
for by men opposed to his views, 230

;

kept in place by assault upon him, 232

;

opposed Nebraska Bill, 285 ; Mr. John-
son (President), upon, 388 ; speech of,

on "barbarism of slavery," 414; name
absent from request to Governor of
Massachusetts to send delegates to
Peace Conference, 417 ; his propositions
parallel to those of Cardinal Ximenes,
455.

Sumter, Fort, Mr. Lincoln's reply to
Commissioners of Virginia, after attack
upon, 440 ; composure of Mr. Lincoln
in regard to attack upon. 441 ; consider-
ations in relation to assault upon, 442
et seq.

TAYLOR, Gen.. Ex-President, elected

(1848), 123; his political relations,

167-169 ; his personal integrity, 168

;

tributes to his memory, 212.

Taylor, Mr., of New York, letter of Mr.
Douglas to, 429.

Texas, project for annexation of, 116;
Liberty party responsible for its an-

' nexation, 123 ;
political struggle in re-

lation to, 141 et seq. ; action of Massa-
chusetts Legislature about, 150 et seq. ;

excitement resulting from movement,
178. 179.

Thompson, George, Mr., first appear-
ance of, in United States, 71 ; ill success
of. and secret departure, 72, 73 ; second
arrival of, 74 ; reputation of, at home,
78 ; one of our recent radical instructors,

83 ; testimony in regard to, 94.

Times, London, extracts from Mr. Roe-
buck's speech given in, 87.

Times, New York, account by editor of,

as to how nomination of Mr. Lincoln
happened, 359.

Toombs, Mr., of Georgia, voted against
reducing tariff of 1S42, 48 ; voted for ad-
mission of Texas, 150; slave of, "run
off," 186; supported Nebraska Bill, 285

;

lecture by, on domestic slavery (1836),
before Mercantile Library Association
of Boston, 317 ; of Committee of Thir-
teen, 424 : declared by Mr. Douglas
satisfied with Crittenden proposition,
426.

Topeka Constitution, excluding negroes
from Kansas, adopted by " Freesoilers "

in the Territoiy, and ratified by Repub-
licans in Congress, 296. 458.

Tribune, New York, editor of, delegate
from Oregon to Chicago, 353 ; report of
Judge Jessup's anti-national amend-
ment in, 35S ; reference to despatches
in, 359 ; asserts right of secession, 388

;
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on the eve of war rebukes leading Re-
publicans for showing "a reactionary-

spirit,
1
' 407 ; the express organ of radi-

cal Republicans. 413.

Turril, Mr., of New York, of committee
(1830) on subject of slavery, 105.

Tyler, Mr., Ex-President, relations of,

to parties, 126 ; accession of, to office,

tended to disorganize parties, 135, 136

;

irresponsible offer of, to negotiate with
Texas, 141, 142 ; subsequent action of,

in regard to Texas, 144, 149.

UNCLE TOM, a highly sensational ro-

mance, 60.

Underwood, Mr., of Kentucky, voted to
admit California, 200.

Union-savers, phrase used to stigmatize
supporters of the Constitution, 238.

VAN BUREN, Mr., Ex-President, de-
picted in "Partisan Leader," 115;

nominated by abolitionists (1848), 116,

121, 123; unpopular administration of
(1836-1840), 125 ; negotiated for Texas,
141 ; resented preference of his party
for Mr. Polk, 163 ; sum of vote for, by
Liberty party, 165.

Vernon, Mount, a fugitive slave resorted
to, 20.

Virginia, declaration of rights by (17T0),

15 ; more sound than Declaration of In-
dependence, 16 ; leading men of, early
favored extinction of slavery, 17 ; mag-
nanimous cession of territory by, 21

;

claims of, to forbearance, 22 ; early
measures taken by, for gradual emanci-
pation, 33 ; cause of their abandonment,
34 ; resolutions of, in 1798, 89 ; resolves
of her Legislature, 130 ; terms of her
cession of territory, 192 ; reply of Mr.
Lincoln to certain commissioners from,
440.

WADE, Mr., of Ohio, remarkable
omission by, in report from Com-

mittee on Territories, 298 ;
" for a fight,

1 '

388 ; his exculpation of the South, 399.
Wales, Mr., of Delaware, voted for ad-
mission of California, 158.

"Walker, Robert J., Mr., of Mississippi,
describes antislavery party in Kansas,
296; in favor of act (1S58) admitting
Kansas, to defeat Lecompton Consti-
tution, 303.

Wallet, Mr., Whig candidate for Gov-
ernor of Massachusetts (1855), 251.

Washington, hoped for final abrogation
of slave system, 17 ; letter of. to Mr.
Drayton, 20 ; warning of his Farewell
Address, 23, 83; injunctions of, in re-
gard to the Constitution, 190 ; approved
Fugitive Slave Act of 1793, 204; "irre-
pressible conflict " in direct antagonism
to the Farewell Address of, 369; the
most illustrious Americans have reiter-
ated his expostulations, 451.

Washington, Lewis, Col., testimony of,

before Senate Committee, 327.

Washington, City of, state of colored
population of, before the war, 38.

Webster, Daniel, Mr., of Massachusetts,
one of the great defenders of the repub-
lic, 83 ; such as he might have averted
the civil conflict, 102 ; upheld the prin-
ciple of non-intervention with slavery,

121 ; might have been successful Whig
candidate in 1840, 126 ; striking account
by, of Massachusetts sentiment in 1843,

178, 179 ; instructions to him proposed
by Mr. Wilson, 183 ; Faneuil Hall re-

fused to friends of, and the result,

1S6
;
preamble proposed by, to memo-

rial for dissolution, 190 ; resolutions of,

concerning Texas, 194 ; extract from
7th of March speech by, 198 ; reply of,

to attacks upon him, 198 ; his support
of Compromise of 1850, 201 ; where Na-
ture forbade slavery, would not prohibit
it by law, 206 ; assailed by certain news-
papers, 212 ; became Secretary of State
(1850), 221 ;

public character and ser-

vices of. 224 : his part, had he survived
longer, 233 ; Secretary of State until his
death, 237 ;

probability of his election,
if nominated in 1852, 244 ; reasons of,

for wishing nomination, 245 ; his ap-
peals to the Constitution, 254 ; his opin-
ion of the effect of Compromise of 1850,

274 ; his revision of Whig resolves of
1852, 275, 277 ; his opinion of rights of
the South, if Constitution violated by
the North, 321, 322; would have over-
thrown secret Congressional associa-
tions, 323 ; if Republicans rfeht, he and
leading statesmen, from the beginning,
wrong, 333.

Weed, Thurlow, Mr., of New York,
editor of Albany Evening Journal, 212;
on responsibility of the "ultra aboli-
tionists, 388.

Weller, Mr., of California, supported
the Douglas amendment, 283.

Welles, Mr., of Connecticut, Secretary
of Navy at time of expedition to South-
ern coast, April, 1861, 449.

Wesleyan Methodists, rule of, excluding
certain persons from communion, 185.

West Indian Emancipation, letter of Prof.
Morse, relating to, 80.

Wethered, Mr., of Maryland, voted to
repeal Twenty-first Rule, 137.

Whig party, by resolves of its Conven-
tion in 1852, adopted Compromise of
1850, "in spirit and in substance, 11

366.

Whigs, Northern, majority of, became
finally sectional, 124.

White, Mr., of Kentucky, in the chair
during the Slade excitement, 112.

Wilsiot, Mr., of Pennsylvania, mover of
the "Proviso, 11

48.

Wilmot Proviso, the, 193.

Wilson, Mr., of Pennsylvania, of com-
mittee to draft Constitution, 13.

Wilson, Henry, Mr., knew little about
the South, 182 ; motion of, to instruct
Mr. Webster and Mr. Davie, 183 ; vote
of " Freesoilers " for, as candidate for

Speakership in Massachusetts House
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of Representatives, 221 : made Presi-
dent of Senate of Massachusetts by the
coalition, 223; elected to Senate of
United States by same combination,
249 ; vote for, as candidate for Gov-
ernor, 251, 260; despatch from Washing-
ton concerning, 412 ; signs letter to
Governor Andrew, asking for delegates
to Peace Conference, 417.

Winthrop, Mr., of Massachusetts, op-
posed to reduction of tariff of 1842, 48

;

argued for repeal of Twenty-first Rule,
137; appointed to seat in Senate va-
cated by Mr. Webster, 221 ;

public
standing of, 224; vote given for, as
against Mr. Sumner, 226 ; vote for, as
candidate for Governor, 232.

Woods, Leonard, Rev. Dr., testimony
of, concerning Mr. George Thompson,
94.

World, New York, report in, of Mr. Nich-
olson's speech, 400; despatch to, con-
cerning Mr. Seward's intentions, 404-
406, 410.

XIMENES, Cardinal, policy of, toward
Moors of Spain in 1492, parallel with

that proposed by Northern radicals tow-
ard the South in 1865, and later, 45-1,

455.

YALE COLLEGE, probable proportion
of Southern students at, in 1820, 56.

Yancey, Mr., of Alabama, views of, as to
the Kansas "proposition," 304.

"Young America," appeals of Repub-
licans to, 378.

ZOLLICOFFER, Mr., of Tennessee, of
the early "American" party, 255.

THE END,
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